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No one needs to be reminded: 2020 has been a truly god-awful year. So,
we’ll take our silver linings where we find them. At Kirkus, that means
celebrating the great books we’ve read and reviewed since January—and
there’s been no shortage of them, pandemic or no.
With this issue of the magazine, we begin to roll out our Best Books
of 2020 coverage. Here you’ll find 100 of the year’s best fiction titles, 100
best picture books, and 100 best middle-grade releases, as selected by
our editors. The next two issues will bring you the best nonfiction, young
adult, and Indie titles we covered this year.
The launch of our Best Books of 2020 coverage is also an opportunity
Tom Beer
for me to look back on my own reading and consider which titles wowed
me when I first encountered them—and which have stayed with me over the months. This is
neither an objective nor a comprehensive list of best books, but some of the peak reading experiences I take away from 2020:
Shuggie Bain by Douglas Stuart (Grove, Feb. 11): This debut by a writer born in Scotland, now
living in New York, is one of those novels that takes over your life while you’re reading it. The
story of a young queer boy raised by a beautiful, alcoholic mother in working-class Glasgow of
the 1980s is desperately sad and unbelievably beautiful. It rings with the cadences and color of
the local dialect, shining with affection for its flawed characters. Nearly a year after reading
Shuggie Bain, I can’t get it out of my head.
Warhol by Blake Gopnik (Ecco/HarperCollins, April 28): This doorstop
biography of Andy Warhol, weighing in at 976 pages, has been criticized
in some quarters for being too much. But wasn’t Andy himself just that? For
those, like me, who can’t get their fill of Warhol arcana, Gopnik lucidly maps
the artist’s life in rich detail, from poor ethnic Pittsburgh roots to art-world
ascent and high-society hobnobbing. I often balk at overlong biographies,
but Warhol gave me something to think about on every page.
The Secret Lives of Church Ladies by Deesha Philyaw (West Virginia Univ.
Press, Sept. 1): What a delight to stumble upon a debut story collection by
an unknown writer, published by a small university press, that stealthily captures your heart and mind. That’s what this book, by a Kirkus reviewer, did for all of us at the
magazine who read it. Deesha can write! These nine stories—all featuring Black women with
complicated feelings about faith, family, love, and sex—are sometimes sly, sometimes heartfelt,
and always perceptive. The fiction judges for the National Book Awards thought so, too—it’s a
surprise finalist for this year’s prize.
Homeland Elegies by Ayad Akhtar (Little, Brown, Sept. 15): This novel, the
second from Pulitzer Prize–winning playwright Akhtar, is a thrilling, genredefying work of art with hints of memoir and essay woven into its tapestry. The
story of a Pakistani American writer coming to terms with Trump’s America is
also the sensitive portrait of an immigrant family’s imperfect assimilation, a
meditation on being Muslim in a largely Christian nation, and a scathing critique of our culture of wealth and debt. There’s so much happening in Home
land Elegies—all of it written with great style—that I’m determined to read it
again and absorb what I missed the first time.
Here’s to the books that made this rotten year a little bit better.
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special issue: best books of 2020

fiction

BLACK SUNDAY

AMNESTY

Abraham, Tola Rotimi
Catapult (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-948226-56-1

Adiga, Aravind
Scribner (272 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 18, 2020
978-1-9821-2724-4

When things fall apart, four modern
Nigerian siblings will need cunning to
survive.
In this piercing, supple debut, a
Nigerian father is scammed into ruin,
and his wife, wearing her “favorite perfume, Elizabeth Arden’s Red Door,” soon flees to New York.
The couple had honeymooned in Spain and lived a comfortable life, but “my family unraveled rapidly,” says their daughter Ariyike, “in messy loose knots, hastening away from one
another, shamefaced and lonesome, injured solitary animals in
a happy world.” Ariyike sells water on the Lagos streets while
her sister scrubs hospital toilets, their younger brothers both
hungry and in need of school fees. All subsist with their complaining Yoruba grandmother. In a riveting sequence, Bibike
helps her twin, Ariyike, transform into Keke to audition for an
on-air radio job. A male acquaintance advises: “Dress sexy, be
confident, smell nice, and if you are offered something to drink,
ask for water first....If they insist, ask for something foreign and
healthy, like green tea.” Keke isn’t chosen but leverages a position anyway by trading sex and plying her encyclopedic knowledge of Luke’s and Matthew’s Gospels. Thus begins her rise in
Christian radio. Sex—often predatory—forms and deforms all
four siblings; the novel features several rapes. Chapters alternate in each sibling’s voice over a stretch of 20 years. The brothers grow up and move to Chicago and out of the story. Abraham
stuffs her novel past brimming, but its sophisticated structure
and propulsive narration allow her to tuck in a biting critique of
corrupt colonial religion and universally exploitative men. “It
was fortunate to be beautiful and desired,” says Bibike, whose
voice opens the story. “It made people smile at me. I was used
to strangers wishing me well. But what is a girl’s beauty, but a
man’s promise of reward?” Bibike eventually becomes a healer
who cherishes their Yoruba grandmother while Keke, the wife
of a powerful and monstrous pastor, tastes ashes—the source of
the novel’s title.
Twin sisters cut adrift in a perilous, duplicitous world
learn that “only the wise survive.” A formidable debut.
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An undocumented immigrant from
Sri Lanka tries to elude the forces, legal
and otherwise, working to push him out
of Australia.
Dhananjaya Rajaratnam, the hero of
this taut, thrillerlike novel by the Booker
Prize–winning Adiga (Selection Day, 2017, etc.), has done everything he can to pass through Sydney unnoticed after his student
visa expires. He goes by Danny, the better to assimilate, and
works as a housecleaner so fastidious and efficient he’s nicknamed Legendary Cleaner. He lives cheaply and unobtrusively
in a storeroom above a grocery store and buys expensive hair
highlights to blend into an increasingly expensive city. But during the course of the day the novel covers, his unstable perch is
getting wobblier. His phone is obsolete and he can’t afford to
replace it, cutting off his lifeline, and he witnesses the aftermath
of what he’s sure is a murder committed by Dr. Prakash, one
of his clients. The plot of the novel mainly turns on Prakash’s
attempts to bully Danny into silence, lest he be reported to
Australian immigration authorities. (“Easiest thing in the world,
becoming invisible to White people, who don’t see you anyway;
but the hardest thing is becoming invisible to brown people,
who will see you no matter what.”) But Adiga cannily balances
his assured plotting with a style that evokes Danny’s justified paranoia. Amid the tick-tock of Danny’s reckoning with
Prakash, Adiga chronicles his hero’s history as a migrant, which
involves a demoralizing stint in a scammy university and an
increasing realization that getting along means disclosing information others can use. “Each time a door opened or slammed…
Danny’s heart contracted,” Adiga writes, and he expertly translates that anxiety to the reader.
A well-crafted tale of entrapment, alert to the risk of
exploitation that follows immigrants in a new country.

|

A profound and provocative inquiry into an
artist’s complex American identity.
homeland elegies

pictur e books

HOMELAND ELEGIES

special issue: best books of 2020

A playwright and novelist, the son
of Muslim immigrants from Pakistan,
explores his conflicted place in U.S. society in a searing work of autofiction.
The narrator of this novel, like its
author, is named Ayad Akhtar. The real
Akhtar achieved acclaim—and notoriety—with his 2012 play,
Disgraced, winner of the Pulitzer Prize. The fictional Akhtar,
too, has written a controversial drama in which an “Americanborn character with Muslim origins confesses that as the towers were falling [on 9/11], he felt something unexpected and
unwelcome, a sense of pride.” Over the course of eight chapters—some narrative, some nearly essaylike, all bookended by
an “overture” and a “coda”—Akhtar explores family, politics,
art, money, sex, religion, and prejudice in vivid, bracingly intelligent prose. Along the way, the reader encounters a range of
memorable characters: Akhtar’s father, an immigrant doctor
who supports the presidential campaign of Donald Trump, a
former patient; his mother, a melancholy woman who pines
for Pakistan and the medical school classmate she wishes she
had married instead of Akhtar’s father; and Riaz Rind, a Muslim hedge fund manager who takes Akhtar under his wing and
offers an education in the cold realities of capital. One comes to
this book not for the pleasures of conventional narrative fiction
(though Akhtar certainly can spin a tale); this is a novel of restless exploration that finds no pat answers about what it means
to be a Muslim American today.
A profound and provocative inquiry into an artist’s complex American identity.

middle gr a de

because New York City has been plunged into a blackout and
their Park Avenue high-rise apartment didn’t feel safe. Soon it
becomes clear that the blackout is a symptom (or is it a cause?)
of something larger—and nothing is safe. Has there been a
nuclear or climate disaster, a war, a terrorist act, a bomb? Alam’s
story unfolds like a dystopian fever dream cloaked in the trappings of a dream vacation: Why do hundreds of deer show up in
the house’s well-maintained backyard or a flock of bright-pink
flamingos frolic in the family pool and then fly away? What is
the noise, loud enough to crack glass, that comes, without warning, once and then, later, repeatedly? Is it safer to go back to the
city, to civilization, or to remain away, in a world apart? As they
search for answers and adjust to what increasingly appears to
be a confusing new normal, the two families—one Black, one
White; one older, one younger; one rich, one middle-class—are
compelled to find community amid calamity, to come together
to support each other and survive. As he did in his previous
novels, Rich and Pretty (2016) and That Kind of Mother (2018),
Alam shows an impressive facility for getting into his characters’
heads and an enviable empathy for their moral shortcomings,
emotional limitations, and failures of imagination. The result is
a riveting novel that thrums with suspense yet ultimately offers
no easy answers—disappointing those who crave them even as
it fittingly reflects our time.
Addressing race, risk, retreat, and the ripple effects of
a national emergency, Alam’s novel is just in time for this
moment.

Akhtar, Ayad
Little, Brown (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-31649-642-1

THE FALLEN

Álvarez, Carlos Manuel
Trans. by Wynne, Frank
Graywolf (160 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Jun. 2, 2020
978-1-64445-025-3
A dreamlike yet insightful novel of a
family and a country decaying from the
inside.
Cuban writer Álvarez’s debut novel
is slim yet contains remarkably detailed
portraits of a family watching their country’s revolution creep
toward failure in the 1990s. Diego, the son, is days away from
completing his state-mandated military service. His mother,
Mariana, is suffering from mysterious seizures that grip her
without any notice. Armando, the patriarch, tries to manage
a semiluxurious resort beset with corruption while also being
hounded by party officials out for their own enrichment. And
María, the daughter, is trying to care for her mother while also
working at her father’s resort. The chapters alternate points of
view among the family members, providing crystalline insights
into each person’s experiences and the family’s overall dynamic.
The characters narrate their own chapters and reflect on their
lives and society around them. Armando, a stalwart supporter
of Fidel and Che, laments the current state of Cuba: “...the
hardest times are those when no one wants to do anything,
times marked by a crisis of values, a spiritual simplemindedness,

LEAVE THE
WORLD BEHIND

Alam, Rumaan
Ecco/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$27.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-0-06-266763-2
An interrupted family vacation,
unexpected visitors, a mysterious blackout—something is happening, and the
world may never be the same.
On a reassuringly sunny summer day,
Amanda, an account director in advertising; Clay, a college professor; and their children, Archie, 15, and Rose, 13, make their
way from Brooklyn to a luxury home (swimming pool! hot tub!
marble countertops!) in a remote area of Long Island they’ve
rented for a family vacation. Shortly after they arrive, however,
the family’s holiday is interrupted by a knock on the door: The
house’s owners, a prosperous older Black couple—George
Washington and his wife, Ruth—have shown up unannounced
|
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the best fiction of 2020
When this year began—doesn’t it
feel like a decade ago?—I thought it
was going to be a quiet time for fiction, especially the fall, because of the
presidential election. As it happened,
a lot of spring and summer books were
postponed until fall because of the
pandemic, and there certainly hasn’t
been a shortage of great novels and
story collections.
Let’s celebrate a year that saw tremendous debuts,
including Douglas Stuart’s Shuggie Bain (Grove, Feb.
11), which our review called “a masterpiece,” and Raven
Leilani’s “sharp, strange, propellant” Luster (Farrar, Straus
and Giroux, Aug. 4). I’d like to give Deesha Philyaw my
award for the year’s best book title for The Secret Lives of
Church Ladies (West Virginia University Press, Sept. 1), her
debut collection of stories about “full-throated, flesh-andblood women who embrace and redefine love, and their
own selves, in powerfully imperfect renditions.”
When you’re done cheering all the debutants, let’s hear
it for the veterans. Lorrie Moore’s Collected Stories (Everyman’s Library, March 3) and Shirley Hazzard’s Collected Stories (Farrar,
Straus and Giroux, Nov. 3) will immerse you in the work of two of the
best prose stylists of our time. Our review said “the range and virtuosity” of
Walter Mosley’s story collection, The
Awkward Black Man (Grove, Sept. 15),
makes it his “most adventurous and,
maybe, best book.” Deacon King Kong
by James McBride (Riverhead, March
3) may be the book I recommended most this year: It’s a
novel that will make you smile on every page and, as our
review called it, “an exuberant comic opera set to the music of life.”
We were treated to a wealth of novels from long-time
favorites including Julia Alvarez’s Af
terlife (Algonquin, April 7), Anne Enright’s Actress (Norton, March 3),
Louise Erdrich’s The Night Watchman
(Harper, March 3), Elena Ferrante’s
The Lying Life of Adults (Europa, Sept.
1), Lily King’s Writers & Lovers (Grove,
March 3), David Mitchell’s Utopia Ave
nue (Random House, July 14), and Marilynne Robinson’s Jack (Farrar, Straus
and Giroux, Sept. 29).
6
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And let’s have a special toast to
those authors who published that
most difficult book—their second.
Ayad Akhtar’s Homeland Elegies (Little, Brown, Sept. 15) is “a profound
and provocative inquiry into an artist’s complex American identity,” according to our review. The Vanishing
Half by Brit Bennett (Riverhead, June
2) follows light-skinned twin sisters
from New Orleans through their lives
on opposite sides of the color line. In Transcendent Kingdom
(Knopf, Sept. 1), Yaa Gyasi explores the life of a doctoral
student in neuroscience as she deals with her mother’s depression. Phil Klay’s Missionaries (Penguin Press, Oct. 6)
and Bryan Washington’s Memorial (Riverhead, Oct. 27) are
stellar first novels following debut story collections.
Several groundbreaking series
came to an end, successfully. Hilary Mantel saw Thomas Cromwell to
the gallows in The Mirror & the Light
(Holt, Feb. 25), and Ali Smith wrapped
up her Seasonal Quartet with Summer
(Pantheon, Aug. 25). Sarah MacLean
put a bow on the Bareknuckle Bastards with Daring and the Duke (Avon,
June 30), somehow turning the villain
of the series into a romantic hero, and
Joanna Shupe finished the Uptown
Girls trilogy with The Devil of Downtown (Avon, June 30),
bringing romance to Gilded Age New York.
And to end on a bittersweet note:
Randall Kenan’s fans waited nearly 30
years for him to return to the fictional
Tims Creek, North Carolina, last seen
in Let the Dead Bury Their Dead (Harcourt, 1992). He published If I Had Two
Wings (Norton, Aug. 4) to acclaim this
summer but unexpectedly died three
weeks later. How lucky we are to have
this final collection from him; our review proclaimed, “It is a feast.”
Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.

|

Touching, hilarious, and deeply satisfying.
we ride upon sticks

pictur e books

too little determination.” Armando, Mariana, Diego, and María
all look to their pasts in order to understand the struggles of
the present. The reader is pulled into a vivid story that’s tender
yet never touches on sentimental. Instead, the book pulses with
a vivid realism and humanity that is heightened by Wynne’s
poetic translation. The country and the family are both afflicted
with a malaise that has seeped into their bones and is hard to
shake loose. Armando finds comfort by falling into a revolutionary idealism that fewer and fewer people believe in, Mariana’s
seizures provide a perverse means of escape, Diego’s nightly
patrols at the military base allow him to fall into the chasm of
memory, and the pressures of running the family, if not the business, fall on María. Each member of the family, even the country
itself, walks a fine line between happiness and dissolution.
Álvarez has written an unnervingly subtle and effective
exploration of the cost of blind idealism on families.

writes with knowing warmth about how well sisters know how
to push on each other’s bruises and how powerfully they can lift
each other up.
In this bighearted novel, family bonds heal a woman’s
grief.

WE RIDE UPON STICKS

middle gr a de

Barry, Quan
Pantheon (384 pp.)
$26.95 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-5247-4809-8

AFTERLIFE

Alvarez, Julia
Algonquin (272 pp.)
$25.95 | Apr. 7, 2020
978-1-64375-025-5
One of the best chroniclers of sisterhood returns with a funny, moving novel
of loss and love.
This is the first novel in 15 years from
Alvarez (How the García Girls Lost Their
Accents, 1991, etc.), and she builds on one
of her strengths, depicting the complex relationships among
sisters. Her main character is Antonia Vega, who, as the story
begins, is stunned with grief. A year before, she and her husband,
Sam, were driving separately to a restaurant dinner near their
Vermont home to celebrate her retirement when he suffered
a fatal aneurysm. Bereft of a beloved spouse and done with a
rewarding career as a college professor and novelist, she’s adrift
and “has withdrawn from every narrative, including the ones
she makes up for sale.” Then need comes knocking in the form
of an undocumented Mexican worker at her neighbor’s dairy
farm. Antonia emigrated long ago from the Dominican Republic, and young Mario seeks her help (and translation skills) in
reuniting with his fiancee, Estela, who is also undocumented
and stranded in Colorado. Antonia is hesitant. Sam, a doctor
who was widely beloved for his volunteer work and empathy,
would have done all he could, she knows: “He was the bold one.
She, the reluctant activist….” In the meantime, Antonia sets
off to celebrate her 66th birthday with her three sisters. The
two younger ones, Tilly and Mona, are as contentious and loving as ever, Tilly a font of oddly apropos malapropisms such as
“That bitch was like a wolf in cheap clothing!” But all of them are
worried about their oldest sister, Izzy, a retired therapist who
recently has been behaving erratically. When her phone goes
dead and she fails to arrive for the party, the other sisters swing
into action. Izzy’s fate will take surprising turns, as will the
relationship between Mario and Estela, as Antonia tries to figure out what she can do for all of them and for herself. Alvarez
|
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Almost 300 years after the town of
Danvers, Massachusetts, hosted the infamous 1692 witch trials, a new coven rises
to power.
The 1989 Danvers High School girls’
field hockey team (go Falcons!) is sick
and tired of losing. Frustrated after yet another loss at a summer training camp, goalie Mel Boucher takes matters into her
own hands by signing a “dark pledge” in a spiral notebook with
a picture of Emilio Estevez printed on the cover: “Years later
[Mel] would try and explain why she did it by saying that sometimes the Lord is busy and He needs us to be self starters, show
a little moxie.” Emilio, whom right halfback Heather Houston
calls an “alternative god,” shows his gratitude by improving the
team’s performance in their next game, and one by one the rest
of the players sign their names in the book, each of them given a
cut-off slice of an old sock (in Falcon blue) to tie on their arm as
a symbol of their pledge. When the official season starts and the
Falcons start winning games, the girls feel Emilio pushing them
toward their more devilish impulses. As they cause increasing
mayhem around Danvers, the team can feel Emilio demanding
more from them, and they worry they won’t be able to keep the
magic going long enough to win the state championship. Barry
(She Weeps Each Time You’re Born, 2014, etc.) is deeply witty, writing the narrator as a sort of omniscient group-think, the team
speaking as one wry voice. Barry spends time with each of the
team members and examines their struggles with the gender
norms of the late 1980s as well as with race, identity, family,
and friendship. Three of the characters are women of color
who have complex relationships to being surrounded mostly
by White people; a few of the girls discover budding nuance in
their sexuality; and they all start to wonder if witchcraft is really
about taking up space in a world that wants to keep you small.
As Emilio pushes them further down the path of darkness, readers will cheer them on because what they’re really doing is learning to be fully and authentically themselves.
Touching, hilarious, and deeply satisfying.
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from stultifying rural Mallard, Louisiana, becoming 16-year-old
runaways in 1954 New Orleans. The novel opens 14 years later as
Desiree, fleeing a violent marriage in D.C., returns home with a
different relative: her 8-year-old daughter, Jude. The gossips are
agog: “In Mallard, nobody married dark....Marrying a dark man
and dragging his blueblack child all over town was one step too
far.” Desiree’s decision seals Jude’s misery in this “colorstruck”
place and propels a new generation of flight: Jude escapes on a
track scholarship to UCLA. Tending bar as a side job in Beverly
Hills, she catches a glimpse of her mother’s doppelgänger. Stella,
ensconced in White society, is shedding her fur coat. Jude, so
Black that strangers routinely stare, is unrecognizable to her
aunt. All this is expertly paced, unfurling before the book is half
finished; a reader can guess what is coming. Bennett is deeply
engaged in the unknowability of other people and the scourge
of colorism. The scene in which Stella adopts her White persona is a tour de force of doubling and confusion. It calls up
Toni Morrison’s The Bluest Eye, the book’s 50-year-old antecedent. Bennett’s novel plays with its characters’ nagging feelings
of being incomplete—for the twins without each other; for
Jude’s boyfriend, Reese, who is trans and seeks surgery; for their
friend Barry, who performs in drag as Bianca. Bennett keeps all
these plot threads thrumming and her social commentary crisp.
In the second half, Jude spars with her cousin Kennedy, Stella’s
daughter, a spoiled actress.
Kin “[find] each other’s lives inscrutable” in this rich,
sharp story about the way identity is formed.

Beha, Christopher
Tin House (528 pp.)
$27.95 | May 5, 2020
978-1-947793-82-8

An affluent New York family is flung
into a tailspin in 2009 in the third novel
by Beha (Arts and Entertainments, 2014,
etc.).
Beha is the editor of Harper’s, and
this story evokes the spirit of two famous essays the magazine
published championing the social novel: Tom Wolfe’s “Stalking the Billion-Footed Beast” and Jonathan Franzen’s “Why
Bother?” Its young hero, Sam, has arrived from Wisconsin to
write about the intersection of hard data and news for a storied
publication. The job introduces him to the Doyle family, whose
patriarch, Frank, is a longtime baseball writer and political pundit who recently disgraced himself making racist comments
about Barack Obama on air at a Mets game. Doyle’s wife, Kit,
is an investment banker pummeled by the Great Recession;
their son, Eddie, is an Iraq War vet who’s overly enchanted with
a street preacher, and their daughter, Margo, is making little
progress on her dissertation on Wordsworth. The Doyles give
Beha ample opportunity to expound on media, sports, religion,
war, finance, and the arts; Justin, a Black hedge fund manager
noblesse-obliged by the Doyles, is a pathway to riff on race
while Sam’s wife, Lucy, lets him explore marriage. The novel
can feel a tick too orderly, as Beha carefully maintains his large
cast and big themes. But each character is engaging and fullblooded, and Beha pushes them hard: He’s concerned with how
irrationality worms its way into everybody’s lives (via infidelity,
faith, insider trading, plagiarism, addiction) and how that irrationality can undermine us and push us closer to understanding
ourselves. “We hated nothing more than indisputable evidence,
because we wanted to dispute,” Beha writes. And though the
novel’s tone is more intellectual than what Wolfe and Franzen
prescribed, its breadth, ambition, and command are refreshing.
An admirably big-picture, multivalent family saga.

DRIFTWOOD

Brennan, Marie
Tachyon (224 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Aug. 14, 2020
978-1-61696-346-0
A diverse cast of characters from
disparate worlds, each facing their own
rapidly approaching mortality, come
together to memorialize a missing
man—rumored to be immortal—in this
new fantasy title from veteran author
Brennan.
When a world is about to meet its end, it collides with the
Edge of Driftwood: a ring-shaped amalgamation of nations bordered by unnavigable mists and marked by an all-consuming
eye called the Crush. New additions push preexisting lands
further into the Ring, then into the Shreds, where they break
into infinitesimally small pieces before being lost forever. The
various people-groups caught in this unending cycle cling to
one man for hope: Last, the only surviving member of a longforgotten race. Now, Last has seemingly disappeared, and his
devotees have come together to tell stories about their encounters with him in the hope that this sharing will bring answers to
the question of his fate. Through these stories, a portrait of Last
as a tragic figure, accidental deity, and distant friend emerges.
The patchwork quilt of his acquaintances’ tales mirrors the very
nature of Driftwood itself, slowly peeling back the veil to reveal

THE VANISHING HALF

Bennett, Brit
Riverhead (352 pp.)
$27.00 | Jun. 2, 2020
978-0-525-53629-1

Inseparable identical twin sisters
ditch home together, and then one
decides to vanish.
The talented Bennett fuels her fiction with secrets—first in her lauded
debut, The Mothers (2016), and now in the
assured and magnetic story of the Vignes sisters, light-skinned
women parked on opposite sides of the color line. Desiree, the
“fidgety twin,” and Stella, “a smart, careful girl,” make their break
8
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A dreamy fable confronting love, death, and our inevitable
inadequacy yet persistence in the face of both.
what happens at night
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THESE GHOSTS ARE FAMILY

the living—and departed—people who make up this strange
and riveting new cosmos. Readers will close the cover aching to
read more about Last and his world.
An exciting delve into a conglomerate land filled with
magic and mystery.

Card, Maisy
Simon & Schuster (288 pp.)
$24.00 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-9821-1743-6

Cameron, Peter
Catapult (320 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-1-948226-96-7

special issue: best books of 2020

A snow-swept journey to the ends of
the Earth continues Cameron’s exploration of defamiliarized landscapes and the
intricacies of human relationships.
A husband and wife arrive by train
into the endless winter night of a mysterious Arctic region. The
woman is dying of cancer; as her body erodes, her connection
to—and patience for—her husband vanishes with it, but after
suffering a succession of pregnancy losses throughout their
marriage, she is determined to provide him with a family, a
child, before she dies. They have come to the town of Borgarfjaroasysla (like Cameron’s Andorra before it, a name that recalls
a real place but which is released from the confines of reality
through a reimagined geography and, in this case, a slightly different name) to claim a foundling at the local orphanage, the
only place on Earth, given their age and the woman’s failing
health, that would agree to an adoption. They settle into the
vast Borgarfjaroasysla Grand Imperial Hotel, bedecked in the
antiquated opulence of a bygone era and, like the town around
it, sparsely occupied but filled with eerie tensions. On their first
night there, the man ventures down to the hotel bar, a dark, lowceilinged burrow emanating a red glow through a glass-beaded
curtain. Here, over snifters of the regional specialty, a curious
liqueur made of lichen “tinged with the silvery blue glow that
snow reflects at twilight,” he meets a striking, eccentric old
woman named Livia Pinheiro-Rima, who quickly assumes a
role in the couple’s life that’s half meddlesome spirit, half fairy
godmother. The next morning, rather than delivering them to
the orphanage to meet their son, their taxi deposits them at the
home of Brother Emmanuel, a renowned healer and the only
draw for travelers to the town besides the orphanage, whom
Livia has decided the woman needs more than she needs a
baby. Having ferried his wife to this enchanted hinterland on
the threshold of eternity, where life, nature, and time flow to
a dilated rhythm and she embraces the metamorphosis that
awaits her, the man emerges, ambivalently, at times reluctantly,
into a transformation of his own.
A dreamy fable confronting love, death, and our inevitable inadequacy yet persistence in the face of both.

middle gr a de

Generations of a Jamaican family
grapple with the legacy of slavery and
secrets.
“Perhaps, a life does not belong exclusively to one person,” thinks a character
in Card’s debut novel, a rich and layered
story about several generations of a Jamaican family. Secrets,
Card shows, are part of what bind us together. One of this family’s biggest secrets involves Abel Paisley, who leaves Jamaica for
England in the 1970s. When another Caribbean dock worker is
killed in an accident and the White workers mistakenly think
it’s Abel, Abel assumes the dead man’s identity. Abandoning his
wife, Vera, and two young children, he marvels over “the one
time racism worked” in his favor. Abel marries again and builds
a new life in New York as the proprietor of a West Indian market, which turns out to be difficult in all new ways. But Card’s
story doesn’t end there. She’s only just beginning. A public
librarian who was born in Jamaica and raised in Queens, she
brings to life Abel’s ancestors and descendants and those whose
lives intersect with theirs, among them Abel’s abandoned wife;
the servant who loved her; a precocious out-of-wedlock granddaughter; and the White descendant of the plantation owner
who once enslaved and terrorized the family. This is a wonderfully ambitious novel: It sprawls in time from the uncertain
present to the horror of slavery on a Jamaican plantation, examining racism, colorism, and infidelity and how they obscure and
fracture a lineage. A gifted storyteller with an eye for detail and
compassion for all her flawed characters, Card ends the book
with an unsettling ghost story about insatiable hunger. We all
hunger for something, she tells us: love, acceptance, freedom,
an understanding of the past to know who we are, because our
lives are never just our own.
An intriguing debut with an inventive spin on the generational family saga.

WHAT HAPPENS
AT NIGHT

DAYS OF DISTRACTION

Chang, Alexandra
Ecco/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Mar. 31, 2020
978-0-06-295180-9

A coming-of-age tale for the 21st
century.
“People think I’m smaller than I am.”
This is the opening sentence of Chang’s
debut and—as the reader soon learns—a
sly summation of the novel as a whole. A
first-generation American and the daughter of Chinese parents,
the unnamed narrator finds that people frequently see in her
what they expect rather than what she is. But, more often than
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Deesha Philyaw

THE AUTHOR OF THE SECRET LIVES OF CHURCH LADIES HAS BEEN
WRITING FICTION FOR 20 YEARS. NOW HER DEBUT IS A NATIONAL
BOOK AWARD FINALIST.
By Laurie Muchnick
Vanessa German

You’ve been writing fiction for about 20 years, and this
is your first published book of fiction. How did it come
about?
The collection actually was a detour. I’ve been working
on a novel since 2007, and before that, I was working
on two other novels, and they always had what I now
recognize as a church lady, though I wasn’t thinking of
it in those terms. There are just those tensions between
who we are and who we want to be, and what we feel
and what the church says we should be. These are really
constricting binaries that stuck with me from my childhood—seeing women in the church and seeing women
out of the church and looking at their lives and wondering, what did that mean for my life and my options?
So I started my third attempt at a novel, and I stalled
about two-thirds of the way through. My agent was really supportive in my attempts to finish the book, but I
also started writing short stories, and I would have readings at different events, and she’d come out and support
me. And after one of those events, she said, “You know,
I’m really enjoying these church lady stories. What do
you think about taking a hiatus from the novel”—which
I was already taking, clearly!—“and just focusing on doing a whole collection of those?” And I loved that idea.

When the finalists for this year’s National Book
Awards were announced, at least one of the fiction titles
seemed to come out of left field: Deesha Philyaw’s The Se
cret Lives of Church Ladies, published in September by West
Virginia University Press. But it wasn’t a surprise to anyone
who’d read the book, a collection of frank and moving stories about Black women such as the 40-year-old narrator
of “Eula,” who wishes her occasionally sexual relationship
with her best friend could be more, and, in “Jael,” the woman who reads her 14-year-old great-granddaughter’s diary only to discover the girl is erotically obsessed with the
preacher’s wife. Our review said, “No saints exist in these
pages, just full-throated, flesh-and-blood women who embrace and redefine love, and their own selves, in powerfully
imperfect renditions.” Philyaw, who is a Kirkus reviewer,
spoke to us by Zoom from her home in Pittsburgh; the
conversation has been edited for length and clarity.
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Would you consider yourself a church lady?
More church-lady adjacent, at best. The funny thing is,
my mom and my grandmother weren’t church ladies.
They sent me to church, but they didn’t start going until
I was in college.
So they’d send you to church and you’d observe the
ladies?
Yes, but I also had a view of women outside the church.
I would think, “Well, you want me to go, but you don’t
go?” And that stirred up my curiosity because you’re
looking at the women outside of the church and they
|

There are many different relationships in the book, but
the one that seems to come up the most is relationships between mothers and daughters.
For sure, my relationship with my mother was the defining relationship of my life. And she died of breast cancer when she was 52. We had a lot of conflict. And unfinished business might be putting too fine a point on
it, because we made our peace before she died. But we
didn’t get to work out the kinks and the knots. The grief
of losing my mother and the intensity of that relationship burned with me my whole life—I’m still carrying
that. And so it showed up in the stories, but all from
the perspective of centering the daughter. Because I’m
actively mothering [two teenage daughters] right now, I
don’t know that I’m ready to take on that lens yet and
write about it. Even fictionally. But as the daughter who
is wounded, the daughter who is longing, the daughter
who is grappling with who her mother is and who she
needs her to be, and who she is and who her mother
wants her to be, those are all themes from my relationship with my mother that show up in different ways in
these stories.

Since your book was published in early September, you
were named a finalist for the National Book Award,
and you’ve been talking to Hollywood about adapting it.
What’s changed for you?
Now I get to give one of those vague answers that I hate
when people give in interviews! It’s changed my life in
that there are eyes on my writing that were not there
before. And talk about controlling the narrative—I get
to decide what that means. And so for me, it’s remembering how I got here, which is lots of people helping
me, lots of people answering my questions, lots of people encouraging me. And so now I’m in a position to do
more of that for other people.

middle gr a de

my own interest, I thought, What if we just flipped the
narrative? And instead of the woman who’s the mistress
being marginalized in all of this, other than to be demonized—what if she was the center of it? What if she
controlled the narrative? And then when I started that,
it was just so much fun.

pictur e books

seemed like they were having a lot more fun—but are
they going to hell? And do the women who are in church,
who are holy and godly—do they have sex? They have
kids, so they must have sex. Do they like sex? Do they
masturbate? So as I’m figuring out my own burgeoning
sexuality, they were blueprints for who I might be.

We’re just about out of time, but do you mind if I ask
how old you are?
Forty-nine. I love saying how old I am, because I want
people, especially women, to know that, yes, there are
clocks ticking, but this is possible.

The Secret Lives of Church Ladies received a starred
review in the July 1, 2020, issue.

special issue: best books of 2020

You use a lot of different forms in your stories—for instance, “Dear Sister” is written as a letter from a woman to the half sister she doesn’t know after their father
died, and “Instructions for Married Christian Husbands”
takes the form of an instruction manual written by a
woman who sleeps with married men, with sections
such as “Parking,” “Health and Wellness,” “Your Wife,”
“Fantasies,” and “Feelings.”
I’ve always been interested in forms. “Instructions for
Married Christian Husbands” was the last story I wrote,
and I wanted to hold my own interest. Long before I
sold the book, I had written around 10 pages of a traditional narrative about this woman. And in that narrative, she meets a particular man, and I hadn’t figured out
what happened yet. Does he fall in love with her? Does
she fall in love with him and there’s some complication?
And then I thought, what if I’m not interested in either
of those scenarios, but what I am interested in is the
triad of an affair. So there’s the husband, there’s the wife,
and then there’s the mistress. And the usual narrative is
the two women are pitted against each other, and the
guy’s sort of ancillary, which is so unfair. And so, to hold
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not, she shrinks herself to fit these misperceptions. She stays
silent when her boyfriend, J, calls her his “little sweetheart.” She
gives up trying to teach J how to pronounce the family nickname that he insists on using. At work—a tech publication—
she chooses not to press the point when her superiors refuse
to seriously discuss giving her a raise when she discovers that
she’s earning less than all of her colleagues. Even in a world in
which social media lets ordinary people become extraordinary,
the protagonist asserts that she is quite simply ordinary—a consumer of other peoples’ lives, not the creator of one. J’s decision
to enter a graduate program in upstate New York gives her the
chance to leave the high-pressure microcosm of San Francisco
and start again. Chang has won acclaim for her short stories, and,
stylistically, her debut novel can be seen as a collection of linked
microfictions. The text is composed of brief vignettes and the
narrative is discursive, but this does not mean that the story
feels choppy or disjointed. Instead, the novel’s form encourages
the reader to slow down, think about what they’ve just read, and
figure out for themselves how the pieces fit together. The narrator’s meditations on themes like racism, capitalism, the role
of technology in our lives, and complicated family relationships
are simultaneously uniquely insightful and accessible to anyone
who has grappled with these issues themselves.
Beautifully crafted and deeply thoughtful.

family to preserve the cultural memories of a place she has never
known. The magic of these origin myths is very much present
in all their lives. When the daughter and her brother dig a series
of holes in the rank soil of their backyard, the holes become
mouths, open and hungry. When the daughter is beaten for this
infraction by her mother—enacting a violence more typical of
Ama—a tiger tail with its own vituperative will grows from one
of the scabs. And when the daughter’s lover, Ben, a girl from
Ningxia who could “spit a watermelon seed so far it skipped the
sea and planted in another country,” gets the idea to feed the
daughter’s tail to one of the backyard holes, what emerges are
letters from Ama that tell not only the secret at the root of her
violence, but the secret at the root of all their entangled lives.
A visceral book that promises a major new literary voice.

THIN GIRLS

Clarke, Diana
Harper/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$27.99 | Jun. 9, 2020
978-0-06-298668-9
A first-time novelist explores the
abuse women inflict on themselves, the
abuse others inflict upon them, and the
intersection of the two.
When they were small, Lily and Rose
were essentially indistinguishable—even
to themselves. As they approached adolescence, though, Lily,
the outgoing, people-pleasing twin, had become everyone’s
favorite while obstinate, awkward Rose became her sister’s
shadow. Their relationship to each other changed again when
Rose discovered a talent for enduring the fad diets imposed by
the leader of their clique. As Rose stops eating altogether, Lily
starts eating more and more. Rose recounts this history as she
embarks on her second year in a clinic where she is supposed
to be recovering from anorexia but is really consuming just
enough calories to avoid force-feeding. She likes the comforting routine of the clinic and the company of other “thin girls.”
It’s only when Rose realizes that Lily is in a dangerously abusive
relationship that she becomes determined to return to the outside world. Rose is a strange and prickly character, constantly
interrupting her narration with bits of trivia from the random
assortment of books available at the clinic. She is both truthful and wily, and her powers of insight are prodigious—except
when she’s analyzing herself. It takes her a very long time, for
example, to discover that her efforts to shrink her body down
to nothingness are related to her unwillingness to accept her
own sexuality. The story she tells is as gripping as a thriller, but
it’s Clarke’s language that truly makes this novel special. She
writes with a lyricism that not only encompasses the grotesque
and the transcendent, but also sometimes commingles the two.
When Rose finds a collection of short fiction Lily has written,
these harrowing little fables bring the latent otherworldliness
of the novel as a whole to the surface.
Incisive social commentary rendered in artful, original,
and powerfully affecting prose.

BESTIARY

Chang, K-Ming
One World/Random House (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-593-13258-6
In a Taiwanese immigrant family,
secrets and myths are indistinguishably
intertwined.
This debut novel is told from the
alternating perspectives of three generations of women from the same family: Ama, the grandmother, who emigrated from Taiwan with
her war-addled husband and two children, leaving three other
daughters behind; Mother, who remembers both Taiwan and
the Arkansas chicken farm where they arrived through the
lens of poverty and struggle; and the daughter, born in this
country, who serves as a link between her mother and grandmother which both would be more comfortable severing. From
the beginning, the story is one of internalized violence. Agong,
the family patriarch, was a soldier from the Chinese mainland,
20 years older than Ama when she married him at 18, already
a widow and mother of three. In their second life in America,
Agong has lost the thread of his memories and forgotten his
name, the faces of his children, and the place where he buried
the family gold—in spite of Ama’s best efforts to beat it out of
him. Mother, in an attempt to escape Ama’s violence, has married another man from the Chinese mainland and struggles
instead to shield her children from her husband’s abuse. Meanwhile, the daughter navigates both the demands of her American community to assimilate and the need of her immigrant
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Fresh, funny, clever, and deeply satisfying.
love lettering
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PIRANESI

The much-anticipated second novel
from the author of Jonathan Strange and
Mr. Norrell (2004).
The narrator of this novel answers to
the name “Piranesi” even though he suspects that it’s not his name. This name
was chosen for him by the Other, the only living person Piranesi
has encountered during his extensive explorations of the House.
Readers who recognize Piranesi as the name of an Italian artist
known for his etchings of Roman ruins and imaginary prisons
might recognize this as a cruel joke that the Other enjoys at the
expense of the novel’s protagonist. It is that, but the name is
also a helpful clue for readers trying to situate themselves in
the world Clarke has created. The character known as Piranesi
lives within a Classical structure of endless, inescapable halls
occasionally inundated by the sea. These halls are inhabited by
statues that seem to be allegories—a woman carrying a beehive;
a dog-fox teaching two squirrels and two satyrs; two children
laughing, one of them carrying a flute—but the meaning of
these images is opaque. Piranesi is happy to let the statues simply be. With her second novel, Clarke invokes tropes that have
fueled a century of surrealist and fantasy fiction as well as movies, television series, and even video games. At the foundation
of this story is an idea at least as old as Chaucer: Our world was
once filled with magic, but the magic has drained away. Clarke
imagines where all that magic goes when it leaves our world and
what it would be like to be trapped in that place. Piranesi is a
naif, and there’s much that readers understand before he does.
But readers who accompany him as he learns to understand
himself will see magic returning to our world.
Weird and haunting and excellent.

middle gr a de

he feels in New York. For her part, Meg has been experiencing
artist’s block as she prepares to compete for a contract with a
major retail chain to feature her work in their stationery line.
She invites Reid to walk the streets of the city with her, looking for meaning in the words and letters around them. As their
romance heats up, Reid has to contend with some major conflict
at work, and Meg is coping with the demands of a new celebrity
client and the increasing distance of her best friend and roommate, Sibby. Clayborn’s (Best of Luck, 2018, etc.) depiction of the
artistry of hand-lettering and the worlds that letters open up for
Meg is fascinating. Letters and signs organize Meg’s experience:
“L-I-K-E, after all, is a word I’ve been turning over and over a lot
in my head over these last two weeks, trying to absorb it into my
being, trying to keep it from becoming something else.” Meg’s
dry observations are hilarious (her drink is a “defibrillator in a
cup”), and even readers familiar with New York will see the city
in a new light, through its signs and symbols. Reid and Meg are
wonderfully unique, and their romance carves a sweet, winding,
and sexy path to self-acceptance and mutual affirmation.
Fresh, funny, clever, and deeply satisfying.

Clarke, Susanna
Bloomsbury (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-63557-563-7

FAIR WARNING

Connelly, Michael
Little, Brown (416 pp.)
$29.00 | May 26, 2020
978-0-31653-942-5

LOVE LETTERING

Clayborn, Kate
Kensington (320 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Jan. 1, 2020
978-1-4967-2517-2
A quirky romance between a New
York City woman famous for her lovely
hand-lettering and the Wall Street mathematician who discovers the secret messages she embeds in her work.
Meg, an Instagram-famous handletterer and calligrapher, couldn’t resist embedding a hidden
code in the wedding program of society bride Avery and her
handsome but taciturn groom, Reid. When the wedding is cancelled, Reid, a quantitative analyst who discovered Meg’s message (“M-I-S-T-A-K-E”), seeks her out. Reid knows the breakup
was for the best, but it brings home how lost and out of place
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A first-rate case for Connelly’s thirdstring detective, bulldog journalist Jack
McEvoy, who’s been biding his time since
The Scarecrow (2009) as Harry Bosch and
the Lincoln Lawyer have hogged the
spotlight.
The consumer-protection website FairWarning can’t hold a
candle to the LA Times, where Jack once plied his trade. The
real problem this time, though, is that the cops come to Jack
rather than vice versa, as a person of interest who had a onenight stand a year ago with Christina Portrero, whose latest
one-night stand broke her neck. In fact, Jack quickly discovers,
Tina was only the most recent among a number of women who
died of atlanto-occipital dislocation—several of them erroneously listed as accidents, all of them clients of the genetic testing firm GT23. Why would sending out your DNA for genetic
information put you at enormously increased risk of falling victim to a brutal killer who calls himself the Shrike? The answer
to the question of how “predators now can custom-order their
victims,” which lies in the DRD4 gene, is guaranteed to make
even the most hard-bitten readers queasy. Throughout his pursuit of the killer, the LAPD’s pursuit of him, and his unwilling
partnerships with fellow journalist Emily Atwater and former
FBI agent Rachel Walling, Jack works the case with a dogged
professionalism, a mastery of detail, and a scarred but oversized
heart that puts most of his police procedural cousins to shame.
Darkly essential reading for every genre fan who’s ever
considered sending a swab to a mail-order DNA testing
service.
13

best debut
novels
ONE NIGHT TWO SOULS
WENT WALKING

It’s been a big year for debut fiction. The
Kirkus Prize, National Book Award, and
Booker Prize all have a disproportionate
number of first novels on their shortlists.
Here’s a sampling of the best.

Cooney, Ellen
Coffee House (216 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Nov. 10, 2020
978-1-56689-597-2

Fiebre Tropical by Juliana Delgado Lopera (Feminist Press, March 4): Born in
Colombia, living in
San Francisco, Delgado Lopera explores
the life of 15-year-old
Francisca, who’s been “dragged unwillingly
from Bogotá to Miami, crammed with her
mother and sister into her grandmother’s
apartment.” Our review called this “a rich,
deeply felt novel about family ties, immigration, sexual longing, faith, and desire. Simultaneously raw and luminous.” (Review on
page 15)

Cooney’s brief but compelling novel—
in which an unnamed chaplain takes readers on her rounds during one night at a
large Northeastern hospital—explores
issues like mortality, spiritual survival, and

human connection.
The 36-year-old Episcopal chaplain, frizzy-haired and
pear-shaped, has what her boss calls a natural gift for telling
people what they need to hear. Her instinctive ability to soothe
becomes increasingly evident as she travels from one patient to
another. She is spiritual but practical. While she asks “What is
a soul?” in the novel’s first line—and returns to the question in
different guises throughout—the narrator’s spiritual quest does
not cause her moral qualms about lying when necessary, whether
to soothe a doctor who fears she’s sinned or give hope to a dying
chef who expects his former restaurant patrons to visit en masse.
Her favorite patients are an elderly, deeply lonely librarian and a
15-year-old boy who’s survived a catastrophic accident physically
shattered but with his gentle magnetism intact. Less appealing
characters, like a lawyer who is rude to the staff, also receive
her understanding. Each has a story. Often the stories lead the
chaplain to stories from her own past. A subtle plot takes shape
almost between the lines concerning the chaplain’s unresolved
relationship with Plummy, a neuroscientist 10 years her junior
now living in Germany, who’s fascinated by out-of-body experiences, what he calls oobs; confronted during her shift with
two possible oobs, the chaplain is forced to reexamine the idea
of soul yet again but also to reconsider her relationship with
Plummy. Those oob walks of the title may stretch credibility, but
Cooney does a remarkable job structuring a novel of vignettes
and stories within stories into a cohesive whole. Equally remarkable is her portrait of the chaplain as a personification of the
potential for human goodness. Though introspective, the narrator is never self-absorbed. Her voice, funny and direct, keeps
sentimentality at bay.
The perfect novel to combat pandemic angst.

Luster by Raven Leilani (Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, Aug. 4): Meet Edie, a Black 23-yearold art-school dropout. After a dryly funny
section dissecting the publishing industry,
she’s fired from her job and finds herself living in the suburbs with a White couple—
she’s sleeping with the husband—and their
adopted Black daughter. “Leilani’s characters act in ways that often defy explanation,
and that is part of what makes them so alive
and so mesmerizing,” our review said. (Re
view on page 26)
Shuggie Bain by Douglas Stuart (Grove,
Feb. 11): Stuart worked as a fashion designer
in New York for many years before deciding
to write fiction about a family in Glasgow,
his Scottish hometown. Agnes Bain is a
stunning woman controlled by alcohol; her
youngest son, Shuggie, adores her. As our review said, “Stuart evokes the experience of
each character with unbelievable compassion….You will never forget Shuggie Bain.
Scene by scene, this book is a masterpiece.”
(Review on page 40)

THE ROOMMATE

Danan, Rosie
Berkley (336 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-593-10160-5

Memorial by Bryan Washington (Riverhead, Oct. 27): Benson, who’s Black, and
Mike, who’s Japanese, are an ambivalent
couple, possibly about to break up, when
Mike’s mother arrives to visit him in Houston just as he flies back to Osaka to visit his
dying father, leaving Benson and Mitsuko
as unlikely roommates. Our review called
it “a subtle and moving exploration of love,
family, race, and the long, frustrating search
for home.” (Review on page 44)—L.M.
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A woman from a staid Connecticut
society family moves to LA and falls in
love with her roommate.
Clara Wheaton grew up in a household beset by scandal, and it turned her
into a creature of habit and duty. As a
|

A rich, deeply felt novel about family ties, immigration, sexual
longing, faith, and desire. Simultaneously raw and luminous.
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young girl, Clara vowed to live quietly and never cause anxiety
for her long-suffering mother. Now she’s 27 with a Ph.D. in art
history and no idea what to do with it, so she moves to LA in a
last-ditch attempt to win over the friend she’s had a crush on
since they were teenagers. But when she arrives in California,
her friend reveals he will be touring with his band for the summer, leaving Clara with an unexpected roommate, Josh Darling.
Feeling too humiliated to return home, she decides to spend the
summer in LA after being offered a temporary job at her aunt’s
PR firm. Josh is a porn star, and he firmly corrects Clara’s misconceptions—and those of readers—about the adult entertainment industry. Clara is worried that her association with Josh
will cause a scandal, but she loves the freedom of her new life
too much to worry. They develop a close friendship but agree to
ignore the sizzling attraction between them. Clara is outraged
when she discovers that the powerful porn company Josh works
for, Black Hat, is trying to blackmail him into a new contract.
They decide to strike back at the company by creating a website with unabashedly sex-positive video tutorials that center
women’s pleasure. Clara and Josh are likable characters trying
to make the world a better place. Danan’s debut is a staunch
rejection of societal shame about sex and pleasure—one that
will speak to romance readers young and old.
A deliciously fresh romance with strong characters and
feminist themes.

of writing some chapters from the point of view of the Carmen
in Charge characters, but it pays off by cleverly illuminating the
emotional journey of Jasmine and Ashton’s own romance.
Sexy, compelling, and complex—a terrific romance from
a rising star of the genre.

FIEBRE TROPICAL
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Delgado Lopera, Juliana
Feminist Press (240 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Mar. 4, 2020
978-1-936932-75-7

YOU HAD ME AT HOLA

Daria, Alexis
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Aug. 4, 2020
978-0-06-295992-8
An actress on an upward career trajectory falls in love with her leading man.
Jasmine Lin Rodriguez moves home
to New York for an unbelievable chance:
After years as a soap opera actress, she is
offered the lead role in Carmen in Charge,
which will air on a popular streaming service. The timing
couldn’t be better—after she was painfully and publicly dumped
by her musician boyfriend, the tabloids have painted her as a
loser in love. Jasmine promises herself that she’ll avoid romantic entanglements and focus on her career, but that proves difficult since she’s wildly attracted to her new co-star, telenovela
heartthrob Ashton Suarez. Ashton has two goals: achieving
mainstream Hollywood stardom and keeping the paparazzi
from discovering his 8-year-old son, Yadiel, who lives with Ashton’s family in Puerto Rico. When Yadi was just a baby, a stalker
broke into their home; Ashton was so terrified for his son’s
safety that he moved the boy to live with his parents and cut
himself off from the press. He studiously avoids his attraction
to Jasmine—she’s a paparazzi magnet, and he will do anything
to avoid the spotlight. However, as work on the show continues,
they give in to their undeniable attraction. Ashton and Jasmine
are imperfect but fully realized characters, and their differences
aren’t easily solved. Daria makes the unusual narrative choice
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In U.S.–based Colombian author
Delgado Lopera’s coming-of-age novel, a
15-year-old Colombian girl struggles with
her identity and her burgeoning sexuality.
Dragged unwillingly from Bogotá to
Miami, crammed with her mother and
sister into her grandmother’s apartment at the Heather Glen
Apartment Complex, Francisca misses her friends and her former life. But she can’t go home, because “this wasn’t a Choose
Your Own Migration multiple-choice adventure.” In a scene
early in the book, her mother insists on baptizing a child she
miscarried 17 years before, using a plastic doll from a discount
store as a stand-in baby. Manic one moment and sad the next,
Mami has joined the Iglesia Cristiana Jesucristo Redentor, an
evangelical Colombian church in “a stinky room in the Hyatt
Hotel nobody cared to vacuum.” In the car on their way there,
the doll stares at Francisca with a fixed, plastic smile. “Are you
happy now, asshole, I wanted to say....You’re still dead, pendejo.”
With a whip-smart, unapologetic voice peppered with Colombian slang, Francisca pulls us into her new life in “Yanquilandia.”
Trouble arises when she meets Carmen the pastor’s daughter,
who wants her to accept Jesus into her heart. Francisca imagines God in “a dentist’s waiting room checking in with the
receptionist every so often, Did Francisca receive my son in her
heart yet? (said no God ever).” Instead, she finds herself falling
in love with Carmen, threatening her family’s tenuous place in
the immigrant community. Though the plot revolves around a
coming-out story, the great strength of Delgado Lopera’s writing lies in its layered portrayals of these characters and their
world. “Women in my family possessed a sixth sense...from the
close policing of our sadness: Your tristeza wasn’t yours, it was
part of the larger collective female sadness jar to which we all
contributed.”
A rich, deeply felt novel about family ties, immigration,
sexual longing, faith, and desire. Simultaneously raw and
luminous.
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THE PULL OF
THE STARS

long ago ceased to imagine he’ll ever follow up, he spent almost
two decades in frigid Vermont (failed marriage, child-rearing,
attendant despair). Now he’s returned to his native Mississippi, where, after running through a succession of jobs, he’s
found a niche as a kind of knight-errant cab driver—Charon to
meth heads, rehab escapees, elderly ICU refugees, and frat-boy
monsters looking to score—in a college town (Gentry, a dead
ringer for Oxford). But even this poor haven, a spavined, reeking, gas-guzzling Lincoln with a balky suspension and a “Shakespeare-mint” air freshener, is under imminent threat; Uber is
set to arrive in weeks, the cab company owner’s fugitive son has
returned to town, and both Lou’s back and his romantic life are
in perpetual spasm. All this provides the setup for a remarkable one-day picaresque as we follow Lou on a marathon shift
through a blasted landscape that’s part Denis Johnson–ish carnival of the wrecked, part Nietzschean Twilight of the Gods (or
Twilight of the Taxicabs). Lou is damaged, bitter, self-righteous,
with a hint of Sam Spade masochism that one fare recognizes—
yet the book’s relentless grimness never seems either relentless
or grim. Instead there’s a comic sweetness and energy underneath that reminds one of Charles Portis. Lou has every reason
for cynicism, but a dogged hope and playfulness, remnants of his
studies in Buddhism and the influence of comedian Bill Hicks,
keep pressing through; even when the car breaks down—and his
body and every last structure of the world around him—he has
the refuge of his considerable wit.
A dark pleasure.

Donoghue, Emma
Little, Brown (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Jul. 21, 2020
978-0-316-49901-9
A nurse in a Dublin hospital battles
the ordinary hazards of childbirth and
the extraordinary dangers of the 1918 flu.
Donoghue began writing this novel
during the 1918 pandemic’s centennial
year, before Covid-19 gave it the grim contemporary relevance
echoing through her text: signs warning, “IF IN DOUBT, DON’T
STIR OUT,” an overwhelmed hospital bedding patients on the
floor, stores running out of disinfectant. These details provide a
thrumming background noise to the central drama of women’s
lives brought into hard focus by pregnancy and birth. Julia Power
works in Maternity/Fever, a supply room converted to handle
pregnant women infected with the flu. The disease makes labor
and delivery even more high risk than normal. On Oct. 31, 1918,
Julia arrives to learn that one of her patients died in the night,
and over the next two days we see her cope with three harrowing deliveries, only one of which ends well. Donoghue depicts
these deliveries in unflinching detail, but the gruesome particulars serve to underscore Julia’s heroic commitment to saving women and their babies in a world that does little for either.
Her budding friendship with able new assistant Bridie Sweeney,
one of the ill-treated “boarders” at a nearby convent, gives Julia
a glimpse of how unwanted and illegitimate children are abused
in Catholic Ireland. As far as she’s concerned, the common saying “She doesn’t love him unless she gives him twelve,” referring
to children, reveals total indifference to women’s health and
their children’s prospects. Donoghue isn’t a showy writer, but
her prose sings with blunt poetry, as in the exchange between
Julia and Bridie that gives the novel its title. Influenza gets its
name from an old Italian belief that it was the influence of the
stars that made you sick, Julia explains; Bridie responds, “As if,
when it’s your time, your star gives you a yank.” Their relationship forms the emotional core of a story rich in swift, assured
sketches of achingly human characters coping as best they can
in extreme circumstances.
Darkly compelling, illuminated by the light of compassion and tenderness: Donoghue’s best novel since Room (2010).

ACTRESS

Enright, Anne
Norton (272 pp.)
$26.95 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-324-00562-9
A daughter reveals the intertwined
tales of her mother—a theatrical legend—
and herself, a mature retrospective of
sharing life with a towering but troubled
figure.
Katherine O’Dell, star of stage and
screen, blessed with beauty, red hair, and a gorgeous voice, “the
most Irish actress in the world,” was not Irish at all. She was
born in London, and the apostrophe in her name crept in by
error via a review following one of her appearances on Broadway.
However, the fact that Katherine is “a great fake” doesn’t cloud
the love her daughter, Norah, has for her, a bond which exists
alongside the unanswered question of Norah’s father’s identity,
“the ghost in my blood.” The complexities of this mother/daughter relationship and its context in Ireland, the men it includes,
and the turns both women’s lives take through the decades are
the meat of this tender, possessive, searching new novel from
Man Booker Prize–winning Irish novelist Enright (The Green
Road, 2015, etc.). Saga-esque, it traces Katherine back to her
parents, strolling players from another era who invited her on
stage at age 10, scarcely imagining the luminous, internationally
recognized figure this “useful girl” would become. But the novel

THE LAST TAXI DRIVER

Durkee, Lee
Tin House (240 pp.)
$25.95 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-947793-39-2

Durkee’s long-awaited second novel
(Rides of the Midway, 2001) is a blackcomic delight.
Lou Bishoff is beset from all sides.
After a promising debut novel that he’s
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is no fairy tale. Katherine’s life was marked with loneliness;
disappointing, sometimes exploitative, and abusive men; the
pressure of trying to remain successful; a desperate act of violence; and a breakdown. Norah narrates both her mother’s life
and her own—she’s the author of five novels, a mother, a sexual
being, and also the sole offspring of a parent she both adored
and observed at a distance. Fame, sexuality, and the Irish influence suffuse the story, which ranges from glamour to tragedy,
a portrait of “anguish, madness, and sorrow” haunted by a late,
explanatory glimpse of horror which nevertheless concludes in
a place of profound love and peace.
Another triumph for Enright: a confluence of lyrical
prose, immediacy, warmth, and emotional insight.

Mountain than a tightly plotted arc that moves from initial desperation to political triumph. Thomas’ boyhood friend Roderick returns as a ghost who troubles Thomas in his night rounds,
for example; Patrice sleeps close to a bear and is vastly changed;
two young men battle for Patrice’s heart.
A knowing, loving evocation of people trying to survive
with their personalities and traditions intact.
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CORRECTIONS

Evans, Danielle
Riverhead (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Nov. 10, 2020
978-1-59448-733-0

THE NIGHT WATCHMAN

Erdrich, Louise
Harper/HarperCollins (448 pp.)
$28.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-0-06-267118-9
In this unhurried, kaleidoscopic
story, the efforts of Native Americans to
save their lands from being taken away
by the U.S. government in the early 1950s
come intimately, vividly to life.
Erdrich’s grandfather Patrick Gourneau was part of the first generation born on the Turtle Mountain Reservation in North Dakota. As the chairman of the
Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa in the mid-1950s, he had
to use all the political savvy he could muster to dissuade Utah
Sen. Arthur V. Watkins (whom Erdrich calls a “pompous racist”
in her afterword) from reneging on long-held treaties between
Native Americans and the federal government. Erdrich’s grandfather is the inspiration for her novel’s protagonist, Thomas
Wazhushk, the night watchman of the title. He gets his last
name from the muskrat, “the lowly, hardworking, water-loving
rodent,” and Thomas is a hard worker himself: In between his
rounds at a local factory, at first uncertain he can really help
his tribe, he organizes its members and writes letters to politicians, “these official men with their satisfied soft faces,” opposing Watkins’ efforts at “terminating” their reservation. Erdrich
reveals Thomas’ character at night when he’s alone; still reliable
and self-sacrificing, he becomes more human, like the night he
locks himself out of the factory, almost freezes to death, and
encounters a vision of beings, “filmy and brightly indistinct,”
descending from the stars, including Jesus Christ, who “looked
just like the others.” Patrice Paranteau is Thomas’ niece, and
she’s saddled with a raging alcoholic father and financial responsibility for her mother and brother. Her sister, Vera, deserts the
reservation for Minneapolis; in the novel’s most suspenseful
episode, Patrice boldly leaves home for the first time to find
her sister, although all signs point to a bad outcome for Vera.
Patrice grows up quickly as she navigates the city’s underbelly.
Although the stakes for the residents of Turtle Mountain will
be apocalyptic if their tribe is terminated, the novel is more
an affectionate sketchbook of the personalities living at Turtle
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The author of Before You Suffocate
Your Own Fool Self (2010) looks at loss,
relationships, and race in America in
short fiction and a novella.
A summary of the first story in this collection might go
like this: Lyssa, a woman working in the gift shop of a Titanicthemed attraction, gets a small part in a music video. That
covers the bare bones of the plot, but it offers no insight into
what “Happily Ever After” is really about: It’s Lyssa losing her
mother to cancer, and it’s how being Black shapes—and contorts—experiences in which race most likely seems irrelevant
to people who aren’t Black. Most of the pieces in this volume
have a similar shape. Regardless of what the story is ostensibly about, it’s also about race because there is no escaping or
eliding race. Evans writes about injustices large and small with
incredible subtlety and, often, wry wit. “Boys Go to Jupiter” is
a standout, largely because it feels so timely. When a boy she’s
hooking up with posts a photo of her wearing a Confederateflag bikini on social media, Claire becomes a viral villain and a
pariah at her small Vermont college. On the defensive, Claire
goes from being clueless to willfully obtuse and ignorantly
hurtful. Scenes from her past add depth and complexity while
leaving the reader to decide how these revelations affect their
understanding of this character. The eponymous novella that
closes the book is a stunner. Cassie works at the Institute for
Public History, a federal agency designed to address “the contemporary crisis of truth.” It’s her job to correct the historical
record, whether that means correcting a tourist who’s getting
their facts wrong or amending a bakery’s advertisement for a
Juneteenth cake. When her boss asks her to look into the work
of another field agent, Cassie steps back into her own past and
into a murder mystery that might not involve a murder. To say
much more would only detract from storytelling that is gripping on every level.
Necessary narratives, brilliantly crafted.
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best
fiction in
translation
THE LYING LIFE
OF ADULTS

At a time that finds most of us stuck at
home, reading books in translation is the
perfect way to broaden our horizons. Here
is a sampling of the year’s best.

Ferrante, Elena
Trans. by Goldstein, Ann
Europa Editions (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-60945-591-0

The Lying Life of Adults by Elena Ferrante;
translated by Ann Goldstein (Europa, Sept.
1): “A girl, a city, an inhospitable society: Ferrante’s formula works again!” said our review. We’re back in Naples, the setting of
Ferrante’s Neapolitan Quartet, but we’re
introduced to a more prosperous family as
12-year-old Giovanna “embarks on an odyssey of detection and discovery through areas of Naples from which her educated and progressive parents have shielded her.” (Review on page 18)

An overheard remark prompts an
adolescent girl to uncover the truth
about her relatives (and herself) in Ferrante’s precise dissection of one family’s

life in Naples.
Upon hearing her father refer to her, disparagingly, as having
the same face as a despised and estranged relative, 12-year-old
Giovanna, previously a good student and affectionate daughter, embarks on an odyssey of detection and discovery through
areas of Naples from which her educated and progressive parents have shielded her. Desperate to determine whether she,
indeed, resembles the abhorred Aunt Vittoria, Giovanna seeks
out her father’s sister and develops a fraught relationship with
the troubled woman. The process of untangling generations of
internecine deceit and rivalry—including the provenance of a
peripatetic heirloom bracelet—leads Giovanna to truths about
the conventional lies told by her parents and to decisions about
how she wishes to conduct her own, not-yet-adult, life. (The
bracelet appears to have mutable properties and serves as either
charm or handcuff, just another thing to ask the enigmatic
author about over coffee.) Ferrante revisits previously explored
themes—violence against women, female friendships, the corrosive effects of class disparities—albeit in a more rarified sector
of Naples (the privileged “upper” neighborhood of Rione Alto)
than in her earlier Neapolitan Quartet. Giovanna’s nascent sexuality is more frankly explored than that of previous Ferrante
protagonists, permitting the author to highlight two sides of
teen sexuality: agency and abuse. Goldstein’s fluid translation
once again allows readers into the head of a young woman recalling with precision and emotion a series of events which lead to a
point of confession. Ferrante’s legion of devoted readers will be
encouraged by another equivocal ending, permitting the hope
of further exploration of Giovanna’s journey in future volumes.
A girl, a city, an inhospitable society: Ferrante’s formula
works again!

Lake Like a Mirror by Ho Sok Fong; translated by Natascha Bruce (Two Lines Press,
March 10): This is Malaysian author Ho’s
first book to be translated into English,
a collection of stories that “have an eerie
quality,” according to our review, “an otherworldly elegance, many of them with uncanny images: Cats yowl at the edges of a
rehab center, and some of the women perform shadowy exorcisms late at night. But as
misty-edged as these stories can be, Ho also
makes pointed critiques about politics and
culture in…Malaysia.” (Review on page 23)
The Lehman Trilogy by Stefano Massini; translated by Richard Dixon (HarperVia, June 2): A fictionalized history of the
founders of Lehman Brothers, the investment banking firm, this novel in verse from
Italian author Massini is the source for the
acclaimed play whose Broadway run was
halted by the pandemic. “The novel takes
on an epic quality as the Lehmans relentlessly expand the scope of their business,
accumulating vast wealth and economic power while devoting themselves with
equal single-mindedness to the acquisition of social status,” our
review said. “A vivid account of one remarkable family’s role in
shaping modern America.” (Review on page 28)
I Don’t Expect Anyone To Believe Me by
Juan Pablo Villalobos; translated by Daniel
Hahn (And Other Stories, May 5): Mexican
writer Villalobos follows a Mexican student,
also called Juan Pablo Villalobos, as he “travels to Barcelona to work on his dissertation
and, by way of his cousin, gets caught up in
a world of gangsters and thugs.” Our review
said “this is a hilarious novel, and it’s brilliant and it’s bittersweet, too, in surprising
ways. The mixture is uneasy and also just
right.” (Review on page 42)—L.M.
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ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE
BOURNE EVOLUTION

Freeman, Brian
Putnam (416 pp.)
$28.00 | Jul. 28, 2020
978-0-525-54259-9

Novelist Freeman nails the Ludlum
style in the latest Jason Bourne adventure.
Without apparent motive, a man with
no known criminal history or mental illness opens fire on a Las Vegas crowd and
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slaughters 66 people. More than a year later, a New York congresswoman is murdered, shot in the neck. The congresswoman
had been about to expose a large-scale data hacking scandal
in big tech. The suspect is an “ex-government operative gone
rogue” code-named Cain. That’s the hero, Jason Bourne. Fans
know that as Cain, he was a professional assassin before a gunshot wound stole all memory of his past. Treadstone, his former
organization, believes he’s out of control and wants him dead.
Good luck with that, because “Bourne was a ghost. Impossible
to kill.” So Bourne agrees to meet secretly with a journalist in
Quebec City who has written about the Vegas killings and is
investigating the congresswoman’s murder. Nothing goes right,
of course. Later, Bourne agrees to find a connection between
that killing and a mysterious organization called Medusa. What
follows is plenty of well-plotted action of the bloodletting variety. The main threat to society is a software application called
Prescix. People think it’s cool because it predicts what they’re
going to do before they know it themselves. They don’t realize
that it’s controlling what they’re going to do. That is plausible,
scary stuff, but for a real scare meet the superb villain Miss Shirley. She warns people, “at all times when we are together to call
me Miss Shirley.” That’s in every sentence, with violations punishable by a bullet in the throat, even if she’s just treated a guy
to the best sex ever. The showdown between Bourne and Miss
Shirley is one for the ages.
Freeman’s first Jason Bourne thriller is a treat for fans of
the late Robert Ludlum.

Laura’s body, tasting seawater in her nightmares of drowning, feeling her limb-heaviness as she falls asleep at a friend’s
kitchen table. Such richness makes all of Glass’ writing stand
out, but this glimpse into the world of nursing feels like a true
literary rarity. Glass, a nurse herself, takes both standard nursing tropes and revelations about the work and brings them all to
shimmering life. “We are cotton buds sucking up the sadness of
others,” Laura says of nurses, “we are saturated, we are saviors.”
A heart-wrenching and poetic look at a profession that
deserves more literary attention.
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CLEANNESS

Greenwell, Garth
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (240 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-0-374-12458-8

REST AND
BE THANKFUL

Glass, Emma
Bloomsbury (160 pp.)
$18.00 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-52660-107-0
A London pediatric nurse struggles
not to let her job consume her.
Laura is trying to make it through a
week of night shifts at the hospital children’s ward. She has time off coming up,
if she can just fight her way through the
exhaustion to get there. But as the novel begins, Laura’s world
is falling apart. The man she lives with—addressed throughout
in the second person—has become standoffish and irritable;
the fact that they work opposite shifts doesn’t help the drift
between them. At work, a baby’s health worsens rapidly, and
Laura has to navigate the minefield of patients, their families,
the doctors and other nurses she works with, and a cluelessly
cheerful med student. She is beset by poor sleep and haunted by
nightmares. Worst of all, she is seeing things: a woman in black
like the specter of death itself, appearing in the Tube, the hospital, and in Laura’s dreams. As things continue to deteriorate,
Laura is less and less sure that her nightmare, waking or otherwise, will ever end. Readers familiar with Glass’ debut novel,
Peach (2018), will recognize her inimitable style here: elliptical
and lyric with an intense interiority. Glass wants readers inside
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Greenwell depicts the emotionally
haunted life of an expatriate American
teacher in Sofia, Bulgaria—who seems
to be the same unnamed character who
narrated his highly praised debut novel,
What Belongs to You (2016).
At the heart of that last novel was Mitko, a gay hustler who
fueled the narrator’s pained desire, then disgust, and ultimately
empathy, but he doesn’t appear here. The narrator pushes more
sexual boundaries this time, and Greenwell admirably pushes
them too by depicting those desires with an unflinching frankness. Sadomasochism, unprotected sex, the narrator’s voyeuristic attraction to one of his students: They are all elements of
the story, portrayed in Greenwell’s precise, elegant style. The
narrator’s experience seems to align with Greenwell’s; the
writer has acknowledged the autofictional nature of his writing.
Depictions of rough sex bookend the novel, but it’s the narrator’s relationship with Portuguese student R., who appeared
briefly in What Belongs to You, that occupies most of Greenwell’s
attention. Both marooned in Sofia, the men are happy together
until they acknowledge the futilities both of staying in Bulgaria
and in a long-distance relationship. One of Greenwell’s talents is
making everyday occurrences feel dramatic and full of ambivalence and nuance, but the scenes featuring the relationship at
the heart of the novel suffer a bit in comparison to the dramatic
sex depicted in other sections. Still, the simple beauty of the
writing is something to behold. Here he is evoking a wind from
Africa that assaults Sofia: “There was something almost malevolent about it, as if it were an intelligence, or at least an intention,
carrying off whatever wasn’t secure, worrying every loose edge.”
Brave and beautiful.

19

TRANSCENDENT
KINGDOM

priest, offers to use dark blood magic. But Djola believes in his
“map to tomorrow,” which involves searching for a powerful spell
to unravel the cause of the dangerous void-storms. Awa has an
affinity with bees and a talent for traveling to Smokeland, the
spirit realm. Sold to the Green Elders on her 12th birthday, Awa
comes of age on the margins of empire, learning from Yari, the
griot (storyteller) of griots. Along the way, she will learn to question much of what she’s been taught: about the Elders, about people the Empire calls “savages,” and about “vesons,” who, like Yari,
are neither man nor woman. Both Djola and Awa will be tested,
and both will make enormous sacrifices to save the people—and
the world—they love. This complex story spans years, travels to
every corner of a richly imagined fantasy world, and even dips
into the minds of elephants, bees, and rivers: “The Bees...dream
of pools of nectar, clouds of pollen, and evening dew heavy with
flower scent. Why dream of anything else?”
This book’s lyrical language and unsparing vision make it
a mind-expanding must-read.

Gyasi, Yaa
Knopf (288 pp.)
$27.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-525-65818-4

A scientist weighs the big questions
that her private trauma bequeaths her.
After Homegoing (2016) swept through
seven generations, Gyasi’s wise second
novel pivots toward intimacy. It unspools
entirely in the voice of watchful, reticent,
brilliant Gifty, 28, nearly finished with her doctorate in neuroscience
at Stanford’s School of Medicine. Her formidable mother, a home
health care aide, has plummeted into a second severe depression,
and their family pastor has dispatched the limp woman toward Gifty
via airplane from Huntsville, Alabama, “folding her up the way you
would a jumpsuit.” The first episode, when Gifty was 11, arrived after
an opiate overdose stole the life of 16-year-old Nana, the firstborn
son and more cherished child. Both times the Ghanaian matriarch
has crawled mutely into bed, but this time not before asking adult
Gifty if she still prays. “No,” says Gifty, who turns her ontological
questions on lab mice. She gets them addicted to Ensure and then
opens their brains surgically, probing the neural pathways of recklessness, looking for clues to creating restraint. Gifty hopes to apply
her results to “the species Homo Sapiens, the most complex animal,
the only animal who believed he had transcended his Kingdom, as
one of my high school biology teachers used to say.” This work, Gifty
insists, has zero to do with her brother’s death. In 54 microchapters
and precise prose, Gyasi creates an ache of recognition, especially
for readers knowledgeable about the wreckage of addiction. Still,
she leavens this nonlinear novel with sly humor, much more than
in Homegoing, as the daughter of a traditional woman weighs what
it means to walk in the world not quite a nonbeliever. The author is
astute about childhood grandiosity and a pious girl’s deep desire to
be good; she conveys in brief strokes the notched, nodding hook of
heroin’s oblivion. In its wake, adult Gifty sits with the limits of both
bench science and evangelical Christianity. Nowhere does Gyasi
take a cheap shot. Instead, she writes a final chapter that gives readers a taste of hard-won deliverance.
In a quietly poignant story, a lonely woman finds a way to
be less alone.

A SHADOW
INTELLIGENCE

Harris, Oliver
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (368 pp.)
$25.00 | Apr. 14, 2020
978-0-358-20665-1
When his lover and fellow spy
Joanna Lake disappears in Kazakhstan,
free-floating operative Elliot Kane slips
away from his MI6 bosses to go after
her, unaware of new dangers in the post-

Soviet republic.
Kane hasn’t seen Joanna in six months when he receives a coded
warning from her. She had been working on psy-ops in an ultrasecret
intelligence division in England but was eased out for troubling reasons. She was last seen in the Kazakhstan city of Astana, where she
was said to be active as a human rights journalist under the name
Vanessa McDonald. A man of many aliases, Kane slips into several
of them in the process of collecting information from intelligence
sources and corporate and government connections. At the core of
the story is the coldblooded campaign for control of Kazakhstan’s
vast quantity of natural oil. Another battle is being fought between
Kazakh nationalists and citizens under the sway of a sophisticated
Russian disinformation campaign. Harris, acclaimed for detective
thrillers including The Hollow Man (2011) and The House of Fame (2016),
makes a masterful entry into spy fiction. This may be the deepest a
contemporary spy novel has penetrated the cold new world of dark
web intelligence and cellphone surveillance and the intellectual as
well as pragmatic life of a spook “who existed because of the things
the government wasn’t allowed to do.” At the same time, the frozen
landscape asserts itself in a profound way, never more than when
Kane is speeding across the salt flats on his way to the worst possible
dead end. There’s a lot to absorb in this book of many names and
associations, but the reader’s commitment is amply rewarded.
An absorbing, superbly written novel likely to stand as
one of the best spy novels of the year.

MASTER OF POISONS

Hairston, Andrea
Tor (512 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-250-26054-3

An epic fantasy set in an Africaninspired world on the brink of ecological
disaster.
Djola, the Arkhysian Empire’s Master
of Poisons, has a plan to stop the spreading poison desert. Hezram, a powerful
20
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COLLECTED STORIES

special issue: best books of 2020

Hazzard, who died in 2016, is best
known as the author of two magnificent, intricate novels, The Transit of Venus
(1980) and The Great Fire (2003). The stories collected here offer a perfect introduction to her astringent sensibility.
Born in Australia to a Welsh father and Scottish mother, she
grew up in Sydney as well as Hong Kong, Italy, New Zealand,
and New York, where she worked for the United Nations for
10 years. There are two entire books included here—Cliffs of
Fall (1963), which features men and women searching for love
but more often finding incomprehension, and People in Glass
Houses (1967), a collection of linked stories set at the Organization, a not-even-thinly-disguised U.N.—as well as a number
of unpublished or uncollected stories. Hazzard’s characters are
yearning for intimacy and perfect understanding and are not
quite resigned to their inevitable disappointment: “Marriage is
like democracy—it doesn’t really work, but it’s all we’ve been
able to come up with.” Whether they’re in Tuscany, the Greek
Islands, or the suburbs of New York, they search for truth and
are devoted to beauty; Hazzard’s writing is formal, and even the
dialogue is elegantly mannered: “Why, even religion—even the
law, than which, after all, nothing could be more unjust—takes
account of extenuating circumstances,” one man improbably
muses after a dull dinner party. The stories set at the U.N. are
tartly satirical as Hazzard buries her bureaucrats, no matter how
idealistic, under a blizzard of papers such as “the Provisional
Report of the Working Group on Unforeseeable Contingencies”
and checklists “painstakingly devised to avoid anything resembling a personal opinion.” They feel like an up-to-the-minute
investigation of the failures of White saviorism in the form of a
time capsule from the Mad Men era.
Sharply intelligent, nuanced, precise, and subtly hilarious.

middle gr a de

put her closely in touch with the original and with a woman who
“had a ferocious look and seemed to give precisely zero fucks.”
From the very opening of the poem—“Bro!” in the place of the
sturdy Saxon exhortation “Hwaet”—you know this isn’t your
grandpappy’s version of Beowulf. Headley continues, putting her
own spin on the hemistiches and internal rhymes of the original:
“Tell me we still know how to talk about kings! In the old days, /
everyone knew what men were: brave, bold, glory-bound. Only
/ stories now, but I’ll sound the Spear-Danes’ song, hoarded for
hungry times.” Grendel, she has it, was a “woe-walker, / unlucky,
fucked by Fate.” The language may keep Headley’s version from
high school curricula, but the sentiment is exactly right: Grendel is an outcast and monster through no fault of his own while
the men who array themselves against him are concerned with
attaining fame and keeping the reputation of being good for
eternity while having a nice flagon of mead at the end of a day of
hacking away. Headley’s language and pacing keep perfect track
with the events she describes, as when a fire-breathing dragon
visits the warriors’ hall: “Soon Beowulf received a blistering missive. / His own hall, his heart-home, had combusted. / He’d been
ghost-throned by the skyborn gold-holder.” “Ghost-throned” is
a wonderful neologism, and if phrases like “Everybody’s gotta
learn sometime” and “His guys tried” seem a touch too contemporary, they give the 3,182-line text immediacy without surrendering a bit of its grand poetry.
Some purists may object to the small liberties Headley
has taken with the text, but her version is altogether brilliant.

Hazzard, Shirley
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (368
pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 3, 2020
978-0-374-12648-3

TAKE A HINT,
DANI BROWN

Hibbert, Talia
Avon/HarperCollins (400 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Jun. 23, 2020
978-0-06-294123-7
Can a bearded, romance-reading,
retired rugby pro convince a Type A grad
student to make room for love?
Zafir Ansari has been through hell
and come out the other side. Seven years
ago, his professional rugby career was cut
short when he lost his brother and father in a car accident and
sank into a clinical depression. Today, he works security at a university while volunteering for a youth rugby team and building
his nonprofit, Tackle It, to help destigmatize mental illness and
teach coping skills to young athletes. He has a major crush on
workaholic, hyperrational Ph.D. student Danika Brown, who
teaches in his building, but Zaf is pretty sure she’s gay. They
become a social media sensation thanks to a viral video of Zaf
carrying pink-haired Dani to safety after an elevator mishap.
Zafir asks Dani to pretend they’re a couple to gain exposure
for his charity, and the temporary arrangement is perfect for
Dani, who is bi and only does “situationships” anyway. While
bantering hilariously and having sex whenever possible, they
both catch feelings, but Danika buries hers. As for Zaf, “his
feelings for Dani were like sunlight: they’d always find a crack
to slip through, a way to light things up.” Zafir treads carefully,

BEOWULF
A New Translation

Headley, Maria Dahvana
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux (176 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Aug. 25, 2020
978-0-374-11003-1

An iconic work of early English literature comes in for up-to-the-minute
treatment.
In her novel The Mere Wife (2018),
Headley imagined Grendel’s mother as
a PTSD–haunted Iraq War veteran guarding her son from the
encroachment of suburban civilization on their wilderness
home. Telling that tale, she recounts in the introduction here,
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Sometime in the future, 2020 is sure to be
the setting for many historical novels. But
for now, take the opportunity to escape
into another time with these great books.

introducing balance to Danika’s life with home-cooked meals
and insanely hot sex. Dani’s support helps Zaf reclaim his minor
celebrity as a Muslim former pro rugby player (a rarity in Britain) and share publicly the personal tragedy that led him to
found Tackle It. With Danika, Hibbert playfully subverts expectations, elevating the “too busy for romance” trope by giving her
challenging personality traits that won’t disappear with a good
shag and a few “I love you”s. She also wisely gives Zafir more to
do than love Dani unconditionally, as deliciously swoonworthy
as that is: He has to embrace his tragic past, as it’s part of the
man he is today.
Funny, deep, and romantic as hell. Will leave you smiling
for days.

The Night Watchman by Louise Erdrich
(Harper, March 3): Erdrich based her latest
novel on the life of her grandfather Patrick Gourneau, who in the 1950s worked
to prevent the U.S. government from reneging on long-held treaties with Native
Americans. Our review called the book “a
knowing, loving evocation of people trying to survive with their
personalities and traditions intact.” (Review on page 17)

28 SUMMERS

The Mirror & the Light by Hilary Mantel (Holt, March 10):
The triumphant last volume of Mantel’s trilogy takes Thomas
Cromwell from Anne Boleyn’s execution
to his own. “In the meantime,” as our review said, “we get more of everything we’d
expect from Mantel’s evocation of the
reign of Henry VIII: power, rivalry, strategy, love, loyalty, ambition, regret, loneliness, lust—all centered on the magnetic
Cromwell, a man who knows everything
from the number of soldiers commanded
by each nobleman in England to the secret desires of their wives and daughters.”
(Review on page 27)

Hilderbrand, Elin
Little, Brown (432 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 16, 2020
978-0-316-42004-4
A Nantucket-ization of the world’s
most romantic adultery story.
Inspired by the 1978 movie Same Time,
Next Year, Hilderbrand creates her own
pair of annual secret lovers—Mallory
Blessing and Jake McCloud. Mallory is a
Baltimore girl, born and raised in Anne
Tyler territory, who inherits a Nantucket
beach cottage from her gay aunt. Jake is her brother Cooper’s
best friend from his college days at Johns Hopkins. They first
cross paths in 1993, when Mallory hosts Cooper’s bachelor party
over Labor Day weekend…and the book’s title gives you a pretty
good idea of the rest. When they meet, Jake is already the property of a glamorous but coldhearted powerhouse named Ursula
DeGournsey—the two grew up together in South Bend, Indiana—who by the end of the book is a U.S. senator running for
president. To get to 2020, Hilderbrand paves a lush path of nostalgia, introducing each year with a rundown of headlines, song
lyrics, and pop-culture memories, and also slips in an astute
commentary on marriage, showcasing various good ones and
bad ones along the way. Come for the sailing, the sunsets, and
the sweet romance, stay for the cold gin and tonics, the lobster
dinners, and truly unparalleled picnics: “rare roast beef, Boursin, and arugula pinwheel sandwiches, chicken and potato sandwiches with celery and chives; a marinated cucumber salad from
the Baltimore Junior League cookbook, and lemon bars with a
coconut shortbread crust.” In her 25th novel, Hilderbrand gets
everything right and leaves her ardent fans hungry for No. 26.
Oh for the days when life was a picnic on the beach:
Hilderbrand sets the gold standard in escapist fiction.

Hamnet by Maggie O’Farrell (Knopf, July
21): British novelist O’Farrell imagines the
lives of the family Shakespeare left behind in Stratford when he moved to London to work in the theater, centering on
the death of his 11-year-old son, Hamnet.
Our review said the author’s “gifts for fullbodied characterization and sensitive rendering of intricate family bonds are on full
display” and called the book “a gripping
drama of the conflict between love and
destiny.” (Review on page 32)
How Much of These Hills Is Gold by C.
Pam Zhang (Riverhead, April 7): In a reimagined American West, a Chinese brother and sister have to flee their mining village after their father dies, taking his corpse
with them. Our review said, “As they travel
through desiccated landscapes littered with
the bones of tigers and buffalo, Lucy and
Sam meet archetypes we think we know
from Westerns, but they are stripped of romance….Aesthetically arresting and a vital contribution to America’s conversation
about itself.” (Review on page 46)—L.M.
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Straddling the surreal and the pointedly political, Ho reveals
herself to be a writer of immense talent and range.
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special issue: best books of 2020

Dreamlike stories about Malaysian
women in mysterious circumstances.
The stories in this collection—Ho’s
first book to be translated into English—
follow a dreamy logic. In “Lake Like a
Mirror,” a teacher’s students remind
her of a “herd of elk in long grass, nestled meekly against one
another.” Later, when a deer leaps out in front of her car, she
swerves off the road. In “Aminah,” several women have been
detained by Muslim authorities who believe they’ve strayed
from their faith. One of the women sleepwalks at night, naked
and unchecked—none of the guards want to apprehend her
in that state. Ho’s stories, which center almost exclusively on
women, have an eerie quality, an otherworldly elegance, many of
them with uncanny images: Cats yowl at the edges of that rehab
center, and some of the women perform shadowy exorcisms
late at night. But as misty-edged as these stories can be, Ho also
makes pointed critiques about politics and culture in her native
Malaysia. The teacher in “Lake Like a Mirror” fears for her job
when one of her students comes out, in a video he posts online,
after reciting a sexually explicit e.e. cummings poem she’d
taught in class. In “Radio Drama,” a cluster of women gossip at
the hairdresser’s. Someone, they hear, has committed suicide,
and they speculate about her reasons. Her husband probably
took a mistress, they think. “But a mistress was only natural,
once a man made a bit of money!” They conclude: “For a wife to
kill herself over it, well, that was just silly.” Throughout this fine
collection, Ho’s touch is only lightly apparent. She has created
a world in these stories that is entirely, and uniquely, her own.
Straddling the surreal and the pointedly political, Ho
reveals herself to be a writer of immense talent and range.

middle gr a de

So each of the individual boroughs instantiates its own avatar to
continue the fight. Manhattan is a multiracial grad student new
to the city with a secret violent past that he can no longer quite
remember; Brooklyn is an African American rap star–turned–
lawyer and city councilwoman; Queens is an Indian math whiz
here on a visa; the Bronx is a tough Lenape woman who runs
a nonprofit art center; and Staten Island is a frightened and
insular Irish American woman who wants nothing to do with
the other four. Can these boroughs successfully awaken and
heal their primary avatar and repel the invading white tentacles
of the Enemy? The novel is a bold calling out of the racial tensions dividing not only New York City, but the U.S. as a whole;
it underscores that people of color are an integral part of the
city’s tapestry even if some White people prefer to treat them
as interlopers. It’s no accident that the only White avatar is the
racist woman representing Staten Island, nor that the Enemy
appears as a Woman in White who employs the forces of racism and gentrification in her invasion; her true self is openly
inspired by the tropes of the xenophobic author H.P. Lovecraft.
Although the story is a fantasy, many aspects of the plot draw
on contemporary incidents. In the real world, White people
don’t need a nudge from an eldritch abomination to call down a
violent police reaction on people of color innocently conducting their daily lives, and just as in the book, third parties are
fraudulently transferring property deeds from African American homeowners in Brooklyn, and gentrification forces out the
people who made the neighborhood attractive in the first place.
In the face of these behaviors, whataboutism, #BothSides, and
#NotAllWhitePeople are feeble arguments.
Fierce, poetic, uncompromising.

Ho, Sok Fong
Trans. by Bruce, Natascha
Two Lines Press (240 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Mar. 10, 2020
978-1-931883-98-6

THE VANISHED BIRDS

Jimenez, Simon
Del Rey (400 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-0-593-12898-5

In this gorgeous debut novel, love
becomes a force that can shatter space
and time.
We first see Nia Imani through the
eyes of someone she is always leaving
behind: Kaeda, a boy growing up on
a backwater planet visited once every 15 years by offworlders
who come to collect its harvests. Nia is the captain of a fasterthan-light ship that travels through Pocket Space. While Kaeda
lives a decade and a half, Nia spends just a few months traveling
between various resource-producing worlds like his, shipping
goods for the powerful Umbai Company. It’s not until a mysterious boy falls out of the sky on Kaeda’s planet that Nia begins to
form a connection she’s not willing to walk away from. The boy
doesn’t talk, but he’s drawn to music, particularly a traditional
workers’ song from Kaeda’s world: Take my day, but give me the
night. Kaeda teaches the boy to play the flute, and the music
speaks to Nia. But there’s something else about the boy, something that draws the attention of Fumiko Nakajima, the woman

THE CITY WE BECAME

Jemisin, N.K.
Orbit (448 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 24, 2020
978-0-316-50984-8

This extremely urban fantasy, a love/
hate song to and rallying cry for the
author’s home of New York, expands her
story “The City, Born Great” (from How
Long ’Til Black Future Month, 2018).
When a great city reaches the point
when it’s ready to come to life, it chooses a human avatar, who
guides the city through its birthing and contends with an
extradimensional Enemy who seeks to strike at this vulnerable
moment. Now, it is New York City’s time to be born, but its
avatar is too weakened by the battle to complete the process.
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IF I HAD TWO WINGS

who designed the massive space stations that anchor this corporate-controlled empire. Something dangerous. Something
that could change the universe. Spanning a thousand years, this
sweeping novel takes the reader from the drowned cities of Old
Earth to the vast reaches of Umbai corporate space but always
anchors itself in human connection. Even characters whose
lives are glimpsed only in passing, as waypoints along Nia’s
time-skipping journeys, are fully realized and achingly alive on
the page. This powerful, suspenseful story asks us to consider
what we’d sacrifice for progress—or for the ones we love.
The best of what science fiction can be: a thought-provoking, heart-rending story about the choices that define our
lives.

Kenan, Randall
Norton (224 pp.)
$25.95 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-1-324-00546-9

Boars, monkeys, adulterers, charlatans, and ghosts all chase the characters
gathered here.
The slyly soulful Kenan takes his
time between books. Now he rewards
readers who have waited almost three
decades for a return to his fictional Tims Creek, North Carolina, home to the novel A Visitation of Spirits (1989) and the story
collection Let the Dead Bury Their Dead (1992)—though this
new collection opens with a smile by starting “When We All
Get to Heaven” in New York City. A 58-year-old plumber from
Tims Creek explores midtown and is improbably swept up into
Billy Idol’s entourage. Ed Phelps finds the music silly but the
day full, and as he drifts off to sleep, he hears his grandfather’s
voice singing. This pitch-perfect ending is evocative of the thin,
beckoning veil between the seen and unseen, the quotidian and
the preposterous, that Kenan hangs throughout his fiction. Yet
appetite—carnal and gustatory—also fuels these stories. In “I
Thought I Heard the Shuffle of Angels’ Feet,” the narrator
introduces his lover: “Six foot six inches of beige, Portugueseaccented brawn, the Brazilian wunderkind. He moved like a
dancer, he spoke like a poet—and Americans are such suckers for accents.” He tops that poem with 15 words to sum up
their union: “Ten tumultuous years. It had not been bliss, but
mostly happy, usually fun, always interesting.” As this story
ends, something new has begun and something old is set right.
“The Eternal Glory That Is Ham Hocks” ladles the historical
Howard Hughes into its fictional stew, delivering a nice kick. A
Tims Creek diner—“The eggs are still greasy, the ham tough as
shoe leather, the coffee fit for removing toilet clogs”—serves as
backdrop. But do not imagine this a book of grits and honey. In
the complex, mesmerizing “Resurrection Hardware; or, Lard &
Promises,” the speaker shares the author’s first name inside a
tale of ghosts, strivers, and roasted goose, “succulent, flavorful,
the fat a thing of pure joy.” It is a feast.
Ten artful stories conjure contemporary North Carolina,
mouthwatering and matter-of-factly haunted.

TROUBLE THE SAINTS

Johnson, Alaya Dawn
Tor (352 pp.)
$26.99 | Jul. 21, 2020
978-1-250-17534-2

The fates of three people intertwine
in a World War II–era New York where
some people of color are blessed and
cursed with magic in their hands.
Phyllis, a light-skinned African American woman who can “pass” under many
circumstances, has impossibly dexterous hands that wield murderous knives in the service of Victor, a Russian mob boss, and
believes her kills serve justice. Her once and future lover, Dev, a
half-Indian undercover cop posing as Victor’s bartender, whose
own hands can sense threats to himself and others, can’t quite
reconcile his feelings for Phyllis with his duty to a department
that will never truly accept him as one of them. And Phyllis’ best
friend, Tamara, an African American snake dancer and aspiring impresario at Victor’s club, with an oracular gift of reading
cards, hopes that if she pretends she doesn’t notice the violent
foundation of Victor’s empire, it won’t touch her. But the truths
that each refuses to acknowledge and the death-haunted pasts
that refuse to stay buried have dangerous implications for all
three of them, both on the streets of New York City and in the
supposedly quiet Hudson Valley town where Dev, Phyllis, and
Tamara take an uncertain refuge. Johnson’s secret history is a
nuanced portrait of racism in all of its poisonous flavors, brutally overt and unsuccessfully covert. She explores in deeper
detail an issue she touched upon in her two YA novels, The
Summer Prince (2013) and Love Is the Drug (2014): the incredibly
fraught, liminal space of being a light-skinned person of color.
In musical prose, she also offers passionate and painful depictions of the love expressed in romance and friendship and the
sacrifices such love can demand.
A sad, lovely, and blood-soaked song of a book.
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WRITERS & LOVERS

King, Lily
Grove (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-0-8021-4853-7

A Boston-area waitress manages debt,
grief, medical troubles, and romantic
complications as she finishes her novel.
“There are so many things I can’t
think about in order to write in the
morning,” Casey explains at the opening
|

An unflinching and engrossing exploration
of violence’s agonizing persistence.
missionaries
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of King’s (Euphoria, 2014, etc.) latest. The top three are her
mother’s recent death, her crushing student loans, and the
married poet she recently had a steaming-hot affair with at a
writer’s colony. But having seen all but one of her writer friends
give up on the dream, 31-year-old Casey is determined to stick it
out. After those morning hours at her desk in her teensy garage
apartment, she rides her banana bike to work at a restaurant in
Harvard Square—a setting the author evokes in delicious detail,
recalling Stephanie Danler’s Sweetbitter, though with a lighter
touch. Casey has no sooner resolved to forget the infidel poet
than a few more writers show up on her romantic radar. She
rejects a guy at a party who reveals he’s only written 11 1/2 pages
in three years—“That kind of thing is contagious”—to find
herself torn between a widowed novelist with two young sons
and a guy with an irresistible broken tooth from the novelist’s
workshop. Casey was one of the top two golfers in the country
when she was 14, and the mystery of why she gave up the sport
altogether is entangled with the mystery of her estrangement
from her father, the latter theme familiar from King’s earlier
work. In fact, with its young protagonist, its love triangle, and
its focus on literary ambition, this charmingly written comingof-age story would be an impressive debut novel. But after the
originality and impact of Euphoria, it might feel a bit slight.
Read this for insights about writing, about losing one’s
mother, about dealing with a cranky sous-chef and a difficult
four-top.

without succumbing to a tidy narrative. It’s to Klay’s credit that
he creates ambiguity not through atmospheric language or irony
(Redeployment had its share of Heller-esque gallows humor) but
through careful psychological portraits that reveal how readily
relationships grow complicated and how even good intentions
come undone in the face of humanity’s urge to violence. That
means plotlines get convoluted in the late stages, but the dispiriting conclusion is crystal clear: It’s not just that war is hell, but
that war brings hellishness to everything.
An unflinching and engrossing exploration of violence’s
agonizing persistence.
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THE EXILES

Kline, Christina Baker
Custom House/Morrow (384 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-0-06-235634-5

MISSIONARIES

Klay, Phil
Penguin Press (416 pp.)
$28.00 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-984880-65-9
A host of journalists, mercenaries,
soldiers, and well-meaning innocents are
thrust into a quagmire in Colombia.
Klay’s first novel, the follow-up to
Redeployment, his stellar 2014 story collection about U.S. soldiers in Iraq, gives
his concerns about intractable violence a broader scope. Early
on, he introduces characters in alternating chapters: Among
them are Abel, a young foot soldier in the gruesome battles
among drug cartels, soldiers, and guerrillas in northern Colombia circa 1999; Lisette, a jaded journalist covering the war in
Afghanistan; Juan Pablo, a Colombian military officer hoping
to shepherd his country to a deal ending decades of conflict;
and Mason, a former medic in Afghanistan now serving as a
Special Forces Liaison in Colombia. By 2016 these people’s lives
will intertwine, but not before Klay has gone deep into the violence and fogs of confusion they witness and sometimes create.
In Colombia, Abel witnesses a defiant mayor get strapped to
a piano and chainsawed in half; Mason hastily patches up the
wounded in similarly visceral scenes. So it’s clear things will be
messy when Lisette requests to be transferred to “any wars right
now where we’re not losing” and is sent to Colombia. The challenge before any serious war novelist is to bring order to chaos
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A London governess and a Scottish
midwife’s neglected daughter are sent
to a penal colony in Australia, where
an Aboriginal girl is in another sort of
captivity.
Kline’s monumental eighth novel
opens in 1840 on Flinders Island, Australia, where an 8-yearold orphan named Mathinna is whisked away from her tribe
at the whimsy of visiting dignitary Lady Franklin, who fancies
training one of the “savages.” A necklace of shells made by her
mother and a pet possum named Waluka are all Mathinna can
take from the life she knew. Across the ocean, 21-year-old Evangeline, also recently orphaned, is fired from her job in London
and sent to Newgate Prison when a family treasure is found in
her room—and this is not the only problematic gift she has
received from the family’s eldest son, now conveniently traveling in Venice. Meanwhile, in Glasgow, half-starved 16-year-old
urchin Hazel Ferguson is caught stealing a silver spoon. Evangeline and Hazel become acquainted on the Medea, a former
slaving ship bound for the prison colony where the now obviously pregnant Evangeline is to serve a sentence of 14 years.
Kline takes her time with this epic story, creating each of her
nightmarish and uniquely malodorous settings in detail, from
the harrowing months at sea with the randy and violent sailors
to the strange new world that awaits Evangeline and Hazel in
the convict colony. Once back on land, the narrative loops in
poor lonely Mathinna, whose life now consists mainly of being
dragged out at tea parties to be pawed and humiliated, then
clicks into high gear when Hazel gets a work-release assignment
as a maid in Lady Franklin’s household. This episode in history
gets a top-notch treatment by Kline, one of our foremost historical novelists.
This fascinating 19th-century take on Orange Is the New
Black is subtle, intelligent, and thrillingly melodramatic.
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THE GOLDEN CAGE

entrepreneur who raised her after her parents’ tragic deaths and
the woman whose company developed the Atalanta spaceship.
Designed to warp from Mars to a distant, habitable planet called
Cavendish, the Atalanta orbits Earth, awaiting the arrival of its
all-male crew. The erosion of women’s rights on Earth means that
Naomi, Valerie, and the others—who will become known collectively as the Atalanta Five—have been forced out of their jobs, but
Cavendish offers them something none can claim on Earth: the
chance to start over. Although the novel’s earliest tensions involve
mechanical failures and miscalculations, the drama shifts quickly
to interpersonal conflicts that threaten the integrity of the Atalan
ta’s mission. Each member of the crew has a well-developed voice
and her own drives and ambitions, which makes the novel increasingly difficult to put down as betrayals and double-crossings play
out aboard the claustrophobic ship. The unexpected ending will
leave satisfied readers searching for read-alikes in its wake.
A slow-burning fire of a novel that begs the reader to keep
turning the page.

Läckberg, Camilla
Trans. by Smith, Neil
Knopf (352 pp.)
$26.95 | Jul. 7, 2020
978-0-525-65797-2

Faye Adelheim has it all—a wealthy,
handsome husband, an expensive home,
and a beautiful little girl. But when her
fairy-tale life fractures, how far will she
go to exact revenge?
Läckberg, the mistress of Scandinavian noir, returns with a
smart riff on women’s thrillers: This is Big Little Lies meets Gone
Girl with some 9 to 5 tossed in for good measure. Having grown up
in a small town, Faye independently makes her way to Stockholm
changes her name, and eventually secures a spot in the prestigious Stockholm School of Economics, where she meets her best
friend, Chris, and her future husband, Jack. While Jack builds his
first business (virtually forgetting that Faye helped come up with
the idea for the company), Faye abandons her studies to support
them by waiting tables. She even signs a prenuptial agreement
that guarantees her nothing, trusting in Jack’s love. Once married,
Faye stays home, her career essentially dead, but Jack’s thrives,
emboldening him to insult and degrade her. And while Jack’s
business takes him on glamorous trips, Faye finds herself killing
time and numbing her pain by drinking with the other women
caught in golden cages. That is, until she discovers Jack’s affair;
their divorce leaves her practically penniless. Despite her pitiful
predicament, Faye isn’t entirely without resources. Certainly, she
has Chris, who’s founded her own hair-care empire and become
a wildly successful businesswoman. She also has rage, and she
quickly channels that rage into her business acumen, developing
a plan not only to take down Jack, but also to market a product to
jilted woman (and isn’t that nearly all women?). Yet as Faye begins
dismantling Jack’s life, Läckberg deftly teases the reader by dropping clues to Faye’s dark past. We can’t help but wonder if she’s
done this before.
A deliciously inventive thriller brimming with sex,
secrets, and scandal.

LUSTER

Leilani, Raven
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(240 pp.)
$26.00 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-0-374-19432-1
After losing her day job, a troubled
young artist finds herself living with her
much-older lover, his inscrutable wife,
and their adopted daughter in Leilani’s
electric debut.
Edie meets Eric online: She’s a 23-year-old Black art school dropout with a mouse-infested apartment in Bushwick and an ill-fitting
administrative job at a children’s publishing imprint; he’s a White
archivist in an open marriage and twice her age. “The age discrepancy doesn’t bother me,” she explains, keenly aware of the dynamics of these types of exchanges, his stability and experience for the
redemptive power of her youth. Of course, she has been curious
about the wife, but it’s only after Eric goes silent that she wanders
into his unlocked house and comes face to face with Rebecca, who
knows who she is and coolly invites her to stay for dinner. Afterward,
Rebecca leaves her a voicemail: “I enjoyed meeting you, let’s do that
again.” And so it begins. Newly fired from the publishing house for
being “sexually inappropriate,” Edie is working for a delivery app
when she gets an order for lobster bisque and a bone saw delivered
to a VA hospital. The customer is Rebecca. The bone saw is because
she’s a medical examiner. The reason Rebecca then takes Edie home
with her…can’t be reduced into straightforward facts. Edie’s role
in their household is perpetually tenuous and always unspoken: It
is clear to her that she has been brought in, in part, “on the absurd
presumption” she’d know what to do with their traumatized daughter, Akila, “simply because we are both black.” So she bonds with
Akila. Sometimes, she cleans. She is neither Rebecca’s friend nor her
rival. Regular envelopes with money appear on her dresser in irregular amounts, a cross between an allowance and a paycheck. And all
the while, the dynamics among the four of them keep shifting, an

GOLDILOCKS

Lam, Laura
Orbit/Little, Brown (352 pp.)
$27.00 | May 5, 2020
978-0-316-46286-0
When Earth is ravaged by climate
changes that poison the air and water,
five women steal a spaceship to colonize
a new world in this feminist SF thriller.
Thirty years after she made history
as one of the Atalanta Five, the botanist
Dr. Naomi Lovelace is finally ready to tell her story. Lam’s (Shat
tered Minds, 2017, etc.) novel slips forward and backward in time,
tracing four decades of Naomi’s life with Dr. Valerie Black—the
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Dark, daring, delicious, and absolutely delightful.
daring and the duke
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unstable ballet of race, sex, and power. Leilani’s characters act in
ways that often defy explanation, and that is part of what makes
them so alive and so mesmerizing: Whose behavior, in real life, can
be reduced to simple cause and effect?
Sharp, strange, propellant—and a whole lot of fun.

LIKE LOVERS DO

Livesay, Tracey
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Aug. 25, 2020
978-0-06-297956-8
A woman offers to help her landlord
out of a jam by pretending to be his girlfriend during a vacation.
Dr. Nicole Allen is about to complete her tenure as chief resident at Johns
Hopkins before heading off to Duke for
a fellowship in orthopedic surgery. After
disciplining a well-connected intern at her job, Nic is put on
administrative leave and the future of her fellowship is threatened. She cries on the shoulder of her landlord and best friend,
Ben Van Mont. Ben has just learned that his ex-fiancee will be
crashing a planned vacation with his childhood best friends on
Martha’s Vineyard. Nic offers to go on vacation as a pretend
girlfriend, hoping it will ward off his ex to see him with another
woman. Ben and Nic are both trying to live life on their own
terms. Even though Ben owns a successful financial planning firm,
he’s a disappointment to his moneyed and high-powered family;
Nic is determined to financially support her hardworking mother
who sacrificed so much for her to become a surgeon. Once they
arrive on Martha’s Vineyard, their firmly platonic relationship
is suddenly imbued with delicious sexual tension and chemistry.
They see each other in a new light: Nic recognizes that Ben’s
commitment to loyalty and friendship was forged during a childhood of neglect, and Ben, who’s White, sees the professional and
personal challenges Nic faces as a Black woman. Their romance
is sexy and emotionally satisfying, and Livesay’s portrayal of their
journey from friends to lovers is perfectly paced and plotted.
An exemplary friends-to-lovers romance with characters
who grow and change to find happiness with themselves and
each other.

middle gr a de

went on to become the Duke of Marwick while she became the
queen of Covent Garden, a dark corner of London where she
runs a club that specializes in women’s pleasure. Ewan spent
years searching for his love, and when he thought she was dead,
he went mad with grief. When he discovers she’s alive, hope
blooms, and he’ll do anything to be reunited with her. Grace
wants vengeance because Ewan broke her heart and hurt those
she holds dear, but when she’s finally face to face with him, she
feels immense desire. Although they are different people than
they were as children, attraction still simmers. Perhaps love could
turn their fantasies into reality despite all the terrible memories
between them. Visceral, gritty, and full of passion and angst, this
romance mixes moments of emotional introspection with grand
scenes of balls, fights, and, of course, scorching intimacy. Grace
and Ewan had traumatic pasts, and now they are both discovering who they are in the present and who they could be together.
While this story excels as a second-chance, redemption love story,
what really makes it stand out is the unabashedly feminist exploration of power and how it ties in with identity and desire. The
cinematic finale draws the series to a wholly satisfying conclusion.
Dark, daring, delicious, and absolutely delightful.

THE MIRROR &
THE LIGHT

special issue: best books of 2020

Mantel, Hilary
Henry Holt (784 pp.)
$30.00 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-0-8050-9660-6
The end comes for Thomas Cromwell—and for the brilliant trilogy about
his life that began with Wolf Hall (2009)
and Bring Up the Bodies (2012).
“Once the queen’s head is severed, he
walks away”: With this perfect sentence, Mantel plunges into
the scene of Anne Boleyn’s execution, and there’s no need to
spell out who “he” is. On the second page, the executioner,
who was brought over from France, refers to him as Cremuel
(“No Frenchman can ever pronounce his name”), and finally, a
few paragraphs later, when the swordsman is showing off the
special blade he used on the queen, “he, Cromwell, touches a
finger to the metal.” And we’re off, knowing that by the end it
will be Cromwell’s head that rolls. (We can only hope his executioner will be as meticulous.) In the meantime, we get more of
everything we’d expect from Mantel’s evocation of the reign
of Henry VIII: power, rivalry, strategy, love, loyalty, ambition,
regret, loneliness, lust—all centered on the magnetic Cromwell,
a man who knows everything from the number of soldiers commanded by each nobleman in England to the secret desires of
their wives and daughters. The narrative voice is as supple and
insinuating as ever, but the tone is more contemplative—now
that the newly made Lord Cromwell has attained the loftiest
heights, he returns often to certain touchstones from his past—
while the momentum drives forward to our hero’s inevitable
fall. (Perhaps it could have driven forward a little more relentlessly; it does occasionally idle.) Cromwell has become almost a

DARING AND
THE DUKE

MacLean, Sarah
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jun. 30, 2020
978-0-06-269208-5
The final book in the Bareknuckle
Bastards series reunites childhood loves
who became enemies.
Twenty years ago, Grace Condry was
betrayed by Ewan, the boy she loved. He
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THE LEHMAN TRILOGY

bogeyman to the people of England, and Mantel describes his
reputation with characteristic dry humor: “He means to…tamper with the baker’s scales, and fix liquid measures in his favour.
The man is like a weasel, who eats his own weight every day.”
Mantel has created a vivid 16th-century universe, but sometimes it feels like she’s speaking directly to her modern reader,
particularly about the role of women: “Try smiling. You’ll be
surprised how much better you feel. Not that you can put it like
that to a woman…she might take it badly.”
A triumph.

Massini, Stefano
Trans. by Dixon, Richard
HarperVia/HarperCollins (720 pp.)
$35.00 | Jun. 2, 2020
978-0-06-294044-5
A fictional history of the immigrant
family that built a great American financial institution.
Source for the eponymous stage
production, Massini’s imposing novel in
verse tells the story of Lehman Brothers, the venerable investment banking firm whose unimaginable collapse in 2008 helped
trigger the Great Recession. Beginning with the arrival from
Bavaria, in the mid-19th century, of brothers Henry, Emanuel,
and Mayer and the establishment of first a grocery store and
then a cotton trading business in Montgomery, Alabama, Massini follows three generations of this German Jewish family as it
sinks its roots in unfamiliar soil and then, through shrewdness,
daring, and tireless work, forges a worldwide financial empire.
Expansive and intimate, sober and playful, Massini’s novel
focuses less on arcane financial maneuvers and more on the outsized personalities of the Lehman family members who drove
the company’s success. Among the most memorable are Sigmund, son of Mayer, who steels himself for leadership by memorizing a list of 120 draconian rules for ruthless business dealing,
and Emanuel’s grandson Robert “Bobbie” Lehman, art collector
and owner of racehorses, who shepherded the bank through the
Depression and into the modern era, sowing the seeds of both
its continuing prosperity and its ruin. Massini departs from
the Lehman financial saga for a portrait of Herbert Lehman,
Sigmund’s brother, the liberal reformer who challenged some
of the excesses of capitalism displayed in the family business
while serving as both governor of New York and senator from
that state. With the aid of a vibrant translation from the Italian,
the novel takes on an epic quality as the Lehmans relentlessly
expand the scope of their business, accumulating vast wealth
and economic power, while devoting themselves with equal
single-mindedness to the acquisition of social status, the latter effort symbolized in their drive to shoulder aside rivals and
move to the front row of their New York City synagogue.
A vivid account of one remarkable family’s role in shaping
modern America.

DEAR ANN

Mason, Bobbie Ann
Harper/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-06298-665-8
Mason’s first novel since The Girl in
the Blue Beret (2011) is a deeply moving
meditation on one woman’s life choices
and the road she didn’t take.
Onboard a cruise ship in 2017, a troubled Ann Workman ponders her past.
What if she had heeded her old college professor Albert’s advice
and gone to Stanford for graduate school instead of heading to
Harpur College in upstate New York? It was the 1960s, and California was “at the center of the universe,” as Albert enthused in
a letter, one of many that Ann has saved over 50 years and that
populate the narrative. How would Ann’s life have changed?
Fusing her memories with a writer’s imagination, she creates a
new storyline in which a naïve young woman drives west “with
an innocent boldness” to Palo Alto. Exploring this new world
that is “both tantalizing and threatening,” Ann gradually comes
out of her shell, especially after she meets Jimmy, the “Real
Thing” she has longed for. He too is an outsider, ashamed of his
suburban Chicago background and intrigued by her rural Kentucky roots. Bonding over literature and music, they embark
on an intense relationship against the backdrop of a Stanford
campus “quivering with spontaneous demonstrations and
teach-ins” against the escalating Vietnam War. Through this
poignant romance, Mason vividly evokes the exhilaration and
excitement of being young during such tumultuous cultural and
political changes. It’s no wonder that years later Chip, a friend
of Jimmy and Ann, refers to that era as “the best time of my life,
and of course the saddest.” As Ann reassesses her choices, the
reader senses that the 80-year-old author is using this haunting
novel to also take stock of her own life.
A beautifully written homage to the 1960s by a mature
writer at the top of her literary power.

DEACON KING KONG

McBride, James
Riverhead (384 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-0-7352-1672-3

The versatile and accomplished
McBride (Five Carat Soul, 2017, etc.)
returns with a dark urban farce crowded
with misjudged signals, crippling sorrows, and unexpected epiphanies.
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Those whose musical tastes end in the early 1970s—and literary
tastes are up to the minute—will especially enjoy Mitchell’s yarn.
utopia avenue
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It’s September 1969, just after Apollo 11 and Woodstock. In
a season of such events, it’s just as improbable that in front of
16 witnesses occupying the crowded plaza of a Brooklyn housing project one afternoon, a hobbling, dyspeptic, and boozy old
church deacon named Cuffy Jasper “Sportcoat” Lambkin should
pull out a .45-caliber Luger pistol and shoot off an ear belonging
to the neighborhood’s most dangerous drug dealer. The 19-yearold victim’s name is Deems Clemens, and Sportcoat had coached
him to be “the best baseball player the projects had ever seen”
before he became “a poison-selling murderous meathead.” Everybody in the project presumes that Sportcoat is now destined to
violently join his late wife, Hettie, in the great beyond. But all
kinds of seemingly disconnected people keep getting in destiny’s way, whether it’s Sportcoat’s friend Pork Sausage or Potts,
a world-weary but scrupulous White policeman who’s hoping to
find Sportcoat fast enough to protect him from not only Deems’
vengeance, but the malevolent designs of neighborhood kingpin Butch Moon. All their destines are somehow intertwined
with those of Thomas “The Elephant” Elefante, a powerful but
lonely Mafia don who’s got one eye trained on the chaos set off
by the shooting and another on a mysterious quest set in motion
by a stranger from his crime-boss father’s past. There are also an
assortment of salsa musicians, a gentle Nation of Islam convert
named Soup, and even a tribe of voracious red ants that somehow immigrated to the neighborhood from Colombia and hung
around for generations, all of which seems like too much stuff for
any one book to handle. But as he’s already shown in The Good
Lord Bird (2013), McBride has a flair for fashioning comedy whose
buoyant outrageousness barely conceals both a steely command
of big and small narrative elements and a river-deep supply of
humane intelligence.
An exuberant comic opera set to the music of life.

middle gr a de

that Jasper deems “Pavonine….Magpie-minded. Subterranean.”
The usual stuff of rock dramas—the ego clashes, the drugs, the
hangers-on, and record-company parasites—is all there, but
Mitchell, who wasn’t born when Utopia Avenue’s putative first
album was released, knows exactly which real-life musicians to
seed into the story: There’s Gene Clark of The Byrds, for example, who admires a guitar figure of Jasper’s (“So that’s an F major
seventh?…I call it ‘F Demented’ ”). Janis Joplin, Leonard Cohen,
Syd Barrett, Jackson Browne, and Jerry Garcia turn up (as does,
decades later, the brilliant band Talk Talk, acknowledging a debt
to the Utopians). There’s even a highly learned if tossed-aside
reference to how the Stones’ album Let It Bleed earned its name.
Bone spurs and all, it’s realistic indeed and just the thing for pop
music fans of a bygone era that’s still very much with us.
Those whose musical tastes end in the early 1970s—and
literary tastes are up to the minute—will especially enjoy
Mitchell’s yarn.

PRECIOUS YOU

Monks Takhar, Helen
Random House (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-1-984855-96-1

UTOPIA AVENUE

Mitchell, David
Random House (592 pp.)
$30.00 | Jul. 14, 2020
978-0-8129-9743-9
Noted novelist Mitchell returns with
a gritty, richly detailed fable from rock’s
golden age.
There’s no time-hopping, apart from
a brief epilogue set in the present, or
elegant experiments in genre-busting in
Mitchell’s latest novel, his first since Slade House (2015). Oh, there
are a couple of winking references to Cloud Atlas (2004), which
here takes the form of “overlapping solos for piano, clarinet, cello,
flute, oboe and violin,” and ace rock ’n’ roll guitarist Jasper de
Zoet is eventually revealed to descend from the eponymous hero
of The Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet (2010). Mostly, though,
we’re on realistic ground not seen since Black Swan Green (2006),
and Mitchell digs deep in his saga of how two top-of-their-form
players—de Zoet and ill-fated bassist Dean Moss—recruit an
unlikely keyboardist and singer in the form of an ethereal folkie
named Elf Holloway, who goes electric and joins them in a band
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A Gen X magazine editor-in-chief
and her new millennial intern play an
escalating game of cat and mouse in
former journalist Monks Takhar’s debut
psychological thriller.
At 41, London magazine editor Katherine Ross already feels like a walking cliché. She and her longtime
partner Iain, a failed screenwriter, used to be the cool kids, complete with an open relationship and a cavalier attitude to drugs and
drink. Now Katherine feels old and out of touch, reaching for a
life that seems to have gotten away from her. After 20 years with
her magazine, Leadership, and a bout of depression that caused a
blip in her upward trajectory (and seems to be trying to take her
over again), she’s trying to get back into the swing of things. Enter
Lily Lunt, a beautiful, vibrant, and privileged 24-year-old upstart
who seems to have weaseled her way into an internship via her aunt
Gemma—who recently bought Leadership. Lily is everything Katherine used to be: “I couldn’t take my eyes off you. You were like
looking into a mirror, or more like a window into a different time
in my life, not long past, but just out of reach.” The lonely Katherine’s desire for mutual understanding, maybe even friendship,
with Lily is clouded by instinctive mistrust. Katherine soon recognizes that Lily’s wide-eyed innocence is a mask, but what is she
hiding? Lily wastes no time sidelining and embarrassing Katherine
at Leadership, and before Katherine knows it, Lily has also wormed
her way into Katherine’s personal life, including, to her horror, her
relationship with Iain. Katherine and Lily’s tense and twisted push
and pull unfolds through sinuous, overlapping first-person narratives—addressed to each other—that the author carefully shapes
to highlight the characters’ often divergent takes on shared events.
Monks Takhar tackles workplace dynamics, aging, feminism, mental illness, and the hotly debated generation gap, all within the
29

THE AWKWARD
BLACK MAN

framework of a tightly plotted revenge thriller that reads a bit like
a less soapy 21st-century Single White Female. Readers won’t be able
to tear their eyes away as this runaway train inevitably derails.
A wickedly sharp first novel from an author to watch.

Mosley, Walter
Grove (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-8021-4956-5

COLLECTED STORIES

A grandmaster of the hard-boiled
crime genre shifts gears to spin bittersweet and, at times, bizarre tales about
bruised, sensitive souls in love and trouble.
In one of the 17 stories that make up
this collection, a supporting character says: “People are so afraid
of dying that they don’t even live the little bit of life they have.”
She casually drops this gnomic observation as a way of breaking
down a lead character’s resistance to smoking a cigarette. But
her aphorism could apply to almost all the eponymous awkward
Black men examined with dry wit and deep empathy by the versatile and prolific Mosley, who takes one of his occasional departures from detective fiction to illuminate the many ways Black
men confound society’s expectations and even perplex themselves. There is, for instance, Rufus Coombs, the mailroom messenger in “Pet Fly,” who connects more easily with household
pests than he does with the women who work in his building.
Or Albert Roundhouse, of “Almost Alyce,” who loses the love
of his life and falls into a welter of alcohol, vagrancy, and, ultimately, enlightenment. Perhaps most alienated of all is Michael
Trey in “Between Storms,” who locks himself in his New York
City apartment after being traumatized by a major storm and
finds himself taken by the outside world as a prophet—not of
doom, but, maybe, peace? Not all these awkward types are hapless or benign: The short, shy surgeon in “Cut, Cut, Cut” turns
out to be something like a mad scientist out of H.G. Wells while
“Showdown on the Hudson” is a saga about an authentic Black
cowboy from Texas who’s not exactly a perfect fit for New York
City but is soon compelled to do the right thing, Westernstyle. The tough-minded and tenderly observant Mosley style
remains constant throughout these stories even as they display
varied approaches from the gothic to the surreal.
The range and virtuosity of these stories make this Mosley’s most adventurous and, maybe, best book.

Moore, Lorrie
Everyman’s Library (776 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-0-375-71238-8
Forty superb stories by one of America’s most beloved (and best) fiction
writers.
Moore is a short story superstar, a wily
wordsmith, an extraordinary empath. In a
few short pages—sometimes in just a few
words—she is able to evoke essentially
everything about the characters she conjures: the early disappointments that have shaped them, the hunger for connection
that propels them, the quippy wordplay that protects them, the
ways they hold themselves back or get in their own ways. That
makes this vast yet intimate collection of 40 stories drawn from
Moore’s decades of exceptional work—many originally published in her collections Self Help (1985), Like Life (1990), Birds
of America (1998), and Bark (2014) and others extracted from
her novels—something to savor, whether you are rereading old
favorites or enjoying Moore’s deeply affecting blend of humor
and heartache for the first time. In stories such as “The Jewish
Hunter,” about a New York poet visiting the Midwest who finds
and then leaves a man she might have loved; “Four Calling Birds,
Three French Hens,” about a woman whose grief for her cat separates her from and then returns her to her family; and “Two Boys,”
about a woman who craves the attention of an inconstant man
more than the man who’s true, among others, Moore’s characters
exist in a tremulous zone between hope and despair, boredom
and excitement, fear and bravery, connection and detachment,
belonging and displacement. And while the humans who populate Moore’s stories—presented in alphabetical (by title) rather
than chronological order, “like a playlist set to shuffle,” the author
writes—differ in age, life stage, gender, sexual orientation, location, and situation, all share a familiar humanity apt to resonate
with readers. Moore’s stories have a way of burrowing into the
head and the heart and taking up residence there, reverberating
like a startled laugh or a stifled sob.
This expansive, exquisite collection cements Moore’s
standing as one of the greatest short story writers of our time.

THE POET KING

Myer, Ilana C.
Tor (320 pp.)
$28.99 | Mar. 24, 2020
978-0-7653-7834-7
The common thread of Myer’s previous two books—don’t bargain with
dangerous extradimensional magical
beings—expresses itself in new and surprising ways in this conclusion to a trilogy melding music, enchantment, and

dark ambition.
Having employed such bargains to take over the Poets’
30
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Academy and foment civil war in the distant land of Kahishi
(Fire Dance, 2017, etc.), Archmaster Elissan Diar now uses his
power to take the throne of Eivar. But his magics have opened
a portal for the White Queen, an icy, bloody being who has her
own ideas about what Diar is entitled to. Peace and stability in
both Kahishi and Eivar depend on former Court Poet Lin Amaristoth; Syme Oleir, a young man possessed and driven insane
by an Ifreet; and two previously ignored and despised Academy
students: Julien Imara, a shy young woman unexpectedly gifted
with prophetic magic, and Dorn Arrin, whose unwilling part
in a sacrificial ritual could mean his doom. And somewhere in
the mix there is Etherell Lyr, a beautiful man of uncertain loyalties and Dorn’s decidedly unrequited love, whose tortured past
as a sexual abuse victim has left him mercurial, vengeful, and
sociopathic. These fully drawn characters negotiate complicated choices in a world that intriguingly intermingles Middle
Eastern and Celtic folklore as well as a fantasy equivalent of the
Jewish Diaspora. Myer delicately threads a steady path through
a complex, ever shifting plot while maintaining a consistent
throughline of theme that condemns the heedless and selfish
choices of the powerful and pointedly underscores the folly of
ignoring the quiet, seemingly insignificant people whose unexplored depths and considerable strengths might be poised to
strike against those very same people at the top.
A fitting end to a gorgeous experiment in art, worldbuilding, and character, growing in strength from book to book.

and strangely archaic rituals with Alfred’s help, he falls helplessly into its life as if tumbling down a rabbit hole into Wonderland, his urgency slowly transforming to inert apathy. When
he finally learns what happened to his wife and child, he ends up
with more questions than answers. Utterly compelling in tone,
plot, and style, this slim, sleek story has a veneer of sly sophistication that belies the horror of malignancy within the village
and Herman himself.
Part ghost story, part satiric horror, this gorgeously eerie
book will keep you holding your breath even past the end.
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THE KINGDOM

Nesbø, Jo
Trans. by Ferguson, Robert
Knopf (560 pp.)
$27.99 | Nov. 10, 2020
978-0-525-65541-1

THAT TIME OF YEAR

NDiaye, Marie
Trans. by Stump, Jordan
Two Lines Press (128 pp.)
$19.95 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-931883-91-7

A Parisian family that summers each
year in a small village learns the hard
way they have overstayed their welcome
in this deeply unsettling and slippery
novella.
On Sept. 1, Herman embarks on a
search for his wife, Rose, and their son, who had gone to the
neighboring farmhouse to pick up eggs and not returned. Never
having stayed past the end of August before, he is shocked by
the sudden turn in the weather from sunny and temperate to
cold and rainy literally overnight, a pathetic fallacy and our
first introduction to the village as a character of menacing proportions, populated by disturbing residents, all of whom slide
sideways around Herman’s ever increasing anxiety in charming, yet frighteningly empty, ways. When he seeks out the village’s mayor to tell him what’s going on, he meets Alfred, the
president of the Chamber of Commerce, who turns out to
be a former Parisian who also once stayed past summer’s end.
Alfred takes Herman on as a project, vowing to turn him into a
local, and sets Herman on a path where he must find a way to
withstand the unending gray, stormy landscape or simply melt
away. As he attempts to navigate the village’s internal politics
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The latest stand-alone from the
chronicler of Inspector Harry Hole puts
all the murky, violent twists on brotherly
love that you’d expect from this leading
exponent of Nordic noir.
Roy Calvin Opgard has always been joined at the hip to his
kid brother, Carl Abel Opgard, though not in the ways you’d
expect. Carl was clearly his father’s favorite, and years ago he
left Norway for Canada, where he made quite the reputation as
an entrepreneur, while Roy stayed behind to run a petrol station
his dreams merely stretched to owning. When Carl returns to
Os, it’s with a beautiful bride, Barbados-born Shannon Alleyne,
and an ambitious plan to build the Os Spa and Mountain Hotel
on land the brothers inherited when their parents plunged to
their deaths in the prized Cadillac Raymond Opgard bought
from conniving Willum Willumsen. But there’s more to Carl’s
noble-sounding scheme to finance the project by distributing
ownership shares among the townsfolk than he lets on. And
Carl’s return to his hometown unearths long-simmering tensions between the brothers and threatens to reveal long-buried
secrets about the deaths of their parents, the disappearance
long ago of sheriff Sigmund Olsen, whose son, Kurt, now holds
the sheriff ’s job, and the checkered sexual histories of both Carl
and Roy. Nesbø peels away the secrets surrounding Carl’s project, his backstory, and his connections to his old neighbors so
methodically that most readers, like frogs in a gradually warming pan of water, will take quite a while to realize just how extensive, wholesale, and disturbing those secrets really are.
The illusions of a family and its close-knit town constructed and demolished on a truly epic scale.
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NEW WAVES

WHAT ARE YOU
GOING THROUGH

Nguyen, Kevin
One World/Random House (320
pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-1-984855-23-7

Nunez, Sigrid
Riverhead (224 pp.)
$26.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-593-19141-5

A woman is enlisted to help a dying
friend commit suicide in Nunez’s latest
novel, which—true to form—is short,
sharp, and quietly brutal.
Nunez returns to many of the topics
she mined in The Friend, which won the National Book Award for
Fiction in 2018: the meaning of life, the nature of death, writing,
the purpose of friendship. This is hardly a criticism; in fact, what
else is there? The novel, spare and elegant and immediate, often
feeling closer to essay than fiction, is as much about its unnamed
narrator’s thoughts as the events of her life (is there a difference?).
To the extent there is a “plot”—less a “plot” than “circumstances
to inspire thinking”—it is this: A writer in late middle age goes
to another city to visit an old friend who is sick. Later, when it
becomes clear that the friend’s condition is terminal, she enlists
our narrator to assist her in ending her life. Not to help with the
actual dying part—“I know what to do,” she quips. “It’s not complicated”—but rather with everything that should happen in the
interim. What she wants is to rent a house for the end, nothing
special, “just somewhere I can be peaceful and do the last things
that need to be done.” And she would like our narrator to be there.
“I can’t be completely alone,” she explains. “What if something
goes wrong? What if everything goes wrong?” She will, she promises “make it as much fun as possible.” Reluctantly, the narrator
agrees. Most of the novel, though, is not about this, or at least not
directly. Instead, the narrator considers her past and her present.
She attends the doomsday climate lecture of an ex-boyfriend. She
thinks about an unpleasant neighbor. She recounts, delightfully
and in great detail, the plot of a murder mystery she is reading
and then circles back to the trauma of aging, for everyone, and
especially for women. The novel is concerned with the biggest
possible questions and confronts them so bluntly it is sometimes
jarring: How should we live in the face of so much suffering?
Dryly funny and deeply tender; draining and worth it.

Startup culture and science fiction
collide in this debut novel about love,
loss, and coming-of-age.
Lucas and Margo are best friends,
or something like it. The two cynical
20-somethings brave the oppressive Whiteness of startup culture together, downing beers at the bar around the corner from
their office and commiserating about their clueless, immoral
bosses. “Being black means you’re merely a body—a fragile
body,” confesses Margo, a talented engineer with a penchant
for SF, over drinks. “If there was a machine that could do it, I’d
change places with you right now, Lucas….I would be an Asian
man and I would move through the world unnoticed and nobody
would bother me.” In retaliation for being pushed out of their
company, Margo decides to steal user data and convinces cautious Lucas to help. But when she is suddenly struck and killed
by a car, Lucas is left to navigate their theft—and the emotional
roller coaster of working in big tech as a minority—on his own.
Nguyen, a former digital deputy editor for GQ and a veteran of
Google and Amazon, has a keen eye for satire. He illuminates
how “lean” startup companies led by young White men with
little management experience manufacture crises only to dodge
responsibilities to their users and staff. “I started Phantom with
lofty principles, and I haven’t given up on them,” says one CEO
without irony. “But we’ll never achieve those ideals...if we run
out of money first.” Running alongside the dystopian horrors of
Nguyen’s workplace satire are the warmth and humor, sadness
and vulnerability of Lucas’ and Margo’s voices. Using text messages, voicemails, message board posts, and short story snippets,
Nguyen’s novel spirals inward to capture the hang-ups, cultural
obsessions, and fuzzy ambitions of his characters. “I’d hoped
leaving behind all my material possessions would mean leaving
behind all the things I’d become: a cruel friend, a workplace
creep, an alcoholic,” Lucas muses from his new, nomadic life in
Tokyo. “Or maybe I was all those things to begin with.” At last
confronted with his own poor romantic and workplace behavior, Lucas must decide how he will honor his friend’s memory
and whether he will work to become a better person in the hazy
promise—or possible tragedy—of the future.
A blistering sendup of startup culture and a sprawling,
ambitious, tender debut.

HAMNET

O’Farrell, Maggie
Knopf (320 pp.)
$26.95 | Jul. 21, 2020
978-0-525-65760-6
Imagining the life of the family
Shakespeare left behind in Stratford
makes an intriguing change of pace for a
veteran storyteller.
While O’Farrell eschews the sort of
buried-secrets plots that drive the propulsive narratives of such previous novels as Instructions for a
Heatwave (2013), her gifts for full-bodied characterization and
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sensitive rendering of intricate family bonds are on full display.
She opens with 11-year-old Hamnet anxiously hovering over
his twin sister, Judith, who has a mysterious fever and ominous
swellings. When Hamnet asks his grandfather where his mother
is, the old man strikes him, and as the novel moves through the
characters’ memories, we see the role John Shakespeare’s brutality played in son Will’s departure for London. The central figure
in this drama is Shakespeare’s wife, Agnes, better known to history as Anne, recipient of the infamous second-best-bed bequest
in his will. O’Farrell chooses an alternate name—spelling was not
uniform in Elizabethan times—and depicts Agnes as a woman
whose profound engagement with the natural world drew young
Will to her from their first meeting. The daughter of a reputed
sorceress, Agnes has a mysterious gift: She can read people’s
natures and foresee their futures with a single touch. She sees
the abilities within Will that are being smothered as a reluctant
Latin tutor and inept participant in his father’s glove trade, and it
is Agnes who deftly maneuvers John into sending him away. She
believes she will join Will soon, but Judith’s frailty forestalls this.
O’Farrell draws us into Agnes’ mixed emotions as the years go by
and she sees Will on his increasingly infrequent visits “inhabiting
it—that life he was meant to live, that work he was intended to
do.” Hamnet’s death—bitterly ironic, as he was always the stronger twin—drives the couple farther apart, and news of a new
play called Hamlet sends Agnes to London in a rage. O’Farrell’s
complex, moving finale shows her watching the performance and
honoring her husband’s ability to turn their grief into art.
A gripping drama of the conflict between love and destiny.

middle gr a de

Lensky, one of SLICK’s elected managers, throws a spotlight on the
organization’s controversial proposal for a new landfill on the South
Side. Everyone in the city seems to have strong opinions about the
proposal, from Gifford Taggett, superintendent of the Chicago Park
District, to Nobel Prize–winning economist Larry Nieland, to an
inveterate protestor known only as Coop, who kicks off the story
by vanishing after parking his dog with V.I., to her consternation and
the ire of her neighbors and her own two dogs. As usual, Paretsky
(Shell Game, 2018, etc.) is less interested in identifying whodunit than
in uncovering a monstrous web of evil, and this web is one of her
densest and most finely woven ever.
So fierce, ambitious, and far-reaching that it makes most
other mysteries seem like so many petit fours.

ALL THE DEVILS
ARE HERE

Penny, Louise
Minotaur (448 pp.)
$28.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-25-014523-9

DEAD LAND

Paretsky, Sara
Morrow/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$28.99 | Apr. 21, 2020
978-0-06-243592-7
V.I. Warshawski’s search for a homeless woman with a fraught past leads her
deep into a series of political conspiracies that stretch over generations and
continents.
Bernadine Fouchard, V.I.’s goddaughter, thinks that Lydia Zamir, whose songs about strong women she
reveres, was shot dead along with her lover, Hector Palurdo, at a
Kansas fundraiser four years ago. She’s only half right. The 17 victims
ranch hand Arthur Morton shot in Horsethief Canyon include Palurdo but not Zamir, whom V.I. and Bernie happen to hear banging
out haunting tunes on a toy piano under a Chicago railroad viaduct.
But they glimpse her only momentarily before the traumatized
musician flees and eventually disappears. Soon afterward, Bernie
finds herself in trouble when the young man she’s been dating—Leo
Prinz, a summer employee of SLICK, the South Lakefront Improvement Council—is murdered and she becomes a person of considerable interest to Sgt. Lenora Pizzello. The search for Lydia Zamir
morphs into an investigation of her relationship with Palurdo, an
activist against the Pinochet regime in Chile long before he was shot
apparently at random. In the meantime, the disappearance of Simon
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Gamache goes to Paris.
Armand Gamache of the Sûreté du
Québec has had an eventful time in Penny’s last few books, taking over as Chief
Superintendent, uncovering corruption
at the highest levels, facing public scorn, and finally ending up
back where he started, as head of the homicide division. Penny
has always been a master of pacing on a serieswide level, moving
between the overarching corruption story and more local mysteries and also occasionally taking a break from Three Pines, the
beloved, unmappable Quebec village that is the main setting. This
time around, Gamache and his wife, Reine-Marie, a retired librarian, are spending time in Paris, where both of their children now
live, waiting for their daughter, Annie, to give birth to her first
child with husband Jean-Guy Beauvoir, Gamache’s former secondin-command. Gamache takes the opportunity to visit the Rodin
Museum with his godfather, billionaire Stephen Horowitz, who
then joins the extended Gamache clan for dinner—only to be hit
by a car and almost killed as they leave the restaurant. Gamache is
convinced it was no accident—an impression reinforced the next
morning when he and Reine-Marie go to Stephen’s apartment and
find the place has been ransacked and there’s a dead body behind
the sofa. Soon the whole family is involved in the investigation,
and everyone has a part to play, from Reine-Marie, who visits the
Archives nationales, to son Daniel, a venture capitalist who moved
to Paris to escape his father’s shadow. Gamache calls on an old
friend, the head of the Paris police force, but can he be trusted?
As always, Penny’s mystery is meticulously constructed and reveals
hard truths about the hidden workings of the world—as well as the
workings of the Gamache family. But there’s plenty of local color,
too, with a trip to the top of the Eiffel Tower to escape surveillance
and a luxurious suite at the Hotel George V for good measure.
If you’re new to Penny’s world, this would be a great
place to jump in. Then go back and start the series from the
beginning.
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THE SECRET LIVES OF
CHURCH LADIES

the God King as an Amanuensis, having successfully achieved
the seven perfections of body and mind. When someone sends
her a locket bearing the image of an unknown woman, Manet
puts all her considerable skills to bear in pursuit of the woman’s
identity, aggressively questioning a variety of people at all levels of society, from brothel guard to fortuneteller to religious
authority, leaving a trail of blood (her own and others’) behind
her as she learns new truths about Kiri, Amata, and Laqip…
and herself. The use of second person seems to have become a
more popular choice for SF/fantasy writers in recent years, and
Polansky wields it expertly here, with all the different characters addressing themselves directly to Manet. Since we never
hear Manet’s thoughts or what she says (except in one section),
we are forced to figure out who she is and what her goals are
based on what the other characters say and how they respond
to her. She is a protagonist-shaped point of focus around which
the story forms, an open window through which readers can
observe every conversation and monologue, accreting knowledge as they are directed to a seemingly inevitable conclusion.
A fascinating concoction of metropolitan fantasy, mystery, puzzle, character study, and oblique fable.

Philyaw, Deesha
West Virginia Univ. Press (192 pp.)
$18.99 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-949199-73-4
In a collection of luminous stories
populated by deeply moving and multifaceted characters, the Black girls and women
who sit in traditional church pews discover
their own unique ways to worship.
Though each of these nine stories
carries a strong female voice, or voices, from a different region,
life experience, and time, the church and its profound influence
on Black communities is a complex character in itself. In “Eula,”
two 40-year-old lifelong friends battle each other in defining
the parameters of a relationship that had turned sexual years
earlier. Tension mounts between the women on New Year’s Eve
1999, the last day of the 20th century, when Caroletta, the narrator, wants Eula to admit they could be more than occasional
lovers while Eula refuses to let go of her dream of a traditional
churchly life with a husband and child. Meanwhile, in “Jael,” a
woman raising her orphaned great-granddaughter finds the
14-year-old’s diary and reads about her erotic obsession with
the preacher’s wife, struggling with her own judgment that the
child she raised might be an ungodly abomination. In “How To
Make Love to a Physicist,” a middle school teacher embraces
therapy, still taboo in many communities of color, to work her
way through fears stoked by her rigid mother and give herself
over to an unexpected love. The strongest story in a collection
of gems is “Peach Cobbler,” which finds a teenage girl reckoning
with her mother’s coldness and yearslong affair with their pastor. No saints exist in these pages, just full-throated, flesh-andblood women who embrace and redefine love, and their own
selves, in powerfully imperfect renditions.
Tender, fierce, proudly Black and beautiful, these stories
will sneak inside you and take root.

BLACK BOTTOM SAINTS

Randall, Alice
Amistad/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$26.99 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-0-06296862-3
The last testament of an African
American showbiz insider is here rendered as an impassioned, richly detailed,
and sometimes heartbreaking evocation
of Black culture in 20th century Detroit
and beyond.
Joseph “Ziggy” Johnson (1913-1968) was a real-life nightclub impresario, dance studio instructor, and entertainment
columnist for the Michigan Chronicle, an African American
newspaper based in Detroit. As this book begins, Ziggy is near
death and also near completion of what he characterizes as a
“book of saints,” a collection of profiles and reminiscences of
more than 50 personalities, famous, obscure, and in-between,
who “whispered encouragement and clapped…forward” him
and generations of those soul-nourished and otherwise entertained in the book’s legendary “Black Bottom” neighborhood
during the ascendant and boom years of the city’s auto industry. At its outset, this hybrid of portrait gallery, cultural history,
and dramatized biography seems to resemble a grand literary
equivalent of a “Youth Colossal,” one of Ziggy’s annual Father’s
Day nightclub recitals that one of his saints, the poet Robert
Hayden, likens to “a W.E.B. DuBois pageant.” But as the portraits accumulate and grow in depth and breadth, they make up
an absorbing and poignant account of a glittering age in the life
of a once-thriving metropolis. The portraits are punctuated by
celebratory “libations,” some of which have so much hard liquor
and sugar cubes as to make one fear diabetic shock. Included
among Ziggy’s saints: heavyweight boxing champion Joe Louis;

THE SEVENTH
PERFECTION

Polansky, Daniel
Tor (176 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-250-76756-1
In this stand-alone fantasy, a highranking subject of a theocracy built on
the embers of a revolution threatens to
upend the social order again in her quest
for answers.
Years ago, the artist Laqip, the student Amata, and the soldier Kiri led a revolution all the way up
the Spire, where Kiri toppled the Divine Empress and took her
place as the God King Ba‘l Melqart; his beloved companions
never returned. Today, a young woman named Manet serves
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funeral parlor tycoon and political leader Charles Diggs Sr.;
NFL Hall of Fame defensive back Dick “Night Train” Lane,
who had “come up all kinds of hard, but [whose] ambition was
green and vibrant”; UAW negotiator Marc Stepp; actress Tallulah Bankhead (whom Ziggy describes as “the lady who knows no
color”); theater director Lloyd George Richards; dancer Lucille
Ellis; Sammy Davis Jr., who pops up throughout the narrative,
characterized by Ziggy at one point as a “little genius”; Maxine
Powell, who taught Motown Records’ stable of emerging stars
how to comport themselves on- and offstage; and, at the tail end,
Ziggy himself, whose narrative voice is seasoned with such idiosyncrasies as referring to Black folks in general as “sepians” and
characterizing Black factory workers who made up his readers
and audiences as “breadwinners.” This last tribute is likely the
work of the unofficial collaborator whose own story and embellishments enhance this tapestry. She is referred to throughout
as “Colored Girl,” but one suspects she is a surrogate for Randall, a Detroit native whose experiences writing country music
likely account for the lyricism, pathos, and down-home humor
in her narrative.
If Randall’s book at times gets carried away with its emotions, it also compels you to ride along with your own.

American Vernacular English. For about two-thirds of the book,
her evenhandedness with her varied cast of characters is impressive, but there’s a point at which any possible empathy for Alix
disappears. Not only is she shallow, entitled, unknowingly racist,
and a bad mother, but she has not progressed one millimeter
since high school, and even then she was worse than we thought.
Maybe this was intentional, but it does make things—ha ha—
very black and white.
Charming, challenging, and so interesting you can hardly
put it down.

middle gr a de

THE DISCOMFORT
OF EVENING

Rijneveld, Marieke Lucas
Trans. by Hutchison, Michele
Graywolf (224 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Aug. 18, 2020
978-1-64445-034-5

SUCH A FUN AGE

Reid, Kiley
Putnam (320 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-525-54190-5

The relationship between a privileged
White mom and her Black babysitter is
strained by race-related complications.
Blogger/role model/inspirational
speaker Alix Chamberlain is none too
happy about moving from Manhattan
to Philadelphia for her husband Peter’s job as a TV newscaster.
With no friends or in-laws around to help out with her almost-3year-old, Briar, and infant, Catherine, she’ll never get anywhere
on the book she’s writing unless she hires a sitter. She strikes
gold when she finds Emira Tucker. Twenty-five-year-old Emira’s
family and friends expect her to get going on a career, but outside the fact that she’s about to get kicked off her parents’ health
insurance, she’s happy with her part-time gigs—and Briar is her
“favorite little human.” Then one day a double-header of racist
events topples the apple cart—Emira is stopped by a security
guard who thinks she’s kidnapped Briar, and when Peter’s program shows a segment on the unusual ways teenagers ask their
dates to the prom, he blurts out “Let’s hope that last one asked
her father first” about a Black boy hoping to go with a White
girl. Alix’s combination of awkwardness and obsession with
regard to Emira spins out of control and then is complicated by
the reappearance of someone from her past (coincidence alert),
where lies yet another racist event. Reid’s debut sparkles with
sharp observations and perfect details—food, décor, clothes,
social media, etc.—and she’s a dialogue genius, effortlessly
incorporating toddler-ese, witty boyfriend–speak, and African
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The effects of the unspeakable grief
felt by 10-year-old Jas’ family after the
death of her beloved older brother are
explored in painful and painstaking
detail in this startling debut novel by a Dutch poet.
After Matthies Mulder’s ice-skating venture to “the other
side” of the lake in a rural farming village ends with his being
trapped under the ice, the entire Mulder family unravels in ways
so unsettling that death (and the allure of “the other side”) beckons insidiously to those left behind. Members of a dogmatic
Reformed church, the family stoically attempts to carry on life
as before Matthies’ death (a life cheerlessly marked by repression, guilt, the visceral horrors of dairy farming, and domination by an omniscient God). As Jas’ parents slowly recede into
states of icy indifference, the three surviving children create
their own system of rules and survival, marked by tics, abuse,
incestuous experimentation, and abject cruelty to animals
(and other living creatures). Jas’ narration of her family’s journey into solitary madnesses alternates between poetic simplicity and childish fantasy about adult life and the world beyond
farm and village. Connections between the causes and effects
of life events waver between the grotesque and the mundane
while Jas’ ability to comprehend the world around her wavers as
well. Trigger warnings may not suffice to warn unwary readers
of the scatology, violence, and misogyny Jas recounts, but the
larger warning should attach to the world she describes, not to
her story.
Rijneveld’s extraordinary narrator describes a small
world of pain which is hard to look at and harder to ignore.
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BLACK SUN

steals, he wanders, he’s a vagrant. Now he’s in the Black part of
St. Louis, an object of suspicion and concern, known locally as
“That White Man That Keeps Walking Up and Down the Street
All the Time.” Della is a schoolteacher, at home in Shakespeare
and the classics. Jack is inclined to Milton. He is Presbyterian
by birth, she Methodist and pious—but not so much that she
can’t laugh when he calls himself the Prince of Darkness. Both
are the children of ministers, both smart and self-aware, happy
to argue about poetry and predestination in a Whites-only
graveyard. The arguments continue, both playful and serious,
as their love grows and as Jack tries his hand at the workaday
world, wearing a tie and working a till—and, more important,
not drinking. Pledged to each other like Romeo and Juliet, they
suffer being parted more than they do having to deal with the
disapproval of others, whether White or Black, though Della’s
father, aunt, brothers, and sister all separately tell Jack to leave
her alone, and once, when Jack’s landlady finds out that Della is
Black, she demands that he leave. The reader will by this time
doubtless be pulling for them, though also wondering how the
proper Della puts up with the definitively scruffy Jack, even if
it’s clear that they love each other without reservation. Robinson’s storytelling relies heavily on dialogue, moreso than her
other work, and involves only a few scene changes, as if first
sketched out as a play. The story flows swiftly—and without a
hint of inevitability—as Robinson explores a favorite theme,
“guilt and grace met together.”
An elegantly written proof of the thesis that love conquers all—but not without considerable pain.

Roanhorse, Rebecca
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(464 pp.)
$27.99 | Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-5344-3767-8
A powerful priest, an outcast seafarer,
and a man born to be the vessel of a god
come together in the first of Roanhorse’s
Between Earth and Sky trilogy.
The winter solstice is coming, and the elite members of the
sacred Sky Made clans in the city of Tova are preparing for a
great celebration, led by Naranpa, the newly appointed Sun
Priest. But unrest is brewing in Carrion Crow, one of the clans.
Years ago, a previous Sun Priest feared heresy among the people
of Carrion Crow and ordered his mighty Watchers to attack
them, a terrible act that stripped the clan of its power for generations. Now, a secretive group of cultists within Carrion Crow
believe that their god is coming back to seek vengeance against
the Sun Priest, but Naranpa’s enemies are much closer than
any resurrected god. Meanwhile, a young sailor named Xiala
has been outcast from her home and spends much of her time
drowning her sorrows in alcohol in the city of Cuecola. Xiala
is Teek, a heritage that brings with it some mysterious magical abilities and deep knowledge of seafaring but often attracts
suspicion and fear. A strange nobleman hires Xiala to sail a ship
from Cuecola to Tova. Her cargo? A single passenger, Serapio, a
strange young man with an affinity for crows and a score to settle with the Sun Priest. Roanhorse’s fantasy world based on preColumbian cultures is rich, detailed, and expertly constructed.
Between the political complications in Tova, Serapio’s struggle
with a great destiny he never asked for, and Xiala’s discovery
of abilities she never knew she had, the pages turn themselves.
A beautifully crafted setting with complex character dynamics
and layers of political intrigue? Perfection.
Mark your calendars, this is the next big thing.

THE INVISIBLE LIFE
OF ADDIE LARUE

Schwab, V. E.
Tor (448 pp.)
$26.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-0-7653-8756-1

When you deal with the darkness,
everything has a price.
“Never pray to the gods that answer
after dark.” Adeline tried to heed this
warning, but she was desperate to escape
a wedding she didn’t want and a life spent trapped in a small
town. So desperate that she didn’t notice the sun going down.
And so she made a deal: For freedom, and time, she will surrender her soul when she no longer wants to live. But freedom
came at a cost. Adeline didn’t want to belong to anyone; now
she is forgotten every time she slips out of sight. She has spent
300 years living like a ghost, unable even to speak her own name.
She has affairs with both men and women, but she can never
have a comfortable intimacy built over time—only the giddy
rush of a first meeting, over and over again. So when she meets a
boy who, impossibly, remembers her, she can’t walk away. What
Addie doesn’t know is why Henry is the first person in 300 years
who can remember her. Or why Henry finds her as compelling as she finds him. And, of course, she doesn’t know how the
devil she made a deal with will react if he learns that the rules

JACK

Robinson, Marilynne
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-0-374-27930-1

A sometimes tender, sometimes
fraught story of interracial love in a time
of trouble.
“I have never heard of a white man
who got so little good out of being a
white man.” So chides Della Miles,
upbraiding John Ames Boughton at the opening of Robinson’s
latest novel, set in an unspecified time, though certainly one of
legal racial segregation. Jack hails from Gilead, Iowa, where so
many of Robinson’s stories are set, and he has a grave waiting
there that he seems in a headlong rush to occupy. He drinks, he
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THE DEVIL
OF DOWNTOWN

of their 300-year-long game have changed. This spellbinding
story unspools in multiple timelines as Addie moves through
history, learning the rules of her curse and the whims of her captor. Meanwhile, both Addie and the reader get to know Henry
and understand what sets him apart. This is the kind of book
you stay up all night reading—rich and satisfying and strange
and impeccably crafted.
Spanning centuries and continents, this is a darkly
romantic and suspenseful tale by a writer at the top of her
game.

Shupe, Joanna
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jun. 30, 2020
978-0-06-290685-4

TRUTHTELLING
Stories, Fables,
Glimpses

Schwartz, Lynne Sharon
Delphinium (240 pp.)
$24.95 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-883285-92-0

special issue: best books of 2020

A grab bag of realist and experimental stories, each one a treasure.
Subtitled “Stories, Fables, Glimpses,”
Schwartz’s collection is mostly populated by New Yorkers firmly rooted in their lives—for better
and for worse. The realistic stories chronicle the sweetness
of long marriages and the lingering pain of death and divorce.
In “A Taste of Dust,” selected for The Best American Short Stories
2005, a woman spends the day with her ex-husband and his wife.
She wants to believe her husband is miserable, with his teenage daughters and younger wife who mock him, but her feelings
of pity abruptly turn to self-pity as she leaves. In “Truthtelling,” a long-married couple rekindles their desire when they
reveal their lies and indiscretions over the years. And in “The
Golden Rule,” an O. Henry Prize winner, a widow contemplates
whether she’s helping an unlikable elderly neighbor out of kindness or simply acquiescing to the “cunning tyranny of the weak”
and whether this difference even matters. In the experimental
stories, or fables, which evoke Lydia Davis loosened from logical precision, Schwartz, who’s 81, dissect the human condition.
These forays into fabulist situations—a minor actress is mistaken for a concert pianist and whisked off to a performance, a
cabaret singer gives away her babies because they aren’t perfect
enough, a woman lets her “Faux-Me” take over for a day—are
deliciously absurd while also building to startling revelations. In
“The Middle Child,” a woman suffering from depression forgets
about her daughter, adopted while she was in the darkest hours
of her illness. “Can you ever forgive me?” the narrator asks
her child. “I’ve been waiting for you for so long,” the daughter
answers, “and we wept.” Though the situations are unbelievable,
the emotions are not.
Wise, wry, and witty—theses stories in all their stylistic
variations are perfect.
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In Gilded Age New York, a young
heiress falls in love with the city’s most
notorious kingpin.
Justine Greene is the youngest of
three sisters born into the highest echelon of society. Her family thinks she’s shy, retiring, and committed to charity, but she hides the full extent of her work with
impoverished women downtown. Justine refuses to let anyone
make decisions for her and decides to help other women seize
control of their lives. Where she used to serve meals or deliver
blankets, now Justine is actively investigating and searching for
deadbeat husbands who have abandoned their wives and children. One investigation brings her into the orbit of Jack Mulligan, the leader of New York’s largest criminal empire. When
Jack offers to assist her in exchange for a future favor, Justine
has no choice but to agree, and they are inexplicably drawn to
each other. Justine is the only person who refuses to bend to
Jack’s will, and she appreciates the generous, charming man
who treats her like an adult instead of a child. In this final book
of the Uptown Girls trilogy, Shupe (The Prince of Broadway, 2019,
etc.) explores the porous boundary between what is legal versus what is ethical. Although Jack is a criminal, he does more
to help people in the neighborhood than Tammany Hall politicians or the local police. Justine falls in love with Jack but fears
she will compromise her principles by staying with a man who
believes only in power; meanwhile, Jack doesn’t understand her
naïve inability to see how the world really works. This dilemma
is a richly layered, nuanced exploration of how lovers compromise on seemingly insurmountable differences.
A strong finish to an excellent series about strong-willed
women determined to live life on their own terms.

THE PRETTIEST STAR

Sickels, Carter
Hub City Press (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 14, 2020
978-1-938235-62-7

A young man dying of AIDS returns
to his Ohio hometown, where people
think homosexuality is a sin and the disease is divine punishment.
Brian left Chester when he was 18,
seeking freedom to be who he was in
New York City. Now, in 1986, he’s 24, his partner and virtually all
of their friends are dead, and he’s moving into the disease’s late
stages. “He turned his back on his family to live a life of sin and
he’s sick because of it,” thinks his mother, Sharon; nonetheless
she says yes when Brian asks if he can come home after years of
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estrangement. His father, Travis, insists they must keep Brian’s
illness and sexuality a secret; he makes Sharon set aside tableware
and bedclothes exclusively for their son and wash them separately
wearing gloves. Sickels (The Evening Hour, 2012) doesn’t gloss over
the shame Brian’s family feels nor the astonishing cruelty of their
friends and neighbors when word gets out. Brian’s ejection from
the local swimming pool is the first in a series of increasingly ugly
incidents: vicious phone calls, hate mail to the local newspapers,
graffiti on the family garage, a gunshot through the windshield of
his father’s car. Grandmother Lettie is Brian’s only open defender,
refusing to speak to friends who ostracize him and boycotting
the diner that denied him service. Younger sister Jess, taunted
at school, wishes he’d never come home and tells him so. This
unvarnished portrait of what people are capable of when gripped
by ignorance and fear is relieved slightly by a few cracks in the
facade of the town’s intolerance, some moments of kindness or at
least faint regret as Brian’s health worsens over the summer and
fall. Sharon and Travis both eventually acknowledge they have
failed their son; she makes some amends while he can only grieve.
Sickels’ characters are painfully flawed and wholly, believably
human in their failings. This unflinching honesty, conveyed in
finely crafted prose, makes for a memorable and unsettling novel.
Powerfully affecting and disturbing.

begins to feel an uneasy kinship with the artist, whose life was
fractured by domestic violence, mental illness, and the inexorable demands of fame, motherhood, and the creative process.
Kate’s obsessive inquiry into Miranda’s death and her growing
attraction to Theo soon threaten to unravel the delicate threads
of her new life and her increasingly precarious state of mind.
Kate and Miranda are vividly rendered, and an entire novel
could easily be crafted out of Miranda’s fascinating diary, letters,
and other ephemera, snippets of which are sprinkled liberally
throughout. Sligar delivers an intriguing mystery while tackling
big themes, especially sexism and the societal restraints placed
on women’s bodies and minds. The results are spellbinding.
A raw and sophisticated debut.

SUMMER

Smith, Ali
Pantheon (400 pp.)
$26.99 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-1-101-87079-2
The last volume of British writer
Smith’s elliptical, engrossing seasonal
quartet revisits themes of activism and
art and some familiar characters.

TAKE ME APART

Smith weaves from seemingly disparate threads here. “Whether I shall
turn out to be the heroine of my own
life” is a quote a woman named Grace is trying to source. Her
memory has regendered the original “hero,” from David Cop
perfield. Grace and her clever teenage kids join writers Art and
Charlotte as they head to Suffolk in early 2020 to return a piece
of art last seen in 1985 in Smith’s second seasonal book, Winter
(2018), when Art’s mother slept with a man named Daniel. Now
104, Daniel is helped by Elisabeth, who befriended him in her
childhood in Autumn (2017). His memory drifts back to World
War II, when he was held in U.K. detention centers with other
men of German background. His sister, who helped people
escape to Switzerland from Occupied France, has another crucial link to the small cast. Present-day political refugee Hero has
been in a detention center for nearly three years; his passage to
freedom involves a kind of coffee truck last seen in Spring (2019).
“Nothing’s not connected,” says “a seasoned lefty activist.” This
volume sounds the quartet’s recurrent klaxons about injustice,
dereliction, and the perennial problem of how too few people
step up. The main issues are immigration, refugees, Brexit, and
Covid-19. Smith even briefly works in George Floyd. As always,
the narrative zigs and zags, skimps on segues, demands attention and effort. The reward is a novel that is wonderfully entertaining—for its humor, allusions, deft use of time and memory,
sharply realized characters, and delightfully relevant digressions—and a reminder, brought home by the pandemic, that
everything and everyone truly is connected and the sufferance
of suffering hurts us all.
A deeply resonant finale to a work that should come to be
recognized as a classic.

Sligar, Sara
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(368 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 28, 2020
978-0-374-27261-6
An ex-journalist falls into a churning
vortex of dark secrets when she’s hired
to archive a famous photographer’s personal effects.
In 2017, after a harrowing incident
ruined 30-year-old Kate Aitken’s journalism career, she’s eager
to leave New York for sunny California and the idyllic little
hamlet of Callinas, where her sweet but nosy Aunt Louise and
Uncle Frank will put her up while she archives the tangible
remains of controversial photographer Miranda Brand’s life
and work, a gig they hooked her up with. Miranda’s husband,
Jake, a painter, has recently died, leaving their son, Theo, with
a hoarder’s paradise of letters, documents, and possibly even
a few of Miranda’s viscerally intimate photos, which would be
worth a fortune. Kate’s first meeting with the enigmatic Theo,
who’s recently been divorced, is tense, but Theo’s two small
children, Jemima and Oscar, dull his sharp edges, and Kate soon
becomes so immersed in her work that returning to Louise
and Frank’s home every evening is akin to waking from a fever
dream. And they’re eager for details. Miranda’s death at 37 was
ruled a suicide, but questions remain, and rumors, such as then
11-year-old Theo’s possible culpability, persist. Kate, bound by
a nondisclosure agreement, must remain silent but wonders if
Miranda might have actually been murdered. When Kate discovers Miranda’s diary, which often reads like dark poetry, she
38
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A perceptive, humane inquiry into Iran’s history and soul.
man of my time
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Biblical Esther, second-wave feminist Vee, and contemporary mother-of-two Lily are the women whose narrative strands
and differing yet sometimes parallel dilemmas are interwoven
in Solomon’s (Leaving Lucy Pear, 2016, etc.) questing, unpredictable new novel. All three are grappling—some more dangerously than others—with aspects of male power versus their
own self-determination. Esther, selected from 40 virgins to be
the second queen—after her predecessor, Vashti, was banished
(or worse)—is the strangest. Her magical powers can bring on a
shocking physical transformation or reanimate a skeletal bird,
yet she is still a prisoner in a gilded cage, mother to an heir, frustrated daughter of an imperiled tribe. Vee, wife of an ambitious
senator in 1970s Washington, finds herself a player in a House
of Cards–type scenario, pressured toward sexual humiliation by
her unscrupulous husband. Lily, in 21st-century Brooklyn, has
chosen motherhood over work and is fretting about the costumes for her two daughters to wear at the Purim carnival honoring Esther. Alongside questions of male dominance, issues of
sexuality arise often, as do female communities, from Esther’s
slave sisters to Vee’s consciousness-raising groups to Lily’s sewing circle. And while layers of overlap continue among the three
women’s stories—second wives, sewing, humming—so do subtly different individual choices. Finely written and often vividly
imagined, this is a cerebral, interior novel devoted to the notion
of womanhood as a composite construction made up of myriad
stories and influences.
A bold, fertile work lit by powerful images, often
consumed by debate, almost old-school in its feminist
commitment.

special issue: best books of 2020

Iran’s brutal and tragic years of
upheaval are evoked through a one-time
revolutionary’s rueful reflections.
Hamid Mozaffarian has arrived in
New York City at a cold and lonely phase
of his life. Having served almost three decades interrogating those
considered enemies of the Iranian government, he is now helping
his country’s minister for foreign affairs deal with “a tiff” between
their navy and the Americans in the Persian Gulf. Hamid’s diplomatic mission enables him to reestablish contact with his mother
and brother, from whom he’d been estranged since they exiled
themselves to America after the 1979 Islamic Revolution. He
agrees to their request to carry, in a mint candy tin, the ashes of his
father, who’d died two weeks earlier, so they can be scattered back
in Iran. In the meantime, while in New York, Hamid struggles to
come to grips with choices he’s made that have also left him alienated from his wife and daughter back home. A sensitive, artistic
boy fascinated by the vulnerability of glass objects, Hamid grew
up bewildered by his scholarly father’s distant, sometimes severe
behavior toward him. Young Hamid was likewise bemused by his
father’s shift from opposing the shah to working for him. His father
explained: “Slowly, slowly I became the system.” Ironically, the
same became true for Hamid, as he reached his young manhood
as an idealistic revolutionary seeking the shah’s overthrow. Soon
he proved himself dedicated to the Ayatollah Khomeini’s republic by carrying out an appalling act of betrayal against his father,
and over the succeeding decades he became deeply entrenched in
his country’s draconian system of dispensing justice. One is often
tempted while reading this novel to think of Hamid as little more
than an introspective species of monster. But Sofer (The Septembers
of Shiraz, 2007) brings compassion, insight, and acerbic humor to
her depiction of a man at once too intelligent to altogether ignore
the consequences of his behavior yet helpless to withstand the turbulent momentum of history.
A perceptive, humane inquiry into Iran’s history and soul.

WANT

Strong, Lynn Steger
Henry Holt (224 pp.)
$25.99 | Jul. 7, 2020
978-1-250-24753-7
A deeply overwhelmed mother navigates the banality, joy, and turmoil of her
life.
Strong’s second novel follows Elizabeth, a 34-year-old academic and mother of
two, who finds herself living a life she never
imagined. Elizabeth, who grew up in a well-off family, now teaches
low-income students at a New York City charter school (a job she
needs and likes but cannot seem to love) because she cannot find
a full-time job in academia. On top of declaring bankruptcy with
her husband, Elizabeth finds her day filled to the brim: She runs
miles at dawn, raises her children, works multiple jobs, tends to her
marriage, placates her cruel parents, tries to make rent, navigates
her privilege, and rekindles a friendship with Sasha, her ex–best
friend and the most formative relationship of her life. As they start
to communicate again, Elizabeth thinks back on their decades-old
relationship and where it went wrong. Strong taps into the intensity of female friendships and how overwhelming, all-consuming,
and painful they can be: “I’d forget then, on the best days, that
we were separate. Our words and wants and limbs would overlap.”

THE BOOK OF V.

Solomon, Anna
Henry Holt (320 pp.)
$27.99 | May 5, 2020
978-1-250-25701-7

liberty and identity.
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MAN OF MY TIME

Sofer, Dalia
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(384 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 14, 2020
978-0-374-11006-2

Esther, the Old Testament teenager who reluctantly married a Persian
king and saved her people, is connected
across the ages to two more contemporary women in a sinuous, thoughtful
braid of women’s unceasing struggles for
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Strong writes womanhood with brutal honesty; exhaustion, love,
desire, anxiety, and the devastation of unfulfilled expectations
permeate every page. At one point, Elizabeth thinks about all the
things she wants to confide to Sasha: “I want to tell her that I’m
scared I’m too wore out, worn down, that this constant anxious
ache that I have now isn’t about my job or kids or all the ways life
isn’t what it should be, that maybe it’s just me, it’s most of who I
am.” This moment captures the despair and agony of realizing not
only how the world has failed you, but how you’ve failed yourself.
Strong’s writing consistently distills bitter truths in understated
yet penetrating ways.
A wise, unflinching, and compelling novel about
womanhood.

acknowledgements and lose it. The emotional truth embodied
here will crack you open.
You will never forget Shuggie Bain. Scene by scene, this
book is a masterpiece.

EIGHT PERFECT
MURDERS

Swanson, Peter
Morrow/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$26.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-0-06-283820-9
A ghoulish killer brings a Boston
bookseller’s list of perfect fictional
murders to life—that is, to repeated,
emphatic death.
The Red House Mystery, Malice Afore
thought, The A.B.C. Murders, Double Indemnity, Strangers on a
Train, The Drowner, Deathtrap, The Secret History: They may
not be the best mysteries, reflects Malcolm Kershaw, but they
feature the most undetectable murders, as he wrote on a littleread blog post when he was first hired at Old Devils Bookstore.
Now that he owns the store with mostly silent partner Brian
Murray, a semifamous mystery writer, that post has come back
to haunt him. FBI agent Gwen Mulvey has observed at least
three unsolved murders, maybe more, that seem to take their
cues from the stories on Mal’s list. What does he think about
possible links among them? she wonders. The most interesting
thing he thinks is something he’s not going to share with her:
He’s hiding a secret that would tie him even more closely to that
list than she imagines. And while Mal is fretting about what he
can do to help stop the violence without tipping his own hand,
the killer, clearly untrammeled by any such scruples, continues
down the list of fictional blueprints for perfect murders. Swanson (Before She Knew Him, 2019, etc.) jumps the shark early
from genre thrills to metafictional puzzles, but despite a triple
helping of cleverness that might seem like a fatal overdose, the
pleasures of following, and trying to anticipate, a narrator who’s
constantly second- and third-guessing himself and everyone
around him are authentic and intense. If the final revelations
are anticlimactic, that’s only because you wish the mounting
complications, like a magician’s showiest routine, could go on
forever.
The perfect gift for well-read mystery mavens who complain that they don’t write them like they used to.

SHUGGIE BAIN

Stuart, Douglas
Grove (416 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-0-8021-4804-9
Alcoholism brutally controls the destiny of a beautiful woman and her children in working-class Scotland.
The way Irvine Welsh’s Trainspotting
carved a permanent place in our heads
and hearts for the junkies of late-1980s
Edinburgh, the language, imagery, and story of fashion designer
Stuart’s debut novel apotheosizes the life of the Bain family of
Glasgow. Stunning, raven-haired Agnes Bain is often compared
to Elizabeth Taylor. When we meet her in 1981, she’s living with
her parents and three “weans” in a crowded high-rise flat in a
down-and-out neighborhood called Sighthill. Her second husband, Hugh “Shug” Bain, father of her youngest, Shuggie, is a
handsome taxi driver with a philandering problem that is racing
alongside Agnes’ drinking problem to destroy their never-verysolid union. In indelible, patiently crafted vignettes covering the next 11 years of their lives, we watch what happens to
Shuggie and his family. Stuart evokes the experience of each
character with unbelievable compassion—Agnes; her mother,
Lizzie; Shug; their daughter, Catherine, who flees the country
the moment she can; artistically gifted older son Leek; and
the baby of the family, Shuggie, bullied and outcast from toddlerhood for his effeminate walk and manner. Shuggie’s adoration of his mother is the light of his life, his compass, his faith,
embodied in his ability to forgive her every time she resurrects
herself from a binge: “She was no use at maths homework, and
some days you could starve rather than get a hot meal from her,
but Shuggie looked at her now and understood this was where
she excelled. Everyday with the make-up on and her hair done,
she climbed out of her grave and held her head high. When she
had disgraced herself with drink, she got up the next day, put on
her best coat, and faced the world. When her belly was empty
and her weans were hungry, she did her hair and let the world
think otherwise.” How can love be so powerful and so helpless
at the same time? Readers may get through the whole novel
without breaking down—then read the first sentence of the
40
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A wickedly enthralling novel by one of
Poland’s emerging literary stars.
the king of warsaw
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THE KNOCKOUT QUEEN

Thorpe (Dear Fang, With Love, 2016)
takes a familiar plotline—a pair of teen
misfits form an unlikely but life-altering
friendship—and turns it into an arrestingly original, darkly comic meditation
on moral ambiguity.
After his mother goes to prison for stabbing his violent
father with a fruit knife, Michael moves in with his aunt in
the idyllic Southern California suburb of North Shore, and
it is there he meets Bunny Lampert. “She was the princess of
North Shore,” he recalls, from the vantage of adulthood, “and
somehow, almost against my will, I became her friend.” Bunny
is a somewhat unlikely princess: a tall, tall volleyball star with
a dead mother, an affably sleazy father, and the overdeveloped
abs of a Ninja Turtle. Michael, meanwhile, is a gay, long-haired,
septum-pierced high achiever with a secret relationship with
a much older man and an after-school job at Rite Aid. What
they have in common, besides geographic proximity, traumatic
childhoods, and a general lack of adult supervision, is a failure
to fit into the prescribed roles of gender identity: “as often as I
was failing to pass as a straight boy…Bunny was failing to pass
as a girl.” This is not only because she is big—6-feet-3-inches
and 200 pounds by the end of junior year—but also happy and
confident, a “combination of qualities,” Michael notes, people
found “displeasing in a young woman.” And it is exactly these
qualities that will do Bunny in, in a single moment of violence
that feels both shocking and predestined, forever changing
both their lives. But there are no victims here and no heroes,
either. In Thorpe’s Technicolor world, everyone is an innocent
and everyone is culpable and no one is absolved, and the result
is a novel both nauseatingly brutal and radically kind.
Brilliantly off-kilter and vibrating with life.

middle gr a de

letters for “death” are tattooed on the fingers of his right hand.
Though he is a caring husband and father whose loving wife is
trying to wear down his resistance to immigrating to Palestine,
he cavorts with prostitutes. He pines for the ex-flame who runs
the local brothel—and who, like most women in the book, is
at risk of being physically abused by men. The book’s unreliable narrator is Moyshe, the 17-year-old son of one of Jakub’s
victims, a struggling shopkeeper and administrative clerk who
failed to pay his debts. Impressed by Jakub’s “arrogantly grand”
manner in the ring, the teenager dispassionately watches as
the enforcer drags his father away by the beard and, with two
cohorts, later dismembers him. Drawn into Jakub’s hellish
world after the enforcer adopts him, the boy loses all sense of
self. He has visions of a sperm whale floating over the city, staring at Moyshe’s Jonah with burning eyes. “Instead of God, I
began to believe in monstrosity,” Moyshe says. Streaked with
magic realism and dream logic, the novel slides eerily between
reality and illusion, 1930s Poland and 1980s Israel, where
Moyshe has morphed into a retired Israeli army officer typing
out his Warsaw memories. Driven by a ruthless energy, the first
of Twardoch’s novels to be available in an English translation is
astonishing and heartbreaking in equal measure. It never runs
out of revelation.
A wickedly enthralling novel by one of Poland’s emerging
literary stars.

Thorpe, Rufi
Knopf (288 pp.)
$26.95 | Apr. 28, 2020
978-0-525-65678-4

SEASON OF THE WOLF
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Vale, Maria
Sourcebooks Casablanca (320 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-4926-9521-9
Readers return to the Great North
Pack as Evie Kitwanasdottir fights for
her fellow werewolves and struggles to
maintain her position as Alpha.
Picking up from Forever Wolf (2019),
the Great North Pack is trying to rebuild
after a devastating attack and keeping
several Shifter prisoners as the spoils of the barely won victory. Wolves and Shifters aren’t the same in Vale’s world; they’re
enemies, and rightly so, as Shifters often align themselves with
humans in their quest to conquer the wolves. Shifter Constantine, despite aiding the Great North Pack during the humans’
assault, is one of the pack’s prisoners, and since he seems
the most dangerous, he’s kept under Evie’s personal supervision. This is more than just an enemies-to-lovers paranormal
romance, though there would be nothing wrong if it were. Evie
and Constantine are two people warring with a centuries-long
history of mistrust and hatred between their species to find
acceptance and love with each other. It’s heady and powerful
and makes the external conflict seems small in comparison.
Greater machinations are at play—who is controlling the Shifters and influencing the humans? Breadcrumbs are dropped sporadically, though don’t expect any full resolutions. There seems
to be much more to come with the Great North Pack and its

THE KING OF WARSAW

Twardoch, Szczepan
Trans. by Bye, Sean Gasper
AmazonCrossing (384 pp.)
$24.95 | $14.95 paper | Apr. 21, 2020
978-1-5420-4446-2
978-1-5420-4444-8 paper
Set in late-1930s Poland, this haunted
epic recounts the violent life of an aging
Jewish prizefighter who finds another
outlet for his brutish skills as a powerful

drug lord’s enforcer.
A hero in Warsaw’s Jewish community for demolishing the
stereotype of the weak Jew by battering his boxing opponents,
37-year-old heavyweight Jakub Szapiro thinks nothing of murdering Jews as well as gentiles outside the ring. The Hebrew
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I DON’T EXPECT
ANYONE TO
BELIEVE ME

inhabitants. Evie and Constantine share the aspiration of wanting to do the right thing for those they see as family, even if right
versus wrong has become skewed for both of them. Vale is a rare
writer, getting to the heart of her characters—their fears, their
motivations—without sacrificing any of the grander picture.
She quickly catches up readers, new and returning, with what
feels less like summary than like poetry; her writing has never
been better.
A must-read.

Villalobos, Juan Pablo
Trans. by Hahn, Daniel
And Other Stories (356 pp.)
$17.95 paper | May 5, 2020
978-1-911508-48-9
A grad student gets caught up in a
world of gangsters.
Villalobos (I’ll Sell You a Dog, 2016,
etc.) is known for experimental novels that tangle the absurd
with the grotesque, the poignant with the foulmouthed. His latest novel to appear in English might be his best yet. The story
follows a Mexican literature student, conveniently named Juan
Pablo Villalobos, who travels to Barcelona to work on his dissertation and, by way of his cousin, gets caught up in a world
of gangsters and thugs. He has to do what they tell him to do,
or else. He finds himself casting his girlfriend aside, pursuing
a Catalan lesbian named Laia, and, possibly worst of all, changing his dissertation topic. The narrative alternates between his
point of view, his enraged girlfriend’s diary entries, and long,
rambling letters from both his now-deceased cousin and his
passive-aggressive, guilt-tripping mother, who refers to herself in the third person (“would it have killed you to call her on
Christmas Eve?”). Villalobos’ narrative style is so propulsive
it’s nearly impossible to stop reading. There’s certainly a mystery—or two or three—buried under all this, but where the red
herrings end and the mysteries begin could be anyone’s guess.
Along the way, Villalobos has a lot to say about racism, colorism, tensions around immigration, literary theory—oh, and the
nature, uses, and limits of humor in literature. This is a hilarious novel, and it’s brilliant and it’s bittersweet, too, in surprising
ways. The mixture is uneasy and also just right.
Pitch-perfect from start to finish.

A HEART OF BLOOD
AND ASHES

Vane, Milla
Berkley (560 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-425-25507-0
A young woman destined to be queen
agrees to marry a man who suspects she
had a hand in the murder of his parents.
Maddek is a fierce warrior, known
for his fighting prowess throughout the
western realms. When he learns that his
parents, the Parsathean king and queen, were murdered by Zhalen, the ruler of an allied nation, the alliance council prohibits
him from retaliating. If Maddek were to directly attack Zhalen, it would upset the delicate power structure of the alliance.
Undeterred, Maddek orchestrates the kidnapping of Yvenne,
Zhalen’s only daughter. Yvenne convinces Maddek her thirst for
vengeance against her father is equal to his, and she suggests
they marry and align against him. Once she marries, Yvenne can
take the throne as the rightful heir in her matrilineal kingdom.
Maddek agrees on the condition that she must never again
speak of his parents. Their long journey to Maddek’s home is
full of terrifying beasts, magically fueled creatures, and other
dangerous adventures. They make a pact: Yvenne will teach
Maddek how to think strategically like a king, and he will help
her become a warrior queen. Although Maddek is attracted to
her strength and admires her fortitude, he refuses to trust her.
Yvenne is equally drawn to Maddek, but she cannot love anyone
who will not listen to her. This stalemate between vengeance
and love permeates their every interaction, which Vane fearlessly explores through masterful plotting and characterization.
Imaginative worldbuilding and compelling political intrigue
add depth and complexity to their passionate and wildly romantic love affair.
A showstopper.
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THE COLD MILLIONS

Walter, Jess
Harper/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$28.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-0-06286-808-4
Irresistible hobo brothers, an evil
tycoon, a pregnant union organizer, a
burlesque star, and a shady private eye
light up a tale of the great Northwest in
the early 20th century.
The fact that the same author has
written books as wildly different and all as transporting as The
Zero (2006), The Financial Lives of the Poets (2009), Beautiful Ruins
(2012), and now this latest tour de force is testimony to Walter’s protean storytelling power and astounding ability to set a
scene, any scene. Here it’s Spokane, his hometown, circa 1909.
Orphaned Montana brothers Gig and Rye Dolan, 23 and 16,
have wound up there along with so many others—“they floated
|

Striking style, memorable characters, and a believably miraculous
premise add up to a beautifully crafted first novel.
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in from mines and farms and log camps, filled every flop and
boardinghouse, slept in parks and alleys…and, on the night just
past, this abandoned ball field, its infield littered with itinerants, vagrants, floaters, Americans.” The violent adventure that
befalls Rye and Gig the next morning becomes the centerpiece
of a story that Rye ends up reciting onstage when he goes on
the road with 19-year-old Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, a suffragette
and union organizer and one of several real-life characters in the
book. The free speech riots the Dolan brothers get involved in
and end up incarcerated for are taken from history as well. At
intervals, chapters are narrated by first-person characters both
major and minor, several of whom die on the page midsentence,
a literally breathtaking fictional flourish. Two favorite voices are
Ursula the Great, the vaudeville performer Gig falls in love with,
and Del Dalveaux, a detective in the employ of Ursula’s patron.
Noted for her singing and her way with a live cougar, Ursula displays food-writing talent as well: “We were served a French red
wine, a fine local beefsteak, scallops from Seattle, and gnocchi
that might have been pinched from the ass of an Italian angel.”
Dalveaux is a hard-boiled piece of work: “Spokane gave me the
morbs. Right blood blister of a town. Six-month millionaires
and skunk hobos, and none in between….The city was twice the
size of the last time I’d hated being there.”
We have heard that Jess Walter writes nonstop: Seven
days a week, 365 days a year. Please, never stop.

another is murdered because of something she saw. The survivors must split up to search for help before there’s no one left.
Alternating chapters between Liz’s and Erin’s points of view,
Ware does what she does best: Gives us a familiar locked-door
mystery setup and lets the tension and suspicion marinate until
they reach fever pitch. Another win for Ware and her adaptations of classic mystery traditions.
The solution is maddeningly simple but the construction,
simply masterful.
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SHARKS IN THE TIME
OF SAVIORS

Washburn, Kawai Strong
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(384 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 31, 2020
978-0-374-27208-1

ONE BY ONE

Ware, Ruth
Scout Press/Simon & Schuster (384 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5011-8881-7
Our contemporary Agatha Christie
offers up her version of And Then There
Were None when 11 people are stranded in
a ritzy ski chalet and begin dying one by
one.
By the numbers, the streaming app
Snoop is devastatingly successful, and the company is on the
cusp of a major buyout—if the shareholders vote to take this
route. The founders, Topher and Eva, are torn, and the other
three shareholders are being courted to choose sides. Most of
the pressure falls on Liz, an awkward outlier when compared
with the glamorous, beautiful people who head up the company.
Though she doesn’t work directly for Snoop anymore, Liz is
included in the leadership retreat: It’s her and eight other board
members at a lush, remote French ski chalet for a little powder,
a little pampering, and a little back-channel business. Erin and
Danny, the caretakers of the chalet, notice tension among the
members of the Snoop group from the beginning, but overall
it seems like just another wealthy, entitled corporate gathering.
The weather on top of the mountain grows increasingly dangerous, and when nine people go out to ski and only eight return,
fear and suspicion begin to grow. Then there’s an avalanche, and
the chalet is cut off from contact with the outside world. Soon,
another group member dies, apparently poisoned, and then
|
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By turns lyrical and gritty, a moving
family story focuses on the aftermath of
miracles.
From its opening pages, this debut
novel juxtaposes the realities of life for a working-class Hawaiian family and the mysticism of the Native culture that shapes
them, with surprising results. Augie and Malia and their children—sons Dean and Nainoa and daughter Kaui—find their
lives forever changed when, during a boat tour, little Noa falls
overboard and is rescued by sharks, unharmed, as witnessed
by a boatload of passengers. It’s an echo of old legends that
is reinforced a few years later when the boy heals an accident
victim’s injuries (although his mother offers an origin story
that suggests he was marked by the old gods from conception).
Noa’s gift is a source of both wonder and cold hard cash, not
to mention a baffling burden for a kid. In chapters narrated in
turn by each member of the family, the siblings grow up, Dean
and Kaui always feeling they are in their brother’s shadow, all of
them balancing on the edge of poverty. Dean is a talented athlete, Noa and Kaui top students, and Augie and Malia manage
to send all three to the mainland for college. But with the family
fractured, all of them struggle, and only some find redemption.
Washburn’s prose is lush and inventive; a native of Hawai’i, he
portrays the islands and their people with insight and love. He
skillfully creates distinct voices for each of his narrators: resentful Dean, wisecracking Kaui, happy-go-lucky Augie, and Malia
the true believer: “The kingdom of Hawai’i had long been broken—the hot rain forests and breathing green reefs crushed
under the haole commerce of beach resorts, skyscrapers—and
that was when the land had begun calling. I know this now
because of you.” That ”you” is Noa, sweet and bighearted and
wrecked by his unasked-for powers. Their stories go in unexpected directions, from hilarious to heartbreaking.
Striking style, memorable characters, and a believably
miraculous premise add up to a beautifully crafted first novel.
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THE LIVES OF
EDIE PRITCHARD

Washington, Bryan
Riverhead (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Oct. 27, 2020
978-0-593-08727-5

Watson, Larry
Algonquin (368 pp.)
$27.95 | Jul. 7, 2020
978-1-61620-902-5

Benson and Mike, a mixed-race
couple in Houston, search for the truth
about themselves, each other, and their
families.
This debut novel from Washington—
author of the award-winning story collection Lot (2019)—is split into three vividly written sections.
The first and third are narrated by Benson, an African American man living in Houston with his boyfriend, Mike, who narrates the middle section. Benson and Mike are on the verge of
breaking up, but their passion for each other keeps them from
being able to fully pull away. Both men have families they feel
distant from: Benson’s father is an alcoholic who never fully
accepted his son’s homosexuality, and Mike’s divorced parents
have both left Houston for their native Japan. At the start of
the novel, Mike’s mother, Mitsuko, flies to Houston to visit him
at the same time that his father, Eiju, falls seriously ill back in
Osaka. Mike picks Mitsuko up from the airport, leaves her with
Benson, then flies across the ocean to visit Eiju, whom he hasn’t
seen in years. Neither Benson nor Mitsuko is happy about being
stuck with each other, but they slowly develop a relationship
that’s not quite friendship and not quite family. They both
love the same man, and that’s enough to help them understand
each other. In Osaka, Mike cares for his sick, grumpy father
and helps him run his bar though their relationship is strained.
Mike isn’t rushing to forgive his homophobic father for leaving
the family in Houston, and Eiju is cold and distant. Both Mike
and Benson fall into relationships with other men while they’re
apart, and ultimately, both have to decide how to forgive the
people closest to them. Washington’s novel is richly layered and
thrives in the quiet moments between lovers and family members. Benson and Mike know they could hurt each other, hurt
their families, hurt themselves, or they could say words to heal
and bring people together. As Mike says, “How did everything
come to such a turning point between us? Quietly, I guess. The
big moments are never big when they’re actually fucking happening.” There is passion in this novel—fight scenes, sex scenes,
screaming matches, and tears—but it reaches a deep poetic
realism when Washington explores the space between characters. When so much is left unsaid, that’s when this novel speaks
the loudest.
A subtle and moving exploration of love, family, race, and
the long, frustrating search for home.
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A smart, strong Montana woman
struggles to define herself over decades
as the men in her life try to control her.
Watson’s novel is set against the
rugged landscape of Montana, the perfect backdrop for a story about a woman who spends her life
running up against and away from mountains of male ego and
desire. Smart and decisive but too often defined by her good
looks, Edie appears at three different points in time: As Edie
Linderman, a young wife to Dean, a man whose twin brother is
drawn to and obsessed by her; as Edie Dunn, caught in a volatile
marriage to a jealous second husband and mother to an unhappy
teenage daughter; and as Edie Pritchard, a 60-something grandmother still trying to live on her terms but imposed upon by
family and the past. As they do to all of us, outside forces buffet
Edie’s peace of mind and forward momentum. In each segment,
she faces conflict: an ugly random encounter with strangers and
the inexplicable behavior of men; a tragic premature death; a
threatening young man who underestimates who she truly is.
Watson is insightful in his depiction of Edie and those who seek
to control her, and his descriptions of small-town Montana life,
where guns are frequently a menacing presence, reflect how
the potential for violence is ever present beneath the surface
of things. The novel crackles with tension, especially the second and third acts; Watson is a born storyteller, and it shows on
every understated page. But Edie’s story also rings with a hardscrabble poetry. “You might be out here alone someday with
what you thought would be your life,” Watson writes. “And a
gust of wind might blow your heart open like a screen door. And
slam it just as fast.” What truly lies in Edie’s heart? That’s what
she aims to find out.
A riveting and tense examination of identity, violence,
and female anger.

SOMETHING TO
TALK ABOUT

Wilsner, Meryl
Berkley (336 pp.)
$16.00 paper | May 26, 2020
978-0-593-10252-7
A successful showrunner and her
capable assistant reassess their relationship when their red carpet appearance
fuels dating rumors in Wilsner’s debut.
Jo Jones has been a Hollywood star
since the age of 13. Now a powerhouse showrunner, she’s about
to be tapped to write and produce for a James Bond–esque
action franchise. Already facing industry skepticism thanks to
|

Another masterpiece in miniature about the
unpredictable directions a life can take.
run me to earth
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her gender, the last thing Jo needs is gossip, but that’s what she
gets when she brings her much younger assistant, Emma Kaplan,
to a red carpet event. Emma failed out of film school five years
ago, and while she’s happy working for Jo, she yearns to get
back on a directing path. As Jo and Emma face fallout from the
rumor mill, their relationship evolves. They open up to each
other, Emma sharing her dreams, and Jo, ordinarily unflappable,
admitting some self-doubt. Their mutual attraction is strong
throughout, but their age difference and employer-employee
relationship create caution, which turns this into a very slow
burn. Jo worries about how their relationship will appear: “You
think people don’t look at pictures of us and think I’m corrupting this lovely young lady? I’m a predatory lesbian in the
middle of a midlife crisis.” Jo, who is Chinese American, had to
be strong to survive in show business, and she has a hard time
with feelings, her own or anyone else’s. The novel is populated
with strong secondary characters who bring Jo and Emma to
life. Emma’s Judaism in particular is thoughtfully integrated
into her character. Wilsner’s writing is matter-of-fact but effective, lending the novel a believable Hollywood insider vibe with
a deftly handled #MeToo subplot.
A sparkling debut with vibrant characters, a compelling
Hollywood studio setting, and a sweet slow-burn romance.

sunshine.” Those stories share the once-upon-a-time incantation “mukashi, mukashi,” but they’re altogether modern, with
Regency carriages giving way to gold Mercedes sedans and Fitzwilliam Darcy taking the form of one Darcy Kabuto II, football
hero, class vice president, and best-looking member of his class,
“which meant he looked like he was the son of Toshiro Mifune.”
Yamashita’s reimagining of Austen is sympathetic and funny—
and as on target as the movie Clueless.
A humane vision of people and their stories traveling,
learning, sometimes suffering, and always changing.
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RUN ME TO EARTH

Yoon, Paul
Simon & Schuster (272 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-5011-5404-1

SANSEI AND
SENSIBILITY

Yamashita, Karen Tei
Coffee House (232 pp.)
$16.99 paper | May 5, 2020
978-1-56689-578-1
An elegantly written, wryly affectionate mashup of Jane Austen and the
Japanese immigrant experience.
Yamashita, author of the brilliant
experimental novel I Hotel (2010), here
delivers a book of stories in many voices. The first set is told,
usually matter-of-factly, by sansei, third-generation Japanese
Americans who often have only tenuous connections with the
mother country. In the first, a sansei visits Kyoto, “cold with
a barren sense of an old winter,” and there becomes part of a
story within a story that revolves around bathing—but with
many twists and turns, involving people made slow by old age,
captured by terrorists, and lashed by typhoons, and all in the
space of 17 pages. The closing line is a droll, note-perfect commentary on what has happened before. A more straightforward
story, punctuated by haunting photographs from the early years
of the last century, turns on certain differences between the
descendants of Japanese immigrants to the U.S. and to Brazil
(“What was a sansei? I was a figment of their imaginations”) but
closes with the gently perceptive reminder that while it is winter where the narrator lives, north of the Equator, it is summer
to the south. The second set of stories brings Jane Austen into
the picture, she serving as the putative author of a book of stories whose characters “represent the minutiae of sansei life as it
once existed in a small provincial island in an armpit of postwar
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Three orphans struggle to survive
the ruins of war-torn Laos.
In another life, Yoon (The Mountain,
2017, etc.) might have been a sculptor,
carving the excess off his creations until
they’re perfect. In this decades-spanning
examination of the survival of three orphans with the bad luck
to have been born into the ruins of a battlefield, he’s stretching
his abilities while still writing with deliberate, almost vigilant
care. The Author’s Note that opens the book notes that more
than two million tons of bombs were dropped on Laos during
the Vietnam War—with 30% failing to explode on impact. The
book’s viewpoint, beginning in 1969, comes from three teenage
orphans living in a bombed-out hospital: Alisak, who dreams of
fleeing to France; his dear friend Prany; and Prany’s younger sister, Noi, all bonded by caring for each other because there’s no
one else to do it save for Vang, a drunken doctor who does his
best. The language is as elegant and understated as always, but
Yoon has chosen to fracture his narrative, often by decades. In
1970, Prany and the doctor are imprisoned for political reasons,
meaning mostly no reason at all, and seven years later they’re
released into a world they don’t recognize. Noi has a dark
encounter back in 1969 before the novel leaps forward again
to 1994, when Khit, another member of Alisak’s motley crew,
finally makes it to Paris. The story ends with a moving remembrance from Alisak in 2018, so far away from his bombed-out
homeland, thinking of three children huddled around a fire.
The story of the friends’ wartime tragedy echoes that of children caught in dire circumstances around the globe, but Yoon’s
imaginative prose and affection for his characters make the
story larger than a look at the ways people survive. We see a
bunch of kids working together to make it out alive, and then
Yoon’s time jumps show that life goes on after survival and that
there’s meaning there, too. The characters get what we all get
in the end, if we’re lucky: a life, with all the joys and heartbreak
that come with that.
Another masterpiece in miniature about the unpredictable directions a life can take.
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can strike it rich or, failing that, at least live free is one of the
stories Americans love to tell ourselves. Zhang plays with this
duality in her brutally lyrical debut. Lucy and Sam’s family left
China for North America with the idea that their father, Ba,
would become a prospector. The gold rush is over before they
get there, though; he ends up mining coal instead. Sam’s daydreams of being a cowboy exist alongside the naked racism his
family endures, but the romantic wish to be an outlaw comes
true when Lucy and Sam are forced to flee their small mining
village after their father’s death, taking his corpse with them
because they lack the means to give it the burial that will let his
ghost rest. As they travel through desiccated landscapes littered
with the bones of tigers and buffalo, Lucy and Sam meet archetypes we think we know from Westerns, but they are stripped
of romance. The journey of these two children—and the backstories of their parents—force us to confront just how White
the history we’ve been taught is. Aside from fictions—some
fanciful inventions, some hateful lies—about Native Americans,
we don’t hear much about the experiences of people of color
and immigrants in shaping the West. Zhang asks readers to
acknowledge a legacy we have been taught to ignore by creating
a new and spellbinding mythology of her own.
Aesthetically arresting and a vital contribution to America’s conversation about itself.

Yu, Charles
Pantheon (288 pp.)
$25.95 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-0-307-90719-6

The inspired author of How To Live
Safely in a Science Fictional Universe (2010)
delivers another inventive drama about
an Asian actor who dreams of becoming
a star.
Like his contemporary Jesse Ball,
Yu is a novelist who plays endlessly with style, genre, and nonlinear narratives. Here, the story is delivered in seven distinct
“acts” depicting the arc of Willis Wu, a young actor of Taiwanese descent who dreams of graduating from the pigeonhole of
“Generic Asian Man” on television to “Kung Fu Guy,” a shining
star on the silver screen equal to the legendary Bruce Lee. Yu
splits his storytelling between Willis’ internal monologue, during which he talks to himself about what he’s experiencing and
how he feels, and the script for the TV show he appears on in a
small role, Black and White, a police procedural featuring Sarah
Green, an accomplished young detective, and Miles Turner, her
African American partner. In spare but moving prose, Willis
describes life among Asian Americans living as so-called foreigners, examines the history of bigotry against immigrants in
the West for centuries, tells the sweet but sensible story of how
his parents met, and relates how his part on the show evolves
over time. It can be funny, as Willis explains the vagaries of the
actor’s life: “When you die, it sucks. The first thing that happens is that you can’t work for forty-five days.” The book could
have ended more straightforwardly but the author couldn’t
resist an elegant twist, merging Willis’ increasingly complicated
emotional life with the plot of the show. As it all comes to a
close, the author delivers a bittersweet yet affectionate ending
for his endearing, unlikely doppelgänger.
An acid indictment of Asian stereotypes and a parable for
outcasts feeling invisible in this fast-moving world.

HOW MUCH OF
THESE HILLS IS GOLD

Zhang, C. Pam
Riverhead (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 7, 2020
978-0-525-53720-5

A first-time novelist explores timely
questions about home and belonging in
a story set during the gold rush in a reimagined American West.
Even now, when most of what used to
be the Wild West has begun to look like everywhere else—a few
big cities spread out among sprawling suburbs full of chain restaurants and strip malls, connected by interstate highways and
digital networks—a mythic version of this part of the country
endures alongside the reality. That there is a place where anyone
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OUR FAVORITE DAY
OF THE YEAR

WINDOW

Arbona, Marion
Illus. by the author
Kids Can (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-5253-0136-0
Braids flying, bespectacled Martha heads home from
school, vividly imagining what’s behind the windows lining an
urban street.
While Martha, looking up, traverses each otherwise blank,
white verso page by degrees, each recto’s deceptively staid,
|
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Musa shares Eid with his new kindergarten classroom and learns about other
students’ favorite days of the year as he
makes friends with children from different backgrounds.
At the beginning of the school year, teacher Ms. Gupta,
who wears a bindi, tells the children the faces in this room will
become their closest friends. Brown-skinned Musa can’t imagine it. But when the teacher says that everyone will share their
favorite day of the year so they can all celebrate it together, Musa
is elated. He shares Eid with his classmates. His mother comes
in to help, wearing a hijab, and they serve the class foods from
various cultures within Islam. “Everyone could see why Eid was
Musa’s favorite.” When the other students share their favorite
days, they are similarly received by the class: Mo shares Rosh
Hashanah, with help from his family, two men wearing kippot
who share his light skin and brown hair and a brown-skinned
child with black hair; Moisés shares Christmas and Las Posadas; and Kevin shares Pi Day. At the end of the year, they have
become good friends. This celebration of diversity and friendship includes lush descriptions of each holiday and can serve as
an entry point for any one of them. Bell’s textured illustrations
are festive and youthful, picturing a diverse, child-centered
world. The endpapers are particularly intriguing, with quiltlike
squares picturing various cultural symbols; further information
on each of the four holidays appears in the backmatter.
The dual focus on friendship and diversity makes this
choice a winner. (Picture book. 4-8)

delicately rendered window “opens” along a centered gatefold,
revealing multifarious black-and-white scenes with decidedly
surreal touches. Behind a ledge with drooping potted plants,
a veritable torrid zone thrives as a gardener tends its elaborate
flora and fauna. A shuttered window hides vampires playing badminton among a colony of bats. A dainty fringed shade obscures
a woman straight from Grimm, reading 101 Ways To Cook a Child
as her cauldron bubbles. (Her intended victim, ostensibly having consumed the conspicuously included How To Escape, bolts
right out of the picture.) French Canadian author/illustrator
Arbona’s wordless tableaux include magical mushrooms, bioluminescent sea creatures, a sleeping giant, and a cozy library
full of reading animals. Kids will appreciate the use of “almost
20” felt pens for these pictures, whose fine lines, crosshatching,
and infinitesimal dots evoke Edward Gorey. The visual mayhem,
meanwhile, channels Jon Agee, Fernando Krahn, and even Mad
magazine. The 13th gatefold lands Martha at home in a cozy
bedroom surrounded by objects that were transmogrified in
earlier illustrations and where, flopped on the floor, the child
draws. Most humans are as white as the page; people of color
are tinted gray.
Arbona’s teeming scenes should inspire both close observation and new compositions by young readers/artists. (Pic
ture book. 4-8)
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Ali, A.E.
Illus. by Bell, Rahele Jomepour
Salaam Reads/Simon & Schuster (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 30, 2020
978-1-4814-8563-0
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ONE YELLOW SUN

Arndt, Michael
Illus. by the author
Andrews McMeel Publishing (32 pp.)
$12.99 | Jul. 14, 2020
978-1-5248-5817-9
Series: M Books: See + Read
Die-cut dots create evocative numerical representations in
this clever graphic board book.
Rarely have ordinary circles communicated so much, so
well. Following the title page, the book opens on a clean white
page with 10 tiny die-cut holes representing “10 silver beads”; a
lavish silver page underneath creates the illusion of 10 sparkly,
scattered treasures. As the numbers progressively count down,
the dots grow larger, becoming a cluster of “6 blue blueberries”
against a bright green field or two sizable “orange oranges”
on crimson. Its final spreads, depicting an oversized “1 yellow
sun” and a white page devoid of any dots representing “0 white
snowballs,” are simple triumphs. No detail is amiss. There’s
judicious use of embossing, eye-catching silvery spheres on
the endpapers, a shiny, goldenrod spot-gloss cover, and clean,
richly colored backgrounds that make the dots burst outward,
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ALL OF A SUDDEN
AND FOREVER
Help and Healing After
the Oklahoma City Bombing

especially a group of “4 pink bubbles” that bounce against a lush
plum background. Too often, counting books feel stale, but the
novelty of the well-built die cuts, combined with the ease with
which they demonstrate beginning numeracy, makes this one
fresh, engaging, and informational. Concluding with a clear bar
chart showing the successive quantity of each type of dot further solidifies its use as an early math text.
Simplicity at its finest—don’t miss this innovative board
book that’s as beautiful as it is educational. (Board book. 1-3)

I AM EVERY
GOOD THING

Barnes, Derrick
Illus. by James, Gordon C.
Nancy Paulsen Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-525-51877-8
A much-needed book for Black
children when society demonstrates
otherwise.
The Kirkus Prize–, Coretta Scott King Honor–, Newbery
Honor–, and Caldecott Honor–winning team behind Crown: An
Ode to the Fresh Cut (2017) return for another celebration of Black
excellence. In a text brimming with imagination and Black-boy
joy, Barnes lays the foundation for young Black readers to go
forth into the world filled with confidence and self-assurance:
“I am brave. I am hope. / I am my ancestors’ wildest dream. / I
am worthy of success, / of respect, of safety, of kindness, of happiness.” Simultaneously, he opens a window for non-Black readers to see Black boys’ humanity. They have dreams, feel pain,
are polite and respectful—the list of qualities goes on. Barnes
also decides to address what is waiting for them as they experience the world. “I am not what they might call me.” With this
forceful statement, he provides a tool for building Black resilience, reassuring young Black readers that they are not those
names. James supplies his customarily painterly art, his brushy
oils painting Black boys of every shade of brown playing, celebrating, achieving, aspiring, and loving. Through every stroke
readers will see that Black boys are “worthy / to be loved.” (This
book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 35% of actual size.)
The title says it all: Black boys are “every good thing.”
(Picture book. 4-8)
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Barton, Chris
Illus. by Xu, Nicole
Carolrhoda (40 pp.)
$19.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-5415-2669-3

The Oklahoma City bombing in 1995 killed 168 people, “but
the awfulness of that moment is not the end of the story.”
A man parks a truck in front of a big building and walks
away. The bomb explodes. And “all of a sudden—and forever—
so much was ruined.” Barton tells exactly what happened and
how it affected so many people. Xu’s illustrations, created with
ink and Photoshop, are dark and eerie, capturing the mood of
loss. Grief knows no boundaries, and White and brown-skinned
people walk through misty landscapes, as if the dust from the
bombing is still in the air. But an American elm near the blast
survives, and its roots entwine scenes from page to page, as if
wrapping those still living in its embrace. The tree itself is featured on the cover, its branches outstretched, welcoming all
who gather. This Survivor Tree is a generous one, offering seeds
for remembrance, a place for gathering, even a spot for a wedding. A touching final double-page spread represents the many
people—Black and White, young and old, those who stand and
those who use wheelchairs—who assemble there. They hold
hands, their shadows reflected as if in a misty gray-blue pool, the
Survivor Tree’s roots swirling underneath. And the final words:
“We will remember.”
An affecting story of loss rooted in one specific tragedy.
(author’s note, illustrator’s note, interview subjects, bibliography) (Informational picture book. 7-11)

TRAP THE MONSTER!

Baruzzi, Agnese
Illus. by the author
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky (24 pp.)
$8.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-72820-945-6
Children turn the tables on an
impressive array of not-too-scary monsters in this interactive
celebration of toddler empowerment imported from France.
Young readers show a big bad wolf, a toothy sea serpent, a
furry four-eyed monster, a vampire, and a growling ogre who’s
boss in this clever board book. Each four-page encounter
begins, on verso, with the question, “If you are afraid of this
[wolf/monster/etc.]…”; this is followed by the instruction to
“…turn the page…” on recto. On the page to be turned is a diecut pattern. Four rectangular cutouts that serve as tree trunks
on recto prove to be the bars of a jail cell in which the wolf from
the previous spread is imprisoned on verso, for example. The
facing page exclaims, “You sent it to jail! Now lock the door
with the key.” Similarly, an enormous “sea dragon” menaces a
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A joyous, heartwarming, sweet—and essential—update.
uncle bobby ’s wedding

Becker, Aaron
Illus. by the author
Candlewick Studio (16 pp.)
$15.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5362-1474-1

UNCLE BOBBY’S
WEDDING
Brannen, Sarah S.
Illus. by Soto, Lucia
Little Bee (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 5, 2020
978-1-4998-1008-0

Uncle Bobby is getting married—but
his niece Chloe doesn’t know if that is a

good idea.
When Uncle Bobby announces at the first picnic of the
summer that he and “his friend, Jamie,” are getting married,
|

PERKIN’S PERFECT
PURPLE
How a Boy Created Color
With Chemistry

Brown, Tami Lewis & Dunn, Debbie Loren
Illus. by Sanna, Francesca
Little, Brown (56 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-368-03284-1

special issue: best books of 2020

A lively rumination on the merits of different colors—and
can one ever pick a favorite?
In this exuberant follow-up to his outstanding You Are Light
(2019), Becker returns to the glorious medium of translucent
vinyl inserts that allow colors to shine and meld. Based on a discussion about favorite colors, this board book is less poetically
sweeping than its predecessor. Yet the topic of what color reigns
supreme is a perennial favorite among the preschool crowd, making this nicely accessible for young audiences. Starting with the
premise that “my favorite color is yellow,” a white page shows 25
differently tinted sunny yellow squares. On the following page,
the narrator muses that it’s really “yellow, like the sun in a clear
blue sky” and various blues are sprinkled about the gold and
cream swatches. The narrator simply must then amend their
favorite color to blue. As the book discusses the best parts of all
the rainbow colors, there’s an ultimate conclusion. Choosing a
favorite color? “Impossible!” Lyrical musings such as “ripples on
an emerald sea” or the black-backgrounded “purple hues of night”
create vivid verbal images that bring the colorful squares to life.
The sturdy translucent inserts work together magnificently, layering to create an unexpected richness of color.
No matter what your favorite color, this rainbow ode is
sure to brighten your day. (Board book. 2-4)

everyone is happy except Chloe. When she expresses her
concern to her mother, Mom says she should talk to Uncle
Bobby, who reassures Chloe that they will still have plenty of
fun together—and then sets out to prove it. Bobby and Jamie
take Chloe to the ballet and joke afterward at a soda shop. They
go sailing, and Jamie is the first to jump in when Chloe tumbles out of the boat. Roasting marshmallows over a campfire,
Chloe happily says, “I wish both of you were my uncles”—and
of course they tell her she will get that wish. Flower girl Chloe
helps out at the wedding, and they all dance the night away.
Brannen reworks the text of her out-of-print and oft-challenged
2008 title to good effect. The tale of a child’s uncertainty and
jealousy at her uncle’s wedding someone who just happens to be
another man and the family’s carefree celebration of that union
remains essentially the same. Soto’s bright, friendly cartoons,
however, depict a diverse human cast—Uncle Bobby presents
White and Jamie presents Black—representing a quantum leap
forward over the original’s anthropomorphic guinea pigs. Chloe
has light beige skin; her mother presents White, and her father’s
skin is a shade darker than Chloe’s.
A joyous, heartwarming, sweet—and essential—update.
(Picture book. 2-9)
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MY FAVORITE COLOR
I Can Only Pick One?
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boat with a die-cut sail in one scene, but after a turn of the page,
the dragon’s startled head peers out from under the lid of a simmering pot on a stovetop. “Good job! You put it in a pot! Now
you can cook it with potatoes!” Cartoonishly rendered characters with big eyes, outsized jaws and teeth, and lots of personality provide the perfect blend of ferocity and silliness. Bright
colors and the clever cutout gimmicks add visual appeal.
A comforting lesson for kids that the things that we fear
are only as large or small as we make them. (Board book. 2-5)

An introduction to the life and innovations of William Henry Perkin (1838-1907),
an English chemist who tried to find a cure for malaria but instead
produced “purple for the people.”
Brown and Dunn establish context by showing a cloth maker’s dismay when Queen Victoria demands a crown of purple
velvet: The challenge of producing it was one of the reasons
the color was reserved for the rich and royals. Phoenicians had
extracted the mucus of mollusks while the English soaked fabric in bark and berries, then urine to make it colorfast. Enter
Perkin, son of a London carpenter. His professor at the Royal
College of Chemistry, searching for an antidote during a malaria
epidemic, gave Perkin a formula to attempt synthesizing quinine from coal tar. While the experiment failed, Perkin refined
the scientific methodology and documentation and created—in
a last-minute do-over—a gorgeous new color. The narrative is
brisk, alliterative, and full of well-chosen details. Children will
be intrigued at the ingenious and sometimes gross aspects of
dye-making. In compositions brimming with pattern, Sanna
controls an orderly palette, allowing the new hue to pop.
Bright droplets are a design element throughout, framing key
words, emanating from Perkin’s attic laboratory, squirting off
the page to celebrate his lasting impact. The conclusion and
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the best picture books of 2020
Leah Overstreet

To my mind, there are very few pleasures equal to the joy that comes with
sharing picture books with small children, either snuggled together in a
lap or at storytime with a group. I
have said it before, but I don’t mind
repeating it: There is magic in that
sharing. Watching a child’s face go incandescent with wonder at the turn
of the page or the completion of a rhyme never grows
old. And happily, every year there are new books that
kindle that delight.
Bedtime books are a staple of
the literature, and this year’s crop
has some lovely ones. A balloon
becomes first a source of delight
for a little bear and then an object
of mourning in Matthew Burgess’
The Bear and the Moon (Chronicle
Books, Sept. 29); Catia Chien’s
soft, dreamy illustrations are full
of emotion. In Bedtime for Sweet Creatures (Sourcebooks Jabberwocky, Jan. 14), Nikki Grimes enacts a
bedtime game between a Black mother and her child,
the child pretending to be one animal after another, as Elizabeth
Zunon’s glowing art paints their
faces full of love. Alice McGinty
allows the hibernation preparations of a bear mother-and-child
duo to mimic familiar human bedtime rituals in A Story for Small
Bear (Schwartz Wade/Random,
Oct. 13), Richard Jones’ textured art making their forest home come alive.
Other picture books offer openings to discuss big
ideas with little ones. Jason Chin
uses a kid-friendly framework
to help his readers contemplate
Your Place in the Universe (Neal
Porter/Holiday House, Sept. 1),
inviting them to imagine ever
greater comparisons, from an
ostrich that’s twice as tall as the
average 8-year-old to the immeasurable depths of space. A Last Goodbye (Owlkids
Books, April 15) explores death in the animal king50
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dom; Elin Kelsey’s text is both
scientifically sound and lyrical
while Soyeon Kim’s intricate
illustrative dioramas add emotional depth. Deb Pilutti wittily probes deep time in Old
Rock (Is Not Boring) (Putnam,
Feb. 4) as her titular character
proves to its pals that its experiences—from its inception in
a volcano through its acquaintance with dinosaurs and mastodons into the current
day—are “not boring at all.”
Not all picture books need
be soporific or profound—
books that make children laugh
are just as important. With The
Hips on the Drag Queen Go Swish,
Swish, Swish (Running Press
Kids, May 5), Lil Miss Hot
Mess and Olga de Dios offer a
rousing spin on “The Wheels
on the Bus,” the boisterous
text begging for participation and the psychedelic illustrations inspiring it. Gabi Snyder and Robin Rosenthal combine dogs and transportation in Two Dogs on
a Trike (abramsappleseed, May
19), challenging readers to
count increasing numbers of
dogs on a wild variety of conveyances. Sarah Lynne Reul invents a whole new language in
Nerp! (Sterling, March 3), the
titular (and emphatic) negative
headlining a deliciously silly
set of sounds—“garble snarfy
barflecrunch,” anyone?—as a very cute reptilian toddler rejects foodstuff after foodstuff.
Other books among our gathering of the 100 Best
Picture Books of 2020 inform their readers, inculcate
literacy skills, build social-emotional awareness, introduce concepts, cultivate an appreciation for the wider
world, and encourage dreaming big. Assemble a stack,
settle down in the reading chair for a cuddle, and enjoy.
Vicky Smith is a young readers’ editor.
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WOKE
A Young Poet’s Call to
Justice

|

Under the guise of counting from one to 10, exuberant animals express their love for tutus.
A goofy-looking penguin declares its love for the pink tutu
around its waist. Soon other animals join in: a bear, in a doubletiered purple tutu; a bug—in a “teeny tiny tutu,” of course; a
toucan; a gnu—“who knew?”; two tunas; a ewe; an elephant; and
a crocodile. But this is much more than a counting book; it is
a rollicking tutu lovefest expressed with plenty of alliteration,
rhythm, and, most especially, a clever play on homophones:
“ ‘I know a ewe with a new tutu.’ / ‘You do?’ / ‘I do.’ / ‘Woo-hoo!’
/ ‘Yodel-lay-hee-EWE!’ ” And that’s not all; there’s even a little
sharing thrown in for good measure when the elephant reveals
“I wish I had a tutu too,” and the crocodile responds with “I
have TWO tutus! I can share my blue tutu!” With 10 creatures
now in tutus, “ENOUGH with the tutu talk already. It’s time
to… / DANCE!” What fun, and then: “Phew.” Burach’s bright
cartoons are whimsical and humorous, the animals’ faces brimming with expression. Large, pink numerals appear on recto in
each spread that introduces a new number while on verso they
are spelled out in pink capital letters.
Who knew a tutu-clad clan could have so much fun?
(Board book. 2-4)

special issue: best books of 2020

Poets Browne (Black Girl Magic, illustrated by Jess X. Snow,
2018), Acevedo (The Poet X, 2018), and Gatwood (Life of the Party,
2019) team up to offer a collection that calls young readers to
awareness and justice.
Browne’s introduction explains what it means to be woke—
“aware of your surroundings”—and connects this awareness to
historical movements for justice, stating, “this is where our freedom begins.” The poems are assigned subject headings located
next to the page numbers, in nearly alphabetical order, for easy
access when flipping through this slim volume for inspiration.
Some poems cover quiet topics that nourish individuals and
relationships, such as body positivity, forgiveness, individuality, and volunteerism. Other poems are louder, calling for lifted
voices. In “Activism, Everywhere,” Browne writes, “It is resisting to be comfortable / When we all have yet to feel safe and
free”; her protest poem, titled “Right To, After Claude McKay,”
powerfully echoes McKay’s historic verses while reversing the
premise: “If we must live, let it not be in silence.” A resistance
poem by Acevedo urges readers to “Rock the Boat,” and Gatwood’s poem on privilege asks, “What’s in My Toolbox?” Identity issues are covered too, with poems on disability, gender,
immigration, and intersectionality. Each of the 24 poems is an
irresistible invitation to take up space in community and in society, and each is eminently recitable, taking its own place in the
spoken-word tradition. Taylor’s bold and colorful illustrations
complement the poems without distracting from their power;
Jason Reynolds contributes a foreword.
Read it; gift it; use it to challenge, protect, and grow. (Pic
ture book/poetry. 8-18)

Burach, Ross
Illus. by the author
Scholastic (32 pp.)
$7.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-338-50427-9
Series: Never Bored Books
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Browne, Mahogany L. & Acevedo, Elizabeth
& Gatwood, Olivia
Illus. by Taylor III, Theodore
Roaring Brook (56 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-1-250-31120-7
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I LOVE MY TUTU TOO!

extraordinarily rich author’s note and period visuals emphasize
the White Englishman’s contributions to the fashion, medical,
and scientific communities.
Perfect for STEAM-infused reading and for grasping the
value of serendipity. (bibliography, experiment) (Picture book/
biography. 6-12)

THE BEAR AND
THE MOON

Burgess, Matthew
Illus. by Chien, Catia
Chronicle Books (52 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-4521-7191-3
A playful bear makes an ephemeral
friend.
An expressive little black bear befriends something “red
as a berry / and round like the moon / with a long silver string”
in this sweet story. The bear has large ears, a white nose, and
tottering, toddler-ish proportions sure to charm, and his buoyant companion somehow manages to “smile back at him like
a friend” through vibrancy alone. The straightforward writing
floats through Chien’s soft-textured, multimedia illustrations
with heartwarming ease as the pair dance, find honey, and roll
down a hill in glowing, abstract landscapes. When the inevitable
occurs, as any little one enamored with something as squishable
and huggable as a balloon will learn, the bear’s sorrow overcomes him. “Bad bear, / he thought. / Bad, bad bear. // Night fell, /
but the bear / skipped his dinner.” The little bear sinks into deep
blue spreads, but his grief melts even the heart of the moon,
and with a little celestial reassurance, the bear comes to value
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Cochran’s painterly illustrations drive the narrative.
drawing on walls

his good memories, giving the book a satisfying amount of substance. In the author’s and illustrator’s expert hands, readers are
sure to feel lighter than air and ready for bed. The dreamy spread
in which the bear receives his message from the moon is worth a
mention all on its own, charming and cheerful as the rest of the
book may be, as are velvety lavender endpapers featuring the balloon and the moon.
As delightful as a balloon—but with more weight. (Picture
book. 2-5)

DRAWING ON WALLS
A Story of Keith Haring
Burgess, Matthew
Illus. by Cochran, Josh
Enchanted Lion Books (64 pp.)
$18.95 | May 19, 2020
978-1-59270-267-1

“[N]o matter how busy he became
or where in the world he went, he always
made time for children.”
Thirty years after Keith Haring’s death of AIDS-related complications, this vibrant picture book brings the iconic pop artist’s
work and story to the hearts of a new generation. Often featuring a bold black line, Cochran’s painterly illustrations drive the
narrative—bursting with movement and color—utilizing a wide
variety of perspectives and both spot and full-bleed illustrations
to dance around the text in a suitably neo-expressionist tribute
to the subject. Stylized and simplified figures fill the pages with
smiling faces in a broad spectrum of skin tones and body types,
opening the door on Haring’s passionately held belief that “Art
is for everybody.” Without erasing or dwelling on any particular
aspect of Haring’s personal life, author Burgess outlines Haring’s relationships with art, with children, and with his partner,
Juan DuBose, in straightforward, accessible language—from
his childhood in Pennsylvania to his “final mark” in Pisa, Italy
(five months before his death)—with the same bold honesty and
vibrance visible in his subject’s art career. Biographical, author’s,
and illustrator’s notes back up the book, supplementing the
broad strokes of the text with finer detail and more individual
perspectives on Haring’s personal, political, and artistic legacies.
An inspired, and inspiring, continuation of Haring’s intention. (Picture book/biography. 4-9)

THE WORD FOR FRIEND

Cassie, Aidan
Illus. by the author
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 16, 2020
978-0-374-31046-2
Kindness is a universal language.
Kemala, an optimistic, talkative pangolin, has moved to “her new town” and
anticipates meeting new friends. Her curiosity and interest in her
52
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new environment are tinged with anxiety and ambivalence about
joining a new school because of “a language Kemala didn’t know.”
With trepidation, humor, and help from anteater classmate Ana,
Kemala discovers a connection through puppetry. Meanwhile,
her hide thickens as she tackles Esperanto, the “foreign” language used among this assemblage of animal characters drawn
from different continents. The focus on a fundamentally global
language spoken by creatures from diverse habitats conveys a
utopian-yet-accessible vision in which no one is an outsider. In
featuring an echidna, a red fox, an owl, a raccoon, a skunk, and
a numbat sharing the classroom with a pangolin, for example,
while crafting Indonesian-style shadow puppets of other animals (tiger, elephant, giraffe, hippopotamus, and penguin), the
illustrations emphasize the power of imaginative role play. With
everyone’s exuberant encouragement, Kemala overcomes her
shyness and stage fright to find her new voice. A concluding note
explains Esperanto and provides translations of the dialogue as
well as offering further information on pangolins. Readers with
familiarity with Southeast Asia may recognize Kemala’s name as
Indonesian or Malaysian.
Delightful and heartwarming, this read-aloud performs
like a welcoming embrace. Brava, amiko! (Picture book. 4-8)

ALL BECAUSE
YOU MATTER

Charles, Tami
Illus. by Collier, Bryan
Orchard/Scholastic (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-338-57485-2
Two accomplished creators invite Black children to take up
their spaces in the world.
Charles’ lyrical text addresses “you, dear child,” in the voice of
a loving caregiver, recounting how the world anticipated and prepared for the child’s existence. The child was “dreamed of, / like a
knapsack / full of wishes / carried on the backs / of your ancestors,”
who worked and built, “because to them, / you always mattered.”
The word “matter” is used in both ways: as a noun, as the child is
made up of the same stuff that makes up the universe, and as a verb,
because “strength, power and beauty / lie within,” even though the
world will sometimes make the child question whether “they, / or
you, / will ever matter.” The universe made room for “you, / your
people, / their dreams, / your future,” Charles assures the child. The
protesters (“take a breath, / take a stand, / take a knee”) and victims
of racist violence (“Trayvon, / Tamir, / Philando”) are mentioned
explicitly without becoming the focus; the journey from beginning
to end of the book sends a message that is nurturing, nourishing,
loving, and reassuring, expanding and deepening the words of the
movement it echoes. Collier’s trademark paint-and-collage illustrations use petal shapes with patterns and faces, blue and brown
hues, and family scenes and close-ups to embody the child’s growth
within affectionate circles of family, community, and universe.
A gem for every household. (author’s note, illustrator’s
note) (Picture book. 5-10)
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YOUR PLACE IN
THE UNIVERSE

Chin, Jason
Illus. by the author
Neal Porter/Holiday House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-8234-4623-0
From a Caldecott and Sibert honoree, an invitation to take
a mind-expanding journey from the surface of our planet to the
furthest reaches of the observable cosmos.
Though Chin’s assumption that we are even capable of
understanding the scope of the universe is quixotic at best, he
does effectively lead viewers on a journey that captures a sense
of its scale. Following the model of Kees Boeke’s classic Cos
mic View: The Universe in Forty Jumps (1957), he starts with four
8-year-old sky watchers of average height (and different racial
presentations). They peer into a telescope and then are comically startled by the sudden arrival of an ostrich that is twice as
tall…and then a giraffe that is over twice as tall as that…and going
onward and upward, with ellipses at each page turn connecting
the stages, past our atmosphere and solar system to the cosmic
web of galactic superclusters. As he goes, precisely drawn earthly
figures and features in the expansive illustrations give way to ever
smaller celestial bodies and finally to glimmering swirls of distant lights against gulfs of deep black before ultimately returning to his starting place. A closing recap adds smaller images and
additional details. Accompanying the spare narrative, valuable
side notes supply specific lengths or distances and define their
units of measure, accurately explain astronomical phenomena,
and close with the provocative observation that “the observable
universe is centered on us, but we are not in the center of the
entire universe.”
A stimulating outing to the furthest reaches of our knowledge, certain to inspire deep thoughts. (afterword, websites,
further reading) (Informational picture book. 8-10)

THE OCEAN CALLS
Cho, Tina M.
Illus. by Snow, Jess X.
Kokila (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-1-9848-1486-9

As the granddaughter of a haenyeo
diver, young Dayeon yearns to learn this honorable trade from
her grandmother.
On Jeju Island, at the southern end of the Korean peninsula,
there lives a community of women called haenyeo who dive up
to 30 meters underwater to gather shellfish. Without using any
oxygen masks, the haenyeo divers harvest abalone, octopuses,
and sea urchins by hand. The tradition is considered an Intangible Cultural Heritage by UNESCO, and the women who do
this work are described as “indigenous marine biologists.” Many
of them are over 70 years old. Dayeon understands the dangers
involved with diving. “What if I can’t breathe? What if a shark
54
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comes? What if I can’t escape?” The familial determination that
has been handed down along with diving skills helps her relax
and reach the treasures at the bottom of the sea. The vibrant
illustrations in cool, deep blue hues, punctuated by ochers and
brick reds, capture the beauty of the natural world and lift the
work up to near mythic proportions, befitting Dayeon’s perception that they are mermaids. The captivating endnotes provide
more information on the tradition, with mesmerizing quotes
from actual divers. In Cho and Snow’s celebration of this fascinating tradition, the risks and rewards are given only to the worthy—which takes practice, courage, and a grandmother’s love.
The sea, with equal parts danger and thrill, makes an exciting training ground for a young haenyeo diver. (Picture book. 5-9)

DESERT GIRL,
MONSOON BOY

Dairman, Tara
Illus. by Sreenivasan, Archana
Putnam (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 12, 2020
978-0-525-51806-8
Dairman draws inspiration from the Rabari people, an
Indigenous group of nomadic herders and shepherds that live in
northwest India, to showcase how two children live and thrive in
the era of climate change.
Clipped couplets imagine a nomadic desert girl and a villagedwelling boy and how their lives intersect when the former’s
family travels in search of water and the latter’s family seeks to
escape it. Paneled pages compare and contrast the children’s
experiences. “Patterned veil. / Covered hair” depicts the girl’s
mother with a flowing veil and the boy’s father winding a turban on. “Trek for water. / Head to school” reveals two different
journeys. Readers see how extreme weather threatens both ways
of life before, at the end of the book, both children find higher
ground and dance together: “Thirst quenched. / Dry and sound.
// Round the fire, / songs of joy.” Bangalore-based Sreenivasan’s
extensive research is evident in her saturated, detailed illustrations of families, plants, animals, and nomadic and village life.
Dairman’s author’s note provides context and emphasizes that
extreme dry and wet weather “will continue to put…lives…in
very real danger.” Text and illustrations work beautifully in concert: Desert and monsoon scenes each have a distinctive color
palette—golds, rusts, and reds; violets, greens, and blues—and
variations in page composition and panel placement create necessary narrative tension.
A beautiful and important book about climate change featuring those who are most affected by it. (Picture book. 4-8)
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For all its simple phrasing, the epistolary
narrative is infused with longing.
letters from bear

David, Gauthier
Illus. by Caudry, Marie
Trans. by Ardizzone, Sarah
Eerdmans (56 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 24, 2020
978-0-8028-5536-7

preceded and inspired the storyline. In them she depicts an animistic landscape in which cliff faces in one scene are actually
faces, ocean waves become whales at second glance, and creatures met along the way are often extravagantly costumed or
sport chimerical features. For all its simple phrasing, the epistolary narrative is infused with longing (“I’m so excited at the
idea of being near you. / It fills me with courage. / Your Bear isn’t
very far away now!”). By leaving both the relationship and the
genders of the two principals unspecified, the narrative allows
for a broad range of readings. Occasional human figures among
the largely animal cast are uniformly light skinned.
Readers will find this journey poignant, strange, atmospheric, and, ultimately, joyful. (Picture book. 6-8)
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When migratory Bird wings off for
the winter, devoted Bear undertakes a
long and perilous journey to follow.
In a series of letters entrusted to the wind, Bear records
each stage of the trek. It begins with a venture into scary, dark
woods, then goes on to record: Bear’s rescue from a fisherman’s
net by a mermaid, the ursine’s narrow escape from a battle
between two mounted armies, a desert crossing, an odd but
pleasant respite at a squirrel’s 100th birthday party, and other
experiences. These culminate in an ocean crossing and landfall at last on a tropical island—where Bear discovers that Bird
has already flown off northward. Caudry’s illustrations actually
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best picture
books about
family
In a year when children and their
adults have seen perhaps more of one
another than they would necessarily
like, books that celebrate the family
seem especially apropos. Our collection of the Best Picture Books of 2020
includes many such; here is a small sampling.
Not all families
live together, as
Naseem Hrab and
Frank Viva sensitively demonstrate when
their young, White-presenting protagonist
travels across town to spend time with their
Weekend Dad (Kids Can, May 1). This quiet book pulses with tenderness—it’s indeed
“unsparingly compassionate; an excellent
addition to the collection of books about
separation and divorce.” (Review on page 62)
When Ritu Weds Chandni (Yali Books, Dec. 1), young Ayesha
is dismayed to see that many family members stay away from
her cousin’s celebration—and angry
neighbors even try to stop it! Ayesha
will not be deterred, however, and
she leads the brides triumphantly
into the wedding hall. Ameya Narvankar’s book “simultaneously confronts homophobia and celebrates
child-powered change in Hindu
communities: a delight.” (Review on
page 69)
On the face of it, Jarrett and Jerome
Pumphrey’s The Old Truck (Norton
Young Readers, Jan. 7) may not sound
like a book about family, but this lovingly made hymn to life on a small farm
puts a hardworking Black family at its
center, caring for crops, truck, and one
another. “As the old truck stays with
its family, this charming book will stay
with readers.” (Review on page 73)
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Denos, Julia
Illus. by the author
HMH Books (64 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 27, 2020
978-0-358-15395-5
Stars and wishes intertwine in this
celestial friendship tale.
Eridani, a human girl, loves to look up at the night sky to
see and talk to her best friend, Acamar, a constellation of a boy.
During the day, Eridani pores over sky maps and star plots as she
works on celestial school projects. But studying the stars will
never be the same as being up in the stars like Acamar. Eridani
silently wishes she could trade her blood and bones for space and
stars. At the same time, Acamar quietly yearns to feel his feet
on the sand. The expertly paced, lyrical third-person narration
creates an otherworldly atmosphere for this long-form picture
book. The texts of the first and second halves of the story mirror
each other, further highlighting the special connection between
the friends. Illustrations are awash in textures, some splattered,
some brushed, some drawn, visually expanding the ethereal
world created by the text. The visual pacing of the illustrations
contrasts spreads bursting with jewel-toned colors and exuberant movement with pages featuring speech-bubble dialogue
spotlighted in a sea of black. As humans, the friends appear as
children of color in a timeless setting; as constellations, their
human silhouettes are filled in with shimmering blue, purple, and
black, shot through with glittering stars. Readers will be thrilled
to learn from the author’s note that Acamar really is a star within
the constellation Eridanus, and Denos provides some resources
for those who want to learn more.
Get lost in the stars in this gorgeous tale of friendship and
astronomy. (Picture book. 5-10)

CROSSINGS
Extraordinary
Structures for Extraordinary
Animals

Little Daniel explores The Paper King
dom (Random House, Feb. 18) when
Auntie Clara is unable to babysit him
and he goes to work with his parents one
night. The pair, night janitors in an office
building, make what could be a painful
experience into a thrilling one in Helena
Ku Rhee and Pascal Campion’s “beautiful, must-read tribute to hardworking families and the magic they create.”
Daniel and his family are people of color.
(Review on page 74)—V.S.
56
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Duffield, Katy S.
Illus. by Orodan, Mike
Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-5344-6579-4

All over the world, humans build crossings to allow wildlife
to pass freely over, under, across, and through busy highways.
Overpasses, underpasses, even rope bridges are the focus
of this intriguing informational picture book. Duffield provides
12 examples of animal passages built for regular use or seasonal
migration. A particularly nice touch is the map at the end, a shadowy map of continents with each animal appropriately placed
and a few more facts about their situations. Elephants, pangolins,
red crabs, koalas, squirrel gliders, and blue penguins come from
the Eastern Hemisphere; elk, black bears, spotted salamanders,
coyotes, panthers, and titi monkeys from the Western. Clean,
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Fan, Terry & Fan, Eric with Fan, Devin
Illus. by the authors
Tundra (72 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-7352-6326-0
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Ferrada, María José
Illus. by Penyas, Ana
Trans. by Amado, Elisa
Eerdmans (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 27, 2020
978-0-8028-5545-9

On May 27, 1937, 456 children were evacuated from Spain
during the Spanish Civil War. This book depicts their transAtlantic voyage to Mexico.
Text and illustrations work hand in hand to tell their story.
Adults carrying bundles and escorting children arrive at the
port where the children are to embark. As the children board,
the adults hug them tight. Through the voice of one of the children, readers learn of their fears and expectations. They see
the older ones reassuring the younger ones, especially at night.
They observe their songs and games, sad re-creations of the
war scenes they have witnessed. They experience the voyage,
which never seems to end. And finally the children arrive: “We
move forward. We think that the war stayed behind. But it’s not
true—we bring the war in our suitcases.” By focusing on the children (all depicted as White) and their feelings, the story of their
journey becomes the sad, universal one of so many refugee children past and present. Sepia-toned images with the occasional
touch of muted reds convey the grimness of the experience. The
afterword informs readers the children arrived in Mexico with
the expectation their stay would be short and they would soon
reunite with their families back home. Little did they know this
would be a permanent exile, and most of them would never see
their families again.
Specific yet universal in its narration, this makes the refugee experience accessible to young readers. (Picture book. 6-10)

special issue: best books of 2020

This epic tale of escape and liberation, set in a clandestine
underground lab producing genetically engineered Perfect Pets,
stars courageous Barnabus, half mouse, half elephant.
Along with a collection of creatures, Barnabus is a Failed
Project, dubiously destined, according to cockroach pal Pip, to
be “recycled.” Barnabus and his roommates—Light-Up Lois,
Mushroom Sloth, and others—spend banal days imprisoned in
bell jars, fed, poked and prodded by the Green Rubber Suits.
With their fates sealed, Barnabus avows, “We need to escape!”
Discovering that his elephantine trumpeting can break glass,
Barnabus frees the others. The brave misfits, pursued by their
creators and captors, escape through venting, emerging into
another lab. The band works together to free a fellow captive,
an enormous, cyclopian marine creature, releasing a flood of
tank water that sweeps them out of the building’s depths and
into the pet shop above the lab. The escaped company, discovering the wide world foretold by Pip, finds a lake, sunshine, grass,
and trees: “a place that might be home.” The Fan brothers (Eric
and Terry, joined for this project by Devin) generate copious
precisely rendered, action-packed illustrations that capture
the lab’s sinister labyrinth, the poignant features of the “failed”
creatures, and moonlit cityscapes whose skyscraper “mountains” reach “all the way to the sky, lit with their own stars.”
A heartfelt, timely allegory celebrating diversity, bravery,
and solidarity. (Picture book. 4-9)

MEXIQUE
A Refugee Story From
the Spanish Civil War

middle gr a de

THE BARNABUS
PROJECT

pictur e books

crisp illustrations on double-page spreads show well, making
this a good choice for a group read-aloud. There’s a two-level
text, a simple sentence in a large font stating animal, crossing
technology, and location, the smaller paragraphs providing further information about planning, specialized building, and uses.
One early spread focuses on construction, showing a genderand racially diverse human team and several big machines—
drawing in readers and listeners more interested in equipment
than animals. The story in pictures is nicely rounded, beginning
with a question about the fate of a mother panther and her cub
facing a car on a highway and ending with mother and cub safe
on a cliff high above it. Readers can see the arching bridge that
made that possible. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by22-inch double-page spreads viewed at 85.5% of actual size.)
An unusual focus on one way humans and animals can
coexist in our world. (bibliography) (Informational picture book.
3-7)

HONEYBEE
The Busy Life of
Apis Mellifera

Fleming, Candace
Illus. by Rohmann, Eric
Neal Porter/Holiday House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-8234-4285-0
As they did in Giant Squid (2016),
Fleming and Rohmann give readers a deep dive into the biology
of a creature so alien from humans it’s hard to imagine we all live
on the same planet.
The long, free-verse poem begins to unfold in the frontmatter when the protagonist emerges from the wax cell that protected her during metamorphosis “into… / a teeming, trembling
flurry. / Hummmmm!” Naming her subject Apis for her genus,
Fleming describes in meticulous detail many of the myriad
roles a worker honeybee plays in the colony, from cell preparation through nursing, queen tending, comb building, nectar
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Told in honest, first-person prose, this story gently
confronts a first journey through loss.
a stopwatch from grampa

receiving, honey curing, guarding, and scouting to, finally, foraging. She maintains narrative tension through artfully deployed
delayed gratification, ending each topical spread by hinting that
Apis’ “new job” might involve “flying?” only to reveal a different nest-bound activity for Apis with a page turn. Rohmann
rises to the challenge of a story set mostly in dark, confined
quarters and a limited palette of black, brown, and honey yellow with stunning views of Apis and her sisters, each tiny hair
and segment lovingly delineated. Neither text nor illustrations
anthropomorphize their subject; Apis never complains. But
an astonishing double gatefold depicts her finally flying over
a field of purple and yellow wildflowers into an endless blue
sky, liberating bee, creators, and readers alike. Several pages of
backmatter offer further information about honeybees, online
resources, and child-appropriate books.
Like its subject, a wonder to behold. (Informational picture
book. 5-10)

ICE!
Poems About Polar Life
Florian, Douglas
Illus. by the author
Holiday House (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-0-8234-4101-3

Meet the animals and landscapes of the Arctic and
Antarctica.
Poems in a lilting meter provide insight about the Arctic or
Antarctica or one of each region’s unique animals, with a bit of
interesting information included. There are lots of surprises in
the inventive wordplay along with twisted syntax that gets the
point across while invoking giggles from young readers. The
leadoff verse introduces both regions as remote and farthest
from the equator, calling their frosty climates “an Earth refrigerator.” Krill is the food choice of many polar sea animals, eaten
by “Millions! Billions! Trillions! Krillions!” The narwhal with its
front-end spear is “very hard to ignar!” The silent P in ptarmigan
is carried throughout the poem as “it ptoddles on the ptundra.”
Notes containing fascinating facts about habitats, food sources,
predators, and more enhance the poems and just might lead to
further investigation by readers. Some serious issues regarding
climate change and other endangering problems are addressed
as well. Full-page illustrations, rendered in colored pencil and
pastel, accompany the verses and capture the essence of each
creature with great imagination and childlike innocence. Color
abounds, not only in the illustrations, but also with bright blocks
of orange, purple, blue, yellow and more that background the
poems. Florian is a master of light verse with a purpose, and he
matches it with art that charms.
Thoughtful, fun, and delightful. (bibliography) (Picture
book/poetry. 6-9)
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JUMBO

Gall, Chris
Illus. by the author
Roaring Brook (48 pp.)
$19.99 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-1-250-15580-1
In a properly lap- and eye-filling format (it has a 2-foot wingspan), a soaring tribute to the “Queen of the Skies.”
Following Go for the Moon (2019), Gall pays homage to
another outsize triumph of engineering wizardry and industrial
might. A mammoth machine two and a half times larger than
any other jet liner of its time, Boeing’s 747 is so big, he claims,
that the Wright brothers could have made their entire first flight
in its fuselage without leaving the coach section. It debuted in
1968 and, though now retired from domestic use, is still the
fastest commercial passenger plane in the world. Drawn with
Gall’s customary clean precision, a mix of dramatically angled
full-body portraits, glimpses of workers in a gigantic assembly
plant, cutaway views of cockpit and spacious seating areas,
detailed sectional diagrams of wings and engines, and flocks of
smaller aircraft from a paper plane to a suddenly dinky-seeming 737 combine to underscore the scope of the technological
achievement as well as both the sheer scale of the jet and of the
effort that went into building it. There is also a dream-cometrue element, as a red-haired, pale-skinned child frequenting
the pictures through each stage of the leviathan’s design and
assembly makes a final appearance in the pilot’s seat and turns
out to be Lynn Rippelmeyer, the first woman to captain a 747.
Clad in late-20th-century attire, the small human figures clustering throughout add a sense of period but are nearly all White.
A blast from the past, sure to transport fans of all things
big and loud. (glossary, source list, “fun facts,” afterword)
(Informational picture book. 7-9)

A STOPWATCH
FROM GRAMPA

Garbutt, Loretta
Illus. by Mok, Carmen
Kids Can (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 7, 2020
978-1-5253-0144-5
Something as simple as a stopwatch
can start, stop, and restart a lifetime of memories.
A young child with pale skin and dark hair holds a stopwatch
and slumps, despondent, on a porch. Grampa has recently
passed away, and the child is in the throes of sadness and loneliness. Together, they had used the stopwatch to record various
activities in minutes and seconds, like the child’s eating bubblegum ice cream, Grampa’s snoring on the couch, both eating
oatmeal-raisin cookies, and more. Those seconds and minutes
represented a deep, intergenerational friendship, the absence
of which is keenly felt by the young child. Unable to bear this
loss, the child buries the stopwatch in a drawer and experiences anger, bargaining, denial, even depression—rarely so
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DARK WAS THE NIGHT
Blind Willie Johnson’s
Journey to the Stars
Golio, Gary
Illus. by Lewis, E.B.
Nancy Paulsen Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-5247-3888-4

Ages 5-9

Kirkus Reviews

MK288-1020

Ages 7-11
Kirkus Reviews
School Library Journal

special issue: best books of 2020

Curiously Good
Children’s Books

Ages 5-9

“Poignant storytelling.”
–starred, Kirkus Reviews
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When NASA scientists compiled a
recording of sounds to send into space
representing Earth and humanity, those sounds included thunder, crickets, classical pieces, and a short wordless song by musician “Blind Willie” Johnson.
Willie Johnson’s mother died while he was still a boy, and
shortly thereafter he lost his sight. Now young Johnson’s light
came from singing in the church choir and playing the guitar.
He traveled to cities throughout Texas, where he sang and
played for money. One day, an adult Johnson was given the
opportunity to record an album of his songs. One of the songs

Celebrated and
Star-Studded Books

Ages 5-9

pictur e books

clearly characterized in picture books for young readers. Time
heals most wounds, and, as the seasons pass, the time comes at
last when new memories can be made using Grampa’s favorite
stopwatch. Told in honest, first-person prose, this story gently confronts this first journey through loss, offering sensitive
conversation starters for families. Muted, poignant illustrations
rendered in paint and both colored and graphite pencils effectively depict this difficult yet all too common experience. The
child’s face in particular, though simply drawn, evokes a range of
emotions—at once poignant and comprehensible.
An excellent and understated portrayal of grief from a
child’s perspective (Picture book. 4-7)

“A raw, startling
portrait of migration.”
–starred, Kirkus Reviews

Ages 6-11

Ages 5-9
Booklist
Kirkus Reviews
PW

Kirkus Reviews
The Horn Book Magazine
Booklist

lernerbooks.com

Distributed by Lerner
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best picture
books about
nature
Picture books that engage children
with the natural world give them a
sense of belonging to something bigger
than themselves. The best open up areas of inquiry and possibility, both cultivating in their young readers an appreciation for the world around them
and perhaps planting the seeds of future careers in science.
Candice Fleming and Eric Rohmann invite their
young readers into the hive of a Honey
bee (Neal Porter/Holiday House, Feb. 4)
to meet Apis, a worker bee, who emerges from metamorphosis to cycle through
a variety of “jobs” within the hive before
taking triumphant flight. With deep respect for their audience, Fleming and
Rohmann produce a stunning book that,
“like its subject, [is] a wonder to behold.”
(Review on page 57)
Plants may seem a bit on the dull side, but
Etta Kaner and Ashley Barron show children how they can be Pretty Tricky (Owlkids Books, Sept. 15). From the menacing
Venus flytrap on the cover to the festive
snapdragon within, author and illustrator
introduce readers to a number of plants
that have evolved fascinating adaptations
that enable them to thrive. “Plant this one
on your bookshelf.” (Review on page 63)
In Birrarung Wilam (Candlewick,
Aug. 4), authors Aunty Joy Murphy
and Andrew Kelly and illustrator
Lisa Kennedy take readers along
the path of Australia’s Yarra River.
In text that flows with words from
Murphy’s Woiwurrung language,
readers meet the ecosystem’s denizens while they take in textured,
patterned illustrations teeming
with life. “This striking Aboriginal story” will linger long in readers’ memories. (Review on page 69)
Every Color of Light (Enchanted Lion,
Sept. 15) is visible in the natural world.
With rain, hues darken; the setting sun
gilds what it touches; still waters “shine
silver.” In David Boyd’s translation, Hiroshi Osada’s reverent text blooms with
onomatopoeia while Ryoji Arai’s painterly illustrations capture the nuances of
every mood. It’s “simply spectacular.”
(Review on page 71)—V.S.
60
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was “Dark Was the Night,” a haunting yet hopeful tune marked
only by Johnson’s humming and characteristic slide-guitar playing. The second-person narrative is brief but evocative. In the
backmatter, Golio shares with readers that this song was chosen for the Golden Record placed on Voyager 1 in 1977 because
“Johnson powerfully conveyed the sense of loneliness that all
people feel—something very important to know about human
beings and life on planet Earth.” Lewis’ illustrations have a soft,
blurred effect to them, conveying both the bygone time and
Johnson’s vision loss. They are washes of mostly blue and violet,
with punches of bright yellow and gold. The author’s note also
discusses the challenges of researching Johnson and provides a
bit more information on Voyager 1. (This book was reviewed digi
tally with 11-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 65% of actual
size.)
An ode to a too-little-discussed musician and an excellent introduction to his amazing musical talent. (Picture book/
biography. 5-8)

BEDTIME FOR SWEET
CREATURES

Grimes, Nikki
Illus. by Zunon, Elizabeth
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-4926-3832-2
A patient mother with a healthy sense of whimsy helps prepare her headstrong toddler for bed.
The story opens with a toddler, fists raised into the air,
proclaiming, “No! No! No!” Thank goodness this not-at-themoment-sweet creature’s mother is patient and creative as she
corrals her child into a bedtime routine that may feel familiar
to many readers. The words and behaviors of the child evading
bed are translated into animal sounds and behaviors: wide-eyed
and asking “Who? Who?” like an owl; shaking hair and roaring
like a lion; hanging on for a hug like a koala. And, of course, the
requisite leaving bed for a last trip to the bathroom and drink,
like a human child. Zunon’s art takes this book to the next level:
Her portrayals of the animals mentioned in the text are colorful and full of intriguing patterns and shapes. Additionally, the
expressions on the faces of the mother, child, and animals speak
volumes, portraying the emotions of each. Arguably, the sweetest part of the story comes at the end, when the child asks to
sleep with Mommy and Dad. Though the mother sighs, the
child climbs in, along with “owl, bear, snake, kitty, fawn, squirrel, koala, tiger, wolf.” (Readers attuned to details will notice the
father’s look of delight at the parade of animals.) All characters
are Black.
An adventurous treat of a bedtime story. (Picture book. 2-5)
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Stylized, hand-drawn text blurs the boundaries
between words and pictures.
how to tie a shoe & other big adventures

Hill, Skip
Penny Candy (40 pp.)
$16.95 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-0-9996584-8-2
Series: Penny Candy

construction site. Apart from enjoying jaunty rhymes that scan
well and include numerous delightful turns of phrase, readers
gain insight into the many workers who collaborate on a new
building’s successful, safe skyward climb. Additionally, children
will build their vocabularies with nifty words like “glaziers”
and “welders.” Onomatopoeia is used to good, dramatic effect
where applicable. Lively, appealing artwork grounds this collection: Many of its action-filled illustrations also highlight verticals and horizontals. Women are well represented throughout
as skilled, busy professionals in various nonstereotypical or
supervisory positions. Workers are depicted with varied skin
tones, hairstyles, and racial presentations, including the female
Asian architect and her daughter, recurring characters. Endpapers are rich ocher, the color of soil.
A lovely foundation for forays into poetry and for building a love of buildings. (Picture book/poetry. 4-8)
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A how-to book that isn’t.
This whimsical, poetic instruction manual for how to tie a
shoe mentions eating spaghetti, finding birds’ nests, combing
hair, and staring at patterns in a rug, assuming children (probably) can figure out how to tie their own shoes. Sketchy, blackand-white pen-and-ink illustrations portray children from
many different backgrounds doing everyday activities like playing outside in a sprinkler, greeting buddies, and hugging good
friends after summer break. Hill illustrates a Black girl peeking out from inside a tent on her first camping trip and a girl
hugging a boy (both are White) in a wheelchair—normalizing
portrayals that still rarely appear in picture books. Stylized,
hand-drawn text blurs the boundaries between words and pictures and emphasizes that words can morph into art and vice
versa—or that words are art, and art evokes language. Perspectives vary in each scene: Some children look directly out at the
audience; sometimes readers gaze into a scene past the child
character’s back; sometimes readers see only a child’s hands or
legs. Emotions vary too, including joy, contemplation, and sadness, offering a range of vicarious experiences for readers. Ultimately, this book uses learning to tie a shoe as a metaphor for
personal growth and experiential learning—with the beauty and
challenges that accompany both.
A quirky picture book that respects the intelligence of
children. (Picture book. 7-11)

pictur e books

HOW TO TIE A SHOE
& OTHER BIG
ADVENTURES

CONSTRUCTION
PEOPLE

Ed. by Hopkins, Lee Bennett
Illus. by Shi, Ellen
Wordsong/Boyds Mills (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 17, 2020
978-1-68437-361-1
Fourteen poems capture a skyscraper’s construction, from beginning to
completion, in vivid detail.
In the first verse, by Rebecca Kai Dotlich, the nascent highrise, narrating from an empty lot, excitedly contemplates its
future: the workers and materials its construction will entail
and how it will eventually ascend to lofty heights; in the last,
also by Dotlich, the finished structure proudly announces its
presence on the “spectacular skyline.” The remaining robust
poems, each by a different contributor and presented on double-page spreads, describe the various skilled jobs and professionals involved in a skyscraper’s planning and building and
also—take note, vehicle mavens—the trucks required at a
|

978-1-53411-040-3

978-1-53411-019-9

Inspiration &
Preservation

Friendship & Loss
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Mary Walker was a living connection to a history people wanted to
forget, and her indomitable spirit comes across beautifully.
the oldest student

WEEKEND DAD

Hrab, Naseem
Illus. by Viva, Frank
Groundwood (36 pp.)
$18.95 | May 1, 2020
978-1-77306-108-5
A child’s narration captures the confusion and sorrow that children of separated and divorced parents can feel.
Dad and mom have separated or perhaps even divorced, resulting in some
life-altering changes. The redheaded child narrator has dad on
the mind all week after Dad moves out on Monday. But on Friday night, it is time to say goodbye to Mom and visit Dad’s new
apartment: “My dad says I have two homes now.” Accustomed
to a home once shared with both parents (all three family members have pale skin), the child feels scared on the first night in
dad’s apartment and wanders into his room to watch him sleep,
wondering if even grown-ups get scared too. The story captures
little moments that have big meaning—the tender kiss Mom
gives the child when leaving to stay with Dad for the first time;
Dad’s wide eyes as he picks up his kid at what used to be his own
home; the child leaving a favorite stuffed animal with Dad so
that he won’t feel alone; and a poignant letter the father leaves
with the child, an abridged version of one the author’s own
father once wrote to her. With characteristically stylized, offbeat visuals, Viva’s illustrations capture the abundant emotional
subtext with simple but effective lines.
Unsparingly compassionate; an excellent addition to the
collection of books about separation and divorce. (Picture
book. 3-7)

THE OLDEST STUDENT
How Mary Walker
Learned
To Read

Hubbard, Rita Lorraine
Illus. by Mora, Oge
Schwartz & Wade/Random (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-5247-6828-7
978-1-5247-6829-4 PLB
Mary Walker, who learned to read at the age of 116, is introduced to young readers in this lovingly illustrated picture book.
Born into slavery in Alabama, Mary Walker was not allowed
to learn to read. When the Emancipation Proclamation outlawed slavery, she was 15. She was later gifted a Bible, which she
couldn’t read, but she kept it and made marks in it when her
children were born. She worked hard and took care of her family
and kept postponing her goal of learning to read. But she outlived her family, including a son who died at the age of 94. In
1963, she enrolled in a literacy program. “Could someone her
age learn to read? She didn’t know, but by God, she was going to
try.” By 1969 she had learned to read, been certified the nation’s
62
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oldest student (twice), received the key to the city of Chattanooga, and had her birthday celebrated by the city to recognize
her achievement. While the author’s note mentions that some
of the details that round out the text are invented, the most
amazing facts of this story are the ones that are documented.
Mary Walker was a living connection to a history people wanted
to forget, and her indomitable spirit comes across beautifully
in this book. Caldecott honoree Mora’s (Thank You, Omu!, 2018)
collages endear Walker to readers, each spread creating an
intriguing scene of textures and layers.
Enjoy this book with every child you know; let Mary
Walker become a household name. (selected bibliography)
(Picture book/biography. 5-9)

A MYSTERY IN
THE FOREST

Isern, Susanna
Illus. by Montero Galán, Daniel
Trans. by Brokenbrow, Jon
Cuento de Luz (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Sep. 15, 2020
97884-16733-92-7
Series: Whispers in the Forest
Deer, who has a talent for treats, tracks down a disruptive
force in this Spanish import.
When his routine of collecting ingredients in the quietest
part of the forest and turning them into sweet jams, cakes, and
pies for a daily feast is disrupted, Deer must investigate. Who
would be so rude as to run roughshod over the forest area where
Deer goes every day, to break into Deer’s home, and, most
egregiously, to take his Secret Recipe Book? The chef ’s anxietyinducing journey leads him to the home of Rabbit, who turns
out to be a nervous, lonely creature. Even after Deer shouts at
him, the pitiful rabbit still wishes he could bake like Deer so
that “more people would come to see me. I thought I could be
like you!” What happens next in Isern’s follow-up to The Lonely
Mailman (2017) hinges on an act of kindness so perfect it would
be a different kind of crime to spoil it here. As in Mailman,
Montero Galán’s illustrations capture the lives of these anthropomorphic animals with warm, natural hues, whether it’s the
darkening sky of sunset after a frustrating day or the winding
path taken through all the neighbors’ homes by the aroma from
Deer’s kitchen. Rabbit’s emotions, in particular, are heartbreaking as rendered, the huge orange eyes practically twitching off
the page.
This lovely book about forgiveness shows that friendship
can form even in the most unlikely situations. (recipe) (Picture
book. 4-8)
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Kaner, Etta
Illus. by Barron, Ashley
Owlkids Books (48 pp.)
$18.95 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-77147-369-9

Karg, Michael
Illus. by Diao, Sophie
Page Street (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Nov. 17, 2020
978-1-62414-922-1
The wind travels the world meeting creatures in their habitats on five continents.
This powerful, omniscient force narrates its own adventures.
First felt whisking up leaves and turning umbrellas inside out on
an autumn day in a city, the wind quickly moves on to fly with
a barred owl through “frost and fog” before continuing northward to frolic with a wolverine in high, snowy mountain peaks,
then racing with wolves as they chase their prey. Across day and
night, mountains and valleys, the wind sleeps with musk ox and
blows beneath northern lights with reindeer. In each place wind
has an effect on the wildlife it meets: “whistling” across a snow
|

A LAST GOODBYE
Kelsey, Elin
Illus. by Kim, Soyeon
Owlkids Books (32 pp.)
$18.95 | Apr. 15, 2020
978-1-77147-364-4

Kelsey and Kim’s latest brings author
and illustrator together to spark conversations about an ineffable, arduous sub-

ject: death.
Scientifically sound and philosophically profound, Kelsey’s
spare, graceful first-person text directly addresses a dying dearest while Kim’s visuals provide insights from fellow life-forms’
mourning rituals. Readers may watch through tears as elephants
support the frail with tusk and trunk, whales lift their loved
ones to the ocean’s surface for a final breath, and chimps lay
the ailing down to groom their hair. Forthright, euphemismfree language refreshes: These animals are indeed dying, and
it’s wise to acknowledge this fact. As life leaves the body, readers bear witness to howler monkeys crying out, hyenas sorrowfully cuddling, and gorillas silently tending to their beloved’s
final moments. Suspended from fishing wire in wooden frames,
Kim’s ink-and-watercolor illustrations are suffused with softest
blacks and deepest blues, luxuriant greens and gentle magentas. Each diorama relies on illusions of depth to balance intricately detailed cutouts with stark backgrounds. Soon, mourners
gather as a community. Orcas, elephants, and chimps assemble
in a splendid spiral to pay respects while magpies and elephants
place flowers and leaves as tokens of their affection. Eventually,
melancholy melts into a sensitive celebration of the life cycle as
bodies decompose and serve as staging grounds for new beginnings; “our lives plant a long line of love in this wild, thriving
planet.”
Staggering. (author’s note, website) (Informational picture
book. 5-12)
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I AM THE WIND

leopard’s ledge in the highlands, delighting chimps in a storm
in Congo, helping migratory geese on their journey, boosting
petrels as they fly above the sea, flitting high in the clouds with
an olinguito, or stirring up puddles in the bayou to startle gopher
frogs. Karg gives voice to the wind in lovely, poetic language and
syntax, following each encounter with the bold, assertive title
statement, “I AM THE WIND.” Each creature, whether familiar or obscure, and each location is seen in a double-page spread
with beautiful, light-filled, mesmerizing illustrations that are at
once accurate and ethereal. A map showing the locations of all
the animals represented and a bit of further information about
them concludes the work and brings readers back to Earth after
this incredible journey.
A gorgeous, breathtaking experience. (Picture book. 4-10)

middle gr a de

Over a dozen plants—each with an
unusual adaptation in terms of defense, reproduction, or food
supply—are presented in colorful double-page spreads with fascinating information.
A beautifully rendered table of contents features a passionflower vine winding across its aquamarine pages and indicates
three chapters that divide plants into the categories mentioned
above. The introduction, which sports a brilliantly colored
flytrap against bright purple hues, is clear and concise, ending
with this sentence: “Prepare to be surprised as you ‘leaf ’ through
the pages of this book!” Throughout, the text continues to be
conversational and humorous, although liberal with rhetorical
questions and exclamation points. Each short chapter begins
with a double-page spread that mentions characteristics typical to most plants, an excellent segue into the atypical facts
to come. For example, after a brief explanation of pollination,
readers learn that snapdragons ensure that any creature sipping
their nectar will also acquire pollen to take to the next blossom.
How? Tiny flies Kaner calls “ ‘cheater’ insects” are not heavy
enough to push down the lower “lip” and access nectar, but big,
heavier bumblebees get access—and get covered with pollen to
spread around, too. Readers are introduced to concepts including symbiosis and photosynthesis as well as the inspiration for
Velcro. The layout is excellent, and the collages are extraordinary. For best results, start at the beginning, but read only one
or two pages a day; there’s lots of information here.
Plant this one on your bookshelf. (sources) (Informational
picture book. 6-9)

pictur e books

PRETTY TRICKY
The Sneaky Ways
Plants Survive

63

best board
books
A STRANGER
COMES TO TOWN

Often unfairly dismissed as bookshaped teething toys, really good
board books can build the foundation for a child’s love of reading while
thoroughly satisfying the adults lucky
enough to be reading them. Here are
some of the year’s best offerings.
Michael Arndst’s One Yellow Sun (Andrews McMeel Publishing, July 14)
dazzles with its
thoughtful use
of die cuts and color, counting down from
“10 silver beads” to “0 white snowballs.”
Round holes that increase in size as they
decrease in number allow the color of the
next page to peek through. It’s “simplicity at its finest.” (Review on page 47)
Aaron Becker
invites little readers to consider My
Favorite Color (Candlewick Studio,
Sept. 8). Each page presents a grid of
squares, some painted and some translucent vinyl inserts; holding each page
up to the light allows the inserts to
glow. Becker’s language is as luscious
as the colors he presents in “this rainbow ode [that] is sure to brighten your
day.” (Review on page 49)
Silly wordplay rules in I Love My Tutu
Too! (Scholastic, March 3). One penguin in a tutu leads a cavalcade of tutu-loving animals including a bear, a
bug (in a “teeny tiny tutu”), two tunas (“we…love tutus too!”), and more,
for 10 tutus in all. The cartoons are as
giggleworthy as the text. “Who knew
a tutu-clad clan could have so much
fun?” Author/illustrator Ross Burach
did. (Review on page 51)
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Henry goes out with his sled and
finds adventure on a snow-filled day in
his very small Icelandic village.
He looks down from a slope and
notices a large white shape on the beach and discovers that
it is a very large polar bear. Polar bears can be fearsome, but
this one seems shy and lost. His village is no place for a polar
bear, so kindhearted, pragmatic Henry decides to help it find
its way home. First a disguise is needed, in the form of a large
red sweater and cap swiped from a clothesline. Several stops to
assuage the bear’s hunger empty the food shops and leave the
bear even larger than before. With Grandpa’s help and quite a
lot of ingenuity, while still maintaining secrecy from the clueless
villagers, they are able to get to the harbor, where they must use
two boats in tandem to get their huge traveler safely home. The
author/illustrator tells the spare tale in a matter-of-fact manner
employing simple, brief sentences placed in a world of white,
befitting the Arctic setting. The bright cartoon illustrations,
appearing in small vignettes as well as single- and double-page
spreads and on the endpapers, flesh out the story with imaginative, often hilarious details. Amid the fun is a gentle, subtle message about the very real plight of polar bears. Henry, Grandpa,
and the villagers all present White.
Fun-filled, delightful, and inventive. (Picture book. 4-9)

DIGGING FOR WORDS
José Alberto Gutiérrez
and the Library He Built

Toddlers explore the all-important
concept of Sharing (Minedition,
Sept. 29) in Yusuke Yonezu’s latest.
Two kittens both want a fish; two
mice both want a wedge of cheese;
two bunnies want a carrot. With
the turn of each page, clever use of
die cuts splits each contested item
in half. “This small gem of a board
book is a delight to share with little
listeners.” (Review on page 83)—V.S.

64

Kristjansdottir, Maria
Illus. by the author
Starfish Bay (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Nov. 1, 2020
978-1-76036-086-3

|

Kunkel, Angela Burke
Illus. by Escobar, Paola
Schwartz & Wade/Random (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-984892-63-8
978-1-984892-64-5 PLB
The story of José Alberto Gutiérrez, a garbage collector
who built a library for his neighborhood in the city of Bogotá,
Colombia, out of books he collected on his route through the
wealthier neighborhoods of the city.
Proving the old saying that one person’s trash is another
person’s treasure, Gutiérrez searched “the household trash for
hidden treasure…books!” Caught up in the first book he found
long ago—Anna Karenina, by Leo Tolstoy—and read over and
over again and realizing the strength to be found in words, he
eventually created a library out of his findings. In parallel, the
book tells the story of a fictional boy, also named José, who
counts the days until it is Saturday, when he and the other
children in the neighborhood can enter Paradise—Gutiérrez’s
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Kusugak, Michael Arvaarluk
Illus. by Qappik, Andrew
Annick Press (40 pp.)
$18.95 | Nov. 10, 2020
978-1-77321-418-4
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Lam, Thao
Illus. by the author
Owlkids Books (40 pp.)
$17.95 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-77147-363-7
A refugee story features distinctive
artwork honoring courage, kindness, and
memory.
A child-centered retelling of one family’s escape from Communist-ruled Vietnam, this wordless picture book renders a
harrowing experience through clever uses of paper craft. From
the outset, a visual motif of ants is key in unfolding the story.
Close-up views of a single child are juxtaposed against others of
preoccupied adults standing by the same dinner table. No one
eats; armored tanks drive past, hastening the family’s departure. Mother and child navigate darkness and heart-stopping
moments, becoming lost, until ants appear in the moonlight
and lead them to a body of water. As they await passage, mother
folds a paper sailboat to distract the child. Later, ants board this
paper craft and seem to travel for days in a dramatic montage
that feels almost quaint until the page turn reveals increasingly
hostile conditions, starting with a parching sun. Only some of
the ants survive the ensuing sea gull attacks, thunderstorms,
and violent waves, crystallizing for viewers of all ages the perilous journey confronting refugees. When the child’s family
reappears, they have settled in a racially diverse metropolis and
are seated for a sumptuous meal at home. There is much going
on, and children will be compelled to return again and again to
digest its story.
A timely, resonant, exceptional model of visual storytelling; the ironic title is a seaworthy companion to “a wing and a
prayer.” (author’s note) (Picture book. 5-9)

special issue: best books of 2020

An Inuk girl learns lessons in beauty and friendship from an
unexpected source.
One day, while crunching along the hard snow with her
grandmother, Aggataa spies a raven. But instead of reacting
with awe, she says “it’s ugly” and thinks it “looks like it slept
in its coat.” Despite Aggataa’s wish for the raven to fly away,
it stays all winter, “hop[ping] along behind her” whenever
she walks to grandmother’s hut. Aggataa begins to warm to
it. When spring returns the raven leaves, and although other
birds arrive for the summer, the raven does not. Before long
Aggataa observes “long Vs of geese flying south,” and with “no
more birds” around, the coming winter promises to be lonely.
Only the “Crah” of a particular raven can hope to lift her spirits.
Kusugak’s quiet narrative is deeply layered. While the primary
narrative revolves around Aggataa’s interaction with the raven
and other birds, readers will notice equally poignant threads of
story in the changing of seasons, life in the Arctic, and within
the multigenerational relationship between Aggataa and her
grandmother. Additionally, inclusion of both Inuktitut words
for the various birds Aggataa encounters and the onomatopoeic
sounds they make creates a wonderful read-aloud. Qappik’s
realistic, soft-toned illustrations are rich in their own right.
Images of Aggataa and her grandmother feel like snapshots
from a family photo album while the detailed depictions of the
birds could exist in any ornithological field guide. Both author
and illustrator are Inuit.
Stunningly contemporary and amazingly timeless. (Pic
ture book. 4-7)

THE PAPER BOAT
A Refugee Story

middle gr a de

THE MOST
AMAZING BIRD

pictur e books

library. Illustrator Escobar beautifully captures the distinctive architecture of a working-class neighborhood in Bogotá
as well as its multiethnic and varied inhabitants. Readers will
be transported through the artwork into the settings of some
of the books mentioned, from the ballrooms of faraway Russia
through “the magical village” of Macondo, with its yellow butterflies, and on to Treasure Island and the Little Prince’s planet.
In the aftermatter, readers learn that today Gutiérrez also
directs a foundation he created that “provides reading materials
to schools, organizations, and libraries across Colombia.”
The inspiring story of a man who believes in the power
of books and the importance of community. (Picture book/biog
raphy. 4-8)

LIFT

Lê, Minh
Illus. by Santat, Dan
Little, Brown (56 pp.)
$17.99 | May 5, 2020
978-1-368-03692-4
Bridging the gap between picture
book and graphic novel, this charmer
catapults a simple storyline of sibling
jealousy into outer space.
Iris, the older of two small children, always has the job of
pushing the button on the elevator. “Up or down, our floor or
the lobby, I always get to push the button.” One day, her toddler
sibling reaches out and pushes the button before she can. Their
parents’ joy over the smaller child’s new trick is pure betrayal
to Iris. The baby has stolen her job, just like her stuffed tiger.
Lê and Santat, creators of Asian/Pacific Award–winner Drawn
Together (2018), have produced another inspired storyline fueled
by emotions that come alive with magnetic illustrations. Dark
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An inspiring call to action for all who care
about our interconnected planet.
we are water protectors

frames around each scene keep the focus on Iis, a black-haired
girl with expressive eyes that pierce through her messy bangs.
(The whole family has black hair and pale skin.) Styled like a
graphic novel’s, the illustrations focus on Iris’ feelings as she
imagines a new elevator button, one that she can control, with
the magical ability to transport her to other worlds. Frustration, invention, escape, wonder—all move across the pages
with immediacy. Like Sendak’s Max, Iris uses anger to lift her
away from the real world into jungles and outer space. And she
returns to her room changed.
Breaking the bounds of a traditional picture book, Iris’
creative growth elevates us all. (Picture book. 4-8)

THE HIPS ON THE
DRAG QUEEN GO
SWISH, SWISH, SWISH
Lil Miss Hot Mess
Illus. by de Dios, Olga
Running Press Kids (40 pp.)
$17.99 | May 5, 2020
978-0-7624-6765-5

This book’s gonna werk, werk, werk all through Pride
Month and beyond.
Drag persona Lil Miss Hot Mess rewrites “The Wheels
on the Bus” to create a fun, movement-filled, family-friendly
celebration of drag. The text opens with the titular verse to
establish the familiar song’s formulaic pattern: “The hips on the
drag queen go SWISH, SWISH, SWISH… / ALL THROUGH
THE TOWN!” Along the way, more and more drag queens join
in the celebration. The unnamed queens proudly display a range
of skin tones, sizes, and body modifications to create a diverse
cast of realistic characters that could easily be spotted at a Pride
event or on RuPaul’s Drag Race. The palette of both costumes
and backgrounds is appropriately psychedelic, and there are
plenty of jewels going “BLING, BLING, BLING.” Don’t tell
the queens, but the flow is the book’s real star, because it encourages natural kinetic participation that will have groups of young
readers giggling and miming along with the story. Libraries and
bookshops hosting drag-queen storytimes will find this a popular choice, and those celebrating LGBTQ+ heritage will also
find this a useful book for the pre-K crowd. Curious children
unfamiliar with a drag queen may require a brief explanation,
but the spectacle stands up just fine on its own platforms.
Fun, fun, fun all through the town! (Picture book. 4-6)
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WE ARE WATER
PROTECTORS

Lindstrom, Carole
Illus. by Goade, Michaela
Roaring Brook (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 17, 2020
978-1-250-20355-7
In this tribute to Native resilience,
Indigenous author-and-illustrator team Lindstrom and Goade
invite readers to stand up for environmental justice.
“Water is the first medicine,” a young, unnamed protagonist reflects as she wades into a river with her grandmother.
“We come from water.” Stunning illustrations, rich in symbolism from the creators’ respective Ojibwe and Tlingit/Haida
lineages, bring the dark-haired, brown-skinned child’s narrative to life as she recounts an Anishinaabe prophecy: One day, a
“black snake” will terrorize her community and threaten water,
animals, and land. “Now the black snake is here,” the narrator
proclaims, connecting the legend to the present-day threat of
oil pipelines being built on Native lands. Though its image is
fearsome, younger audiences aren’t likely to be frightened due
to Goade’s vibrant, uplifting focus on collective power. Awash
in brilliant colors and atmospheric studies of light, the girl
emphasizes the importance of protecting “those who cannot
fight for themselves” and understanding that on Earth, “we
are all related.” Themes of ancestry, community responsibility, and shared inheritance run throughout. Where the brave
protagonist is depicted alongside her community, the illustrations feature people of all ages, skin tones, and clothing styles.
Lindstrom’s powerful message includes non-Native and Native
readers alike: “We are stewards of the Earth. We are water
protectors.”
An inspiring call to action for all who care about our
interconnected planet. (author’s note, glossary, illustrator’s
note, Water Protector pledge) (Picture book. 5-12)

‘OHANA MEANS FAMILY

Loomis, Ilima
Illus. by Pak, Kenard
Neal Porter/Holiday House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-8234-4326-0
Discover the importance of kalo in
Hawaiian culture.
Opening below a single bowl of purple poi, the text begins,
“This is the poi for our ‘ohana’s lū‘au.” Using a cumulative pattern, it expands on where poi comes from to create a broader
picture of the Hawaii countryside with a pair of presumably
Native Hawaiian children as focal characters. They watch
as the kalo, or taro, is pounded into poi, then, as the cumulative rhyme moves backward, they help in the taro patches of
mud and clear water where the plants grow. A close-up of the
taro patch zooms out to reveal more people working in many
patches and the river that feeds the land that has been passed
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Maclear, Kyo
Illus. by Kheiriyeh, Rashin
Tundra (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-7352-6359-8
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Marcero, Deborah
Illus. by the author
Putnam (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-0-525-51459-6
Two rabbits collect shared memories in jars—visualizations of intangible
moments that build their friendship and
help sustain it when one moves away.
Llewellyn is a collector of rocks and feathers and other mundane items until he meets Evelyn. Together they experience a
sensational sunset, which he scoops into a jar for her. The memory of that event softly glows like a night light in its jar, bringing warmth and comfort to her as she sleeps. The bunnies’ jars
soon become filled with experiential wonders: snowball fights
and hot cocoa, exploring tulip-filled fields and playing until
their shadows grow long at dusk. After Evelyn moves, it takes a
glittering meteor shower for Llewelyn to realize the jars might
allow them to continue to share their lives with each other. The
illustrations feature simple, cartoonlike characters. But while
the drawing style may be simplified, sophisticated patterning
and color design, as well as intricate pen work, create a lush
and detailed world. The artist moves between small inserted
panels and large spreads to great effect, creating whimsical and
uplifting art that perfectly matches the text. In the art, Marcero
builds a visual vocabulary for the meaning and importance of
memories. As Evelyn opens a jar and stars from Llewelyn’s night
sky swirl and fall around her, readers will feel the warmth of
friendship and the wonder of the world as well.
Stunning. (Picture book. 4-8)

special issue: best books of 2020

A poetic distillation of the experience of a group of refugees, always moving from one “here” to another “here.”
A group of refugees is on a journey, with backpacks, bags,
babies, and a cat. It’s winter. Some people are sad, and a few
women wear loose headscarves. Two children chat along the
way about their movement through a quietly surreal landscape.
“Here is just here. / Or here. / Here is this cup. / Old and fine,
warm as a hug. / Every morning, / As things keep changing, / We
sit wherever we are / And sip, sip, sip, / Sippy, sip, sip / Ahhhh /
From this cup.” The children find home in rituals and tradition,
community, objects of warmth and memory, and hope. Maclear
and Kheiriyeh brilliantly portray refugees as people first. Their
child protagonists, possibly a girl and her young brother, dream,
sing, read, write, draw—even the cat draws—and make the best
of what they have. In the end, the story about their journey
becomes the titular boat, which has carried them along. Kheiriyeh uses smudgy lines and a limited palette of orange, black,
brown, and white on blue negative space, refugee tent camps
giving way to fantastical land- and seascapes the children imagine. The love shared among the group is plain. When they get
to their destination, they don’t look too different from the few
people welcoming them—save hair color.
A timely and uplifting book about and for refugees. (Pic
ture book. 6-10)

IN A JAR
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STORY BOAT
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down from generation to generation. Each new addition to the
cumulative text highlights an essential element of Hawaiian values, such as the land, elders, family, and food. In this read-aloud,
Loomis writes a beautiful homage to kalo, a cornerstone of the
culture and livelihood of the Hawaiian people. The poetic text
combines with Pak’s breathtaking illustrations to depict kalo’s
embodiment of the strong connection between land, water, air,
sun, and the people. With his layered, textured paintings, Pak
creates both beautiful pictures of the kalo and stunning panoramas of the community. A note on kalo and poi, an author’s note,
and a glossary are provided to explain the importance of the elements of this story.
An incredible book to share with every member of your
‘ohana. (Picture book. 4-8)

A STORY FOR
SMALL BEAR

McGinty, Alice B.
Illus. by Jones, Richard
Schwartz & Wade/Random (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-9848-5227-4
978-1-9848-5228-1 PLB
Preparing for winter hibernation instills a big lesson for
Small Bear in this bedtime story.
When a late-fall wind chills the child after an afternoon nap,
Mama says, “I smell frost in the air.…Tonight we’ll start our winter slumber.” But the day is packed; they must find sprigs of spruce
to make a warm nest. There are juicy acorns to gather. And Small
Bear needs to take a bath before their long sleep. Small Bear wants
nothing more than to have enough time for a story before sleep,
but Mama warns her: “If you help—no dilly, no dally—then we’ll
have time for stories,” she says. Small Bear works hard to avoid
temptations: snuggling in a cozy hole in a spruce tree, playing
longer in the stream, and climbing higher in the tree. But Mama’s
instruction helps Small Bear to stay on track and remember “to
save time for stories.” Of course, Small Bear’s resistance to the
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kind of procrastination that would sink many others is rewarded
with Mama’s best story, and sleep comes quickly. McGinty’s rhythmic prose and absolute mastery of pace elevate a simple story to
something poetically potent. Jones’ deeply textured illustrations
make every spruce sprig and, especially, the bears’ fur stand out
beautifully. A standout spread rotates the book 90 degrees for a tall
tree climb; it’s a delight, just like everything else in this expertly
executed picture book. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10.5-by21-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Hibernation has rarely felt so well earned and enchanting. (Picture book. 3-7)

WHERE ARE YOU,
AGNES?
McWatt, Tessa
Illus. by Celej, Zuzanna
Groundwood (44 pp.)
$18.95 | May 1, 2020
978-1-77306-140-5

The artist Agnes Martin’s childhood and its influences are
imaginatively portrayed in this picture book from Canada.
While the author’s note at the end of the book makes clear
that the narrative is influenced, but not constrained, by events
in Martin’s life, the story does successfully establish a tone that
gets at the sensitivity of the famed abstract artist. The language
is simple and evocative, and its repetition of phrases grounds its
key concept—that beauty exists in the mind—which could have
otherwise become too vague for the audience. Agnes is shown
as a child growing up in the prairie of Saskatchewan and being
introduced to its beauty by her beloved grandfather. Her family’s move to the city challenges Agnes’ need for visual beauty,
but again, her grandfather helps her to see the beauty inside. As
subtly effective as the narrative is, the illustrations are sublime.
Working in the delicacy of watercolor and colored pencil and
using negative space prominently, Celej inserts judicious bits of
cut collage, the sharply defined edges of which visually heighten
the softness of the other media. The result is art that is both
soft, emanating visual possibility, and ordered—much like the
minimalist work of Martin herself. A palette that modulates
from the grays of the city back to the soft colors of the prairie acts as a visual cue to Agnes’ internal artistic flowering. All
people shown are illustrated as White.
A rare treat for sensitive and artistic readers. (Picture book.
4-10)
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EVELYN DEL REY IS
MOVING AWAY
Medina, Meg
Illus. by Sánchez, Sonia
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5362-0704-0

Daniela’s “número uno best friend,” Evelyn Del Rey, is moving away. But today, for one last time, they’ll play. Just like they
always do.
Daniela and Evelyn are two Latinx girls who live across the
street from each other in apartments that are almost identical.
One has a bedroom with “sunny yellow” walls and lives with
both her parents and a cat; the other has a bedroom with “cotton candy” pink walls and lives with her mother and a hamster.
But they “are mostly the same, just like [their] apartments. But
not after today.” As the grown-ups pack and the moving truck
is loaded, the girls enjoy one last day together. When the time
comes to say goodbye, plans are made and big hugs are given.
The ending hints at a friendship that lasts into future years, but
the beauty of the book lies in the sheer pleasure and exhilaration
exhibited by the girls as they enjoy the present moment. Newbery Medalist Medina’s versatility is in evidence here, showing
she’s as much in tune with the picture-book audience as she is
with older readers. With lines that go at angles and splashes of
bold colors and patterns, Sánchez’s artwork is as lively and full
of movement as the two girls. Layered applications of color
create texture, and the interiors of their apartments are cozily
beckoning. Evelyn is depicted with brown skin and locs, and
Daniela with pale skin and two puffy pigtails.
A tender story of friendship and change. (Picture book. 4-7)

NO VOICE TOO SMALL
Fourteen Young
Americans Making History
Ed. by Metcalf, Lindsay H., Dawson,
Keila V. & Bradley, Jeanette
Illus. by Bradley, Jeanette
Charlesbridge (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-62354-131-6

Tributes in prose and poetry to children and teens of today
who have spoken out to support a cause or protest injustice.
Budding activists in search of child role models beyond the
high-profile likes of Malala Yousafzai and Greta Thunberg may
well draw inspiration from this less-intimidating—but no less
brave and worthy—lineup. For each, a poem by one of 14 poets
and a laudatory paragraph flank an engaging, soft-focus portrait
by Bradley that digitally emulates chalk and pastels on a textured
brown background. “Each activist,” write the editors, “inspired
a poet who relates to an aspect of the activist’s identity.” New
Yorker Charles Waters, for instance, gives a shoutout to 6-yearold Samirah “DJ Annie Red” Horton, “proudly / representing
the People’s Republic of Brooklyn” with her anti-bullying rap;
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Intricate dot- and line-based art punctuates the lush
illustrations, immersing readers in Aboriginal art.
birrarung wilam

Murphy, Aunty Joy & Kelly, Andrew
Illus. by Kennedy, Lisa
Candlewick (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-1-5362-0942-6
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Najjar, Taghreed
Illus. by Manasra, Hassan
Trans. by Moushabeck, Michel
Crocodile/Interlink (36 pp.)
$17.95 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-62371-925-8
The story of Hasan, a young and
courageous boy from a small village who
decides to brave the unknown.
Inspired by Arab folklore, the story revolves around life in a
quiet and peaceful village somewhere in Arabia, where the only
thing disturbing the surrounding peace is the ghoul living up the
mountain—a monster everyone dreads and fears. While nobody
has actually seen it, all the villagers are worried that it might
eat children, so they tiptoe and whisper lest they draw its attention. Perplexed by the idea of a monster that nobody has seen
or heard, Hasan decides to defy his parents and investigate for
himself. To his surprise, he finds a creature that is just as afraid
of humans as they are of it, an estranged being who will not venture down the mountain out of fear of these humans who look
so much different. After sharing their mutual misconceptions,
Hasan and the ghoul realize that they can still be friends despite
their differences. Children will giggle at both the ghoul’s physical ridiculousness (it looks like a shaggy purple cyclops with an
endearingly goofy grin) and the colloquy that reveals important
truths: “But…ghouls are vegetarians.” This Jordanian import has
great potential to serve caregivers and educators in facilitating
discussions about perceiving—and more importantly, accepting—the “other” despite differences and initial assumptions.
A stimulating and funny fantasy about acceptance. (Pic
ture book. 3-8)
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A gentle, descriptive portrait of a lush and well-loved land.
Created by Joy Murphy Wandin Ao, Senior Aboriginal Elder
of the Wurundjeri people of the Melbourne area, in collaboration with Kelly and Kennedy, also of the area, this #ownvoices
picture book is one of a kind. Beginning with carefully painted
endpapers that feature patterned stones and platypuses at the
front and fish in waves at the back, the story follows the Birrarung (Yarra River) as it weaves its way from creeks to rivers,
verdant bush undergrowth to valley pines beneath a pale blue
sky, farmland to city. Animals identified with their Woiwurrung
names are described in their various habitats: warin (wombat),
marram (gray kangaroo), wallert (possum), waa (raven), and
many others. Each layered spread features life of all forms—
human, flora, and fauna—portrayed in a dynamic, vivid style.
Intricate dot- and line-based art punctuates the lush illustrations drenched in vibrant greens, earthy browns, and watery
blues, immersing readers in Aboriginal art. Extensive backmatter features a spread-by-spread glossary of Woiwurrung words
used in the book accompanied by a reminder that “The Woiwurrung language does not translate directly into English.” This
text perfectly captures the intersection of culture and science,
making this an excellent text for an elementary-level unit on
animal habitats, artistic portrayals, and cultural depictions of
ecology.
Wilam, home, takes many forms for a plethora of animals
in this striking Aboriginal story. (glossary) (Picture book. 4-8)

THE GHOUL
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Zach Wahls, founder of Scouts for Equality, poses with his two
moms next to a triolet from Lesléa Newman. Other contributors, including Carole Boston Weatherford, Janet Wong, and
Joseph Bruchac, honor young people making good trouble in
areas of contention as varied as climate change, gender identity, immigration law, safe drinking water, and gun violence. The
contributors are as diverse of identity as their young subjects,
and as a sidelight, the poems are cast in a variety of identified
forms from free verse to reverso, cinquain, and tanka.
Never too soon to start stirring things up: “We may be
small / but / we / can / ROAR!” (contributor bios, notes on
poetic forms) (Informational picture book/poetry. 6-12)

RITU WEDS CHANDNI
Narvankar, Ameya
Illus. by the author
Yali Books (36 pp.)
$19.99 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-949528-94-7

Ayesha loves her cousin Ritu, and she loves weddings. So
naturally, on Ritu didi’s wedding day, Ayesha is bursting with
excitement!
Except that Ritu’s is no ordinary Hindu wedding: Instead
of marrying a man, Ritu is marrying her girlfriend, Chandni.
This means that Ritu will be leading the baraat, a celebratory
procession full of music and dancing that, in Hindu weddings,
is traditionally led by the groom. But it also means that many of
Ayesha’s family shun the wedding, that neighbors shout unkind
words at the baraat as it goes by, and that strangers turn hoses
on the wedding party to try to stop the festivities. When Ayesha sees the way that the world treats her favorite cousin, she
is heartbroken—but she is also determined. In the end, it is
Ayesha’s love for her family—and commitment to every minute of wedding fun—that saves the day. The book’s well-paced,
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A revolutionary representation of joy and self-expression.
my rainbow

heartfelt narration deftly celebrates the power of resistance
without shirking the harsh realities of homophobia in many
traditional Hindu communities. The vivid, authentic illustrations, which implicitly set the book in India, showcase a variety
of skin colors and body types in a true reflection of South Asia’s
diversity. Ayesha’s unconditional love for her cousin and her
spunky insistence on continuing with the wedding ceremonies
even in the face of intense hatred are moving and inspiring.
Simultaneously confronts homophobia and celebrates
child-powered change in Hindu communities: a delight. (Pic
ture book. 3-8)

THE SUITCASE

Naylor-Ballesteros, Chris
Illus. by the author
HMH Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-0-358-32960-2
When a sad and tired-looking
stranger arrives hauling a big suitcase,
the animals that greet him are curious. What will they make of
him and the contents of his suitcase?
Right from the start readers know the creature doesn’t
belong in the same surroundings as the three familiar-looking
earthy-toned animals that greet him: a fox, a bunny, and a bird.
The stranger has an unidentifiable shape, and his skin is a pretty
shade of teal. He tells them the suitcase contains a teacup, a
wooden chair and table, “and there’s a little kitchen in a wooden
cabin where I make my tea. That’s my home.” Naturally, the
animals don’t believe that’s possible. When the tired stranger
curls up to rest, they look inside the suitcase. What they find is
indeed what the stranger claimed—but not quite. In a two-page
spread that will break readers’ hearts the contents are revealed:
a broken teacup and an old photo of the stranger’s home,
exactly as he’s described it. The suitcase makes a poignant metaphor for the stranger’s memories of a home left behind. The
tension builds as the animals make sense of their discovery and
the stranger dreams of the hardship and loss he has endured
before finally waking up, all depicted in beautiful, gestural lines
and delicate application of color. In a show of empathy and
understanding, the animals glue his teacup back together and
re-create his old home. The stranger, no longer a stranger, has
found friends and a new home.
A heartwarming lesson in empathy and kindness. (Picture
book. 4-7)
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MY RAINBOW

Neal, Trinity & Neal, DeShanna
Illus. by Twink, Art
Kokila (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 20, 2020
978-1-984814-60-9
A loving mother helps her daughter
express herself and feel like a rainbow.
Trinity, an autistic, Black, transgender girl wishes she had long hair. But growing it out is a struggle
because she hates hair touching her neck. Seeing her daughter’s
sadness, Trinity’s mom, a Black cisgender woman with natural
hair cropped close, listens to Trinity’s concerns. At first, she
tries to reassure Trinity that girls can wear their hair short, but
Trinity still doesn’t feel happy. Honoring the truth that Trinity
knows herself best, Trinity’s mom puts her love and devotion
into creating a curly, teal, pink, and purple wig for Trinity, with
some help from Trinity’s older sibling. Richly colored and invitingly detailed full-spread illustrations that complement the story’s title and theme accompany the text. The narrative centers
a Black family whose members are depicted in the illustrations
with skin that is a range of rich browns. In the midst of Trinity’s
struggle with her gender expression, her mom models listening
and affirmation. She acknowledges that her own experiences
with societal expectations of gender expression as a cisgender
woman are different from Trinity’s. Even as the story shifts to
show Trinity’s cisgender mother’s perspective, Trinity’s feelings
remain the focus and her happiness the motivation. Apart from
the use of person-first language (“kids with autism”) instead of
identity-first language, Neal and Neal emphasize that all aspects
of Trinity’s identity deserve celebration and make her a masterpiece. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10.8-by-17-inch doublepage spreads viewed at 60.9% of actual size.)
A revolutionary representation of joy and self-expression. (Picture book. 4-7)

NACHO’S NACHOS
The Story Behind the
World’s Favorite Snack
Nickel, Sandra
Illus. by Dominguez, Oliver
Lee & Low Books (32 pp.)
$18.95 | Aug. 11, 2020
978-1-62014-369-8

On a platter or in a bowl, cheesy
nachos are everywhere! But where did they come from?
Ignacio “Nacho” Anaya was working his shift at the Club
Victoria in Piedras Negras, Coahuila, Mexico—across the Rio
Grande from Eagle Pass, Texas—when Mamie Finan, a regular Anglo customer, walked in with some friends, challenging
Nacho to come up with something different for them to try.
Nacho scrambled around the empty restaurant kitchen until
he spotted some freshly made tortilla chips. Recalling his foster
mother’s quesadillas, he sprinkled cheddar cheese on the chips
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Opie, David
Illus. by the author
Peter Pauper Press (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 1, 2020
978-1-4413-3329-2
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Osada, Hiroshi
Illus. by Arai, Ryoji
Trans. by Boyd, David
Enchanted Lion Books (38 pp.)
$16.95 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-59270-291-6

There is nary a human in this song of
praise to the natural world.
This Japanese import opens on a
stretch of verdant land and, in the distance, mountaintops. Never
leaving this view, author and illustrator explore the effects of the
elements on this patch of land and the varied colors that result. The
rain falls so hard that it slants. Thunder roars and lightning flashes.
When the storm ends, the air clears, and colors shimmer. When
evening comes, the moon appears. Birds return, stars sparkle, and
the text bids goodnight to the “Spirit of Rain” in the sky. Osada’s
sensory text is written in a satisfyingly economical and precise
manner: “Setting, the light turns everything golden. Stilling, the
water shines silver.” Sprinkled throughout the text is punchy, onomatopoeic language, such as “boom, bah-bah-BOOM!” for thunder. Arai’s lush, atmospheric landscape art is remarkably textured,
with what appear to be scratches in the art for the driving rain.
Appropriately, the palette is the star of the show; readers see every
mood of Mother Nature and her corresponding colors: all shades
of green imaginable; warm pastel shades of light filling the sky;
vivid, golden, post-rain hues. There’s a subtle moment of whimsy
when “stars…share their stories,” and readers see small shapes in
the night sky (a squirrel, a saxophone). Colors fade with the children listening: “We’re all / falling / … / soundly / … / asleep….”
Simply spectacular. (Picture book. 5-12)

special issue: best books of 2020

A kiwi from New Zealand discovers
how it differs from other birds in the
world and what it shares with them.
Opie here demonstrates his skills as a wildlife illustrator,
ably capturing the look of particular species in this grand collection that demonstrates bird similarities and differences. Over
100 different bird images appear in the backgrounds, placed
amid blue skies, wispy clouds, and bits of vegetated ground. The
first-time author/illustrator provides a straightforward text that
simply but effectively gets his point across. All birds have feathers, wings, and beaks, but after that they can be astonishingly
different. Spread after spread, he shows how they vary in coloration, shape and size, nests, eggs, feet, beaks, where they fly or
swim, and sounds and songs. Some birds are shown flying; others perch, stand on the ground, wade in shallow water, or dive
and swim. On many spreads, a stumpy little brown bird asks
“What about me?” A final spread describes the kiwi in detail,
including its eggs, burrows, hidden wings, and furlike feathers.
Though flightless, it’s still part of the wide-ranging bird family.
This attractive title includes many of the more-colorful species
a North American child might encounter either in books or in
their own experience. With the identifications that appear in
the three pages of backmatter, it makes an ideal framework for
a fledgling birder’s practice.
A simple but effective introduction to the “feathered
family.” (author’s note, more about kiwis) (Informational picture
book. 5-10)

EVERY COLOR OF LIGHT
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ALL THE BIRDS IN
THE WORLD
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and crowned them with gleaming slices of pickled jalapeños.
A few minutes in the oven, and history was made! Since that
fateful day in 1940, celebrities from both sides of the border—
even President Lyndon B. Johnson—have clamored for a plate
of Nacho’s Special. Eighty years later, minus the apostrophe
and “special,” people the world over dig happily into servings
of cheesy, crunchy, spicy—nachos. Nickel’s thorough research,
including communications with the descendants of the principals, brings to life the man behind the world’s favorite cheesy
bites. Dominguez’s detailed facial expressions and vibrant, fullbleed, double-page period illustrations successfully capture the
people, the era, and its fashions.
Nickel’s homage to this congenial, hardworking man and
his renowned snack is a celebration of ingenuity and kismet.
(sources, citations, biographical note, author’s note) (Picture
book/biography. 8-12)

HIKE

Oswald, Pete
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 17, 2020
978-1-5362-0157-4
A brown father-and-child pair leave
the city behind for a day together in the
mountains in this wordless picture book
by the illustrator of The Good Egg, by Jory
John (2019).
The sun sets on a suburban row house with a fenced yard and
a jeep outside. A man tucks a child into bed in a room filled with
outdoor gear. The next morning comes quickly, and the child
jumps out of bed to gets dressed and packed for a day in the great
outdoors. The two drive out of the town and park at a trailhead.
Backpacks on, they hike a trail that leads through thick woods
populated by animals, only some of which reveal themselves.
Binoculars, camera, trail mix, walking sticks, and even rope and
helmets come in handy along the way as they explore, but the
highlights are the wondrous view from the summit and the act of
planting a tree together there. Dusk ushers the father and child
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out of the woods, and it is dark by the time they arrive home and
share cookies over the family album in their pajamas. The blueand green-themed art rewards readers who look closely. The
relationship between the father and child makes this not just a
picture book set in the outdoors, but a warm expression of how
memories are created and bonds form.
Like the woods, this book is an immersive experience
that invites repeated visits. (Picture book. 2-8)

THE HOUSE OF
MADAME M

Perrin, Clotilde
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Hahn, Daniel
Gecko Press (10 pp.)
$21.99 | Apr. 7, 2020
978-1-776572-74-8
Fond of house tours? Considering what lurks behind every door, drawer, and flap, here’s the
Airbnb from, literally, hell.
“Oh, and one piece of advice,” purrs the partly human guide
waiting at the door, “don’t touch a thing.” Viewers valiant (or
unwise) enough to ignore that warning are in for a rare screamfest,
as every subsequent, dimly lit room is scattered with flaps and
pull-tabs that invariably reveal arrays of leering ghosts, hideous
monsters, skeletons, imps, or shelves filled with bottles of poison
or other portents of doom. Not to mention the raging fire glaring
from the pop-up fireplace, the load of disgusting glop sucked into
a monstrous mouth, the glutinous thing rising from the bathtub…
and so much more. Perrin adds bits of all-too-suggestive patter
(“Our cook has been sharpening her knives. You know, some people would kill for a morsel of her tasty creations!”) and lovingly
embellishes walls and floors with eerie detail. Unfolding a huge
pair of hairy arms reveals a climactic view of assembled boojums
beneath an “Abandon hope all who enter here” banner—just the
thing to send the never-seen visitor scurrying (“Wait! Where are
you going?”)…and probably coming back around to the front for a
repeat visit. Not since Jan Pienkowski’s Haunted House (1979) has
a pop-up treatment of the theme been so satisfying.
The most, and best, (pop-up) haunted house in decades.
(Pop-up picture book. 6-9)

OLD ROCK
(IS NOT BORING)
Pilutti, Deb
Illus. by the author
Putnam (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-525-51818-1

A witty, engaging exploration of deep
time.
Spotted Beetle, Tall Pine, and Hummingbird think that their
friend Old Rock must lead a terribly boring existence just sitting in
72
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the same spot year after year. After all, Hummingbird flies all over
the world to sample nectar, Spotted Beetle can climb to the top
of Tall Pine to take in the vistas, and even Tall Pine dances in the
breeze. But just sitting there? As they describe their own, ostensibly more exciting lives, however, Old Rock relates experiences
that include being shot out of a volcano, seeing dinosaurs pass by,
traveling by glacier, and having a close encounter with a mastodon.
These tales occupy multiple page turns, helping to communicate
both Old Rock’s great age and the eventfulness of its existence.
The trio ends up being fascinated by these accounts of Old Rock’s
exploits, and they all agree that ending up together in the present
day is “Not boring at all.” Throughout, Pilutti’s expressive cartoon
art is punctuated by speech balloons, some with words and some
with rebuslike images, that add humor to the already witty main
text, and the facial features she supplies her protagonist with are
delightfully communicative. A backmatter timeline pinpoints Old
Rock’s episodic journey to the present day with precision.
This picture book rocks! (Picture book. 4-8)

WINGED WONDERS
Solving the Monarch
Migration Mystery
Pincus, Meeg
Illus. by Imamura, Yasmin
Sleeping Bear Press (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 15, 2020
978-1-53411-040-3

So, who solved the mystery of the
monarch butterfly migration?
Was it White Canadian scientist Fred, or was it the Indigenous people of the Sierra Madre mountains in central Mexico
who had known for centuries about the monarchs’ “secret” winter
roosting place? This lively account relates the 30-year efforts of
thousands of volunteers of all ages to piece together clues. From
tagging the fragile wings of the intrepid butterflies to physically
tracking their flight, people across the North American countries
of Canada, the United States, and Mexico joined together to decipher the puzzle of “one of the longest known insect migrations
on Earth.” The chained answers to Pincus’ question “Where do
they go?” guide readers along the riveting path of scientific discovery that finally culminated in 1976 in the oyamel fir groves
of Mexico. Imamura’s colorful illustrations successfully capture
the multiracial and multinational throng that was instrumental
in unraveling the mystery of the monarchs’ epic journey. The
butterflies flutter gracefully over almost every page, sometimes
singly and sometimes in joyous festoons. The backmatter gives a
more detailed history and suggested projects to help sustain the
majestic monarchs. Although the then-billions of monarchs have
now dwindled to millions since 1976 because of insecticides and
habitat destruction, Pincus ends the book on an optimistic note,
encouraging the participation of us all in helping these “winged
wonders” to not only survive, but thrive.
A fascinating and inspiring STEAM-driven tale. (Informa
tional picture book. 5-11)
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Setting many vignettes in an eight-pointed star-shaped
frame, Bron fills the pages with careful detail.
salma the syrian chef

Pumphrey, Jerome &
Pumphrey, Jarrett
Illus. by the authors
Norton Young Readers (48 pp.)
$17.95 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-324-00519-3
The eponymous old truck serves as
the vehicle for a quiet story about farm

Purcell, Rebecca
Illus. by the author
Tiny Seed (22 pp.)
$7.95 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-80036-001-3

A charming look at the distinction between “perfect” and
“perfect for you.”
This clever meditation on the power of friendship is simply
told, simply rendered, and amusingly rooted in a subtext about
truth in advertising. On the cover, a gold seal proclaims Zip, the
world’s greatest robot, the “#1 Best.” Meanwhile, an asterisked
disclaimer acknowledges that the claim “World’s Greatest” is
“not scientifically proven.” Zip introduces itself as “the world’s
GREATEST robot” to a kind-looking kitty in a dress, whose
immediate response is, “How can you be sure?” “It says so in my
user manual,” Zip replies, producing a copy of the Official Zip
Guide. When the dubious kitten points out that the world is, in
fact, a very big place, Zip proceeds to show off some admittedly
amazing features: retractable arms and legs, a turbo booster, and
a drawer of warm cookies. But after Zip claims to be able to read
|

SALMA THE
SYRIAN CHEF

Ramadan, Danny
Illus. by Bron, Anna
Annick Press (40 pp.)
$18.95 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-1-77321-375-0
When Salma and her mom move
from the refugee camp to Canada, they
seem to leave joy behind with Papa.
Back in the camp, her mom giggled with her friends all the
time, but now, in Vancouver, she hardly laughs at all. They both
miss Papa and hope he’ll join them soon. Salma and her mom live
in the Welcome Center with other newcomers. When she shares
her quest to make Mama laugh with one of the helpers, Nancy
suggests that Salma draw her good memories for inspiration. As
Salma illustrates her home in Damascus and her parents eating a
dish of foul shami, she has an idea! “I think Mama misses Syrian
food….I want to make her foul shami.” However, she doesn’t know
the recipe, let alone the English words for any of the needed vegetables. Setting many vignettes in an eight-pointed star-shaped
frame, Bron fills the pages with careful detail and glimpses of different cultures and places, including Vancouver. At the Welcome
Center, Salma and readers meet children from Egypt, India, and
Venezuela; a translator from Jordan; a gay couple from Lebanon;
and others from Canada, Somalia, and Iran. With creativity and
help from friends, Salma moves ahead with her plan, but so many
things go wrong. The story ends with a lovely surprise and, of
course, a big laugh from Mama.
This beautiful story grasps diversity, exploring resilience,
love, friendship, and the meaning of home. (Picture book. 4-8)

special issue: best books of 2020

ZIP, THE WORLD’S
GREATEST ROBOT

minds, it turns out the new friends are perhaps not on the same
wavelength after all…or are they? After the kitten consoles Zip
for incorrectly guessing what its new feline friend was thinking,
the robot offers exactly what the kitten wanted: more cookies.
Plain, sky-blue backgrounds and green grass underfoot keep the
focus on the compassionate kitten and the robot, which resembles a grinning Shop-Vac wearing a rabbit-ear antenna.
Proof that being loved is better than being the greatest.
(Board book. 2-5)

middle gr a de

life and hard work.
Brothers Jarrett and Jerome Pumphrey created over 250
stamps to create the striking illustrations that give the book
a distinct look and echo the message of hard work and persistence pouring from it. The declarative simplicity of the text is
perfect for an emerging reader without betraying the strength
of the story. As the book describes how hardworking the truck
is, readers see the smiling, brown-skinned parents and daughter,
wordlessly at work. The family can be seen loading produce onto
the truck, carrying baskets back into the barn, feeding chickens,
and fixing the truck. The placement of the sun on the horizon
line demonstrates how long the family works each day. At night,
the daughter dreams: “The old truck sailed the seas, / braved the
skies, / and chased the stars.” As the truck ages, so does the family; most notably, readers see the girl grow into a woman. Now
“the new farmer,” she tows the truck out of tall grass. She works
long into the night to repair it. But dreams and persistence pay
off: “VROOOOOOOM!!” This heartfelt celebration of resilience in the face of change, with a determined Black woman at its
center, packs a powerful punch.
As the old truck stays with its family, this charming book
will stay with readers. (Picture book. 4-8)
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THE OLD TRUCK

THE BLUE TABLE

Raschka, Chris
Illus. by the author
Greenwillow Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 20, 2020
978-0-06-293776-6
A blue table symbolizes and facilitates
the connections among family members and between friends.
Raschka creates his narrative in two straightforward sentences. His paintings reflect the action and objects described
while adding nuance and detail. The story, like most days, begins
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Lushly respectful illustrations perfectly complement
this simple yet heartwarming story.
the paper kingdom

with breakfast. Food, drinks, and other objects stand in for the
characters. “A child” is represented by a glass of milk. Two parents drink from a teacup and a mug; a plate of pastries is shared.
A newspaper, book, crayons, paper, scissors, and a flower in a
vase spread across the comfortably crowded table before it is
cleared so that the family can “get going.” Next, the table fills
right back up again. Food from the garden, store, and farm are
piled high. An apple pie is constructed in preparation for a celebratory meal shared with another family of three. The aerial,
foreshortened perspective throughout and numerous items on
some pages may give the impression that the jumble of objects
is random. Close examination, however, is richly repaid, with the
disappearance of food and drink indicating the passage of time
and the use of the child’s crayon drawings as place cards tying
the two meals together. Shown only from the elbows down, the
six diners include two with brown skin and four whose skin tone
varies from pink to amber. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11.5-by-23-inch double-page spreads viewed at 100% of actual size.)
A charming and cozy celebration of the places and routines that anchor and connect us. (Picture book. 3-6)

NERP!

Reul, Sarah Lynne
Illus. by the author
Sterling (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-4549-3402-8
A tyrant in a footed, mustard-colored
onesie proves that no household is safe
from the squeamishly finicky toddler.
Once solid food is introduced, it’s an uphill battle for
supremacy. The tot or the caregivers—who will reign supreme?
A parade of gourmet delectables is presented with fanfare, amid
appreciative tongue swipes from the equally finicky family pet.
Does it matter that the child presents as a green, bipedal iguana
or that the pet resembles a reptilian anteater? No! “Nerp” means
“NERP!” no matter the species. Who cares that these caregivers have clearly toiled at cooking for hours? Garble snarfy
barflecrunch elicits a definitive “NERPITY NERPITY NERPITY NERP!” The surprise payoff will wrinkle a few faces in
delighted disgust, but the toddler is happy—“Blurp”—and the
caregivers are…resigned. Reul’s clever use of nonsensical monster vocabulary plays very well against the expressive green and
yellow countenances of her charming and sympathetic characters. Even the scaly pet’s personality pops, especially when eying
the foul contents of its food bowl. The creativity of the menu—
both the names and the neon images—is half the fun of this
homage to dinnertime chaos.
Will persnickety children drool after their own “squishalicious” masterpieces? “Yerpetty yerpetty yerpy yerp!” (Picture
book. 2-7)
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THE PAPER KINGDOM

Rhee, Helena Ku
Illus. by Campion, Pascal
Random House (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Feb. 18, 2020
978-0-525-64461-3
978-0-525-64462-0 PLB
Daniel accompanies his parents to
their job late one night and discovers a
magical kingdom.
Daniel’s parents are night janitors and get ready for work just
as Daniel gets ready for bed. Usually Auntie Clara babysits him,
but one night when she cannot, Daniel must go with his parents
to their job. Though the story takes place in the middle of the
night, full-page illustrations brimming with color and depth
bring the story to life. Unsurprisingly, Daniel is sleepy and on the
verge of tears, but he must stay awake as his parents mop floors,
vacuum, dust shelves, and clean the bathrooms. Despite his
tiredness, Daniel can’t help but question why everything is a mess
and why his parents must be the ones to clean up everything. It
angers him to see his parents working so hard to clean up other
people’s messes, but his parents reassure him with stories of the
Paper Kingdom and well-meaning dragons. Lushly respectful
illustrations perfectly complement this simple yet heartwarming story that highlights the struggles of working-class parents
and the sacrifices they make for their families. Daniel’s parents
sometimes appear multiple times on a spread, emphasizing their
busyness. This diverse story features a family of color depicted
with brown skin and black hair.
A beautiful, must-read tribute to hardworking families
and the magic they create. (author’s note) (Picture book. 4-8)

A PORTRAIT IN POEMS
The Storied Life of
Gertrude Stein and Alice B.
Toklas
Robillard, Evie
Illus. by Katstaller, Rachel
Kids Can (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-5253-0056-1

A warming look at two paragons of
American modernism.
With spare, free-verse poems and whimsical, wonderfully
upbeat illustrations, Robillard and Katstaller bring to young
readers the enchanting story of American expats Gertrude Stein
and Alice B. Toklas in Paris. Robillard concentrates largely on
Stein’s domestic life, describing how she and her brother Leo,
then Alice, resided at 27 rue de Fleurus at the turn of the 20th
century and famously collected paintings by Matisse, Cézanne,
Gauguin, “the one and only Pablo Picasso,” and other masters,
creating a salon for all kinds of visual and literary artists that
would come to have a huge influence on modernism. Robillard
writes: “Gertrude knew when a painting had something special
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Russell-Brown, Katheryn
Illus. by Velasquez, Eric
Lee & Low Books (40 pp.)
$18.95 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-1-62014-346-9
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Salyer, Hannah
Illus. by the author
HMH Books (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-328-57788-7

The community of species is celebrated in this picture book.
With a vigorous nod to the philosophy of deep ecology,
author/illustrator Salyer presents an uplifting, lively picture
book that details the various ways a community structure helps
a species thrive and survive. The deep-ecology message begins
with cleverly designed endpapers. Illustrated in an identical gestural style and palette, the front endpapers depict a small herd of
elephants that spills onto the page turn, while the back endpapers show a diverse group of human bicyclists. The body of the
book begins with four double-page spreads depicting, in a glorious overall design on each, a group of individuals within a single
species. While stunning in their own right, the illustrations also
work to underscore the message of beauty within community,
and the text sums this up: “Together, / we are better.” Amplifying this broad statement, the balance of the book details a
single species per two-page spread, relating what a group of that
species is called and giving an aspect of that species’ behavior.
“We lions live in a pride….we use purrs, licks, and nuzzles…. /
Together, we nurture!” The final double-page spread shows a
diverse group of humans interacting together, with the words,
“All together… / …we are better!” Final pages note the extinction
danger of many species, offer ways to help, and identify the species illustrated in the book.
Part natural science, part deep ecology, wholly captivating. (Informational picture book. 4-9)

special issue: best books of 2020

This picture-book biography shows
how Shirley Chisolm’s upbringing and talents led to her career
in politics and her historic run for the U.S. presidency.
By the age of 3, Shirley was leading children twice her age
in play. When finances were difficult at home in Brooklyn, her
parents brought her and her sister to live with her grandmother
in Barbados, where she experienced farm life and beaches and
saw Black people in all sorts of positions. Readjusting to New
York at age 10 during the Great Depression was difficult, but
Shirley ultimately excelled in school, completing college and
going on to become a schoolteacher before her work with community groups led her into politics. Approximately half of the
story details Shirley’s childhood and youth, and the other half
shows Chisholm’s transition from teaching into politics, focusing on how she gave a voice to the powerless. Russell-Brown’s
text does a remarkable job of pulling together the threads of
Shirley’s life to show how her experiences informed her life trajectory, ending on a note of triumph even though she does not
win the presidential nomination. Velasquez’s watercolor illustrations are full of life, using texture and light to capture vivid
and varied scenery, personalities, and emotion. An extensive
afterword expounds upon Chisholm’s continuing legacy. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 10.8-by-17-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 61.2% of actual size.)
Important history made beautiful and engaging. (sources,
credits) (Picture book biography. 5-10)

PACKS
Strength in Numbers
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The Trailblazing Life of
Shirley Chisholm
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to say. / Because she was Gertrude Stein. / Gertrude Stein, the
genius.” While Robillard elides the romantic aspect of Stein’s
relationship with “her partner, Alice”—and the fact that they
were Jews living in World War II Paris—she takes great care
to show how the intimacy of their partnership contributed to
Stein’s mammoth literary output. Alongside Katstaller’s winningly childlike renderings of famous paintings and well-known
portraits of Stein, Toklas, and their dog, Basket, Robillard
includes quotes from Stein’s best-known works, offering a tantalizing introduction to her work while humanizing her ingenuity.
This accessible, kid-sized portrayal of Stein and Toklas’
famous relationship is a charmer. (timeline, sources, author’s
note) (Picture book/biography/poetry. 6-9)

THE LIFE OF
THE BUDDHA

Sanche, Heather
Illus. by di Gesu, Tara
Bala Kids/Shambhala (44 pp.)
$17.95 | Mar. 24, 2020
978-1-61180-629-8
Before he was known as the Buddha—“the awakened
one”—Prince Siddhartha lived a decadent life within protective
palace walls, surrounded by abundance and sheltered from life’s
inevitable cruelties.
Siddhartha becomes a man within the palace, marrying
a wife and fathering a son. However, his curiosity about life
outside the palace grows. When he finally travels outside, Siddhartha sees old age, sickness, and death for the first time,
and he learns that these painful experiences are universal and
unavoidable. This realization becomes the first noble truth of
Buddhism, and it inspires Siddhartha to abandon his life of
privilege to become a spiritual seeker. Through his meditations,
Siddhartha becomes the Buddha. His teachings, such as the
foundational “four noble truths,” spread worldwide and become
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known as Buddhism. This narrative manages to distill the life of
one of the world’s most influential spiritual teachers into a slim
illustrated narrative. Evocative of the traditional Tibetan Buddhist paintings known as thangkas, the soft watercolors grace
the rather stoic narrative with an emotional quality as it depicts
the subject’s transition from Prince Siddhartha to the Buddha.
The tale is set in India, and the skin tones depicted are realistic and vary from peachy tan to deep brown. This picture book
will serve families seeking to share their own Buddhist faith and
practice with children as well as independent readers researching spiritual practices.
A succinct, beautifully crafted documentation of the origin of Buddhism. (Informational picture book. 6-12)

FEEL THE FOG

Sayre, April Pulley
Photos by the author
Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-5344-3760-9
Series: Weather Walks
Full-color photographs pair with
sparse but poetic text to describe the fog
and offer the basic science behind it.
Words set in a spindly typeface called QuickRest appear in
different ink colors, contrasting well at all times against fullbleed art. The initial double-spread page says, “Fog rolls in, damp
and pale.” That is followed by two coordinated photographs on
the next spread: “A cloud, ground level, / hugs stone / and snail.”
The text is simple, accessible, and graceful throughout, always
with a pleasant rhythm and sometimes rhyming. There is gentle
humor, as in an apt reference to the kind of bone-chilling fog
that appears to be affecting a hunched-over water bird: “Dewy.
Cold stewy.” About halfway in, the text—still maintaining its
cadence—switches from sensory descriptions of fog’s presence
to elementary explanations of how warm, moist air cools to create fog, presenting examples of environments where that often
occurs. The final pages contain a bit more science and plenty
more lyricism. The text is complemented artfully with stunning, full-bleed photographs from several states in the U.S. as
well as the countries of Greenland and Panama. An abundance
of natural beauty is seen in every spread: from spider webs to
deer; from tide pools to icebergs. Aside from one small shot of
birds on a wire, there are no images of people or human-made
objects. The effect—whether read silently or aloud—is mesmerizing and reverent. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Alluring. (further facts) (Informational picture book. 3-7)
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MEMOIRS OF
A TORTOISE

Scillian, Devin
Illus. by Bowers, Tim
Sleeping Bear Press (32 pp.)
$16.99 | May 15, 2020
978-1-53411-019-9
A tortoise reflects on a year in its life.
Oliver is an 80-year-old tortoise and lives in a sunny, flowery, tropical-looking landscape with his “pet” White human,
Ike, who’s also 80. The two are dear friends, and Oliver reflects
on how he and Ike love each other and how they have their
comfortable daily routines (“Oliver, fetch” says Ike, and they
both laugh). But one day Ike is gone, and Oliver, saddened,
makes the trek (10 gardens away) to talk with his 137-year-old
mother. This gentle, poignant, and humorous story presents the
themes of friendship, loss, and appreciation of life’s moments
from refreshingly different perspectives: narratively from Oliver’s point of view and visually from the low vantage afforded
by Oliver’s stature. Both work wonderfully. The story is both
heart-rending and uplifting as Oliver leads readers on a tortoisespeed journey of his quiet moments in the garden and his graceful acceptance of change. It’s also terribly funny in its memoir
aspect (“A banana for dinner”) and in the speed (or lack thereof)
of Oliver’s journey to see his mother. Bowers’ vibrantly colorful
illustrations bring the Florida-like landscape to life with fullbleed single-page– and double-page–spread illustrations while
the choice to use an illustrative perspective mainly from Oliver’s close-to-the-ground view gives readers a strong sense of
being right there.
An unusual and wonderful gem. (Picture book. 4-9)

I TALK LIKE A RIVER

Scott, Jordan
Illus. by Smith, Sydney
Neal Porter/Holiday House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-8234-4559-2
A young boy describes how it feels
to stutter and how his father’s words see
him through “bad speech day[s].”
Lyrical, painfully acute language and absorbing, atmospheric illustrations capture, with startling clarity, this schoolage child’s daily struggle with speech. Free verse emulates the
pauses of interrupted speech while slowing down the reading,
allowing the words to settle. When coupled with powerful
metaphors, the effect is gut-wrenching: “The P / in pine tree
/ grows roots / inside my mouth / and tangles / my tongue.”
Dappled paintings inspire empathy as well, with amorphous
scenes infused with the uncertainty that defines both the boy’s
unpredictable speech and his melancholy. Specificity arrives in
the artwork solely at the river, where boy and father go after a
particularly bad morning. Scenery comes into focus, and readers
feel the boy’s relief in this refuge where he can breathe deeply,
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Vivid, clean-lined illustrations by debut artist Xiao
immerse readers in sweeping, earth-toned vistas.
how to solve a problem

Shiraishi, Ashima
Illus. by Xiao, Yao
Make Me a World (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Apr. 7, 2020
978-1-5247-7327-4
978-1-5247-7328-1 PLB

|

Sirotich, Erica
Illus. by the author
abramsappleseed (20 pp.)
$9.99 | Apr. 21, 2020
978-1-4197-3989-7

From a mail truck, a friendly, overalls-wearing white duck delivers variously shaped parcels—triangle, circle,
square, oval, rectangle, and heart—to a corresponding critter
who happens to be a lover of said geometric figure.
Each shape-and-animal pairing is allotted a double-page
spread on which Mail Duck delivers the package to a grateful
recipient. Pink owl Omar, for example, lives in a hollow tree
trunk with an oval opening, and readers can peek behind flaps
to view all the ovals in the owl’s house. Mail Duck hands over an
oval-shaped package to the owl that readers can view the contents of behind a flap, which reveals it to be an oval-shaped balloon. This pattern is repeated with Scout the beaver, Cecil the
snail, Trudy the mouse, Rosie the snake, and Harry the cat. The
simple text declares the preferred shape of each animal, and Mail
Duck ponders what could be inside each package via thought
bubble. The final spread features gatefold flaps that open up the
post-office exterior to reveal those friends with the contents of
their packages, which happen to be party supplies in honor of
Mail Duck. Sirotich’s art steals the show, with smiling faces and
hidden shapes throughout in gentle greens, cotton-candy pinks,
and highly saturated blues. While the 16 shaped flaps are easy
for little fingers to lift, they won’t withstand robust play.
Mail Duck delivers delight, and toddlers will clamor for
more. (Board book. 1-3)

special issue: best books of 2020

A philosophy for life, built word by
word, hold by hold, climb by climb.
Japanese American teen rock-climbing champion Shiraishi narrates the story of how she navigated one of her biggest
climbs with patience, perseverance, and creativity. Problems,
whether on rock or in life, can look “tremendously endless” to
anyone, even Ashima, depicted here as a 13-year-old. But when
she compares individual holds to the shape of her mother’s bolts
of fabric or of her father’s elbow in a dance, she connects with
the route, finding her way up the rock. However, her ascent isn’t
perfect, and her first fall is depicted, boldly, on a vertical double-page spread. She “listens” to the climb, regroups with her
father’s help, and approaches the rock with renewed mental and
physical strength. Her summit, illustrated in a strong, striking
pose—arms spread wide, fingers gripping the rock—portrays
the perseverance, reflection, and tenacity Ashima demonstrates
in every climb. Backmatter both narrates and visually depicts
the author’s rise through the annals of climbing, including her
completion of a formidable boulder problem, the first woman
to do so. Vivid, clean-lined illustrations by debut artist Xiao
immerse readers in sweeping, earth-toned vistas of rock and
sky that form Ashima’s world. Lively endpapers show Ashima in
various body positions common to the sport of rock climbing.
Both a riveting narrative and an excellent guide for young
readers to try, try again. (Informational picture book. 5-8)

MAIL DUCK
A Book of Shapes and
Surprises

middle gr a de

HOW TO SOLVE
A PROBLEM
The Rise (and Falls) of a
Rock-Climbing Champion
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be quiet, and think clearly. At this extraordinary book’s center,
a double gatefold shows the child wading in shimmering waters,
his back to readers, his face toward sunlight. His father pulls his
son close and muses that the boy “talk[s] like a river,” choppy
in places, churning in others, and smooth beyond. (Father and
son both appear White.) Young readers will turn this complex
idea over in their minds again and again. The author includes a
moving autobiographical essay prompting readers to think even
further about speech, sounds, communication, self-esteem, and
sympathy.
An astounding articulation of both what it feels like to be
different and how to make peace with it. (Picture book. 4-8)

CLAUDE
The True Story of a
White Alligator

Smith, Emma Bland
Illus. by Potter, Jennifer
Little Bigfoot/Sasquatch (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-1-63217-269-3
The titular alligator’s life is chronicled, from his hatching in
1995 at a Louisiana alligator farm through his move to a Florida
zoo to his current existence as a major attraction at the California Academy of Sciences.
The first double-page spread announces, “In a Louisiana
swamp, a baby alligator cracked out of his shell.” The text goes
on to tell all the ways in which this baby was similar to “his
many brothers and sisters,” including calling them all “quite
cute.” Amazingly, the pastel-hued, retro-feeling art does a fine
job of echoing that sentiment, showing a bevy of not-entirelyanthropomorphized little critters emerging from their eggs in
different poses. The eye is drawn to the sole (cute) white one
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The art produces such strong identification with Dandelion that it
will encourage young listeners to verbalize as Dandelion.
dandelion’s dream

as the text pronounces the fact that this alligator is called an
albino. As the story unfolds, readers learn of the dangers faced
by albino alligators, including the fact that other alligators feel
uncomfortable around them. The theme of rejection due to difference is an intrinsic part of Claude’s story, so readers develop
sympathy and empathy as they also learn facts about albinism
and animal behavior. For 13 years, Claude lives in safety in a
zoo—but also alone. When he is transported to San Francisco
to a state-of-the-art museum swamp, a second (green) alligator
is introduced—but after she injures Claude, he is alone again.
Or is he? Art shows attention to diversity in people.
Sweet and engaging. (Q&A) (Informational picture book. 4-8)

TWO DOGS ON A TRIKE

Snyder, Gabi
Illus. by Rosenthal, Robin
abramsappleseed (32 pp.)
$16.99 | May 19, 2020
978-1-4197-3891-3

Careening canine countdowns have
never been so much fun!
An inadvertently opened gate beckons, and an adventurous
spotted pooch clad in striped leggings and slick boots makes
a stealthy getaway with an obliging trike-riding poodle. However, the stern, ever vigilant family cat is not caught unawares.
Quickly donning running gear, the determinedly resourceful
feline is soon on the tail of not one, not two, but ultimately
nine thrill-seeking, barking fugitives. Pizza on a train, busting a
groove on a ferry—no chance to party is overlooked. Discarding
in turn every mode of pursuit along the way, from skates to helicopter, the intrepid calico finally faces down the drooling mob
inside a—spaceship! The panicked dogs backtrack until the
original troublemaker is finally locked behind bars. The End—
or is it? One paw lick later, two cats on a trike take off with a
skateboarding mouse in hot pursuit….Trolleys, trains, ferries,
hot air balloons, and more fondly evoke the energy of P.D.
Eastman’s Go, Dog. Go! (1961). Snyder’s spare, snappy rhymes
give Rosenthal all the fuel needed to hilariously execute eyepopping images of raucous canine chaos. From a guitar-playing
dachshund in a cone of shame to a boat-driving pug, this tonguelolling wild bunch can really get it on.
This fur-raising one-to-10-and-back-again counting book
perfectly captures the rollicking, manic joy of dogs off the
leash. (Picture book. 3-7)

A BOWL FULL OF PEACE
A True Story
Stelson, Caren
Illus. by Kusaka, Akira
Carolrhoda (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-1-5415-2148-3

A picture-book adaptation of the
Sibert Honor book Sachiko: A Nagasaki
Atomic Bomb Survivor (2016).
No one knows where Grandmother’s bowl came from, but
everyone knows that it is precious. Passed down from mother
to daughter, Grandmother’s bowl sits, full of food, in the middle of young Sachiko Yasui’s family table. Before every meal,
everyone bows their heads and whispers, “itadakimasu,” or “we
humbly receive this food.” As soldiers and sounds of war move
into Nagasaki, Japan, Grandmother’s bowl holds less and less,
but still, they express their gratitude. One day when Sachiko is
playing outside, an enemy bomber approaches, and Nagasaki
is destroyed. Forced to leave, Sachiko’s family experiences loss
and sickness over the next few years before they return to Nagasaki. Digging through the rubble, Father finds Grandmother’s
bowl without a chip or crack. Each year they fill Grandmother’s
bowl to remember those they’ve lost and to pray for peace. Stelson shares this true story with young readers through a thoughtful, moving text. Kusaka’s illustrations are powerful and vivid,
bringing readers into Sachiko’s experiences and emotions. Their
chalky, weathered texture helps to keep the terrifying twospread sequence that depicts the bombing from completely
overwhelming readers. Text and art work together to show the
devastating, lasting consequences of war and to convey a message of hope and peace for the future.
A heartbreaking but essential perspective on war and
survival. (author’s note, photos, illustrator’s note, further
reading) (Picture book/biography. 6-11)

DANDELION’S DREAM
Tanaka, Yoko
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-5362-0453-7

In this wordless picture book, a dandelion becomes a dandy lion before he

goes to seed.
To call this book original is an understatement. Tanaka literally translates a common mispronunciation of dandelion into a
series of pictures whose adventures unfold as in a dream. The
lemon-yellow petals surrounding a comical, toothless, wide-eyed
lion face glow against detailed backgrounds in grainy, gradated
grays, whites, and blacks. The plant-cum-lion gazes wonderingly
at the transformation of leaves into soft, clawless paws before it
ventures beyond its meadow into the world beyond. As can happen in dreams, potential dangers and sorrows are thwarted by
78
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Tarlow, Ellen
Illus. by Stringer, Lauren
Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-5344-6619-7

|

Tate, Don
Illus. by the author
Peachtree (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Nov. 1, 2020
978-1-56145-935-3

William Still’s chance encounter with his long-lost brother
changed the course of his life and those of many other African
Americans striving for freedom.
When Sidney Still escaped slavery in Maryland to join her
husband, Levin, in New Jersey with their two daughters, she
left their two sons behind. There, the family grew until William
was born in 1821, youngest of 15. Tate’s economical, urgent narrative lays out these facts before recounting how young William
struggled to balance education with chores and Northern racism, At 26, he landed an office-clerk position at the Anti-Slavery
Society in Philadelphia and eventually opened his home as a
“station” along the Underground Railroad. Finally meeting his
older brother Peter during the latter’s escape inspired Still to
gather identifying information and stories of the runaways he
assisted, work that was instrumental in reuniting families who
had become separated and that became a chronicle of “slavery’s
nightmare.” Tate’s sentences are often short, underscoring Still’s
effort and drive; when they occasionally lengthen, they land
with a punch: “With three dollars in his pocket, and a billion
dollars in pride, William planted himself north of the Delaware
River in east Philadelphia.” His paintings often likewise play
out in vignettes that capture action over time then linger lovingly on the expressive faces of his characters.
Brings deserved attention to the life of a man who dedicated himself to recording the lives of others. (timeline,
author’s note, bibliography) (Picture book/biography. 5-9)

special issue: best books of 2020

A tenderhearted, life-affirming exploration of the depressive cycle through simple language and a rich
visual vocabulary.
Bear and Smile seem inseparable. They do everything
together: wake, munch, roam floral fields and wooded wilderness, plunge into waterfalls, and slurp golden gobs of honey.
Suffused with a solar glow, vibrant illustrations undergirded
by the inimitable texture of Arches paper initially exude the
most wonderful warmth. All is clearly well—but, as the world
has a habit of reminding us, great difficulties sometimes arrive
abruptly. One morning—without warning, without reason—
Bear finds himself alone. Smile is nowhere to be found. Amid
Bear’s gloomy landscape, a few objects retain their true colors,
but the rest of the world is subsumed by a deep blue malaise.
Rabbit notices something is amiss and suggests Bear seek
Smile in his favorite places; Bear searches everywhere, to no
avail. Bear slurps a pawful of honey as a last resort; still, Smile
doesn’t return. As hope fades, Bird swoops in and asks what’s
wrong. Bear shares his sorrow, and Bird sits alongside him. They
share the comfortable silence of confidants—until Bird begins
to sing, softly at first, then louder as Bear hums in harmony. As
they fill the forest with song, something stirs deep within Bear.
As it rises, the world slowly shifts. Color imbues the page. Life
irrupts anew. At long last, Smile appears on Bear’s face. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-19.6-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 57% of actual size.)
Invaluable in this moment and beyond. (Picture book. 5-10)

WILLIAM STILL AND
HIS FREEDOM STORIES
The Father of the
Underground Railroad
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sudden changes: The threat of falling off the top of a train ends
in a soft landing on the back of a sheep; when rain begins on the
high seas, a bird’s wing offers shelter; in a large, indifferent city,
a movie theater offers respite. The paneled sequence of Dandelion inside the theater is particularly whimsical, especially
when his diminutive size is contrasted with a piece of popcorn.
The dream ends with realistic images of thousands of dandelion seeds sailing off into the night—and then a final image that
reconnects reality and Dandelion’s dream. The art produces
such strong identification with Dandelion that it will encourage
young listeners to verbalize as Dandelion. A subtle lesson in life
cycles underlies a book that is gently humorous, engaging, and
soothing.
Stunning. (Picture book. 3-6)

THE BEAR IN MY FAMILY
Tatsukawa, Maya
Illus. by the author
Dial Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-0-525-55582-7

A young boy describes the bear that
lives with him.
The story opens on the face of an
unhappy kid who lives with a bear. The
protagonist goes on to show a diagram of the bear, who has “sharp
teeth,” “mean eyes,” and “strong arms.” The bear is loud, roaring
when the narrator is trying to sleep. The bear is “messy,” “bossy,”
and “always hungry,” even stealing the narrator’s food. The bear
is “strong” and plays a little rough. The kid tries to tell Mom, but
she dismisses the protagonist, suggesting some outside play in the
park. At the park, three bigger kids start bullying the narrator, who
suddenly wishes there were a bear to help out—and there’s the
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bear! After this rescue, the kid realizes that sometimes having a
bear can be pretty great. It seems having a bear in the family is a lot
like having an older sibling. Tatsukawa writes and illustrates a metaphorical but completely accessible tale for any child who has an
older sibling. Displayed in a combination of printed text and handlettered speech bubbles, the writing is simple and straightforward.
The illustrations have a textured-paper look, with cute details,
such as the protagonist’s bee sweater and the lion, snake, and shark
sweaters the bullies wear. Narrator and family present Asian, and
the other kids have a variety of skin tones and hair colors.
A thoroughly charming take on sibling relationships. (Pic
ture book. 3-7)

A WAY WITH
WILD THINGS

Theule, Larissa
Illus. by Palacios, Sara
Bloomsbury (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-68119-039-6
Theule and Palacios bring a seeming wallflower to the fore.
Poppy Ann Fields likes bugs more than most other humans.
With bugs, she can sit and quietly observe their amazing tiny
worlds. At parties with people, Poppy prefers to blend in with
her surroundings, hiding away and avoiding others and going
about in her own pensive way—until a dragonfly alights on
Grandma Phyllis’ 100th birthday cake. Poppy claps her hands in
joy to see another arthropod friend, but her cheerful applause
gets the attention of Uncle Dan, and soon the whole clan who
have gathered to celebrate are looking at her. Poppy freezes but
chooses to focus on the dragonfly, now sitting softly in her hand.
In this moment Grandma Phyllis helps Poppy to see that she
is no wallflower but instead truly a wildflower. Theule’s gentle
storytelling reveals that what others may consider weaknesses,
like Poppy’s quiet and keen observation, may actually be our
greatest strengths. Palacios’ cheery illustrations are bright and
playful but softly textured, a perfect match for our protagonist’s bright-eyed yet introverted curiosity. Poppy’s dark hair
and medium-brown complexion make her ethnicity somewhat
vague, and her extended family appears to be quite diverse.
A quiet, contemplative story that reminds readers to
pause and enjoy the view. (glossary) (Picture book. 4-7)

YOUR NAME IS A SONG
Thompkins-Bigelow, Jamilah
Illus. by Uribe, Luisa
The Innovation Press (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Jul. 7, 2020
978-1-943147-72-4

A girl learns to appreciate her long
name and the diverse names of others.
A Black child wearing cornrows braided into an afro puff
watches her classmates in the schoolyard playing handball.
80
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Momma arrives, wearing a bright headwrap, and asks about her
first day of school. The girl is upset because no one could say her
name—not even the teacher. Reflecting the title, Momma tells
her to tell her teacher her name is a song. As they walk through
the streets, swaying and dancing to the sounds of street musicians and music from cars, Momma sings names from many
different cultures. (Each name is spelled phonetically in parentheses for ease of caregivers reading aloud.) The next day, “the girl
didn’t want to go to school, but she had songs to teach.” She even
shows her teacher that “Miss Anderson” is a song. This lovely celebration of African American culture, featuring a Muslim family,
offers a fresh way to look at the tradition of creating new names;
Momma says, “Made-up names come from dreamers. Their real
names were stolen long ago so they dream up new ones. They
make a way out of no way, make names out of no names—pull
them from the sky!” A glossary notes the origins and meanings of
the names included in the text, with a note to always listen closely
to how a person pronounces their name. The dynamic, pastelhued illustrations reflect energy and strength.
A delightful celebration. (Picture book. 5-10)

FEATHERED SERPENT
AND THE FIVE SUNS
A Mesoamerican
Creation Myth
Tonatiuh, Duncan
Illus. by the author
Abrams (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-4197-4677-2

The elders say that humanity currently resides in the fifth
tonatiuh, or sun. Here’s the story of how humans came to be.
The preceding four tonatiuhs bore witness to failed trials.
First, the gods covered sacred bones with mud, but these giant
humans proved too fragile, becoming mountains in the end. The
second set of humans, smaller than the first, developed into fish.
Under the third tonatiuh, the enraged gods turned the rebellious
humans into monkeys. The fourth tonatiuh resulted in the latest,
lazy humans assuming the form of birds. At this point, the gods
conceded any hope of creating humans, all except for Quetzalcóatl, the Feathered Serpent. Taking along his staff, shield, cloak,
and shell ornament, Feathered Serpent travels to Mictlán, the
underworld, to retrieve the sacred bones from Mictlantecuhtli,
the lord of the underworld. To reach where Mictlantecuhtli
dwells, Feathered Serpent journeys through nine regions, each
region a test of his bravery and perseverance. Accompanied by
a dog spirit guide named Xólotl, Feathered Serpent succeeds in
his journey. Full of warm landscapes bathed under the sun’s light,
multicolored night skies set against stars, and cavernous walls of
rugged browns, Tonatiuh’s artwork—familiar in form, electric in
spirit—astonishes in this retelling of a Mesoamerican creation
story. Told with succinct clarity and a hint of mischief, this rendition begs for rereads. Here’s a new high-water mark for the artist. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-22-inch double-page
spreads reviewed at 77.1% of actual size.)
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Exquisite spreads illustrate the book, full of delicate
ornamentation for the ancient Parsi tale and cultural diversity
on the streets of New York for the modern one.
sugar in milk

SUGAR IN MILK

Umrigar, Thrity
Illus. by Le, Khoa
Running Press Kids (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-0-7624-9519-1

van de Vendel, Edward
Illus. by Tolman, Marije
Trans. by Colmer, David
Levine Querido (88 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-64614-007-7
An exuberant young fox plays joyfully among birds and animals, not always
paying attention to possible dangers.
He cannot resist racing behind two purple butterflies,
causing him to zoom past the edge of an outcropping, falling
heavily. His story is first told wordlessly in detailed illustrations
that continue as text begins while he is unconscious, narrating
a dream in which he recalls his development from birth, playing with his brothers and sisters, being cared for and taught by
|

THE BLUE HOUSE

Wahl, Phoebe
Illus. by the author
Knopf (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Aug. 11, 2020
978-1-9848-9336-9
978-1-9848-9337-6 PLB
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LITTLE FOX

his parents, and having adventures in the world around him.
A human child on a bicycle appears, whose activities are presented wordlessly. The narration picks up Fox’s dream again
and comes full circle with the child finding Little Fox and
returning him home safely to his fox family. Van de Vendel’s
text describes the action in carefully constructed streamof-consciousness, always exactly complementing Tolman’s
remarkable illustrations, which are rendered in a mesmerizing
variety of forms and techniques. (Production notes at the end
provide insight into their creation.) They invite readers into
a beautiful, fully realized dreamscape. Backgrounds are graygreen, white, and soft tan, with birds and animals accurately
drawn and softly hued. Little Fox and his family are seen in the
brightest possible shade of orange, and the kind human child,
who is White, also has bright orange hair and clothing. Readers will cheer Little Fox’s full recovery while they study each
page to find every glorious detail.
A tender, brilliant tour de force from the Netherlands.
(Picture book. 4-9)
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Two stories overlap in this book,
one many generations old and another
modern, illustrating both the power of
kindness and a shared humanity between
immigrants and their new communities.
When a young immigrant girl first comes to the United States,
she feels alone and misses her friends, family, and cats back home.
The care of her aunt and uncle and all of her new books and toys
do not help. Then one day, her aunt tells her a story that changes
everything: A group of people from Persia escaped persecution and
landed on an Indian kingdom’s shore. “Our land is too crowded,”
said this land’s king upon their arrival, “and [they] speak a strange
and different language I do not understand.” He went to the seashore to order them to leave, but since neither understood the
other’s tongue, he showed the refugees a glass of milk, full to the
very top, and illustrated that it could take no more. The travelers
were devastated, but then their leader carefully added one spoonful
of sugar to the milk, without spilling it. This made it sweeter and
convinced the king to let the newcomer’s stay. Exquisite spreads
illustrate the book, full of delicate ornamentation for the ancient
Parsi tale and cultural diversity on the streets of New York for the
modern one. (The protagonist and her aunt and uncle have brown
skin, and she and her auntie have shiny, long black hair.) The story
changes the young girl’s perspective, helping her to embrace her
new home and reminding her to lead the way with kindness.
An engaging, beautiful, and memorable book. (Picture
book. 4-9.)
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Simply spellbinding. (author’s note, glossary, select bibliography) (Picture book/cosmology. 6-9)

A father and son are forced from their longtime
neighborhood.
Leo and his dad love their rented “old blue house” despite
its quirks (peeling paint, a mossy roof, leaks and creaks). The
house is filled with so many memories that make it theirs. In
the winter, the duo make cozy forts and bake pies to warm up
when the old heater breaks. They dance to “Spruce Springsteel”
on vinyl. As the garden fills with raspberries and tomatoes in the
summer, Leo plays in the yard until sundown. But, lately, developers have been building “big, new apartments” nearby. Their
landlord informs Leo’s dad that the blue house is next to be torn
down. Leo and his dad dance, stomp, and rage together. Will
their new home ever feel the same? Wahl’s latest is a moving
portrait of a single-parent family’s resilience and love amid redevelopment. The textured, deeply colorful art utilizes collage,
and the text appears handwritten, giving the rich spreads the
feel of a scrapbook. The detailed illustrations enrich not only
the memories, but the characters’ colorful personalities and
relationship. The third-person narrative’s tight connection to
Leo and his emotions positions the text as Virginia Lee Burton’s
The Little House retold for a new generation. Endpapers depict
Leo’s neighborhood before and after redevelopment, effectively
showing the impact. Both Leo and his dad present White.
An absolute treasure for anyone who has ever moved.
(Picture book. 4-8)
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Harrison contributes spectacular collage art that
surrounds Zura’s family with colors, patterns, and objects
that connect them with West Africa.
nana akua goes to school

NANA AKUA GOES
TO SCHOOL

Walker, Patricia Elam
Illus. by Harrison, April
Schwartz & Wade/Random (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Jun. 16, 2020
978-0-525-58113-0
978-0-525-58114-7 PLB
An open-hearted tribute to children with immigrant parents or grandparents.
Next Monday is Grandparents Day, and Zura, a brownskinned girl of African descent, has a problem. Though excited,
Zura worries about her classmates’ responses to Nana Akua, who
has facial markings—a tradition of the Akan people of Ghana
that identifies their tribal family. Sometimes in public, people
have made negative comments and stared. When Zura tells
Nana Akua her worries at home, Nana pulls out Zura’s favorite
quilt, adorned with West African Adinkra symbols, and makes a
plan to help Zura’s classmates understand her facial markings.
On Grandparents Day, Nana and Zura wear African dresses, and
Nana explains her markings, comparing them to tattoos. She
invites the children to choose an Adinkra from the quilt, each of
which has a meaning (explained on the endpapers), and they and
their grandparents enjoy the personal introduction to Adinkras
Nana gives them. Harrison contributes spectacular collage art
that surrounds Zura’s family with colors, patterns, and objects,
such as an African drum, pottery, art, and Black dolls, that connect them with West Africa. Harrison also illustrates a full page
of Nana Akua’s face, gazing directly at readers. Her brown skin,
full lips, gray eyebrows, tufts of gray hair at the edges of her head
wrap, and her gorgeous purple, patterned fabrics all invite readers to see Nana Akua.
A wonderful springboard for cross-cultural understanding conveyed through deeply symbolic art. (glossary, sources,
acknowledgements) (Picture book. 5-9)

MIGRANTS

Watanabe, Issa
Illus. by the author
Gecko Press (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-77657-313-4
Bear witness to a long, arduous
journey across forests and seas for those
searching for renewed hope.
The travelers—a group of anthropomorphic animals carrying just the clothes on their backs and what little else possible—
stand out against the black background. There’s the unyielding
deep green of the ground and the stark trees that line the path
ahead. But wait, here comes Death with lively flowers pressed
upon its black robe and a giant blue ibis at its side. Together the
travelers set off, sharing food and company and camping when
fatigue sets in. Once at the coast, everyone climbs aboard the
boat, a modest wooden scrap against the turbulent sea. The sea
82
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proves itself cruel, obliterating the travelers’ vessel, and those
that can swim to shore do so. Not everyone makes it. More fall
behind the further the journey goes on, and all along, Death
lingers nearby, accompanied by its ibis. It’s a lengthy march disrupted with loss and grief until the migrants finally arrive at a
landscape of blossoming shrubbery. Originally released in Mexico and imported via New Zealand, Peruvian creator Watanabe’s
depiction of migration and its often harrowing trials shares no
words but plenty of images that ask readers to consider. It’s a
rare feat: a wordless picture book in which the absence of text
intensifies the stories it tells. With its stark dearth of color,
seen only where necessary, and evocative imagery, the artist’s
pictures make the migrant’s journey—distinct yet everyday—
feel palpable. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-18-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 96.4% of actual size.)
A raw, startling portrait of migration. (Picture book. 5-9)

BOX
Henry Brown Mails
Himself to Freedom
Weatherford, Carole Boston
Illus. by Wood, Michele
Candlewick (56 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 14, 2020
978-0-7636-9156-1

After losing his family to treacherous slaveholders, Henry
“Box” Brown risks his life in an unusual bid for freedom.
Weatherford’s account, written in Brown’s voice, takes
readers through his life and times in measured lines of poetry,
with one to four poems per spread; most have six lines, like
the sides of the box. Poems such as “Work,” “Brutality,” “Nat,”
“Laws,” and “Crop” document Brown’s early life as a slave. After
he marries Nancy, her master goes back on his promise never to
sell her. Brown tries to stay with Nancy through several sales,
but when she and their children are finally sold away, never to
return, Brown asks, “Lord, what more do I have to lose?” He
dreams of freedom and prays for freedom until he is inspired to
ship himself in a box to a trustworthy contact up North, where
he begins the rest of his life. This lengthy retelling details what
life was like for both enslaved and free Blacks at this time in
U.S. history as well as the pain and near suffocation Brown suffered on his way to freedom. The poems are set against a white
background facing full-page textured paintings featuring stylized figures and patterns reminiscent of quilts. Brown’s story
never gets old, and this illustrated biography is rich in context
and detail that make it heavier on history and better for slightly
older readers than, for instance, Ellen Levine and Kadir Nelson’s Henry’s Freedom Box (2007).
Heartbreaking and legendary. (timeline, bibliography,
illustrator’s note, author’s note) (Picture book/biography/poetry.
8-12)
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Wellins, Candy
Illus. by Ryan, Charlie Eve
Page Street (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 11, 2020
978-1-62414-921-4

Yang, Kao Kalia
Illus. by Le, Khoa
Carolrhoda (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-5415-6191-5

A deep and moving reflection on
enduring hardship and generational love.
Kalia’s grandmother holds a revered place among her
Hmong family. Her origins feel almost mythic in stature as Kalia
recounts how no one knows Grandma’s true age and how, as a
young girl, she escaped a tiger in the jungle. Grandma is a survivor; the struggles of raising her orphaned siblings and immigrating across the world have only made her stronger. Despite a life
of adversity, Grandma continues to smile through challenges. As
Kalia grows older, she struggles with her family’s poverty until
Grandma offers a powerful reminder of what matters most.
This picture-book memoir for older readers explores perseverance, financial hardship, and the richness of family connection.
Gorgeously illustrated with lush florals and foliage, these images
|

MY DAY WITH
GONG GONG

Yee, Sennah
Illus. by Chen, Elaine
Annick Press (36 pp.)
$18.95 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-77321-429-0
Spending a day with Gong Gong
doesn’t sound like very much fun to May.
Gong Gong doesn’t speak English, and May doesn’t know
Chinese. How can they have a good day together? As they
stroll through an urban Chinatown, May’s perpetually sanguine
maternal grandfather chats with friends and visits shops. At each
stop, Cantonese words fly back and forth, many clearly pointed
at May, who understands none of it. It’s equally exasperating
trying to communicate with Gong Gong in English, and by the
time they join a card game in the park with Gong Gong’s friends,
May is tired, hungry, and frustrated. But although it seems like
Gong Gong hasn’t been attentive so far, when May’s day finally
comes to a head, it is clear that he has. First-person text gives
glimpses into May’s lively thoughts as they evolve through the
day, and Gong Gong’s unchangingly jolly face reflects what
could be mistaken for blithe obliviousness but is actually his
way of showing love through sharing the people and places of
his life. Through adorable illustrations that exude humor and
warmth, this portrait of intergenerational affection is also a
tribute to life in Chinatown neighborhoods: Street vendors, a
busker playing a Chinese violin, a dim sum restaurant, and more
all combine to add a distinctive texture.
A multilayered, endearing treasure of a day. (glossary)
(Picture book. 4-8)
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THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL THING

capture both the magic and constancy of Grandma’s love. Nods
to the importance of fabric in Hmong culture are represented
with beautiful paj ntaub–style endpapers symbolizing family
and the embroidered designs on Grandma’s clothing. She is
the only character pictured in these traditional fabrics, representing her honored matriarch status and the legacy she passes
along: an ability to bloom even in the toughest conditions.
Poignant storytelling with stunning visuals. (pronunciation guide, glossary) (Picture book/biography. 5-9)

middle gr a de

George loses his grandmother but
gains a baby sister in this touching picture book about family connections.
“George loved Saturdays. Saturdays were for Stella,”
George’s grandmother, a Black woman with a short, curly white
Afro. Whether they spend the day out—at the park or the
museum, or doing fun things downtown—or stay in and play
and bake, days with Stella are filled with fun and love. One Saturday, however, the bespectacled brown-skinned boy is ready
for his day with Stella, but he finds his parents (a Black man
and a White woman) crying. They explain that he won’t be seeing Stella again. “From then on, George hated Saturdays.” His
favorite things become reminders of sadness and loss. But his
parents are preparing for something—his mother is pictured
in a maternity dress—and one day, a new Stella appears in his
life: a brown baby with a light Afro. With baby Stella in his
life, Saturdays become as much fun as they once were; George
shows Stella everything he learned from his grandmother. This
lovely story uses repetition and charming detail to celebrate
life’s cycles and family connections that never end. The text
and cheerful pictures work together to capture the warmth and
comfort of togetherness as well as the gloom of loss, which, the
story assures readers, needn’t last forever.
A beautiful story of remembering the departed by passing on traditions. (Picture book. 4-9)
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SATURDAYS ARE
FOR STELLA

SHARING

Yonezu, Yusuke
Illus. by the author
Minedition (20 pp.)
$11.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-66265-000-0
Two bunnies but only one carrot—
what to do? This engaging die-cut board book shows the way!
The book is populated by seven different pairs of animals
and people, the duos and their expressive faces each performing a tiny, two-page drama, perfect for the toddler set. Two
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frustrated mice eye each other over a coveted chunk of cheese,
their mouths dipped low and bodies adversarially positioned. A
page turn and a little die-cut magic evenly split the tasty treat,
and the mice are reconciled, their bodies now mirrored, grinning with circular ears overlapped and eyes blissfully closed.
The book flawlessly culminates with two human children struggling for Mommy’s attention. Clever Mommy envelops the two
halves into one whole inside a big hug. All three present White.
For caregivers, accompanying short, straightforward sentences
such as “Let’s each have a piece” are ideal for modeling social
skills. Die cuts also nicely demonstrate early fraction concepts
as friendly brown bears divide grapes or kittens cut a fish in half.
The animals are striking and approachable, made of bubbly
shapes bordered by thick, irregular black lines and filled with
brightly saturated colors. A small, thick cardboard trim size is
perfect for toddler hands, and the die cuts are sturdy.
Sharing is caring, and this small gem of a board book is a
delight to share with little listeners. (Board book. 2-4)

THERE MUST BE
MORE THAN THAT!
Yoshitake, Shinsuke
Illus. by the author
Chronicle Books (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-4521-8322-0

A child who doesn’t like her choices
discovers the revolutionary promise of
thinking outside the box.
Having heard from her big brother (who got it from a
grown-up) that the future holds nothing but hunger, disease,
gloom, and doom, a young child rushes to her grandma for comfort. Comfort she gets, as Grandma assures her that grown-ups
don’t know everything and there are many possible futures.
This sets her imagination off and running, envisioning futures
in which, for instance, “every Saturday is Christmas,” a certain
pesky bully gets abducted by aliens, or “maybe I’ll fall in love
and I won’t even care that I was bullied!” The line of thought
leads to ruminations about false dichotomies. Perhaps something isn’t just good or bad. Maybe there are more options
than simply loving or hating someone. (“I lovate you, Daddy!”
she exclaims experimentally to a confused parent.) These deep
thoughts come home to roost (so to speak) when her mom asks
whether she’d like her egg boiled or fried—which sets off a positive flurry of possible futures for the egg. Yoshitake creates a
vivacious cast, using dots, tiny dashes, subtle body angles, and
expressive gestures to great effect. The figures in this Japanese
import’s simple cartoon illustrations present as Asian, wearing
casual dress and shown in minimally detailed surroundings.
Long thoughts and fresh heart for readers feeling helpless in the face of scary futures. (Picture book. 6-10)
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DANDAN’S DREAM
Zhu, Xiaowen
Illus. by Gong Yanling
Reycraft Books (40 pp.)
$17.95 | Sep. 30, 2020
978-1-4788-6853-8

When the post office announces that
children can now be mailed, Dandan is
excited to finally visit her father at the

South Pole.
On huge, colorful spreads filled with surreal details and bold
brush strokes, Dandan embarks on a dreamy journey by affixing
winged stamps to her clothing and taking off on the back of a
magical blue horse. The Chinese girl with a bowl haircut flies
exuberantly over landscapes dotted with whimsical details (such
as clothed animals doing jobs and a cage full of colorful birds
several times larger than the houses) until she spots trouble. A
whale has trapped a ship against an island! Fantastical sea creatures ogle the disaster from below. Discarding stamps like petals, Dandan descends to rescue the boat and its crew but then
realizes she has no more stamps for flying. Of course, she finds
a very creative solution, and the delightful sight of a little man
in his green parka waving from an iceberg will not fail to bring
a smile to any reader’s face. Gong’s artwork is a riot of colors
and odd juxtapositions and compositions, a cross between Elisa
Kleven’s and Maira Kalman’s work. Every page includes charming details scattered across dynamic and bold compositions,
especially delightful when paired with Zhu’s absurd plot conveyed through expressive font sizes, shapes, and colors. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 11.4-by-18-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 60% of actual size.)
Pure fantasy in the best sense. (Picture book. 4-8)
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EVA EVERGREEN
Semi-Magical Witch
Abe, Julie
Little, Brown (400 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-0-316-49388-8

A SPORTING CHANCE
How Ludwig Guttmann
Created the Paralympic
Games
Alexander, Lori
Illus. by Drummond, Allan
HMH Books (128 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 7, 2020
978-1-328-58079-5

THE MAPS OF MEMORY
Return to Butterfly Hill

Alexander chronicles how Jewish
doctor Ludwig Guttmann became “the
founding father of the Paralympic Games.”
In 1917, with World War I underway, Guttmann graduated
from high school and became an orderly in Germany’s National
Emergency Services, where he met a paralyzed coal miner with
a grim prognosis: “Dead in six weeks.” For decades, paralyzed
patients’ futures remained bleak. In 1939, after courageously
resisting the rising Nazi regime, Guttmann—by then a neurologist—escaped to England. In 1944 he established his Spinal
Injuries Center at Stoke Mandeville Hospital, where bedridden “incurables” languished. Guttmann, however, resolved to
rescue them from “the human scrapheap,” developing innovative treatments and encouraging self-sufficiency. Noting
that playing such sports as wheelchair archery and basketball

Agosín, Marjorie
Illus. by White, Lee
Trans. by Ridley, Alison
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (464 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-4814-6901-2
Series: Butterfly Hill, 2
Following the events in Pura Belpré
Award–winning I Lived on Butterfly Hill
(2014), 14-year-old Celeste Marconi reckons with the repercussions of a regime of terror.
Life in Valparaíso, Chile, is both familiar and disorienting.
After sheltering for three years in Maine with her Tía Graciela
|
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Eva must discover her own strength
on a quest to become an official witch.
Eva Evergreen has just turned 12 and
is ready for the quest she must undertake
in order to gain the rank of Novice Witch.
Unfortunately, she only has a smidgen of magic, and casting spells
isn’t easy for her. When Eva’s quest takes her to the small coastal
town of Auteri, she struggles to convince the townspeople that
she is capable of helping them. Eva sets up a “semi-magical”
repair shop and does little fixes around town. Slowly, she begins
to make friends and earn the trust of Auteri, but the Culling, a
mysterious, cursed weather phenomenon, threatens to destroy
everything she’s worked toward. Abe has penned a spectacular,
whimsical coming-of-age fantasy, with magic, exciting adventure,
and even an adorable magical pet, a mischievous flamefox she
names Ember. Eva’s quest challenges her to fight expectations
and doubt and to find her voice and power. Abe creates a dazzling,
magical world with well-developed characters, relationships, and
challenges. The epilogue leaves readers on a cliffhanger, nicely
setting up a sequel. There is a hint of Japanese influence throughout, seen in the names of towns and people, like Okayama or Isao,
and foods, like yuzu. Eva has straight, black hair and brown eyes,
and she tans in the sun.
Bewitching—a must-read for fantasy lovers. (Fantasy. 8-12)

middle gr a de

while her country suffered at the hands of a dictator reminiscent of Augusto Pinochet, Celeste is eager to return to normal. But how can life be normal when her best friend, Lucila,
is among the disappeared? As Celeste learns of the torture her
mother and others endured as well as the deprivation many
residents of her jewellike city beside the sea live in, she sheds
her innocence, expressing anger, grief, survivor’s guilt, and,
ultimately, determination to act. With old friends Cristóbal
and Marisol and new arrival from France Genevieve, Celeste
organizes a literacy program for the city’s poorest residents. A
school assignment to interview loved ones of disappeared classmates becomes the inspiration for creating memory maps—
physical reminders to keep their spirits alive. But Celeste hopes
for more: She and Cristóbal found Papá, after all—perhaps
Lucila is alive and maybe even Natalia, the little girl she’s been
assigned to research? Charming prose and cheerful pen-andink illustrations soften details of a painful and divisive history.
Celeste—loving, impetuous, and fiercely loyal—and her family and community are quirky and appealing. Richly textured
elements creating a deep and magical sense of place are woven
unobtrusively throughout.
Captivating and exquisite. (Fiction. 11-15)
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SPINDLEFISH AND
STARS

both “brought passion and fun back into patients’ lives” and
improved their health, he realized that public competitions
would also show nondisabled people that patients were “more
than their injuries.” Through Guttmann’s tireless advocacy, a
1948 archery competition on Stoke Mandeville’s lawn evolved
into the Paralympic Games, currently the world’s third-largest
sporting event. The author explores Guttmann’s career in thorough medical and historical detail; diagrams and text boxes supplement discussions of everything from the nervous system to
Nazi atrocities, enabling readers to fully appreciate his efforts.
Alongside archival photographs, Drummond’s color cartoon
illustrations extend the straightforward text. Profiles of contemporary Paralympians provide an inspiring epilogue. Most
photographed figures, including Guttmann, appear White; one
contemporary athlete presents Black.
Informative, engaging, and important. (timeline, bibliography, notes, index) (Biography. 8-12)

Andrews, Christiane M.
Little, Brown (400 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-0-316-49601-8

An epic tale of abandonment, travel,
secrets, family, and the meaning of art.
Clo and her father, art restorer and
small-time thief, never live for long in
one village; when it’s time to move on, he
signals her, she meets him at the forest’s edge, and they walk
through the night to someplace new. One day, he doesn’t show.
A swineherd delivers a half-legible note: Clo must take this
paper ticket of “half passage” to someone named Haros, near
“th’ water…full o’ salt.” So Clo, “wall-jumper, turnip-picker,”
embarks on a lonely journey halfway across a raging sea to an
island where people and skies are gray, time doesn’t pass, a driedapple–faced old woman inexplicably knows her, and fish can
be carded and spun into shimmering yarn. Exquisite in detail,
Andrews’ stunning novel gives careful importance to objects;
even a simple shawl holds revelations. Chapter titles sparkle and
tantalize (“In Which Our Hero Dies”), and prose sings. Tropes
of sacrifice and Greek mythology serve as scaffoldings. There
must be a way for Clo to escape her repulsive fate of carding and
spinning silver fishes’ guts into yarn and maybe even to help a
vulnerable, always-damp, flute-playing boy who was scooped
from the ocean—but that path must allow for the literal, physical, yarn-based weaving of “humid forests and gleaming deserts,
rimy fields and green valleys”—and human lives. Characters
seem White.
A tapestry, both humble and rich. (Fantasy. 10-14)

ONCE UPON AN EID
Stories of Hope and Joy
by 15 Muslim Voices
Ed. by Ali, S.K. & Saeed, Aisha.
Illus. by Alfageeh, Sara
Amulet/Abrams (272 pp.)
$17.99 | May 5, 2020
978-1-4197-4083-1

Fifteen accomplished Muslim writers
from various regions and backgrounds
share Eid-themed short stories in this
middle-grade collection.
Stylish Hawa from Philly spends Eid in New York City with
the Mandinka side of the family and learns to get along with
her cousin. Kareem buys himself a new bike, then learns how to
embody the meaning of his own name: generous. Most of the young
protagonists live in majority non-Muslim countries—Americans
of various ethnicities in the United States, a Syrian family living in a refugee camp on a Greek island—and identity issues are
sometimes in the foreground. The traditions depicted vary, but
the themes of family, community, and faith permeate the volume.
Whether making or buying special foods—Eid brownies, doughnuts, lontong—or taking care of younger siblings, these young
heroes and heroines help make Eid special for others. The diversity within the collection is impressive, including several blended
families and a recently converted one, and while the writing varies in style and quality, each story is engaging, full of emotion and
thought. Particularly powerful are Jameela Thompkins-Bigelow’s
poem connecting present-day Eid scenes to imaginings of the
early Muslims who arrived in the Americas enslaved and Hanna
Alkaf ’s lyrical account of a Malay girl’s attempt to save Eid for her
family. A well-placed graphic story by G. Willow Wilson and illustrated by Alfageeh, who also contributes a frontispiece to each
story, provides a reprieve midway through the book.
This thoughtful and uplifting volume will keep readers
turning pages year-round; here’s to many more. (Anthology.
8-12)
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CURSE OF THE
NIGHT WITCH

Aster, Alex
Sourcebooks Young Readers (352 pp.)
$16.99 | Jun. 9, 2020
978-1-4926-9720-6
Series: Emblem Island, 1
New Year’s Eve has finally arrived on
Emblem Island, and for 12-year-old Tor
Luna, it means an opportunity to wish
away the leadership emblem he so deeply

loathes.
Amid the annual festivities, Tor casts his wish to the wishgods in hopes of a new emblem—a marker on one’s skin—that
will grant him the power to become a water-breather, forsaking the leadership path forged by his Chieftess mother. Alas,
his wish backfires when he awakens the next day cursed with
a shorter lifeline instead. It’s the Night Witch’s mark, a black
eye marked upon his skin. Now the young boy must travel
across Emblem Island to confront the wicked Night Witch and
reverse the curse. With two companions—Engle, his comically
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While the book tackles big issues, anyone who has ever been a sad or
confused child will be able to see a little bit of themselves.
the ship we built

Barron, Rena
HMH Books (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-328-63518-1
Series: Maya and the Rising Dark, 1

THE WATER BEARS

Baker, Kim
Wendy Lamb/Random (272 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Apr. 21, 2020
978-1-9848-5220-5
978-1-9848-5221-2 PLB
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Healing comes from unexpected
places in this new middle-grade read.
It’s hard to stand out in an offbeat
island community known for monster
sightings and an eccentric artists colony, but a year after he was mauled by a bear, Newton “Newt”
Gomez feels like an outsider on his island home. As friends and
family try to support him in the best ways they know how, Newt
just wants to escape the island and the nightmares he endures
every night. Plans to transfer to middle school on the mainland,
where nobody knows the story behind his scarred leg and limp,
are met with disapproval, but Newt feels certain that leaving
the island will give him a much-needed fresh start. His plans
are complicated, however, when he befriends a mysterious newcomer and becomes embroiled in an intriguing mystery involving a taco truck and beach flotsam that might grant wishes.
Further complexity is added to Newt’s story by the fact that his
is the only Mexican American family living in his island town,
a fact that adds to his feelings of difference and fuels his desire
to leave. Other characters are assumed White. Rich character
building, tender relationships, and a vibrant setting tingling
with magical possibility combine for a satisfying tale.
Both a whimsy-soaked journey of self-discovery and a
successful exploration of the tough reality of recovering from
trauma. (Fiction. 9-13)
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Maya knows her father’s stories
aren’t real—are they?
Maya, a comic-book–loving, anemic
12-year-old Black girl, is suffering through
situational math when she experiences a sudden, time-stopped
moment when “the color bled from the world like someone was
sucking it away through a straw.” That is not the only strange
incident: Maya has an all-too-real dream of a man with skin “the
color of the moon” and “pale violet eyes” who has the same colorsucking ability; her structural engineer papa literally disappears
in front of her; and when she and her friends Frankie and Eli find
themselves fighting shape-shifting darkbringers, Frankie discovers her own light-shooting skills. What Maya, Frankie, Eli, and
readers find out from Maya’s mother is that Papa’s real identity
is Elegguá, the most powerful of the West African orishas, guardian of the veil between this world and those of the darkbringers
and other forces. Not only that, but Frankie’s newly found gift
came from her late mother, who is also an orisha, and Eli is part
orisha, too. The astonishing series of subsequent revelations
leaves readers agog, eager to know how Maya and her pals will
use their powers to heal the veil and save their mostly Black and
brown neighborhood. In her author’s note, Barron describes how
this book has risen from her explorations of the traditions of her
West African ancestors.
A truly #BlackGirlMagic, cloudy-day, curl-up kind of
book. (Fantasy. 10-12)
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MAYA AND THE
RISING DARK

brave best friend, and Melda, an intelligent, cunning girl—Tor
embarks on an adventure charted in The Book of Cuentos, a collection of folklore based on the various enchanting, cruel inhabitants—Emblemite and beast alike—of Emblem Island. Aster’s
debut includes the fruitful elements of a riveting tale: lovable
characters, thrilling heroics, and villainous fiends. What sets
this series opener apart is the author’s exquisite use of real Latin
American folktales to broaden her fiction, bolstering the particulars of the world she creates here. Pages from The Book of
Cuentos fill the gaps between each chapter, providing island lore
for flavor and context. Tightly paced, Tor’s adventure concludes
with a promise of more to come.
Worthy of every magical ounce. (Fantasy. 8-12)

THE SHIP WE BUILT
Bean, Lexie
Illus. by Grigni, Noah
Dial Books (288 pp.)
$16.99 | May 26, 2020
978-0-525-55483-7

A 10-year-old transgender boy sends
letters via balloon, hoping someone out
there will read them.
It’s 1997, and Rowan is starting fifth
grade. He knows he’s a boy, but no one
else understands. He called a girl “cute” during truth or dare,
and now he’s a social pariah. His dad comes into his room at
night, but he’s not ready to talk about that yet. He’s sorry for
being weird. Bean vividly and sensitively captures the struggle
of being a child who just can’t fit in and doesn’t understand why.
It is an authentic portrayal of childhood pain without an ounce
of condescension. Over the course of the school year, Rowan,
who is presumed to be White, and his new best friend Sofie,
who appears to be Black, struggle to make sense of what is
|
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the best middle-grade
books of 2020
Why do kids read? For the same reasons adults do: to laugh, to learn, to escape, to get a little weepy—above all,
to spend some time in someone else’s
head for a while. Making sure I’ve chosen books that will feed the varied
moods and tastes of a young audience
is a priority in pulling together our endof-year list. Happily, there are a lot of
fabulous books to choose from.
Fantasy readers will find plenty
to take them out of this world. In
The Barren Grounds (Puffin/Penguin
Random House Canada, Sept. 8), a
series opener by David A. Robertson (Norway House Cree Nation),
they’ll meet a pair of Cree foster
kids who enter a magic world that,
rather like Narnia, is under threat
but, unlike its literary forebear, is
grounded in Native culture. Curse of
the Night Witch (Sourcebooks Young
Readers, June 9), by Alex Aster, sends its protagonists on a
hair-raising quest through a landscape peopled with characters inspired by Latin American folktales. The power of
West African orishas fuels the adventure in Maya and the
Rising Dark (HMH Books, Sept. 22) by Rena Barron.
Kids who prefer their fiction
without the stardust won’t go begging for books. Santiago’s Road Home
(Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster, May 5) takes a detour when its
Mexican protagonist is detained at
the border in the latest from Alexandra Diaz. Janae Marks takes on
anti-Blackness and a broken justice
system in From the Desk of Zoe Wash
ington (Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins, Jan. 14) when her narrator
comes to believe her incarcerated
father was wrongly convicted. Dual
protagonists helm Flying Over Water
(Scholastic, Oct. 20)—a Syrian refugee girl and a White girl with anxiety—in N.H. Senzai and Shannon
Hitchcock’s tale set in Tampa, Florida, as anti-Muslim sentiment rises.
Readers after lighter fare will
find some gems. Jeremy and Hermione Tankard deliver plenty in Yorick
Leah Overstreet

and Bones (HarperAlley, May 19), in
which an Elizabethan-era skeleton
is resurrected and adopted by a little
gray dog. Both author Jessica Kim
and her titular protagonist bring
the laughs in Stand Up, Yumi Chung!
(Kokila, March 17), about an aspiring comedian navigating the expectations of her Korean immigrant
parents. Poet Vikram Madan serves
up A Hatful of Dragons (Wordsong/
Boyds Mills, March 18) and (thanks
to some fancy math) “More Than 13.8 Billion Other Funny Poems” (as the subtitle has it), illustrating his nonsense
verse with equally amusing cartoons.
Children who like their reading
with an international flavor can do
some armchair traveling. Lizard’s
Tale (Text, May 12), New Zealander
Weng Wai Chan’s debut novel, takes
readers to Singapore in 1940, pitching her title character, a biracial
(White/Chinese) boy, into the thick
of a thrilling mystery. Post-apartheid South Africa forms the setting for Bridget Krone’s Small Mer
cies (Catalyst Press, Feb. 4), in which
11-year-old mixed-race orphan Mercy takes inspiration from the stories of Gandhi that her
foster family’s Indian lodger tells. The humor is very
Swedish in Ulf Nilsson’s All the Dear
Little Animals (Gecko Press, March
3), illustrated by Eva Eriksson and
translated by Julia Marshall, which
tells the story of three children who
go into the funeral business after
finding a dead bumblebee.
This is just a sampling. Add in
history and historical fiction, biography and memoir, science, and current events, and there’s something
for just about any reader in our 100
Best Middle-Grade Books of 2020. What there isn’t is
Covid-19, the publishing calendar giving young readers
a virus-free year within books if nowhere else. We hope
they’ll find lots to love. —V.S.
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Blankman, Anne
Viking (352 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-1-9848-3735-6

LETTERS FROM CUBA

Behar, Ruth
Nancy Paulsen Books (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-0-525-51647-7
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In 1938, a Jewish refugee from Poland
joins her father in small-town Cuba.
After three years abroad, Papa’s
saved only enough money to send for one
of his children. Thus Esther boards the
steamship alone even though she’s not
quite 12. Cuba is a constant surprise: Her father’s an itinerant
peddler and not a shopkeeper; they live as the only Jews in a tiny
village; and she’s allowed to wear sandals and go bare-legged in
the heat. But the island is also a constant joy. Nearly everyone
Esther meets is generous beyond their means. She adores her
new trade as a dressmaker, selling her creations in Havana to
earn money to bring over the rest of the family. In glowing letters to her sister back in Poland, Esther details how she’s learning Spanish through the poems of José Martí. She introduces
her sister to her beloved new friends: a White doctor’s wife and
her vegetarian, atheist husband; a Black, Santería-following
granddaughter of an ex-slave; a Chinese Cuban shopkeeper’s
nephew. Esther’s first year in Cuba is marked by the calendar
of Jewish holidays, as she wonders if she can be both Cuban and
a Jew. As the coming war looms in Europe, she and her friends
find solidarity, standing together against local Nazis and strike
breakers. An author’s note describes how the story was loosely
inspired by the author’s own family history.
Warmhearted cross-cultural friendship for a refugee on
distant shores: both necessary and kind. (bibliography) (His
torical fiction. 8-11)
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The citizens of the town of Pripyat,
Ukraine, have always been assured that
“an accident at a nuclear power station
was a statistical impossibility.”
So when the morning of April 26,
1986, dawns red, with “unearthly blue”
smoke billowing into the air, life proceeds as normal. Fifth grade
classmates and rivals Valentina Kaplan and Oksana Savchenko,
however, are worried. Their fathers, night-shift plant workers at the Chernobyl power station, have not yet come home.
Soon word gets out that reactor No. 4 has exploded, killing
several workers and sending the rest en masse to the hospital,
poisoned by the very air they breathe. Forced together by the
sudden evacuation, the girls must overcome both their hatred
of each other and the grief heaped upon them by the accident
as they forge a new life in Leningrad with Valentina’s estranged
grandmother, who harbors a dangerous secret. Blankman spins
a stunningly complex tale out of simple words. By focusing her
account on only the two young girls, Blankman situates the
seemingly distant horror of the disaster in a firmly human context. Extensive research on historical events, names, cityscapes,
and living situations enriches the story, which alternates perspective among Valentina, Oksana, and Rifka, Valentina’s
grandmother. Rifka’s chapters take place during World War II,
which initially deflects focus from the story somewhat, but they
quickly find their place as the story’s heart as they introduce the
blackbird, a symbol of eternal friendship. Ukrainian characters
are assumed White; Valentina’s family is Jewish.
Out of the nuclear fallout springs a moving tale of love
and loss. (Historical fiction. 9-12)
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THE BLACKBIRD GIRLS

right and wrong, good and bad in their working-class Michigan
world. While the book tackles big issues, primarily addressing
being trans and queer and surviving incest as well as touching
on parental incarceration, anyone who has ever been a sad or
confused child will be able to see a little bit of themselves in
Rowan and Sofie. And if the author leans a bit heavily on the
unnecessary crutch of ’90s references, at least it increases the
book’s appeal for both young retro-enthusiasts and nostalgic
adults—and this is one of those rare middle-grade books with
real adult appeal.
Everyone should read this remarkable, affecting novel.
(author’s note, resources, acknowledgements) (Historical fic
tion. 10-14, adult)

RISE OF THE
HALFLING KING

Bowles, David
Illus. by Bowles, Charlene
Cinco Puntos Press (64 pp.)
$12.95 paper | Nov. 3, 2020
978-1-947627-37-6
Series: Tales of the Feathered Serpent, 1
A halfling child challenges a cruel
king for the throne.
Almah, an apprentice witch in
Kabak, a city in the Yucatan Peninsula, receives from the elfin
beings known as Aluxes a magic stone and a drum that “will
announce the true king of Uxmal.” As years go by, Kinich Kak
Ek takes the throne in Uxmal, but the sorcerer Zaatan Ik prophesies a challenger: Not born of a woman, the usurper will take
Kinich Kak Ek’s throne once he bangs the kingmaker drum
and conquers three challenges. Unbothered by the prophecy,
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Refusing to soft-pedal hard issues, the novel speaks with an
astringent honesty, at once heartbreaking and hopeful.
fighting words

FIGHTING WORDS

the king annexes neighboring cities and imposes on them rules
and punishments. Almah asks the gods for help for her people
and receives a response in the shape of an Alux halfling boy,
Sayam, who hatches from an egg. When Zaatan Ik releases on
a defiant city a serpent from the underworld, he sets in motion
a series of events that will change Sayam’s fate along with the
rest of Uxmal. In the first of 10 graphic novels to adapt his work
Feathered Serpent, Dark Heart of Sky (2018), David Bowles pairs up
with illustrator Charlene Bowles to bring Mesoamerican heroes
to life. With seemingly simple yet vivid illustrations characterized by strong, dynamic lines, the illustrator develops cunning
and endearing characters to populate this enticing tale. In an
afterword, the author shares the historical significance of Maya
storytelling and its connection to today’s graphic novels.
An unmissable adventure of mythical proportions.
(Graphic fantasy. 8-14)

Bradley, Kimberly Brubaker
Dial Books (256 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 11, 2020
978-1-9848-1568-2
Her beloved older sister has always
kept Della safe; now that both are secure
in foster care, why is Suki pushing her
away?
Della, 10, barely remembers their
mom. For five years after the meth-cooking incident that got her incarcerated in a Kansas penitentiary,
the girls lived with her predatory boyfriend, Clifton. (He’s now
in jail awaiting trial thanks to Suki’s quick thinking.) With their
plainspoken foster mother, Francine, providing needed stability, Suki, 16, lands a part-time job, and Della makes friends.
Far behind academically, Della’s advanced in reading predatory
behavior. Her friends have been taught to ignore boys’ physical
bullying, so they’re shocked when Della fights back at school.
(She’s punished but undeterred.) Suki appears to thrive until she
learns her “permanency plan” to achieve independence at 18 and
gain custody of Della is unworkable. As Suki unravels, Francine’s
urgent requests to arrange counseling for the girls go unheeded,
with near-catastrophic results. The focus throughout, rightly,
is on the aftermath of abuse, the content accessible to middlegrade readers but not graphically conveyed. Believable and
immensely appealing, Suki, Francine, and especially Della (all
are White, though Della is a bit “browner” than Suki) light up
what might have been an unremittingly bleak story: Charting a
path to wholeness is hard enough; the human roadblocks they
encounter make it nearly insurmountable. Readers will root for
these sisters along every step of their daunting journey.
Refusing to soft-pedal hard issues, the novel speaks with
an astringent honesty, at once heartbreaking and hopeful.
(author’s note) (Fiction. 9-13)

THE CANYON’S EDGE
Bowling, Dusti
Little, Brown (240 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-316-49469-4

A girl’s birthdays mark parallel tragedies for her broken family unit.
Last year’s celebration at a restaurant
ended in an unexplained public shooting, and Nora’s mother died. She and her
father are still wrestling with their trauma,
Nora with a confirmed diagnosis of PTSD. For this year’s outing,
Nora and her father head into the deserts of the Southwest on
a rock-climbing expedition. They descend into a 40-foot deep
slot canyon, then hike along inside until a flash flood barrels
through the canyon, washing away all their supplies…and Nora’s
father. She’s left to survive this symbolic and living nightmare
on her own. Thankfully, she can make continuous use of her parents’ thorough training in desert knowledge. Brief sections of
prose bracket the meat of the story, which is in verse, a choice
highly effective in setting tone and emotional resonance for the
heightened situation. Bowling’s poems run a gamut of forms,
transforming the literal shape of the text just as the canyon walls
surrounding Nora shape her trek. The voice of Nora’s therapist
breaks through occasionally, providing a counterpoint perspective. Nora is White while two characters seen in memories have
brown skin. The narrative also names local Native peoples. Elements of the survival story and psychological thriller combine
with strong symbolism to weave a winding, focused, stunning
narrative ultimately about the search for healing.
An edge-of-your-seat read. (Adventure. 8-12)
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CONSENT (FOR KIDS!)
Boundaries, Respect,
and Being in Charge of You
Brian, Rachel
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (64 pp.)
$15.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-316-45773-6

A comic-book handbook for young
audiences about physical and emotional
boundaries.
This small-but-mighty resource cleverly mimics popular
early-reader series like Elephant & Piggie or Narwhal and Jelly,
with heavy-duty binding and a jaunty cartoon feel. But instead
of zany friendships, this text carefully takes children through
consent, relationship dynamics, and what to do if you experience, cause, or witness harm. The unnamed characters are
clothed stick figures with a variety of hairstyles and skin tones
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Van Hoang

THIS LIBRARIAN AND DEBUT AUTHOR IS BRINGING VIETNAMESE
COSMOLOGY INTO THE REALM OF THE MIDDLE-GRADE FANTASY NOVEL
By Vicky Smith
Vanessa German

doesn’t stand out enough, she’s also recently developed
superstrength—an attribute that is awkward at best and
actively dangerous at worst. When she accidentally liberates the Monkey King from prison and finds the trickster demon-god in her bedroom, she begins to wonder if
there might be some connection between her newfound
strength and the Boy Giant, one of Vietnamese cosmology’s Four Immortals. Hoang spoke to us via Zoom from
her home in Long Beach, California. This interview has
been edited for length and clarity.
How do you feel about entering this mythology/fantasy
market?
I feel great about it, because for a long time, non-Western
mythology wasn’t really in the mainstream. That was one
of [my] inspirations: I wanted to introduce [Vietnamese]
mythology to the mainstream. And since Rick Riordan
Presents and all those other books have gotten [so] popular, I’m really excited to be part of it. These mythologies
deserve to be in the spotlight.
How did you go about researching the stories and developing the Monkey King and the Immortals as your
own characters?
In my research for this book, the only real literature that
I could find was the original [16th century] text of Jour
ney to the West, by Wu Cheng’en. But just growing up, I
watched a lot of Asian dramas on the Monkey King. I’ve
always had his character alive in my brain, you know. He
was a big part of my childhood, but most of the movies
and stories about him are geared toward an adult audience. And I wanted to introduce him to middle grade.
For characters like the Boy Giant, there wasn’t much research that I could do other than just like finding his stories online. So I talked to my sister, who is much more in
touch with Vietnamese culture [than I am]. She was very
enthusiastic and told me [more] stories.

Public librarian Van Hoang’s debut, Girl Giant and
the Monkey King (Roaring Brook, Dec. 1), is poised to join
the growing crop of middle-grade fantasy novels in which
modern kids discover their close ties to deities of nonWestern pantheons. The book will be rubbing shoulders
with the likes of Sayantani DasGupta’s Kiranmala and the
Kingdom Beyond series (Scholastic), Ryan Calejo’s Charlie Hernández books (Aladdin), and, of course, the many
offerings from Rick Riordan Presents. Hoang’s tale concerns Thom Ngho, recently dragged by her librarian single mother across the country to settle in Georgia, where
Thom is one of two Asian kids in her grade. As if she
92
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There’s a living faith—Buddhism—sharing the pages
with characters that a lot of your readers are going to
think of as purely mythological. How did you create a
balance between faith and fun characters?
I’m not Buddhist myself, so I wanted to address it in a
sensitive way—because it is a real religion. Anytime I focus on Buddhism, I try to treat it as a strong, real belief.
And Thom is interacting with these characters and interacting with this history in a real way, because it’s real to
her.

speaking English without an Asian accent, but most of
my siblings have one. I just wanted to show that in a positive light. It wasn’t to make a statement or anything, but
I just wanted that representation, to show everyone that
you can have an Asian accent—or any accent—and still be
a wonderful character, you know?

Is there something that you really want to say about
your book that I haven’t asked you?
Most of the pantheon books that are out there focus on
how cool it is to go on these adventures and to meet the
gods. I think Thom’s story is different in the fact that she
has a more realistic experience. Even though she’s in this
supernatural world, she still struggles with what she is
and who she is. I guess that’s the takeaway: She’s having
these adventures, but that doesn’t mean that she just gets
to escape her problems.

I love the characterization of Thom’s mother. She’s a
strict mom—some people might say stereotypically
so—but she also hates cooking and just microwaves all
their food.
I like to tell people that she’s how I would picture myself
if I was a mother. Obviously, she’s different because she’s
very traditionally Vietnamese, and I don’t think I am.
When I wrote the book, I didn’t have any kids, but now I
have a newborn; he’s about a month old. But at the time I
just pictured how I would act if I was a single mother and
had a daughter. And I think I would be that strict. And
there are some parts about me that are very traditionally
Vietnamese, but then there are other parts that aren’t. I
think she walks that balance between being stereotypical but not.

middle gr a de

Your characters and cosmology are specifically Vietnamese, but Thom thinks of herself as Asian. Can you
talk about how you wrote this specifically Vietnamese
story within a larger Asian cultural framework?
[Vietnamese] culture specifically has a lot of strong influences from Chinese culture. A lot of our Immortals and
gods [are] very influenced by Chinese. So even though I
try to make a clear distinction, it’s almost impossible to.
[And the Monkey King also] shows up in a lot of Asian
mythologies in general. So in a way, I think that’s what
influences how Thom feels even though she’s Vietnamese. It’s like her experience as an Asian American: It’s
more universal. I think one of the reasons I went with
that maybe on a subconscious level is because I have a lot
of Asian friends that aren’t just Vietnamese. I wanted to
channel their experience in this book, as an Asian American experience growing up in a White culture.

pictur e books

How did you decide to give Thom superstrength? Did
it come from the Boy Giant story? Or did the superstrength come first and lead you to the Boy Giant connection?
I knew I wanted to write about the Boy Giant. When
I came up with the idea to write about his daughter, I
wasn’t actually going to give her a superpower. I wanted
kids to read a story about someone who doesn’t have special abilities but is still the hero. But then I thought it
would be cool to give her a strength but show that actually it’s not as amazing as you think it would be.

special issue: best books of 2020

Girl Giant and the Monkey King received a starred review
in the Aug. 15, 2020, issue.

I’m also interested in how you wrote her dialogue,
which isn’t in standard English.
I struggled with that. And then there were times when I
reverted to perfect grammar when she was talking, and
I had to go back in and make her sound a little less like
a perfect English speaker. The reason I did that was because when I came to America, I was 4. So I grew up
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Castillo’s endearing illustrations remind readers that friendships
can be found in the most unexpected of places.
our friend hedgehog

MACHINES THAT
THINK!

of different shades of gray. Early chapters include “You Rule,”
about individual boundaries, and “Giving & Getting Consent,”
while later ones focus on community and helping others. Brian
skillfully balances kid-friendly scenarios (tickling, the gift of an
unsuitable pet) with clear but gentle information about safety:
a phone with text messages reading “send pics” and “wanna
meet?”; a firm note that if a “picture shows someone under 18
without clothes on, it’s a crime.” The text also acknowledges
that not all kids have the power to stand up to the adults in their
lives: “It’s great when your family supports your choices. But if
they don’t, you have a few options,” such as “reach[ing] out to
supportive friends” or “think[ing] about what you’ll do differently as an adult.” The twin emphases on clear and direct communication and that it’s OK to change your mind are important
messages effectively delivered.
A book to own and refer to, often. (Graphic nonfiction. 6-10)

Brown, Don
Illus. by the author
Amulet/Abrams (128 pp.)
$13.99 | Mar. 17, 2020
978-1-4197-4098-5
Series: Big Ideas That Changed the
World, 2
How rows of rocks evolved into the
intricate circuitry that runs our homes,
drives our cars, and orders our pizza.
Brown lets al-Khwārizmī, the Muslim mathematician who
popularized Arabic/Hindu numbers (most notably, for Brown’s
purposes here, “0” and “1”), take the role of tour guide. He
squires readers through centuries of watershed developments
from the abacus and mechanical Pascaline calculator to the
punch cards of Joseph-Marie Jacquard, ENIAC, IBM, the transistor, and robots. Closing with an explanation of the Turing
test, he offers a mildly cautionary view of the increasingly pervasive roles computers play in our daily lives (“will they be doing
all the thinking for us?”) and an appended disquisition on binary
numbers. Along the way he chronicles both major and incremental advances as well as offering nods to significant thinkers
and doers familiar (Ada Lovelace, Steve Jobs) or otherwise—
notably Jean Jennings and six other women charged with figuring out how to program ENIAC but not invited to its unveiling.
Though he acknowledges in an afterword that his cast is largely
White, European, and male he does what he can throughout to
diversify it…and cogently observes at the end that the “domination of the West in the sciences has ended.” Panels are drawn
in a loose style that lightens the substantial informational load.
Another terrific case study on the power of a big idea
to work profound changes in our lives. (endnotes, timeline)
(Graphic nonfiction. 8-11)

THIS IS YOUR TIME

Bridges, Ruby
Delacorte (64 pp.)
$15.99 | $18.99 PLB | Nov. 10, 2020
978-0-593-37852-6
978-0-593-37853-3 PLB
International speaker Bridges applies
lessons of history to the task before us.
The text of the book reads like a letter, addressed to “you,” the children of
today. Each spread has one page of simply phrased text—a short paragraph in a large font against a
white background—facing a page of one or two black-and-white
photographs. The first 20 pages vividly recount Bridges’ experience as a first grader integrating an all-White school in New
Orleans: the angry crowds lining her path, the federal marshals
ordered to protect her, the difficult choice her parents faced,
her kind teacher from Boston who spent the days alone with her
in a classroom emptied of White children whose families protested integration. The words then transition to appreciation of
the many children Bridges has spoken with during school visits.
She shares individual encounters with hopeful and brave children who inspired her as well as general reflections on racism
and generational dynamics. Finally, the text turns to the present
day—the need for “love and grace for one another that will heal
this world.” Pictures of 2020 protests, sometimes sharing the
page with pictures from historical protests, show young people
demanding change. The simple layout is powerful: The photographs present a striking reality concerning our collective past
and the repetition of history. Bridges’ hopeful words, her faith
born of experience, are soothing and encouraging in this time of
unrest and uncertainty.
Essential reading for all ages. (Nonfiction. 6-adult)
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OUR FRIEND
HEDGEHOG
The Story of Us

Castillo, Lauren
Illus. by the author
Knopf (128 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | May 5, 2020
978-1-5247-6671-9
978-1-5247-6672-6 PLB
Series: Our Friend Hedgehog, 1

Hedgehog embarks on an unexpected adventure to rescue
her friend Mutty.
Hedgehog and Mutty, two dear friends, “[spend] all their days
together. Playing. Imagining. Dreaming.” That is, until the Terrible
Storm whisks Mutty (who appears to be a stuffed dog) away from
the tiny, midriver island they both live on. Aware that crying won’t
solve anything, Hedgehog decides to set out on a rescue mission
to bring her friend back. As Hedgehog searches for her lost friend,
|
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Rick
By Alex Gino

★ Booklist
★ Horn Book
★ PW
★ SLJ

Show Me a Sign
By Ann Clare LeZotte

★ Booklist
★ Kirkus
★ PW
★ SLJ

★ Horn Book
★ Kirkus
★ PW
★ SLJ

A

Twins
By Varian Johnson
Illustrated by Shannon Wright

All Because You Matter
By Tami Charles
Illustrated by Bryan Collier

★ Horn Book
★ Kirkus
★ PW
★ SLJ
★ Booklist

★ Horn Book
★ Kirkus
★ PW
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★ BCCB
★ Booklist
★ Horn Book
★ Kirkus
★ PW

King and the Dragonflies
By Kacen Callender
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Kent State
By Deborah Wiles

NOVEL

KELLY YANG

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR

★ Booklist
★ Kirkus
★ PW

Land of the Cranes
By Aida Salazar

★ Kirkus
★ PW

★ Booklist
★ Kirkus
★ PW

The Loop
By Ben Oliver

★ Kirkus
★ SLJ

One Little Bag:
An Amazing Journey
By Henry Cole

★ Kirkus
★ PW
★ SLJ

The Bridge
By Bill Konigsberg

★ Booklist
★ Kirkus
★ PW

Shuri: A Black Panther
Novel (Marvel)
By Nic Stone

★ Booklist
★ SLJ

Three Keys
By Kelly Yang

★ Booklist
★ PW

War Stories
By Gordon Korman

★ Booklist
★ Kirkus

The Way to Rio Luna
By Zoraida Córdova

★ Booklist
★ SLJ

Can You See Me?
By Libby Scott and
Rebecca Westcott

★ PW
★ SLJ

I Love My Tutu Too!
By Ross Burach
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Mañanaland
The Girl Who Speaks Bear
By Pam Muñoz Ryan
By Sophie Anderson

★ Kirkus
★ SLJ

Where We Go From Here
By Lucas Rocha

★ Booklist
★ Kirkus

You Should See
Me in a Crown
By Leah Johnson

★ Kirkus
★ PW
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best
chapter
books
It can be easy to overlook chapter
books, that hardworking class that
carries kids from early readers to longer middle-grade novels and nonfiction. But a book that offers great character development and a satisfying
story within a limited page count, using simple vocabulary and syntax, is a
treasure indeed. Following are some
highlights of 2020.

she encounters various characters such as Mole, who greets everyone she meets in a different language (French, German, Spanish,
Arabic, and Korean), and Owl, who sprinkles lofty vocabulary (and
definitions) into conversations. The remainder of the cast includes
Hen and her Chicks, dapper Beaver, and a brown-skinned human
girl named Annika Mae Flores. All together, they distinguish themselves by supporting Hedgehog in her friend’s rescue. Each personality bursts forth in Annika’s narration as the group assembles,
acknowledges that their differences become their strengths, and
forms a firm and committed community unit. Castillo’s endearing
illustrations remind readers that friendships can be found in the
most unexpected of places while their full-color softness balances
Hedgehog’s action-packed adventures. Readers will appreciate the
map shown in the beginning endpapers as they go back and trace
Hedgehog’s journey. Challenging readers without overwhelming
them, picture-book creator Castillo has achieved a gentle and triumphant pivot into chapter books.
An outstanding new chapter book with the cozy feel of a
classic. (Fantasy. 5-9)

When 6-year-old Ruby Bridges walked
to school in 1960, she single-handedly integrated the all-White
William Frantz Elementary School. In This Is Your Time (Delacorte, Nov. 10), she recounts her experiences for a young audience, praising them for their bravery and encouraging them to
carry on the fight. It is indeed “essential reading for all ages.”
(Review on page 94)
Rescued piglet Saucy (Caitlin Dlouhy/
Atheneum, Sept. 29) becomes the
“thing” that distinguishes quadruplet
Becca from her three brothers. Becca’s
family (quads aside) is one that’s increasingly common across America, with a
White father and a biracial (Japanese/
White) mother. Saucy’s shenanigans balance Becca’s introspection in Newbery
medalist Cynthia Kadohata’s sensitive,
economic text, embellished by Marianna Raskin’s illustrations, making a “lively, heartwarming family
story.” (Review on page 105)

FINISH THE FIGHT!
The Brave and
Revolutionary Women Who
Fought for the Right To Vote
Chambers, Veronica & the staff of the New
York Times
Versify/HMH (128 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-0-358-40830-7

An illustrated introduction to many women of color and
queer women responsible for voting rights in America.
Beginning with the Haudenosaunee Confederacy, whose historic
territory was the site of the Seneca Falls convention, and ending with
Dakota Sioux activist Zitkála-Šá, this friendly primer highlights the
lesser-known heroes whose fight for their right to vote did not end
with the ratification of the 19th Amendment. Chambers and her coauthors from the New York Times strike an authoritative yet colloquial
tone: “[T]here are tons of women beyond Susan [B. Anthony] and
Elizabeth [Cady Stanton]’s demographic who helped make suffrage
a reality for all women,” they write. Well-chosen quotes and engaging biographical information about such activists as Frances Ellen
Watkins Harper, Mary McLeod Bethune, Angelina Weld Grimké,
Mabel Ping-hua Lee, and Jovita Idár are interspersed with trenchant
observations from contemporary women working in service to their
ancestors’ ideals, including Louise Herne, Charlotte Brooks, and
Vilma Martínez. White and straight women are supporting characters, either as allies or barriers. Ornate, colorful page layouts also
include playful doodles, at times somewhat distractingly atop historial images. Stories like that of Susette La Flesche Tibbles, who had
to stand up to several White government officials before she could
become the first Native woman to teach on her reservation, emphasize the theme that rights require constant advocacy.
Timely, moving, and necessary. (authors’ note, minibiographies, timeline, statistics, acknowledgements, further
reading, bibliography, index) (Collective biography. 8-14)

Kitoo, a Kenyan orphan and avid reader,
discovers ice hockey in an old book and
is immediately enthralled. A discarded
set of roller blades gets him skating, but
what about the ice part? Danson Mutinda
and Eric Walter’s Hockey Night in Kenya
(Orca, Oct. 13) bases its story on a real-life
orphanage founded by Mutinda’s parents,
which “makes its themes of hope, hard
work, kindness, and triumph all the more
memorable.” Claudia Dávila’s illustrations
give it further heart. (Review on page 113)
Brian “Smitty” Smith’s Stuck Together
(HarperAlley, Sept. 1) tells the story of
how Pea, Bee, and Jay—a sentient legume, a bumblebee, and a blue jay—
meet and become fast friends. This
graphic novel/chapter book (a series
opener) offers a sweet plot with just the
right amount of adventure and easy-toread panels. “Readers will ‘bee’ delighted by this earnest and endearing tale.”
(Review on page 120)—V.S.
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Debut author Cisneros paints a vivid picture of lost childhoods.
efrén divided

EFRÉN DIVIDED

Cisneros, Ernesto
Harper/HarperCollins (272 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 31, 2020
978-0-06-288168-7
A young boy must become an adult
overnight when his mother is deported.
Twelve-year-old Efrén Nava’s world
is turned upside down the day he comes
back from school and his mother is
nowhere to be found. His neighbor
Doña Chana tells him that an ICE raid was conducted at the
supermarket and that Amá was picked up and deported to
Mexico. When his father takes on a second job to make ends
meet, Efrén becomes the primary caregiver for Mía and Max,
his younger twin siblings. Unsure of how much information
about his mother’s fate to give them, Efrén tries his best to
make Amá’s miracles his own as he struggles to keep his siblings safe, feed them, and take them to school while still dealing with his own schooling. Taking care of Max, whose oxygen
supply was cut off during childbirth and has learning disabilities, and figuring out which friends and adults to trust with
his secret add layers of responsibility Efrén feels unprepared
to deal with. Debut author Cisneros paints a vivid and palpable #ownvoices picture of the lost childhoods as children
and parents are separated due to immigration issues. But even
as Efrén’s world seems to be crashing around him, Cisneros
celebrates the kindness of the Mexican American community
and its richness of food, culture, and resilient spirit.
Honest and tender: a must-read. (Fiction. 8-13)

THE SISTERS OF
STRAYGARDEN PLACE
Chewins, Hayley
Candlewick (208 pp.)
$16.99 | Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-5362-1227-3

In an enchanted house, three sisters
face confusing dangers.
Years ago, Mamma and Pappa silently
walked out of the large, formal, and daunting Straygarden Place, leaving their
daughters a cryptic note: “Do not leave the house. / Do not
go into the grass. / Wait for us. / Sleep darkly.” The silver grass
outside looms taller than the house itself; always aggressive, it
plugs the keyholes, blocks the windows, shakes the walls, and
hisses words. It tries to get in. One day, eldest sister Winnow
goes outdoors—and when she returns, nothing is the same.
The house still nurturingly feeds and clothes the girls using
magic, but Winnow sickens and begins to turn silver. Unable
to talk, Winnow rages incoherently at middle sister and
third-person protagonist Mayhap. The relationships among
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A boy gets caught up in a deadly game
of espionage.
Singapore, 1940: Lizard’s White
British father is dead, and his Cantonese
mother left him with his paternal Uncle
Archie—who disappeared a few years
later. Lizard has been surviving in Chinatown through petty
thievery and doing odd jobs for Boss Man Beng, a small-time
gangster. One day, he decides he’ll take one last big gig from
Boss Man Beng. But the teak box he’s been asked to steal doesn’t
contain just any trinket: It’s an item that could determine the
fate of a country on the brink of war, something people will kill
for. As Lizard tries to decipher how the box’s contents; his best
friend, Lili; and his Uncle Archie are connected, he finds himself
entangled in a dangerous web of deceit, espionage, and murder.
In addition to its strong pacing, intriguing mystery, and humorous elements, Chan’s debut is packed with underlying themes of
belonging, prejudice, and empowerment. An outsider because
of his mixed heritage, Lizard is trying to find his place in the
world. Chan also highlights the ruling British colonists’ snobbery for their colonial subjects, a sense of entitlement that
trickles all the way down to the youngest citizens. As a bonus,
Lili, who is Chinese and investigates with Lizard, is a kick-butt
heroine who picks locks like a pro and snap-kicks grown men
to the ground.
An action-packed adventure with wide appeal. (glossary,
author’s note) (Mystery. 8-12)

middle gr a de

Mayhap, Winnow, and youngest sister Pavonine tip sideways
with anger, bafflement, and terror. Even each girl’s personally
bonded droomhund—a small black dog who squeezes physically into its girl’s brain when she needs darkness for sleeping—can’t provide comfort, and Winnow’s droomhund is
impossibly missing. Why does the aroma of coffee make Mayhap feel like she’s smothering? Who’s the sudden fourth girl
in the house, and what has she woven out of “dirt and bats’
lungs…the darkness of the sky and the silk of the moon…
[and]…coffee”? Chewins’ prose is exquisite, her eerie concepts
heart-wrenching. All characters are White.
Superb, spooky, and unforgettable. (Fantasy/horror. 10-14)

Chan, Weng Wai
Text (320 pp.)
$8.95 paper | May 12, 2020
978-1-925603-91-0
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Cline-Ransome’s masterful storytelling
will keep readers enthralled.
leaving lymon

LEAVING LYMON

girls’ obsession with the journals combines with their emerging
friendship to cause Alberta to feel torn between Laramie, who
is White, and Edie. While Alberta and Edie juggle the awkward,
sometimes-painful dynamics of middle school friendships, bullies, and racism, their research into the journals leads the girls
to a discovery of family and racial dynamics that transcends
time. Colbert’s middle-grade debut, centering Black girls who
represent a range of experiences, deserves a standing ovation.
Alberta’s narration is perceptive and accessible as she navigates
race in America in the past and present.
A heartfelt tale with classy, indelible characters. (Fiction.
10-12)

Cline-Ransome, Lesa
Holiday House (208 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-8234-4442-7
Lymon, who has music in his bones,
has too many strikes against him to make
growing into young adulthood easy.
Readers met Lymon as an angry bully
in Cline-Ransome’s Finding Langston
(2018). At the outset of this companion,
the African American boy lives in 1940s Mississippi with his
loving, guitar-playing grandpops and ever disgruntled grandmother, called Ma. Lymon’s flighty teen mother, Daisy, abandoned him long ago when she moved to Chicago and started
another family; Grady, Lymon’s father, is incarcerated at Parchman Farm. Like Langston’s, Lymon’s distinctive rural Southern
voice narrates both painful and poignant moments in a matterof-fact way that leaves readers wondering how he can bear so
much without breaking. Though likable and worthy of compassion, Lymon seems to attract negativity. When Grandpops
dies and Ma sickens from diabetes, the relatives can no longer
afford Lymon’s upkeep. They send him to Chicago to live with
Daisy, her two sons, and her husband, Robert, who beats Lymon
regularly. When Lymon steals money from Robert, the police
send him to a boys’ home—where, finally, he’s allowed to come
into his own. Cline-Ransome’s masterful storytelling will keep
readers enthralled while teaching them about historical racial
biases in the penal system, the plight of children during the
Great Migration, the discrimination faced by Northern Blacks,
and more.
A captivating novel about a boy whose story will leave
readers wanting more. (Historical fiction. 8-12)

CLASS ACT

Craft, Jerry
Illus. by the author
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins
(256 pp.)
$22.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-0-06-288551-7
Jordan Banks has returned to the
elite Riverdale Academy Day School
for eighth grade, and although he still
doesn’t smell like an eighth grade boy—
much to his dismay—his growth spurt comes in other forms.
Unlike New Kid (2019), this sequel offers the perspectives of
not just Jordan, but also his best friend, Drew, and his wealthy
White friend, Liam. As Jordan navigates what may be his last
year at RAD before transferring to art school, he frequently
compares his experiences with Drew’s: Both boys are Black, but
Drew is taller, more athletic, and has darker skin. Drew also has
a new flattop that attracts unwanted touching from non-Black
kids. This story focuses on how differently RAD students and
teachers treat light-skinned Jordan and dark-skinned Drew and
also how middle-class Jordan, working-class Drew, and rich
Liam negotiate a friendship of mutual respect and care. RAD
administrators and teachers have also realized that they need
to work on diversity, equity, and inclusion, but their leadership
choice for this initiative results in more microaggressions for
the students of color. Jordan’s cartoon “intermissions,” blackand-white pencil sketches, capture his imaginative wit while
conveying perceptive observations about race and class that
ring true. Each chapter’s title page textually and illustratively
echoes popular graphic works for young readers such as Jeff
Kinney’s Diary of a Wimpy Kid.
A well-Crafted, visually rich, truth-telling tale for our
troubled times that affirms the eternal importance of friends.
(author’s note) (Graphic fiction. 9-14)

THE ONLY BLACK
GIRLS IN TOWN
Colbert, Brandy
Little, Brown (368 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 24, 2020
978-0-316-45638-8

A new neighbor brings change and
mystery to rising seventh grader Alberta
Freeman-Price.
Despite the fact that Alberta and her
dads are some of the small number of
Black people in Ewing Beach, California, Alberta leads a pretty
chill life, surfing and eating ice cream with her best friend, Laramie. Then the bed-and-breakfast across the street is taken over
by new neighbors from New York, a Black single mom and her
goth daughter, Edie. The fact that Edie is Black fuses the bond
between the two. When Edie discovers mysterious journals in
the attic of the B&B, she shares them with Alberta. The author
of the journals was Constance, a young woman who apparently worked as a nanny in the building during the 1950s. The
98
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Eleven-year-old Serena has always
considered herself to be the sidekick to
her best friend, JC.
Serena has been anticipating their
first visit in over a week, as JC is hospitalized following a kidney transplant. Unfortunately, Serena
comes down with a bad cold, and classmate Leilani steps into
her role as class ambassador to deliver the gift bag they put
together at school. Soon JC is full of talk about Lani, and Serena
finds herself resentful of their closeness. Despite the efforts of
her mother and older sister, Serena has trouble accepting that
relationships change and feels pushed aside despite having new
activities and friendships. She even wonders if race is a factor:
She is Black while JC is Filipina and Lani is Hawaiian. However,
JC’s medical issues have exacted a toll: She has become prickly
around Serena and seems to reserve her good humor for her
new friend. Serena practices recording a personal vlog where
she pours out her feelings. It takes time, but Serena does find
her own worth and even manages to stand up to her best friend.
Middle school energy forms a bustling backdrop for this clever
story of navigating changing relationships and developing a
sense of personal identity. Secondary characters and storylines
provide humor and pathos while at the center is spirited, smart
Serena, someone readers will appreciate and cheer.
A delightful multicultural narrative that spotlights
friendship and self-awareness. (Fiction. 8-12)

LIFTING AS WE CLIMB
Black Women’s Battle
for the Ballot Box
Dionne, Evette
Viking (176 pp.)
$19.99 | Apr. 21, 2020
978-0-451-48154-2

Diaz, Alexandra
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(336 pp.)
$17.99 | May 5, 2020
978-1-5344-4623-6
“Everyone is separated.”
Return to la malvada, or try his luck
on his own? For 12-year-old Santiago,
going back to his abusive abuela leaves
him with no choice at all. At a loss as to his next move, he finds
an opportunity when he meets a young mother named María
Dolores and her small daughter, Alegría, on their way to el otro
lado. For María Dolores, a new life on the other side means
fleeing from a troubled past, and Santiago heads with them to
El Norte. After a brief stop in a town full of treacherous coyotes and los pollos at their mercy, the three Mexican refugees
cross the border and embark on an arduous trek over a barren
mountain range, with the desert heat slowly chipping away at
their lives. Close to death, the trio falls into the clutches of
kirkus.com
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African American women had to battle both sexism and racism in their quest
for the right to vote.
The roots of the historical women’s
suffrage movement can be found in efforts to end slavery in the
United States. However, small numbers of Black female abolitionists participated, and as the activism expanded to women’s
rights, African Americans were mostly excluded. Dionne provides a detailed and comprehensive look at the overlooked roles
African American women played in the efforts to end slavery
and then to secure the right to vote for women, arguing that
Black women worked consistently for their communities in all
areas. The ways in which the Black women’s club movement, the
anti-lynching movement, and other activism combined to press
for full citizenship are on display. “Getting the right to vote
wasn’t the end goal; improving the lives of African Americans
was.” There are familiar names such as Ida B. Wells and Mary
McLeod Bethune, but there are also many not as well known.
Dionne is clear about the fact that even as women prepared to
march for the 19th Amendment, White leaders kept Black suffragists separate. Amply illustrated with archival drawings and
photographs and supported with contextualizing sidebars, the
narrative concludes with a discussion of the Voting Rights Act
and contemporary efforts by African Americans to fight against
voter suppression.
A lively and critical addition as the United States commemorates the centennial of women’s suffrage. (sources, further reading, index) (Nonfiction. 10-16)

SANTIAGO’S ROAD
HOME

|
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U.S. immigration officers. Separated from his newfound family,
Santi must now navigate life at a youth immigration detention
center. It’s here that Santiago’s story delves into an uncomfortable and bleak modern reality: one where children are held
captive at underfunded, psychologically scarring detention centers. With unflinching conviction, Diaz sketches a frank, brief
account of refugee youth in an uncaring bureaucratic system,
where hope comes in glimpses and family separation becomes
the norm. The author’s cleareyed, compassionate writing serves
as a much-needed wake-up call to readers, perhaps more so than
her two previous works, The Only Road (2016) and its sequel, The
Crossroads (2018).
An urgent mirror for troubling times. (author’s note,
resources, further reading, glossary) (Fiction. 8-12)

Davis, Tanita S.
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(272 pp.)
$16.99 | Nov. 3, 2020
978-0-06-293697-4
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best
graphic
novels
RICK

In recent years there’s been a dramatic rise in both acceptance of and
excellence in graphic novels for middlegrade readers. The breadth of topic and
style on display in this year’s crop is testament to the vigor of the form.

Gino, Alex
Scholastic (240 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 21, 2020
978-1-338-04810-0
As he explores his identity and finds
his footing in middle school, a sixth
grader stands up to his bully best friend.
White, cisgender boys Rick and Jeff
have been best friends since the third
grade. When they’re alone, Jeff shares
his video games, but at school Jeff picks on other kids and
talks about girls with ostentatious lasciviousness. Despite their
connection, Rick knows he can’t tell Jeff that he wants to join
their school’s Rainbow Spectrum, a safe space for LGBTQIAP+ students, or that he’s questioning his own sexuality. The
more Rick learns about himself, the more he realizes he needs
to hold Jeff accountable for his behavior. An honest relationship develops between Rick and his cosplay-loving grandfather.
Grandpa Ray reassures and supports Rick when he comes out
as asexual. Adults in the story model moments of vulnerability
and admit mistakes. Gino seamlessly introduces language to
describe a variety of sexualities and gender identities through
the perspective of Rick, who is learning many of the words for
the first time. Although the book shares characters with Gino’s
Stonewall Award–winning George (2015), it stands alone. The
cast (including students of color) represents a spectrum of genders and sexualities with an emphasis on self-identification and
encouragement of exploration.
A game-changing ace. (author’s note) (Fiction. 8-13)

In When Stars Are
Scattered
(Dial
Books, April 14),
co-author Omar
Mohamed’s experience in a Kenyan refugee camp is lightly
fictionalized and illustrated by Victoria Jamieson, with colors by Iman Geddy. After
their father is killed in the Somalian civil
war, Omar and his younger brother, Hassan, become separated from their mother. Faith and love carry them through uncertainty and hope.
“This engaging, heartwarming story does everything one can
ask of a book, and then some.” (Review on page 103)
When identical African American Twins
(Graphix/Scholastic, Oct. 6) Maureen and
Francine run for student council, the sixth
graders’ bond is sorely tested. Varian Johnson nails the social-emotional dynamics
of middle school while Shannon Wright
illustrates it all with warmth and humor;
together they create “a touching, relatable
story of identity, sisterhood, and friendship.” (Review on page 105)

STAR-SPANGLED
The Story of a Flag, a
Battle, and the American
Anthem

Goblin middle schooler Beetle’s easy friendship with Blob Ghost is disrupted by the return
of old friend Kat to study sorcery—the stakes
rising when Kat’s evil aunt fixes her sights on
the demolition of the shopping mall to which
Blob Ghost is bound. Aliza Layne’s playful
paranormal worldbuilding accommodates its
real-world themes effortlessly. With its girlled LGBTQ+ cast, Beetle & the Hollowbones
(Atheneum, March 24) “passes the Bechdel
test with flying colors.” (Review on page 108)

Grove, Tim
Abrams (176 pp.)
$19.99 | May 26, 2020
978-1-4197-4102-9

An in-depth look at the events that
led to the connected stories of the United
States flag, the national anthem, and an
important military victory.
The United States was a vulnerable young nation when the
War of 1812 plunged it into conflict with Great Britain. The
British navy targeted the Chesapeake Bay and the city of Baltimore for attack, both for its proximity to Washington and
the shipbuilding that occurred there. Grove provides comprehensive background about both nations’ underlying military
strategy. The actual story about the commission of the flag
that flew over Fort McHenry is explored in great detail, as
is the confluence of events that found Maryland-born attorney Francis Scott Key on a ship during battle, the aftermath
of which inspired him to write the words that became the

In Astronauts (First Second, Feb. 4), Jim
Ottaviani and Maris Wicks interleave the
experiences of White ex-astronaut Mary
Cleave with the broader history of women’s fight to be included in NASA’s astronaut corps as well as technical details
about astronaut training and life in space.
It’s “exhilarating—as well as hilarious, enraging, or both at once depending on the
reader.” (Review on page 114)—V.S.
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Immerses readers in Malaysian culture and food as well as weaving in
both Islamic elements and pre-Islamic views of ghosts and death.
the girl and the ghost

Harman, Alice
Illus. by Bloch, Serge
Thames & Hudson (96 pp.)
$19.95 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-0-500-65220-6

Hanna Alkaf
Harper/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-0-06-294095-7
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After the death of the village witch,
her pelesit, a cricketlike trickster ghostfamiliar, must seek a new master who
shares the witch’s bloodline.
Suraya, a lonely, impoverished child
who is shunned by the local children and held at an emotional
distance by her mother, embraces her pelesit inheritance, lovingly naming him Pink. Pink serves as Suraya’s friend and
protector, but his retribution against those he believes have
slighted Suraya is impulsive and malicious. Disturbed, Suraya
extracts a promise from Pink not to hurt others, ever, unless
she is in absolute danger. Pink soon breaks his promise when
Suraya is bullied by other girls, but when she finally makes her
first human friend, Jing Wei, Pink’s protectiveness takes a dangerously jealous turn. As Suraya struggles with the decision to
cut Pink loose, darker forces remind them that Pink is not the
only malevolent being around. The author’s middle-grade debut
immerses readers in Malaysian culture and food as well as weaving in both Islamic elements and pre-Islamic views of ghosts
and death. Though aspects of the novel embrace the disturbing
and grotesque (which will delight many readers), its conclusion
is grippingly heart-wrenching and speaks to deeper themes of
family, trauma, and friendship. Suraya and her family are Malay
Muslims while Jing Wei is Chinese Malaysian.
A fascinating, page-turning tale. (Supernatural adventure.
9-14)
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Illuminating descriptions of 30 artworks from the Centre Pompidou accompany strong reproductions.
The introduction delineates modern art (1860s to the late
1960s) from contemporary art—“everything after that”—but
informs readers that the museum does not include any works
before 1905 and that the book includes a few works from the
late 20th and 21st centuries. A number of female artists are
included as well as a commendable range of artists of color,
several non-Western. Sections ranging from two to four pages
feature a large reproduction, enhanced by Bloch’s amusing cartoons that pick out themes from the artworks and sometimes
include caricatures of the artists. The unusual selection of artists working in different styles, media that vary from paint to
bottle caps, and sassy commentary makes this volume stand out
from others. With contemporary language, humorous titles,
some stories about the artists’ love lives (comments about Pablo
Picasso’s misogyny and relationships are especially pointed),
and perspectives that encourage readers to consider these
works on their own terms, the book becomes a lively tour conducted by a knowledgeable curator. In describing Slave Auction,
1982, by Jean-Michel Basquiat, Harman explains that the artist
studied symbols and embedded them in his work. Noting some
of those symbols, she asks: “Can you see how these signs and
ideas might relate to slavery, and how black Americans might
still experience danger today?”
Revealing, sometimes snarky, always lively. (timeline,
glossary, list of artworks, index) (Nonfiction. 11-16)

THE GIRL AND
THE GHOST
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MODERN ART
EXPLORER
Discover the Stories
Behind Famous Artworks

national anthem. Grove provides a page-turning narrative that
enhances the familiar aspects of this story and fills in those
little-known areas. He paints a full picture of Key’s attitudes
toward slavery as well as of Mary Pickersgill and how she
came to take on the task of making a somewhat unusual flag.
In addition to details about shipbuilding and military planning, he weaves in the role of enslaved fighters who ran away
to the British, who promised freedom, forming the Colonial
Marines. Generous archival illustrations and the rich and varied backmatter make this a boon for fledgling historians.
A well-researched and spirited slice of history. (Nonfiction.
10-13)

SAL & GABI FIX
THE UNIVERSE

Hernandez, Carlos
Rick Riordan Presents/Disney (432 pp.)
$16.99 | May 5, 2020
978-1-368-02283-5
Series: Sal and Gabi, 2
The continued multiverse adventures of Sal Vidón and Gabi Reál.
It’s been three weeks since Sal and
Gabi saved the life of Gabi’s newborn
brother, Iggy, and everything seems to be back to normal—or
at least as normal as possible with a potentially broken universe.
Then Sal’s calamity-physicist father and Gabi’s Dad: The Final
Frontier finish work on their remembranation machine, which
they hope will fix the holes in the universe created in the Pura
Belpré–winning Sal and Gabi Break the Universe (2019)—but has
|
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Historical context, personal stories,
and letters are seamlessly integrated in this history
of frightened refugee children in a new land.
we had to be brave

WE HAD TO BE BRAVE
Escaping the Nazis on
the Kindertransport

become sentient artificial intelligence in the process. As if that
were not enough, Sal’s unlikely new friend, Yasmany, seems to
have gone missing, and a Gabi from another universe shows up
to warn Sal that Papi’s research has destroyed her world and
killed her own Sal and that they must stop his version of Papi
from doing the same. This excellent sequel features nonstop
multiverse hijinks, great comedy, and heartening moments that
are skillfully interwoven with a subplot that features a delightfully surreal student production of Alice in Wonderland—er, “Alicia” in “el pais de las maravillas.” The supporting cast includes a
plethora of nurturing adults as well as amusingly melodramatic
AI’s. Most characters are Cuban American, and Hernandez
continues to effortlessly incorporate intersectionalities, including Gabi’s loving polyamorous family and Sal’s Type 1 diabetes
and his aromantic identity.
A hilarious, heartwarming, and absolutely unmissable
sequel. (Science fiction. 10-13)

Hopkinson, Deborah
Scholastic Focus (368 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-338-25572-0

A vital collection of vignettes from
the Kindertransport, the World War II
rescue effort that brought about 10,000
child refugees from Nazi-controlled

countries into Britain.
Years before the Nazis ramped up to genocide, the antiSemitic laws of the Third Reich convinced some parents that their
children were unsafe. Emigration, however, was quite difficult.
Even for those prepared to move somewhere they didn’t speak the
language, it was shockingly difficult to get a visa. England and the
United States had strict immigration quotas. Nevertheless, refugee
advocates and the British Home Office hatched a plan to bring
child refugees into Britain and settle them with foster families. (A
similar attempt in the U.S. died in Congress.) The voices of myriad
Kindertransport survivors are used to tell of this harrowing time,
recalling in oral histories and published and unpublished memoirs their prewar lives, the journey, their foster families. Sidebars
provide more resources about the people in each section; it’s startlingly powerful to read a survivor’s story and then go to a YouTube
video or BBC recording featuring that same survivor, speaking as
an adult or recorded as a child more than 80 years ago. Historical
context, personal stories, and letters are seamlessly integrated in
this history of frightened refugee children in a new land and their
brave parents’ making “the heart-wrenching decision” to send their
children away with strangers to a foreign country.
Well-crafted, accessible, and essential. (timeline, glossary, resources, index, bibliography) (Nonfiction. 10-14)

GIRL GIANT AND THE
MONKEY KING

Hoang, Van
Illus. by Quang, Nguyen & Lien, Kim
Roaring Brook (368 pp.)
$16.99 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-250-24041-5
Desperate to get rid of her abnormal
strength and live a normal life, Thom
turns to the trickster Monkey King for
help.
Somehow, Thom Ngho has become incredibly strong.
Strong enough to break windows and doors, strong enough
to kick a soccer ball right through the goal’s netting. She has
no idea how this came about or how to put an end to it, so she
hides her powers, letting her soccer coach bench her, which is
better than the alternative. To make matters worse, her mother
has suddenly moved them from their home in California to
Georgia, where Thom is the only Vietnamese American kid in
a mostly White school. When the Monkey King appears in her
bedroom one night, Thom realizes that the stories she heard
growing up—about Monkey, the Boy Giant, and more—may
really be true. With the dubious help of the Monkey King and
a dragon who claims to be her protector, Thom sets out on a
journey through Vietnamese folklore and mythology while
simultaneously juggling school life and her relationship with her
mother. Spinning a fantastic tale of adventure, humor, and mischief, Hoang also incorporates portrayals of racism, belonging,
identity, and intergenerational differences that ring true, crafting a fantasy for the modern age with enough complications to
hint at more to come. Charming spot art enhances the wonder
of the fantasy elements.
At its core, a tale of magic and family strongly grounded
in contemporary reality. (Fantasy. 9-12)
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THE TALK
Conversations About
Race, Love & Truth

Ed. by Hudson, Wade & Hudson,
Cheryl Willis
Crown (128 pp.)
$18.99 | $21.99 PLB | Aug. 11, 2020
978-0-593-12161-0
978-0-593-12162-7 PLB
This star-studded collection of #ownvoices authors calls readers in for necessary reminders in service of everyday actions that we must pursue
to cultivate real change.
This collection is right on time. As many people reach for
undifferentiated anti-racist reading lists to catch up to the Blackled front lines of today’s social movements, the Hudsons take an
approach for young readers that emphasizes intergenerational
relationships, familial intimacy, and intersectional justice. These
are “real conversations,” both in that many of them draw from
|
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Jamieson, Victoria &
Mohamed, Omar
Illus. by Jamieson, Victoria with
Geddy, Iman
Dial Books (264 pp.)
$20.99 | $12.99 paper | Apr. 14, 2020
978-0-525-55391-5
978-0-525-55390-8 paper

Isabella and Smith explore the ecological effects of reintroducing wolves to Yellowstone National Park in 1995.
Seemingly simple yet remarkably comprehensive—a bit
like the ecosystem web it describes—this picture book explains
how the Yellowstone National Park ecosystem, deprived for 70
years of its apex predator, became overpopulated with elk and
how it began to reclaim its balance with the reintroduction of
wolves. While an anchor narrative tells the story of the park’s
ecosystem changes, interspersed sidebars delve into adjunct
topics. For example, recurring sidebars titled “It’s Elemental”
describe the effects of climate and weather while others add
deeper details, such as describing a wolf ’s physiological traits.
In this way, abundant amounts of information are presented in
an easy-to-understand format. Colorful, posterlike illustrations
add liveliness to the format and open up the whole design visually so the expansive topic feels unintimidating. It’s all here:
how wolves, by being wolves, reduced the elk population, which
allowed more plant life to grow, which brought more berries
for bears and more habitat for insects and birds, which created
more pollination—among many other restorations. Beyond
gaining an understanding of this particular ecosystem, readers
will no doubt grasp the concept of the vast interdependencies
within any ecosystem. Bolded words within the narrative are
defined in a glossary in the backmatter, which also includes further resources and an index.
Clear, comprehensive, and thoroughly accessible. (Infor
mational picture book. 8-14)
kirkus.com
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Isabella, Jude
Illus. by Smith, Kim
Kids Can (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-77138-625-8

middle gr a de

A Somali boy living in a refugee camp
in Kenya tries to make a future for himself and his brother in
this near memoir interpreted as a graphic novel by collaborator
Jamieson.
Omar Mohamed lives in Dadaab Refugee Camp in Kenya
with his younger brother, Hassan, who has a seizure disorder,
and Fatuma, an elderly woman assigned to foster them in their
parents’ absence. The boys’ father was killed in Somalia’s civil
war, prompting them to flee on foot when they were separated
from their mother. They desperately hope she is still alive and
looking for them, as they are for her. The book covers six years,
during which Omar struggles with decisions about attending
school and how much hope to have about opportunities to
resettle in a new land, like the United States. Through Omar’s
journey, and those of his friends and family members, readers
get a close, powerful view of the trauma and uncertainty that
attend life as a refugee as well as the faith, love, and support
from unexpected quarters that get people through it. Jamieson’s characteristically endearing art, warmly colored by Geddy,
perfectly complements Omar’s story, conjuring memorable and
sympathetic characters who will stay with readers long after
they close the book. Photographs of the brothers and an afterword provide historical context; Mohamed and Jamieson each
contribute an author’s note.
This engaging, heartwarming story does everything one
can ask of a book, and then some. (Graphic memoir. 9-13)

BRINGING BACK
THE WOLVES
How a Predator Restored an
Ecosystem
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WHEN STARS ARE
SCATTERED

true personal experiences and also in the sense that they revel in
depth and substance. The editors put it this way: “With advice and
love, harsh realities and encouraging words, the talks offered in this
anthology…embrace honest ways of thinking that help expand ourselves and others in a complex and diverse society.” Each contribution has its own unique viewpoint paired with arresting grayscale
illustrations; together they take on a diversity of forms including
prose, poems, and comics. Race plays a central role, yet the conversations expand beyond a Black-White binary to be inclusive of
Asian, Latinx, and Native experiences as well. An all-star list of
authors and illustrators appears throughout the pages—an embarrassment of literary riches. Backmatter includes explanatory notes
from some of the authors, and biographical notes on all the contributors. It’s a perfect sequel to the Hudsons’ critically acclaimed
collection We Rise, We Resist, We Raise Our Voices (2018).
The ingredients are all here. May this magnificent collection inspire us to move from dialogue to deep action. (backmatter) (Anthology. 10-adult)

BLOOD AND GERMS
The Civil War Battle
Against Wounds
and Disease

Jarrow, Gail
Calkins Creek/Boyds Mills (176 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-68437-176-1
Series: Medical Fiascoes
For those interested in the history of medicine or fascinated
by the Civil War, Jarrow’s latest offering astutely combines both
topics.
The Civil War (1861-1865) was a bloodbath of epic size.
Beyond the battlefield toll, boys who had never traveled far from
home were gathered into huge armies and exposed to numerous diseases for which they had no immunity, leading to lethal
epidemics and a huge further cost in young lives lost. Making
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best
nonfiction
Middle-grade novels can sometimes
crowd out the nonfiction, but it’s important to remember that there are kids who
crave the real thing. Fortunately, there are
some great books just for them.

outstanding use of period photographs, in-depth research, and
firsthand accounts, this effort chronicles the inadequate, sometimes almost farcically deficient medical care delivered during
the war. Highlighting primary topics in a series of brief chapters, it follows soldiers through the typical responses to being
wounded (or falling ill), from frontline interventions through
field hospitals, then, via torturous ambulance journeys, to
immense pavilion hospitals that both Union and Confederate
sides were forced to establish. Medical training, nursing care,
the Union’s Sanitary Commission, types of infections, prisonerof-war mistreatment, and a discussion of medical advances that
resulted from the war are also covered. The descriptions are
sometimes graphic, connecting tragic statistics to individual
soldiers. Sidebars neatly fit into the presentation, never interrupting the flow but enhancing the story with valuable additional information. Outstanding backmatter, more typical of
what might be found in fine adult nonfiction, rounds out this
stellar presentation.
A fascinating example of excellence in juvenile nonfiction. (glossary, multiple source lists, detailed index) (Nonfic
tion. 10-15)

Escaping the Holocaust in 1939, Jewish
physician Ludwig Guttmann took his
neurology skills to England, where he became determined to assist his paralyzed
patients in leading full lives. Seeing
how adaptive sports improved their health and
well-being, he began the competition that has
become the Paralympic Games. In A Sporting
Chance (HMH Books, April 7), Lori Alexander tells his story, with Allan Drummond’s cartoons supplementing archival photos. The result is “informative, and engaging, and important.” (Review on page 85)
As World War II loomed, the Kindertransport rescued some 10,000 children from
Nazi-controlled countries and settled them
in Britain. Deborah Hopkinson collects
survivors’ accounts in We Had To Be Brave
(Scholastic Focus, Feb. 4), blending history
and memories together seamlessly. Sidebars
provide multimedia resources leading readers to the survivors’ voices themselves, making for a “well-crafted, accessible, and essential” resource. (Review on page 102)

THIS BOOK IS
ANTI-RACIST
20 Lessons on How To
Wake Up, Take Action,
and Do the Work
Jewell, Tiffany
Illus. by Durand, Aurélia
Frances Lincoln (160 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-7112-4521-1

Gail Jarrow delves into Civil War medicine
in the evocatively titled Blood and Germs
(Calkins Creek/Boyds Mills, Oct. 13), supplementing her primary-source research with
archival illustrations to deliver an absorbing
account. Exploring the experiences of both
patients and care providers, as well as explaining the technology and contemporary
understanding, she creates “a fascinating example of excellence in juvenile nonfiction.”
(Review on page 103)

A guidebook for taking action
against racism.
The clear title and bold, colorful illustrations will immediately draw attention to this book, designed to guide each
reader on a personal journey to work to dismantle racism. In
the author’s note, Jewell begins with explanations about word
choice, including the use of the terms folx, because it is gender
neutral, and global majority, noting that marginalized communities of color are actually the majority in the world. She also
chooses to capitalize Black, Brown, and Indigenous as a way of
centering these communities’ voices; white is not capitalized.
Organized in four sections—identity, history, taking action, and
working in solidarity—each chapter builds on the lessons of
the previous section. Underlined words are defined in the glossary, but Jewell unpacks concepts around race in an accessible
way, bringing attention to common misunderstandings. Activities are included at the end of each chapter; they are effective,
prompting both self-reflection and action steps from readers.
The activities are designed to not be written inside the actual
book; instead Jewell invites readers to find a special notebook
and favorite pen and use that throughout. Combining the disruption of common fallacies, spotlights on change makers, the
author’s personal reflections, and a call to action, this powerful

When readers already know the end of the
story, it’s hard to make edge-of-your-seat
reading. But Christina Soontornvat manages this feat adroitly with All Thirteen
(Candlewick, Oct. 13), her exploration of the
2018 rescue of the Thai boys’ soccer team after they were trapped in an underwater cave
system. Using well-paced present-tense narration, she builds suspense and sensitively
explores the cultural and political forces at
play in an account that is “thoughtfully researched [and] expertly crafted.” (Review on page 120)—V.S.
104
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A lively, heartwarming family story.
saucy

TWINS

Johnson, Varian
Illus. by Wright, Shannon
Graphix/Scholastic (256 pp.)
$16.66 | $12.99 paper | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-338-23617-0
978-1-338-23613-2 paper
Series: Twins, 1
Sixth grade presents new challenges
for the Carter twins.
It’s the first day of school, and African American identical twins Maureen and Francine Carter are
having mixed feelings. Maureen is nervous about middle school:
She has a new confusing schedule, cadet corps, and, worst of
all, classes without Francine. She worries that middle school
will swallow her alive. Francine, however, is looking forward to
everything sixth grade can offer. She can’t wait to be in new surroundings, try new classes, and grab new opportunities to shine,
like joining the student council race. Outgoing Francine is all
set to start campaigning, but when Maureen decides to run as
well, it threatens to tear the two apart. As Francine pushes to
stand out, Maureen yearns to fit in, and neither sees eye to eye.
Johnson, in his first graphic novel, encapsulates the rocky transition from the comfort of elementary school to the new and
sometimes-scary world of middle school. The sibling bond is
palpable and precious as each conflict and triumph pushes them
apart or pulls them together. Wright’s illustrations fill the pages
with vibrancy and emotion. The diverse student body, careful
touches in the Carter home, and background elements in the
mall scenes stand out for their warmth, humor, and realism. The
small details that differentiate Maureen and Francine, while
maintaining their mirrored features, are delightful.
A touching, relatable story of identity, sisterhood, and
friendship. (Graphic fiction. 10-14)

SAUCY

Kadohata, Cynthia
Illus. by Raskin, Marianna
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (128 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-4424-1278-1

Kadarusman, Michelle
Pajama Press (192 pp.)
$17.95 | Apr. 28, 2020
978-1-77278-054-3

Unlike the rest of her natureobsessed family, Louisa wants to be a
musician, not a biologist.
But when Louisa’s mother finds
out that the Australian government is
about to destroy the Tasmanian rainforest camp their family has managed for decades, she insists that
Louisa leave Toronto and spend the summer on the strange,
kirkus.com
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A rescued piglet causes some trouble
for her new family.
Becca wants a “thing,” a thing that
makes her Becca. Her three brothers—they are quadruplets—
all have a thing: Jammer plays hockey, Bailey has music, and K.C.
thinks they all live in a simulation. One night, when the family is
out on their nightly walk, Becca finds a sick piglet and is determined to rescue it. Naming it Saucy, Becca pleads to keep her,
and soon Saucy becomes a beloved member of the family. As
Saucy recovers, she gains pounds and energy, often destroying
things in the house. Saucy gets into all sorts of trouble, which
creates fun and silly moments that balance sometimes-serious
themes: Topics of friendship, peer pressure, factory farms, and
activism are adroitly touched on. The relationship between
Saucy and the family, especially her bond with Becca, is charming. In Kadohata’s nuanced third-person, Becca faces a lot of
self-reflection, wondering about who she is, what her purpose
is, and what kind of person she is, making this the ideal book
for thoughtful readers. Black-and-white drawings are scattered
throughout the generously leaded text, adding context and
emotion. Becca’s mother is biracial (Japanese/White), Becca’s
dad presents White, and Becca has her White grandfather’s
green eyes. Bailey has cerebral palsy and uses a wheelchair, a
detail presented with casual, totally humanizing ease.
A lively, heartwarming family story. (Fiction. 8-12)

MUSIC FOR TIGERS
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small island with her even stranger uncle Ruff. But when Uncle
Ruff gives Louisa a copy of her great-grandmother’s journal,
Louisa becomes fascinated with her family’s history of secretly
protecting endangered species, including the mysterious Tasmanian tiger, widely regarded as extinct. With the help of her new
friend and neighbor Colin—a boy who has autism spectrum disorder—Louisa deepens her connection with her family’s land,
with history, and with her love of music. Kadarusman masterfully creates a lush, magical world where issues associated with
conservation, neurodiversity, and history intersect in surprising
and authentic ways. The book’s small cast of characters (principals seem all White) is well drawn and endearing. Crucially,
the author acknowledges the original, Indigenous inhabitants
of the land as experts, something rarely seen in books about
environmental degradation. Louisa’s narratorial voice strikes
the right balance of curiosity, timidity, and growing confidence,
and her character’s transformation feels both incredibly natural
and incredibly rewarding to behold.
A beautiful conservation story told in a rich setting and
peopled with memorable characters. (Fiction. 10-14)

pictur e books

book has something for all young people no matter what stage
they are at in terms of awareness or activism.
Essential. (author’s note, further reading, glossary, select
bibliography) (Nonfiction. 10-18)
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Keller infuses this tale with a sensitive examination
of immigration issues and the complexity of home.
when you trap a tiger

WHEN YOU TRAP
A TIGER

frustrations (and jokes) in her Super-Secret Comedy Notebook.
When a case of mistaken identity allows her to attend a comedy camp taught by her YouTube idol, Yumi is too panicked to
correct the problem—and then it spirals out of control. With
wonderful supporting characters, strong pacing, and entertaining comedy bits, debut author Kim has woven a pop song of
immigrant struggle colliding with comedy and Korean barbecue. With their feet in two different cultures, readers listen in
on honest conversations, full of halting English and unspoken
truths painting a realistic picture of 21st-century first-generation Americans—at least a Korean version. By becoming someone else, Yumi learns more about herself and her family in an
authentic and hilarious way.
Readers will cheer the birth of this comedian. (Fiction.
9-12)

Keller, Tae
Random House (304 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-5247-1570-0
978-1-5247-1571-7 PLB
A young girl bargaining for the health
of her grandmother discovers both her
family’s past and the strength of her own
voice.
For many years, Lily’s Korean grandmother, Halmoni, has
shared her Asian wisdom and healing powers with her predominantly White community. When Lily, her sister, Sam—both
biracial, Korean and White—and their widowed mom move in
with Halmoni to be close with her as she ages, Lily begins to see
a magical tiger. What were previously bedtime stories become
dangerously prophetic, as Lily begins to piece together fact
from fiction. There is no need for prior knowledge of Korean
folktales, although a traditional Korean myth propels the story
forward. From the tiger, Lily learns that Halmoni has bottled up
the hard stories of her past to keep sadness at bay. Lily makes a
deal with the tiger to heal her grandmother by releasing those
stories. What she comes to realize is that healing doesn’t mean
health and that Halmoni is not the only one in need of the
power of storytelling. Interesting supporting characters are
fully developed but used sparingly to keep the focus on the simple yet suspenseful plot. Keller infuses this tale, which explores
both the end of life and coming-of-age, with a sensitive examination of immigration issues and the complexity of home. It is
at one and the same time completely American and thoroughly
informed by Korean culture.
Longing—for connection, for family, for a voice—roars
to life with just a touch of magic. (Fiction. 10-14)

SMALL MERCIES

Krone, Bridget
Illus. by Vermeulen, Karen
Catalyst Press (162 pp.)
$11.99 paper | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-946395-17-7
Set in post-apartheid Pietermaritzburg, South Africa, this realistic story
traces protagonist Mercy’s quest to
speak up for truth and, consequently, for
herself.
Eleven-year-old Mercy has lived with her two elderly foster mothers—“Aunt Flora” and “Aunt Mary” McKnight—since
she was orphaned at the age of 5. Although their home is filled
with love, the McKnight sisters are so poor that they reuse tea
bags as many as four to five times and most of the furniture has
been sold. To make matters worse, Aunt Flora is slowly losing
her memory to Alzheimer’s, and their beloved house seems to
be falling apart just as a greedy housing developer is eying their
property. Painfully shy and reserved, Mercy struggles to cope
with her school assignments and her complicated home life as
she tries very hard not to stand out. When Mr. Singh moves
into the McKnight house as a lodger, his stories about Gandhi’s
peaceful struggle for independence inspire Mercy to stand up
for herself. Krone’s characters are diverse, convincing, and full
of life. The McKnight sisters are White, Mercy has dark skin
and is likely of mixed heritage, Mr. Singh is Indian, and Mercy’s
classmates are representative of South Africa’s diverse communities. The story stands on its own, but readers unfamiliar with
South Africa might also benefit from concurrent research or
discussion about South African history, cultures, and languages.
Sensitive, funny, and tender. (Fiction. 8-12)

STAND UP,
YUMI CHUNG!

Kim, Jessica
Kokila (320 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 17, 2020
978-0-525-55497-4
Eleven-year-old Yumi Chung doesn’t
have anyone to sit with at lunch, but she
secretly harbors dreams of becoming a
comedian. Shy + Asian + Girl = Comedian? Why, yes. Yes, it does.
Winston Preparatory Academy is a shy person’s nightmare.
Yumi hides from the beautiful girls and the bullies who call her
“Yu-meat” because she smells like her parents’ Korean barbecue
restaurant. This summer, her parents are demanding that she
go to Korean summer school, or hagwon, to get a near-perfect
score on the high school entrance exam—because that is the
only way to attend an elite college, like her superachiever sister, a 20-year-old med student. Yumi collects all of her fears and
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the opprobrium of the school administration. As in Lai’s debut,
Pie in the Sky (2019), humorous line drawings punctuate the text
and reveal Henry’s inner feelings. Flashbacks deftly illuminate
Henry’s emotional journey to a wider worldview and eventual
ownership of his feelings. Lai has a talent of not preaching to
her readers, instead offering the reassurance that no one is alone
in experiencing the painful awkwardness and occasionally harsh
realities of growing up. Henry and his family are Chinese, and
dialogue is occasionally bilingual.
This thrilling coming-of-age adventure is both quirky
and sincere. (Graphic/fiction hybrid. 9-12)

Kügler, Tina
Illus. by the author
Scholastic (48 pp.)
$4.99 paper | $23.99 PLB | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-338-56167-8
978-1-338-56168-5 PLB
Series: Fox Tails, 1

ALL TOGETHER NOW

Larson, Hope
Illus. by the author with Sycamore,
Hillary & Edwards, Karina
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (192 pp.)
$21.99 | $12.99 paper | Aug. 4, 2020
978-0-374-31162-9
978-0-374-31365-4 paper
Series: Eagle Rock

Lai, Remy
Illus. by the author
Henry Holt (336 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-250-31411-6

Some things you must learn on your
own.
In this graphic/prose hybrid, Henry
Khoo embarks on a secret mission. Now
that he’s 12, the legal age to travel alone,
he has plans to fly from his Australian home to Singapore, where
his father lives. As he haphazardly navigates his way to his flight,
his tangled motivations slowly unfold. Initially it appears he
wants to establish his independence, seeking reprieve from the
overbearing eyes of older sister Jie, Mama, and wuxia drama–
watching Popo. Soon the comedic narration reveals that Henry
is confronting myriad issues: his emotionally and geographically
distant father; his waning relationship with his best friend; and
his need to hide his secret identity as the creator of the Fly on
the Wall website. Spawned from Henry’s sense that he’s invisible to all, his online comics illustrate school gossip—and draw
kirkus.com
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Bina wants a band, not a boyfriend: Is
that so wrong?
In this follow-up to All Summer Long (2018), Bina, now in
eighth grade, has formed a band with new-girl Darcy and aloof
prodigy Enzo. When Enzo and Darcy start dating, Bina finds
herself dumped by her band mates, who reorganize the group
as a duo. Additionally, her neighbor and BFF, Austin, fresh from
a breakup with his long-distance girlfriend, now seems to like
like her; could her oldest friend become her boyfriend? Everywhere she turns, it seems that everyone is concerned with only
one thing—dating—whereas Bina swoons solely for music. Bina
feels she must present herself a certain way to find acceptance.
Wanting something different from her peers causes her anxiety,
and she struggles to be true to herself and her friends as opportunities swirl around her. Bina’s smart, likable, and familiar, and
her coming-of-age fears are palpably engaging as she learns that
romance need not be romantic. The story is written and drawn
by Larson; colorists Sycamore and Edwards add a sophisticated
two-toned, muted rose-gold scheme. Larson has a wonderfully
sharp eye for her characters, including a range of skin tones, sexual orientations, and body types. Aftermatter includes Larson’s
explanation of her artistic process and is sure to inspire budding
artists. Bina presents as mixed-race, though it’s not explicitly
stated; her dad presents White, and her mom has brown skin.
Altogether perfect. (Graphic fiction. 10-14)

FLY ON THE WALL
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Two fox kits aren’t ready for bed yet in this early reader by a
Geisel Medal honoree.
Gray fox Fritz and red fox Franny are enthusiastic playmates: eager to build, to explore—and to avoid bedtime. Their
story is divided into three parts, and while each could be read
alone, they flow well as one narrative. In “Ready for Bed,” Fritz
and Franny rambunctiously prepare for bedtime (“I can brush
my teeth faster than you!” Franny boasts as water, toothpaste,
and foam spill everywhere) and have a “good-night dance party”
despite their caregivers’ best efforts to settle them down. In
“My Bunk Is Better,” Fritz and Franny compare and contrast
their top and bottom bunk beds while pretending the furniture is a treehouse and cave, a ship, a submarine, and so on. In
“Let’s Trade?” the duo swap beds as each tries to prove that their
respective bunk is better. Kügler seamlessly weaves repeated
words and phrases into the story, so as readers enjoy Fritz and
Franny’s antics, they will expand their vocabularies and build
reading confidence without feeling as though they are practicing. Kügler expertly uses character-associated colors and a vertical page layout to foster visual literacy and provide visual clues
for readers. The majority of the text is in speech balloons.
A rollicking romp for new readers. (Graphic early reader. 4-6)
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THE GREAT BUNK
BED BATTLE
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THIS POEM IS A NEST

emerges as a villain intent on demolishing the mall, thereby
endangering Blob Ghost, who is bound to that location. Layne’s
renderings of her paranormal cast are highly evocative. Greenskinned Beetle has large, pointy ears and a tufted tail; skeletal
Aunt Hollowbones has a spindly bird skull for a head. Climactic action scenes are expertly rendered. Diversity is a strength
in this female-driven text, which features a tenderly portrayed
LGBTQ+ love story between Kat and Beetle. Wise older women
act as mentors, body diversity is casually positive, and Blob
Ghost uses they/them pronouns throughout. Amid the fantasy
elements, Beetle, Kat, and Blob Ghost text, video chat, post
pictures online, and look at one another’s social media feeds—
and Beetle is forced, grumbling, to take the bus to the mall.
This inclusive fantasy adventure passes the Bechdel test
with flying colors. (Graphic fantasy. 10-14)

Latham, Irene
Illus. by Wright, Johanna
Wordsong/Boyds Mills (112 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-68437-363-5
A gifted poet demonstrates the
remarkable versatility of words through
one kind of found poetry.
The idea here is that “nested” poems
are hidden inside larger poems like nesting dolls. Latham begins with a 37-line poem, describing a robin’s nest from its construction in spring through the other three
seasons. She finds, nested within the 276 words of this initial
poem, 161 new poems built from words in the original. These
short poems cover simple themes, such as colors, days, seasons,
and animals, as well as more complex ones: emotions and relationships: “What Hope Is:” “a cup / of stars.” Only the titles of
the nested poems employ words not found in the initial poem—
and the titles are charming, often longer than the poems themselves: “What To Do When You Know Something Is Wrong”:
“mouse / squeaks.” The invitations to think metaphorically and
to discover poetry that might be right at hand are friendly and
clear: “The Power of Imagination:” “turtle tucked in moonlight
/ makes cathedral / inside” The repetition of words becomes an
echo of a familiar melody running throughout the collection as
they become the molecules of new poems and become fresh
again. Latham’s note explaining the process for this collection
mentions a few other kinds of found poetry. Wright’s art in fullpage section-introducing illustrations, along with spot illustration and margin art, gives a warm and lighthearted dimension
to the pages.
Delightful. (introduction, index) (Poetry. 7-10)

BROTHER’S KEEPER
Lee, Julie
Holiday House (304 pp.)
$17.99 | Jul. 21, 2020
978-0-8234-4494-6

Sora is 12 when she and her younger
brother trek hundreds of miles to safety
during the Korean War.
In the summer of 1950, the 38th
parallel is closing, separating North and
South Korea. Those caught in the northern part of the country will live under a Communist regime,
full of harsh regulations, limited freedoms, and indoctrination.
The novel, told in three parts, begins as the Pak family finally
decides to escape to Busan, a city on the ocean at the southern tip of the peninsula—370 miles away. Almost immediately,
Sora and 8-year-old Youngsoo are separated from their parents.
Basing her story in part on her mother’s own experiences in
North Korea, debut author Lee paints this gripping and emotional midwinter escape with the eye of a wartime journalist
and the determined heart of a young girl. As Youngsoo weakens
from hunger and sickness, Sora carries him for the rest of their
journey, across frozen rivers and through dangerous cities, past
the front line. Flashbacks to her family’s experiences during the
Japanese occupation of Korea provide Sora strength and comfort and provide additional context for readers. Sora struggles
against the Korean cultural norms of male supremacy, the low
status of girls clear from her mother’s constant verbal abuse.
Still, she rises.
A journey of wartime survival parallels the strength Sora
needs to fight for her own dreams. (author’s note, photographs, glossary, maps, timeline) (Historical fiction. 8-12)

BEETLE & THE
HOLLOWBONES

Layne, Aliza
Illus. by the author
Atheneum (256 pp.)
$21.99 | $12.99 paper | Aug. 4, 2020
978-1-5344-4153-8
978-1-5344-4154-5 paper
This splashy fantasy graphic novel
blends rollicking adventure with inclusive teen themes.
Though bustling with goblins, witches, ghosts, and skeletons, this beautifully drawn graphic novel addresses important
questions facing even mortal kids. It tells the story of Beetle, a
young goblin and aspiring witch who is torn between hanging
out at the mall with pal Blob Ghost and serious study. When
childhood friend Kat Hollowbone returns to Beetle’s town to
apprentice with her sorceress aunt, it disrupts Beetle’s friendship with Blob Ghost as well as Beetle’s ideas about identity and
relationships. The story quickly develops urgency as Kat’s aunt
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Each element of the narrative comes together to create an all-toorare thing: an excellent book about a Deaf person.
show me a sign

Lee, Lyla
Illus. by Ho, Dung
Aladdin (96 pp.)
$16.99 | $5.99 paper | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-5344-4009-8
978-1-5344-4007-4 paper
Young Mindy takes an entrepreneurial
approach to a new school and a new life.
Moving from California to Florida is tough. On top of that,
Korean American Mindy and her father are still grieving the
recent loss of her mom from a long illness. The first day at her
new school is discouraging, as she is teased for her lunch of kimchi, seaweed, eggs, and rice. The next day a White classmate
named Sally tries the seaweed and effectively flips public opinion, making Mindy’s lunch very popular. Encouraged by Sally’s
enthusiasm, Mindy starts trading her seaweed, then opts to sell
it to raise money for a puppy (a long-held dream of hers) that
she hopes will alleviate her father’s sadness. The evenly paced
plot thickens when a disgruntled classmate, a White boy named
Brandon, reports Mindy’s forbidden business to a teacher, causing Sally, Mindy, and Brandon to go to the principal’s office. Just
on the verge of settling in, Mindy now must untangle this mess.
Lee ambitiously takes on a number of issues with a new school,
microaggressions, friendships, and grief, and she artfully manages to balance it all. Mindy’s accessible, genuine-sounding voice
is sincere without diminishing the gravity of heavy issues. Lee
also knows when to insert scenes of family love that prevent Mindy’s dad from being defined solely by his grief. Ho contributes
friendly-looking black-and-white illustrations every few pages.
A lovingly authentic debut that shines. (Fiction. 6-9)

A HATFUL
OF DRAGONS
And More Than 13.8 Billion
Other Funny Poems
Madan, Vikram
Illus. by the author
Wordsong/Boyds Mills (64 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 18, 2020
978-1-68437-150-1

LeZotte, Ann Clare
Scholastic (288 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-338-25581-2

A young girl living on Martha’s Vineyard in 1805 doesn’t think her community of Deaf and hearing signers is special
until the day the hearing world violently
intrudes.
In present-tense narrator Mary Lambert’s life, it is easy to forget who is Deaf and who is hearing.
Everyone she knows uses sign language, and a quarter of her
village is Deaf. Mary only learns how different her community is when a young scientist with disdain for the Deaf and
no understanding of their culture arrives, seeking to discover
the cause of their “infirmity”—using Mary as an experimental
subject. LeZotte weaves threads of adventure, family tragedy,
community, racism, and hearing people’s negative assumptions
about Deaf people into a beautiful and complex whole. Mary
kirkus.com
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A loopily meta collection of silly,
interactive poetry.
Madan’s collection of rhymed verse lives up to its subtitle
thanks to a poem with 12 numbered blanks and 12 lists of seven
words or phrases each to insert, mix-and-match style, in those
blanks…that equals seven-to-the-12th-power possible poems!
You do the math. (All 13 billion rhyme.) The fun starts in the
illustrations even before the poetry does, with characters that
recur throughout the book. A mummy pops up on the copyright
page, for instance, and is then seen running in the distance in
one illustration and watching a movie in another before finally
showing up in its own poem: “Mummy wrapped in / Hoary
cloths— / Scrumptious feast for / Hungry moths.” On the page
with the table of contents, a bespectacled, bearded White man
peers out of a rock and keeps peeping in but doesn’t introduce
himself until the end, when he is revealed to be “Professor
Dobbleydook, / Inventor of the Page Machine, / Which lets
me travel through this book / To spy on any page or scene.”
The interrelations continue, as does the foolishness. There is
a “cracked-concrete” poem (some of the words have fallen to
the bottom of the page), a rebus chant composed entirely of
pictures of Australian animals, and some poems in comic strips.
The cast appears to be of many races and species.
This collection will encourage several giggle-filled readthroughs. (Poetry. 5-10)

SHOW ME A SIGN
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overcomes her own ordeal with the support of her community,
but in the process she discovers that there is no silver bullet
for the problems and prejudices of the world. There is no hollow inspirational content to be found in this tale, even where
another author may have fallen into the trap. Though Mary is
White of English descent, LeZotte acknowledges the racial
tensions among the English, Black, Irish, and Wampanoag residents of Martha’s Vineyard, creating a dynamic that Mary interacts within but cannot fix. Each element of the narrative comes
together to create an all-too-rare thing: an excellent book about
a Deaf person. A closing note provides further information on
Martha’s Vineyard Sign Language and the history of both Martha’s Vineyard and Deaf education.
A vivid depiction of Deaf community along with an exciting plot and beautiful prose make this a must-read. (Historical
fiction. 8-14)
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MINDY KIM AND
THE YUMMY
SEAWEED BUSINESS
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Voiced in the creative language of NYC youth, the
novel models what it means to embrace the power of
self-awareness and relationships built on mutual respect.
what lane?

WHAT LANE?

proclaims his innocence, Zoe is shocked: How could someone
innocent end up in prison? With the help of her grandmother
and her friend Trevor, Zoe begins to learn about systemic racism and how Black people like her and Marcus are more likely
to be wrongfully convicted of murder than White people. Zoe’s
relationship with Marcus is at the center of the novel, but her
relationships with her mother, stepfather, grandmother, and
Trevor are also richly conveyed. This powerful debut packs both
depth and sweetness, tackling a tough topic in a sensitive, compelling way.
An extraordinary, timely, must-read debut about love,
family, friendship, and justice. (Fiction. 8-12)

Maldonado, Torrey
Nancy Paulsen Books (144 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 14, 2020
978-0-525-51843-3
In an NYC landscape deeply shaped
by race, sixth grader Stephen struggles to
speak his piece.
“Since I was little, it’s been hard to
speak up,” says Stephen. He’s half African American and half White, but even
still, most people just say he’s Black. Alongside his “whitewhite” best friend, Dan, he’s deeply into fantasy, science fiction, and superheroes like the new Spider-Man, Miles Morales.
When Dan’s cousin Chad arrives on the scene, however, things
take a turn. Chad has a rep for trespassing, a penchant for contradicting Stephen, and, most wack of all, believes “they shoulda
kept Spider-Man white.” For Stephen to separate himself means
he must be willing to step out against that part of himself that
believes going along works, if only for the current moment.
After all, isn’t that how you are supposed to be—in every lane,
able to do whatever, with anyone and everyone? Wes, a Black
friend, thinks Stephen should just embrace the lane with his
Black and brown classmates instead of “grimy heads” like Chad.
How will Stephen deal? Maldonado pursues a story about biracial boyhood, healthy friendships, and self-discovery while
gesturing toward the influence of social movements like Black
Lives Matter in reshaping what accountable friendship looks
like. Voiced in the creative language of NYC youth, the novel
models what it means to embrace the power of self-awareness
and relationships built on mutual respect.
Bridges everyday racism and accountable allyship with
sincerity. (Fiction. 10-14)

PAOLA SANTIAGO
AND THE RIVER
OF TEARS

Mejia, Tehlor Kay
Rick Riordan Presents/Disney (368 pp.)
$16.99 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-1-368-04917-7
A 12-year-old girl must leave behind
her preconceived notions of what is real
if she wants to save her missing friend.
Paola Santiago looks forward to
summer days filled with daydreaming and “ponder[ing] algae
or other fuel experiments” with her best friends, Dante and
Emma, down at the riverbanks. Her mother has forbidden Pao
from hanging out down at the Gila River, but Pao disregards
her advice, as most of her mom’s warnings include folkloric elements, like the fabled La Llorona. Pao, a self-professed scientist, cannot fathom believing in things like ghosts that have “no
scientific basis to them.” That is, until Pao and Dante wait in
vain for Emma to show up at the river. Emma’s disappearance,
along with those of many other young people in the area, leads
Pao and Dante on a journey that will shatter the laws of physics
and other scientific truths Pao holds dear. As the duo searches
for Emma, they will encounter lands and creatures that Pao held
to be fictitious, along with her mother’s beliefs, which Pao has
often pushed away along with the connection to her Mexican
ancestry. Mejia’s writing is fast-paced and engaging, as the colorful imagery places readers in Southwestern cacti fields and in
the tumultuous mindset of an insecure 12-year-old. For all its
exploration of Pao’s internal landscape, there is action aplenty.
Dante is Latinx, like Pao; Emma is White.
A new hero’s fantastic and fantastical debut—her next
appearance can’t come soon enough. (Fantasy. 8-13)

FROM THE DESK OF
ZOE WASHINGTON

Marks, Janae
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(304 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-0-06-287585-3
After receiving a letter from her
incarcerated father, whom she’s never
met, 12-year-old Zoe sets out to prove his
innocence.
It’s the summer before seventh grade, and aspiring pastry
chef Zoe sets her sights on perfecting her baking skills to audition as a contestant on Food Network’s Kids Bake Challenge. One
day, she receives a letter from her father, Marcus, who was sent
to prison for murder right before Zoe was born. She’s never met
Marcus, and her mother wants her to have nothing to do with
him. So Zoe keeps the letter a secret and begins corresponding
with Marcus on a regular basis. He shares his favorite songs and
encourages Zoe’s baking-competition dreams. When Marcus
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Melleby, Nicole
Algonquin (272 pp.)
$16.95 | Apr. 21, 2020
978-1-61620-907-0

From the author of Hurricane Season
(2019) comes a story about the lengths to
which people go to avoid the discomfort
of change.
Aspiring actor Brie, 13, loves soap
operas, with their dramatic plot twists and complex webs of
relationships. Brie does not love school: Her mediocre grades,
“organization issues,” and ambivalence about religion dismay
most of the teachers at her co-ed Catholic middle school.
But after her mom accidentally learns that Brie likes girls, not
boys, Brie attempts to become an A student and a more devout
Catholic to “keep [her] mom’s focus away” from this developing discovery. The problem is that being a “good girl” is not so
easy as Brie’s perfect, pious classmate Kennedy makes it seem,
and in trying to be like Kennedy, Brie realizes they might have
more in common than she thought….Unlike the soap operas
Brie devours, this is no rehashing of stale tropes. Brie’s journey
is not one of escape from a stifling Catholic girlhood but is a
more nuanced exploration of how to reconcile faith and identity. Melleby’s clear, honest voice expertly captures the frustration, awkwardness, and fear of being vulnerable—as well as the
potential rewards. Brie, Kennedy, Brie’s best friend, and their
families appear White; Wallace, “one of three black kids in their
grade,” is a well-developed secondary character.
This funny, tender, and heart-wrenching story will have
readers calling for an encore. (Fiction. 8-13)

ACCIDENTAL TROUBLE
MAGNET

Omar, a British Pakistani boy, and his
family have just moved to a new home
in London, where he will be starting at a

new school.
Omar worries about a lot of things, especially “walking into
a brand-new classroom with everyone watching and a teacher
who might or might not be an alien zombie.” He has a little
brother and an older sister, and his mom and dad are both scientists. (Published in the U.K. in 2019, the text has been Americanized for the U.S. edition.) Omar has a huge imagination
that helps him get through difficult situations, envisioning, for
instance, “a better way to get to school…on a SUPER-Awesome,
Magnificent DRAGON.” Mafaridik creatively embellishes the
text with sketches and a variety of display types. At his new
school, Omar makes friends with Charlie but also meets Daniel,
a bully. (Both boys present White.) Omar does not tell his mom
because he does not want her to worry, instead using humor and
creativity to escape Daniel’s cruelty. Mian seamlessly weaves
Islamic values and teachings through Omar’s chatty narration.
At prayer in the mosque, “we went into Rukhu. That’s when
your hands are on your knees.…Then we went into Sujood.”
These descriptions and definitions are consistent and brief
throughout, moving with the flow of the story. While the story’s
tone is light, anti-Muslim sentiment is acknowledged and integrated into the narrative.
Readers will be excited to see where Omar’s imagination
will take him next. (Fiction. 8-12)

Messner, Kate
Illus. by Meconis, Dylan
Random House (224 pp.)
$7.99 paper | $12.99 PLB | Jul. 7, 2020
978-0-593-12031-6
978-0-593-12032-3 PLB
Series: History Smashers
Adopting a casual, colloquial tone,
Messner dismantles one received truth
after another, drawing on a variety of
resources and evidence to give readers the “real-deal story of the
Mayflower” and its storied passengers.
Never underestimating the capacity of her readers, she
begins with a brief history of the Reformation in England
before following William Brewster’s group of separatists as they
eventually made their way to the shores of Massachusetts and
seized Wampanoag land for their colony. Shifting tone as appropriate, copious sidebars include a discussion on the relative reliability of primary sources, the inglorious history of Plymouth
Rock, and modern efforts to reclaim the Wampanoag language,
kirkus.com
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Mian, Zanib
Illus. by Mafaridik, Nasaya
Putnam (224 pp.)
$13.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-593-10921-2
Series: Planet Omar, 1

THE MAYFLOWER
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Wôpanâak. Quotations from primary sources are presented in
an antique-looking display type and then translated into modern English: “ ‘[The mussels] caused us to cast and scour, but
they were soon all well again.’ —Edward Winslow / Translation: They threw up and had diarrhea but felt better in a while.”
Most notable is the care with which Messner covers relations
between the Pilgrims and the Wampanoag; her description
of first contact is brilliant in its refusal to cast the Indigenous
people as other: “After [Myles Standish and his party had] gone
about a mile, they saw five or six people and a dog.” Meconis’
humorous cartoons—sometimes presented as comics-style
paneled sequences—complement archival illustrations, which
readers are frequently invited to examine critically. The second
in the History Smashers series, Women’s Right To Vote, publishes
simultaneously.
Critical, respectful, engaging: exemplary history for children. (author’s note, further reading, bibliography, index)
(Nonfiction. 8-12) (Women’s Right To Vote: 978-0-593-12034-7 paper,
978-0-593-12035-4 PLB)
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BOY MEETS HAMSTER

and fecal transplants: the significant role dinosaurs and other
prehistoric “megapoopers” played in seed dispersal, hints that
certain parasitic worms may be as good for us as certain species
of intestinal bacteria, and the notion that artificially preserving endangered species isn’t automatically a good thing. Along
with occasional diversions to, for instance, point out the environmental impact of palm oil’s near ubiquity in our food and
consumer goods, she further indulges her wide range of interests in footnotes on nearly every page and a closing resource list
bulging with analytical commentary. Neither the scanty assortment of photos nor Gottlieb’s decorative pen-and-ink vignettes
include human figures.
A well-stirred slurry of facts and fun for strong-stomached “poop sleuths.” (index, activities, synonym chart,
annotated bibliography) (Nonfiction. 11-14)

Milano, Birdie
Pan Macmillan (336 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5098-4865-2
Series: Boy Meets, 1

Self-discovery can happen anywhere,
even in a hamster-themed holiday park.
Dylan, a gay British 14-year-old, is
on a weeklong caravan vacation (think
RV park) in Cornwall with his parents;
his 4-year-old brother, Jude; and his no-nonsense best friend,
Kayla. Dylan’s dreams of a more sophisticated destination—say,
Paris?—far away from the park and its ever present hamster mascot, Nibbles, evaporate when he sees his hunky caravan neighbor, Jayden-Lee. Sure, Jayden-Lee is a raucous jerk, making fun
of Jude’s cerebral palsy, Kayla’s facial birthmark, and practically
everything else, but Dylan knows he can change him! That’s what
love does, right? Random encounters with flirty 15-year-old Leo,
a park employee, distract Dylan from his boyfriend mission, as
do awkward moments with Nibbles, the hamster mascot who
repeatedly saves him from hilariously awful moments. Themes
of body-positivity, friendship, and authenticity are interwoven
into an engaging plotline. The British words and spellings add
an international flavor that sophisticated readers will enjoy, and
the overall humor is broad enough to attract a wide audience.
The Leo/Nibbles connection will be obvious to most readers,
generating additional chuckles at Dylan’s single-minded oblivion. Kayla is cued as biracial (Filipina and White), Leo is Black,
and Dylan and his family are assumed White.
Not to be missed! (Fiction. 10-14)

CONDOR COMEBACK

Montgomery, Sy
Photos by Strombeck, Tianne
HMH Books (96 pp.)
$18.99 | Jul. 28, 2020
978-0-544-81653-4
Series: Scientists in the Field
A veteran nature writer explores and explains the work
in progress of restoring the near-extinct California condor
population.
Montgomery, no stranger to science in the field, opens her
introduction to this ongoing captive breeding program with a
visit to the Santa Barbara Zoo. The zoo’s director of conservation, Estelle Sandhaus, introduces the writer and her readers
to the species and the restoration process. They join ongoing
California fieldwork in the form of condor checkups. These
birds are still so endangered that wildlife specialists attempt to
recapture each condor living in the wild every year, to check on
its health and tracking devices. In an immediate, present-tense
narrative, the writer describes the details of these checkups and
some of the hazards: While holding birds, she was pooped on
and bitten. They visit a biologist watching a nest site and see
a new fledgling. After readers are thoroughly engaged with the
birds, the writer steps back to describe continuing dangers—
lead poisoning and microtrash—and the lab work that identifies the problems. She touches on the effects of wildfires in
the birds’ neighborhoods; visits another nest watch; and talks
with a tribal educator with the Santa Ynez Band of Chumash
Indians, who revere the condors and are especially interested in
their return. She and Dr. Sandhaus watch a chick webcam and
meet third graders who’ve been studying condors. Close-up and
long-range photos enliven every page. Most but not all of the
researchers are White; the students are mostly Latinx, and one
uses a wheelchair.
Hopeful news in the natural world. (timeline, epilogue,
what you can do, bibliography, to learn more, index) (Nonfic
tion. 9-14)

WHO GIVES A POOP?
Surprising Science
From One End to the Other
Montgomery, Heather L.
Illus. by Gottlieb, Iris
Bloomsbury (176 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5476-0347-3

A biologist digests her own observations and those of other researchers
studying poop’s properties, products,

and potential.
“Once I put my poo goggles on,” the author writes, “I found
fecal fun everywhere.” Picking up more or less where her Some
thing Rotten: A Fresh Look at Roadkill (2018) left off, Montgomery
continues to convey her devotion to decomposition with breezy
visits to labs and landfills, conversations with scat specialists,
and thoroughly detailed up-close and personal notes on encounters with dead animals, guts, and writhing intestinal fauna. Piling evocative chapter heads like “Hunk of Tongue” and “Stool to
Fuel” atop essays redolent with puns and double-entendres, she
adds unusual nuggets of insight to her disquisitions on fertilizers
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The language is evocative: simple yet precise,
rife with the idiosyncratic and abjectly honest
imagery characteristic of a child’s imagination.
everything sad is untrue

Mutinda, Danson & Walters, Eric
Illus. by Dávila, Claudia
Orca (104 pp.)
$7.95 paper | Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-4598-2361-7
Kenyan orphan Kitoo discovers ice
hockey through his love of reading.
When the librarian at the orphanage offers Kitoo some old books that
will be discarded, he is thrilled to own books. One of the
books about sports shows people playing ice hockey. The
librarian, Mrs. Kyatha, explains what ice is and tells him that
people play roller hockey in a park in a nearby city. Kitoo is
enthralled, but even with his active imagination and hopefulness, he is sure he will never get to see hockey in real life. But
on his next trip to the city with the orphanage’s driver, he finds
a way to go to the park and watch the hockey players, and on
his way out, he finds discarded roller blades in the trash. He
brings the skates home, gets help fixing them, and practices
skating until he is skilled. His best friend, Nigosi, encourages
him to hope that he may see ice one day, but Kitoo’s imagination won’t stretch that far. But with some help from mentors
and his friend, he gets to visit the only ice rink in all of East
Africa. This simple story of discovery, sport, and friendship is
filled with likable characters and innocently joyful moments.
Its basis in the real-life Hope Development Centre orphanage
(founded by co-author Mutinda’s parents) makes its themes of
hope, hard work, kindness, and triumph all the more memorable. Full- and half-page black-and-white illustrations bring
the boys’ adventures to life.
Delightful. (Fiction. 5-10)

ALL THE DEAR
LITTLE ANIMALS

Nilsson, Ulf
Illus. by Eriksson, Eva
Trans. by Marshall, Julia
Gecko Press (72 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-776572-89-2

Nayeri, Daniel
Levine Querido (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-64614-000-8
“Every story is the sound of a storyteller begging to stay alive.”
Khosrou, the child, stands before
his class in Oklahoma and tells stories
of Iran, lifetimes’ worth of experiences compressed into writing prompts. Daniel, the adult, pieces together his “patchwork”
past to stitch a quilt of memory in a free-wheeling, layered
manner more reminiscent of a conversation than a text. At its
most basic level, Nayeri’s offering is a fictionalized refugee’s
memoir, an adult looking back at his childhood and the forced
adoption of a new and infinitely more difficult life. Yet somehow memoir fails to do justice to the scope of the narrative, the
self-proclaimed antithesis of just another “ ‘poor me’ tale of
kirkus.com
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Three children spend a day burying dead creatures in this New Zealand
import originally from Sweden.
This perspicacious observation of how children copy adult
behavior in their play is also a hilarious spoof on the overtly
pious funeral industry. Esther, her younger brother Puttie, and
the unnamed narrator have “nothing to do” one day. Finding a
dead bumblebee, Esther declares they must bury it, but the narrator is leery of touching it, being afraid of death, and so instead
offers to write the poem: “A dear little life in the hand / Suddenly gone, deep in the sand.” Little Puttie, completely in the
dark about death, is upset when Esther tells him he too will die
when he is “an old man.” “But Mummy and Daddy will be so
sad,” he whimpers. After the success of the bumblebee interment, Esther is enthused about burying “all the poor dead animals,” and the children start “Funerals Ltd.,” phoning neighbors
for dead pets and scouring the bushes and byways for roadkill.
The story cleverly—and tenderly—pivots near its end, giving
it a touching depth (with a twist). Eriksson’s keenly observed
illustrations include full-page and double-page spreads as well
as spots, and they are as wickedly hilarious as the text in their
understated expressions and details. An abundance of soft
springlike colors present a visually humorous juxtaposition to
the morbid theme. The children are illustrated as White.
Dark and hilarious. (Fiction. 7-12)

EVERYTHING SAD
IS UNTRUE
(A True Story)
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immigrant woe.” Like Scheherazade, Nayeri spins 1,001 tales:
In under 400 pages he recounts Persian myth and history, leads
readers through days banal and outstanding, waxes philosophical on the nature of life and love, and more. Not “beholden” to
the linear conventions of Western storytelling, the story might
come across as disjointed, but the various anecdotes are underscored by a painful coherence as they work to illuminate not
only a larger story, but a life. And there is beauty amid the pain
as well as laughter. The soul-sapping hopelessness of a refugee
camp is treated with the same dramatic import as the struggle
to eliminate on Western toilets. The language is evocative: simple yet precise, rife with the idiosyncratic and abjectly honest
imagery characteristic of a child’s imagination. (This review has
been updated to clarify that the book is a work of fiction.)
A modern epic. (author’s note, acknowledgments) (His
torical fiction. 10-18)
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Charming or alarming, these creatures and their world, rendered in
abundant, imaginative detail, beg for further exploration.
the magnificent monsters of cedar street

CAST AWAY
Poems for Our Time

infestation—sailing ship, the children flee across Boston, seek
out a Manhattan circus featuring monsters, and visit a Nova Scotia university, encountering anxious monsters posing as humans
along the way. In this grimy, Dickensian world, an alternate-history Gilded Age, vast wealth coexists with grinding poverty and
fear of the other runs deep: Where fear rules, difference is the
enemy. Cordelia’s mother, author of a definitive natural history
of monsters, held more benign views, convinced that the two
evolutionary branches, Animalia (ours) and Prodigia (monsters),
were relatives sharing a common origin, but died before proving
her theory. While resourceful Cordelia and stalwart Gregory are
good company, the monsters are standouts, manifesting, like all
animals, unique natural attributes and proclivities (described in
a comprehensive guide). Charming or alarming, these creatures
and their world, rendered in abundant, imaginative detail, beg
for further exploration. (Human characters seem to be White
in Aldridge’s woodcutlike illustrations.)
Enchanting. (Fantasy. 8-14)

Nye, Naomi Shihab
Greenwillow Books (176 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-0-06-290769-1
Nye explores what we throw away,
literally (she’s a litter picker-upper) and
metaphorically.
In 80-plus poems, Nye writes conversationally, injecting humor, outrage,
and reminiscence. Unambiguously championing the environment, she marvels at how casually humans
toss trash. “What about these energy bottles pitched by someone / who didn’t have energy to find a bin? / Fun Finger Food
wrappers dropped by someone / not so fun?” An archaeologist
of urban detritus, she ponders her discoveries, championing
children throughout. “Blocks around elementary schools / are
surprisingly free of litter. / Good custodians?” Nye locates the
profound in the mundane: “A single silver star / on a curb by
Bonham Elementary / Good work! / Glimmering / like a treasure / stronger at this moment than all 50 / drooping on the
flagpole.” She mourns the current othering of the homeless and
refugees: “A few hundred miles from here / thousands of traumatized kids / huddle in cages / … / Who can believe this? / Land
of the Free!” She keenly knits place into poems: her city, San
Antonio; the Ferguson, Missouri, of her childhood; Maui; Hong
Kong. She castigates Trump, who “talks uglier than the bully
in grade school,” and Prince Charles, who dithers ineffectually
about plastic waste. She generously praises poets and writers:
W.S. Merwin, who drafted poems on junk mail; David Ignatow,
for a poetic image that Nye has found compelling since high
school; Kevin Henkes, for his book Egg.
Nye at her engaging, insightful best. (Poetry. 8-12)

ASTRONAUTS
Women on the Final
Frontier

Ottaviani, Jim
Illus. by Wicks, Maris
First Second (176 pp.)
$19.99 | $12.99 paper | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-62672-877-6
978-1-250-76003-6 paper
How women got mad, busy, and
finally, reluctantly, accepted into NASA’s

corps of astronauts.
Recast by the creators of Primates (2013) from NASA oralhistory interviews with ex-astronaut Mary Cleave and other
eyewitnesses, this likewise lightly fictionalized memoir takes
its narrator from childhood interests in science and piloting aircraft to two space shuttle missions and then on to later educational and administrative roles. The core of the tale is a frank and
funny account of how women shouldered their way into NASA’s
masculine culture and as astronaut trainees broke it down by
demonstrating that they too had both the competencies and
the toughness that added up to the right stuff. Highlighted by
a vivid series of scenes showing Cleave with a monkey on her
chest, then a chimpanzee, an orangutan, a gorilla, and finally a
larger gorilla to symbolize the G-forces of liftoff, Wicks offers
cleanly drawn depictions of technical gear, actual training exercises, eye-rolling encounters with sexist reporters and clueless
NASA engineers, iconic figures (such as a group portrait of the
watershed astronaut class of 1978: “Twenty-six white guys and
nine…well…people who were not. Pretty diverse for NASA”),
and astronauts at work on the ground and in space. They capture both the heady thrill of space travel and the achievements
of those who led the way there.
Exhilarating—as well as hilarious, enraging, or both at
once depending on the reader. (afterword, print and web
resources) (Informational graphic novel. 11-14)

THE MAGNIFICENT
MONSTERS OF
CEDAR STREET

Oliver, Lauren
Illus. by Aldridge, Ethan M.
Harper/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-0-06-234507-3
Cordelia Clay helps her father, Cornelius, rescue injured and endangered
monsters, restoring them to health in the
ramshackle family mansion; when her father and the monsters
disappear, she sets out to find them.
Gregory, a homeless orphan whose sick zombie puppy—a
zuppy—she cured, insists on joining Cordelia’s dangerous quest.
The baby dragon with a broken wing and the elderly filch found
hidden in the oven can’t be left behind, either, as those aware
that monsters do exist advocate exterminating them. Traveling
by foot, rail, hot air balloon, and—after Cordelia resolves a pixie
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A “half-Chinese and half-white” girl
finds her place in a Little House–inspired
fictional settler town.
After the death of her Chinese
mother, Hanna, an aspiring dressmaker,
and her White father seek a fresh start in
Dakota Territory. It’s 1880, and they endure challenges similar
to those faced by the Ingallses and so many others: dreary travel
through unfamiliar lands, the struggle to protect food stores
from nature, and the risky uncertainty of establishing a livelihood in a new place. Fans of the Little House books will find
many of the small satisfactions of Laura’s stories—the mouthwatering descriptions of victuals, the attention to smart building
construction, the glorious details of pleats and poplins—here
in abundance. Park brings new depth to these well-trodden
tales, though, as she renders visible both the xenophobia of the
town’s White residents, which ranges in expression from microaggressions to full-out assault, and Hanna’s fight to overcome
it with empathy and dignity. Hanna’s encounters with women
of the nearby Ihanktonwan community are a treat; they hint at
the whole world beyond a White settler perspective, a world all
children deserve to learn about. A deeply personal author’s note
about the story’s inspiration may leave readers wishing for additional resources for further study and more clarity about her use
of Lakota/Dakota. While the cover art unfortunately evokes
none of the richness of the text and instead insinuates insidious
stereotypes, readers who sink into the pages behind it will be
rewarded.
Remarkable. (Historical fiction. 8-12)

LORETTA LITTLE
LOOKS BACK
Three Voices Go Tell It
Pinkney, Andrea Davis
Illus. by Pinkney, Brian
Little, Brown (224 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-0-316-53677-6

and family stories.
First, Loretta Little speaks, from 1927 to 1930, about her life
picking cotton as a sharecropper, watching her father endure
degradation under conditions that are less than completely free.
Next, ’Retta’s little brother, Roly, speaks from 1942 to 1950.
The family now has their own small plot of land, but terrorists
poison their animals to keep them in check. After this heartbreak, Roly finds love, marries, and has a child, Aggie B., the
final narrator, who brings readers from 1962 to 1968. Aggie is
the youngest volunteer in her town’s voter-registration effort,
helping Aunt ’Retta to study for the unfair test and then to save
up pennies to pay the poll tax. She is beaten savagely by racists
and attends the Democratic National Convention twice, giving
readers a front-row seat to history. Author Pinkney’s writing is
alive with imagery; the unusual monologue format works ideally
read aloud in pieces and offers rich opportunities for readers’
theater. Each character presents an engaging contrast to the
others, and the slow progress from Jim Crow days to the 1960s
illuminates a little-examined piece of U.S. history while making it deeply personal. Illustrator Pinkney’s grayscale paintings
open and close chapters with rounded frames and expressive
features, memorably connecting and highlighting the story’s
themes of family and land.
Readers will hear the history come alive. (author’s notes,
illustrator’s notes, photos, further reading) (Historical fiction.
9-14)

Patterson, James & Alexander, Kwame
Illus. by Anyabwile, Dawud
Jimmy Patterson/HMH Books (320 pp.)
$16.99 | Oct. 5, 2020
978-0-316-49816-6
Series: Becoming Ali, 1
Two bestselling authors imagine the
boyhood of the man who became the legendary boxing icon Muhammad Ali.
Cassius was a spirited child growing up in segregated
Louisville, Kentucky. He had a loving home with his parents and
younger brother, Rudy. Granddaddy Herman also was an important figure, imparting life lessons. His parents wanted him to
succeed in school, but Cassius had difficulty reading and found
more pleasure in playing and exploring outdoors. Early on, he
and Rudy knew the restrictions of being African American, for
example, encountering “Whites Only” signs at parks, but the
kirkus.com
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as preteens and teens, tell their personal
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brothers dreamed of fame like that enjoyed by Black boxer Joe
Louis. Popular Cassius was especially close to Lucius “Lucky”
Wakely; despite their academic differences, their deep connection remained after Lucky received a scholarship to a Catholic school. When Cassius wandered into the Columbia Boxing
Gym, it seemed to be destiny, and he developed into a successful youth boxer. Told in two voices, with prose for the voice of
Lucky and free verse for Cassius, the narrative provides readers
with a multidimensional view of the early life of and influences
on an important figure in sports and social change. Lucky’s
observations give context while Cassius’ poetry encapsulates
his drive, energy, and gift with words. Combined with dynamic
illustrations by Anyabwile, the book captures the historical and
social environment that produced Muhammad Ali.
A stellar collaboration that introduces an important and
intriguing individual to today’s readers. (bibliography) (Bio
graphical novel. 8-12)

Park, Linda Sue
Clarion (272 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-328-78150-5
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VILLAGE OF
SCOUNDRELS

is stirring. When the sun was extinguished 500 years earlier,
the Galdurians invented and built floating Lights to ward off
the overwhelming darkness, and now, though the Galdurians
are believed to be extinct, the Lights shine on. Beatrice lives in
the forest with her porcine adoptive grandfather, Alfirid, better known as the Pig Wizard. Their predictable life of studying,
foraging, and potion-making is upended when forgetful Alfirid
takes off to fulfill a risky commitment, leaving a worried Bea to
bring him home. She is not the only one seeking the Pig Wizard:
Cad, who resembles a bipedal, gray-skinned axolotl, believes
Alfirid can translate information written in Galdurian that may
help him find other Galdurian survivors. The immersive, fullcolor illustrations employ a range of perspectives and angles to
reflect Bea’s awe and delight as she travels beyond her home as
well as her recurring anxiety, which is thoughtfully and effectively depicted as dark ribbons twining around her body. Bea is
White; other human characters have varying skin tones.
Thoroughly satisfying, with a cliffhanger ending that’s
sure to hook readers. (map) (Graphic fantasy. 8-12)

Preus, Margi
Illus. by the author
Amulet/Abrams (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-4197-0897-8
The inhabitants of a village in the
mountains of Vichy France quietly carry
out clandestine activities as they rescue
and hide Jews.
Adults, teens, and even younger children work independently and in carefully constructed networks of established
residents and Jewish refugees. “Everyone in this town had
secrets.” Refugees are hidden on outlying farms. Youngsters
attend school and live in boardinghouses. All are given beautifully forged identification papers, many made by Jean-Paul, who
has forged several versions of his own papers. Some have joined
the Maquis, disguised as Boy Scouts. Céleste conveys secret
messages; Philippe leads refugees to safe houses and to the
Swiss border while others create diversions that lead authorities
astray. Ten-year-old Jules notices and remembers everything.
He maintains an odd, provocative relationship with the French
policeman Perdant, openly questioning him about the morality
of his insistence on following the orders and laws of the Nazi
overseers. The knowledge he gains allows him to provide the
others with key information, warnings, and time to get to safety.
Each character’s backstory is woven seamlessly into the action.
Preus builds suspense and drama by following these brave souls
as they take on dangerous tasks, facing arrest, deportation, and,
very likely, death if they are caught by the Nazis. Named as
Righteous Among the Nations by Yad Vashem, these characters
are based on real people from the village of Le Chambon sur
Lignon, and Preus tells their afterstories in a well-researched,
comprehensive epilogue.
Deeply emotional, intense, and thought-provoking.
(pronunciation guide, list of characters, photos, documents,
bibliography) (Historical fiction. 10-18)

SOMETHING TO SAY

Ramée, Lisa Moore
Illus. by Indigo, Bre
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$16.99 | Jul. 14, 2020
978-0-06-283671-7
A new friend brings Jenae new challenges that move her out of her comfort
zone.
On the first day of junior high, Jenae
doesn’t have any friends, and she feels
invisible. Then she meets redhead Aubrey, who is also Black,
and he’s a huge fan of “Astrid Dane,” Jenae’s favorite YouTube
show. Aubrey is loud and un–self-conscious while Jenae just
wants to fade into the background. A class debate assignment
is Jenae’s worst nightmare but a dream come true for Aubrey,
who aspires to join the debate team. When they partner up,
can Jenae face her fear of public speaking—and will her friendship with Aubrey survive? Jenae’s funny, candid voice makes her
instantly endearing. Readers will also relate to her relationships
with her tough-but-loving mother, her big brother, and her
grandpa, who encourages Jenae to speak up. Fans of Ramée’s A
Good Kind of Trouble (2019) will appreciate the subplot involving
a controversial proposal to change the name of Jenae’s school,
from John Wayne Junior High to Sylvia Mendez Junior High, to
honor the Mexican American girl who integrated a California
school years before Brown v. Board of Education. Indigo’s grayscale illustrations punctuate the generously leaded text.
A timely, entertaining, unforgettable story about family,
friendship, and finding your voice. (Fiction. 8-12)

LIGHTFALL
The Girl & The
Galdurian

Probert, Tim
Illus. by the author
HarperAlley (256 pp.)
$22.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-06-299047-1
A chance meeting between Bea, a
fiercely loyal human girl, and Cadwallader, a lost Galdurian, ignites a friendship that could change them—and their world—forever.
This lively graphic novel introduces readers to Irpa, a world
in which humans live and work alongside anthropomorphic animals, the sun no longer exists, and an ancient, forgotten terror
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The shift into a contemporary Indigenous fantasy is seamless.
the barren grounds

A Diné teen teams up with her
younger brother and her best friend to
battle monsters threatening their world.
After seventh grader Nizhoni Begay
senses a monster lurking in the stands
during her basketball game, she tells her younger brother, Mac.
When the monster kidnaps her father as part of a multilayered
plot to lure her brother—the only one who knows her monsterspotting abilities—into servitude, kill her, and destroy the
world, Nizhoni seeks help from her biracial best friend, Davery,
whose mother is African American, his father, Diné. Aided by
Mr. Yazzie, a stuffed horned-toad toy that can talk, and a cast
of characters from Diné culture, the three kids embark on an
adventurous trek to free Dad and stop the monsters. But even
with powers inherited from monster-slaying ancestors, assistance from Holy People, and weapons fashioned from the Sun,
Nizhoni will need to believe in herself while sacrificing what’s
most important if she hopes to succeed. Fans of Hugo and
Nebula winner Roanhorse (Ohkay Owingeh) will appreciate her
fast-paced prose, page-turning chapter endings, and, most of all,
strong female protagonist. By reimagining a traditional story
in a contemporary context, populating it with faceted Native
characters, and centering it on and around the Navajo Nation,
Roanhorse shows that Native stories are active and alive.
Native readers will see themselves as necessary heroes
while readers of all walks will want to be their accomplices.
(glossary of Navajo terms, author’s note) (Fantasy. 8-12)

HOW WE GOT TO
THE MOON
The People, Technology,
and Daring Feats of Science
Behind Humanity’s Greatest
Adventure

Rocco, John
Illus. by the author
Crown (264 pp.)
$29.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-0-525-64741-6

Robertson, David A.
Puffin/Penguin Random House Canada
(256 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-73526-610-0
Series: Misewa Saga, 1
Two uprooted Cree children find
themselves in a dreamlike adventure in
this series opener.
The edginess 13-year-old Morgan feels runs deep. As a First
Nations kid whose whole life has been lived in one White foster
home after another, she feels little reason to get excited about
anything. Two months in to her new foster home placement, she
inherits a new foster brother, Eli, a young Cree boy who spends
his time quietly drawing in his sketchbook. After a blowup with
their earnestly well-intentioned White foster parents, Morgan
and Eli shelter themselves in the attic, where a drawing in his pad
seems to come to life, creating a portal into the wintry Barren
kirkus.com
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A dramatic, meticulous record of the U.S. space program’s
greatest achievement (so far).
Systematically describing major components of the Saturn
V and Apollo capsules, each onboard instrument, and the central NASA support facilities, Rocco orchestrates a grand overview that mingles analyses of daunting challenges and technical
problems with appreciative nods to some of the 400,000 scientists and industrial workers who faced and solved them. Tucking
in explanations of orbital physics and other background along
the way from Sputnik to Apollo 11 (the other Apollo missions are
summarized at the end), he highlights both techno-triumphs,
from humongous rockets to the icky but ingenious in-flight
Fecal Collection System, as well as the crucial but unsung labors
of capsule designer Max Faget and dozens of others. Wary of
turning the heavily illustrated pages into busy thickets of extraneous detail, the Caldecott honoree mixes his own cleanly
drawn conceptualizations and cutaway views with repainted
(mostly color) versions of period photographs, documents, portraits, and renowned shots like Earthrise. With a main narrative
composed in the present tense, the result gives the insights,
events, disasters, and near disasters of over a half-century ago
not only visual unity, but an immediacy that will sweep readers
along—and serve as a constant reminder that the participants,
from well-known names like Katherine Johnson to geologist
Farouk El-Baz and seamstress Ellie Foraker, weren’t all White
men or remote historical figures.
A soaring tribute. (author’s notes, sources, further reading, acronyms, index, map) (Nonfiction. 10-14)

THE BARREN
GROUNDS
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Grounds of Misewa, where the passage of time is, Narnia-like,
different from in Winnipeg. After Eli disappears into this world,
Morgan is determined to go after him to bring him back. When
she finds him, they discover that the Misewa community of animal beings needs their help to survive the White Time. Robertson (Norway House Cree Nation) carefully establishes Morgan’s
anger and feelings of alienation, her resentment at their foster
parents’ clumsy attempts to connect her to her culture culminating when they awkwardly present a gift of moccasins. The
shift into a contemporary Indigenous fantasy is seamless; it is in
this world that these foster siblings discover hope and meaning
that sustain them when they return to Winnipeg.
This middle-grade fantasy deftly and compellingly centers Indigenous culture. (Fantasy. 10-14)

Roanhorse, Rebecca
Rick Riordan Presents/Disney
(320 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-368-02466-2
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Ryan beautifully layers thought-provoking topics onto her narrative
while keeping readers immersed in the story’s world.
mañanaland

THE MISSING
The True Story of My
Family in World War II

team, he feels his dream summer crumble away. The document
disappeared years ago, along with his mother, the woman with
whom Max shares “leche quemada” eyes. Soon, Papá leaves on
a three-week journey to request a new one, and Max finds himself torn between two desires: to know the truth about why his
mother left when he was a baby and to make the team. As Max
discovers the enchanting stories his grandfather has been telling
him for years have an actual foothold in reality, he must choose
between his own dreams and those of others. Kirkus Prize winner Ryan (Echo, 2015) beautifully layers thought-provoking topics onto her narrative while keeping readers immersed in the
story’s world. Although set in the fictional country of Santa
Maria, “somewhere in the Américas,” the struggles of refugee
immigrants and the compassion of those who protect the travelers feel very relevant.
This tightly packed, powerful fantasy contains resonant
truths. (Fantasy. 7-14)

Rosen, Michael
Candlewick (128 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5362-1289-1

Born in England just after World War
II, young Rosen grew up hearing references about relatives who existed before
the war but had disappeared by the time

it ended.
There were great-aunts and great-uncles and their families
who had lived in France and Poland. His dad knew their names
and a bit about them. He assumed they died “in the camps.” At
first the child Michael didn’t understand what that meant. As
he learned more about the Holocaust, he became determined
to find out about his lost relatives. He did extensive research,
gathered small clues, and began to dig deeper, becoming consumed by the quest throughout his life. His account includes
lots of disappointments and dead ends as well as some remarkable finds that led to information and some answers about missing relatives from both France and Poland. He provides photos
and letters that bring these lost souls to life. Speaking in the first
person, directly to readers, Rosen explains the unexplainable
in simple but not simplistic language, presenting facts without sugarcoating them or underestimating children’s ability to
comprehend. He includes poems, some written over many years
and some written for this book, expressing his deeper feelings
regarding his long search and its mostly devastating results. He
links history to modern-day hatreds and reminds his readers of
the exhortation “Never again.” “Today; One Day,” a poem of
pain and hope, makes a poignant close.
An important work that is immensely personal, powerful, and heart-wrenching. (foreword, family tree, photos,
documents, bibliography, index, acknowledgements) (Mem
oir/history. 10-adult)

YARA’S SPRING

Saeed, Jamal & McKay, Sharon E.
Illus. by Kazemi, Nahid
Annick Press (264 pp.)
$18.95 | $9.95 paper | Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-77321-440-5
978-1-77321-439-9 paper
Yara was only 10 when the Arab
Spring began and Syria became the center of a brutal civil war.
By the time she was 14, the old days
when she skipped through the streets to meet her friend Shireen
for dance classes were gone. Aleppo was split in two, and anyone
trying to cross between East and West Aleppo could be shot
dead by snipers. Yara spent her days indoors behind boardedup windows as President al-Assad’s helicopters mercilessly
dropped bombs. One of these bombs kills Yara’s parents and
leaves her trapped under rubble. Miraculously, she, her Nana,
and her little brother survive, and they—along with Shireen and
her twin brother—begin a slow, hazardous journey to Jordan.
They endure long weeks of zigzagging through back roads, bribing corrupt soldiers, and facing danger, thirst, and exhaustion.
Even once she reaches safety in Canada, Yara wrestles with guilt
and ambivalence over leaving Syria; the trauma and anxiety of
losing one’s home, family, and friends never fading. The novel,
inspired by Saeed’s own experiences, confronts reality head-on
with no attempt at romanticizing the fight for democracy or
the unimaginable conditions children are forced to face in their
struggle for safety. Through Yara’s eyes, readers are taken inside
Syria—and through the emotions of love, loss, and steadfastness in the face of death.
A tribute to refugees that shows them as the courageous
survivors of unimaginable trauma. (map, author’s note) (Fic
tion. 11-14)

MAÑANALAND

Ryan, Pam Muñoz
Scholastic (256 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-338-15786-4
A boy journeys to self-discovery
through the power of stories and
traditions.
Eleven-year-old Maximiliano Córdoba is ready for an idyllic summer. He
plans to work hard as a builder for his
father and train for fútbol tryouts. Plus, Max hopes dad will take
him to visit the towering ruins of La Reina Gigante, a haunted
hideout used in the past by the Guardians to hide refugees as
they fled Abismo, a war-torn, neighboring dictatorship. However, when Max must provide his birth certificate to join the
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forward by overcoming her worst fears and inspiring those
around her to stand up for their values; she believes that hate
can only be overcome with unity, conviction, and compassion.
The novel seamlessly transitions between the perspectives of
Noura and Jordyn, who is a White, upper-middle-class champion swimmer learning to cope with anxiety after her mother’s
recent miscarriage. The girls quickly realize they share a lot in
common and can help one another overcome their fears: Noura’s of swimming and Jordyn’s of panic attacks.
Movingly highlights a generation of youth at the center of
progressive change. (Fiction. 8-12)

Salazar, Aida
Scholastic (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-338-34380-9

CHANCE
Escape From The
Holocaust

Shulevitz, Uri
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (224 pp.)
$19.99 | Oct. 13, 2020
978-0-374-31371-5

FLYING OVER WATER

Senzai, N.H. & Hitchcock, Shannon
Scholastic (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 20, 2020
978-1-338-61766-5
The Alwan family arrives in Tampa,
Florida, in 2017 after the war in Syria
destroys their lives in Aleppo and forces
them into a crowded refugee camp in
Turkey.
But their arrival coincides with
Trump’s Muslim ban and a sharp rise in anti-immigrant and
anti-Muslim hate crimes across the county, including in Tampa,
where a mosque is set on fire soon after the family settles in.
Frustrated and afraid yet determined to make the best of it,
Noura begins seventh grade in her new American school. But
she and her twin brother soon realize not all the students are
like Jordyn, Noura’s kind, supportive school ambassador who
becomes a good friend. Some are like Nick, who calls immigrants terrorists and draws a cartoon of Noura’s hijab being
ripped off. But Noura insists on being strong and pushing
|
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The award-winning author and illustrator recounts his harrowing childhood
as a Polish Jew during World War II.
When the Germans invade Poland in 1939, 4-year-old Uri
and his parents flee from Warsaw to Soviet-occupied Bialystok,
where they are considered enemies of Soviet Russia and denied
citizenship. First sent to the Archangel region, after the Germans invade Russia they travel to Turkestan in the Central Asian
Kazakh Republic, where, as a 7-year-old, Uri wonders at a way of
life that is completely unfamiliar. Shulevitz shares experiences
of hunger, deprivation, and anti-Semitism while living in makeshift abodes and tiny apartments and enduring endless train
rides. What sustains him are his mother’s storytelling, which
instills in him an enduring passion for stories, and drawing to
pass the endless hours. Drawing allows him to escape into his
imagination and ward off loneliness. The first-person narrative,
which continues through his teen years in Paris, is inviting and
filled with absorbing details of everyday life, from playing games
to facing bullies and fearsome dogs. The many illustrations—
scary, imaginative, and humorous—are a brilliant accompaniment to the text, bringing into sharp focus stark images of
civilians caught up in war. Despite the horrors, however, there
is a strong sense of intimacy between the author and his readers. Fans of his many books will appreciate the references to One
Monday Morning (1967) and How I Learned Geography (2008).
A memorable journey of survival and artistry. (photographs) (Memoir. 10-14)
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A fourth grader navigates the complicated world of immigration.
Betita Quintero loves the stories
her father tells about the Aztlán (the
titular land of cranes), how their people
emigrated south but were fabled to return. Betita also loves
to write. She considers words like intonation, alchemy, and free
dom to be almost magic, using those and other words to create
picture poems to paint her feelings, just like her fourth grade
teacher, Ms. Martinez, taught her. But there are also words that
are scary, like cartel, a word that holds the reason why her family
had to emigrate from México to the United States. Even though
Betita and her parents live in California, a “sanctuary state,”
the seemingly constant raids and deportations are getting to
be more frequent under the current (unnamed) administration.
Thinking her family is safe because they have a “petition…to fly
free,” Betita is devastated when her dad is taken away by ICE.
Without their father, the lives of the Quinteros, already full of
fear and uncertainty, are further derailed when they make the
small mistake of missing a highway exit. Salazar’s verse novel
presents contemporary issues such as “zero tolerance” policies,
internalized racism, and mass deportations through Betita’s
innocent and hopeful eyes, making the complex topics easy to
understand through passionate, lyrical verses.
An emotional and powerful story with soaring poetry.
(Verse fiction. 8-12)
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THE LAND OF
THE CRANES

119

STUCK TOGETHER

Grayce and Hawke’s world in immersive color. The Communion’s bright blue pops, drawing the eye whenever it appears
and illustrating the magical energy that entices the twins to
the Communion’s mysterious and mystical activities. Dynamic
panel layouts, particularly during high action sequences, give
the story momentum and help communicate the tone. Characters’ facial expressions and body language capture the intense
emotional shifts, from Grayce’s excitement at learning to the
stabbing sorrow of sudden loss. Grayce and Hawke have beige
skin and black hair, and the supporting cast includes a diversity of skin tones. Grayce’s coming-out subplot is affirming; she
is met with love and support by old family and new. While the
story can stand alone, the world is built with a complexity that
invites further exploration and adventures.
Woven with magic. (map) (Graphic fantasy. 10-14)

Smith, Brian “Smitty”
Illus. by the author
HarperAlley (64 pp.)
$12.99 | $7.99 paper | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-06-298117-2
978-0-06-298116-5 paper
Series: Pea, Bee, & Jay, 1
A green pea, a bumblebee, and a bluejay become fast friends in this charming
early graphic novel.
Pea lives in a pod with his mother and grandfather. Feeling
stifled by his family, Pea is excited to go rolling with his other
round-ish farm friends (a blueberry, strawberry, cherry, and
other peas). Soon their fun escalates into a dare to roll off the
farm and procure a red leaf from a far-off oak tree, and Pea is
eager to meet the challenge. But as soon as he starts his journey,
Pea is caught in a rainstorm that washes him away, leaving him
lost and stranded off the farm! There he meets Bee, a solitary
bespectacled bumblebee, and soon the duo stumble upon Jay,
an unassuming orphaned bluejay who never learned how to fly.
The trio decide to team up, combining their unique skills and
personalities to outwit an army of bumblebee guards, bush full
of raspberry-blowing raspberries, and a predatory fox to return
Pea to his home. In a satisfying conclusion, all three discover
that family and community weren’t far beyond their reach after
all. Simple, expressive full-color illustrations are friendly and
easy to parse. Combining these visual elements with a sweet,
straightforward plot makes this a perfect graphic novel for
newly independent readers; that it kicks off a series makes it
all the sweeter. Volume 2, Wannabees, publishes simultaneously.
Readers will “bee” delighted by this earnest and endearing tale. (Graphic fantasy. 6-10) (Wannabees: 978-0-06-298120-2, 9780-06-298119-6 paper)

ALL THIRTEEN
The Incredible Cave
Rescue of the Thai Boys’
Soccer Team
Soontornvat, Christina
Candlewick (288 pp.)
$24.99 | Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-5362-0945-7

An in-depth account of a harrowing
real-life mission that succeeds against

all odds.
This book logs the 18 days that elapsed in the summer of
2018 as 12 boys—all members of the Wild Boars soccer team—
and their coach were trapped inside Tham Luang Nang Non,
or the Cave of the Sleeping Lady, after it flooded in northern Thailand. The world watched as a daring rescue ensued.
Instructive on many levels, the present-tense narration re-creates the hair-raising suspense and tension, rendering details of
the extreme dangers of dive rescues and the seemingly insurmountable logistical challenges created by the landscape and
heavy rainfall. The text recounts the events, techniques, and
diverse individuals involved in this struggle while retaining
an urgency that propels page turns with bated breath despite
the foreknowledge that the trapped team will survive, but
one retired Thai Navy SEAL sacrifices his life. Color photos
abound, and interspersed text boxes, diagrams, and maps pace
the flow of information with salient data, distilling contextual background on related topics including cave formations,
makeshift hydraulic engineering, Buddhism and spirituality,
local geography, and the plight of Thailand’s stateless people,
which included the coach and several players. Masterful storytelling fleshes out the complex human emotions behind key
decisions, illuminates diplomatic and political negotiations,
and underscores an unwavering faith—in maintaining hope
and in harnessing powers of the mind.
Thoughtfully researched, expertly crafted. (author’s
note, source notes, bibliography, image credits, index) (Non
fiction. 10-15)

THE DEEP & DARK BLUE

Smith, Niki
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (256 pp.)
$24.99 | $12.99 paper | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-316-48598-2
978-0-316-48601-9 paper
A pair of twins seeks refuge—and
revenge on the cousin to usurp his power.
On the day of the solstice, cisgender
boy Hawke and his twin, Grayce, a transgender girl, flee for
their lives when their cousin Mirelle stages a coup, murdering both their grandfather, lord of House Sunderlay, and their
cousin Reyden, their grandfather’s rightful heir. They disguise
themselves as initiates of the Communion of Blue, an order of
women who spin the threads that bind the world. Grayce discovers belonging, purpose, and power with the Communion,
but Hawke grows restless, eager for the chance to fight for justice. In her middle-grade debut, Smith (Crossplay, 2018) steeps
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The Tankards’ debut collaboration is a delightfully quirky and
lively introduction to Shakespearean conventions.
yorick and bones

A skeleton yearns to find a friend.
In this middle-grade graphic novel by
a father-daughter duo, an interred skeleton awakens after an unnamed magical
item lands near its resting place, leaching power into the ground.
Speaking in appropriately Shakespearean language, Yorick proclaims: “Alack, there is but one thing I desire. / A friend.” Shortly
thereafter, the skeleton is exhumed by an adorable gray dog who
wants to nibble his tibia (to which Yorick protests, “Oh biteth
not me so, thou foul beast!”). Yorick attempts to shoo the dog
away but reconsiders, hoping its canine cuteness will help win
him some friends. After a handful of bumbling, failed attempts
send humans running away screaming, Yorick gives up. But
Bones the dog wordlessly (though not always silently) shows
the loquacious skeleton that a real friend is closer than he may
have realized. Told in a three-act structure, the Tankards’ debut
collaboration is a delightfully quirky and lively introduction to
Shakespearean conventions and iambic pentameter. Pairing the
Elizabethan-era vernacular with visuals works well, and once
they become accustomed to the syntax, those unfamiliar with
the Bard will be able to enjoy this tale of seeking acceptance and
friendship. Jeremy Tankard’s full-color panels blaze vibrantly,
defined with heavy black outlines that give this an easily recognizable panache. The few humans that Yorick and Bones
encounter present with a range of skin tones.
Fun, forsooth. (Graphic fantasy. 8-11)

EXPLORING THE
ELEMENTS
A Complete Guide to the
Periodic Table
Thomas, Isabel
Illus. by Gillingham, Sara
Phaidon (224 pp.)
$24.95 | Nov. 11, 2020
978-1-83866-231-8

Terry-Brown, Robin
National Geographic Kids (160 pp.)
$19.99 | $29.90 PLB | Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-4263-3888-5
978-1-4263-3889-2 PLB

The press: a great and powerful tool that preceded strokes
of the pen and became mightier than any sword.
With color-coded info boxes and brightly colored pages,
Terry-Brown provides a sharp-looking survey that examines
the history of news—how it began, how it evolved, and what
consumers of all ages must consider before accepting a truth
as the truth. Cool bits of history, funny hoaxes, and the scary
reality of propaganda are packed in simple bites easy to absorb.
For example, Terry-Brown reminds readers that back in ancient
Rome, people gathered in town squares to learn the latest news,
and gossip was widely accepted as fact. Compare that to the
kirkus.com
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An illustrated guide to the periodic table and all 118 discovered elements.
Chic, minimalist illustrations and clear, engaging text
combine in a striking and attractive design. An introduction
describes elements (“the building blocks of everything”), chemistry (“the scientific study of all the different substances we find
around us”), and the periodic table (“an important map, telling chemists and other scientists where to look when they are
trying to answer a question, invent a new material, or solve a
problem”). In the chapters that follow, based on categories that
group similar elements together, each element gets a two-page
spread of its own. One page shows the element’s atomic diagram, key properties, and main sources together with several
paragraphs about its history and characteristics. The second
page shows illustrations of the element’s significant forms, like
“gemstones” for aluminum (rubies and sapphires are aluminum
oxide crystals), and uses, such as “violet fireworks” for rubidium.
Some less-common elements have shorter sections. Clean lines,
scrupulous organization, and a palette based in primary colors
present this complex information in a simple and pleasing way.
Included with depictions of several White European scientists
is an illustration of African American chemist James Andrew
Harris. Written with infectious enthusiasm for science, the text
also acknowledges the hard truth about technology: “Many of
the elements used to make smartphones and other devices are
quickly running out. Mining and using what is left is putting tremendous pressure on our planet.”
Could make a chemist out of anyone. (tables of elemental
properties, recommended sources, glossary, index) (Nonfic
tion. 8-14)

BREAKING THE NEWS
What’s Real, What’s
Not, and Why the Difference
Matters

|
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present day, 2,000 years hence, when the internet has become
an accepted source of news and information, turning into the
digital age’s answer to the ancient town square. The author
walks readers through the panorama of newsgathering, showing its evolution from spoken news to scribes providing written reports and then how Johannes Gutenberg put the scribes
out of business. Later, radio and television made global news
instant. One of the more fascinating and timely sections shows
how the growing popularity and availability of televisions in the
1950s and ’60s aided in the civil rights movement’s call for justice for people of color.
Excellent design and a clear narrative help readers navigate the vast and fast-changing concept of news. (timeline,
glossary, sources, resources, bibliography, index) (Nonfiction.
10-16)

Tankard, Jeremy &
Tankard, Hermione
Illus. by Tankard, Jeremy
HarperAlley (144 pp.)
$16.99 | May 19, 2020
978-0-06-285430-8
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YORICK AND BONES
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A splendid entry in the odd-couple genre.
skunk and badger

SKUNK AND BADGER

old home depends on who answers the door. Dalia Eshkenazi,
who has wondered “why would anyone voluntarily leave such a
beautiful house,” welcomes them despite misgivings, “sens[ing]
a vulnerability in these young men [that makes her feel] safe.”
Dalia and her family, Holocaust survivors, had moved from Bulgaria to Palestine when she was just a baby. Welcoming the three
men into her home opens the door to a connection, a bond
between the Khairis and Eshkenazis, one that could represent
hope and peace. The story unfolds in chapters that alternate
between Dalia and Bashir along with chapters focusing on the
histories of the land and of each family. In this young readers’
adaptation of his 2006 book for adults of the same name, Tolan
seamlessly weaves in the modern history of Palestine/Israel—
including dates, roles played by leaders, and details from both
Bashir’s and Dalia’s experiences. The writing is rich, especially
when describing the house—it and its lemon tree form the center of this moving story.
Captivating and complicated. (maps, author’s note,
sources) (Nonfiction. 10-14)

Timberlake, Amy
Illus. by Klassen, Jon
Algonquin (136 pp.)
$18.20 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-64375-005-7
Series: Skunk and Badger, 1

Badger’s definitely not ready for his
new roommate, Skunk.
The sole resident of his aunt Lula’s
brownstone, Badger devotes his days to a life befitting for a rock
scientist. Naturally, the semirecluse spends his day in his rock
room, where he can do all of his Important Rock Work. Then
someone’s knocking politely at the door one day. It’s Badger’s
new roommate, Skunk, along with his red suitcase. (If Badger
had read those letters from Aunt Lula, he would’ve known….)
Skunk swiftly makes himself at home, disrupting Badger’s
Important Rock Work in the process. Sure, Badger spends
some sweet moments with Skunk, including a discussion of
Shakespeare’s Henry V. Skunk even apologizes for the abrupt
changes to the living arrangements. Then the chickens arrive, all
hens and no roosters (though Skunk does invite Larry), infuriating Badger. When a stoat-shaped menace appears at the door,
Badger reacts with little consideration for Skunk or his flock
of guests, and Skunk leaves the brownstone after harsh words
from Badger. Badger’s left alone and unsure. “It would never
work out! But Skunk certainly has his moments,” he ponders.
A splendid entry in the odd-couple genre, Timberlake’s spunky
series opener posits that compassion and inner transformation
can strengthen the unlikeliest of friendships. It’s an approach
that gestures toward broader societal conversations (consider
the word that prompts Skunk to leave: “vermin”) without losing focus on the story’s delightful central duo. The use of fragmented sentences, repetition, and onomatopoeia makes for a
fun read. Klassen’s muted, wistful artwork, meanwhile, invokes
sweeping sentiments during key events.
Exceptionally sweet. (Fantasy. 8-12)

THE SECRET LIFE
OF SAM

Ventrella, Kim
Harper/HarperCollins (272 pp.)
$16.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-0-06-294118-3
A grieving boy is given a way to see
his dead father again.
After Pa dies in a car accident, seventh grader Sam is taken away from
Bayou St. George, Louisiana, by Aunt
Jo—now a virtual stranger whom he hasn’t seen in four years—
to middle-of-nowhere Holler, Oklahoma. In Holler, he starts
seeing an ugly, scarred gray cat, who leads him through the hollow of an eerie tree that transports him to a dreamy version of
Bayou St. George. There, the cat turns into the Boy, a guide of
sorts, and Sam’s reunited with his father and the Colonel, an alligator that’s a Bayou St. George legend. Too soon, Sam’s sucked
back through the portal—but it will open again, the Boy tells
him, same time each day, though not indefinitely. Sam’s pulled
between the visits with his father (sometimes witnessing Pa’s
memories and trying to bring his father back with him), the
budding connections he builds with Aunt Jo as he gains a new
understanding for who she is as a person (a veteran amputee and
Narcotics Anonymous leader), and the first kid to befriend him,
kindred spirit Edie. The magic’s rooted in evocative descriptions and strong emotions, perfectly suited to interplaying
themes of truth and stories, just as Sam’s grief-and-letting-go
storyline echoes both Jo’s and Edie’s grounded-in-reality subplots. Lacking racial descriptors, characters default to White.
Magically mesmerizing and moving. (Fantasy. 9-13)

THE LEMON TREE
(YOUNG READERS’
EDITION)
An Arab, A Jew, and the
Heart of the Middle East
Tolan, Sandy
Bloomsbury (192 pp.)
$19.99 | Nov. 2, 2020
978-1-5476-0394-7

The true story of a friendship
between an Israeli Jew and a Palestinian
Arab that transcends political tensions and violence.
It is 1967. Three Palestinian men—Bashir Khairi and his
cousins Yasser and Ghiath—are on a journey from Ramallah to
see their childhood homes in al-Ramla. Yasser is turned away;
Ghiath’s is now a school. Bashir knows whether he may enter his
122
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Vermond, Kira
Illus. by Hanmer, Clayton
Owlkids Books (48 pp.)
$17.95 | Mar. 15, 2020
978-1-77147-325-5

An overview of trends, how they are born—or made—and
their dangers.
After contextualizing trends and fads with an introduction focusing on how a silly 17th-century fashion trend—the
beaver-felt hat—had drastic and far-reaching consequences
that included genocide, the book’s four chapters focus on what
fads are, how fads spread, how they can be manufactured, and
how much damage they can cause. Complex material is broken down into accessible language and explained with lively
example stories, allowing for a surprisingly sophisticated overview. Each chapter is primarily organized into two-page spreads
covering separate ideas: Pokémon Go illustrates the temporally
linked rise and fall of a fad; stock market crashes and the rise
of popular restaurants are both exemplars of an “information
cascade”; Starbucks’ Unicorn Frappuccino allows exploration of
systematic strategies in corporate-driven trends; slime-making
YouTubers demonstrate the power of the social media influencer; and the anti-vaccine movement exposes the persistence
of logical fallacies. The design—punctuated with peppy cartoon
drawings and comic-book pages that introduce each chapter—
helps the book bounce along. Despite the book’s cautionary elements—how companies secretly use people’s internet browsing
histories to manipulate their purchases and the ways that
propaganda spreads hate—the text also offers empowerment,
showing kids how not to be manipulated, and concludes with a
call to action to harness the power of trends for positive ends.
A must-read for the modern, viral-content age. (index,
sources) (Nonfiction. 8-14)

GO WITH THE FLOW

Williams, Lily &
Schneemann, Karen
Illus. by Williams, Lily
First Second (336 pp.)
$21.99 | $12.99 paper | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-250-30572-5
978-1-250-14317-4 paper

Watson, Renée
Illus. by Mata, Nina
Bloomsbury (192 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 28, 2020
978-1-5476-0056-4
Ryan Hart is navigating the fourth grade
and all its challenges with determination.
Her mom named her Ryan because it
means king, and she wanted Ryan to feel
powerful every time she heard her name; Ryan knows it means
she is a leader. So when changes occur or disaster strikes, budding chef Ryan does her best to find the positive and “make
sunshine.” When her dad is laid off from the post office, the
family must make adjustments that include moving into a
smaller house, selling their car, and changing how they shop
kirkus.com
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Four friends protest period poverty
and inequality.
Sophomore Sasha Chen is the new
girl at Hazleton High. On her second day, she notices meanspirited giggles and looks of disgust while at her locker. Established friends Abby, Brit, and Christine swoop in and introduce
themselves, whisking her away to the bathroom to calmly
inform her that her period has leaked through her white pants.
The girls find the period-products vending machine to be
empty. When Abby repeatedly asks the administration about
reloading the machines or, better yet, making period-care
products free (since half the school body bleeds), she is quickly
dismissed by the older, White, male principal who calls it “her
little problem.” The girls want to demolish the shame around
menstruation, but when Abby takes the protest too far, their
friendship is tested. With its alluring red-hued duotone art, this
graphic novel successfully empowers readers and guides them
to speak up and reclaim agency when they feel something is
not right with not only their own bodies, but with the world
around them. The girls’ group is inclusive, encompassing different heights, skin colors, races, and body types; Brit, who openly
discusses her struggles with endometriosis, has brown skin and
a full figure, Sasha is Asian and petite, tall and lanky Christine,
White, is coming to understand her same-sex attraction, and
Abby is White with red hair and a curvy figure.
Just bloody perfect. (author’s note, further resources)
(Graphic fiction. 9-14)

WAYS TO MAKE
SUNSHINE

|
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for groceries. But Ryan gets to stay at Vernon Elementary, and
her mom still finds a way to get her the ingredients she needs
to practice new recipes. Her older brother, Ray, can be bossy,
but he finds little ways to support her, especially when she is
down—as does the whole family. Each episodic chapter confronts Ryan with a situation; intermittently funny, frustrating,
and touching, they should be familiar and accessible to readers, as when Ryan fumbles her Easter speech despite careful
practice. Ryan, her family, and friends are Black, and Watson
continues to bring visibility to both Portland, Oregon, generally and its Black community specifically, making another
wonderful contribution that allows Black readers to see themselves and all readers to find a character they can love.
Move over Ramona Quimby, Portland has another neighbor you have to meet! (Fiction. 8-10)
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TRENDING
How and Why Stuff
Gets Popular
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ECHO MOUNTAIN

narration, which moves back and forth through time, Woodson
skillfully portrays the confusion, fear, and sadness when a family
member suffers from brain injury and the personality changes it
brings. Readers see Zachariah Sr. through ZJ’s eyes and agonize
with him as the strong, vibrant athlete begins to fade. The wellrounded secondary characters complete a mosaic of a loving
African American family and their community of friends. The
tale is set in the early 2000s, as awareness of chronic traumatic
encephalopathy and its catastrophic consequences was beginning to emerge.
A poignant and achingly beautiful narrative shedding
light on the price of a violent sport. (author’s note) (Historical
fiction. 10-14)

Wolk, Lauren
Dutton (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 21, 2020
978-0-525-55556-8

After losing almost everything in the
Great Depression, Ellie’s family moves
to the Maine woods on Echo Mountain
to start a farm—then tragedy strikes.
Not long after getting them established in their new life, Ellie’s father is
struck on the head by a falling tree and lapses into a monthslong
coma, his recovery unlikely. Never feeling threatened by the wilderness the way her mother and older sister, Esther, do, Ellie
takes over many of her beloved father’s chores, finding comfort
and confidence in the forest. She’s fully mindful of her place
in the natural world and her impact on the plants and animals
she shares it with. After she becomes determined to use the
resources of the woods, however novel and imaginative the
application, to save her father, conflict with her mother and
Esther increases sharply. Led by a dog, Ellie discovers elderly
Cate—called “hag” and shunned as a witch—badly injured, living alone in a cabin on the mountaintop. Cate fully understands
the 12-year-old’s slightly supernatural sense. Cate’s grandson,
Larkin, Ellie’s age, flits in and out of the tale before finally claiming his place in this magnificently related story of the wide arc
of responsibility, acceptance, and, ultimately, connectedness.
Carefully paced and told in lyrical prose, characters—all default
White—are given plenty of time and room to develop against a
well-realized, timeless setting.
A luscious, shivery delight. (Historical fiction. 10-14)

MARTIN MCLEAN,
MIDDLE SCHOOL QUEEN
Zaczek, Alyssa
Sterling (272 pp.)
$16.95 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-4549-3570-4

Martin McLean, you’d better work it.
Mixed-race (Afro-Cuban and White)
Martin McLean’s seventh grade year
starts out with a bang. On his first day,
Martin has a panic attack in math class
when a comment made by a bullying Mathletes teammate makes
Martin wonder if he’s gay. Sensing this conversation might be
on the horizon, Martin’s Afro-Cuban single mother calls in her
brother, Tío Billy, a gay theater producer and sometime drag
queen who has been a strong male figure in Martin’s life. Billy,
sensing the need to help Martin discover a broader community
than his school peers provide, takes Martin to an LGBTQ–
friendly cafe that’s hosting an all-ages drag competition. Bit
by the showbiz bug, Martin wants to enter only to realize that
it’s on the same night as the Mathletes’ regional championship.
What’s a queen-in-training to do? Overall, Zaczek tells an amusing story that’s bursting with diversity at every turn. Martin
doesn’t have the snap of Tim Federle’s Nate, but his often naïve
approach to life will attract fans of Richard Peck’s The Best Man
(2016). Die-hard fans of drag and RuPaul’s Drag Race may spot
thin plot points now and then: Why isn’t Martin YouTubing
makeup tutorials? Does he really not know about RuPaul? Readers new to drag culture will most likely overlook these points
and enjoy Zaczek’s sweetly crafted world.
A tasty treat. (Fiction. 9-12)

BEFORE THE
EVER AFTER

Woodson, Jacqueline
Nancy Paulsen Books (176 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-399-54543-6
An African American preteen finds
his world upended when his father, a
retired professional football player, displays symptoms of traumatic brain injury.
Twelve-year-old Zachariah “ZJ” Johnson Jr. loves his dad but wonders who he would be if his dad
was not a famous athlete. Although his dad is in the spotlight,
he is full of love and attention for ZJ and his friends. And fortunately, ZJ has three friends who see him and not his father’s
shadow. “Zachariah 44” was a fearless player who suffered many
concussions during his playing career. The changes in his father
begin slowly and intermittently. Soon the headaches and memory lapses grow increasingly frequent and scary for ZJ and his
mom, since the doctors do not seem to have any answers. As his
dad slips further away, ZJ’s memories of better times grow closer
than ever. Using spare and lyrical language for ZJ’s present-tense
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Th e G i f t O f A B o o k

Our editors select their favorite art and photo books, cookbooks,
special editions, and other titles perfect for holiday giving
Dessert Person: Recipes
and Guidance for
Baking With Confidence
By Claire Saffitz
Clarkson Potter, $35
If you considered making
a British-style fruitcake
for Christmas, it’s too
late now—the process
takes two months—but if
you get Saffitz’s gorgeous
book as a holiday gift,
you’ll be ready to go next
October. The recipes are classified along a scale from “very
easy” to “very challenging,” but they’re so clearly written
and abundantly illustrated that you may find yourself trying things way above your pay grade. From classic birthday cake and chocolate chip cookies to unusual treats like
blood orange and olive oil upside-down cake and babkallah
(a combination of babka and challah), there’s something to
tempt every palate and skill level.

Mystery Train: Images of
America in Rock ’n’ Roll Music
By Greil Marcus
The Folio Society, $79.95
Marcus’ book on the origins of
rock was an instant classic when
it came out in 1975; Kirkus’ starred
review said that “despite some pretentious twaddle, Mystery Train is
an intriguing and ultimately convincing book.” Forty-five years
later, that sounds pretty enticing.
The beautifully reproduced black-and-white photos in the
Folio Society’s new illustrated edition transport you to Mississippi with Robert Johnson in 1939, to Memphis with Elvis
Presley in 1956, to Woodstock with The Band in 1967, to
Los Angeles with Randy Newman in 1974. Who could resist
such a ride?

In Bibi’s Kitchen: The
Recipes and Stories of
Grandmothers From the
Eight African Countries That
Touch the Indian Ocean
By Hawa Hassan with Julia
Turshen
Ten Speed Press, $35

The Encyclopedia of
New York
By the editors of New York
Avid Reader Press, $35
When you’re looking for
something a little edgier
than Kenneth T. Jackson’s
1,561-page Encyclopedia of
New York City—which, don’t
get us wrong, is indispensable!—the editors of New
York magazine are here
for you. Their smaller and more attitudinal encyclopedia
includes entries on the Greek diner coffee cup; the gay rights
movement; halal carts; hip-hop (for which Robert Moses can
apparently claim some credit); Beats, club kids, and hipsters;
“Fuhgeddaboudit”; dollar pizza; and so much more. Did
you know the brassiere was invented in New York in 1913?
There’s an entry on book parties, and if it weren’t for the
pandemic, this book would have deserved a blowout. (See
also “Quarantine.”)
|
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Next to your cookbooks
from Italian nonnas and
Jewish bubbes, you’ll want
to make room for this volume of enticing recipes from
bibis hailing from Eritrea, Somalia, Kenya, Tanzania,
Mozambique, South Africa, Madagascar, and Comoros,
all of whom are introduced with photos and interviews.
Recipes include doro wat, a spicy chicken dish; Matoke, a
plantain stew; many sauces and spice mixes; and flatbreads.
The authors included two different versions of mukimo,
made up of mashed split peas, potatoes, and corn, because
a woman living in Massachusetts makes it differently than
one in Kenya. This deeply affectionate book will make you
want to experiment in your own kitchen.
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The Art of Ramona
Quimby: Sixty-Five Years
of Illustrations From
Beverly Cleary’s Beloved
Books
By Anna Katz
Essays by Annie Barrows
and Jacqueline Rogers
Chronicle Books, $40
Chances are, if you ask
a Beverley Cleary fan to
picture Ramona Quimby,
they’ve got a strong image in mind. Well, their Ramona
may be different than mine (pageboy haircut, full cheeks,
’80s attire à la Joanne Scribner), and that’s perfectly fine!
There have been no fewer than five major illustrators over
the course of our beloved heroine’s 65-year reign— from
Louis Darling’s elegant ink drawings to Tracy Dockray’s
flat gray-shaded cartoons—and their diversity reemphasizes the timelessness of the stories. Featuring full-color
illustrations and insightful essays by Annie Barrows and
Jacqueline Rogers, The Art of Ramona Quimby is a musthave for fans of all stripes.

African American Poetry:
250 Years of Struggle &
Song
Ed. by Kevin Young
Library of America, $45
“For African Americans, the
very act of composing poetry
proves a form of protest,”
scholar and poet Kevin Young
writes in an introduction to
African American Poetry: 250
Years of Struggle & Song. This
outstanding volume edited by
New Yorker poetry editor Young,
who will join the Smithsonian Institute in January as director
of the National Museum of African American History & Culture, offers a deep, broad, and nuanced consideration of an
essential American art form. Featuring 675 works from poets
writing in every genre, from Phillis Wheatley (1753-1784) to
Jamila Woods (b. 1989), African American Poetry is a powerful
essential addition to any library.
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Grow Fruit & Vegetables in
Pots: Planting Advice &
Recipes From Great Dixter
By Aaron Bertelsen
Phaidon Press, $39.95
In this unprecedented year,
many of us made fresh connections to the spaces we
inhabit. This beautifully
illustrated book by vegetable gardener and cook
Aaron Bertelsen of Great
Dixter—a historic estate in East Sussex renowned for its
charming gardens—will teach you how to grow healthy
produce at home, no matter the size or style of your
environs. Pro tips for cultivating and caring for fruits
and vegetables grown in containers will equip you with
everything you need to plan for next spring. Includes a
compendium of containers, from classic terra-cotta pots
to window boxes, as well as 50 tasty recipes.

The Lives of Saints
By Leigh Bardugo
Illus. by Daniel J. Zollinger
Imprint, $24.99
There’s no better gift to tide
over fantasy fans patiently
awaiting the premiere of
Shadow and Bone than this
beautifully illustrated replica of The Lives of Saints.
The Netflix original series
based on Book 1 of Bardugo’s #1 New York Times–bestselling Grisha Trilogy was
set to launch in late 2020, though the official date has yet
to be announced. Meanwhile, readers can indulge in this
series of short tales drawn from the miracles and martyrdoms of saints, from the beloved (Sankta Lizabeta of the
Roses) to the obscure (Sankta Ursula, the Starless Saint).
Lush illustrations by Daniel J. Zollinger make the book.
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Dolly Parton, Songteller:
My Life in Lyrics
By Dolly Parton with
Robert K. Oermann
Chronicle, $50
“My name is Dolly Parton,
and I am a songwriter….
In a song, I can go anywhere and do anything.”
So begins this volume
dedicated to the craft of
a country music superstar
only belatedly being recognized as the national treasure that she is. The book
presents the lyrics to 175 of her songs—from “Jolene”
and “Coat of Many Colors” to “I Will Always Love You”
and “9 to 5,” along with many other lesser-known compositions—accompanied by the stories behind them.
And the photos! A lavish scrapbook for Dolly fans.

Cherry Hill: A Childhood
Reimagined
By Jona Frank
The Monacelli Press, $45
In this eerily gorgeous
and fascinating photo
book/memoir, photographer Frank has re-created
scenes from her own
youth in Cherry Hill, New
Jersey, in the 1970s and
’80s. All the trappings of
the period are captured
in Frank’s vividly colorful pictures—patterned wallpaper, rotary phones, bikes with banana seats, along with a
wardrobe of vintage clothes. Actress Laura Dern depicts
Frank’s mother, a homemaker, with other actors standing
in for the photographer herself as a child, tween, and teen.
Written passages recount a budding artist’s fascination
with Emily Dickinson and Bruce Springsteen and eventual
flight from suburbia into a life of artistic expression.
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Popol Vuh: A Retelling
By Ilan Stavans
Illus by Gabriella Larios
Foreword by
Homero Aridjis
Restless Books, $22
The Popol Vuh is one of
the world’s great mythological texts, a document
that was written down in
Spanish in the early 18th century but reflects the creation
myths passed down orally by the Mayan K’iche’ people
of Central America before the European conquest. Here,
Latin American scholar and translator Stavans renders an accessible modern retelling of what he calls “a
complex narrative, giving mythical accounts of gods or
superhuman beings taking part in transcendent events
at an unspecified time in the past…replete with details
about the natural world, its plants, animals, and environment, explanation of ritual practices and sacrifice, cyclic
renewal, and marriage and funerary customs.” Illustrations by Salvadoran artist Larios offer a colorful, visionary counterpart to the story.

This Was Hollywood:
Forgotten Stars & Stories
By Carla Valderrama
Running Press, $29
Compiled by the creator of
the popular @ThisWasHollywood account on Instagram, this cleverly designed
book—chock-full of classic
photographs, graphics, and
typography—calls to mind
the fan magazines that American moviegoers avidly consumed during the 1940s and ’50s. Valderrama resurrects
the golden age of Tinseltown in all its splendor and silliness,
with spreads dedicated to Hollywood pets, the “White
House of Hollywood” (Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford’s Pickfair), the “Sex Symbol That Time Forgot” (Japanese émigré Sessue Hayakawa), the “Woman Who Made
Movies” (filmmaker Florence “Lois” Weber), and 1930s
child star Cora Sue Collins, who once rivaled Shirley Temple in popularity. For the cinephile on your list, This Was
Hollywood will be a treat.
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GIRLS OF A CERTAIN AGE

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Adelmann, Maria
Little, Brown (240 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-316-45081-2

THAT OLD COUNTRY MUSIC by Kevin Barry................................ 130
THE DANGERS OF SMOKING IN BED by Mariana Enríquez;
trans. by Megan McDowell................................................................ 135
HADES, ARGENTINA by Daniel Loedel...........................................142
SUMMERWATER by Sarah Moss...................................................... 144
THE COMMITTED by Viet Thanh Nguyen........................................ 146
SHIVER by Allie Reynolds..................................................................150
THE DEATH OF MURAT IDRISSI by Tommy Wieringa;
trans. by Sam Garrett.........................................................................154
DEAR MISS KOPP by Amy Stewart..................................................162
THE BURNING GOD by R.F. Kuang.................................................165
THE COMMITTED

Nguyen, Viet Thanh
Grove (400 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-8021-5706-5
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Young women eye their futures with
the practiced skepticism of people who
have already seen far too much.
The stories in Adelmann’s debut collection feature women and girls adrift in
the world. From broken homes, broken
relationships, broken senses of their own identities, the narrators of these stories explore worlds marked by a bleak sense
of anonymity—in these largely urban tales, all faces seem to be
faces in the crowd. Many of the stories capture their narrators’
inner monologues in a way that is both believable and illuminating. In “Pets Are for Rich Kids,” Ashley’s friendship with the
gratingly precocious Willa is marked by the inequalities of their
social situations. Willa is the pampered daughter of wealthy
parents who buy her pets to teach her lessons about responsibility and, inevitably, power while Ashley is the child of a struggling newly single mother who can’t understand why no one else
sees “how dumb it [is] that the things you [are] supposed to love
are always running away or dying.” Willa tries to teach Ashley
not to be so “callous” by giving her the unasked-for responsibility of a guinea pig, and the resulting conflict between the girls
focuses on the dynamics of real rage and performative kindness.
Similarly, “Middlemen,” another standout piece, explores the
narrator’s relationship with her roommate, Grace, the pampered daughter of emotionally abusive parents, who instigates a
sexual aspect to their friendship—but only when someone else
is looking. Many of the narrators are in the middle of what seem
likely to be their lives’ defining crises. There is a young wife who
has run over her abusive husband’s dog (“The Replacements”);
a young wife whose husband is leaving to go to war (“How To
Wait”); and a lonely 20-something, set adrift by trauma, looking
for solace in too much alcohol and too many women (“Human
Bonding”). The similarity among the subjects can sometimes
overwhelm the experience of reading the individual pieces. But
when read independently, the stories linger, clearly illuminated
by their artistry, honesty, and pervasive courage.
A strong debut from a writer who probes the inner lives of
her female subjects with both purpose and humor.

|

This whole novel comes across like a brash, in-your-face sales
pitch leavened with punchy, go-for-broke mother-wit.
black buck

BLACK BUCK

THE PUSH

Askaripour, Mateo
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (400 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-358-38088-7

Audrain, Ashley
Pamela Dorman/Viking (320 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-98-488166-3

|

A finely wrought psychological study
of motherhood and inherited trauma.
Blythe stands outside, watching a
perfect family as they move through
the small joys of their Christmas Eve
preparations. She has come to deliver
her written story, one that occasionally includes flashbacks to
her mother’s and grandmother’s lives, so that she may explain
to this family—her former husband, his second wife, their child,
and, most of all, Blythe’s own daughter—what went wrong. The
book that unfolds is this novel, and while it begins with a college meet-cute between Blythe and Fox, it truly begins with the
story of Etta, who “tried very hard to be the woman she was
expected to be” but battled depression that eventually led to

y o u n g a d u lt

A first novel satirically lays out the
wretched excesses of turn-of-the-21stcentury capitalism as it both enriches
and disfigures a bright young Black man’s
coming-of-age.
Darren Vender is a 22-year-old product of Brooklyn’s Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood who graduated first in his class at the prestigious Bronx High School of
Science but passed on college and is quite happy with his life as
a barista at a ground-floor Starbucks on Park Avenue. His life
changes on the morning he decides to flash some impromptu
genius to a charismatic suit named Rhett Daniels by convincing
him to buy a different drink from the one he ordered. “Did you
just try to reverse close me?” a flabbergasted Daniels asks before
offering Darren a job with a startup sales company called Sumwun located several stories above the coffee shop. Reluctantly,
Darren agrees and soon finds himself sharing a lofty, turbulent
office suite with several tightly wound Type A White strivers
obsessed with closing deals, pleasing Rhett, and rising higher
within the company. Because Darren is the first and only African American employee, he has to endure being told by Rhett
and other Whites how much he resembles Martin Luther King
Jr., Morgan Freeman, Dave Chappelle, and other Black notables
who resemble each other hardly at all. He emerges from rigorous, emotionally bruising indoctrination to become a highoctane fast-tracker among Sumwun’s army of sales tyros—and
that’s when the money and fame start flowing into Darren’s life
along with several layers of trouble, much of it coming when
Darren struggles to accommodate his newfound prosperity to
the life, along with the family and friends, he’s left behind in
Brooklyn. As Darren himself puts it at one point, “The turns in
this story are half-absurd, half jaw-dropping, and a whole heaping of crazy.” And, one might add, borderline corny and secondhand in narrative tactics, too. Still, even with its drolly deployed
nuggets of sales tips directed at the reader throughout the narrative, the book’s biggest selling point is the writing: witty, jazzily discursive, and rhythmically propulsive.
This whole novel comes across like a brash, in-your-face
sales pitch leavened with punchy, go-for-broke mother-wit.
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A touching crime novel that explores the nature
of life and death with heart and soul.
exit

suicide, and her daughter, Cecilia, who left altogether when
Blythe was 11. Interweaving memories of her life with Fox and
their daughter, Violet, with the memories and voices of these
two women is meant to establish a pattern: Because she comes
from a line of struggling mothers, Blythe herself could only
expect to struggle as a mother, and struggle she does. Violet is a
difficult baby who becomes a troubled child, but Fox sees little
evidence of her problems and blames Blythe for not loving her
enough. When they have a son who dies in infancy, in a terrible
accident, their marriage falls apart. Blythe continues to worry
for, and even fear, Violet, and then her loneliness drives her to
befriend Fox’s new wife. Her delivery of the pages of her story
on that frosty Christmas Eve is meant as both repentance and
warning; she fears that Gemma and Fox’s son could be in danger
from Violet.
A novel written for and about mothers but not for the faint
of heart; it offers no easy answers.

THAT OLD
COUNTRY MUSIC

Barry, Kevin
Doubleday (208 pp.)
$22.75 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-385-54033-9

Tales of love, lust, and country life by
the gifted Irish writer.
It’s spring or summer in western
Ireland in most of these 11 stories. The
whitethorn—or hawthorn, which helps
the heart, say herbalists—may be “decked over the high fields
as if for the staging of a witch’s wedding.” And love appears
throughout, romantic, familial, injurious, magical, morbid. A
man drives away his lover for the painfully familiar reason that
he can’t imagine “what kind of a maniac could fall for the likes
of me.” A young woman who targets a man to take her virginity before she returns to boarding school feels a new sense of
power when he is run out of town. A man inherits a cottage
that seems to make him irresistible to women, but while he’s
Don Juan under that roof, “elsewhere I was, as ever, a bag of
spanners.” A collector of old western Irish songs is startled by
one in which a married woman seduces a herdsman so she can
regale her husband with descriptions of her victim’s besotted
state. A pregnant 17-year-old waits in a van while her fiance is
supposedly off robbing a gas station to finance their elopement,
but here “the whitethorn blossom…made an ominous aura as it
moved in the wind.” Barry has the right stuff for short stories.
He brings characters to life quickly and then blesses them with
his uncanny ear for dialogue and prose rhythms, his compassion and wry wit. Most intriguing is one that opens with a dead
whitethorn and has Theodore Roethke in an Irish psychiatric
hospital (as he was in 1960), bantering with an earnest doctor
while the poet’s mordant interior monologue adds a subtext on
madness and creativity.
Exceptional writing and a thoroughly entertaining
collection.

EXIT

Bauer, Belinda
Atlantic Monthly (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-8021-5788-1
In Bauer’s darkly comic thriller, an
elderly widower discovers no good deed
goes unpunished when his act of charity
goes horribly wrong.
As a member of the Exiteers, an
anonymous, secret group in Devon that
supports the right to die, 75-year-old widower Felix Pink witnesses the suicides of terminally ill patients. Afterward he disposes of the evidence to ensure that the deaths appear natural.
But on an outing with new partner Amanda, a normally smooth
operation quickly turns disastrous when the duo accidentally
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helps the wrong patient to die. Was it an accident or a setup for
murder? After urging Amanda to leave so he can take the blame,
Felix awaits the police before remembering his dog at home.
“But he couldn’t be arrested. Not yet. Not until he had made
sure Mabel would be alright.” The septuagenarian flees over a
garden fence just as PC Calvin Bridge and his partner arrive to
investigate. The unambitious Calvin is happy to be back in uniform after a brief stint as a plainclothes detective, despite DCI
Kirsty King’s belief in his investigative talent. But this odd case
forces him to leave his comfort zone. Bauer’s lively and amusing
comedy-of-errors narrative alternates between Felix’s and Calvin’s perspectives as both men seek answers. In the process, the
endearing, gentlemanly Felix, who has stocked his own nitrous
oxide cylinders for the day he joins his wife and son in the cemetery, gains a new interest in life, and Calvin, long ashamed of his
family’s criminal history, develops confidence in his abilities. A
supporting cast of well-drawn, oddball characters adds interest.
A touching crime novel that explores the nature of life and
death with heart and soul.

THE FALLEN ANGEL

Borman, Tracy
Atlantic Monthly (480 pp.)
$20.19 | Nov. 10, 2020
978-0-8021-5761-4
The final installment of Borman’s
lively trilogy—begun in The King’s Witch
(2018) and The Devil’s Slave (2019)—about
a secretly Catholic woman embedded in
the treacherous court of King James I.
Frances, now mother of two sons, has
again left her country retreat for James’ court, this time due to
her own mixed concern and longing for her husband, Sir Thomas
Tyringham, whose duties as master of buckhounds keep him
locked into the busy royal hunting schedule. At court, excitement
mounts thanks to an element the first two volumes of this series
lacked: a truly diabolical antagonist. Frances is not exactly welcome at court—in fact, ladies-in-waiting have no function since
Queen Anne now lives apart from the king. James’ closest and most
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Multiple award-winning adventure fiction
series opener based on family, friendship,
loyalty and courage, written for pre-teens,
young adults and readers of all ages.
“Nonstop action, with escapades both perilous and
amusing, and exhilarating hairsbreadth escapes…”
–Kirkus Reviews

Read the first two chapters
at Britfield.com!
For all inquiries, please contact Britfield@DevonfieldPublishing.com.
Book II, Britfield & The Rise of the Lion, coming March 2021!
Available where all fine books are sold.
ISBN 9781732961203 (HB) | 9781732961210 (PB) | 9781732961227 (EB) | 9781732961234 (AB)
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An enigmatic love story set at the height of the AIDS pandemic.
lazarus rising

powerful advisers are now his male “favourites”—and the newest
and most virulently scheming of these is George Villiers. Thanks
to his angelic looks, seductive charm, and complete lack of scruples,
Villiers is soon the king’s de facto consort, garnering the Order of
the Garter and a dukedom along the way. Villiers is vicious to anyone in that way, including Thomas, whose work life Villiers, as
master of horse, makes miserable—he is the ultimate bad boss. Villiers is also responsible for the loss of Frances’ pregnancy when he
deliberately causes her to fall. Despite this, and Villiers’ threats to
leverage her deepest secrets against her, Frances seems remarkably
slow to anger, and the lengthy timeline dilutes the conflict—the
action here spans 14 years. Also straining belief is the number of
occasions Frances stumbles, unobserved, upon Villiers’ depraved
assignations. Frances’ overriding aim is to restore Catholicism to
England: In this she is joined by other closet Catholics, including
the crown prince, Charles, and Kate, an heiress whom Villiers will
stop at nothing, literally, to wed for her money. Scenes starring
Villiers come alive as the other characters cope, ineffectually and
overcautiously, with the viper in their midst.
Entertaining and delicious Stuart-era scandalmongering.
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LAZARUS RISING

Caldwell, Joseph
Delphinium (224 pp.)
$24.95 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-883285-99-9

Two lovers face daunting challenges
in 1992.
When Dempsey Coates offers
Johnny Donegan a respite from his
duties as a New York City firefighter in
her Tribeca loft building, the encounter launches the mismatched pair into a complex relationship
that’s shadowed by her diagnosis of AIDS, contracted while
using intravenous drugs. Johnny, the son of a traditional Irish
Catholic family on Staten Island, falls instantly in love with the
beautiful, troubled artist, who’s at work on a series of paintings
recounting the biblical story of Lazarus, even becoming her
model. Their episodic affair becomes more complicated when
he encounters the objections of his parish priest, who explains

|

that the need for Johnny to practice safe sex prevents the church
from giving its blessing should they wed, and Dempsey’s medical condition takes an unusual turn after Johnny, in a fit of desperation at his faith’s intransigence, allows himself to pray for a
cure. Caldwell, a playwright and memoirist, impressively tackles consequential themes like the power of belief, miracles, and
the oppressive weight of guilt, but he’s overly fond of descriptive prose that, for all its facility, too often serves to subordinate
these themes and the plot itself to unnecessary digressions. In
its concluding chapters, the novel becomes darker as Dempsey,
a fierce atheist, and the almost saintlike Johnny, who is credited
with rescuing two people from burning buildings, grapple with
the unforeseen directions in which fate has guided their lives.
When each, in a radically different way, chooses to respond
to the lessons gleaned from their experience, their decisions
seem jarring rather than earned, leaving behind an aftertaste of
unfairness in place of the inevitability that’s the stuff of great
tragic drama.
An enigmatic love story set at the height of the AIDS
pandemic.

embrace the latter as your ultimate calling, as Tetsuya has chosen carpentry. Imagery by Niemann, the compact format, and
plenty of white space make this look like an ideal gift book, but
the platitudinous text is an afterthought.
Check it out for the charming illustrations.

TRULY LIKE LIGHTNING

Duchovny, David
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (464 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-3742-7774-1
A deeply religious and pious family
of Latter-day Saints finds their world
upended when a corrupt real estate company targets their land.
Duchovny is best known for his idiosyncratic roles in The X-Files and Califor
nication, and he has a wildly unpredictable voice as a writer. Here
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THE ARCHER

Coelho, Paulo
Illus. by Niemann, Christoph
Trans. by Costa, Margaret Jull
Knopf (160 pp.)
$21.00 | Nov. 10, 2020
978-0-593-31827-0
In a fable about an archery guru,
Coelho returns to his New Age niche.
This is a loose agglomeration of
half-baked philosophical principals masquerading as a novel. The plot is thin: At an indeterminate time
in a place vaguely resembling Japan, a stranger comes to the
village where Tetsuya, a former master archer, has chosen an
anonymous existence as a carpenter. This is the classic senseiapprentice scenario, the Karate Kid with everything removed
but the aphorisms. The stranger has flushed out Tetsuya, with
the mixed motives of wanting to show off his own bow-andarrow chops and ask for pointers. Tetsuya puts the stranger’s
skills to the test. The stranger, the archer, and a local boy who
will become his apprentice head for a rickety bridge suspended
across a chasm. From this precarious perch, swaying in the wind,
Tetsuya fires off a perfect hit—piercing a peach at 20 meters.
But the stranger is rattled by the danger and misses. Thereby
hangs a rather obvious lesson—it’s important to train for difficult as well as optimal circumstances. Spoiler alert: This is
the book’s last action sequence, and it’s only the prologue. The
novel proper takes the form of Tetsuya’s lectures to the boy as
they return to the village. The “way of the bow” so imparted
can be summed up as: We are what we continually do; find your
tribe; preparation is everything; breathe; maintain elegant posture; be here now. Such tenets, of course, serve any number of
disciplines. The ultimate takeaway is confusing—the thing you
are best at may not be the thing you love, and you should always
|
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he offers a dramatic parable involving trespasses against others
and the dire consequences that follow. The patriarch of the family is Bronson Powers, who, two decades earlier, was an overthe-hill stuntman with a growing opioid addiction. His fortune
changes when a relative dies, leaving him a huge but desolate
property in the desert near Joshua Tree—with one caveat: Bronson must convert to the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. Now, in the present, Powers is deeply devout, with two
wives, Mary and Yalulah, 10 children, and a few members of the
clan already in the ground. The family is completely cut off from
civilization, living primarily off the land. The triggering conflict
comes when 27-year-old Maya Abbadessa, an ambitious executive with a deeply corrupt investment firm, stumbles across
the property and realizes it’s worth millions. To nudge Bronson into selling, the firm recruits Child Protective Services to
force the family to send the older children to public school. It’s
a troublesome but interesting journey for Deuce, Hyrum, and
Pearl. Deuce becomes an ace student, Pearl vacillates between
drug-fueled rebellion and a burgeoning interest in theater, and
Hyrum furiously fights everybody and anybody who messes
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with him or his siblings. It’s a lot to take in: Bronson not only
feels invaded, but his struggle with his faith and his relationships with his wives and children are unsettling. Maya grapples
with her conscience while the kids find themselves strangers
in a strange land. It’s a heady mix of philosophy, faith, family
drama, and violence, but Duchovny’s characteristically nimble
prose not only connects the various narratives, but exposes the
complicated humanity of his multifarious cast.
An engrossing story about a clash of cultures and the
extremities of faith.

|

A satisfying, if predictable, thriller that will
please fans of police procedurals.
the butterfly house

THE BUTTERFLY HOUSE

Engberg, Katrine
Scout Press/Simon & Schuster (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-982127-60-2

y o u n g a d u lt

When health care aide Bettina Holte
is found drained of blood in Copenhagen’s oldest fountain, little does Investigator Jeppe Kørner know that he has a
budding serial killer on his hands.
The very next day, another body
is found, similarly drained. Under increasing pressure from
his superintendent, Kørner quickly deduces that the murder
weapon was a scarificator, a strange bloodletting device. He
also learns that both victims once worked at Butterfly House,
a short-lived residential home for teens with psychiatric illnesses. The home was closed after a young girl died by suicide
and a social worker was found drowned. An expert at narrative
sleight of hand, Engberg strews the investigational field with
multiple suspects, each shadowy enough to maintain our suspicions. Perhaps Bo Ramsgaard, the teen’s grieving father, is
worth a closer look. Or perhaps one of the young people could
hold a grudge against the staff, which included the ambitious
psychiatrist Peter Demant and nurse Trine Bremen, who has
been diagnosed with borderline personality disorder. Yet former patient Isak Brügger, diagnosed with schizophrenia, is still
under nearly 24-hour surveillance at the Bispebjerg Hospital,
as Simon Hartvig, his social worker, can attest. And former
patient Marie Birch is now living in an insular countercultural
community. Meanwhile, Kørner himself is conflicted about
his relationship with Detective Sara Saidani: Is he ready to try
again so soon after his divorce? And Kørner’s partner, Anette
Werner, is on maternity leave but can’t resist getting involved
as well. It’s her work that collides with Kørner’s for a dramatic
final confrontation.
A satisfying, if predictable, thriller that will please fans of
police procedurals.

Argentinian horror and Spanish-language weird fiction, warping familiar settings (city parks, an office building, a stretch of
neighborhood street) by wefting in the uncanny, supernatural,
or monstrously human. Drawing on real places and events and
spinning them out in fantastical ways, she disinters the darkness thrumming under the smooth, bureaucratized surface of
urban life, exposing powerlessness, inequity, abuse, and erasure.
Colonial Catholicism, pop culture, grotesquerie, and local legends intertwine in images of rotting flesh, altars that conceal
their true nature, and ritual magic while themes of loss, fate,
mental illness, state violence, fear and disdain for the other,
and familial obligation—both the abnegation and upholding
thereof—run throughout. In “Angelita Unearthed,” a young
woman lives with an unexpected burden of inherited grief.
“Rambla Triste” introduces us to a woman visiting old friends
in Barcelona who is soon confronted by a potent and inescapable reminder of the neighborhood’s tragic, buried—and questionably authentic—past. In one firecracker, “Our Lady of the
Quarry,” a volatile mix of teenage vanity, jealousy, and rage leads
to a summoning of dark powers and disproportionate revenge.

THE DANGERS OF
SMOKING IN BED
Stories

Enríquez, Mariana
Trans. by McDowell, Megan
Hogarth/Crown (208 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-593-13407-8
Twelve gruesome, trenchant, and
darkly winking stories set in modern-day
Buenos Aires, Barcelona, and Belgium.
One of the great advantages of genre fiction is its ability to
use metaphor and distortion to explore realities that may otherwise feel too large or terrible to confront head-on. Enríquez, a
journalist who grew up in Buenos Aires during Argentina’s Dirty
War—a trauma that echoes across these stories—is a pioneer of
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And in the creepy and desolating “Kids Who Come Back,” the
lost, sold, and rejected children of Buenos Aires begin to return,
sparking dubious joy out of even more dubious grief and exposing an entire populace steeped in guilt but determined to reject
its culpability. As entertaining as it is affecting and channeled
into English with almost clairvoyant percipience by translator
McDowell, this is one not to be slept on for enthusiasts of weird
fiction and literary horror and of writers like Samanta Schweblin, Amber Sparks, Ayse Papatya Bucak, and Carmen Maria
Machado. An atmospheric assemblage of cunning and cutting
Argentine gothic tales.
Insidiously absorbing, like quicksand.

FAYE, FARAWAY

Fisher, Helen
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(304 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-982142-67-4
A time-traveling wife and mother
who lives in London becomes obsessed
with spending time with her own longlost mother.
Thirty-six-year-old Faye was adopted
by kindly neighbors as a child. She and her mother lived down
the road from Em and Henry, and when Faye was 8, her mother
came down with a bad cough and then was just gone. The
decades passed, but as an adult—despite a happy childhood, a
loving marriage, and two beloved young daughters of her own—
Faye continued to have an aching hole in her heart where her
mother should have been. A string of events leads her to step
into an empty box that a Space Hopper toy had arrived in one
Christmas when she was a child. She ends up spinning through
time, landing in her mother’s house. The box is a portal between
her past and present. That present includes Faye’s husband,
Eddie, long in finance, who is training to be a vicar. Much of
this volume is spent contemplating the meaning of faith, trust,
belief in things you cannot see, and whether it takes more to
believe in the concept of God or in time travel. The premise
of the book is, of course, fantastical, but Fisher deals well with
the emotional and physical implications such a situation would
have on a woman and a marriage. No time is spent dwelling on
how or why things happen—this book is much more interested
in relying on blind trust. The same trust that Faye must have in
her husband’s belief that God called him to be a vicar, he must
have in her time traveling, and the reader must have in the story.
Readers interested in pondering the basis of faith and how
far it can stretch will find much to contemplate in this story.

THE FUTURE IS YOURS

Frey, Dan
Del Rey (352 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-593-15821-0

The rise and fall of two best friends–
turned–tech entrepreneurs, whose invention of a time machine promises to disrupt
the internet, industry, and everyone’s lives.
Frey, a screenwriter and author of an
audiobook, The Retreat (2019), imposes
an important constraint on his protagonists, Adhvan “Adhi”
Chaudry and Ben Boyce, creators of a company called The
Future. The Future’s Prototype device can access the internet of
exactly one year into the future, providing a glimpse into events
yet to unfold. The catch is that whatever information the Prototype transmits is written in proverbial stone: Nothing can
be done to change it. The novel strikes a particularly haunting
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note when Ben and Adhi first wrestle with the implications of
their invention. When attempting to prevent a gruesome murder, the two of them wind up complicit in the crime. Later, a
research associate learns about his own impending death, selfmedicates to treat the fright, overdoses, and dies. But rather
than explore the potentially terrifying results of a machine that
can obliterate free will, Frey’s story quickly sinks into a drama of
techno-capitalists fighting over how many billions to sell out for
and when: The Future attracts venture capital, Google offers a
buyout, Ben and Adhi suffer a falling-out. Unfortunately, the
tight focus on the co-founders’ friendship forfeits the unimaginable potential of such a technology.
A promising SF premise sputters into a story of Silicon Valley back-stabbing.

LIFE AMONG THE
TERRANAUTS

Horrocks, Caitlin
Little, Brown (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-316-31697-2

A second short story collection from
a writer known for her impeccable craft.
Horrocks’ latest is bookended by two
similar stories. In the first, “The Sleep,”
which also appeared in the Best American
Short Stories 2011, a widower convinces first his family and then
most of his hardscrabble Upper Midwestern town to hibernate
for the winter. The townspeople see it as practical: They’ll save
food and heat and money and, well, if it has the added effect of
taking the edge off the tragedies they suffer, so much the better. In fact, the first-person-plural narrator muses, “We’re better neighbors asleep in warm beds than we ever were awake.” A
fraught community is also at the fore of the final, and title, story,
in which a group of scientists are part of a yearslong Mars simulation in the Arizona desert. After the group’s crops fail and the
terranauts begin to slowly starve, the narrator must face down
the different brands of zealotry, including her own, that motivated them on their doomed experiment. Horrocks’ characters
throughout are stuck at strange angles to their communities,
connoisseurs of isolation. In one of the best stories, “Sun City,”
a young gay woman with a history of keeping lovers at arm’s
length helps to clean out her late grandmother’s place while trying to figure out if her grandmother’s garrulous roommate was
actually something more. Horrocks’ stories feel classic and melancholy, like a concerto in a minor key. While the writing may
feel overly polished to those who like their fiction a bit wilder,
the characters’ flawed decisions add a bit of welcome roughness.
Elegant glimpses into the lives of lonely people.

PRODIGAL SON

Hurwitz, Gregg
Minotaur (432 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-2502-5228-9
Evan Smoak, the Nowhere Man,
crashes out of retirement to battle a violent threat even less human than he is.
Some agents are trained assassins.
Evan is better described as engineered by
Jack Johns, the Mystery Man who spirited him off from the Pride House Group Home when he was
12, honed the skills that made him a superlative killing machine,
neglected less desirable aspects of his personality (like the ability
to make small talk or show empathy), and turned him loose on a
world in need of a superavenger. Now that he’s finally hung up his
blood-soaked laurels, Evan just wants to be left alone, but that’s
not on the agenda of Veronica LeGrande, the attractive 62-yearold who suddenly reveals herself as his mother so that she can
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A compelling and terribly sad story of lives defined
by trauma generation after generation.
how the one -armed sister sweeps her house

beg him to protect Andrew Duran, a fellow alumnus of Pride
House whom he hasn’t seen for many years. It’s a big ask, partly
because Andre, as Evan once knew him, doesn’t want to be protected and partly because the enemies Andre was exposed to in
his unlikely role as the midnight guard on an impound lot are seriously mean. Shortly after Andre accepted the promise of $1,000
from brother-and-sister killers Declan and Queenie Gentner to
tell them when Jake Hargreave picked up the Bronco he crashed
and abandoned, Hargreave returned, Andre made the call, and
Hargreave’s throat was cut in the lot by a tiny, murderous drone.
The man behind Mimeticom, drone king Brendan Molleken,
has clearly studied all the villains in the James Bond movies, and
there’s no limit on the possible carnage when Evan meets Molleken, the Gentners, or any of those drones.
Exhilarating pabulum for action fans weary of heroes who
bother to maintain social lives.

HOW THE ONE-ARMED SISTER
SWEEPS HER HOUSE

A seemingly perfect suburb hides
secrets and violence just beneath the
surface.
From the outside, Maple Street looks
idyllic. It’s in a Long Island suburb full of
families who work hard and want the
best for their children—but something isn’t right. The first sign
is the giant sinkhole that opens in the community’s park, coating things in thick oil, scrambling cell signals, and claiming the
life of a German shepard. But the sinkhole is only the beginning
of the real trouble for the families of Maple Street. Longtime
resident Rhea Schroeder, a community college professor who’s
hiding some of her own dark secrets, has it out for newcomer
Gertie Wilde, a former pageant queen who doesn’t really fit in.

y o u n g a d u lt

Jones, Cherie
Little, Brown (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-316-53698-1

GOOD NEIGHBORS

Langan, Sarah
Atria (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-9821-4436-4

The only people enjoying themselves
in Paradise are the tourists—at least the
ones who haven’t been murdered.
Barbadian author Jones’ harrowing
debut is set on a fictional strip of Caribbean
shore called Baxter’s Beach in the town of Paradise. It opens with
a fable told by Wilma to her 13-year-old granddaughter, Lala, about
the nasty fate of a girl who didn’t listen. “Curiosity kill the cat, says
Wilma, don’t make yourself stupid like the one-arm sister.” This gambit backfires—when we next see Lala, she’s 18, very pregnant, in horrible pain, and bleeding “blurry poinsettia flowers everywhere” in a
rickety beach shack. She stumbles to the nearest neighboring house,
a fancy villa, presses the doorbell, and hears gunshots inside. She
has interrupted her baby’s father, Adan, midrobbery, and he’s had to
shoot his victim. It’s the man’s own fault, says Adan. And Lala’s fault
what he does to her, what will happen to their baby, to their friend
Tone—yet he’s the one who has been torturing animals since he was
a boy. In fact, Adan is one of the most repellent and unredeemed villains we have encountered in quite some time. Lala has pretty much
figured it out—“Maybe it is time to accept that this man is not the
laughing giant you meet riding a unicycle at a fair two summers
ago”—but still cannot escape him. He won’t let her work—she’s
a braider on the beach, a job she loves—and has stolen what little
money she has. The novel moves among the perspectives of several
characters, including Mira Whalen, the widow of the murdered man.
Mira is a former prostitute whose tourist client left his wife for her;
Adan’s crime severs her from the amazing life she lucked into, with
homes in England and here on the beach, with sweet stepchildren,
friends, and travel, and the only conjugal love and happiness evoked
in the entire novel.
A compelling and terribly sad story of lives defined by
trauma generation after generation.
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Neither does Gertie’s family, which includes her former rock
star husband, who commits the cardinal sin of smoking on
the front porch instead of in the backyard like everyone else
in the neighborhood. When Rhea’s daughter Shelly falls into
the sinkhole, Rhea quickly launches into attack mode, blaming Gertie’s family for Shelly’s death. Things spin further out of
control, ruining an entire neighborhood and countless lives in
the process. The story itself is entertainingly absurd and overthe-top, but perhaps the most interesting part is the way Langan chooses to tell it. She intersperses the story with articles
and interviews from years later referencing “the Maple Street
Murders,” allowing not only a grim foreshadowing, but a slice of
realistic true-crime obsession (as well as a glimpse into what the
climate crisis may look like in the near future).
An incredibly dark (and surprisingly fun) page-turner.

LAST ORGY OF THE
DIVINE HERMIT

Leyner, Mark
Little, Brown (256 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-316-56050-4

Experimental storytelling keeps Leyner’s
latest novel whirling around.
Narrative form is an ever malleable
plaything in Leyner’s ostentatiously acrobatic new novel. In the simplest possible
terms, it’s about a decrepit old anthropologist and his daughter at
work on a book about the Chalazian Mafia Faction. Much of the
novel is written in the form of a play, in which a patient narrates the
action from the words that appear on her optometrist’s eye chart.
And so on. Bring a dictionary: The author delights in layering
slabs of vocab onto the page (“In another version, the Father and
Daughter (named Caesar and Little Madonna) are extinct, rodentlike mammals called multituberculates who’ve been kept in a cryostat for several years”). Folding in on itself in dizzying postmodern
loops, setting up motifs and tweaking them in a jazzy frenzy, this
is a book written by someone who knows how smart he is. It isn’t
so much an invitation as a challenge—if you finish this novel and
like it, you must be a being of superior ambition and intelligence.
Either that or you have a very high stake in your own literary endurance. Leyner delights in unusual, world-in-a-grain-of-sand narrative delivery; the action in his 2016 novel/memoir/all of the above,
Gone With the Mind, takes place in a food court, where the character
Mark Leyner holds forth and tells the story to his mom. On the
one hand it’s exciting when a book blows narrative convention to
smithereens. That said, you don’t read Leyner’s latest so much as
you work at it, one allusion-packed page at a time. There’s no distinction between high and low culture here. One moment Leyner
quotes a long passage from dance critic Jennifer Homans; a while
later comes a riff on “Ryan Murphy’s limited series about a nasal,
anorexic, handcuffed Momofuku Noodle Bar dishwasher’s festering toupee fetish.” Because, why not? This is ultimately the book’s
saving grace: It is frequently, shamelessly funny enough to make
the toil worthwhile.
Bring your vocabulary chops with you; you’ll be needing
them.

FOOL ME TWICE

Lindsay, Jeff
Dutton (368 pp.)
$27.00 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-5247-4397-0
Peerless high-end thief Riley Wolfe
agrees to steal a priceless artifact that literally can’t be stolen. And that’s only the
beginning of his problems.
Fearsome arms dealer Patrick Boniface can get anything he wants, and
what he wants now that he’s abducted Riley is Raphael’s The
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trade paperback & ebook
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and immigrant tales: the magic
in Isabel Yap’s debut collection
jumps right off the page, from the
joy in her new novella, “A Spell
for Foolish Hearts” to the terrifying tension of the urban legend
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august 2020
trade paperback & ebook

Liberation of St. Peter, a fresco painted directly onto a wall in the
Vatican. Of course, you can’t take the fresco without taking at
least part of the wall, and as Riley notes, “I’m not Superman. I’m
not even Deadpool.” But Boniface is unusually persuasive, and
his torture-happy sidekick Bernadette even more so. No sooner
has Riley agreed to try than he’s kidnapped from his kidnapper
by Bailey Stone, a Perth-based rival of Boniface who demands
that Riley pledge his allegiance to him instead. Uncertain who’ll
be his patron when the dust clears, Riley goes to work, assisted
by his friend Monique, a peerless forger, and Betty Dougherty
(not her real name), an information professional with a serious
grudge against Stone. Not to be outdone, Frank Delgado, the
FBI special agent who gave Riley such a hard time in his debut,
Just Watch Me (2019), deals in his Task Force for International
Arms Regulation and Enforcement, and everyone hunkers
down to spy on everyone else as they wait for Riley to pull off
the impossible theft and then wriggle out of the consequences.
A violent, featherweight caper for fans who wish movie
theaters would open to show more Mission: Impossible
sequels.

HADES, ARGENTINA

Loedel, Daniel
Riverhead (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-593-18864-4

After a decade abroad, a refugee of
Argentina’s Dirty War returns to Buenos
Aires, where ghosts of his past guide him
through a nightmarish labyrinth of memory, guilt, and loss.
In 1976, Tomás Orilla disappeared
from Argentina without a trace, smuggled out by his childhood
mentor, the Colonel, after coming dangerously close to death
at the hands of the oppressive military junta. Now, 10 years
later, he is Thomas Shore, a translator in New York City who
is haunted by the traumas of the past and contending with a
failing marriage. The impending death of Pichuca, an old family
friend, occasions his return to Buenos Aires, where he moved
as a teenager under the pretense of attending medical school,
though his true motive was to be closer to Pichuca’s daughter,
Isabel, a spirited and fiery young woman whom he loved since
childhood. But the city Tomás returns to is riddled with ghosts:
the ghosts of Isabel and the Colonel, the ghosts of the disappeared and the ghosts of their captors, the ghost of the young
man he once was. With the Colonel’s spirit as his guide, Tomás
returns to the sites containing all his darkest memories and his
most profound regrets, and the boundary between the present and the past becomes increasingly indistinct. Back in 1976,
Isabel, who is involved with a leftist insurgent group, exploits
Tomás’ devotion to her and requests that he work for her as a
double agent, launching a sequence of events that compromises his life: spying on the Colonel and finding employment
at a concentration camp for dissidents. However, this is less a
tour through memory than a reckoning, as Tomás struggles to
identify the discrete choices he would need to undo to prevent
Isabel’s disappearance and to save himself from the nightmare
of his past.
A complex and intimate meditation on love, guilt, and the
decisions that haunt us forever.

HOW I LEARNED TO
HATE IN OHIO

MacLean, David Stuart
Overlook (256 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-4197-4719-9

It’s 1985 in fictional Rutherford,
Ohio, and high school freshman Barry
Nadler is miserable.
The teenager has been the target
of bullies for years, and he misses his
mother, a project analyst for a hotel chain who’s almost always
on the road. His father is a feckless adjunct professor at the local
college whom Barry seems to pity more than anything. He’s
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Dark, darker, and then some. But readers
who can take it are in for quite a ride.
crimson lake road

who talks Zachary into accepting his representation and then
sets himself resolutely against the presiding judge, Yardley’s
forced to consult the expert on painting and serial murder she’d
sworn never to see again: her ex-husband, Eddie Cal, who’s been
imprisoned ever since sending 12 victims to their graves in A
Killer’s Wife (2020).
Dark, darker, and then some. But readers who can take it
are in for quite a ride.

y o u n g a d u lt

saddled with the homophobic nickname “Yo-Yo Fag,” which
even one of his teachers has started calling him. But after
befriending a fellow student named Gurbaksh “Gary” Singh, a
Sikh who’s originally from Canada, Barry’s life begins to change.
When he loses his temper in the school counselor’s office, he
develops a reputation among the students as being a live wire,
and his friendship with the “socially alchemical” Gary makes
him “popular-adjacent.” He even develops a crush on a Manic
Pixie Dream Girl named Ottilie. But the good news, such as
it is, doesn’t last long—after he walks in on his mom sleeping
with Gary’s dad, he becomes estranged from his only friend
and starts hanging out with a group of rough-hewn, workingclass White people with retrograde politics. His parents’ marriage falls apart, and he discovers that Gary and Ottilie have
been dating. The plot only gets more melodramatic and unbelievable from there, as a series of tragedies continues to befall
pretty much everyone in the book. The novel culminates with
a horrible but predictable act of violence and ends vaguely and
unhappily. This is a message novel—that message being “hating
people is bad”—and MacLean veers as hard as one possibly can
against subtlety, with cartoonish villains and mostly clumsy dialogue. Some passages show promise, but this novel ultimately
falls flat.
Good intentions can’t save this unsubtle novel.

CRIMSON LAKE ROAD

Methos, Victor
Thomas & Mercer (380 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-5420-2094-7

The last case between a federal prosecutor and the retirement she craves will
take her to some truly harrowing places.
Four weeks after Kathy Pharr was
sexually assaulted and beaten to death,
police called to another house on Crimson Lake Road made a gruesome discovery with a surprise ending: Though, like Kathy, she’s draped in
the trappings of one of 1960s Kenyan painter Sarpong’s four
indelible pictures of death, yoga teacher Angela River isn’t
quite dead herself. Even so, Cason Baldwin, of the FBI’s Behavioral Science Unit, homicide detective Lucas Garrett of the
Las Vegas Sheriff ’s Office, and Assistant U.S. Attorney Jessica
Yardley of the Special Victims Unit all treat Angela as a second
victim of the monster that freelance reporter Jude Chance has
dubbed the Crimson Lake Executioner. Since Kathy’s 14-yearold daughter, Harmony, went missing shortly after her mother
was killed, the obvious suspect is Kathy’s husband, Tucker,
who’s already served time for kidnapping Sue Ellen Jones 18
years ago. But Yardley’s growing friendship with Angela soon
diverts her attention from Tucker Pharr to Angela’s live-in lover,
ER physician Michael Zachary, and the evidence the police find
in Zachary’s garage is as damning as the tone of Angela’s voice
when she tells Yardley she never wants to see her again. Confronted in court by the unexpectedly resourceful Dylan Aster,
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SUMMERWATER

Moss, Sarah
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(208 pp.)
$25.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-3741-0593-8
A multivoiced narrative set in the
Scottish Highlands, this broodingly suspenseful and engagingly intimate novel
is a miniature portrait of family life in
various forms, of old age and childhood,
framed by wild nature, which becomes a character in itself.
“The sky is lying on the loch,” this meditative novel begins.
And summer rain does indeed fall ceaselessly and torrentially on
the Scottish lakeside retreat where a handful of vacationing families, each renting a cabin, become erstwhile and wary neighbors.
Just a “huddle of chalets,” as one bored woman remarks, with
“eyes at every window.” Most are English, some are Scottish, and
one family—of nighttime noisemakers—is Romanian. The Scots

resent the English (“they could stay in England with…their nasty
little government”), and everyone disapproves of the Romanians
(“You’re supposed to have left, you know, people like you,” one
child taunts another). Each protagonist also battles the weather—
the mother on her dawn run, the teenager kayaking too far in
choppy water, the child on the perilous swing that dangles over
the loch, the old man walking—which proves an escape from
family tedium but may also harbor a hidden menace. “The sky
has turned a yellowish shade of grey,” we are told. “Small creatures in their burrows nose the air and stay hungry. There will be
deaths by morning.” With consummate skill, the author reveals
the inner lives of a handful of characters, their meditations by
turns intensely moving and laconically humorous (married sex, a
middle-aged wife reflects, is “like oiling your bike chain, doesn’t
have to be fun but it stops things falling apart”) while conjuring
up both landscape and atmosphere with lyrical delicacy. The
novel that began at dawn ends at nightfall with a satisfying
though awful denouement that steers clear of melodrama.
A psychologically acute depiction of modern Britain
through the lens of one rainy summer day.

WRATH

Murray, Victoria Christopher
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(384 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-982142-92-6
A whirlwind romance between two
30-something Manhattanites turns dangerous when wrath rears its ugly head.
Chastity Jeffries doesn’t have time
for love. The 34-year-old attorney has just
moved back home to New York City from Atlanta for a cushy
job at the Divorce Concierge and she’s more interested in building her career than dating. Besides, after a childhood marred
by watching her basketballer-turned-preacher father, Kareem,
cheat on her mother, Sisley, Chastity’s outlook on relationships is
not exactly rosy. That is, until she meets Xavier King. He seems
like a dream come true—tall, dark, and handsome, he’s a successful attorney with a penchant for big romantic gestures. But
this is a story about wrath, and Xavier embodies it. His adolescence was filled with physical and verbal abuse at the hands of his
grandmother, and that trauma has manifested in adult Xavier’s
own violent outbursts. When his fiancee, Roxanne, walks out on
him, Xavier refuses to take his best friend Bryce’s advice to talk
to a professional about his rage, throwing himself into his new
relationship with Chastity instead. But when it becomes increasingly difficult to control his emotions, it’s only a matter of time
before Xavier’s perfect facade comes crashing down. The author
expertly builds ominous tension, dropping several red flags as
Xavier’s lying, gaslighting, manipulation, and fury are revealed
slowly. But multiple flashback scenes are awkwardly inserted,
interrupting the sinister buildup. Readers who don’t enjoy overt
religious themes in their fiction may bristle at many of Chastity’s ideas about her relationship, particularly that Xavier’s anger
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issues are the reason God brought them together. And while the
parablelike climax is expected, it wraps up with swift, almost biblical justice in a way that real-life domestic violence rarely does.
This cautionary tale feels like it was written expressly to
be adapted into a made-for-TV movie.

THE FRANKLIN AVENUE
ROOKERY FOR WAYWARD
BABIES

Newman, Laura
Delphinium (240 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-883285-96-8

Ranging from Nepal to Tijuana to
Rome and beyond, Newman’s second
collection explores how people from disparate countries, cultures, and circumstances come together.

The title story is about a girl who grows up in an orphanage in New Orleans that isn’t quite what it seems, and while
it isn’t the book’s strongest, it does demonstrate many of the
author’s strengths. Newman excels at succinctly providing her
characters with rich histories and pacing the surprising, wellexecuted turns in some of the stories. She can be inventive with
form and creative with plotting. The story “Swisher Sweets,”
for example, plays with chronology and point of view to show
how complicated grief is as a woman mourns the death of her
ex-husband while managing his affairs on behalf of their grown
children and her former mother-in-law. There are also moments
of tenderness and insight. In “The House of Naan and Saffron,”
the first-person narrator, reflecting on his Norwegian family’s
time in India as missionaries, says of his parents, “If my father
was a stingy moralist and my mother an occasional drunk, they
covered for each other, and under that cover I was safe.” Later
he says, “It is easier to play the rebel of your own life than to
actually lead it.” Other stories show off a dark sense of humor.
But there are moments when the writing feels heartless rather
than funny or clever. “Sweet Nothings,” a story about a friendship between two men living in Tijuana, is clumsy in its use of
Spanish and stereotypical imagery like mariachis and jumping
beans. It includes a callous quip about “an alien (outer space,
not illegal).” In “The Little Ice Girl,” also set in Tijuana, Newman writes, “On this day Ana wore the dress her grandmother
hand-stitched out of flour sacks; she looked like a faded, walking billboard for tortillas. A triangle of calico pulled her black
hair back from her churro-brown face.” These insensitivities
distract from otherwise skillful storytelling.
An eclectic if uneven collection of short stories.

THE COMMITTED

Nguyen, Viet Thanh
Grove (400 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-8021-5706-5

The conflicted spy of Nguyen’s Pulitzer Prize–winning The Sympathizer (2015)
returns, embroiled in Paris’ criminal
underworld.
Embroiled in a lot of French philosophy too: The novel’s unnamed narrator
is motivated as much by the works of Sartre, Fanon, Kristeva,
and de Beauvoir as by the drug-dealing crime boss he works for
in Paris. In the previous novel, the narrator was a communist
spy who’d left his native Vietnam and attempted to infiltrate
Hollywood. Here it’s 1981, and he’s made his way to France, his
father’s homeland, to restart along with his “best friend and
blood brother” (but ideological counterweight), Bon. Through
a contact from his days as a spy, he starts selling hashish, taking over for a dealer who seems to have gone missing. But this
would-be-quiet sideline gets him roped into working for a
crime boss managing a drug and prostitution ring. (It’s run out
of “the worst Asian restaurant in Paris,” and he proves his loyalty by cleaning the place’s beyond-disgusting toilet.) The pages
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are rife with prostitutes, drugs (the narrator partakes often of
the “remedy,” i.e., cocaine), and, in the late pages, gunplay. But,
as in The Sympathizer, Nguyen keeps the thriller-ish aspects at
a low boil, emphasizing a mood of black comedy driven by the
narrator’s intellectual crisis. If communists and capitalists alike
are responsible for mass cruelty, where should he throw his support? How much does his half-French parentage implicate him
in the oppression of his home country? And what’s the value of
picking a side anyway? “For most of my life, I had constantly
and desperately believed in something, only to discover that at
the heart of that something was nothing,” he writes. Though the
storytelling around this gets convoluted (and strange, when a set
of henchmen called the Seven Dwarfs enters the plot), Nguyen
is deft at balancing his hero’s existential despair with the lurid
glow of a crime saga.
A quirky intellectual crime story that highlights the Vietnam War’s complex legacy.

BONE CHASE

Ochse, Weston
Saga/Simon & Schuster (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-5344-5009-7
A thriller that dips into ancient
myths, folklore, and the Old Testament
to tell about a race to find giants.
Ethan McCloud is a laid-off math
teacher from Nebraska whose dad asks
if he’s seen a six-fingered man. Dad is
then killed either by an aneurism or by the Six-Fingered Man,
and either way, “Burying a father sucks.” Father leaves behind
a video urging his son to search for giants because “you think
critically and base your answers on provable facts.” Ethan tells
his girlfriend, Shanny, that he has “information about how no
shit real giants exist.” Indeed, he’s shown a picture of a skeleton,
“a living, breathing, human-shaped thing, seventy-five feet tall.”
But searching is a dangerous business. People die after discovering giant bones because “They just knew too much.” There are
many biblical references to giants which Ethan considers to be
evidence. He muses, what if we descended from giants instead
of from apes? “This isn’t just a race to find giants,” Shanny
declares. “It’s a race to find God.” The story moves along reasonably well, with the usual threats, like the girlfriend being in
mortal danger. But the pacing hits a speed bump when Ethan
brings up an abstruse mathematical concept called the Hodge
Conjecture in painful detail and fails to show its relevance. And
while the writing and storytelling are entertaining, the author’s
metaphors just work too hard. “The distance to the trailer was
a rheostat of fear.” A man’s “mouth slammed into a frown.”
“Butterflies scythed through Ethan.” And “his mind filled with
ants who were busy rebuilding the possible futures.” The best
exchange, though: “I thought you were dead.” “I got better.”
Fans of Indiana Jones movies and Dan Brown novels will
enjoy this one.
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FAKE ACCOUNTS

Oyler, Lauren
Catapult (272 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-948226-92-9

A mordant take on postmodern
mores.
Late one night, while her boyfriend
sleeps, an unnamed protagonist goes
snooping through his phone. She finds no
evidence that Felix has been cheating on
her, but she didn’t really suspect he was, and she wouldn’t have
cared much if he had been. Indeed, most of what she finds is
utterly anodyne—until she discovers his anonymous Instagram
account. Scrolling through screen after screen of conspiracytheory memes, she discovers that Felix has instantly become a
mystery to her. She also realizes that she should definitely dump
him, which she’d been thinking about doing anyway. While she’s
considering the most satisfying way to do this, circumstances rob
her of the opportunity and send her into a bit of an existential
crisis. This results in her quitting her job as a blogger and moving from Manhattan to Berlin. One way to describe this book is
as a smart, often funny critique of a culture that rewards people
for turning themselves into brands and encourages the incessant
consumption and creation of content—and it is that. But it’s also
a novel in which the reader is stuck inside the head of one very
self-absorbed woman carefully analyzing the minutiae of weeks
spent endlessly crafting new personae for dating apps and trying
them out on the men who respond. One’s ability to appreciate
this novel will depend entirely on one’s interest in spending a
whole lot of time with its narrator. Her sharpness and seeming
self-awareness are engaging at first. After explaining that she
finds it unappealing to abandon all reason upon falling in love, she
adds, “I believe it hurts the feminist cause. And, worse, makes me
look personally bad.” Eventually, though, it becomes clear that
her self-awareness doesn’t make her honest; it just makes her better at presenting a curated version of herself.
Not bad as social commentary. Not that great as a story.

PICNIC IN THE RUINS

Petersen, Todd Robert
Counterpoint (336 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-64009-322-5

The fourth novel by Petersen is part
mystery; part quirky, darkly funny, mayhem-filled thriller; and part meditation
on what it means to “own” land, artifacts,
and the narrative of history in the West.
Sophia Shepard is a Princeton anthropology Ph.D. student whose outspokenness has resulted in a
kind of exile to remote southern Utah, where she’s giving talks
to busloads of visitors and studying tourist impacts on Native
American sites. In Kanab she crosses paths with the Ashdowns,
|

A rich, finely rendered novel.
bride of the sea

two sinister brothers, criminals who’ve botched a burglary, hastily half-covered the mess they made, and absconded with one of
the artifact maps they were supposed to deliver. Soon a ruthless
fixer—he’s an ex–stage magician, the kind of amusing and fanciful touch that elevates this book—is on the Ashdowns’ trail, and
when Sophia stumbles across the brothers trying to excavate a
back-country Paiute site with a stolen backhoe, hell breaks loose.
Soon she—along with a roguish Department of the Interior
agent she’s befriended and a German dermatologist embarked
on a hybrid of tourist jaunt and vision quest that has left him lost
and disoriented in the desert—is being hunted by the fixer, too.
Along the way they, and we, encounter a cybertech pioneer who’s
now a high-tech hermit; a famed video game deviser; a recently
divorced small-town sheriff; a widow suffering the beginnings of
dementia; and more. Petersen keeps piling on plot twists, eccentric characters, and well-described settings, and beneath the plot’s
pandemonium there’s an intriguing meditation on “authenticity,”
on “ownership,” and on the legacy of violence in the remote West.
A fast-paced, highly entertaining hybrid of Tony Hillerman and Edward Abbey.

Petrie, Nick
Putnam (432 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-525-53547-8
Thwarting what seems like a runof-the-mill holdup thrusts an ex-Marine
into an international cybercrime plot.
What seems simple and predictable
turns complex and surprising in this
thriller, the sixth in the Peter Ash series.
The swiftly paced, action-dominated plot rushes headlong from
its outset. Freelance journalist June Cassidy alerts series protagonist Ash to a bearded and “weird-looking dude” as she, Ash,
and his sidekick, Lewis, meet for an outdoor coffee near the
Milwaukee Public Market on a sunny October afternoon. The
bearded man of interest holds up another man with an assault
rifle and Ash tries to intervene. Ash momentarily throws the
gunman off with two well-tossed honeycrisps, but not before
the gunman takes a phone from his quarry and then escapes on
an electric bike, leaving behind a pair of shades. “You don’t steal
a phone with an AK-74,” Ash says, his curiosity about the incident compelling him to find out what the attacker was up to. Ash
works with handicaps. An ex-Marine veteran of the Iraq War, he
suffers from PTSD. Worse, the FBI wants him for the murder
of a government employee Ash didn’t commit, so the shaggyhaired Ash must work out of police sight. Ash doesn’t work
alone. Cassidy joins him, bringing keen investigative reportorial
skills to the pursuit that do as much to solve the case as Ash
and Lewis do with their athletics—this turns out not to be the
macho-male dominated thriller it first seems to be. When the
house Ash and Cassidy share is burgled, the sunglasses from the
crime scene go missing. Then Cassidy is menaced by a thug in a
van. To find out what they’ve stumbled on, they traverse the city,
|

BRIDE OF THE SEA

Quotah, Eman
Tin House (312 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-951142-45-2
In this family saga split between two
continents, a young Saudi American
woman grapples with her itinerant, mysterious childhood.
It’s 1970, and Muneer’s relationship with his pregnant wife, Saeedah,
is steadily deteriorating. He watches helplessly as she shovels
snow in front of their Cleveland Heights, Ohio, rental house
without wearing a coat or gloves and later walks into a freezing
lake nearly naked. They have the baby—“The child will be OK,
will be born beautiful and whole, will be named Hanadi”—but
the couple gets divorced shortly after, and Muneer moves back
to their hometown of Jidda, Saudi Arabia, while Saeedah and
the baby stay in Ohio. Then, on Hanadi’s fifth birthday, Saeedah
takes the girl and vanishes. In sections that jump across decades
and shift between Muneer’s, Hanadi’s, and Saeedah’s perspectives, debut author Quotah gracefully charts the way this decision overturns the three family members’ lives. Muneer spends
the next 12 years searching for his daughter with the help of a private investigator hired by his father-in-law, even as he works at
a newspaper in Jidda, remarries, and has more children. Hanadi
grows up longing for her father as she and Saeedah move around,
from Toledo to San Francisco, while Saeedah works odd jobs
under assumed names and flees whenever she notices anyone
watching too closely. Eventually, when Hanadi—or Hannah, as
she’s now called—is 17, Muneer tracks her down. As she travels
to Jidda to meet her relatives, she must navigate both her joy at
discovering a family she didn’t know she had (“to have dozens
of people feels like a gift, a gift of love that she never expected”)
and resentment toward her mother for a lifetime of lies. Saeedah’s side of the story, in many ways the most intriguing, is also
the most shadowy, and one wishes it were more fleshed out. But
Quotah, born in Jidda to an American mother and Saudi father,
depicts Saudi culture in engrossing detail, from fruit-scented
shisha smoke to traditional wedding customs: “their relatives
refuse to allow musical instruments at weddings—no lute, no
dancing, no ‘Ya Layla Dana,’ no stereo, no songs by Amr Diab or
Ragheb Alama. Only drumming and human voices, songs about
God and the Prophet.”
A rich, finely rendered novel.
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THE BREAKER

which Petrie describes sharply. The pair grab at straws—sharply
sketched characters with seemingly tangential connections to
the case—until a source offers a major clue: The holdup near
the market may be connected to a Russian hacking attempt.
Brisk, terse, and diverting.
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SHIVER

Reynolds, Allie
Putnam (400 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-593-18783-8
Deep in the breathtaking winter
bleakness of the French Alps, revenge—
and perhaps even murder—is most definitely afoot.
In a remote, off-season snow lodge,
five former friends—Curtis, Milla, Brent,
Dale, and Heather—gather for a weekend reunion, but from the
get-go, it’s unclear which of them is actually behind the invitations. They’re encouraged by a teasing note to disengage from
their phones, but when their phones disappear, they realize
they are completely cut off from the rest of the world. The
action in this disturbing thriller shifts between the presentday reunion and a time, 10 years earlier, when four of these five
were professional snowboard competitors along with several

others, including Curtis’ sister, Saskia. The outlier, Heather,
was a bartender who became Dale’s girlfriend. At that time, a
tragic accident and Saskia’s disappearance put a damper on
their burgeoning clique, which had already been slightly riven
by an underlying element of sinister malevolence. Now, the
five leftovers (so to speak), trapped in their present-day snowbound digs, find it harder and harder to trust one another: A
supposed icebreaker game contains accusatory secrets; the
lodge’s electrical power proves iffy; food supplies vanish, not to
mention knives; and windows are left mysteriously open. The
sometimes-grisly action has a palpably visual immediacy to it—
it comes as no surprise that this debut novel has already been
picked up for television—while the mostly breakneck pace of
the narrative lags only on occasion.
This suspenseful debut thriller by a former freestyle snowboarder contains both style and substance.

THE PERFECT GUESTS

Rous, Emma
Berkley (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-593201-60-2

An actress is ensnared in a web of
secrets when she takes a job as a guest
in a murder-mystery game at a sprawling
country manor.
Sadie Langton has lost more than one
part-time job recently, and acting gigs are
hard to come by, so when her agent calls with an offer, she can
hardly refuse. Besides, she doesn’t even have to audition, and it
sounds like fun: She’ll don fancy vintage clothes and play Miss
Lamb, a guest for a startup murder-mystery company in the first
run-through of their game. The dazzling and remote Raven Hall,
in the Fens of eastern England, boasts an appropriately dark history. But as the game begins and the champagne flows, Sadie grows
increasingly uneasy, and she’s especially unnerved by the strangely
personal details on her clue cards. When a member of their group
disappears, Sadie fears that someone is playing a far more dangerous game than the one she was hired for. As in her first novel, The
Au Pair (2019), Rous entwines the present with the past, and Sadie’s
narrative alternates with an account of events that took place at
Raven Hall in the late 1980s, as told by 14-year-old Beth Soames,
an orphaned teen who is taken in by Leonora Averell, her partner,
Markus Meyer, and their daughter, Nina. Passages that seem to
take place between Sadie’s and Beth’s stories are interspersed as
well. Beth and Nina become fast friends, but things take a dark
turn when a boy named Jonas comes between them, and Leonora
and Markus ask Beth to play a very strange game. Beth and Nina’s
story is absorbing, but Sadie’s narrative never pops. With this kind
of setup, one might expect some Clue-esque hijinks at the looming mansion, but alas, it is not to be, and the confusing pile-on of
revelations in the final act, as the author connects the seemingly
disparate threads, might leave readers with whiplash.
An intriguing premise, but this lacks the suspense and sharp
plotting of the author’s first novel. Call it sophomore slump.
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WHAT COULD BE SAVED

Schwarz, Liese O’Halloran
Atria (448 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-9821-5061-7

When a missing son and brother is
found after more than 40 years, a family
must confront the secrets that shaped
their lives for decades.
In 1972, Robert and Genevieve Preston are living in Bangkok with their three
young children and are eager to move back to the U.S. after
four years away. But one August evening in the heat of summer, their 8-year-old son, Philip, doesn’t come home from judo
lessons, sending the family into an unsuccessful frenzy to find
him before leaving the country. Four decades later, Laura, the
youngest Preston sibling, is a successful artist living in D.C.,
close to her domineering older sister and aging mother, her life
filled by the continuing series of work she’s producing and the

routine of her long-term relationship. But when she receives
an email from someone claiming to have found her brother,
Laura upends her life to go to Thailand to see if the man who
resembles her father is who he says he is—and what happened
to him all those years ago. Bouncing between modern-day D.C.
and 1970s Bangkok, the novel is grounded in its deeply realized
characters and the relationships among them, but the author
layers in a consideration of power dynamics, racism, and privilege in a way that adds an undercurrent of realism and ugliness,
particularly regarding the way the Prestons lived in the ’70s. At
the same time, the book is a gripping mystery that subtly ratchets up the tension with each chapter.
A richly imagined page-turner that delivers twists alongside thought-provoking commentary.

PICKARD COUNTY ATLAS

Thornton, Chris Harding
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(288 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-3742-3125-5

Buried secrets and more recent
betrayals prompt conflict in this slowburning crime novel.
Thornton’s novel chronicles the
interwoven lives of several small-town
Nebraska residents as they grapple with past trauma. The
year is 1978, but a death that occurred years earlier provides
the novel with its inciting incident. “Dell Junior, the oldest of
three Reddick boys, was seven when he was killed by a farmhand named Rollie Asher,” Thornton writes. It’s something
that’s led to plenty of trauma within the Reddick family, made
even worse because the boy’s body was never found. The novel
opens with sheriff ’s deputy Harley Jensen encountering Dell
Junior’s brother Paul and observing that “the only thing young
about Paul was the age on his license.” Dell Senior decides to
purchase a headstone for his long-dead son, but rather than
provide closure to the family and the larger community, it exacerbates existing tensions. While this is a book in which illicit
activity takes place with a law enforcement officer at its center,
it’s a particularly measured variety of crime fiction—more concerned with the state of its characters’ souls than the legality
(or lack thereof) of their actions. While it takes time to build
momentum, the novel ultimately arrives at a heart-wrenching
place. All the while, the characterization is helped by Thornton’s lean, lyrical prose: “Time stopped again. A pathetic breeze,
not cool, lifted the air. He was still in there, still with no light.”
The slow start can be frustrating, but the narrative payoff is
eminently worthwhile.
At its best, a gripping meditation on betrayals new and old.
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IN SEARCH OF A NAME

van Heemstra, Marjolijn
Atria (208 pp.)
$19.61 | Nov. 24, 2020
978-1-982100-48-3

A Dutch mother-to-be strives to vindicate her future child’s namesake.
Each chapter begins with a weekby-week countdown to the first-person
narrator’s due date, which is also her
deadline for finding out the truth about
her “distant uncle” Frans. That narrator is Marjolijn van Heemstra herself, and this novel, van Heemstra’s second, is drawn
directly from life. When she was 18, Marjolijn’s grandmother
gave her Frans’ ring since he died without any descendants. In
return, Marjolijn has agreed to name her firstborn son after
Frans, a hero of the Dutch resistance. Years later (exactly how
many is not clear), her pregnancy forces the issue; she is hormone- and conscience-driven to learn whether Frans’ name is

worthy of being passed on. After the war, on Dec. 5, 1946, her
uncle masterminded a bomb attack on a man named Boer, an
alleged Nazi collaborator who was never punished. Frans was
prosecuted and imprisoned for what, in peacetime, was a crime.
Though preeclampsia threatens, Marjolijn takes furtive trips
from her Amsterdam home to the National Archive in the
Hague while her partner, D, is at work. The facts defy Marjolijn’s every effort to verify Frans’ heroism. Boer’s collaboration
was considered de minimis—he rounded up pigeons for the
Wehrmacht. The bomb, delivered in a wrapped package to Boer’s
home on St. Nicholas Eve, also killed innocent bystanders, but,
of this “collateral damage,” Frans remarked, “These things happen.” The supreme irony: Frans later founded a right-wing group
with ties to ex-Nazis. The book is brutally honest about pregnancy, abortion, and living with ambiguity. Wry observations
abound, well served by Reeder’s translation; for instance, on the
archive’s proximity to a children’s book museum, van Heemstra
says, “one wrong turn and you’re in the realm of fairy tales.” In
view of the novel’s firm grounding in fact, one wonders why van
Heemstra didn’t simply write a memoir. Perhaps because fiction
accommodates any number of wrong turns. The novel ends with
an existential shrug, but perhaps that’s the point.
Sometimes rabbit holes contain only rabbits.

THE DEATH OF
MURAT IDRISSI

Wieringa, Tommy
Trans. by Garrett, Sam
Scribe (112 pp.)
$20.00 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-950354-36-8
Two Moroccan Dutch women are
drawn into a deadly game when they
engage the chaperoning services of a
compatriot while on holiday in Rabat.
Tired of her monotonous life as a
call-center worker in Rotterdam, Ilham Assouline decides a
vacation in Morocco is just what she needs. Borrowing her
sister’s passport since she doesn’t have one of her own, Ilham
convinces her friend Thouraya to come along. The two rent an
Audi to get them around, but while the young women might
have found Rotterdam stifling, the land of their ancestors provides no relief. Realizing that women in Morocco rarely travel
alone, they engage the services of Saleh Benkassem, a fellow
Moroccan Dutchman, to shield them from unsavory attention. Unfortunately, Saleh, who has made a life in the shadows,
exploits the women’s vulnerability to his advantage. He introduces Ilham and Thouraya to a cripplingly poor family who
want a better life for their son, Murat Idrissi. The women have a
car, don’t they? Surely they can smuggle the young man through
to Europe! Saleh assures Ilham and Thouraya that they will be
paid for this service. Hesitant at first, Ilham is plagued by guilt
over the family’s poverty. She and Thouraya eventually give in.
But no good deed goes unpunished, and soon the women are in
over their heads. Fluidly translated from Dutch and brilliantly
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A detailed recounting of one woman’s
passion for aviation above all else.
glamour girls

paced, this slim novel delivers a high-voltage adrenaline rush
while expertly weaving in commentary about displaced world
citizens. The irony of their lives being circumscribed in different ways in both Rotterdam and Morocco is not lost on Ilham
and Thouraya. In an expert twist, Thouraya uses precisely those
constraints to the women’s advantage.
A cinematic, edge-of-your-seat thriller.

THE LIAR’S DICTIONARY

Williams, Eley
Doubleday (288 pp.)
$26.95 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-385-54677-5

Steampunk meets philology in a century-hopping debut novel.
A pair of budding lexicographers
working on the same dictionary, one
at the end of the 19th century and the

other at the beginning of the 21st, alternate chapters and narratives in this confection of love and language. Winceworth, a
neurotic young editor with an affected lisp, is working on the S
section of Swansby’s New Encyclopaedic Dictionary, then a flourishing enterprise. Meanwhile, more than a century later, Mallory takes an internship at what’s left of the dictionary: cases of
blue index cards covered with definitions housed in a magnificent, crumbling Victorian building on a prime block of London.
In between their eras, World War I stopped the dictionary in
its tracks, sending the young workers off to the trenches and
melting down the printing presses for ammunition; the entries
for Z remain unfinished. In her half of the novel, Mallory performs the disturbing twin assignments of fielding threatening
phone calls and hunting down “mountweazels”—made-up
words deliberately inserted into the dictionary. In his half,
Winceworth broods over office politics and invents the words
that Mallory is rooting out. Williams, a charming stylist, is at
her best when she’s writing breathlessly about the blossoming
of romantic love: Mallory’s for her girlfriend and Winceworth’s
for a colleague’s fiancee. Plentiful events—explosions, trysts,
betrayals—give the impression of a lively plot, though key mysteries remain unresolved, particularly in Winceworth’s narrative. (What is the real identity of the mysterious beauty? What
is the bully’s motive?) Surprisingly, the least exciting aspect of
the novel is the vocabulary words, many of which word mavens
may well already have encountered in listicles of, for example,
color terms or names for body parts (glabella, philtrum, pons).
Nevertheless, people who read dictionaries for fun will likely
enjoy the selection.
A sweet and diverting story, witty and sincere, from a
promising newcomer.

GLAMOUR GIRLS

Wingate, Marty
Alcove Press (293 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-64385-527-1

A young woman leaves her family
home to fly airplanes for the British Air
Transport Auxiliary during World War
II and gets caught in a confusing love
triangle.
In 1932, Rosalie Wright, a 10-year-old
farm girl from Cambridgeshire, takes her first ride in an airplane
and is forever smitten with flight. When she turns 16, her parents
finally allow her to take flying lessons. Only a short time later,
World War II erupts, and the local airfield halts civilian operations.
It seems Rosalie will be stuck working the family farm forever. But
then she stumbles on an article about Pauline Gower, a pilot she’s
long admired, who has been appointed to the Women’s Division
of the Air Transport Auxiliary, a group that ferries airplanes for the
Royal Air Force. After repeated rejections based on her age, she
finally secures a position with this elite squad of aviatrices, often
referred to as “Attagirls.” As Rosalie builds her career within the
ATA, she develops close friendships with the other Attagirls and
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also finds a love interest. Unfortunately, the man has questionable intentions, and another intriguing fellow is vying for Rosalie’s
attention. As the story progresses, it is unclear whether Rosalie will
realize that sometimes the best route to happiness comes from
following the path of least resistance. Full of interesting details
about the different types of airplanes used by the British during
World War II, as well as the purposes of each, the narrative takes
an unhurried approach toward detailing Rosalie’s adventures. The
book reads almost like a diary, delving into many of the mundane
parts of Rosalie’s life, often too deeply, before getting to the juicier
tidbits. Even so, the author manages to depict Rosalie’s friendships
with fellow Attagirls and RAF pilots in a manner that is both realistic and touching. A few twists and turns keep the story engaging
despite its often sluggish tempo.
A detailed recounting of one woman’s passion for aviation
above all else.

STELLA

Würger, Takis
Trans. by Schillinger, Liesl
Grove (208 pp.)
$25.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-8021-4917-6
Love blooms in World War II–era
Berlin in this fact-based historical novel.
When dreamy and artistic Friedrich
is old enough to leave his cloistered home
of Choulex, a small villa near Geneva, to
travel the world, his merchant father suggests Tehran: Why not
avoid the war in Europe? But Friedrich, compelled by the stories he’s heard “about secret nightclubs in Berlin, about hustlers,
cocaine, an ivory fountain in a grand hotel,” as well as the disappearance of Jews, instead chooses to dive directly into the heart
of Nazi Germany in 1942. Determined to find out the truth
about the Nazi regime, Friedrich is quickly caught up in a whirlwind romance with nightclub singer Stella Goldschlag, who is

y o u n g a d u lt

A thriller

MIKE BROGAN
“A frighteningly realistic, entertaining story.
Well-developed characters in a convincing
real-world menace!”
– Kirkus Reviews
“Compulsive new page-turner from a
Writer’s Digest award-winner. Suspense
from a master...”
– Midwest Book Review
“Tense and engaging journey through
corporate espionage and revenge.
A timely mystery thriller.”
– Foreword Reviews
“Buckle up for a wild ride!”
– Loren D. Estleman,
Four-time Shamus Award Winner

How to order: Ingram, Amazon, mikebroganbooks.com
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hiding her Jewish identity. In order to protect her parents, who
have been imprisoned, Stella agrees to inform on other Jews for
the Gestapo, leaving Friedrich torn between his own moral code
and the intensity of first love. This second novel from Würger,
a journalist at Der Spiegel, blends fact and fiction, incorporating excerpts from witness statements documented at a postwar
trial of the real-life Stella Goldschlag, who continued to inform
for the Gestapo throughout the war. Würger’s commitment to
the historical reality of the Nazi regime is commendable, and
he doesn’t shy away from depicting the gruesome horrors it
inflicted on Jews in Berlin in the early 1940s. But passages giving historical context for the events of the novel grow tedious,
and the excerpted documents can feel extraneous. Conversely,
his decision to tell the true story of Stella Goldschlag, a fascinating and terrifying woman, through the lovestruck eyes of a
bland and entirely fictional male character is frustrating.
A well-intentioned and thoroughly researched novel that
works better in theory than in practice.
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m ys t e r y
CRIME OF THE
ANCIENT MARINARA

Cole, Stephanie
Berkley (304 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-593097-81-6

A Tuscan cooking school spikes its
marinara with murder.
New cooking school owner Nell
Valenti isn’t very nervous when food
tour operator Manny Manfredi drives
his Cucinavan up to the Villa Orlandini, outside picturesque Cortona, Italy, and deposits the first
group of tourists to sample Chef Orlandini’s unique blend of
culinary instruction and chaos. After all, how difficult can it

|

A model no-frills British procedural, written with the
author’s cool confidence and lashes of humor.
cruel as the grave

be to shepherd five budding Barefoot Contessas—a Baltimore
barista, an outdoor educator from New Jersey, a middle-aged
Florida couple, and a waiter from Brooklyn—through five days
of Marinara Misteriosa, a course on red sauce? And if Chef
chooses to rearrange Nell’s agenda each day, upending the
planned meals and sending the students into the woods to forage for wild mushrooms, what does it really matter? If Chef ’s
olive-grower nephew, Pete, who’d been warming nicely to Nell
before the students’ arrival, suddenly becomes irritable when
the Brooklyn waiter turns out to be a little too suave for his
taste, is that any reason to panic? These troubles are all antipasti. Nell needs to save her panic for the main course, when
one of her charges ends up dead. Now she has to act, and her
investigation, unlike those of so many female sleuths, is as sharp
as Chef ’s knives. No bumbling around confronting witnesses,
antagonizing the local carabinieri, or daring the killer to try to
stop her—just some daring leaps of logic based on first-timer
Cole’s carefully planted clues.
Worth a second visit.

MURDER AT MABEL’S MOTEL

McKevett, G.A.
Kensington (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-4967-2906-4

Another retrospective look into the
prehistory of the Moonlight Magnolia
detective agency.
Someday, Savannah Reid will be the
scourge of San Carmelita, California’s
underworld, fighting crime alongside her
husband, police detective Dirk Coulter. But right now, she’s just
one of a pack of unruly young’uns dumped on her granny Stella
Reid by their no-account mother, Shirley, currently a guest of
the state of Georgia. Stella makes the best of her burden, keeping order in the house and food on the table. But she still has
time for a night out at Burger Igloo, McGill, Georgia’s attempt
at haute cuisine, with Sheriff Manny Gilford. Their meal is
interrupted by eccentric Dolly Browning, who lives alone with
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CRUEL AS THE GRAVE

Harrod-Eagles, Cynthia
Severn House (256 pp.)
$28.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-7278-9085-6

DCI Bill Slider investigates the
death of a personal trainer who rubbed
everyone the right way.
Kelly-Ann Hayes, the teenage manicurist who discovered the body of Erik
Lingoss beaten to death in his mirrored
bedroom with one of his own barbells, is inconsolable that her
boyfriend is dead. Her grief is undiminished even though he’d
just broken it off with her the night before and she’d used a
duplicate key she’d secretly made to let herself into his flat and
make the gruesome discovery. Others are more dry-eyed about
Erik’s death, but that doesn’t mean they weren’t involved with
him too. Jack Gallo, a trainer who owned his own gym, publicly
ended his friendship with Erik when his old buddy took Jack’s
sister, Lucy, to bed. Trainer Ivanka Anosov acknowledges that
she had it off with Erik during his breaks in between other girlfriends. Popular mystery writer Gilda Steenkamp was evidently
only one of any number of wealthy older women who loved the
way Erik gave massages. Even Jerrika Chamberlain, the beauty
therapist who looks down her nose at Kelly-Ann even as she
rents a bedroom to her, acknowledges that Erik was “gorgeouslooking.” How can Slider and his mates possibly single out the
lover or jealous partner who took out the Adonis who seems to
have spread his seed all over Shepherds Bush and environs? And,
to emphasize the most suspenseful question here, will Slider
wrap up the case in time to make it to the hospital for the birth
of his second child?
A model no-frills British procedural, written with the
author’s cool confidence and lashes of humor.
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McNamara remains adept at weaving historical figures
into complex mysteries with a human touch.
death on the homefront

even more cats than Stella has kids. Dolly’s found Yolanda Ortez
lying in an alley after being assaulted by Billy Ray Sonner, leader
of the Lone White Wolf Pack, McGill’s answer to the Proud
Boys. Yolanda survives, Billy Ray not so much: He’s found dead
a couple of days later at a derelict motel. And Yolanda’s hardworking papa, Raul, is squarely in the frame for his murder. One
thing leads to another, and soon enough smitten Manny invites
Stella to accompany him on more of his investigation activities
than he probably should. Still, Manny’s fondness for Stella gives
her a chance to get at the truth—and gives young Savannah a
taste for detection that will bloom into a lifelong vocation.
A blast from the past.
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DEATH ON THE HOMEFRONT

McNamara, Frances
Allium Press (244 pp.)
$18.99 paper | Dec. 15, 2020
978-0-9996982-7-3

All things German are reviled as the
United States prepares for World War I.
University of Chicago professor
Emily Cabot Chapman, her husband,
and their three children have diverse
opinions on the war. Emily’s a member of the peace movement.
So is her daughter Lizzie’s best friend, Hazel. But Lizzie herself—engaged, like her friend, to one of the Spofford sons—is
influenced by her fiancé George Spofford’s wealthy family,
who are all in on the war. Attending a dinner for Belgian Relief,
Lizzie’s annoyed when Hazel fails to show up to take her place
next to their future mother-in-law. Ignoring a note Hazel had
sent her via a busboy until after dinner, Lizzie finds her with her
throat cut. A recently fired German waiter is arrested. Lizzie

|

begs Emily to get her old friend Detective Whitbread to investigate, but Emily learns he’s been sidelined to burglary. Emily
agrees to help Clarence Darrow’s associate Alex Mirkin, who
takes on the waiter’s defense. When George takes Emily, Lizzie,
and Alex to watch a car race, they’re horrified to see his brother,
Fred, killed in a crash that turns out to be no accident. Robbers,
militant unionists, German spies, and warmongering vigilante
groups are all in the mix as Emily desperately fights to keep her
family safe.
McNamara remains adept at weaving historical figures
into complex mysteries with a human touch.

THE SHARPEST NEEDLE

Patrick, Renee
Severn House (240 pp.)
$28.82 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-7278-8928-7

|

A D.C. librarian caught in a political
scandal hides out in a small-town Oregon library job that deepens her connection to books in uncanny ways.
After she lodges a whistleblower
complaint based on political machinations she overhears on a break from her
position at the Library of Congress, Josie Way gets as far out of
town as she can. She winds up in Wilfred, Oregon, a place she’s
quickly reminded hasn’t even technically been a town since
the old mill shut down 25 years ago. Although Josie intends to
remain as town librarian only as long as it takes for her complaint to get investigated, she’s shocked when Darla Starling,
the librarian who hired her, and assistant librarian Roz Grover

y o u n g a d u lt

As Hitler’s troops mass at the Polish border during Hollywood’s annus
mirabilis of 1939, Paramount costume
designer Edith Head and her amanuensis, Lillian Frost, are saddled with a much
smaller mystery. At least it looks smaller.
Someone signing themselves Argus has been sending silent
film star Marion Davies anonymous notes as cryptic as they are
menacing. And not just Marion, best known these days as the
mistress of newspaper mogul William Randolph Hearst, but
retired makeup artist Clarence Baird and his pinochle buddy,
assistant director Rudi Vollmer. Having heard all about Edith
and Lillian’s earlier sleuthing successes, Marion wants them to
make Argus stop. In short order, the two women arrange to meet
with Clarence and Rudi; Edith alertly identifies Clarence as
Argus; and Clarence, presumably stricken by guilt, kills himself.
Except his death isn’t really a suicide, as LAPD Detective Gene
Morrow, Lillian’s former swain, indicates, and the notes from
Argus don’t stop—they just switch from handwritten to typewritten. Clearly there’s more going on here, and Lillian suspects
it’s connected to a spike in local interest in the work of Paolo
Montsalvo, Mussolini’s favorite painter, and the reappearance
of American-born Nazi Kaspar Biel, whose role as cultural attaché only hints at his involvement in deep-laid secrets. Among
the many celebrity cameos—Orson Welles, Wally Westmore,
Mitchell Leisen, Barbara Stanwyck, Fred MacMurray, Paulette
Goddard, Charlie Chaplin—the most notable is the absence
of Marion’s cousin Herman Mankiewicz, who fed Welles much
of the insider material for Citizen Kane.Maybe Patrick is saving
him for the next installment.
The scattershot mystery is consistently upstaged by Hollywood gossip. Not that there’s anything wrong with that.

BAIT AND WITCH

Sanders, Angela M.
Kensington (304 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Dec. 29, 2020
978-1-4967-2874-6
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One of the more realistic series of cat cozies, though it’s
more fun when the victims deserve what they get.
claw & disorder

tell her that the librarian position is as temporary as she is.
Now that social-climbing Ilona Buckwalter has pronounced
the library’s site the perfect place for a retreat center, some of
the library trustees are hopeful that this new business could be
what brings Wilfred back from the brink. But Josie didn’t come
all this way to let it all go, and she fights Ilona the best way a
librarian can: by a well-researched report demonstrating the
library’s value to the town. Take that! And Josie’s just starting to
come into her real power, for her long-standing connection to
books gets stronger and almost otherworldly. Maybe she should
read that copy of Folk Witch that’s always appearing in the background? Good thing she has books, and the library’s resident
cat, Rodney, on her side, because she stumbles on a dead body
she’s pretty sure was someone sent from D.C. to keep her quiet.
Like anyone could stop her from telling the truth.
Zippy and fun, with just enough ambiance to satisfy readers seeking spooks and humor.

EVERY WAKING HOUR

Schaffhausen, Joanna
Minotaur (336 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-2502-4965-4

A child’s disappearance triggers dark
memories for a Boston cop.
Ellery Hathaway’s idyllic day with
her lover, Reed Markham, and his young
daughter, Tula, at Boston Common turns
horribly wrong when 12-year-old Chloe
Lockhart, another Common visitor, goes missing. Ellery, a
Boston police detective, and Reed, an FBI Special Agent, take
on the investigation. It’s a red flag when Chloe’s father, Martin, calls his attorney, Stephen Wintour, into a meeting at the
police station. Chloe’s well-paid nanny, Margery, who was supposed to be watching the girl, is the first to fall under scrutiny.
Then Chloe’s mother, Teresa, drops a bombshell: Several years
ago, while she was married to her first husband, her son was
kidnapped and killed. Ellery and her partner, Dorie, begin
their probe with Margery’s husband, Frank, who has a criminal
record, then move to Chloe’s parents. Meanwhile, Reed uses his
considerable resources to get to work profiling. An anonymous
tipster claims that Martin’s having an affair with his employee
Amanda McFarland. The story follows a traditional template as
the sleuths question Chloe’s friends, scour her room for clues,
delve into her online activity, and follow every obscure lead that
promises to lead them to yet another. Schaffhausen’s prose is
similarly measured and deliberate. Shadowing the investigation
is Ellery’s painful past, which is doled out in tidbits.
A solid but formulaic procedural that should satisfy the
heroine’s fans but may frustrate newcomers.
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DEAR MISS KOPP

Stewart, Amy
Mariner/Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt (320 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-358-09312-1
Stewart’s popular series takes an epistolary turn as the Kopp sisters chronicle
their separate World War I adventures
via letters.
This requires some authorial contrivance. Norma, established as a woman of few words in the previous five volumes, has to have her terse missives supplemented
by the chatty epistles of her friend Aggie, a nurse at the American hospital in France where Norma is battling military indifference to her cherished pigeon messenger program. Fleurette’s
escapades in the chorus of a revue performing for troops in U.S.
Army camps are recounted mostly to a nonjudgmental friend
rather than her anxious older sisters. And Constance’s reports
on tracking down spies are so improbably novelistic that Stewart feels obliged to have her justify them as ways “to better paint
a picture” for her superior at the Bureau of Investigation. Readers will not mind a bit, as the series returns to top form after a
spell of doldrums in Kopp Sisters on the March (2019). Two mysteries drive the plot: An unjust accusation that Aggie is stealing hospital supplies launches Norma into an investigation that
ultimately nabs a German agent; and Constance tracks down a
ring of saboteurs in New Jersey with the help of Fleurette, who
has done some growing up on tour while caring for a green parrot entrusted to her by a soldier heading overseas. As always,
the feisty sisters refuse to be daunted by men who doubt their
abilities or, in Fleurette’s case, the ladies of the Committee on
Protective Work for Girls who are sure that young women’s
interactions with soldiers “weaken their morals and inflict upon
them crippling social diseases.” The censorious committee
really existed, as did the Army’s pigeon program, but Stewart
acknowledges in her endnotes that she has invented more of
the Kopps’ activities than usual due to a lack of information
about their WWI years. No matter: The fictional opportunities
she dangles for her three feisty protagonists at the novel’s close
will leave readers eager for the next installment.
Smart, fun, staunchly feminist entertainment.

CLAW & DISORDER

Watkins, Eileen
Kensington (304 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-4967-2298-0
A New Jersey cat fancier tussles with
mysteries at both ends of the socio-economic spectrum.
As the owner of the cat boutique
and boarding business Cassie’s Comfy
Cats, Cassie McGlone would’ve thought
|

she’d been around a lot of cats, but her life is nothing compared
to that of Bernice and Chester Tillman. The Tillmans are a
needy older couple Cassie’s employee, Sarah Wilcox, is helping
through her church. When Cassie and Sarah come to the Tillmans’ place, it’s not even clear how many cats there are inside
and out, and cats aren’t the only thing the sweet couple has too
much of. Vintage video games, records, and all manner of stuff
fill the place. But in spite of the mess, the couple are happy as
long as they have their cats and each other. On the opposite end
of the spectrum is Cassie’s newest client, Gillian Foster, who’s
boarding her purebred Himalayan, Leya, while she restores her
mid-19th-century house to its former glory, much to the dismay
of her husband and teen daughter. Gillian’s as obsessed with
making everything just so as the Tillmans are with not letting
go of anything. Tragedy strikes the Tillmans when Bernice dies
unexpectedly overnight, and Chester’s habit of propping the
back door open for outdoor cats raises the possibility of foul
play. Luckily, Cassie has a friend in Detective Angela Bonelli, of
the Chadwick PD, who’s willing to investigate when the Tillmans’ local officers won’t. Meanwhile, Gillian has a mystery

of her own when a gluten-free guest is apparently poisoned by
flour at a gathering Cassie attends. Will two mysteries be too
much for Cassie to handle?
One of the more realistic series of cat cozies, though it’s
more fun when the victims deserve what they get.
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science fiction
and fantasy
THE ABSOLUTE BOOK

Knox, Elizabeth
Viking (640 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-59-329673-8

A tale of hidden secrets, hidden
worlds, and the price we pay for our hidden desires.
Taryn Cornick’s sister, Beatrice, was
killed in a random attack when Taryn
was 19. When the murderer turns up
dead, the police question Taryn, mainly as a formality—though
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young detective Jacob Berger remains convinced she had something to do with it. Years later, after having written a book about
all kinds of threats to books and libraries—bears, mold, silverfish, budget cuts—Taryn starts losing time. Someone or something else seems to be speaking through her, asking about a fire
in her grandparents’ library and something that came through
the fire undamaged, an “ancient scroll box known as ‘the Firestarter,’ ” which has supposedly “survived no fewer than five
fires in famous libraries.” And then, on her way to visit a French
library, Taryn is attacked, and she, Jacob Berger, and a strange
young man all fall through a doorway into another world. All
these threads—Taryn’s loss, her desire for revenge, her complicity in murder, and the mysterious box that can’t be burned—are
drawn together slowly and carefully over the course of this
densely woven novel. Elements that might strain credulity in
a lesser writer’s hands here read like simple facts. In particular,
Knox has created a faerie realm that’s seductively tactile. The
ending is a little too neat and solves a problem that’s at best tangential to the main plot, but overall the book is such a rich feast
that it’s well worth reading.
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A dark and devastating conclusion that transcends its
roots in historical fact to examine brutal truths.
the burning god

This darkly luminous fantasy reads like a mystery, thoroughly and wonderfully transporting readers to another world.

THE BURNING GOD

Kuang, R.F.
Harper Voyager (640 pp.)
$26.99 | Nov. 17, 2020
978-0-06-266262-0

y o u n g a d u lt

In the final installment of the Poppy
War trilogy, a warrior shaman resolves
to seize control of her homeland from
enemies far and near, no matter the cost.
Having suffered severe losses and
betrayals, Rin rallies the Southern Coalition in an effort to defeat the Mugenese troops still in Nikan,
the president of the Nikara Republic, and the foreign menace
of the Hesperians, with their almost unimaginably advanced
technology. But a southern army is not enough, and Rin must
also rely on the unpredictable powers of her wild god, the
Phoenix, and form a risky alliance with the Trifecta that once
ruled Nikan. Drawing heavily on 20th-century Chinese history,
Kuang continues to explore familiar themes—including imperialism, racism, colorism, and the terrible and long-lasting effects
of war—while deepening Rin’s portrayal, as Rin experiences
moments of heartfelt sympathy and connection with others
while also continually seeking power and succumbing over and
over to her own hubris and paranoia. This installment dwells
heavily on the devastating realities of war and the costs of leading a nation in crisis but does not sink into overly grotesque
meditations—or perhaps we, along with Rin, have become
desensitized and hardened. Ultimately, despite the epic scope
of the plot, the novel hinges on the relationships between Rin
and those closest to her: A nation may rise or fall and thousands
may lose their homes or starve in the process, but their fate
depends not on magic from the divine plane but on simple, fallible people.
A dark and devastating conclusion that transcends its
roots in historical fact to examine brutal truths.

because of that gift, Vissia’s bent on exploiting the Emissaries
until nothing is left. Rosie, now a crime boss, enlists Angel, the
expelled former student of an all-female martial arts academy,
and her team of revivified United Republic of Worlds soldiers,
to protect the Emissaries. Unless they can be convinced to
reveal themselves and join the URW, making the corporate
claim on Persephone void, the odds are not in their favor. With
clear nods to Seven Samurai and The Magnificent Seven, complete
with an AI ship named Kurosawa, this has all the makings of a
great SF adventure, but it doesn’t have the depth to pull it off.
With too many sluggish infodumps and a broad diversity checklist to hit regardless of authenticity, the narrative gets tangled
and many threads get lost. So much so that a story trying to
champion Indigenous autonomy makes “the benefits of assimilation” the final goal. Rosie, however, is a bright spot. Their gender-fluid nonbinariness is just one part of a delightfully complex,
genuine, and amoral character who could make this novel worth
your time.
Readers willing to overlook the endless exposition may
enjoy some diversity that’s often missing in SF.

PERSEPHONE STATION

Leicht, Stina
Saga/Simon & Schuster (512 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-5344-1458-7
In this earnest space opera, an
ensemble of badass women and nonbinary and queer characters fight corporate overlords on the semilawless planet
Persephone.
A century ago, the Emissaries, hidden beings indigenous to Persephone, gave the gift of prolonged life to Rosie, a nonbinary cleric-colonizer, and Vissia,
now head of the corporation that owns the planet. Despite and
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A thoroughly satisfying Regency from one
of our finest historical romance authors.
ten things i hate about the duke

r om a n c e

THE WORST DUKE IN
THE WORLD

Berne, Lisa
Avon/HarperCollins (432 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-06-285237-3

EARL’S WELL THAT
ENDS WELL

Ashford, Jane
Sourcebooks Casablanca (320 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Dec. 29, 2020
978-1-4926-6347-8
Matchmaker, matchmaker, make yourself a match.
Arthur Shelton, Earl of Macklin, is
known for his heavy hand in other people’s love lives—a widower himself, he’s
helped many young men heal their broken hearts by finding true love. And when he realizes he’s ready
to find love again, he heads to London to visit old friends—“and
who knew what else might turn up?” But it’s not in a ballroom
where he finds his match; instead, while walking down the
street with a friend, he meets Teresa Alvarez de Granada and
feels an instant attraction though he knows little about her—
and she intends to keep it that way. Teresa, having escaped a
difficult life in Spain, wants nothing to do with Arthur or any
other man, especially a nobleman—she only wants to paint for
the theater and enjoy her quiet apartment. But when several
dancers at Teresa’s theater go missing and Arthur offers to use
his standing to help find them, the investigation brings the two
closer together. Despite Teresa’s attempts to keep Arthur at a
distance, she finds herself starting to believe he really is the man
he seems to be, but just as they start to connect, pieces of her
past reappear and may keep them apart. The finale to Ashford’s
The Way to a Lord’s Heart series will satisfy readers who have
wondered about the mysterious nobleman from the previous
entries. Ashford explores the ideas of privilege and nobility
with the help of Lord Macklin as well as cameos from characters from earlier books, which is satisfying. Though there are
awkward moments, particularly with Teresa’s inconsistent use
of Spanish, the story is quite sweet despite some dark moments
in the discovery of the missing dancers. As with earlier entries,
Ashford’s greatest strength is in depicting moments of true connection in relationships, both friendly and romantic, and readers more interested in those moments than steamy love scenes
will find much to enjoy here.
A sweet Regency romance with a healthy dose of mystery
and resolution.
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When a Regency duke would rather
feed blancmange to his prize pig than pay
court to prospective brides, it’s fortunate
that the girl next door also likes pigs.
Anthony Farr, Duke of Radcliffe
survived an unhappy first marriage and
is deathly afraid of marrying again. He would rather spend his
days pottering about on his farm and skipping stones on the
lake with his 8-year-old son, Wakefield. But when a poor relation of the Penhallow family arrives in the neighborhood, she
quickly becomes friends with both Anthony and Wakefield.
Where Anthony is simple and even childlike, Jane Kent is just
uneducated and still suffering from the traumas of spending her
early life in poverty. In their first encounter, afternoon tea in
the company of Jane’s relatives turns into a fierce competition.
Jane and Anthony are both determined to devour more food
than the other—all while maintaining a polite facade. It’s the
first of many deftly funny scenes in the novel, although some
of the jokes become a little repetitive, such as Wakefield’s frequent mispronunciations of long words. The dialogue, too, is
both funny and a little tiresome, with long conversations that
don’t significantly advance the plot. But the book has other
strengths that set it apart from typical Regency romances. It’s
body-positive. There are several scenes where Jane, Anthony,
and Wakefield demolish decadent food. There’s also a little light
sadomasochism, which feels surprising since the main characters are otherwise so childlike. And it’s a nice portrait of what
courtship is like for a dedicated single parent. The child and his
needs are central to the love story.
A bumpkin duke and a young woman belatedly acquiring a
gentlewoman’s education make for an entertaining love story.

TEN THINGS I HATE ABOUT
THE DUKE

Chase, Loretta
Avon/HarperCollins (400 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Dec. 1, 2020
978-0-06-245740-0

A vindication of the rights of shrews.
Lord deGriffith has finally had enough
of his bluestocking daughter, Cassandra.
After she openly challenges her father’s
fellow Member of Parliament about a bill
she thinks will hurt the poor, he sets a new
rule—her beloved sister, Hyacinth, may not marry, or even participate in her first season, until Cassandra herself marries. Frustrated, Cassandra leaves London, where she crosses paths with
the notorious Lucius Beckingham, Duke of Ashmont, after her
|

carriage crashes. She was infatuated with Lucius as a young girl
but has since lost all patience with his disreputable behavior. As
he tries to help Cassandra and her groom, who is badly hurt in the
crash, Cassandra finds herself in a difficult position, without an
appropriate chaperone, and Lucius—whose fiancee has just run
off with one of his friends—offers to marry her. Though years
ago this would have pleased Cassandra, and she’s still attracted
to him, she no longer trusts the man he’s become—“beautiful,
godlike, and hopeless.” Only later, after they are caught in a compromising position, will she agree to a sham engagement to salvage her reputation. Ashmont jumps at the chance to be closer
to Cassandra, hoping that before it’s time to break it off, he’ll win
her back—and with each day, he comes closer to his goal, with
a little help from Mary Wollstonecraft. This book, second in
Chase’s Difficult Dukes series, is a typically complex and engaging story from the author, rich with subplots and moments of
intrigue. With a hero set on winning his heroine from the start,
the suspense is derived primarily from just how far Ashmont will
have to go to win back his Cassandra, and readers who like a groveling duke will enjoy his pursuit. Though it’s second in a series,

new readers can jump right in, though fans of the first, A Duke in
Shining Armor (2017), as well as those familiar with The Taming of
the Shrew or Ten Things I Hate About You, will enjoy several subtle
touches throughout the book.
A thoroughly satisfying Regency from one of our finest historical romance authors.
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A LADY’S GUIDE TO MISCHIEF
AND MAYHEM

Collins, Manda
Forever (352 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Nov. 10, 2020
978-1-5387-3613-5

A newspaper columnist and a detective search for an elusive killer and find
love in the process in this historical
romance/murder mystery mashup.
Lady Katherine Bascomb, newspaper
owner since her late husband’s death, starts a new column called
“A Lady’s Guide to Mischief and Mayhem.” There’s a killer on
the loose, and Scotland Yard doesn’t seem to be doing their due
diligence. Kate publishes the column to provide information to
women, who are often left in the dark on these subjects, but
it has the unintended side effect of getting Inspector Andrew
Eversham kicked off the case. He blames Kate for ruining his
career. Then, when Kate discovers a body, Eversham is sent to
investigate. Despite misgivings about each other, they decide
to work together to solve this case, which could be connected
to the other killings. Their passion for justice leads to amorous
passion, but their blossoming love is put at risk as the case
becomes increasingly dangerous. While there are interesting
aspects to both romance and mystery, neither feels fully developed. In the beginning, more attention is given to the mystery
plot, so when the leads abruptly shift from enemies to lovers, it
doesn’t feel quite believable—there hasn’t been enough building chemistry. The gradual revelation of clues to the mystery,
including some exciting twists and turns, creates intrigue, but
the eventual wrap-up, while neat, isn’t entirely satisfying.
Entertaining elements don’t add up to a captivating whole.

SHIPPED

Hockman, Angie
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(336 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-982151-59-1
Two marketing whizzes battle for the
same promotion while on a cruise to the
Galápagos Islands in this beachy romantic comedy.
All of Henley Evans’ hard work is
about to pay off. After balancing her workload as marketing
manager at a cruise line while earning her MBA at night, Henley knows she deserves the coveted promotion being offered
by her company. Unfortunately, she’s not the only candidate
being considered. Charming Graeme Crawford-Collins works
for the same cruise line, handling all its social media marketing remotely. He and Henley have never met face to face, but
they’ve traded many antagonistic and terse e-mails. He’s gunning for the same promotion as Henley, and while they’re both
great options, there can only be one promoted employee. To
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test their mettle, Graeme and Henley must submit proposals
on how to increase cruise bookings to the Galápagos, and what
better way to do that than to experience the cruise themselves?
Close quarters, high seas, and dreamy destinations provide the
backdrop for this battle of the sexes in a common contemporary-romance plotline. Does this book do anything to separate
itself from many others of the same ilk? Not really, but it’s a
solid entry in the workplace enemies-to-lovers canon. Henley
and Graeme’s rivalry is overstated, though Henley’s doggedness
will feel familiar to any woman who’s dealt with subtle (or even
outright) sexism when vying for career advancement.
Like a tropical cocktail: a little overcomplicated but goes
down easy.

WHEN A ROGUE MEETS
HIS MATCH

Hoyt, Elizabeth
Forever (528 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-5387-6356-8

Two people from vastly different
worlds must grope for common ground
to make their marriage of convenience
work.
Gideon Hawthorne, violent henchman to the Duke of Windemere, wants
to quit his disreputable job and enter high society as a legitimate businessman. But his scheming employer has one last task
for him. In exchange, he will grant Gideon his richly dowered
niece’s hand in marriage. Gideon has always been attracted to
the sharp and beautiful Messalina Greycourt and is convinced
that an alliance with her will pave the way for his entry among
London’s titled denizens. Messalina sees Gideon as a violent
thug and has no desire to marry him. But since she doesn’t have
the means or the money to flee, and her uncle has threatened
her and her sister’s safety if she doesn’t acquiesce, Messalina is
cornered. She bargains her way out of her predicament by agreeing to marry Gideon in exchange for freedom and protection
against her uncle. Although she fully intends to escape when
she sees a chance, Messalina begins to see past Gideon’s apparent brutishness after they start sharing a home. But Windemere’s last task for Gideon is likely to force Messalina to confront
her husband’s capacity for violence. The second installment of
the Greycourt series alludes to several mysterious past events,
so even as Messalina and Gideon’s relationship heats up with
passion and intrigue, other long-simmering subplots also command attention and interest. Hoyt masterfully weaves in Messalina’s discovery of the layers of Gideon’s personality with her
gradual understanding of poverty, privilege, and, consequently,
life beyond her wealthy circle. A lack of nuance in the exploration of Gideon’s morally dubious choices with regard to Messalina is compensated by an engaging cast of characters and plenty
of witty and humorous banter.
An entertaining and occasionally insightful romance.
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Runaway plotting is saved by an interesting and inventive world.
all the colors of night

ALL THE COLORS OF NIGHT

Krentz, Jayne Ann
Berkley (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-984806-81-9

SECOND CHANCE ON
CYPRESS LANE

Ryan, Reese
Forever (432 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-5387-3445-2

High school sweethearts reconnect
in their hometown after years apart.
Dakota Jones has been forced to
return to her small Outer Banks community after an unceremonious firing
from her TV news job in New York. She’s
still grieving her mother’s death and just wants to ride out her
professional hiatus in her childhood home while spending time
with her father. To her dismay, Dexter Roberts, the high school
boyfriend who dumped her once they went to college, is everywhere she goes, and his thoughtfulness is a reminder of why she
|

HIGHLAND TREASURE

Sands, Lynsay
Avon/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-06-285540-4

In her ninth Highlander Bride novel,
Sands makes a match in 14th-century
Scotland.
Lady Elysande de Valance is a damsel
in distress—and then more distress—
and then even more distress. Her English father, Robert, and Scottish mother,
Mairghread, have just been brutally murdered by the villainous
Baron de Buci, who is desperate to find a letter that exposes
his plot to kill King Edward III. Tempering her usual romance,
humor, and sex, Sands adds violence: De Buci breaks all of
Mairghread’s fingers, kicks her, punches her, and breaks her
neck. Fortunately, Elysande is only beaten severely. Before her
death, Mairghread sends a message to Rory Buchanan, a Scottish healer who’s traveled to England to cure a British lord. She
asks him to take her greatest treasure to safety in the Highlands.
Sewn into her garments, Elysande has the letter! If the king
sees it, de Buci will be drawn and quartered, a process Sands
also describes in detail. On the road, Rory and Elysande sleep
together for warmth, Rory finds his kilt “tenting” in the morning, and Elysande finds she likes waking up beside him. But de
Buci has hired a hit man: While shopping for herbs, Elysande is
shoved into traffic and sprains an ankle. While preparing a liniment, she’s stabbed in the chest. With her brains, fortitude, and,
thank heaven, the love of a cute healer, the battered heroine
helps save the king. As a reward, Edward sends 1,000 workers
to Scotland to build the couple’s dream MacMansion as they
prepare to welcome twin bairns.
The romance is template Sands but a slightly bloody read
for those who are forever plaid.
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A woman with the ability to see and
read auras teams up with a man losing his
own psychic talents.
Sierra Raines grew up in a family that
celebrated their paranormal abilities.
She can read psychic imprints left on
objects, read people’s auras, and channel power through crystals and mirrors. Unfortunately, her abilities haven’t translated
to personal or professional satisfaction. She’s living alone in
Seattle, working an unfulfilling and dangerous job transporting
mystical objects for sale on the black market. North Chastain
is an expert who works for the paranormal government agency
known as the Foundation, but his future is in jeopardy because
he’s suffering from the devastating loss of his own psychic powers. When his father is attacked in Seattle, the Foundation
insists he hire Sierra as a local expert to assist his investigation.
They discover that someone is attempting to create powerful
psychic weapons, work that started generations earlier at a
secret government facility in rural Washington. North’s grandfather worked at that facility and was accused of being a traitor,
and now North and Sierra are on the trail of secrets that could
finally clear his grandfather’s name. Krentz’s paranormal underworld is more complex and interesting than Sierra and North’s
romance. They are likable characters, but the fast-moving, intricate, and overstuffed investigation plot is the most compelling
part of the novel. Multiple subplots are solved with conversations and explanations, which might leave readers feeling disappointed that Sierra and North weren’t more active in wrapping
up all the parts of the case.
Runaway plotting is saved by an interesting and inventive
world.

loved him so deeply. But she’s unwilling to risk heartbreak again,
especially when she’s planning to go back to her career and
big-city life soon. Ryan balances presenting the couple’s backstory with their interior lives through alternating point-of-view
scenes and explores the impact of their parents on their ambitions and fears. The novel is well paced, and the couple’s friends
and acquaintances have enough depth to prevent the book from
becoming too much of a paint-by-numbers entry in the smalltown-romance subgenre. Dakota and Dexter’s renewed dance
of courtship unfolds in different venues, evoking the poignancy
of teen love that might have a shot at adult fruition. There are
also deft glimpses of the microaggressions Dakota faced working in television as an African American woman with natural
hair. There’s a fairly predictable secret that must be uncovered
to reach the happy-ever-after, but this is a pleasant start to the
Holly Grove Island series.
A sweet, second-chance romance that doesn’t rock any
boats.

nonfiction
SOLEMN REVERENCE
The Separation of Church
and State in American Life

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
WALKING WITH GHOSTS by Gabriel Byrne................................... 173

Balmer, Randall
Steerforth (112 pp.)
$12.95 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-58642-271-4

SOUL CITY by Thomas Healy............................................................185
YOU CAN’T LOSE THEM ALL by Sal Iacono.....................................185
APPROPRIATE by Paisley Rekdal......................................................191
SMALLTIME by Russell Shorto...........................................................192
THREE WISE MEN by Beau Wise & Tom Sileo................................ 194

SMALLTIME
A Story of My Family
and the Mob

A slender but thoroughly argued case
for reinforcing the wall between church
and state.
Balmer, a historian of evangelicalism
in America and professor of religion at Dartmouth, is firmly on
the side of a truly secular public sphere, trusting in the wisdom
and logic of the “establishment clause,” the portion of the First
Amendment that prohibits the establishment of an official or
officially endorsed religion. There are good reasons for that
clause, including the fact that the Puritanism and Quakerism
of the Northern states were much different from the Anglicanism and breakaway Protestantism of the Southern ones. Rather
than allow the state to impose a religious preference on its
population, writes the author, the models to follow are those of
Roger Williams, William Penn, and Thomas Jefferson, the last
of whom protested that to tax a citizen in order to support an
established church “is sinful and tyrannical.” Fast-forward to the
rise of the religious right, which “mobilized not, as commonly
supposed, to battle abortion, but rather to defend racial segregation in evangelical institutions such as Bob Jones University.”
As an instrument of emergent White nationalism, the religious
right has been well served by the current administration and
Supreme Court, which, in a 2020 decision, allowed people like
the current secretary of education to feast on funds diverted
from public coffers and given to private religious schools. The
“religious liberty” that the religious right seeks is less about the
diversion of funds and more about the imposition of discriminatory measures against putative enemies and the suppression
of the rights of minorities. The irony in all of this, notes the
author, is that evangelical churches in particular have flourished
in this country precisely because not oppressed by an official
religion: “This has lent an energy and dynamism to religious life
in America, a vitality unmatched anywhere in the world.”
A stern warning that those who push for the intrusion of
religion into public life do so at the peril of both.

Shorto, Russell
Norton (288 pp.)
$26.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-393-24558-5
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An expert’s vigorous argument for systemic food reform.
animal, vegetable, junk

THE DELUSIONS OF CROWDS
Why People Go Mad
in Groups

ANIMAL, VEGETABLE, JUNK
A History of Food, From
Sustainable to Suicidal

Bernstein, William J.
Atlantic Monthly (576 pp.)
$32.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-8021-5709-6

|

An urgent call to action from a noted
food journalist.
Offering a sweeping history of the
ways humans have procured, processed,
and consumed food, Bittman focuses on the political, social,
cultural, and environmental consequences of the transformation from hunting and gathering to agriculture and of the
increased industrialization of the food system. Like authors
such as Jared Diamond and Yuval Noah Harari, Bittman asserts
that agriculture “sparked disputes over landownership, water
use, and the extraction of resources” and has “driven exploitation and injustice, slavery and war.” Colonial powers forced
Indigenous people to farm crops that benefited Europeans,
“establishing cash-crop monoculture” for maximum profits. Soil
depletion spurred a search for fertilizer, from bird droppings
(“guano-mania” raged in 19th-century Europe) to ammoniabased chemicals. Machinery, pesticides, and governmental policies abetted industrialized farming: a “push to grow larger and
focus on one crop.” The author decries the wanton creation of
“engineered edible substances,” which he urges consumers to
resist with their wallets and their votes. “Today,” he writes, “government subsidizes a harmful form of production that produces
a harmful form of food and forces it into markets everywhere.”
The food industry has no motivation to make major revisions;
unlike some observers, Bittman is skeptical that “buying right”
will lead to reform. “The system itself needs to be changed, its
values and goals challenged and reimagined,” he writes. “We
need legislation to support agriculture that stewards the land.
We need food processing whose goal is to nourish. And we
need an economy that supports people who want to grow and
cook food for their communities. Those will come about when
citizens organize and force government to do its job. A good
diet will follow.” Underscoring the connection among food,
human rights, climate change, and justice, the author forcefully
urges both personal and societal change—e.g., the Green New
Deal. “The choice,” he writes, “is to change the system or suffer
catastrophe.”
An expert’s vigorous argument for systemic food reform.
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An intriguing contemporary update
of Charles Mackay’s 1841 classic, Memoirs
of Extraordinary Popular Delusions.
Neurologist and journalist Bernstein
effectively explains the biological, evolutionary, and psychological bases of human irrationality. “When presented with facts
and data that contradict our deeply held beliefs, we generally
do not reconsider and alter those beliefs appropriately,” he
writes. “More often than not we avoid contrary facts and data,
and when we cannot avoid them, our erroneous assessments
will occasionally even harden, and, yet more amazingly, make us
more likely to proselytize them.” Asked about the safety of vaccines during the 2016 presidential campaign, neurosurgeon Ben
Carson summarized the overwhelming evidence in favor. Donald Trump disagreed, describing a “beautiful child” who became
autistic after a vaccination. Sadly, “most observers scored the
interchange in Trump’s favor.” Readers will wince at the often
bloody hysteria that accompanied the Reformation, roll their
eyes at our inability to resist get-rich-quick schemes, and
chuckle at the widespread American movement that awaited
the world’s end in 1843—all of which makes for disturbing yet
fascinating reading. The rise of evangelicalism is arguably the
most important transformation in recent American political
life, and many readers may be shocked that 35% of Americans
believe “Jesus will return to earth in their lifetimes.” Citing the
work of religious historian Robert Wright, Bernstein notes,
“Revelation’s opacity and ambiguity only amplified its influence,
since they open the way to a wide range of allegorical interpretations about when and how the world ends.” Furthermore, this
belief is “so embedded in our political system that at least one
U.S. president, Ronald Reagan, subscribed to it, as do a large
swatch of politicians at all levels,” including Mike Pence. The
author offers solid sections on digital age hucksters before a
concluding chapter on Muslim apocalypticists, who have much
in common with the Christian variety. Bernstein’s account of
financial shenanigans is a jolly ride, but he finds no humor in
religious extremism, and readers may share his despair at learning what seemingly educated people believe.
A well-researched, wide-ranging, and discouraging addition to the why-people-do-stupid-things genre.

Bittman, Mark
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-328-97462-4
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a unique comic
collaboration
Leah Overstreet

I love it when an artistic collaboration comes together. Though my colleagues in the young readers’ sections
of the magazine see countless wonderful author-illustrator teams each
year, in my section, it’s not nearly as
common. However, there have been
a few such noteworthy books in 2020,
including American Utopia by David
Byrne, illustrated by Maira Kalman;
The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas by
Gertrude Stein, also illustrated by Kalman; Long Story
Short by Mr. Fish and a host of contemporary artists; and
California Exposures by Richard White, featuring photographs by his son, Jesse Amble White.
This month, add to the mix A Wealth of Pigeons
(Celadon, Nov. 17) by Steve
Martin, illustrated by Harry Bliss, a New Yorker staff
cartoonist since 1997. In a
starred review, our critic
succinctly described this
fresh collaboration: “The
veteran actor, comedian,
and banjo player teams up
with the acclaimed illustrator to create a unique book
of cartoons that communicates their personalities.”
In the introduction, Martin discusses the germination
of the project and his admiration for Bliss, who was recommended to Martin by New Yorker art and cover editor Françoise Mouly, and the artistic sensibilities of cartoonists in
general. “I’ve always looked upon cartooning as comedy’s
last frontier,” he writes. “I have done stand-up, sketches,
movies, monologues, awards show introductions, sound
bites, blurbs, talk show appearances, and tweets, but the
idea of a one-panel image with or without a caption mystified me. I felt like, yeah, sometimes I’m funny, but there
are these other weird freaks who are actually funny.”
It’s also interesting to read about their process of collaboration (“Harry turned out to be the ideal partner: We rarely
speak to each other, and we live in different states”), a subject that will appeal to any artist, veteran and aspiring alike.
“We discovered we had two ways to work: forwards and
backwards,” writes Martin. “Forwards was me conceiving of
several cartoon images and captions, and Harry would select
his favorites; backwards was Harry sending me sketched or
fully drawn cartoons for dialogue or banners.”
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Both methods seem to have proceeded smoothly, as
the quality of the work attests. Though there are some
multipanel cartoons as well as a few that feature cartoon
versions of Martin and Bliss, the best are the single-panel ones. Among the highlights: a baby riding a unicycle
and juggling simultaneously as the mom asks the dad,
“Encourage or discourage?”; a smiling chicken piloting a
Segway (“The Lighter Side of Big Agra”); a cowboy pointing a revolver at the Grim Reaper and saying, “Well, look
who brought a knife to a gunfight”; two moles looking up
at a mountain as one tells the other, “It started out as a
molehill, but then I just kept going”; a sheriff about to
pull the lever on the gallows tells the man about to be
hanged, “Let’s just say we agree to disagree.” Given my
last name, this one was particularly relevant: Titled “The
Tyranny of Names,” it depicts a clerk at the DMV calling
out, “Edgerton Bumbledork? Is there an Edgerton Bumbledork here?”
This is the kind of book that will please a wide variety of readers, from New Yorker fans to “Far Side” devotees and anyone who reads the Sunday funnies, making it
a perfect Christmas gift. Our reviewer captures its spirit well: “What also makes this project successful is the
team’s keen understanding of human behavior as viewed
through their unconventional comedic minds.”
Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing editor.
|

A melancholy but gemlike memoir, elegantly
written and rich in hard experience.
walking with ghosts

WALKING WITH
GHOSTS

Byrne, Gabriel
Grove (208 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-8021-5712-6

y o u n g a d u lt

The acclaimed Irish actor recalls his
path to success and the well-cloaked turmoil he faced along the way.
It’d go too far to say that Byrne (b.
1950), star of The Usual Suspects and In
Treatment, is as fine a writer as his countrymen James Joyce and
Seamus Heaney. However, he writes with much more depth than
the typical celebrity memoirist, accessing some of Heaney’s
earthiness and Joyce’s grasp of how Catholic guilt can shape an
artist. Growing up in Dublin, he aspired at first to be a priest,
seduced by images of “young lads with dodgy haircuts, beatific
smiles gazing heavenward to answer the call to the priesthood.”
But a priest’s sexual assault soured him on the church, and he
stumbled through a variety of menial jobs, including a stint as
“a toilet attendant at a major Dublin hotel.” There’s no cheerful
tone of dues-paying here: Pride isn’t in Byrne’s nature (he saw
it drown a childhood friend who died bragging he could hold
his breath). The author grew up with a schizophrenic sister who
died young, developed a slow-growing alcoholism, and feared
abject failure. The sudden success of The Usual Suspects left him
with “such tumult in my mind I was afraid I would fall down and
be found weeping in the street.” Despite the darkness, Byrne
also possesses a winning dry humor that reads as authentically
humble: his mother finding ways to cut him down to size in
public by sharing embarrassing childhood stories, the time he
had to audition for Hamlet using a motorcycle helmet for Yorick’s skull. There’s little in the way of celebrity dishing, but the
author shares a boozy conversation with Sir Richard Burton,
who cautioned him that fame is “a sweet poison you drink of
first in eager gulps. Then you come to loathe it.” Byrne is an
impressive chronicler of both his eager gulping and his loathing.
A melancholy but gemlike memoir, elegantly written and
rich in hard experience.

of the debate, and examines how public opinion has shifted to
embrace other punishments, such as life without parole. The
author first charts the historical rise of executions from the early
1970s, corresponding with a dramatic rise in violent crime. In
Texas, the political conversation has been focused on the types
of crime that warrant it as well as consideration of a defendant’s
“future dangerousness.” The state’s long history of “frontier justice” has meant that “of the roughly fifteen hundred executions
that Americans have carried out since the 1970s, Texas has been
responsible for more than five hundred.” Chammah profiles several key figures, including Elsa Alcala, a former assistant district
attorney and judge on the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals; and
Danalynn Recer, a lawyer and prominent death penalty opponent. In dramatic fashion, the author also interweaves details
about high-profile capital crime cases. Among others, he thoroughly examines the executions of Karla Faye Tucker (1998) and
Shaka Sankofa (2000), looking at the cases from multiple angles.
Throughout, the author keenly probes critical perspectives on
whether compassion is warranted for death row convicts or if
the act of fitting the punishment with the crime is sufficient.

LET THE LORD SORT THEM
The Rise and Fall of the
Death Penalty
Chammah, Maurice
Crown (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-5247-6026-7

The evolution of capital punishment
in America.
Austin-based journalist Chammah, a
staff writer for the Marshall Project, effectively splits his report between a history of the death penalty
and its incremental downfall in recent decades. He focuses predominantly on Texas, an ultraconservative state at the epicenter
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“Both sides,” he writes, “need to downplay and amplify free will,
only at different moments in their narratives.” With great conviction, Chammah presents an expansive portrait of the death
penalty through the perspectives of opponents, defenders,
families of the executed, and the sentenced themselves, illuminating a passionately debated issue with cleareyed impartiality.
The author’s inclusion of so many legal cases detracts from the
narrative but doesn’t weaken its premise or impact.
A hard-hitting, meaningful, and debate-inspiring exposé
on one of the darkest elements of the criminal justice system.
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FIRST LIGHT
Switching on Stars at the
Dawn of Time

Chapman, Emma
Bloomsbury Sigma (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-4729-6292-8

An update on the early years of the
cosmos.
In her first nonfiction book, Chapman
reviews the history, including new discoveries which have overturned accepted
theories on the evolution of the universe, but she reserves most
of her excitement for the “dark ages”—from 380,000 to roughly
1 billion years after the Big Bang. The early universe was a superheated soup of subatomic particles and energy. After nearly
400,000 years, the temperature had dropped enough to allow
electrically neutral atoms to form and photons to travel freely.
There was light and gas but nothing else. As it expanded and
cooled, its matter—almost all hydrogen and helium—drifted
about. Eventually, some clouds drifted together, and gravity
began to pull. The clouds shrank and grew hotter, and a collapsing cloud grew so hot—millions of degrees—that its hydrogen
became helium in a process known as fusion, which produces
titanic amounts of energy. These were the first stars, born
perhaps 180 million years after the Big Bang. Mostly brighter,
hotter, bigger, and shorter-lived than today’s, they ended their
lives and blew up, which produced “metals” (in astrophysics,
elements other than hydrogen and helium) and scattered them,
a process that formed other stars and eventually planets and
humans. Do any primordial, metal-free stars still exist? The big
ones are long gone, but small, sunlike stars have extremely long
lifetimes. Evidence for their existence is turning up in obscure
regions, such as dwarf galaxies and the outskirts of the Milky
Way. Detecting them requires massive observatories, hightech spectrographs, and the soon-to-be-launched $10 billion
James Webb space telescope. Clearly fascinated by her subject,
Chapman works diligently to describe the early universe, gradually introducing information about the life cycles of stars and
techniques astrophysicists use to search for them. Her careful
step-by-step explanations delve far deeper than a NOVA documentary, so readers must pay attention, but most will find it
worth the effort.
Good astrophysics for committed readers.
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An alternately charming and acerbic portrait of
another youth sport spoiled by adults.
pee wees

PEE WEES
Confessions of a
Hockey Parent

Cohen, Rich
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (240 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-374-26801-5
An exploration of the hypercompetitive world of youth hockey.
Cohen’s latest, a mashup of memoir,
The Mighty Ducks, and The Bad News Bears,
is as much about the irrational, overbearing behavior of parents
as it is about the kids who play the sport. If the author’s heartfelt, often brutally funny depiction of peewee hockey is accurate, then soccer moms and baseball dads have nothing on the
frighteningly obsessive mania of hockey parents. Cohen ushers
readers into a hockey-obsessed corner of the country, Fairfield
County, Connecticut, where his adolescent son plays on a peewee team consisting of a mix of boys and girls ages 11 and 12. The

author shows us a youth league system so ruthlessly competitive
that it divides the players into a hockey hierarchy that consists
of four different skill levels: AA, A1, A, B. Of course, with each
level comes a corresponding social status for both parent and
child. “If a kid who’s been on single A slips to B,” writes Cohen,
“he will be ostracized, his parents cast out. If you talk to them,
it’s the way you talk to a formerly rich man who has lost everything.” We follow Cohen through the ups and (mostly) downs
of one season as experienced from the unique perspective of
a dedicated hockey dad: the constant travel, the sociopathic
hockey parents, and, for his son’s Ridgefield Bears, many losses.
Though the author, who clearly loves the sport, revels in his
comic observations of his son’s experiences on the ice, there
is a note of serious lament about the overall state of the game
as it’s played now. For Cohen, hockey in America has become
something of a lost cause, mainly because self-interested adults
remake the sport “in the image of the grown-up world.”
An alternately charming and acerbic portrait of another
youth sport spoiled by adults.
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THIS IS THE VOICE

Colapinto, John
Simon & Schuster (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-982128-74-6
An expert popular science account of
human speech.
In his latest, New Yorker staff
writer Colapinto provides an intensely
researched, tightly focused, lucidly written story that is long but not too long. As
the author points out, to call human speech a “miraculous feat”
understates the case. All other animals “use their voices to make
in-the-now proclamations about immediate survival and reproductive concerns, including expressions of fear, anger, hunger
and mating urges.” Evolved perhaps 200,000 years ago, human
language allows us to refer to events in the past or future and
to make plans that we share with others, “to build the villages,
towns, cities and nations that have given us primacy over the

Planet and everything on it.” Even before birth, infants listen,
their brains absorbing a dazzling array of tone, phonetics, syntax, patterns, and rules. Despite what early experts taught, language is not pre-installed in the brain at birth; babies learn it,
usually accumulating a “mental dictionary” of 60,000 words by
age 18. They achieve this because words are not random assemblages of digits. They carry meaning, and we are a species that
craves meaning. Midway through the book, Colapinto moves
from the mechanism of speech to its purpose. Darwin compared the changes languages undergo to natural selection, but
the author disagrees. Over time, he maintains, changes in articulation, accent, and vocabulary have not increased but hobbled
their efficiency, creating a Babel of incomprehensible tongues
that pushes us apart. Observers claimed that the spread of
media, from radio to the internet, would homogenize American speech, but the opposite occurred. Instant communication
has combined with bitter ideological, economic, and cultural
clashes to accelerate the creation of new American speech patterns. In the final chapter, Colapinto discusses political oratory,
which has united Americans in the past. He gives high marks
to the rhetoric of presidents such as Lincoln, Kennedy, and
Reagan; however, like the majority of Americans, he considers
Trump a divisive force.
A rich trove of science and contemporary culture.

THE SECRET LIFE OF
DOROTHY SOAMES
A Memoir

Cowan, Justine
Harper/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-06-299101-0

An attorney and environmentalist
probes her troubled mother’s past as the
child inmate of the centuries-old Foundling Hospital of London.
Cowan’s English-born mother lived in “blind idolatry of
wealth and status” and claimed to be descended from a line of
Welsh nobles. But behind the facade and her hypercritical ways
lurked a secret that the author began to uncover only after her
mother’s death from Alzheimer’s. Haunted by their unrelentingly difficult relationship, Cowan began piecing together her
story by investigating a carefully prepared memoir her mother
had sent to “acknowledge her role” in their painfully adversarial
relationship. The manuscript offered details of the years she
had spent growing up at the Foundling Hospital, later renamed
Coram after its 18th-century founder, Thomas Coram. The
author’s mother—renamed Dorothy Soames—had suffered
multiple traumas in her life as a foundling. From the foster
mother who instilled a fear of Coram from an early age to the
cruel nurses who routinely humiliated her and thought nothing of using physical violence as a disciplinary tool, Dorothy’s
caretakers showed her little love. Her later education prepared
her only for “a life of service” and offered no latitude for “independent thought.” The only refuge in her otherwise dreary and
176
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An engaging, maddening record of
how to—and not to—manage a crisis.
american crisis

isolated existence was friendship with a fellow foundling. After
reading the memoir and visiting the hospital, Cowan realized
the terrible impact of her mother’s past, partially to blame for
her raising her daughter according to a “warped, dystopian version of what she imagined a proper British upbringing to be.”
The author’s historical analysis of the misogyny and classism
that underlay the institution’s outwardly humanitarian mission
makes this memoir especially compelling. Well-researched and
highly personal, the book presents a fascinating narrative tapestry that both informs and moves.
A candidly illuminating debut memoir.

AMERICAN CRISIS
Leadership Lessons From the
Covid-19 Pandemic

Cuomo, Andrew
Crown (320 pp.)
$30.00 | Oct. 13, 2020
978-0-593-23926-1

The governor of New York recounts
his battle against the pandemic—and, at
every step, the Trump administration.
“The COVID virus is not the extent
of our problem,” writes Cuomo. “COVID merely exposed
underlying weaknesses.” While describing how he and his colleagues fought the virus and mountains of misguided information from the White House, the author inserts points of
progressive doctrine (“State governments must reinvent the
public health capacity”) and anecdotal memories of his father,
also a renowned governor of New Deal leanings. Not term-limited and already in his 10th year on the job, Cuomo writes, “I
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Michael Riedel

IN SINGULAR SENSATION, THE LONGTIME THEATER COLUMNIST LOOKS
BACK AT A HIGH POINT FOR THE GREAT WHITE WAY, NOW SHUTTERED
BY COVID-19
By Tom Beer
Annie Wermiel

rious time capsule of the era when shows like Rent, The Lion
King, Angels in America, Three Tall Women, Chicago, and The
Producers electrified audiences and pushed the creative envelope. Riedel, now safely sheltering in his Manhattan apartment and co-hosting WOR radio’s Len Berman and Michael
Riedel in the Morning, spoke about the book over Zoom; the
conversation has been edited for length and clarity.

What was it like to revisit your early years covering
Broadway?
This is the era of Broadway that I covered as a reporter, but I
said, this can’t be a memoir. I’m just not going to write, I did
this and I saw that. I went back, I interviewed over 150 people for the book. What I realized was that, as a newspaper
reporter, you have no fucking clue what’s happening. When
time has gone by and old battles have settled and you catch
people at the right moment in their lives, they’re reflective—
they will tell you honestly how they felt about something
and what really happened back then.

What changed on Broadway in the ’90s?

In February of this year, Michael Riedel, theater columnist for the New York Post and author of Razzle Dazzle: The
Battle for Broadway (2015), completed his new book and treated himself to a ski holiday in Cervinia, Italy. Then a friend
sent him a text message: “Have you heard of this thing called
the coronavirus? It’s spiking in northern Italy. What are you
doing?” Riedel flew back to New York, where Covid-19 was
just sweeping the city. On March 13, Broadway shut down.
Suddenly, a book about Broadway in the 1990s—the subject
of Singular Sensation: The Triumph of Broadway (Avid Reader
Press, Nov. 10)—seemed ill-timed. “I called [my editor] at
Avid Reader Press and said, “Hello? How out of date could
this possibly be?” Riedel recalls. “He said, ‘Michael, the
book is what it is.’ ” And, indeed, Singular Sensation is a glo178
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I understood, fundamentally, that a switch happened at the
end of the [1980s] British invasion of Broadway. You had
Cats, Les Mis, Phantom of the Opera, Miss Saigon—all those big
shows. I caught the tail end of that, Sunset Boulevard, which
was the last of those big spectacles. It did occur to me that
the era just became too big for itself. Everybody thought we
needed falling chandeliers and helicopters that fly. I realized as I was planning the scaffolding of the book that this
was a moment in the history of Broadway. I could deal with
Sunset Boulevard—Andrew Lloyd Webber’s fights with Patti
LuPone and Faye Dunaway and Glenn Close, all the good
gossip. But the curtain comes down, and then you get something else.
After that came the show that none of us had heard of.
I got a call from publicist Richard Kornberg, and he said,
“You know, this kid, Jonathan Larson, died last night. He was
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working on a show called Rent.” I said, “Richard, that’s terrible. But I’m sorry, no one’s ever heard him. I can give you
a paragraph in the paper.” And then Rent took off. The poignant sadness of it all is that Jonathan Larson started something that he could not see the end of.

What was different about Rent?
Broadway was kind of antiquated, old-fashioned—maybe
with my grandma I’ll go see a Broadway show. And suddenly
here’s Jonathan Larson writing about what it’s like to be a
struggling artist in New York City at a time when people are
dying of AIDS. And man, that changed everything.
I interviewed Julie Larson, Jonathan’s sister, and I asked
her, “What do you make of all this, this phenomenon of
Rent?” She said, “You know, it was this thing that my punky
little brother did, and yet 25 years later, there’s not a day
that goes by where I don’t get a letter from a kid who says,
‘I learned who I am sexually because of Rent. I came out to
my parents because of Rent. I wanted to kill myself because
I was so alone and alienated, and then I saw Rent.’ I cannot
believe the way he touched his generation and subsequent
generations.”

I could not imagine that Disney, the most mainstream entertainment company on the planet, could possibly do a show
with an avant-garde director such as Julie Taymor. I went [to
see an early production of The Lion King in Minneapolis] and
being, frankly, a cocky asshole reporter from the New York
Post, I sat in my seat, notebook on my lap, poison pen poised,
saying, “I’m going to savage this.” And all of a sudden—
[hums opening notes of “Circle of Life”]—this sun is rising
that is nothing but silk and bamboo and Donald Holder’s
beautiful lighting. I thought, OK, I’ve never seen anything
like this before. And then this cheetah comes out, where
the puppeteer is in the puppet. I didn’t understand Julie’s
puppetry—I mean, what the hell do I know about Indonesian puppetry? I knew Ethel Merman, that was pretty much
it. As the animals were coming down the aisle, something
brushed up against me, and it was the life-size elephant puppet. At that point, I was just sitting there thinking, I have
experienced the most exciting thing I will ever see in the
theater in my life.

It will be harder to come back from the pandemic.
Broadway has now been closed for eight months.
It can’t come back until there’s a vaccine and people feel safe
to congregate. Simple as that. The actors have to feel safe
first. The musicians have to feel safe, the stagehands have to
feel safe. And then the audience has to be comfortable sitting among a lot of people. There’s a lot of concern out there
for the future of Broadway. It will come back—but it’s going
to take a lot longer than we thought.

y o u n g a d u lt

Meanwhile, Disney was making a move to dominate
Broadway. But nobody anticipated the extraordinary
success—critical and commercial—of The Lion King.

[Mayor] Rudy Giuliani was reading a biography of Winston
Churchill, and the thing that stuck in his mind was that during World War II, London was being blown to smithereens
by the Germans. Churchill said, I want the ballet to go on, I
want the opera to go on, I want the West End theaters to go
on, because I want to show the Germans—fuck you, life will
go on. In Rudy’s mind, Broadway was a symbol of New York
City. Everybody knew the hottest show in town was The
Producers. So Rudy called Rocco Landesman, who owned the
St. James Theatre, where The Producers was playing. He said,
I want Broadway up and running on Thursday.
I went that night. And I stood at the back of the house
with Mel Brooks, Tom Meehan, who wrote it, and Anne Bancroft. There might be 1,200 people in this theater that seated maybe 1,700. It was a little muted at first, but the show
went off, and at the end, Matthew Broderick and Nathan
Lane led everybody in the theater at the curtain call, singing
“God Bless America.” In two days, Broadway was back.

Singular Sensation was reviewed in the Sept. 1, 2020, issue.

The book ends with 9/11 and its aftermath, when the
health of Broadway—of all New York—was in doubt.
The very first person I called [that day] was Gerry Schoenfeld, chairman of the board of the Shubert Organization.
“Michael,” he said, “all we know is that we’re a target”—
meaning Times Square. So they shut it down. At the time,
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intend to serve as governor of New York as long as the people
will have me.” He has emerged from the pandemic as one of the
few leaders who guided his state through the storm, if at great
cost, while his bugaboo, Trump, emerges as inept throughout:
He’s a marketing man and a cockroachlike survivor, Cuomo suggests, but not who you want to deal with a crisis that involves
trusting science, data, and the government. Though structured
as a diary of the plague, beginning with a “patient zero” who
brought the virus not from China but Europe and extending to
the near present, Cuomo’s book is really an extended assertion,
unabashedly liberal, that government has a duty to act in the
public good, as well as a set of prescriptions for making government better when it cannot or will not do so—as, Cuomo
alleges, the Trump administration did when it threw its hands
up to “abandon its basic role of managing a federal emergency.”
That failure, though, allowed Cuomo to pivot as needed, and, as
he observes, New York’s economy is now three-quarters open
and the infection rate has been far lower than most other places
after the initial onslaught.
An engaging, maddening record of how to—and not to—
manage a crisis.

THE SEEKERS
Meetings With Remarkable
Musicians (and Other Artists)

Densmore, John
Hachette (240 pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 17, 2020
978-0-306-84623-6

The Doors drummer serves up a
mishmash of nostrums, memoir, and fan
notes.
Densmore is no mere passing student of how beautiful things are put together. He has been
pondering it for decades, and given the traumatic nature of the
day, “the time has never been more right for writing a book that
elucidates my lifelong commitment to the arts and creativity.”
These sketches get some of that elucidation done, but the best
parts of this collection of musings are the frequent quotations
from his first two memoirs. New Age references fly thick here:
The inspiration for the book may be Greek Armenian mystic
G.I. Gurdjieff, but lesser saints come into play: “The muse is
very psychic….Sometimes she blows the circuitry like in Janis
Joplin’s case.” So do evocations of the Doors, and though something seems to have happened (perhaps just still being alive) to
keep Robby Krieger from earning much room here, Jim Morrison and Ray Manzarek figure prominently. Sometimes Densmore lays down cringeworthy lines: “So early on Mr. Shankar
had his creative impulses dipped in spiritual curry sauce of the
highest caliber” is one of the more exceptional ones. The book
succeeds when he lands on simple observations: “Musicians are
ambassadors to the hidden world inside everyone.” “Music is a
candle, lighting the way along the road toward the art of living.”
There are also some charming moments, as when Densmore,
now in his 70s, revels at meeting Willie Nelson, to whom he
180
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exclaimed, “It’s great to meet a musician who’s older than me!”
And any aspiring rock musician can stand to learn from Densmore’s observations on how the rhythm section of a band works,
affirming that the best guitarist in the world can’t save a band
if the rhythm section is off, whereas a good rhythm section can
make a mediocre guitarist sound at least tolerable.
Studded with good moments, but only diehard fans are
likely to seek this one out.

POINTS OF ATTACK

de Silva, Mark
Clash Books (178 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-944866-76-1
A novelist and essayist delivers pithy
and provocative takes on modern ethical
and philosophical questions.
De Silva has a gentle manner with
intellectual sacred cows: Do dying species really require our intervention?
Might eating vegetables be just as morally questionable as eating meat? Do we defeat graffiti’s purpose
if we treat it as art? Is the decline in the humanities in colleges
such a bad thing? The author, who has a doctorate in philosophy
from Cambridge, takes on these and other questions via short
essays. Stylistically, de Silva is part of a long tradition: Montaigne, Descartes, Barthes, and others have tried the quick-hit,
more conversational style of philosophical writing as opposed
to the fussier, more academic approach common to philosophy
today. (The author has an essay about that, too.) But de Silva’s
focus is mostly contemporary, looking at our current attitudes
toward topics like terrorism, war, climate change, and technology. The brevity of the individual essays means the author has
little space to do more than raise questions, which makes his
comments sometimes read as glib, even trollish. For example,
his assertion that a country unable to solve its own human
rights issues lacks the standing to intervene in others’ comes
off as fancied-up whataboutism. However, de Silva’s just-askingquestions approach is usually justified by the legitimacy of the
questions. At his best, he reminds readers of their complicity in
a host of moral quagmires. Thinking about war, for instance, as
“a hazy, far-off thing is something positively desired by many of
us, even if we don’t put it that way to ourselves.” Big tech firms,
he writes, encourage “a stance of quiet resignation toward the
world’s fate…and merely disciplining our emotional reactions
rather than our destructive actions.” If brevity limits the development of certain ideas, the author’s approach also invites a
wider audience.
A brash, engaging set of salvos that complicate our personal and political conditions.
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A taut, terrifying view of White supremacy taken to
murderous extremes, now all too common.
the killer’s shadow

THE KILLER’S SHADOW
The FBI’s Hunt for a White
Supremacist Serial Killer
Douglas, John E. & Olshaker, Mark
Dey Street/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Nov. 17, 2020
978-0-06-297976-6
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Fast-paced tale of the search for a
racist serial killer in the early days of
criminal profiling.
As an FBI agent and instructor,
Douglas largely invented the criminal profile, a branch of psychology of the sort that fuels TV shows like NCIS and Criminal
Minds. He gained a reputation for ferreting out likely perpetrators by means of patterns. For example, when a young woman
was murdered in the Georgia woods, he specified a subject in
his 20s, with a military record ending in a dishonorable discharge, a smug attitude, a blue-collar trade, and a dark vehicle—
the last because, he and Olshaker write, “I had observed that
orderly, compulsive people tended to drive darker cars.” Bingo:

He perfectly described a subject whom the Georgia police had
just interviewed. These skills come into play when the narrative
turns to the search for the virulently racist Joseph Paul Franklin, who targeted Jews, Black men, and, more pointedly, White
women who dated the latter. Sometimes his victims were Black
children, targets of opportunity. “Though it still wasn’t part
of the cultural lexicon,” write the authors, “by then we were
already using the phrase serial killer to reference a predatory
offender who killed three or more victims at different times
and places.” They found Franklin also was implicated in the
shootings of Larry Flynt, who published pornographic images
of interracial couples, and Vernon Jordan, the civil rights leader.
Douglas and Olshaker carefully lay out the trail of evidence
but come to unsettling conclusions. Although such killers are
marked by a sense of powerlessness and alienation, the racist
murderer at the heart of this book has also inspired other killers
such as Dylann Roof. As the authors write about Franklin, “his
unwavering dedication to fomenting hate made him a potential
inspiration and symbol to others with similar orientation.”
A taut, terrifying view of White supremacy taken to murderous extremes, now all too common.
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IDA B. THE QUEEN
The Extraordinary Life and
Legacy of Ida B. Wells
Duster, Michelle
One Signal/Atria (176 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-982129-82-8

A warm remembrance of a civil rights
icon.
A great granddaughter of Ida B. Wells (1862-1931), Duster
celebrates the life and legacy of the tireless activist, once named
“one of the most dangerous Negro agitators” by the FBI. Wells,
along with her husband, a lawyer and journalist, spoke out vociferously against injustice, lynching, inequality, and racism both
in print (she was a newspaper publisher and editor as well as an
investigative journalist) and in speeches throughout the country. She defied death threats and efforts to sully her reputation.
When she protested inequality in the school system where she
taught, she was fired. When she was ejected from the Whitesonly “ladies’ car” of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad, she
sued the railroad and won only to see her victory overturned by
the Tennessee Supreme Court. Wells also helped to found several significant organizations: the first all-Black suffrage club in
Illinois, the Negro Fellowship League, and the NAACP. Among
her widely read books was The East St. Louis Massacre: The
Greatest Outrage of the Century (1917), which chronicled “the horrific slaughter of an entire Black community” and, Duster notes,
“outlined oft-overlooked tensions that existed in the American
North, where the first waves of the Great Migration tested the
Union states’ full belief in their cause.” Wells boldly confronted
presidents, pressing William McKinley to enact a federal
anti-lynching law and Woodrow Wilson to support advancement for African Americans. Both efforts failed, but Wells was
undaunted. “My great-grandmother’s life was not easy,” writes
the author, but despite frustrations, “she stayed focused on
truth-telling. She believed that her voice was important and
her story needed to be heard.” In a narrative featuring generous photos and illustrations as well as reproductions of historic
documents, Duster succinctly traces Wells’ legacy in the voices
and efforts of many contemporary Black activists who “stand
tall and let their voices be heard by those in power.”
A brisk recounting of Black activism, past and present.

BLACK-AND-WHITE THINKING
The Burden of a Binary Brain
in a Complex World
Dutton, Kevin
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (400 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-374-11034-5

Why do we think in binary terms like
“us versus them”? Research psychologist Dutton finds an answer in how our
brains have—and haven’t—evolved.
182
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Intentionally or not, the author, who has spent the last 20
years teaching at Oxford and Cambridge, puts his own spin
on Malcolm Gladwell’s crowd-pleasing approach to pop psychology: dusting off scientific research, gathering anecdotes,
reaching counterintuitive conclusions, and tossing in a dash of
self-help. Dutton asserts that millions of years ago, the fightor-flight response arose in response to perceived threats, and
while the world has grown infinitely more complex, we’re still
“programmed to think in black and white.” In order to navigate
life, we mentally divide our experiences into manageable categories, giving them handy “frames.” Dutton argues that some
cognitive “super-frames” are especially important. Along with
“fight versus flight,” they include “us versus them” and “right versus wrong.” This cognitive trinity, he believes, helps to explain
a vast range of polarizing events—e.g., Brexit, Trumpism, the
rise of the Islamic State group. Those “super-frames” also hold
the key to “supersuasion,” or “the secret science of getting what
you want” from others. Casting a wide net, Dutton makes his
case by drawing on research in neuroscience and other fields
as well as on interviews with Tony Blair, Olympic gold medalist Sebastian Coe, transgender boxing manager Kellie Maloney,
and others. That journalistic approach keeps the book from
becoming dauntingly wonky but also serves as a substitute for a
more rigorously scientific treatment that might have lent more
plausibility to the author’s broad arguments and more weight
to theories of “supersuasion,” which are no more compelling
than those in many sales and marketing bestsellers. Gladwell’s
detractors have often praised his storytelling and deft phraseturning while faulting his tendency to oversell his theories and
cherry-pick his academic studies. In Dutton’s book, many readers will find the same virtues and limits.
A theory about why people hold either/or views that’s
more colorful than convincing.

LINCOLN’S MENTORS
The Education of a Leader
Gerhardt, Michael J.
Custom House/Morrow (496 pp.)
$29.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-06-287719-2

A life of Lincoln emphasizing the men
responsible for his political education.
Even though he was barely schooled
and largely self-taught, Lincoln lived in
an era when this was no barrier to business success or many professions, including the law. Politics was
another matter, writes Gerhardt, a professor of jurisprudence
at the University of North Carolina, in this tightly focused
portrait. Few aspiring politicians succeeded without outside
help. “Lincoln’s ambition to make an enduring mark on the
world,” writes the author, “led him to five men, whose experiences, political insights, vision of the Constitution, and guidance helped him navigate the path to the presidency.” Like most
successful statesmen, he began by impressing fellow citizens,
attracting the attention of local powers who showed him the
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Like even the best stand-up routine, not every gag or observation
hits the mark, but the signal-to-noise ratio is high.
you ’re leaving when?

YOU’RE LEAVING WHEN?
Adventures in Downward
Mobility
Gurwitch, Annabelle
Counterpoint (224 pp.)
$26.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-64009-447-5

Erma Bombeck meets Dorothy Parker
in this topical and often laugh-out-loud
funny take on our modern malaise.
Those only familiar with Gurwitch’s
tenure (1996-2002) on the TV show Dinner and a Movie will
find that it only hinted at the Thurber Award finalist’s deceptively literate talents. Not just an accomplished actress, the
author is also a contributor to NPR, and her essays and satire
have appeared in the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal,
the New Yorker, and the Los Angeles Times, among other publications. Despite her becoming modesty, her accomplishments
are of considerably greater import than she often allows, even
if her performance and writing gigs aren’t always as remunerative as she would like. Gurwitch possesses an appealingly cockeyed sense of humor, and she offers incisive takes on consumer
culture and our contemporary confusions and lighthearted
(though pointed) opinions on the travails that beset many middle-age women. In a consistently engaging narrative rich with
personal anecdotes, the author pokes fun at her misadventures
in love, work, and home maintenance, but she also addresses
other pressing matters—economic vulnerability in the gig
economy, social inequities, raising nonbinary children, friendship, homelessness, wellness fads, the challenges of a life in the
arts, and the mysteries of Zoom—with a similarly breezy touch
that is surprisingly effective. Her account of her sudden onset
|

of financial and emotional downward mobility is leavened with
a sense of the far greater issues faced by others and punctuated
with witty asides. Moonlighting as a film critic in what may be
the most irresistible chapter, Gurwitch offers a wonderfully
droll skewering of such fluffy wish-fulfillment movies as Some
thing’s Gotta Give and Under the Tuscan Sun. Like even the best
stand-up routine, not every gag or observation hits the mark,
but the signal-to-noise ratio is high.
Gurwitch is a likable exemplar of the I’d-rather-laughabout-it-than-cry-about-it philosophy.

BE THE REFUGE
Raising the Voices of Asian
American Buddhists
Han, Chenxing
North Atlantic (256 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-62317-523-8

A Bay Area writer seeks to redress
the seeming cultural invisibility of Asian
American Buddhists.
Han’s debut book, which began as her
master’s thesis, might have languished as a sociological study for
academics if not for the advice of novelist Ruth Ozeki, who told
her, “Make it an account of your curiosity. Put yourself in.” Han
does exactly that, intertwining scholarly methodology with the
story of why she was compelled to take on the subject. Han
belongs to the 2% of Asian Americans who have become Buddhist after being raised outside the tradition—in the author’s
case, as an atheist. By contrast, 10% of Asian Americans who
were raised Buddhist leave the faith. This math exists in the
context of American Buddhism’s public image already skewing
heavily White. Han cites the popular distinction between “two
Buddhisms.” One is viewed as rational, focused on meditation,
nonreligious, and White; the other is cultural, traditional, based
on ritual, and Asian. “It’s not hard,” writes the author, “to guess
which group is more likely to be dismissed as ‘superstitious’ and
which group is more likely to be celebrated as ‘scientific.’ ” Anyone who follows mainstream American Buddhism knows which
group is at the cultural fore. Han demonstrates convincingly
that this is a misrepresentation of the actual demographics
within American Buddhism, which is more diverse in terms of
both race and denominations than is usually recognized. However, the author isn’t content to settle for scholarship; she wants
to advocate on behalf of better representation. Is this discrepancy due to anti-Asian racism or based on an American interest in those aspects of Buddhism that can be easily extracted
from their cultural contexts and incorporated into a Western
worldview? This is an ongoing debate, to which this book is an
important contribution, but not the final answer.
An eye-opening read for anyone under the false impression that American Buddhism is primarily the province of
Whites.
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ropes. The author emphasizes two primary characters. John
Todd Stuart (cousin of Lincoln’s future wife, Mary Todd) was a
prominent Whig lawyer and member of the Illinois legislature.
Orville Browning, another contemporary legislator, remained a
close friend and adviser until the end of Lincoln’s presidency. It’s
unlikely that Lincoln met the remaining three men, who were
less mentors than national leaders. A dedicated Whig until the
party’s collapse in the 1850s, Lincoln fervently admired its driving force, Henry Clay. He shared Clay’s abhorrence of Andrew
Jackson but adopted Jackson’s extremist tactics during the Civil
War, when he suspended habeas corpus and defied the Supreme
Court. Perhaps most surprising of the five is Gen. Zachary Taylor, a slaveholder who was a fierce opponent of secession and
the spread of slavery into the territories. Always a pragmatist,
Lincoln concluded that the aging Clay could not win the 1848
presidential election and switched his support to Taylor, who
was elected but died only 16 months into his term. Intensely
gregarious and an obsessive reader, Lincoln soaked up ideas
relentlessly, but Gerhardt makes solid cases for his choices as
major influences.
A satisfying general biography that concentrates on Lincoln’s political career.
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SAPIENS
A Graphic History: The Birth
of Humankind: Volume One
Harari, Yuval Noah
Illus. by Casanave, Daniel &
Champion, Claire
Perennial/HarperCollins (248 pp.)
$25.99 paper | Oct. 27, 2020
978-0-06-305133-1

The professor and popular historian
expands the reach of his internationally bestselling work with
the launch of a graphic nonfiction series.
In a manner that is both playful and provocative, Harari
teams with co-creators adept at the graphic format to enliven
his academic studies. Here, a cartoon version of the professor
takes other characters (and readers) on something of a madcap
thrill ride through the history of human evolution, with a timeline that begins almost 14 billion years ago and extends into the
future, when humanity becomes the defendant in “Ecosystem vs.
Homo Sapiens,” a trial presided over by “Judge Gaia.” As Harari
and his fellow time travelers visit with other academics and a
variety of species, the vivid illustrations by Casaneve and colorist Champion bring the lessons of history into living color, and
Vandermeulen helps condense Harari’s complex insights while
sustaining narrative momentum. The text and illustrations herald evolution as “the greatest show on earth” while showing how
only one of “six different human species” managed to emerge
atop the food chain. While the Homo sapiens were not nearly as
large, strong, fast, or powerful as other species that suffered
extinction, they were able to triumph due to their development
of the abilities to cooperate, communicate, and, perhaps most
important, tell and share stories. That storytelling ultimately
encompasses fiction, myth, history, and spirituality, and the success of shared stories accounts for a wide variety of historical
events and trends, including Christianity, the French Revolution, and the Third Reich. The narrative climaxes with a crime
caper, as a serial-killing spree results in the extinction of so
many species, and the “Supreme Court of the future” must rule
on the case against Homo sapiens. Within those deliberations, it’s
clear that not “being aware of the consequences of their actions”
is not a valid excuse.
An informative, breathless sprint through the evolution
and consequences of human development.
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SYBILLE BEDFORD
A Life
Hastings, Selina
Knopf (432 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-101-94791-3

A writer’s long, passionate, peripatetic life.
In 1935, German-born Sybille von
Schoenebeck (1911-2006) was living in
France, where, because of her GermanJewish ancestry, she felt increasingly vulnerable in a charged
political atmosphere. Taking friends’ advice that a British passport would ensure her safety, she married Walter Bedford, an
attendant at a London gentlemen’s club, who agreed to the marriage in exchange for a fee of 100 pounds. After dinner and an
evening out, the couple never saw each other again. Drawing on
archival material, correspondence, diaries, and Bedford’s autobiographical novels and memoir, Hastings, biographer of Evelyn
Waugh, Somerset Maugham, and other literary figures, offers
a gossipy, well-informed chronicle of a woman noted for her
intelligence, talent, and, not least, her circle of famous friends.
These included Aldous and Maria Huxley, Thomas Mann and
his children, various Bloomsbury denizens, Peggy Guggenheim,
Martha Gellhorn (who offered her writing advice), Janet Flanner, and M.F.K. Fisher. Bedford’s early life was difficult: Her
parents’ marriage was contentious; her father died when she
was a young teenager; her mother was vain and self-absorbed.
Sybille was sent to study in England, where she was taken in
by a sympathetic couple, beginning a pattern that was to continue throughout her life: “friendships, attachments to a group,
a couple, a family not my own” that made her “buoyantly happy.”
One woman who looked upon her with a “motherly eye” also
initiated her into lesbian sex. After her mother remarried, Bedford lived with the couple in the south of France, where she met
the Huxleys, neighbors who became her confidants and supporters. Maria also became her lover, one among many affairs.
Hastings traces a “complex web of love and friendship—and
occasional hostility” that spun around Bedford, who worked
hard to succeed as a writer, producing a travel book based on a
stay in Mexico, several novels, a reverent biography of Aldous
Huxley, and a memoir.
A sympathetic, engaging biography.
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If you’re thinking of taking up gambling, Iacono will turn
you to needlepoint or square dancing inside a few chapters.
you can’t lose them all

SOUL CITY
Race, Equality, and
the Lost Dream of an
American Utopia

YOU CAN’T LOSE
THEM ALL
Cousin Sal’s Funnybut-True Tales of Sports,
Gambling, and Questionable
Parenting

Healy, Thomas
Metropolitan/Henry Holt (448 pp.)
$29.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-62779-862-4
An in-depth account of the rise
and fall of Soul City, North Carolina,
designed to be a new city focused on

A rollicking, often silly account of
the foibles of a man who’ll bet on anything.
Cousin of Jimmy Kimmel, who provides the foreword, and
a writer and sketch actor on the show, Iacono betrays his own
title over the course of his conversational, goofy narrative. As it
turns out, you can lose them all, or at least most of them: “baseball, basketball, hockey, wrestling (pro and amateur), hot dog–
eating contests, horse races, dog races, bird races, presidential
elections, all levels of football—including my 8-year-old son’s
flag league and, of course, the Puppy Bowl.” The author has bet
on them all as well as a particularly unfortunate event in which
he hid a pile of linguine in his shoes in order to win an all-youcan-eat dinner: “I sacrificed a $75 pair of Nike high-tops for a
$36.95 meal.” The economy of gambling dictates that such betting is to be avoided, at least over the long haul. It’s to Iacono’s
good fortune that the bookies he lost to seem to have been forgiving types: One put him to work refereeing youth basketball
games at a rate of pay so low that “I would be done paying off
my debt when the children reached thirty-seventh grade.” Does
he regret it? Not a bit, except perhaps for those moments when
his body rebelled against the paces he was putting it through;
the last image in the book involves the application of oysters
in a way that may have the reader steering clear of shellfish for
a while. On the whole, though, Iacono is funny, rueful, and frequently instructive, as when he teaches the technique (and ultimate folly) of hedging a bet: “Remember this rule of thumb: the
more bets you place, the better off for the house.”
If you’re thinking of taking up gambling, Iacono will turn
you to needlepoint or square dancing inside a few chapters.

y o u n g a d u lt

racial equality.
Healy, a law professor and North Carolina native, provides a comprehensive history of the town, proposed for an
area “in the middle of what one roadside billboard boldly proclaimed ‘Klan Country.’ ” Introduced in 1969 by civil rights
leader Floyd McKissick (1922-1991), Soul City was meant to
be “a new kind of city, one with a stronger sense of community, a deeper regard for the well-being of others, and a more
egalitarian distribution of wealth. He also hoped to incorporate the latest innovations in social policy and urban design,
boasting that Soul City would be ‘a showpiece of democracy
in a sea of hypocrisy.’ ” Throughout this deft historical narrative, the author provides useful context and perspective about
the civil rights movement and the lives of the key players in
the venture, including McKissick, the government officials
who opposed it (one was Jesse Helms, who “had little enthusiasm for the kind of federal programs supporting Soul City,
and even less enthusiasm for the project’s goal of racial uplift”),
the journalists who reported on it, and the people who lived
there. Healy ably delineates the complex process of creating
a city from scratch, which involved promotion, fundraising,
grueling bureaucracy and political attacks, and attempting to
convincing people and businesses to relocate to the proposed
city—not to mention the devastating series of articles in the
Raleigh News & Observer alleging fraud and corruption on the
part of McKissick. Charting this significant but overlooked
piece of modern American history, the author’s intent “is not
to assign blame. It is to understand the forces that lead to its
failure and the lessons it offers for the pursuit of racial equality
today.” On that note, the author succeeds admirably.
An engrossing and often heartbreaking look at a singular
attempt to achieve some measure of racial equality in the U.S.

Iacono, Sal
Twelve (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-5387-3532-9

WORK WON’T LOVE
YOU BACK
How Devotion to Our
Jobs Keeps Us Exploited,
Exhausted, and Alone
Jaffe, Sarah
Bold Type Books (432 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-56858-939-8

A welcome cri de coeur against the
soulless machinery of late capitalism.
While Jaffe admits that her freelance employment often
involves financial scrambling—“I don’t have an employer that
pays for my health insurance, and forget about retirement
|
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benefits. Vacation? What’s that?”—she enjoys more freedom
than many Americans, even if she begins her argument with an
extended refutation of the notion that if you do what you love,
“you’ll never work a day in your life,” a hollow mantra that substitutes for the reality that most of us work longer and harder than
ever before for less money. The author attacks the fetishization
of work brought to the world courtesy of neoliberalism, “a set
of choices made by the winning side in a series of struggles”—
not to mention the economic doctrine born of the fascist coup
that overthrew the socialist government of Chile’s duly elected
president, Salvador Allende, in 1973. As Jaffe astutely points out,
the subsequent Thatcherism and Reaganism were just Pinochet
with a somewhat friendlier face. Neoliberalism also assumes, as
did earlier brands of capitalism, that women’s work is less valuable than men’s, a notion that still prevails. It also gives primacy
to the unpaid internship as a means of securing free labor. “The
internship advanced alongside other forms of contingent work,”
writes the author, “and alongside the idea that trading in security for enjoyable work was a deal worth making.” Even highly
desirable jobs such as a tenured professorship have become
precarious. In a nice turn of phrase, Jaffe writes that even as
the vaunted “knowledge economy” came into being, “the labor
of knowledge workers was being devalued and deskilled.” The
book is long on description and short on solution, but Jaffe does
suggest, soundly, that as the current economy cracks along its
fissures, it affords room to imagine something better.
Working people of all stripes have much to learn from
this book.

PHILOSOPHY FOR
POLAR EXPLORERS

Kagge, Erling
Trans. by Steven, Kenneth
Photos by the author
Pantheon (192 pp.)
$20.00 | Nov. 17, 2020
978-1-5247-4911-8

The author of Silence (2017) and Walk
ing (2019) ponders discipline, courage,
failure, and happiness.
Between 1990 and 1994, Norwegian explorer, art collector,
and publisher Kagge completed three impressive feats: walking to
the North and South Poles and climbing Mount Everest. In a slim
volume illustrated by bone-chilling photographs of rugged glacial
terrain, the author shares some of what he learned from those
experiences as well as from other challenges—sailing across the
Atlantic on a 35-foot boat severely battered by a storm, for example,
and raising three teenage girls (“more daunting,” he admits, than
climbing Everest). “What I know of discipline I learned above
the tree line,” he reveals. Drawing on the insights of several other
explorers—such as Roald Amundsen and Thor Heyerdahl—and
thinkers including Socrates, Aristotle, John Stuart Mill, Wittgenstein, Pascal, and Kant, Kagge meditates about fear, solitude, and
the meaning of challenges. “For any undertaking to be truly challenging, you have to stand to lose something,” he writes. Humans
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need challenges to “make us feel like we have to earn the gift of life.”
Although being able to surmount danger “feels like a confirmation of our own existence,” a challenge need not involve the kind
of physical exertion Kagge undertook in the polar expeditions,
where, he found, the hardest thing was getting up in the morning
and leaving his warm sleeping bag. Challenge also involves finding
purpose, taking responsibility, and nurturing one’s dreams: “having
dreams, and wondering about the world around me, is what will
keep me going,” he writes. For Kagge, the secret to a good life is
to “keep your joys simple.” Having met thousands of people on his
world travels, he has come to believe that most undervalue themselves. “It seems that many of us are afraid of our own greatness,”
he writes, “and so we make ourselves less than we are.”
Well-earned wisdom serenely imparted.

ON RISK

Kingwell, Mark
Biblioasis (128 pp.)
$12.95 paper | Nov. 10, 2020
978-1-77196-392-3
A philosopher discourses on chance,
luck, and Covid-19.
In the midst of the pandemic, Canadian political philosopher Kingwell offers
a slender, thoughtful, sometimes meandering disquisition on risk that “is inflected
(or infected) by the virus, but not precisely
about the virus—except as it grants new
urgency to old questions of risk and politics.” A host of cultural
allusions—from Shakespeare to the Simpsons, Isaiah Berlin to
Irving Berlin, Voltaire, Pascal, and Derrida—along with salient
academic studies inspire Kingwell to examine the many contradictory ways that humans handle risk: buying insurance and
gambling, buying lottery tickets, ascribing to conspiracy theories.
“Conspiracy,” he asserts, “is a form of naive theism: a belief that
there is a controlling intelligence, albeit a cruel or deceitful one,
and that this fact therefore makes sense of an apparently senseless world!” Most people, he has discovered, are “highly unsuccessful at estimating risk, and worse still at incorporating any
such estimates into their putatively rational decision-making and
actions.” The author correlates risk tolerance to one’s social and
economic situation: “The more money I have, the more security
I can purchase; the more security I can purchase, the more risk I
can tolerate.” The demographics of the virus have revealed how
risk of contagion and access to medical care are related to income,
race, and geographical location. Other risks, too, such as having
adequate food or access to water, fall heavily on the poor and marginalized, and Kingwell urges reforms such as equitable taxation,
a universal basic income, and a crackdown on predatory financial industries. “When it comes to the politics of risk, it is not
enough to comfort the afflicted,” he writes; “we must also afflict
the comfortable.” The author makes the sensible point that we
cannot ever eliminate risk from our lives, but since risk “is always
political,” it can be “at least partly assessed and managed.”
An entertaining gloss on an enduring conundrum.
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A valuable memoir featuring surprisingly average social
commentary—thankfully, more of the former.
vibrate higher

VIBRATE HIGHER
A Rap Story

Kweli, Talib
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(320 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-374-28340-7

DUSK NIGHT DAWN
On Revival and Courage

Lamott, Anne
Riverhead (224 pp.)
$20.00 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-593-18969-6

Another helping of pop philosophy
from the prolific writer.
“Here we are, older, scared, numb
on some days, enraged on others, with
even less trust than we had a year ago,”
Lamott writes of such challenges as the
pandemic and threats to American democracy and to the planet
|
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The life and opinions of a hip-hop
legend.
“The truth is that most rappers
are supernerds,” writes Kweli early on.
“While we live at the top of the nerd food chain, we are, without
a doubt, nerds who are good with words.” This memoir confirms what his work has communicated for years, demonstrating the sharp, nimble mind of an insatiable cultural omnivore.
Unfortunately, there are instances in which he undercuts his
obvious intelligence with self-satisfaction, and he slides easily
into lecture mode, regularly interrupting his story to inform
readers of his political views in ways that don’t always keep the
narrative moving. “While I was thirty-nine,” he writes, “I could
feel this newfound attitude approaching. I began to question
myself less and others more. In most of the rooms I find myself
in, I am often the most experienced….I speak not so much from
a place of knowledge but from a place of wisdom. And it feels
good. Damn good.” Even readers who share the author’s politics will find their presentation intrusive on what is otherwise
such a compelling retrospective of an impressive life. Whether
discussing how he used to cut school to hone his rapping skills
in Washington Square Park or recounting how he took his
maternal grandmother, “the Obama Mama,” as his guest to the
White House, Kweli turns back the pages of hip-hop history for
music fans and has something to offer readers unfamiliar with
his work. By the end of the book, even that latter group will
appreciate the author’s standing as one of the most respected
emcees in hip-hop. This book has been in the works for a long
time. Some may wish that Kweli—who is busy with recording,
touring, podcast hosting, activism, and prolific tweeting—left
himself more time to polish another classic.
A valuable memoir featuring surprisingly average social
commentary—thankfully, more of the former.

in general. “Where on earth do we start to get our world and joy
and hope and our faith in life itself back?” In these short essays,
similar in style and tone as Almost Everything, Hallelujah Anyway,
Small Victories, and the author’s other works of nonfiction, she
ventures some answers. Mixed in with details of her personal
life, including her first marriage (at age 65) to a man who, unlike
her, is not a Christian; her struggles with alcoholism; and the
Sunday school classes she teaches near her California home, the
book addresses such topics as forgiveness, repentance, climate
change, and more. Though the book will appeal to her longtime
fans, the essays are marred by observations that are trite or just
plain obvious. For example: “Maturity is retaining a modicum of
grace when you do not get our own way”; “Growing up is hard”;
“You make the plan but you don’t plan the result.” Other statements will be open to debate—e.g., “Darkness can be so soothing when you know it won’t last forever”; “Love is being with
a person wherever they are, however they are acting.” It says
something about this book that its best line is a misquote of
Kurt Vonnegut, who, in a 1994 Syracuse University commencement speech, said he told his grandchildren (Lamott says it
was his children) when they complained about the state of the
planet, “Don’t look at me, I just got here myself.” For Lamott
devotees, file alongside the aforementioned books; others can
take a pass.
A simplistic attempt at hope in troubled times.

THE BERLIN SHADOW
Living With the Ghosts of the
Kindertransport

Lichtenstein, Jonathan
Little, Brown Spark (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Dec. 15, 2020
978-0-316-54101-5

In a tale embroidering two boyhoods,
a father and son revive their relationship by reliving the elder’s traumatizing
World War II experience.
Before the outbreak of the war, the Kindertransport relocated thousands of children, many orphaned and most of them
Jewish, from Nazi-occupied nations to Great Britain. One such
child was 12-year-old Hans Lichtenstein, depicted by his son—
the author of this poignant memoir—as a mix of taciturn anger
and mordant humor. What has Hans repressed, and how has
the author absorbed his father’s trauma? Scenes of the author’s
eccentric childhood in Wales serve as a sort of B-plot, interspersed with chapters showing an unusual father-son road trip:
the undertaking, in reverse, of Hans’ forced exile, the train journey his father has been ever loath to discuss. Revelations start
small, as Hans recalls images that befit the worldview of a 12-yearold. At Berlin’s Jewish Museum, Hans erupts with long-concealed
details about the destruction of his own father’s shop during
Kristallnacht. The dialogue can be gutting: Recalling children
on that perilous train ride, Hans says, in typical laconic prose:
“They wept. For the whole journey. Tremendous grief. I didn’t
cry….My mother told me that I was going away for a holiday. And
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I’d believed her.” The author continues with the narration: “He
stops. He cannot think the next thought. It cannot be thought
by him. We sit in silence. There. Some of it’s been said. Words
have been formed and have left him. They have passed through
the air. He lifts his cup and stares at the coffee grounds. Silence. A
thickening.” Because Lichtenstein is a playwright, his account is
dotted with similar bits of dialogue, enlivening the weighty prose.
As we wind backward through that ghoulish journey, we can feel
the growing intimacy between father and son, acting as catharsis
for not only the author, but also for readers.
A unique and intimate addition to the literature about
the Holocaust.

BAG MAN
The Wild Crimes, Audacious
Cover-up, and Spectacular
Downfall of a Brazen Crook
in the White House
Maddow, Rachel & Yarvitz, Michael
Crown (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Dec. 8, 2020
978-0-593-13668-3

MSNBC host Maddow and producer
Yarvitz present a book version of their
podcast about the misdeeds of former vice president Spiro Agnew.
Given the continuing malfeasance emanating from seemingly every corner of the Trump White House, the text is
certainly relevant. However, as with many podcast-to-book
translations, the narrative doesn’t quite engage on the same
level. This by-the-numbers dip into the murky waters of American political corruption does serve as a welcome reminder that,
unlike today, in the case of Agnew, political crimes were actually punished (and in a nonpartisan fashion). Although Agnew is
more or less a political/historical footnote, the authors note that
he had the dishonorable distinction of being the only sitting vice
president ever convicted of a felony. His crime was tax evasion,
but he had also taken bribes and kickbacks during a previous
stint in local Maryland politics. In 1973, Agnew became the only
vice president to resign from office in disgrace; yet because he
was not part of Nixon’s inner circle, he had nothing to do with
the break-in at the headquarters of the Democratic National
Committee. Despite a professed patriotic love of America, he
just didn’t want to pay his fair share in taxes. Despite the sensationalist subtitle and hip, often lively tone, the narrative fails
to make Agnew’s story any more riveting than a long-form
magazine article—or podcast. The authors clearly did their due
diligence when it comes to research, but while they make some
effort to present Agnew’s attack-dog political tactics as the precedent for Trump’s tirades against anyone who opposes him, this
connection is not emphasized enough. It’s also commendable
that Maddow and Yarvitz spotlight the long-unsung prosecutorial team that took down Agnew, but the description and pacing
of the trial scenes make that section feel anticlimactic.
A well-meaning but disappointingly dull slice of an otherwise dramatic era in American political history.
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BATTLEGROUNDS
The Fight To Defend the
Free World
McMaster, H.R.
Harper/HarperCollins (560 pp.)
$35.00 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-0-06-289946-0

The retired general and former
national security adviser limns the failures of American foreign policy.
Although he was forced out for
being insufficiently laudatory about Donald Trump’s fawning
approach to dictators in Russia, North Korea, and elsewhere,
McMaster’s criticisms of his former boss are more nuanced
than one might expect. While being interviewed for the job
as national security adviser after Michael Flynn was himself
forced out, he writes, “President Trump seemed sympathetic
to my observation that the United States had not competed
effectively in recent years and that, as a result, determined
adversaries had gained strength and our power and influence
had diminished.” In this ongoing degradation, the U.S. had lost
ground, especially to Russia and China, both of which played
the long game in geopolitics, leaving the U.S. a victim of its own
“strategic narcissism.” That flaw, writes the author, plagues both
the right and the left, abetted by the likes of George Soros and
Charles Koch to the same effect. McMaster finds fault in the
strategic policies of the last several administrations, though
none more so than Trump’s, which he seems to view as feckless.
Certainly, Trump’s people have not been able to counter adequately what in military-speak is called RNGW, or “Russia newgeneration warfare.” The fundamental problem, he suggests, is
psychological, even spiritual. “Our will is diminished,” writes
McMaster. “As our foreign policies swung from over-optimism
to resignation, identity politics interacted with new forms of
populism.” The manifestations are political polarity, an inability (even if Trump was amenable to the idea) to counter Russian
cyberwarfare and especially electoral interference, “diminishing
trust in authoritative sources of information,” a “toxic environment in Washington,” and, as one international relations expert
put it, the inability to play a strong hand well even as adversaries
play poor hands well.
An illuminating source of geopolitical insight without
the tell-all urgency of so many other books by former Trump
aides.
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An admiring but realistic account of an American
hero well suited to any WWI buff.
the york patrol

THE WOMEN’S HISTORY OF
THE MODERN WORLD
How Radicals, Rebels, and
Everywomen Revolutionized
the Last 200 Years

THE YORK PATROL
The Real Story of Alvin York
and the Unsung Heroes Who
Made Him World War I’s Most
Famous Soldier

Miles, Rosalind
Morrow/HarperCollins (432 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-06-244403-5
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A military historian delivers a new
biography of one of the best-known

American doughboys.
Alvin York (1887-1964) won the Medal of Honor for his
actions on Oct. 8, 1918, when, “it was said, he single-handedly
killed two dozen Germans, captured 132 more, and nabbed
thirty-five machine guns to boot.” Nelson, the author of three
previous books about America’s role in World War I, notes that
“York was not alone that day.” Of a 17-man patrol that went out
that morning, 11 returned alive with the prisoners; only York
went down in history. His exploits occurred when the patrol
moved behind enemy lines, where they stumbled upon a German unit preparing for a counterattack. Believing the Americans
were part of a larger group, the unit surrendered. As the patrol
was organizing the prisoners, a hidden machine gun killed six and
wounded three. The highest-ranking unwounded member, York
silenced the machine gun, killed a few more German soldiers
who charged the group, and led the prisoners back to American
lines. York’s achievement earned him a Distinguished Service
Cross, soon upgraded to a Medal of Honor. Fame arrived after
an adulatory cover article in the April 26, 1919, edition of the
Saturday Evening Post, which had a circulation of 2 million. There
followed numerous lucrative offers to exploit his fame, which
York declined before returning home to Tennessee. Refreshingly,
Nelson does not sugarcoat York’s remaining years, portraying
him as anxious to help his impoverished community but naïve
about human nature. Benefactors gave him a large farm but ran
out of money, leaving York with a burdensome mortgage, and his
efforts to build local schools met with frustration. The bonanza
from Howard Hawks’ 1941 hit Sergeant York helped the schools
but brought a huge bill for back taxes from the IRS. It also infuriated other members of his patrol, who had long complained that
he was hogging all the glory.
An admiring but realistic account of an American hero
well suited to any WWI buff.
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English novelist and journalist Miles
celebrates women’s achievements—some
worthy and others dubious—from the
French Revolution to the age of #MeToo.
Are feminists running out of neglected trailblazers to hold
up for overdue praise? Readers may wonder after reading this
curious narrative paean to myriad “extraordinary women” who
have “banded together to remake our world.” The author begins
with three underappreciated heroines of the French Revolution:
Olympe de Gouges, a writer guillotined for sins that included
protesting injustices to women; Théroigne de Méricourt, a
revolutionary known for “striding around town in a man’s riding clothes and sporting a large hat with a flamboyant phallic
plume”; and Pauline Léon, a champion of women’s right to bear
arms. Others who merit their entries include Patyegarang, an
18th-century Indigenous woman of Australia’s Eora nation who
helped to create the first written record of “the Aboriginal Language of Sydney”; and Katō Shidzue, a Japanese feminist who
brought Margaret Sanger to Japan when her country classified
ideas about birth control as “dangerous thoughts.” Yet it’s hard
to fathom why, among political figures, the author taps Imelda
Marcos and Jiang Qing (“Madame Mao”) but not Golda Meir, or
why, among aerospace pioneers, she nods to Hitler’s personal
pilot, Hanna Reitsch (who embraced “Nazi theories of racial
purity”), but not Amelia Earhart or Russian cosmonaut Valentina Tereshkova. Miles’ tone sometimes does a disservice to
her subjects, as she ranges from matter-of-fact declaration to
sarcastic dismissal—e.g., when she corrects herself after mentioning Vietnam’s “French invaders”: “sorry, colonists delivering
the benefits of civilization.” Still, this fact-packed chronicle may
appeal to younger readers or those seeking a more playful, anecdotal approach to women’s history. The book ends with “The
Women’s Manifesto for Equality,” of perhaps less interest to
American women than to their sisters in places where feminism
still lacks traction.
Herstory with a dash of sarcasm and a wide global and
chronological reach.

Nelson, James Carl
Morrow/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$28.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-06-297588-1
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FOUR LOST CITIES
A Secret History of the
Urban Age
Newitz, Annalee
Norton (304 pp.)
$26.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-393-65266-6

An exploration of four far-flung
ancient cities, each undone by climate
and politics.
An alternate title for this book might
be A People’s History of Urbanism. Newitz is interested in how cities
form, grow, and dissipate, and the author trains their focus on how
everyday lives were affected by those processes. To do that, they
select a quartet of once-mighty metropolises. Catalhoyuk, located
in present-day Turkey 9,000 years ago, marked humanity’s uneasy
shift from farming communities to a dense city until sustained
cold and drought unraveled the place. Pompeii was famously obliterated by a volcanic eruption in 79 C.E., but before it then exemplified a diverse society whose folkways survived beyond the city’s
ruins. Thailand’s Angkor is known now for its majestic temples,
but in the 13th century, those were just part of an agriculturally
complex and sprawling region with a sophisticated infrastructure
that was hard to maintain amid climate fluctuation and shaky
leadership. Cahokia, located near present-day Saint Louis, was at
its height (circa 1050 C.E.) an agricultural epicenter big on collective gatherings, fun and not (human sacrifices were common), until
flood and drought likely took a toll. Newitz colors the narrative
with accounts of personal visits to each site and interviews with
the archaeologists there, many of whom debunk past scholars who
looked at sites through a Western lens. (Not every naked female
figurine represents a fertility goddess; not every successful society is rigidly hierarchical.) The author also attacks contemporary
scholars like Jared Diamond, who argued that ancient civilizations
collapse outright; more correctly, Newitz argues, multiple forces
challenge and disperse communities. In an era of climate change,
it’s a hearteningly un-dystopian message but still a challenge to
leaders to focus on “resilient infrastructure…public plazas, domestic spaces for everyone, social mobility, and leaders who treat the
city’s workers with dignity.”
A revealing look at the ancient past that speaks thoughtfully to the global-warming present.

AFTERSHOCKS
A Memoir

Owusu, Nadia
Simon & Schuster (320 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-982111-22-9

A biracial multicultural writer grapples
with the complex issues that have
impacted her life.
Owusu opens her debut memoir
with a vivid childhood memory from
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when she was living in Rome with her father, stepmother,
and sister: a visit from her long-estranged mother on the
same morning she heard about a catastrophic earthquake in
Armenia that killed tens of thousands of people. The author’s
father was Ghanaian, her mother Armenian American, and
she makes an emotional connection between her complicated
family and cultural dynamics and the fractures caused by
earthquakes, the primary leitmotif of the narrative. “My mind
has a seismometer inside it,” she writes. “Its job is translation
and calibration.” As Owusu weaves back and forth through
time and across multiple locations in Africa and Europe (her
father worked for the U.N.), she movingly recounts impressionable, traumatic incidents from her past—most significantly, her father’s death one month before her 14th birthday.
At 28, Owusu suffered an emotional breakdown and lingered
for a week in her New York City apartment, confined to a blue
chair she found on the street. Her painful memories filter
through the prism of this episode as she reflects on her conflicting relationships with her mother and stepmother, who
“introduced mysteries” about her father and the circumstances
of his death. In alternating sections, the author shifts from her
personal story to offer penetrating insights into the cultures
and histories of the places she’s lived. Being raised in a variety
of cultures, she writes, “made it impossible for me to believe in
the concept of supremacy. It deepened my ability to hold multiple truths at once, to practice and nurture empathy. But it
has also meant that I have no resting place. I have perpetually
been a them rather than an us.” Though the prose is sometimes
self-consciously stylistic and the earthquake metaphor strains
by the end, this is still an impressive debut memoir.
An engrossing, occasionally overwrought memoir by a
promising writer.

SANCTUARY
A Memoir

Rapp Black, Emily
Random House (240 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-525-51094-9

A meticulous examination of the
aftershocks of the loss of a child.
Rapp Black begins with a stirring
scene: Devastated by her son’s terminal
illness and failing marriage, she recounts
how she stood on a bridge in New Mexico, contemplating
throwing herself nearly 600 feet into the river below. Though
she walked away, she was far from mental or emotional recovery.
In her previous memoir, The Still Point of the Turning World, the
author tracked her experience during the period after she realized that her son, Ronan, had Tay-Sachs disease, a debilitating
genetic disorder that progressively destroys the nervous system.
In this follow-up, she describes in wrenching detail his death in
2013, shortly before his third birthday, and her response to that
tragedy as well as the painful, “cruel” dissolution of her marriage. Rapp Black soon remarried and had a daughter, Charlie,
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An astute, lucid examination of an incendiary issue.
appropriate

a year after Ronan’s death. The aching conflict she continues to
feel about being mother to both a dead child and a living one is
central to the story, as is her attempt to refute the many ways
her friends and others tried to praise and reassure her for her
“resilience” (a word she has “a complicated relationship with”)
and on her “second chance” or the “resurrection of your life,”
ideas that frustrate her. “Ronan is gone and Charlie is here,” she
tells herself, as she tries to adjust to being “not just a bereaved
parent, but a bereaved parent with a living child.” Not so much
a traditional memoir as a series of essays of varying lengths, the
book doesn’t follow a straightforward narrative arc, as Rapp
Black attempts to understand her feelings and irresolvable conflict from multiple angles. She employs a variety of metaphors—
dark matter in one chapter, butterflies in another—which may
leave some readers impatient even as they clearly delineate her
abiding mental state.
A searing, uncompromising effort to wrestle with permanent grief.

Read, Simon
Hachette (352 pp.)
$30.00 | Nov. 3, 2020
978-0-306-92171-1

Blow-by-blow account of the Allied
battles against four potent German warships that “posed a mortal threat to Britain’s survival, killers ready to sever the
nation’s vital arteries to its empire and the United States.”
Early on in his latest well-told military tale, versatile historian Read notes the seemingly endless frustration caused
by the Scharnhorst, Gneisenau, Bismarck, and Tirpitz, with Winston Churchill lamenting, “Besides the constant struggle with
the U-boats…surface raiders had already cost us over threequarters of a million tons of shipping.” Strategically situated
in the harbor at Brest, France, the ships gave the Germans a
significant advantage, allowing them to “wreak bloody havoc”
on the Allied convoys carrying necessary supplies. In addition
to their imposing armor and artillery, they were swift and elusive. “With a top speed each of 31 knots,” writes the author,
“they were faster than any British ship. First Lord of the Admiralty Winston Churchill, well aware of this fact, deemed them
‘targets of supreme consequence.’ ” Indeed, as Read points out
in this exciting narrative, the destruction caused by these four
ships “would become Churchill’s obsession.” Catching them
as they moved toward Norway and the Baltic shipping waters
would cost the British dearly—e.g., the May 1941 sinking of
the Hood, “the pride of the Royal Navy,” which killed all but
three of the 1,418 crew aboard. In addition to the pulse-pounding narrative of the ships in battle, including profiles of the
many sailors who lost their lives on both sides, Read demonstrates the big-picture importance of the Battle of the Atlantic
in helping sustain Britain’s heavily rationed population and its
|

APPROPRIATE
A Provocation

Rekdal, Paisley
Norton (176 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-324-00358-8

A poet responds to troubling questions about authorship and identity.
Rekdal, a literature professor, Guggenheim fellow, award-winning poet laureate of Utah, and “mixed-race person,”
responds to the concerns of an imagined student in six cogent,
thoughtful letters about the vexed problem of cultural appropriation. “When we write in the voice of people unlike ourselves,”
she asks, “what do we risk besides the possibility of getting certain facts, histories, and perspectives wrong?” Rekdal makes the
useful distinction between adaptation—refashioning facets of
a work—and appropriation, writing about or through the lives
of others who do not share the author’s group identity. Such
works, critics object, “traffic in stereotypes that link bodily and
cultural difference with innate physical and mental characteristics.” Yet, writes the author, “to insist that a writer must be
from the same group identity as the voice of the author has a
dangerous flip side to it: while it warns off writers from blithely
taking on subject matters outside their own experience, it also
implicitly warns writers within the same group identity that an
authentic experience of that identity does exist—to the group at
least—and can and may be policed from within.” Besides citing
many recent theorists—e.g., Toni Morrison, Ibram X. Kendi,
and Claudia Rankine—Rekdal analyzes poems, fiction, and art,
mostly 20th and 21st century, including William Styron’s The
Confessions of Nat Turner and Jeanine Cummins’ American Dirt.
She discusses publishing policy that promotes “marketplace
colonialism” and the connection of appropriation to “cultural
privilege, profit, and self-aggrandizement.” Rekdal’s sophisticated analysis reveals a generous respect for the creative process: “I don’t believe that an artist writing outside her subject
position can only write into racist stereotypes,” she asserts.
Authors should not be required to produce “socially approved
depictions of race”; appropriation, she adds, may help us “to critique the very systems that fail to represent us.”
An astute, lucid examination of an incendiary issue.
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THE IRON SEA
How the Allies Hunted and
Destroyed Hitler’s Warships

war machine with food, equipment, and raw materials. The
success in “securing the Atlantic sea lanes” was crucial to victories in subsequent battles.
A suspenseful, well-wrought account of battling ships at
sea and grave wartime conditions.
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THE RATLINE
The Exalted Life and
Mysterious Death of a
Nazi Fugitive

HELLO, HABITS
A Minimalist’s Guide to a
Better Life
Sasaki, Fumio
Norton (304 pp.)
$21.95 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-324-00558-2

Sands, Philippe
Knopf (448 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-525-52096-2

A biography of a little-known but
major 20th-century war criminal.
Lawyer and historian Sands tells the
fascinating, disturbing story of Otto Wächter (1901-1949), a
high-ranking official in the SS. In 2012, while researching the
Holocaust in Ukraine, the author learned that Wächter’s son,
Horst (b. 1939), was still alive. Since his father served as Nazi
governor of Ukraine from 1942 to 1944, where he supervised
the murders of Jews and other Soviet civilians, Sands sought
a meeting. Although convinced that his father was a “good
Nazi,” Horst maintained a close friendship with the author for
years, meeting many times and allowing access to a massive
trove of family correspondence, journals, and photographs.
Born in Austria, Wächter entered the University of Vienna
in 1919. He became a member of the fiercely anti-Semitic,
pan-German Deutsche Klub and participated in violent antiSemitic demonstrations. An “early supporter of Adolf Hitler,” he joined the Austrian National Socialist Party in 1923.
A prominent Austrian Nazi by the 1930s, he fled to Germany
in 1934 after an unsuccessful coup. Welcomed into the SS, he
returned to Vienna after the 1938 Anschluss. During the war,
he served in several top-level positions but made his mark in
Ukraine. After Germany’s surrender in 1945, he disappeared.
This event doesn’t occur until 130 pages into the narrative, but
readers will not complain. Adding Horst’s archives to extensive interviews allows Sands to deliver a gripping account of
Otto’s experience. For three years, he lived in an Alpine cabin
supplied by his wife and friendly locals. Then, to escape discovery, he joined the “Ratline,” a route used by Nazis to flee
to South America. When he arrived in Rome, sympathetic
monks provided him with a small room. After less than three
months, before he could acquire money and documents for
immigration, he fell ill and died. The list of principal characters is helpful.
A detailed, well-constructed biography of a Nazi mass
murderer and his escape from justice.

A minimalist guru delivers a tepid
discussion of remaking one’s rotten
behavior.
“I think this is going to be the last ‘selfhelp’ book for me,” writes Sasaki, who,
some 270 winding pages later, announces that his next book is
tentatively titled Quit Alcohol in a Fun Way. Much of the reform
he urges in this book about forming better habits involves just
that, though it’s rarely much fun. “I didn’t decide to quit drinking
because I understood the disadvantages of drinking,” he writes,
“it was because I had personally accumulated a lot of experiences
of regret.” One of those regrets, it seems, is one that the author,
who is unmarried and lives alone in a tiny apartment, does not
share—namely, the daily grind of paying for a child’s education
or a car bought on installments, which he considers an exercise
in poor prioritization. “We then have to sacrifice our precious
sleep,” he sighs, “and work to earn money to pay those costs.”
Sasaki blends jargon (rational thought is a “cool system,” emotion
a hot one) with a few observations from science, as when he notes
that remaking habitual behavior is largely unconscious activity:
We do what we do in order to receive the psychic reward of dopamine. We also throw up roadblocks to reforming ourselves by
pretending something untoward never happened or “thinking
that it’s too late to start.” The best parts of the book are glosses
on others’ thoughts, notably those of a certain renowned novelist: “As mentioned before, when working on long novels, Haruki
Murakami writes ten pages every day and never misses his hour
of running or swimming”; he “says that although he runs for an
hour each day, he runs for a little bit longer when he receives
unwarranted criticism or a rejection from someone.” Pass on this
one and turn to Charles Duhigg’s The Power of Habit or Wendy
Wood’s Good Habits, Bad Habits instead.
Of minimal interest considering the many better books
on the subject already on the market.

SMALLTIME
A Story of My Family
and the Mob
Shorto, Russell
Norton (288 pp.)
$26.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-393-24558-5

Historian Shorto vividly portrays
the lives of farm-team mobsters, among
them his own ancestors.
When immigrant Antonino Sciotto
and his common-law wife arrived in Johnstown, Pennsylvania,
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Ambitious in scope, the book breaks ground for
contemporary Native portrayals in nonfiction.
come home, indio

ON CONNECTION

Tempest, Kae
Faber & Faber (96 pp.)
$14.95 | Nov. 10, 2020
978-0-571-35402-3

A critically acclaimed poet and
recording artist reflects on the relationship between creativity and human
connection.
In a book that Tempest wrote in
response to a publisher’s request for “a
work of non-fiction for a series of short
pamphlets,” they avoid political statements about connection in a divided world and focus instead on “how immersion
in creativity can bring us closer to each other and help us cultivate greater self-awareness.” Drawing on 20 years of experience as a spoken word artist, author Tempest titles each essay
to reflect a component or element of a spoken word or musical performance. In “Set Up,” they suggest that creativity in all
domains of life allows individuals to “access and feel connection
[with]” everything from ideas and emotions to other individuals. Disconnection, which Tempest discusses in “Sound Check,”
|

arises from a “numbness” that serves as “a logical response” to
the onslaught of modern life. In “Doors,” the author describes
their own creative journey and reveals how poetry became the
avenue for connection with others, including a homeless man
who forced Tempest to look past their own prejudices and
cultivate a deeper understanding of the inequities of life and
chance. In later sections, the author reflects on performance.
In “Going Out There,” for example, they suggest how social
media has transformed performance art into a mindless act
done for approval rather than communion. “Anything we think,
feel, witness, imagine or partake in becomes ammunition for
the next pithy tweet, political statement, glamorous image or
sarcastic caption,” writes the author. For Tempest, connection
only comes about through conscious artistic effort, and when it
happens, it brings together performer and spectator “in a communal feeling that takes the whole room or none of us.” With
its emphasis on empathy and the importance of being present,
this slender book, which will appeal mostly to readers with an
interest in mindfulness, is a welcome tonic to the fractured dissonance of modern life.
A lyrical, tender linguistic balm.

y o u n g a d u lt

more than a century ago, he changed their names to Tony and
Mary Shorto. This change, writes the author, an accomplished
chronicler of Dutch Manhattan and other fulcrums of world
history, “wasn’t just due to vague notions of Americanness….It
was also a way of distancing themselves from the past, from the
village in the hills of eastern Sicily.” Ironically, it was while on
a visit to his mother in his homeland that Tony was killed after
flashing a money belt stuffed with dollars. He had fathered children by that time, including five girls and, in 1914, a boy named
Rosario, Americanized to Russell, the author’s grandfather and
namesake. After living hand to mouth in childhood with his
widowed mother, Russ senior hustled to carve out a spot in
the Prohibition era, building a small-city empire that included
booze, gambling, and other more or less soft crimes, with some
of the money going to the mob in Pittsburgh and some traveling
to the ruling Mafia families in New York. Prohibition addressed
a national drinking problem, Shorto allows, but it also targeted
two groups disproportionately: “urban elites and recent immigrants,” with the term “organized crime” also carrying an ethnic
connotation that spoke against the “Irish, Jewish, and Italian
mobs that grew up around the business of providing alcohol
during Prohibition.” The implication was that homegrown
criminals were noble solitary outlaws against the dangerous,
conspiratorially minded new arrivals. The criminal enterprise
ran deep but was often peaceful, though violence was certainly
not unknown. In a narrative full of sharp twists, Shorto learns,
to his surprise, that his own father served jail time “as a teenage gun wielder”—though in later years, his father, thoroughly
assimilated, turned to sales and the think-and-grow-rich slogans
of the postwar era.
A lively addition to the history of Italian American immigration and its discontents.

COME HOME, INDIO
A Memoir

Terry, Jim
Illus. by the author
Street Noise Books (208 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-951491-04-8

Terry’s graphic autobiography is a
roller-coaster ride of doubt and discovery,
addiction and recovery.
The author’s experiences growing up
Ho-Chunk and Irish in the 1970s and ’80s set the stage for an
unflinching account of what it means to grow up Indigenous
and American. As he describes how he split his time between
the suburbs of Chicago and his reservation in Wisconsin, Terry
chronicles the turmoil, injury, and excess of being raised by artistic, alcoholic parents. His Irish father worked as a jazz musician,
and his Ho-Chunk mother was a feminist force of nature even
as she battled lupus. When they divorced, Terry struggled to
overcome the damage of domestic violence while making sense
of the conflicting cultures in his life. Dumped by his Christian
girlfriend and afraid that he would never fit in, his identity issues
led him down the path to alcohol abuse. Covering his entire life
from childhood to the present day with dark and evocative art,
the author writes at a very fast clip, skimming over large sections of his adulthood with little explanation. What emerges
is a portrait of an artist who was able to fully express himself
only after getting sober and addressing his chaotic mental state.
Conquering his addiction, Terry gained control of his craft and
found ways to honor the sacrifices his ancestors made for him.
Not just another Bukowski-like portrait of alcoholism and discontent, the book is unique in its depiction of Terry’s struggles
with Native identity issues, myths, politics, and histories. This
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tale of spiritual healing culminates with the author joining the
Indigenous protest of the Dakota Access Pipeline at Standing
Rock, where he learned the power of peaceful resistance. “It
was astonishing,” he writes, “and the opposite of how I’d been
trained by the culture of fear.”
Ambitious in scope, the book breaks ground for contemporary Native portrayals in nonfiction.

I CAME AS A SHADOW
An Autobiography

Thompson, John with Washington, Jesse
Henry Holt (352 pp.)
$29.99 | Dec. 15, 2020
978-1-250-61935-8

The renowned Georgetown basketball coach looks back on a long career,
interlaced with thoughts on the challenges of being Black in America.
Coach Thompson, writes co-author
and ESPN correspondent Washington, is a masterful student of
“the game behind the game,” both the intellectual challenges of
the court and the psychological factors that influence and sometimes impede players. Basketball, Thompson adds, “became a
vehicle for me to challenge injustices.” Arriving at Georgetown
in 1972, when Black coaches were few, he demanded that his
players be students first, telling recruits that he expected them
to spend more time in the library than in the gym. “You can kill
people by saying that society is equal,” he writes, “then starting
a hundred-yard race with most white people at the fifty-yard
line.” Some of his more storied players, such as Patrick Ewing
and Alonzo Mourning, overcame institutional and social barriers to become stars, but most athletes even at the college level
are playing against the odds, with few standing a chance of
going pro. (One standout episode in the book finds Thompson
extracting Mourning from a clutch of drug dealers.) Sometimes
the NCAA and other conferences put barriers in the way, as
when the Southeastern Conference pushed through a proposition that forbade scholarships to students with GPAs lower
than 2.0. Because opportunity for students is unequal, that
meant that Black students would suffer—one reason, Thompson notes, for a change in the basic assumptions of student
athletics: “Since the NCAA won’t hold everyone accountable,
paying players might as well be legal.” Another pointed episode
comes when Thompson, since retired, looks at the history of
Georgetown, a Jesuit school whose founders were significant
players in the slave trade, a fact the school has dealt with by
offering reparations to the descendants of people enslaved at
their hands.
A readable sports memoir; more importantly, a strong
contribution to the ongoing discussion on race and racism.

JUST AS I AM
A Memoir

Tyson, Cicely
HarperCollins (432 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-06-293106-1

An acclaimed actor recounts her
eventful career.
In this highly anticipated and candid memoir (“plain and unvarnished,
with the glitter and garland set aside”),
Tyson (b.1924)—winner of three Emmys, a Tony, an honorary Oscar, and a Presidential Medal of Freedom, among other
honors—ascribes her remarkable success to luck, grit, and
the hand of God. She grew up in East Harlem, the daughter
of West Indian parents whose marriage ended because of her
father’s philandering. Her mother, a domineering presence in
the young Cicely’s life, worked as a housekeeper. Irate when
Cicely became pregnant at age 17, her mother insisted that
she marry the child’s father. After two years, Tyson left her
husband, patching together jobs to support herself and her
daughter. A chance encounter set her on the path to modeling, which in turn led to an offer of a movie role. In 1972, she
earned her first lead role, in Sounder—and her first Oscar nomination. While on tour to promote the movie, Tyson became
increasingly aware of bigotry and returned home with a new
sense of purpose, “saying to myself, Sister, you’ve got some educating to do.” She notes proudly that she became the first Black
woman to star in a TV drama and “the first black TV actress to
reveal my hair in its bare-naked state.” Besides chronicling her
work in The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman, A Woman Called
Moses, and as Kunta Kinte’s mother in Roots, among other roles,
Tyson lays bare the details of her tormented relationship with
Miles Davis, an unrepentant womanizer and substance abuser.
“He had a strong need to be cared for,” writes the author, “and
that need intersected with my desire to provide care.” Tyson
ascribes her longevity to an organic vegetarian diet and daily
meditation, and she defends her reputation for being difficult:
“The truth is that I insist upon respect….Even now, at 96, I
teach folks not to mess with me.”
A forthright self-portrait of a determined woman and
iconic cultural figure.

THREE WISE MEN
A Navy Seal, a Green
Beret, and How Their Marine
Brother Became a War’s Sole
Survivor

Wise, Beau & Sileo, Tom
St. Martin’s (304 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-250-25344-6

The moving tale of three brothers
determined to fight for the U.S. after 9/11.
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An ever timely account of the traumas that conflict imposes
upon children and how they reverberate through time.
innocent witnesses

‘choose’ to remember is more than the incident itself; it is also
the accompanying affect,” she writes. Though the accounts fail
to adequately address the colonial context out of which WWII
arose, the on-the-ground impressions are consistently memorable. Throughout, Yalom’s dedication to feminism is evident, as
the book offers sharp descriptions of how women were treated
during and after the war, including those who were punished for
their relationships with soldiers in the occupying army. Especially informative is Winfried Weiss’ account of growing up in
Germany and witnessing how anti-Semitic tropes were disseminated by the media’s propaganda machine across generations.
For the victims of the Nazis, a recurring theme is the trauma of
being separated from parents and hearing about the deaths of
relatives in concentration camps. In her foreword, novelist Meg
Waite Clayton delivers a gracious tribute to Yalom and her work.
An ever timely account of the traumas that conflict
imposes upon children and how they reverberate through
time.

y o u n g a d u lt

In this unforgettable narrative, we follow the close-knit
Wise brothers, all of whom heard the call to serve and answered
it: Jeremy as a Navy SEAL and then a CIA contractor; Ben as a
sniper in the Army Green Berets; and Beau, the youngest and
only survivor, as a Marine. Seized by the wave of patriotic fervor
that swept the nation following the 9/11 attacks, the brothers
were inspired by President George W. Bush’s declaration that
the U.S. would defeat “every terrorist group of global reach.” To
Beau, “President Bush’s speech was the moment 9/11 first felt
like my generation’s Pearl Harbor. It also came with the sobering realization that at least one of my brothers—and many more
men and women like them—would probably spend a significant
portion of their adult lives at war.” Jeremy dropped out of medical school to enlist. “Those people trapped in the World Trade
Center couldn’t fight back,” he said. “I can.” And fight he did:
“As the calendar flipped to 2007, Jeremy was in firefights approximately three out of every five nights.” The book opens with a
somber tone, at Jeremy’s funeral. Then another, as we see Beau
bury Ben. Then the narrative flips back to the intertwined lives
of these three heroes, following their careers, family lives, and
deployments in Iraq and Afghanistan. It’s a gripping read and
an exemplary collaboration between a participant and a professional writer—Sileo has co-written other military memoirs,
including Brothers Forever (2014) and 8 Seconds of Courage (2017).
More than that, it’s a consistently absorbing story of the 9/11
generation and of America’s response to global terror, a topic
still relevant today.
An outstanding war story that could make a riveting film
in the Saving Private Ryan vein.

INNOCENT WITNESSES
Childhood Memories of
World War II

Yalom, Marilyn
Ed. by Yalom, Ben
Redwood Press/Stanford Univ. (224 pp.)
$24.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-5036-1365-2
A moving anthology of firsthand
accounts of childhood experiences during World War II.
This collection is being published just over a year after
Yalom’s passing; the text was edited by the author’s son, Ben.
“Each of the stories,” writes the author in the introduction,
“presents a micro-history of World War II as filtered through
a child’s sensibility, and each draws us into the world of a particular child.” Because the narratives, which span Europe and
the U.S., draw on previously published memoirs by each of the
seven subjects (including Yalom), this book functions as something of a summary, via literature, of personal WWII memories.
Due to the focus on children’s perspectives, the stories are light
on political and socio-economic analysis of the historical period
they depict, but each contributor provides a vivid, harrowing
window into how those years felt to them. It’s clear that Yalom
is interested in how feeling is registered in memory. “What we
|
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TALES OF THE RAILS
Legendary Train Routes of
the World

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
THE IN-BETWEEN by Rebecca K.S. Ansari......................................197

Adams, Nathaniel
Illus. by Johnson, Ryan
Little Gestalten (72 pp.)
$27.95 | Nov. 24, 2020
978-3-89955-845-6

THE SEA IN WINTER by Christine Day...........................................199
LEGACY by Nikki Grimes................................................................. 202
RETURN TO THE MOST BEAUTIFUL VILLAGE IN THE WORLD
by Yutaka Kobayashi; trans. by Mariko Shii Garbi......................... 206
STELLA’S STELLAR HAIR by Yesenia Moises....................................210
HARD-BOILED BUGS FOR BREAKFAST by Jack Prelutsky;
illus. by Ruth Chan............................................................................. 211
THE STAR OUTSIDE MY WINDOW by Onjali Q. Raúf................... 211
SHEEPISH by Helen Yoon...................................................................216
WHOSE BONES? by Gabrielle Balkan; illus. by Sam Brewster......216
BUTTON YOUR BUTTONS by Lori Haskins Houran;
illus. by Edward Miller......................................................................219
THE SEA IN WINTER

Day, Christine
Heartdrum (256 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-06-287204-3

What’s not to love about trains?
Thirteen scenic train routes from
every corner of the globe are described in detail in this German
import. Two or three two-page spreads are dedicated to each
route, with retro-feeling illustrations in bold, flat colors showing the dramatic landscapes traveled by these trains together
with some of the passengers and local wildlife. Each spread contains general descriptions of the route along with a mock ticket
with key data about the length of the track, main stops, and
starting date of operation. The chosen routes are tremendously
varied, from the quaint Snowdon Mountain rack-and-pinion
railway in Wales to the 5,772-mile-long Trans-Siberian Railway (“almost twice as wide as the United States!”). Effort has
been made to inject diversity and historical interest into what
could be just a book of statistics for train nerds. Each train
route depicts passengers, often people of color; notably, a Black
engineer on Norway and Sweden’s Arctic Circle freight train is
treating her daughter to a ride. Local customs and cuisine are
referenced, such as the springbok steak on the Namibia Desert Express and bento box lunches on Japan’s shinkansen, or
bullet trains. There’s even haggis for dinner on the Caledonian
Sleeper from London to Scotland. It’s a great reference tool for
a middle school social studies project, although the tiny, light
italicized type used for some captions is hard to read.
Geography, history, engineering, and trains—all in one
elegant package. (map, glossary) (Nonfiction. 10-16)

BEDTIME FOR ALBIE

Ambrose, Sophie
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-5362-1118-4

A story for readers who want to go
hog-wild at bedtime.
Albie, a young warthog, should be getting ready for bed, but
he wants to play. Before his mother can corral him, the little
oinker is off with a “skippety trot trit trot” in an effort to find
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An emotional, contemplative tale of risking and growing.
while i was away

evening playmates. Along the way he encounters various savanna
animals, including cheetahs, elephants, and meerkats, but each
group is engaged in bedtime-related activities and cannot play.
After wandering for a bit, Albie eventually makes his way home
for bed and a final surprise. While the theme treads familiar
ground, the page turns provide opportunities for caregivers to
engage young listeners, and the watercolor-and–colored pencil
illustrations have a pleasing, cartoonlike simplicity. Visual grace
notes include a worm peering into the meerkats’ burrow along
with a number of attentive insects who watch Albie’s progress.
It’s a book that can be enjoyed both from a lap and in a moderately sized storytime. While tidbits about the habits of the various species Albie encounters are folded into the simple text, it’s
too bad there’s no backmatter that buttresses these for curious
readers. That quibble aside, the book will be a winner at pajama
storytime or before bed. (This book was reviewed digitally with
9.4-by-21.2-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Readers will skippety trot trit trot after meeting Albie.
(Picture book. 4-6)

Chicago siblings Cooper and Jess
unravel a mystery involving Elena, their
strange new neighbor, and a series of historical disasters.
Cooper’s been cold and withdrawn
from family and friends alike ever since his parents’ marriage
imploded and his father left them to start a new family. His
younger sister, Jess, finds a nearly 100-year-old mystery—the
Charfield railway disaster in England, where one of the dead
was a boy, never identified, who was wearing a distinctive raven
insignia that matches the one on Elena’s private school blazer.
Digging into the raven emblem, they find it appears on items
worn by unidentified bodies after disasters. The more Cooper
and Jess investigate, the more impossible everything seems.
Soon, the supernatural takes on a darker cast, as Jess and Cooper discover that they’re the ones in danger. The supernatural
storyline’s fear is juxtaposed with Cooper’s inner turmoil. His
intense emotional life is a constant grounding font of relatability, as he deals with anger, grief, and humiliation in the wake of
his father’s abandonment. The increasingly dangerous supernatural mystery (with an exceptionally well-described climax) is
intriguing enough to make this a page-turner, but the characters and their powerfully thematic emotional journeys are what
will make the book linger. Absent most physical descriptors,
characters default to White. Jess is diabetic, and their family
deals with economic hardship and classism.
Haunting, engrossing, and thoughtful. (author’s note)
(Supernatural mystery. 8-14)

|

Barrager, Brigette
Illus. by the author
Random House (42 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-984830-39-5
978-1-984830-40-1 PLB

A monthly party of positivity hosted by garden fairies.
This book’s dedication sets the positive tone: “Every child
is a different kind of flower, and all together make this world a
beautiful garden.” Anchoring the title page, fanciful winged garden fairies parade the flowers to be highlighted in the ensuing
text. Most are familiar (daffodil, rose, poppy, etc.), but the list
doesn’t seem to duplicate any standard list of birth months and
flowers. Within, each double-page spread contains a four-line
verse with an encouraging message for that month. “December:
Poinsettia / December’s flowers are vibrant and strong. / They
raise our spirits like a song. / Your sweetness and courage are a
gift / that gives our hearts a cheerful lift.” The verse is singsong-y,
with the occasional metrical stumble and more than occasional
cliché. The real joy of this book is the illustrations, with colors
as vibrant as a brilliant sunset. Garden snapshots pop against
lighter backgrounds. Close inspection of the illustrations will
reveal garden fairies, moths, and butterflies. The most observant readers will also spot a mouse, a spider, ladybugs, caterpillars, and dragonflies. (This book was reviewed digitally with
9.5-by-19-inch double-page spreads viewed at 39.9% of actual size.)
So-so verse but a warming message for the heart and a
feast for the eyes. (Picture book. 4-7)

y o u n g a d u lt

THE IN-BETWEEN

Ansari, Rebecca K.S.
Walden Pond Press/HarperCollins
(320 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-06-291609-9

WELCOME FLOWER CHILD
The Magic of Your Birth
Flower

WHILE I WAS AWAY

Brown, Waka T.
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins
(320 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-06-301711-5
In 1984, a 12-year-old Kansas girl
spends five months in Japan with the
intimidating grandmother she barely
knows.
At school, Waka is used to being
regarded as a brain—as well as the short kid. At home, her
Japanese immigrant parents worry that in striving so hard to
be American, she is losing touch with her heritage. The solution? Sending her to Japan to live with Obaasama and attend a
local public school despite her strenuous protests. In her new
Japanese school, Waka’s language struggles and cultural faux pas
make her stand out—and not in a good way. On the other hand,
she is considered tall and a jock. Breaking into established
social circles presents another puzzle. But everything pales in
comparison to learning to get along with her taciturn grandmother, whose traumatic history and emotional complexity
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Saturated, summery colors and black-outlined
figures lend vibrancy to the story.
chick chat

come to light as their relationship deepens. Waka finds inner
strength she didn’t know she had, cultivates greater self-awareness, and comes to truly love many aspects of Japan. The author
shares her story in a conversational and accessible tone. Many
facets of life in the 1980s will be as surprising as the U.S.–Japan
cultural differences that readers unfamiliar with Japan discover
alongside young Waka. International travel aside, the journey of
coming to see oneself and others through more mature eyes is a
universally familiar element of the middle school years, adding
additional appeal.
An emotional, contemplative tale of risking and growing.
(author’s note) (Memoir. 10-14)

THE BOOK OF DARES
100 Ways for Boys To Be Kind,
Bold, and Brave

Bunch, Ted & Teague, Anna Marie Johnson
with A Call to Men
Random House (224 pp.)
$14.99 | $17.99 PLB | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-593-30298-9
978-0-593-30299-6 PLB

A call for boys to think outside the
“Man Box.”
“Man up!” Every boy knows how it feels to live inside the
“Man Box,” a set of socialized norms policing male behavior.
Within the “Man Box,” men are always in control. They don’t
show weakness or ask for help. They don’t emote or empathize.
They are physically and psychologically invulnerable. As such,
they are emotionally stunted, experience extreme anxiety and
depression, and do untold violence to themselves and others.
This interesting twist on challenge books proposes 100 dares,
each rendered in single-page chunks, intended to cultivate
social-emotional literacy. Some are intensely personal: keeping
a journal, experimenting with appearance and attitude, exercising creativity. Some are strictly social: seeking out friends
of various backgrounds, supporting LGBTQ+ folx, calling out
boorish “Man Box” behavior. Some will feel lamentably rudimentary to some readers: allowing girls to speak in class, learning from others, asking for and respecting consent. Though
readers are given permission not to read it cover to cover, inevitable redundancies and the lackluster design may discourage
return trips. A glossary covers terms the authors name as critical, but its entries scarcely appear in the text. Moreover, terms
like toxic masculinity, patriarchy, misogyny, racism, transphobia, and
homophobia are bafflingly omitted.
Important content but merely passable in execution. (glossary, letter to family and friends) (Nonfiction. 10-15)
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CHICK CHAT

Bynum, Janie
Illus. by the author
NorthSouth (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-7358-4409-4
“Baby Chick has a lot to say,” but not
everyone has the time to listen—until
Baby Chick comes across an unexpected

listener.
As Baby Chick happily twirls a spoon through a bowl full of
worms and peep, peep, peeps away, an overwhelmed older sister
begs, “Make it stop.” Mama is too busy to chat, Papa is working,
and Sister is reading. So Baby Chick chats alone, until: “Thunk!”
Baby Chick unearths a big, round egg. As Baby Chick looks after
the egg, keeping it “safe, and warm, and up-to-date on barnyard
news,” Baby Chick peep, peeps, peeps on, “until Baby Chick
was peeped out.” After a moment of tension when Baby Chick
wakes up to find the egg gone, young readers can rest easy. The
egg has hatched, and though “Baby Chick’s new friend didn’t
have a lot to say…that was perfectly okay.” Baby Chick is surrounded by clouds of printed Peep!s throughout the story; these
are full of movement indicating unabashed joy. Saturated, summery colors and black-outlined figures lend vibrancy to the story.
The text is further enhanced by well-placed, but not overdone,
chicken-related puns: Sister is reading A Coop of One’s Own, and
when she takes Baby Chick to bed, she suggests “Let’s hit the hay,
Baby Chick.” (This book was reviewed digitally with 10.2-by-17-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 50% of actual size.)
A sweet story told with gentle humor. (Picture book. 3-5)

THE TALE OF THE VALIANT
NINJA FROG

Chisholm, Alastair
Illus. by Tuya, Jez
Kane Miller (32 pp.)
$12.99 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-68464-179-6

Imaginative siblings help their dad
make up a bedtime story.
Dad, Jamie, and Abby (who all appear to be people of color,
with brown skin and black curly hair) go camping, and the
children ask for a story while illustrations show them toasting
marshmallows around a fire. Dad is game and asks them for
a cast of characters, which comes to include the Prince, the
Princess, the Witch, the Frog (Abby’s suggestion, inspired by
her plush toy frog), and “a MONSTER.” Once he gets rolling,
Dad’s storytelling technique largely consists of leaving gaps for
Jamie and Abby to fill in or adjusting his telling to accommodate
the children’s interjections and ideas. The humorous story they
build together is enhanced by illustrations that capitalize on
comical facial expressions, zoomed-in perspectives, and slapstick scenarios involving an ogre. Abby is determined to make
the Frog a hero in the tale despite Jamie’s commentary to the
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contrary, which adds some realistic, mild sibling rivalry to the
frame story that surrounds the fantastic tale the family builds
together. A happily-ever-after ending for the tale is echoed by a
peaceful goodnight by the campfire with an anticipatory look at
what story could come next.
A valiantly funny story within a story to share. (Picture book.
3-7)

TASTY TREATS
Easy Cooking for Children

Chitu, Adina
Illus. by Beretta, Elenia
Little Gestalten (96 pp.)
$19.95 | Nov. 24, 2020
978-3-89955-148-8

THE SEA IN WINTER

Day, Christine
Heartdrum (256 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-06-287204-3

A Native American (Makah/Piscataway) girl learns about her inner strength.
Maisie Cannon’s knee injury has
disrupted her happy life in Seattle and
kept her from doing what she loves
most: ballet. Now, instead of practicing
arabesques with friends, Maisie’s after-school activities have
|
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Basic recipes and useful kitchen tips
fill this children’s cookbook.
With one spread per recipe and additional spreads to introduce kitchen utensils, tips on food storage, and encouragement
for picnics and parties, this German import features fresh ingredients for meals, snacks, and beverages children (and their grownups) will enjoy repeatedly, with multiple variations suggested for
each basic recipe. Recipes include pancakes with fruit, French
toast, rainbow salad, easy ice cream (made of frozen fruit), fried
rice, campfire bread, and more. Use whatever you have, and take
advantage of leftovers, with recipes for veggie quesadillas and
pizza with dough from scratch. Scoop out the flesh of a melon
to use the shell as your bowl for a juicy fruit salad. Ginger-honey
lemonade and berry mocktail recipes look especially tantalizing.
The children occasionally featured in the illustrations are racially
diverse. The ingredients are clearly illustrated for ease of reference at a glance, and the instructions are printed in a fairly large
font with large numbers enumerating the steps and the need for
adult help signaled when appropriate. Measurements are given
in metric units, with English volume and weights in parentheses.
Watercolor illustrations and well-chosen typeface make this an
attractive, tastefully designed book for browsing and daydreaming as well as for getting busy in the kitchen.
A lovely gift idea for children just old enough to chop and
stir. (Nonfiction. 5-10)

been taken over by physical therapy and awkward conversations with her parents about struggles at school. Ever since her
injury, Maisie has been unmotivated and restless in class. During a family trip to the Olympic Peninsula, Maisie’s stepfather,
Jack (Lower Elwha Klallam), shares a bit of history about contact between the Duwamish people and early colonizers. When
Maisie tells him she doesn’t know what he’s talking about, he
asks, “What the heck kind of history are they teaching you in
school, then?” She replies, “The Treaty of Paris.” It’s the same in
her other classes; none of what she’s learning seems relevant to
her. Her grades have dipped, her relationships with her friends
feel strained, and she’s gotten snippy with her parents. She
feels bad about her behavior, but all she can think of is resuming dance classes. This meditative story about a middle school
girl’s courageous journey toward healing follows a family as they
navigate the complexities of supporting a tween’s life-changing
injury. In her second novel, Day offers a heartening glimpse into
the immense patience and love required to endure limitations,
build strength, and repair damage.
An insightful, stirring read about healing and resilience.
(author’s note, publisher’s note) (Fiction. 9-13)

THERE’S A SUPERHERO IN
YOUR BOOK
Fletcher, Tom
Illus. by Abbott, Greg
Random House (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-593-30462-4
Series: Who’s in Your Book?

Even a superhero is going to need readers’ help to protect
precious pages from the dastardly Scribbler.
Structured along the lines of previous episodes (There’s an
Alien in Your Book, 2020, etc.), the latest entry in this British
series urges young audiences to lift, shake, tap, or otherwise
join in on the action as Superhero—portrayed as a completely
yellow lad sporting a bright purple mask and cape—squares off
against a green, crayon-wielding interloper and her squad of
dumpling-shaped “NASTY SCRIBBLE BAD GUYS!” Both
Scribbler and Scribbles stand out in the bland cartoon art, the
former looking rather like a bit of green fuzz with face and limbs
and the latter represented as yellow outlines with black features.
The book seems destined for defacement after Superhero’s
friends (all familiar from previous outings except for a young
witch on whom the American publisher has evidently taken a
pass) are tied up. Fletcher’s suggestion to pour water over the
proceedings may require some hasty adult intervention…but at
last a blown kiss snatches victory from defeat: “Your super kiss
and the power of being kind have melted the Scribbler’s meanness!” After a bit of swooping, hero and villain blast off together
through the final page in search of a venue for “some nice scribbling,” like a coloring book. (This book was reviewed digitally with
10-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at 75% of actual size.)
Formulaic and not particularly well thought through…but
a pleaser for younger movers and shakers. (Picture book. 3-6)
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LITTLE RED HOODIE

Freeman, Martha
Illus. by Sevilla, Marta
Holiday House (160 pp.)
$16.99 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-0-8234-4621-6

A directionally challenged child sets
out for her grandmother’s cottage with
a basket of goodies but wanders into the
wrong forest.
Hardly has Little Red Hoodie
embarked before she finds herself in a rather populous woodland inhabited not only by a menacing if skittish Wolf, but a
motley array of other folktale (ish) characters. These include
HoGTV home-improvement show hosts the Pig Brothers,
flying monkeys, Coyote, Anansi, Ratón Perez, and the whole
Chicken Little crew. Several, notably Baby “Bobby” Bear from
predecessor Goldilocks, Go Home! (2019), who serves as a snarky
foil and narrates occasional chapters, tag along as Red and her
growing entourage blunder into the evil queen’s castle, escape
its dungeon/laundry room with help from a certain oddly knowledgeable woodsman (who eventually admits to a secret royal
identity), and send the aforementioned lupine bully packing for
good by ganging up to display their “inner fierce.” Sevilla supplies liberal quantities of cartoon headshots and group scenes,
often with figures—the few human ones depicted with lightly
toned skin but registering as White—delivering punchlines or
side comments. Little Red never does get to her granny’s house…
which may be for the best, as she casually notes at the end that
it’s made entirely of gingerbread.
Readers up on their folklore tropes and types will chortle
over this sly, airy pastiche. (Fantasy. 7-10)

GHOSTED

Fry, Michael
Illus. by the author
HMH Books (272 pp.)
$13.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-358-26961-8
A middle schooler tries to help his
ghost best friend get to the other side.
Twelve-year-old Larry and his best
friend, Grimm, are inseparable. They
love doing wacky things like trying to
dig to China, climbing the water tower, and anything else on
their Totally To-Do List. They complement each other in the
best possible way. One stormy night, while trying to rescue a
cat, Grimm dies in an accident. As Larry sits forlornly in his
treehouse, Grimm suddenly appears as a ghost. Larry decides
to help his friend pass to the other side by finishing items from
the Totally To-Do List. However, after each task, Grimm persistently floats by Larry’s side, and he realizes that maybe Grimm’s
business isn’t something, it’s someone. But who? Meanwhile, at
school people worry that Larry is talking to himself, since no
200
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one else can see Grimm. As Larry and Grimm work to figure
things out, concerns about Larry’s mental state continue to
grow. The plot is initially slow to pick up speed, and the somewhat flat characterizations of Larry and, especially, Grimm
add to the unsteady pace. However, the final stretch is packed
with action and character development, and the book closes
on a higher note. Fry’s comical pen-and-ink–style drawings add
humor and charm. The premise is solid but the execution leaves
readers wanting more. Larry is White and Grimm is Black.
An appealingly silly but uneven supernatural adventure.
(Paranormal. 8-12)

STUCK INSIDE

Garland, Sally Anne
Illus. by the author
Sunbird Books (40 pp.)
$12.99 | Jan. 1, 2021
978-1-5037-5866-7
Cooped up indoors, a child and a dog
track down a broad array of objects.
Toby, a small gray dog with white and black highlights and
fitted with a protective lampshade collar, can’t go out because
his paw is injured. Tilly, a pale pink child with rosy cheeks
and dark brown pigtails, must stay inside “until the big storm
passe[s].” Their house is huge and gloomy with nary an adult in
sight—what can they do? Staying indoors, they explore, looking
for items related to the outdoors. Behind “doors that had always
seemed closed” and drawers they’ve never touched, they find
“dusty things long forgotten” and “things they had not noticed”:
a skateboard, a cane, roller skates, broken umbrellas, and a
deflated wading pool. They “tweak…and twiddle” their treasures into a glorious contraption: “The most amazing, astounding, and spectacular Dog-Walking, Storm-Protecting Machine!”
Tilly and Toby’s quandary and solution may provide acknowledgement and inspiration for readers spending loads of involuntary time indoors during the coronavirus pandemic—although
those readers are unlikely to live in Tilly and Toby’s countryside
setting, which has no streets, buildings, or other houses. Garland’s copious and varied rough-but-soft textures on every surface enhance the feeling of rain outdoors and a day that’s hard
to swim through while the gently bright colors show Tilly’s creativity and the still-present possibility of fun. The unnecessarily
explicit message at the closing is easy to skim over.
Encouraging and timely. (Picture book. 3-8)
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In Graham’s typically restrained, softly hued cartoon scenes, the
dragon grows from mouse- to bus-size but always somehow fits.
ellie’s dragon

MANY POINTS OF ME

Gertler, Caroline
Greenwillow Books (352 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-06-302700-8

y o u n g a d u lt

After her father’s death, an 11-yearold girl struggles to find her true self.
Georgia, the daughter of a famous
artist, and her lifelong best friend, Theo,
live in the same Upper West Side apartment building. Georgia and Theo used
to draw with her father after school, but now Georgia’s unable
to draw the way she wants. Increasingly resentful of the close
relationship Theo had with her father, Georgia pulls away from
their predictable friendship and becomes friends with a new
girl at school. Expected to enter a citywide student art contest,
she eschews tackling the required self-portrait. Discovering a
drawing her father made of her before his death with markings
suggesting he intended it to become part of an important series,
Georgia keeps it secret. But when Theo finds the drawing and
misguidedly submits it to the contest for her, Georgia must find
a way to recover it, preserve her father’s legacy, and prove she’s
more than just her dead father’s daughter. Georgia’s genuine,
first-person narration exposes her loss, jealousy, guilt, and gradual realization that “all the different parts of me have been put
back together in a new way.” Repeated use of the self-portrait
device reinforces the self-awareness theme while relevant material on art and artists adds background depth. Main characters
default to White; there is ethnic diversity in the supporting cast.
A realistic, poignant exploration of loss, friendship, and
self-discovery with appeal to budding artists. (Fiction. 8-12)

piercing, tattoo, or punk hairdo, the dot-eyed human figures in
street and classroom settings display subtle but visible differences in racial presentation: Ellie and her parents are White;
Sam and his family are people of color. Though the story bears
obvious similarities to “Puff, the Magic Dragon,” its emotions
are more nuanced and contemplative than that hoary classic’s.
(This book was reviewed digitally with 11.5-by-20-inch double-page
spreads viewed at 75% of actual size.)
A low-key love story about growing and outgrowing. (Pic
ture book. 3-7)

ELLIE’S DRAGON

Graham, Bob
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Nov. 10, 2020
978-1-5362-1113-9
As a girl gets bigger and older, her
imaginary friend…well, gets bigger.
Spotting Scratch—“pale and luminous, with shifting rainbow colors, like oil on water”—crawling
from an egg carton at the store, little Ellie makes a home for
him in her bedroom dollhouse. When she’s old enough for preschool, she brings him along to be admired by her classmates
(grown-ups can’t see him), and he comes along to the movies
when her dad visits on weekends too. But when she turns 5
and goes to kindergarten, Scratch stays home, and as years go
by he gets harder and harder to see. Finally, when Ellie turns
13, Scratch slips away…to be found wandering the streets by
little Sam. In Graham’s typically restrained, softly hued cartoon
scenes, Scratch grows from mouse- to bus-size but always somehow fits, even in Ellie’s cozy bedroom, without crowding. Along
with Graham’s calm, abstracted expressions and the occasional
|
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Grimes remains as inspired as ever, drawing on
the historic strength of Black women’s brilliance to give a timely,
healing mirror to a new generation of readers.
legacy

LEGACY
Women Poets of the
Harlem Renaissance

Grimes, Nikki
Bloomsbury (144 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-68119-944-3

Grimes’ new collection of poems
weaves a contemporary Black feminist
impulse while recovering the underappreciated contributions
of Harlem Renaissance women poets.
Winner of both the Children’s Literature Legacy Award and
the ALAN Award, Grimes continues to deliver distinctively
situated, heart-filled offerings that tie together generations of
Black artistic excellence aimed at incubating positive social
change. Here her focus turns toward less-well-known women
poets of the early 20th century, women like Georgia Douglas
Johnson, Jessie Redmon Fauset, Gwendolyn Bennett, Mae V.
Cowdery, Anne Spencer, Effie Lee Newsome, Esther Popel, and
Alice Dunbar-Nelson. To their poems included here, Grimes
adds her own. These are done in the form of the Golden Shovel,
invented by poet Terrance Hayes in homage to Gwendolyn
Brooks, and they brilliantly resample the words of the women’s
works. All, both collected and Grimes’, decidedly emerge from
the experiences and worldviews of Black women and girls. They
emphasize an ethos of care for oneself, one’s communities, and
the Earth together for the possibility of a brighter tomorrow.
Accompanying them are contributions from an all-star cast of
Black women illustrators, empowering artworks that could be
at home in a museum. This book is exquisitely rendered. After
more than 77 books, Grimes remains as inspired as ever, drawing on the historic strength of Black women’s brilliance to give
a timely, healing mirror to a new generation of readers. The
ancestors are proud.
Black girls everywhere, this collection is salve and sanctuary. (author biographies, illustrator biographies) (Poetry. 9-adult)

DREAM BIG!
How To Reach for Your Stars

Harrison, Abigail
Illus. by Coleman, Sarah J.
Philomel (304 pp.)
$12.99 paper | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-593-11675-3

The 22-year-old founder of the nonprofit The Mars Generation “Astronaut Abby” offers advice on setting and
accomplishing life goals.
Harrison wanted to be an astronaut since early childhood,
so when she was 11, her mother challenged her to make a plan
and consider all the steps she would need to take to achieve her
dream. In this conversational guide, Harrison walks her readers through the same process, providing personal reminisces
alongside workbook-style exercises. She writes, “Big dreams
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don’t require big actions; they just require a consistent pattern
of small actions.” Like many self-help books, this one elides the
unavoidable impact that systemic oppression can have on marginalized people’s goals, but it still contains a lot of useful suggestions. With friendly encouragement, it introduces concepts
like the elevator pitch, SMART goals from the world of business management (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant,
Timely), “accountabilibuddies,” and burnout. Minibiographies
of notable achievers outside the space world, like Elaine Welteroth and Nabela Noor, add interest and inspiration. Recent
college graduate Harrison, who is on her way to fulfilling her
dream of becoming an astronaut, has pretty good stories herself,
though, like the time she hung up on Buzz Aldrin or when she
piloted a plane out of an uncontrollable spin. The content and
approach are general enough to appeal both to STEM-oriented
fans of the author as well as those whose interests lie in other
areas. Harrison reads as White; many of the black-and-white
illustrations include diverse representation.
Fun and helpful. (Nonfiction. 10-16)

ALBERT HOPPER,
SCIENCE HERO
Blasting Through the
Solar System!

Himmelman, John
Illus. by the author
Henry Holt (144 pp.)
$13.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-250-23018-8
Series: Albert Hopper, Science Hero, 2
Junior Science Heroes Polly and Tad
join Uncle Albert in a tour of the local astronomical pond.
Fresh from exploring the Earth’s inward reaches in the series
opener (2020), the three intrepid frog explorers hop aboard
a rocket headed for the acid clouds of Venus and Mercury’s
extremes of hot and cold. “From there,” Albert proclaims with
characteristic grandiloquence, “we blast our way to…the VERY
SUN ITSELF!” “Won’t we melt?” asks timorous Tad. “We’ll find
out in two more chapters.” Spoiler alert: They don’t melt (unlike
their fuel stores of “frozen dihydrogen monoxide,” i.e., water). In a
rollicking tumble of narrow squeaks and basic science facts the
voyage continues past planets and select moons all the way out
to the Kuiper belt and back. Almost back, that is—thanks to an
easily confused autopilot. (Tad: “Has the autopilot ever actually
worked?” Albert: “Someday!” Ted: “I don’t think you answered
my question.” Polly: “No, I think he did.”) Their unscheduled
landing on the moon leaves the trio marveling at the view of
a “big, beautiful blue planet called Earth.” The thick-lined cartoons on nearly every well-leaded page aren’t much for fine
detail, but they do reflect the tongue-in-cheek tone. By way of a
recap Polly and Tad add, respectively, personal notes and drawings at the end.
A ribbet-tickling roundabout for armchair astronauts and
Magic School Bus grads. (Informational fantasy. 7-10)
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WHEN CLOUD BECAME
A CLOUD

Hodgson, Rob
Illus. by the author
Rise x Penguin Workshop (64 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-593-22491-5
A cloud experiences the ups and
downs of the water cycle.
In a minimalist narrative attached to bright, very simple
cartoon scenes in which everything from our nearest star to
the tiniest water droplets sports a smiley face, Hodgson personifies but otherwise accurately represents natural processes.
Sun (“I’m hot stuff!”) warms a lake so that evaporated drops rise
and gather into Cloud, which, driven by a friend named Wind
that “loves to blow warm air to cold places,” passes over mountains and under airplanes. When droplets cool off enough, they
link up into geometrical flakes (“This is snow much fun!”), pack
in until they fall as raindrops, or rub together to build up an

electrical charge: “BOOM.” Clouds can gather from all over,
then split up again (“Adiós!” “Sayonara!” “Jal gayo!”) after a storm
while Sun shows off “a neat trick”: “RAINBOW!” The fleecy,
blue-eyed wanderer returns at last to the lake…just in time for a
meet-cute with a newly formed, pink-eyed compatriot. “Hi! I’m
Cloud. What’s your name?” Younger cloud watchers drawn by
the artless tone and the (literally) vivacious illustrations, which
resemble tissue-paper collage enhanced with occasional brushwork, will be well set up to dive into deeper treatments of the
topic, such as Antonia Banyard and Paula Ayer’s Water Wow!
illustrated by Belle Wuthrich (2016). The small human figures
visible in some scenes appear diverse. (This book was reviewed
digitally with 9-by-14.6-inch double-page spreads viewed at 90% of
actual size.)
A breezy, buoyant bucketful of atmospheric basics. (Infor
mational picture book. 4-7)
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BRAVE IN THE WOODS

Holczer, Tracy
Putnam (256 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-984813-99-2

Juniper Creedy and her friends
embark on a desperate quest after her
older brother goes missing in action in
Afghanistan.
Juni has always known that her family, descended from the Brothers Grimm,
is cursed: According to her grandmother Anya, the family’s
extreme luck—both good and bad—comes from an encounter
their famous ancestors had with a Greek witch. But despite her
own brushes with fate, including lifelong asthma attacks, the
curse doesn’t feel real to Juni until the Army delivers the news
that Connor is missing. Now, her parents are distant and unreceptive to Juni’s conviction that Connor is still alive, but Anya
shares new information with Juni, partly through first-person
journal entries, about her own childhood and the curse. So when
it’s time for the annual end-of-summer camping trip with her
friends Mason and Gabby (chaperoned by Luca, Gabby’s older
brother and Connor’s best friend), Juni requests a few additional stops in hopes of finding a witch and breaking the curse.
Holczer’s clear, gentle prose allows the emotional and descriptive elements of the text to shine in this multilayered road-trip
story, complete with flashbacks at key landmarks. While Juni’s
Grimm ancestry isn’t critical to the plot, it underscores her
faith in the fairy-tale elements that ultimately enable catharsis
around Connor’s fate. Most characters are coded White; Gabby
and Luca’s family is cued as Latinx.
A thoughtful exploration of grief, family lore, and human
connection. (Fiction. 8-12)

INVASION OF THE LIVING TED

Hutchison, Barry
Illus. by Cosgrove, Lee
Delacorte (208 pp.)
$9.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-593-17432-6
Series: Living Ted, 3

Following Revenge of the Living Ted
(2020), villainous teddy Grizz returns
with a new evil plan.
Lisa Marie and Vernon are endlessly
interrogated by Agent Strong, who refuses to tell them where
the government has their teddy friends Bearvis and the Duds.
Meanwhile, Grizz, now an artificial intelligence living in Ursine
Kodiak’s head, forces his unwilling host to do his evil bidding. At
the worst possible time for the human heroes, Grizz strikes with
a device (using “an incredibly clever blend of advanced science
and dark magic”) that animates all teddy bears and gives them
personalities modeled after his own. Their flight from the bears
takes Lisa Marie, Vernon, and bully Drake through a variety of
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horror-movie tropes. Before they can get away, Drake’s turned
into a duck (the pun’s pointed out). When the heroes reunite
with Bearvis to infiltrate Grizz’s new base—Buckingham Palace—they discover both his plan to use the Tedinator to animate
all the teddies in the world and the King Kong–esque Mega-Ted
that Grizz’s minions are building to be his new body. Since they
can’t beat Grizz with brawn, they lean on Lisa Marie’s intellect.
While the general trajectory’s similar to previous installments,
the ridiculous action (with key moments illustrated) and silliness carry the day right up to the thrillingly inconclusive ending.
Human principal characters present White.
Unapologetically zany and wacky, with the biggest-scale
disaster yet. (Science fantasy. 8-12.)

PORCUPINE CUPID

June, Jason
Illus. by Richmond, Lori
McElderry (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-4814-8101-4

Porcupine is a stickler for romance.
On Valentine’s Day, well-meaning
Porcupine pokes various animal pals
with quills, à la mythic Cupid striking the lovelorn with arrows.
Unsurprisingly, his efforts at “fanning the flames of love” arouse
angry, pained yelps. A bear huffily scolds Porcupine, giving
him an idea: He secretly scrawls and posts a sign announcing
a meeting in the forest, at which his pals gather to voice their
disgruntlement. Porcupine, perched on a tree limb and dangling paper hearts above the assemblage, observes covertly and
listens in on the proceedings with delight. He notes that he’s
successfully stage-managed the perfect Valentine’s Day scene:
The complainers all pair off in sympathy with each other, walk
away happily, then engage in enjoyable activities together. However, this wouldn’t be an entirely happy Valentine’s Day story if
the protagonist didn’t find a love connection of his own—cue
the sweet twist at the end. This endearing, albeit predictable,
holiday tale blends simple, expressive humor with warmth and
sweetness. Young readers will giggle at the gentle figurative as
well as metaphoric jabs that love, according to Porcupine, may
entail. Colorful line illustrations capably evoke the setting as
well as characters’ lively personalities. Porcupine and companion sport eyeglasses while some characters wear apparel; a bear
carries a cane. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-16-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 50.4% of actual size.)
Entertaining holiday fare that pays homage to spending
time with someone special. (Picture book. 4-7)
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While books about the seasons are a familiar
sight on shelves, this fresh twist offers young readers a
glimpse of important moments in a child’s year.
a year of everyday wonders

MARIE CURIE

Kallen, Kaara
Illus. by Baker, Rosie
Sunbird Books (48 pp.)
$10.99 | Jan. 1, 2021
978-1-5037-5293-1
Series: It’s Her Story

OLD ENOUGH TO SAVE
THE PLANET

Kirby, Loll
Illus. by Lirius, Adelina
Magic Cat (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-4197-4914-8

An international gallery of young
eco-activists, assembled to demonstrate
that it’s never too soon to get going.
Except for a group of unnamed Chinese children who set
up an “ecological field” near their school to demonstrate waterconservation strategies, all of the entries here focus on the initiatives of specific individuals. These youngsters range from
tree planters, like 9-year-old Felix Finkbeiner of Germany and
12-year-old Adeline Tiffanie Suwana of Indonesia, to Brooklyn “Earth Saver Girl” Wright of Atlanta, Georgia, an African
American child who dresses as a costumed superhero and created an eco-comic at age 7. (Greta Thunberg presumably is
well known enough not to be included.) Each is shown hard
at work, usually lecturing or leading racially diverse groups of
|

A YEAR OF
EVERYDAY WONDERS

Klein, Cheryl B.
Illus. by Leng, Qin
Abrams (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Dec. 8, 2020
978-1-4197-4208-8

y o u n g a d u lt

A slim, heartwarming graphic biography gives a capsule view of the life and
discoveries of Marie Curie.
Little Manya Skłodowska, growing
up in 19th-century Poland, studies in secret. But Manya and her
sisters, drawn with big-eyed and cherubic faces, look out for one
another. First Manya works to send her sister Bronya to university, and then, finally, it’s her own turn. At the Sorbonne, in Paris,
Manya—now going by Marie—earns repeated recognition for
her work. She meets Pierre Curie, and they fall in love. There’s
space here for Marie’s loving and happy relationship with Pierre,
for the family they raise, for her research and two Nobel Prizes,
and for her philanthropy. The sexism Marie encountered in her
life is lightly touched upon, and the xenophobia not at all. Pierre,
as pink-cheeked as Marie and almost as wide-eyed, is portrayed
as an A-plus ally pushing for greater recognition of his wife’s
achievements; Pierre Curie’s actual Nobel lecture provides his
supportive words. This tiny volume doesn’t delve into the actual
science, but it’s likable and irrepressibly cheerful (even though
it covers Marie’s and Pierre’s tragic deaths). The illustrations of
these White characters are as simple as the text: cartoonish and
fond. The periodic table in the illustrations is inaccurate both
for Curie’s time and for today, which is a shame.
Charmingly inspirational in tone despite a dearth of science heft. (Graphic biography. 7-11)

recruits in planting, composting, picking up litter, or recycling.
Lirius depicts South African Hunter Mitchell snuggling up to a
baby rhino and New Yorker Jordan Salama (both appear White)
handing a banana to an orangutan in the wild…experiences that
most young audiences are unlikely to have. Still, along with
depicting plenty of rather more feasible eco-activities, the illustrations are strewn with undulating lines of helpful descriptive
notes and cogent warnings about the consequences of destructive practices, from air and water pollution to poaching. Kirby
also lays out credibly doable suggestions at the end, plus a list
of relevant, child-friendly websites. (This book was reviewed digi
tally with 9-by-22-inch double-page spreads viewed at 80% of actual
size.)
Inspiring fare for the next generation of world savers…and
their younger sibs. (Informational picture book. 6-10)

A collage of new experiences right from the first of the year.
A young girl with beige skin and straight, brown hair wakes
up to the first day of the new year. Thus follows a parade of the
year’s firsts—waffles, new umbrella, snowfall, fight with her
brother (a recurring theme that compounds exponentially as
the year goes on), and more. Klein’s simple, understated text
effectively and poignantly paints a world of hilarity mixed
with drama (“First crush”; “First missed bus”; “Second lost
umbrella”). Shown in both vignettes and full-page art, Leng’s
soft watercolor palette is punctuated by the characters’ evocative expressions that add to the emotional depth of the book.
While books about the seasons are a familiar sight on shelves,
this fresh twist offers young readers a glimpse of important
moments in a child’s year—moments that add up to a wealth of
experience and anticipation of firsts still to come. At times, the
“first” motif slips slightly. These experiences are meant to occur
within one year, so readers may wonder at “First giving” and
“First getting” at the end of the year in winter (no birthdays?);
or, for that matter, more than one mask (“First new mask”) at
Halloween. However these are minor quibbles in an otherwise
satisfying read. The endpapers are worth poring over, done in
a scrapbook style. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10.5-by21-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
A delightful tale that is likely to be a perennial first at storytime. (Picture book. 4-7)
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Kobayashi’s landscapes will frequently take readers’ breath away.
return to the most beautiful village in the world

RETURN TO THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL VILLAGE IN
THE WORLD

Kobayashi, Yutaka
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Gharbi, Mariko Shii
Museyon (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Nov. 1, 2020
978-1-940842-45-5
Series: Yamo’s Village

Following The Most Beautiful Village in the World (2018) and
The Circus Comes to the Village (2019), Kobayashi offers the tale
of a boy’s return to his homeland after it has been through war.
After leaving his small village in Afghanistan, young Mirado
travels the world with the circus, playing the flute that his
father gave him. He hears on the radio that the war, which his
father joined and hasn’t returned from yet, has ended. Mirado
sets his mind on going back to Paghman, his village. After saying goodbye to his circus colleagues, he embarks eastward on a
long and rough trip. When neither train, bus, nor wagon can get
him further, he walks. Throughout the book, readers see him in
several urban and rural spaces, some of which may look familiar.
Kobayashi’s landscapes will frequently take their breath away.
Mirado journeys across mountains and forests, against the wind
and in the cold. Kind strangers help him along the way, including other refugees attempting to return home. He will find his
Paghman in ruins but will also meet his best friend, Yamo, and
together, they will imagine and plan for a brighter future. This
suspenseful and beautifully illustrated story, originally published in Japan in 2003, covers a topic unfrequented in children’s
literature about refugees and one that’s often romanticized in
real life: that of the return.
A moving book about kindness, friendship, and hope in
the context of conflict and displacement. (Picture book. 5-10)

BANANA FOX AND THE
SECRET SOUR SOCIETY

Kochalka, James
Illus. by the author
Graphix/Scholastic (80 pp.)
$22.99 | $7.99 paper | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-338-66049-4
978-1-338-66048-7 paper
Series: Banana Fox
A ditzy detective must stop a moresilly-than-sinister society.
Banana Fox, the world-renowned lemon-hued vulpine
detective, now works at the Smoothie Shack making his
favorite smoothies (banana, natch). One day, a girl Banana
Fox nicknames Flashlight (for the cherry-red one she carries)
convinces him to once again take up sleuthing. The two meet
William, who happens to be the vice president of the Banana
Fox Fan Club but more importantly is missing his beloved
turtle, Tur-Tur. William loves to drink Super Sour Soda, which
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tips off Flashlight that the nefarious villains Sour Grapes Jr.
(a green fox) and the Sour Apple Gang (you guessed it: green
apples) may have infiltrated William’s club. As Flashlight tries
to convince the oblivious Banana Fox of the mounting sour
clues, Sour Grapes Jr.’s comically dastardly jiggery-pokery is
revealed through rampantly zany escapades including flushing toilets, giant turtles, and banana bikes. Kochalka’s graphic
series opener positively vibrates off the page with its large illustrations colored in an eye-popping spectrum of pinks, greens,
and yellows coupled with ballooning visual gags. If this sounds
like a lot of whimsical nonsense bordering on a fever dream, it is.
However, those familiar with Kochalka’s trademark tomfoolery
should certainly be at home here, where silliness eclipses plot.
Flashlight and William are both human; she has brown skin and
puffy orange hair, and he presents White.
Over-the-top goofiness guarantees abundant giggles.
(Graphic humor. 7-10)

UNPLUGGED

Korman, Gordon
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-06-279889-3
The spoiled son of a Silicon Valley
tech magnate is forced to spend the summer at a wellness retreat with no meat
and no phones—and something fishy
going on behind the scenes.
The last thing 12-year-old Jett Baranov
wants to do is meditate at the cultlike Oasis of Mind and Body
Wellness in Arkansas. He reluctantly befriends some of the other
kids after Grace Atwater, an Oasis poster child, finds a strange
lizard. Together with Tyrell Karrigan, who suffers constant allergies, and Brooklynne Feldman, who actively avoids the retreat’s
activities, Grace and Jett care for the lizard and start making
secret trips to the nearest town. They discover an eccentric
gangster’s mansion and learn that everything might not be
completely peaceful at the Oasis. The pieces come together in
a mystery that touches, a bit incongruously, on the supernatural.
Jett and his friends jump in to save the largely out-of-touch or
even downright neglectful adults in an exciting climax of fireworks and alligators. The major detraction from this fun romp
is the fact that none of the characters are particularly likable:
The main cast of children includes a spoiled brat, a goody-twoshoes, and a doormat. Jett matures a little over the course of
the story but not enough to make the indulged billionaire’s son
truly sympathetic. Characters default to White.
A fun, low-tech summer adventure. (Fiction. 8-13)
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THE NIGHTMARE THIEF

Lesperance, Nicole
Sourcebooks Young Readers (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-7282-1534-1
Something is rotten in magical Rockpool Bay.
Some residents of Rockpool Bay
are born with specific magic that helps
them with their businesses, such as the
pharmacy with its charmed medicines
and Maren’s grandmother Lishta’s dream shop, where Maren is
learning to make both healing dreams and intense nightmares.
Maren first meets Ms. Malo at the dream shop, where she
demands to be sold 12 nightmares despite Lishta’s limit of three,
never to be administered to others without consent. Unfortunately, Maren herself breaks the rule, giving her sister, Hallie, a
dream in an effort to wake her from her coma. Ms. Malo catches
Maren and threatens to expose her if Maren doesn’t supply her
with nightmares. Maren uneasily acquiesces but notices that
some magic-imbued shops are closing. She believes it’s Ms.
Malo’s doing, but what is her motive? The buildup is slow and
creepy, and sinister events and changes in the town add to the
threatening atmosphere. More anxiety-provoking is Maren’s
dilemma: tell the truth and destroy her family or aid Ms. Malo
and destroy Rockpool Bay? The author skillfully ratchets up the
tension when Lishta, Maren, and her friend are captured by Ms.
Malo. It takes all of Maren’s knowledge and courage to stage
their rescue as she grows and learns that the love of friends and
family is the best magic of all. Characters default to White.
A spine-tingling adventure. (Fantasy. 8-12)

CLUES TO THE UNIVERSE

Li, Christina
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins
(304 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-06-300888-5

An aspiring scientist and a budding
artist become friends and help each
other with dream projects.
Unfolding in mid-1980s Sacramento,
California, this story stars 12-year-olds
Rosalind and Benjamin as first-person narrators in alternating
chapters. Ro’s father, a fellow space buff, was killed by a drunk
driver; the rocket they were working on together lies unfinished
in her closet. As for Benji, not only has his best friend, Amir,
moved away, but the comic book holding the clue for locating his dad is also missing. Along with their profound personal
losses, the protagonists share a fixation with the universe’s
intriguing potential: Ro decides to complete the rocket and
hopes to launch mementos of her father into outer space while
Benji’s conviction that aliens and UFOs are real compels his
imagination and creativity as an artist. An accident in science
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class triggers a chain of events forcing Benji and Ro, who is new
to the school, to interact and unintentionally learn each other’s
secrets. They resolve to find Benji’s dad—a famous comic-book
artist—and partner to finish Ro’s rocket for the science fair.
Together, they overcome technical, scheduling, and geographical challenges. Readers will be drawn in by amusing and fantastical elements in the comic book theme, high emotional stakes
that arouse sympathy, and well-drawn character development
as the protagonists navigate life lessons around grief, patience,
self-advocacy, and standing up for others. Ro is biracial (Chinese/White); Benji is White.
Charming, poignant, and thoughtfully woven. (Fiction. 9-12)

MARS! EARTHLINGS
WELCOME

McAnulty, Stacy
Illus. by Lewis, Stevie
Henry Holt (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-250-25688-1
Series: Our Universe, 5

Good news! Planet Marvelous is looking forward to visitors
from Planet Awesome.
With the same exuberance that propelled readers deep into
her Ocean! Waves for All (2020), illustrated by David Litchfield,
and its three predecessors in the Our Universe series, McAnulty
looks to the next planet out for a fresh set of enticing natural
wonders. Billing itself a “party planet” (“I want to be the FIRST
planet with human guests”), the russet raconteur trumpets its
unique attractions. These range from moons Deimos and Phobos (“I know Earth is totally jealous”) to Olympus Mons and
Valles Marineris, which is “four times as deep as the Grand Canyon! And not nearly as crowded.” Sure, unlike Spirit, Opportunity, and other rovers, human visitors will have to pack their own
water and oxygen in addition to traveling millions of miles…but
given a few technological advances, soon enough it’ll be time to
“get this party started!” Prospective tourists diverse of age and
race are dancing already on Earth in a final scene in anticipation
of a trip to our “reMARkable” neighbor. Quiz questions and a
timeline cap an enticement that echoes Susanna Leonard Hill’s
Mars’ First Friends: Come on Over, Rovers! (2020), illustrated by
Elisa Paganelli, in its fizzy mix of fact and fancy. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at
75% of actual size.)
Just the ticket for an armchair outing to the red planet.
(sources) (Informational picture book. 6-8)
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An astronomically creative mix of science,
fantasy, and African American culture.
stella’s stellar hair

UNLEASHED

McCulloch, Amy
Sourcebooks Young Readers (352 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-4926-8377-3
Series: Jinxed, 2
When a well-loved corporation has
less-than-pleasant plans, it is up to Lacey
Chu and her classmates to stop them.
One month after the events of Jinxed
(2019), Lacey wakes up in the hospital
with no recollection of how she got there. Everything that came
after running after her beloved robot pet, Jinx, a black cat baku,
is vague. As Lacey begins to piece together her memories and
recall the secrets she uncovered, a race begins to rescue Moncha Corp’s absent CEO, Monica Chan, and stop her co-founder,
Eric Smith. Through his Team Happiness project, Eric plans to
use the technology developed by Moncha Corp—aided by its
ubiquity—for his own evil, unscrupulous ends. While there are
fewer flashy baku moments than in the previous installment,
McCulloch takes readers deeper into her baku-filled world as
Lacey and her friends infiltrate and investigate the Canadian
tech giant. Class disparity and social structures are explored,
as are personal freedom and the technological ethics of privacy
and data mining. Characters big and small return, and their arcs
are satisfyingly—if a bit neatly—tied up. Especially welcome is
the joining of forces between Lacey’s Profectus Academy crew
and her childhood friend Zora. The diverse team’s determination and resourcefulness mesh with and support Lacey’s resilience and drive.
A fast-paced duology closer full of STEM adventures. (Sci
ence fiction. 9-13)

STELLA’S STELLAR
HAIR

Moises, Yesenia
Illus. by the author
Imprint (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-250-26177-9

An astronomically creative mix of science, fantasy, and African American culture.
Stella, a little African American girl, needs to prepare for
the Big Star Little Gala, but her hair isn’t “acting right”: “It
twisted and turned, zigged and zagged, made loopity-loops and
lots of curly Q’s.” A huge, swirly mix of purples and pinks with
squiggles of yellow and green, Stella’s hair often dominates the
page and dwarfs the child. She asks Momma to help, but she
sends her daughter instead to Aunt Ofelia on Mercury. Ofelia
gives her a “poofy-smooth style”; on Venus, Auntie Alma creates
a “royal lion’s mane”; Earth’s Aunt Rubi fashions her hair into
an “elegant crown”; and so on. Stella proceeds throughout the
galaxy and finally to the sun. At each stop, an aunt gives Stella
a hairdo reflective of the aunt’s own style and personality, but
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none fits Stella. Once helpful advice from Auntie Solana on
the sun helps Stella realize the key to happiness with her hair,
Stella attends the gala, completely satisfied, along with all of her
beautiful Black aunts, sporting their plethora of hairstyles. In
Moises’ friendly cartoon images, the vibrant colors change with
the location and the atmospheric conditions. The backmatter
explains all the different aunts’ hairstyles by speculating what
style would be best adapted to the environment of each locale,
if humans could live there. (This book was reviewed digitally with
8.5-by-22-inch double-page spreads viewed at 26.5% of actual size.)
An innovative, refreshing, out-of-this-world tale about the
incredible versatility of afro hair. (Picture book. 4-7)

HALFWAY TO HARMONY

O’Connor, Barbara
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (240 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-374-31445-3
A hot air balloon race over a small
Southern town helps a boy cope with
grief.
Eleven-year-old Walter Tipple is
celebrating his birthday, but with a sad
heart. Tank, the older brother that he
hero worships and who is fighting in a war overseas, has died.
Then a series of events enlivens his quiet life in the sleepy town
of Harmony, Georgia. Posey moves next door with her single
mother and three-legged dog. Walter, who is meek and has
amblyopia, is targeted by school bullies. Posey has a birthmark
on her left cheek, loves to read nonfiction and quote advice on
making friends—and she stands up for herself fiercely. Together,
they find Jubilation T. Fairweather, a man who literally falls into
their lives from his damaged hot air balloon. Nicknamed Banjo,
he is determined to find his balloon and win a race, an endeavor
that becomes the focus of the story’s action. Walter thinks constantly about his brother but is unable to read Tank’s last letter.
The two children balance fear with bravery, and in the concluding balloon ride over Harmony, Walter finds the strength
to reconcile his feelings about Tank. Posey owns up to her own
fears, and Banjo remains the quirky catalyst. Readers follow
Walter’s inner feelings through a narrative that is centered on
his thoughts and actions, but the resolution of family grief ultimately feels facile. All characters present as White.
Heartfelt and accessible. (Fiction. 9-12)
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RAIN BEFORE RAINBOWS

Prasadam-Halls, Smriti
Illus. by Litchfield, David
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Dec. 8, 2020
978-1-5362-1283-9

HARD-BOILED BUGS
FOR BREAKFAST
And Other Tasty Poems
Prelutsky, Jack
Illus. by Chan, Ruth
Greenwillow Books (144 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-06-301913-3

What do pandas who make stir-fry, a
bike with no pedals, New Year’s resolutions, and perturbed vegetables have in common?
Not much, but they sure are a hoot! This poetry collection
covers topics that include food (some edible, some not), various holidays, and animals—some that are real, like “merciless
ants,” many imaginary, such as the “fnatt,” and a few inventive combinations, like the “kangarooster” or the “shrimpala.”
There are also healthy doses of innocuous schoolwork avoidance and general silliness. With steady rhymes and consistent
meter, Prelutsky employs his characteristic wordplay, humor,
|

THE STAR OUTSIDE
MY WINDOW

Raúf, Onjali Q.
Delacorte (320 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-593-30227-9
978-0-593-30228-6 PLB

y o u n g a d u lt

After a fire damages their castle
home, a child and their fox companion
venture into the unknown.
As the pair treks over mountains and battles misty dragons
in dark woods, Prasadam-Halls reassures readers via singsong
rhymes that tough or scary situations won’t last forever. “Thunder will rumble. Lightning will flash. / The wind will start blowing, and tall waves will crash,” she acknowledges as the child
rows against a double-page spread of waves teeming with sharpeyed creatures. But, she promises, as a troupe of woodland critters welcomes them to a sun-gilded shore, “There are friends
who will help us, courageous and kind.” After planting seeds,
child and fox snuggle in a stick shelter. Waking to a “day full
of promise, a day full of light,” they dance beneath a doublepage rainbow and full-grown apple tree (that seems to have
grown overnight). Litchfield’s luminous illustrations carry the
story, vividly balancing light and dark hues. Even eerie nights
still sparkle with stars, matching the text’s hopeful tone. Illustrations don’t always mirror the text concretely, however; for
instance, an elk appears above the line “There’s a map that will
guide us when troubles arise,” and there is no map to be seen.
Some readers seeking solace amid similar hardships may find
the fairy tale–esque framing frustratingly simplistic; others will
be comforted by the rhythmic rhymes and dreamlike illustrations. The child has light-brown skin and straight, black hair.
(This book was reviewed digitally with 11.3-by-20.2-inch double-page
spreads viewed at 54.4% of actual size.)
An eye-catching lullaby for tough times. (Picture book. 3-7)

and absurdism. One poem, titled “If You Saw Yourself,” inverts
expectations by finishing the sentiment with “in half.” Another,
speaking of the seasons, notes how the leaves fall every year,
like “it’s sort of autumn-atic.” Peppered about are some shaped
poems and the occasional poignant message, addressing selfidentity or the values of a simple life. Chan’s grayscale cartoons
are a potent contribution, as they visually add wry amusement
and often enhance the poems’ textual meanings. As a whole,
they work together exceedingly well. A neon sign makes a “light”
meal…for a dinosaur, while a constant sleeper is…a cat. There is
some variety in shading, but most illustrated human characters
are White-presenting.
A quick-witted delight. (Poetry. 6-12)

A game of hide-and-seek ends with
London siblings in foster care.
Ten-year-old Aniyah hasn’t spoken
since arriving at the Oxford home of
her new foster mother, Mrs. Iwuchukwu, along with her 5-yearold brother, Noah, following the death of their mother. It all
started with another of Mum’s “games,” this time hiding from
Dad in a shelter, or “hotel-that-wasn’t-really-a-hotel.” Aniyah
calls herself a star hunter and believes Mum is now watching
over them as a star, so after hearing about a recently located
star passing close to Earth and the Royal Observatory Greenwich’s competition to name it, Aniyah wants to ensure the scientists will accurately recognize it as her Mum, Isabella. With
help from her foster siblings and her firm commitment to her
mother, Aniyah begins to plot. Along the way, Aniyah’s history
emerges, revealing that the paternal abuse she thought was simply normal life was in fact not normal at all and had everything
to do with Mum’s death. This deeply moving narrative tackles the lasting traumatic impact of abuse on children and the
troubling ways society denies victims’ experiences until it’s too
late. Raúf, founder of the anti-trafficking and abuse nonprofit
Making Herstory, brings to life an age-appropriate narrative
about painful topics, giving her characters power and agency in
weaving together their stories of survival. Extensive backmatter offers context and resources. Aniyah and Noah’s mother was
from Brazil, and her father is English; there is diversity among
the rest of the cast.
Empowering. (Fiction. 8-13)
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50 SPACE MISSIONS THAT
CHANGED THE WORLD

Read, John A.
Formac (80 pp.)
$19.95 | Jan. 1, 2021
978-1-4595-0626-8
Series: Beginner’s Guide to Space

A quick highlight reel of ventures into the high frontier,
from the V-2’s first flight in 1942 on.
Read defines mission broadly, so that his tally includes both
single achievements, like Sputnik and Apollo 11, and clusters—
three Mars rovers for mission No. 22, for instance, and for No.
48, an entire “climate change fleet” of orbiting geophysical satellites. The general drift is chronological, but after introductory
looks at how rockets and gravity work, entries are grouped in
topical chapters. These begin with “manned” spaceflight up
to Valentina Tereshkova’s 1963 orbit, move through looks at
ongoing projects such as SpaceX’s Falcon Heavy booster, and
conclude with glimpses of near-future missions to the moon
and Mars. Not every flight here “changed the world” in any substantial way, but along with the usual suspects there are some
that may be new even to well-read students of space exploration…such as the U.S.’s first spy satellite, Corona, launched in
1960, and 1982’s international Cospas-Sarsat satellite-based
search-and-rescue system. Also, the (then) Soviet Union’s little-known moon rover Lunokhod 1 (1970) gets a nod, as does
Cuban cosmonaut Arnaldo Tamayo Méndez, who actually preceded U.S. astronaut Guion Bluford to become the first person
of African descent into space. Small photos and graphic images
shoehorned in around the narrative blocks give some pages an
overcrowded look, and human figures, though rare, are nearly
all White and male.
A well-organized overview boosted by some unusual feats
and sidelights. (glossary, websites) (Nonfiction. 10-12)

THE HOCUS-POCUS HOAX

Rivera, Lilliam
Illus. by Power, Elle & Vargas, Mel Valentine
Little, Brown (256 pp.)
$14.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-316-42759-3
Series: Goldie Vance, 2
Goldie Vance’s amusing adventures
continue in this sequel to The Hotel Who
dunit (2020).
Goldie thought the most exciting part of her day off from the Crossed Palms Resort, where
she lives and works as a car valet and aspiring house detective,
would be her date with longtime crush Diane—until props start
going missing from various workshops at the League of Magical
Arts Convention. To top it off, Derek, the extremely annoying,
mansplaining son of the headlining magician, Dr. Von Thurston, is trying to horn in on the case. Now, Goldie must help
her mentor, Walter Tooey, solve the Case of the Missing Props
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before the uber-famous Dr. Von Thurston refuses to take the
stage, leaving the Florida resort with a tarnished reputation.
Through each twist and turn, Goldie has to stay one step ahead
of Derek and the troublemaker behind the thefts while also
trying to make it the best date Diane has ever had. This neat,
straightforward, first-person mystery includes a sweet portrayal
of a queer romance and will appeal to genre fans of many ages.
The language manages to feel modern while evoking vintage
classics. Inspired by the Goldie Vance comic book series, this
entry includes several pages of full-color illustrations. Goldie is
brown skinned.
A wholesome tale featuring a beloved teen sleuth. (Mystery.
11-16)

THE LITTLE KIWI’S NEW YEAR

Robinson, Nikki Slade
Illus. by the author
Starfish Bay (40 pp.)
$16.95 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-76036-094-8

A kiwi reports exciting news.
Little Kiwi awakens, shouts, “It’s coming!” and hurries to
share thrilling news. She rouses her sleepy animal pals, urging
them to join her in pursuit. Each friend explains that Little
Kiwi’s sense that something momentous is imminent is misguided, but, failing to persuade Kiwi to return to her bed, each
gets up and follows her. Their final destination is the beach,
where they wait until…they witness the Pleiades, the star cluster that, Little Kiwi explains, means the Māori New Year has
arrived. Acknowledging the occasion, each friend indulges in
the holiday’s special customs: eating, enjoying family time, singing, and playing. This sweet New Zealand import nicely captures the anticipation preceding the celebration in that country,
which occurs “around May or June” according to backmatter.
Children will enjoy learning about the festival and comparing it
to other New Year celebrations. They’ll also appreciate the “sky
is falling” vibe inherent in the animals’ humorous chase. The
flightless, nocturnal kiwi is native to New Zealand; her wideeyed buddies’ names are, like hers, Māori, but readers not in the
know will have to do a bit of outside research to discover that.
The crisp, stylized illustrations are energetic, and the palette of
browns, blue, yellows, grays, and white and black highlight the
nighttime escapade. Characters’ names, sound words, and other
important words are emphasized in larger fonts.
An engaging observance of a Māori holiday. (star chart)
(Picture book. 3-6)
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The low overall panel count and repetitive five-chapter structure
aid emerging readers in decoding the deliciously fun text.
best party ever!

KARMA MOON—GHOST
HUNTER

Savage, Melissa
Illus. by the author
Crown (352 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-593-30279-8
978-0-593-30280-4 PLB

BEST PARTY EVER!

Shaskan, Stephen
Illus. by the author
Random House (72 pp.)
$9.99 | $12.99 PLB | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-593-12334-8
978-0-593-12335-5 PLB
Series: Pizza and Taco
The lunch bunch is back—and
they’re throwing a party!
It starts as a boring day. Neither
Pizza nor Taco knows what to do besides sit. To spice things
up, Taco suggests they stand. Standing feels better—until they
realize that they’re now “STANDING and doing nothing.”
The two anthropomorphic foodstuffs move and jump around
to help them “THINK. / THINK. / THINK.” Taco gets a brilliant idea to throw a party. After “AWESOME!” and “YAAAS!”
the pair gets to work planning. They make a list of supplies.
They decide to host the party at “THE WATER PARK!” They
|

CLIMATE ACTION
What Happened and What
We Can Do

Simon, Seymour
Harper/HarperCollins (56 pp.)
$18.99 | $8.99 paper | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-06-294331-6
978-0-06-294330-9 paper

y o u n g a d u lt

Karma Moon, reluctant ghost hunter,
discovers more than just the paranormal
at a famously haunted hotel.
When her dad’s company gets a shot at filming a Netflix
documentary series at the legendary Stanley Hotel in Estes
Park, Colorado, Karma Moon starts worrying about the “whatifs” of possible ghostly terrors. Nevertheless, armed with her
chunky pug, Alfred Hitchcock, and her boy-crazy best friend,
Mags, superstitious Karma braves the trip, encountering a host
of lively characters, including the ghost-hunting team, the onsite staff, a local boy named Nyx, and maybe a ghost or two.
As far as scary stories go, Savage does well with setting the
mood: There are chairs hanging from the ceiling, a piano that
plays on its own, and creepy passageways. The ghosts themselves and the climactic reveal are less than thrilling, a safe bet
for readers who prefer a spook to a terrifying scare. The real
heart of the story is the “true-blue” friendship between Karma
and Mags. There is a depth and ease to their relationship that
feels just right, most notably when Mags comforts Karma over
her mom, who’s left her behind. Spot art, a nod to Karma’s
notes, adds little to the reading experience. Same goes for the
bolded “WHAT-IFS” which inconsistently express both anxious Karma’s true worries and less impactful random thoughts.
Characters are presumed White.
More engaging for the real-life characters than the paranormal ones. (Mystery. 9-12)

send off invitations to their foodie friends: Cake, Ice Cream,
the Chicken Tender twins, Hamburger, Hot Dog, and Cheeseburger. But when they get to the Water Park, they discover that
it’s closed: “AHHHHHHHHHH!” Their names are misspelled
on their party sign: “AHHHHHHHHHH!” A balloon pops and
scares Ice Cream: “AHHHHHHHHHH!” Will anything go
according to plan? Shaskan hams it up even more for this second course after Who’s the Best? (2020). Patterned backgrounds
reiterate the setting and occasionally form full-page images
alongside smaller panels. The low overall panel count (eight
or fewer per spread) and repetitive five-chapter structure aid
emerging readers in decoding the deliciously fun text. Unfortunately, inconsistent choices about panel borders may confuse
some new-to-comics readers. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 8.3-by-12-inch double-page spreads viewed at 82% of actual size.)
A party worth crashing. (Graphic early reader. 5-8)

A veteran science writer describes some of the environmental effects of our changing climate, introduces some teen activists, and offers suggestions and examples of what can be done.
Adept at distilling science topics of all kinds for young readers, Simon has been writing about the environment since 1972.
He opens and closes this title with photos of and quotations
from 15-year-old Greta Thunberg, who challenged the world at
a U.N. Climate Change summit in 2019. After defining essential concepts—global warming, climate change, greenhouse
effect, greenhouse gases—he describes specific consequences:
heat waves, droughts, wildfires, deforestation, floods and other
weather extremes, sea-level rise, ocean acidification, and wildlife destruction (especially bees). Simon’s presentation is distinguished by the leavening of each bit of bad news with examples
of individual actions and steps that can be taken. He describes
what scientists are doing to reduce the effects of drought, new
methods for fighting wildfires, and what young readers can do to
help save forests, water, and energy. The straightforward exposition is interspersed with images and quotations from teen activists from around the world and set on and among relevant and
clearly captioned photographs and illustrations. There is nothing
particularly new in this quick overview, but the author’s expertise
at interpreting science topics for the age group will make it welcome. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch doublepage spreads viewed at 86.2% of actual size.)
An effective introduction clearly designed and organized
for its audience. (glossary, reading list, photo and illustration
credits, index) (Nonfiction. 9-12)
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Part classic sports story, part criticism of digital
media celebrity obsession, all heart.
the million dollar race

THE MILLION DOLLAR RACE

Smith, Matthew Ross
Aladdin (240 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-5344-2027-4

Two tween runners face off against
each other and injustice in this fastpaced read.
Grant Falloon and his best friend,
Jay Fa’atasi, are sprinters, obsessed with
speed and breaking records; the friendly
competition between the two encourages each of them to dig
deep and run their hardest. When a video of an epic fall goes
viral online (thanks to Grant’s social media–obsessed younger
brother), a chain of events is set in motion that will change their
lives. Runners worldwide are invited to compete in a high-profile, high-stakes race sponsored by a sneaker mogul. Qualifying
isn’t easy, and while Grant can provide the quick race times, he
must rely on his family to find a creative loophole for him to be
able to participate. Grant connects with international runners
and factory workers at the sneaker company and comes to realize that what’s at stake is bigger than a $1 million race. Characters are at times over-the-top, but the loping plot crosses the
finish line with positive messages about social justice and letting go of our investment in what virtual audiences may think
of us. Grant and other main characters are assumed White; Jay
and his family are Samoan American.
Part classic sports story, part criticism of digital media
celebrity obsession, all heart. (author interview) (Sports fiction.
10-14)

BEAST IN SHOW

Staniszewski, Anna
Illus. by Stone, Joanie
Henry Holt (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-62779-126-7

Julia discovers that there’s more than
one way to be a winner when she enters
her beloved dog, Huxley, in a show.
What kind of a show? “Just a totally normal dog show,”
says a judge—but considering that Huxley is up, in the illustrations anyway, against competitors like a dragon, a winged
unicorn, and a floating green teddy bear with antennae, will
Huxley get much attention? Backflips and barking on command don’t make much of an impression. Nor do Julia’s frantic
attempts to up her outgoing pooch’s game with ribbons and
other froufrou. But when the front-running unicorn takes a
fall in the climactic round, it’s Huxley’s encouraging nose lick
that gets him back on his hooves and on to the finish. In the
end, even though the “Best In Show” wreath goes to the unicorn, it’s the helpful hound who brings the cheering audience
to its feet and earns a ride on the grateful winner’s back. Stone
depicts Julia and her dad with light-brown skin amid racially
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diverse background groups of owners and onlookers. As in her
narrative Staniszewski never lets on that the competitors are
other than canine, there’s a droll disconnect between the text
and the pictures that even very young readers will enjoy. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 70% of actual size.)
A lick on the nose to all who lend a helping paw.(Picture book.
4-8)

THE GOOD WAR

Strasser, Todd
Delacorte (208 pp.)
$19.99 | $22.99 PLB | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-593-30780-9
978-0-525-64789-8 PLB
A middle school eSports club brings
the worst of video gaming’s subcultures
into the classroom.
In poor, mostly White, mostly
Christian Ironville, teacher Ms. B starts
up an eSports club. The students compete in The Good War,
a World War II shooter that pits Axis against Allies. A shifting point of view introduces the misfits who make up the
Allies and one of the bullies who make up the Axis. Playacting Nazis creeps into the Axis team’s behavior; they wear red
T-shirts with an SS–style lightning bolt and make Nazi salutes.
In Ironville, lacking people of color and Jews, these seventh
graders don’t understand their behavior isn’t funny. The worst
bully, Crosby, meets a friendly older gamer on a Discord channel who feeds him Nazi, racist, Islamophobic, anti-Semitic,
misogynist hatred between bouts of gameplay. Crosby’s radicalization includes profoundly horrific real-world concepts,
including an Adolf Hitler slogan and a White nationalist group
that actively recruits online. Binaries abound. Explicit refutation of some of the more virulent garbage comes from the
Ironville adults while intentional bigotry all originates from
non-Ironvillians. None of these kids sees open bigotry at
home, and Ms. B. takes it as a given that the eventual racism
must have originated online. Tell-not-show narrative and the
constantly shifting perspective distance readers from characters. Contemporary referents such as Twitch and Discord are
welcome; sadly, they appear alongside rantings about “bluepill snowflakes” and “Feminazis.”
Clumsy storytelling with a lesson: Adults must explicitly
educate kids about hate groups. (Fiction. 11-13)
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ROGER AND MATTHEW

Thériault, Michel
Illus. by Ben, Magali
Fitzhenry & Whiteside (24 pp.)
$18.95 | Jan. 1, 2021
978-1-55455-484-3

APE WITH A CAPE

Turner, Richard
Illus. by Sheehy, Deborah
Starfish Bay (36 pp.)
$16.95 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-76036-134-1

A stylish ape sets up a hair salon on
the main street in Jungle Town.
Ape wears a pinstripe suit, shiny boots, and “hair not seen
in the jungle before, / an upward swept pompadour!” He opens
a salon called Ape with a Cape, guaranteeing “a snappy new
look,” and word spreads fast through the trees. He tames a lion’s
mane into a “businessman.” He gives Miss Brown Bear a beehive. From a fox’s buzz cut to a sheep’s flattop, a penguin’s “bold
afro” to a skunk’s “punk mohawk,” Ape can do it all—except a
perm. For that, Poodle must go across the street, to Polar’s Rollers. The rhyming text has a rhythm that is easy to get into, and
some readers will enjoy learning the names of different hairstyles and imagining animals experimenting with them. The
final spread, showing an elephant, a turtle, birds, and more animals with assorted curls, is visually humorous, though the text
ends rather anticlimactically. Readers may have mixed feelings
|

BUMP

Wallace, Matt
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(288 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-06-300798-7
Maya Jocelyn Medina, MJ for short,
became a huge professional wrestling fan
after being introduced to the sport by
her late Papi.
Papi may not be around anymore,
but her love of wrestling, specifically Mexican-style wrestling,
or lucha libre, still runs deep and helps her feel connected with
him. When a chance meeting acquaints her with Mr. Arellano,
the owner of a local luchador wrestling school, MJ does everything she can to convince both him and her skeptical mom that
she belongs in the program. At 12, she becomes the youngest
wrestler at Victory Academy, and she must work hard to prove
that although she’s small, she can grapple with the best of them.
MJ learns how to throw down with other wrestlers whom she
comes to care about and trust. Her growing strength in the ring
also translates into more confidence in sixth grade, where she
encounters bullies and racism. MJ suspects that the string of
costly code violations from the State Athletic Commission that
plagues the academy may be part of a larger conspiracy to close
its doors for good. MJ’s tenacity leads to a thrilling conclusion
in a story filled with action and sensitive character development,
and readers, whether lucha libre fans or not, will be drawn into
her story. MJ and many members of the wrestling community
are Mexican American.
This touching story of grit and luchadores wrestles with
themes of loss and chosen family. (Fiction. 8-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

Roger and Matthew are more than
just lifelong friends.
“Everyone in the village knows them. They are part of the
neighbourhood.” Both are retired; one taught English and the
other owned a shop. They met in elementary school and have
known each other so long that “they don’t need words to understand each other.” They live together in a kitty-filled cottage
by a lake, and birds sing in their backyard. “Because they were
different people were often mean to them and sometimes hurt
them,” but the couple has stuck together, and “their hearts are
full of happiness and truth.” Roger and Matthew are “two kind
gentlemen” who are also in love with each other. This English
translation of French Canadian singer/songwriter Thériault’s
Ils sont is a sweet introduction to the idea of same-gender couples that focuses on the love between the two individuals and
completely normalizes the relationship on a level appropriate
for the youngest readers or listeners. The simple text flows and
rolls across the pages. Ben’s watercolor illustrations in muted
browns, reds, aquas, and greens alternate between images of
the older couple—both present White—going about their business in the garden or the countryside and the countryside itself.
Oddly, the palette lends an almost melancholy feel to the celebration of this relationship.
A quiet, even subdued affirmation that love is love. (Picture
book. 2-7)

about culturally specific hairstyles being used for laughs, and
the lion’s transformation from wild mane to a straight-haired
coif may disappoint and dismay those who have been made to
feel that the natural state of their hair is somehow unprofessional or inappropriate.
Giggleworthy for some—but not universal. (Picture book.
3-6)

MAGIC’S MOST WANTED

Whitesides, Tyler
Harper/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-06-256837-3

An unwitting Indiana 13-year-old
contends with a magical Mastermind.
Mason Mortimer Morrison ranks
No. 1 on Magix’s Most Wanted List—but
has no idea why! Since his dad was incarcerated for a bank robbery, life has gone
downhill: Mom’s always working, school’s a drag, and nobody but
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Hamid, a 10-year-old neighbor, wants to hang out. Everything
changes when a magical music box interrupts a catastrophic
book report and two agents from Magix’s Investigation Division take Mason into custody. Mason, they claim, is an Ed—an
Educated person who understands how magic functions—while
most people are blissfully unaware Igs, or Ignorants. Magic
manifests in boons, once-ordinary objects imbued with power
by good deeds—and Mason stands accused of pillaging a boon
storage facility. Before Magix enacts a harsh sentence, Mason’s
sprung from their clutches by the mysterious Avery, who claims
she’s an apprentice detective, and the two begin working to prove
his innocence. As they gather evidence, an unknown Mastermind
begins interfering with their efforts—and seems to predict their
every move. Can Mason and Avery sway Magix, or will the Mastermind’s plan prevail? Whitesides’ latest relies on nippy prose,
lighthearted stakes, physical comedy, and thriller pacing to bring
a large, inscrutable, sequel-begging bureaucracy to life. Mason
seems to be White; Avery is cued as Black, and black-haired
Hamid’s family emigrated from England.
A rollicking adventure. (Fantasy adventure. 9-13)

I AM NOT A PENGUIN
A Pangolin’s Lament

Wong, Liz
Illus. by the author
Knopf (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-593-12740-7
978-0-593-12741-4 PLB
Most children will not be familiar
with pangolins, scaly mammals native to Asia and Africa.
But neither are the animal characters who mix up the pangolin
with many other animals. A talkative pangolin introduces his species with a poster. The animals, illustrated in a stylized but realistic
manner, seem thoroughly confused by this new creature. In the
dryly witty text, the pangolin describes his various attributes but is
constantly interrupted by other animals mistaking him for a creature that’s similar in some way. When the pangolin describes curling up into a ball to protect himself, the skunk says: “Oh, I get it!
He’s an armadillo.” When penguins are remarked on, the pangolin
grows extremely testy. “I AM CERTAINLY NOT A PENGUIN!
I DON’T WANT TO TALK ABOUT PENGUINS! THERE
ARE NO PENGUINS HERE! ZERO PENGUINS! NOT.
ONE. PENGUIN!” And who should stroll in but a surfer penguin, wearing cool sunglasses and leading the pangolin’s audience
to the beach. The crestfallen pangolin starts to cancel the presentation, but then a small Asian-presenting child shows up to listen,
explaining, “I’m just a kid”—to which the pangolin responds with
puzzlement: “Huh. Like a goat?” The pangolin shows sheet after
informational sheet to an enthralled audience of one, quiet humor
giving way to a small torrent of facts written on mock presentation
paper. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch double-page
spreads viewed at 16.8% of actual size.)
A whimsical introduction to an unusual mammal. (Informa
tional picture book. 5-8)
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SHEEPISH
Wolf Under Cover

Yoon, Helen
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-5362-0732-3

A wolf in sheep’s clothing gets the
wool pulled over its eyes.
A wolf adorned in fleecy disguise stealthily scuttles along to
the farm’s sheep quarters, visions of scrumptious ovine delicacies
dancing in its head. The wolf is so convinced it’s incognito among
the crowd, it doesn’t notice the herd’s completely on to it the
whole time. As if in a guidebook for would-be sheep predators,
the wolf outlines steps in its master plan: “Be helpful…handy…
fun…friendly…a team player…[and] the sheepiest sheep that
ever was.” Giggle-inducing illustrations depict the wolf helping
the sheep wash dishes, do laundry, bake, cut wood, enjoy exercise
class and shuffleboard, and read to youngsters. Naturally, all these
activities are designed to lull woolly critters into becoming…a
wolf banquet. But wait! A winsome lamb’s post-storytime peck
on the cheek tears the wolf ’s plans asunder and sends it scurrying home, where it doffs its woolly duds and forsakes its former
lifestyle and diet. All ends well when a knock on the door springs
a bevy of costumed visitors on the incredulous erstwhile hunter.
This amiable tale comically explores how love and acceptance
can turn a dedicated curmudgeon’s stony heart to mush. The
dynamic, cartoonish illustrations are the real draw and will capture kids’ chuckling attention; the minimal, humorous text will
appeal to emergent readers. (This book was reviewed digitally with
10.3-by-16.8-inch double-page spreads viewed at 81.1% of actual size.)
Kids will wolf this one down—and won’t feel sheepish
about it. (Picture book. 4-7)

b o a r d & n o v e lt y b o o k s
WHOSE BONES?
An Animal Guessing
Game
Balkan, Gabrielle
Illus. by Brewster, Sam
Phaidon (28 pp.)
$12.95 | Sep. 16, 2020
978-1-83866-151-9

Using verbal clues, readers guess
which skeleton belongs to which animal.
The book opens with an introduction to the topic via
T. rex and human skeletons. On the verso of each subsequent
spread, a clear image of a skeleton appears in white against a
black background, with the guessing-game invitation “Whose
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Interactivity and the element of surprise make this an amusing read
for kids with strong stomachs and a sense of humor.
the scary book

bones are these?” The recto has a short paragraph highlighting
one part of the depicted skeleton, such as skull, spine, or leg
bones. Below that, three additional facts are shared in the first
person, as if the animal itself is doling out the clues, along with
the query “Who am I?” Readers can then open the gatefold flap
left to right to reveal an image of the living creature in question
in its habitat and in the exact same physical position as the skeleton across the spread for easy comparison. Brewster’s imagery
steals the show, with the look of woodcut prints in rich and
intentionally limited colors. Additional facts are shared about
the animal under the flap along with encouragement for readers to compare their skeleton with various animals’. Departing
from most board books, very specific species are depicted and
include an African bush elephant, a bumblebee bat, and a reticulated python.
An excellent and even playful introduction to the skeletal
system of both human- and animalkind. (Board book. 3-6)

VEHICLES

Dozens of different vehicles can be
set to work or recreational use on a set of
magnetized land- or seascapes.
Packaged on punch-out plastic sheets stashed in an attached
storage envelope, the 45 vehicles in this French import—from
Soyuz and Ariane rockets to a horse-drawn cart—are identified
in a visual key at the end. Most are ridden, driven, or otherwise
supervised (except for the pilots of the drone and a remote-control submarine, who go unseen) by an actively posed cast that’s
diverse in both age and race. Baumann supplies a sparse assortment of banal observations (“With an inflatable raft, people can
enjoy floating and relaxing on the water”) scattered over each of
the five spacious and largely empty air, land, or water scenes on
which the vehicles can be distributed. Like Ines Adams’ Ocean,
illustrated by Oliver Latyk (2018), and other titles in the Magnetology series, the plethora of small magnetized pieces offers
plenty of opportunity for recognition and play (not to mention
treasure hunts, as they will readily scatter). Though not strong
enough to hold items on a refrigerator, they will adhere to the
sturdy backdrops well enough to stay in place even when the
pages are held vertically.
An interactive alternative to the many other galleries of
conveyances winged, wheeled, or afloat. (Informational novelty.
4-6)
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Curtle, Lucinda
Illus. by Gilbert, Anne Yvonne;
Walton, Garry & Sirois, Doug
Candlewick (30 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 17, 2020
978-1-5362-0915-0
Series: ’Ology

A handbook for budding ghost hunters, compiled by hands
both fleshly and spectral.
Per series formula, it’s tricked out with an abundant array
of tabs, flaps, and special features, including inset booklets, an
envelope of secret-message cards, and a red “gem” within which,
in the right light, a ghostly face swims. Also according to established format, it presents itself as an antique manual for “scientific ghostologists” interested in distinguishing hoaxes from
real haunts. For extra chills, not only are the galleries of ghostly
types and ghost-hunting gear, visits to haunted locales worldwide, and exposés of techniques used by fake spiritualists all
marked up by inserted spectral taunts and commentary, but a
page has been “torn” out by a mysterious hand and an entire
spread sealed with a tantalizing “open at your own risk” sticker.
Some glow-in-the-dark elements give intrepid readers further
reason to ignore the opening warning that this is “NOT TO BE
READ BEFORE BED!” Aside from one image of a sadly stereotypical turbaned swami and nods to Japanese kodama and
the “African” obambo, figures living or otherwise in the thick
arrays of illustrations default to White. (Oddly, the dybbuk is
not identified as from Judaic traditions.)
An ectoplasmic extravaganza, formulaic but (in this case
literally) haunting. (Informational novelty. 9-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

Baumann, Anne-Sophie
Illus. by Convert, Hélène
Trans. by Hardenberg, Wendeline A.
Twirl/Chronicle (12 pp.)
$21.99 | Aug. 4, 2020
979-1-02760-879-9
Series: Magnetology

GHOSTOLOGY
A True Revelation of Spirits,
Ghouls, and Hauntings

THE SCARY BOOK

Dedieu, Thierry
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Schöni, Melanie
Prestel (20 pp.)
$12.95 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-3-7913-7464-2

Big fangs come in small packages in
this inventively creepy opus from France.
Bright colors and ghoulishly garish surprises await young readers brave
enough to unfold the flaps in these amusingly over-the-top portraits of scary creatures. “Little fish / become big fish. / Beware
of the piranha. / OUCH! OUCH! OUCH! / LET’S FIND A
SAFE PLACE!” exhorts the text in larger and larger type. On
recto, a tiny, wide-eyed green fish becomes a fearsome eating
machine when the flap is folded down, revealing sharp teeth
and a bite so wide the fish trebles in size. “A bat eats insects.
/ DO YOU WANT TO FIND OUT / WHAT THIS BAT
EATS?” Unfolding the flap reveals a gaping maw of pink gums
b o a r d & n o v e lt y b o o ks
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Accessible, uncluttered, and refreshingly direct.
planet work

and razor-sharp fangs, suggesting a diet of anything it wants. A
ghost, a toad, a crab, an octopus, a snake, a spider, a wolf, and,
finally, a Halloween pumpkin full of bats and bugs round out
the anatomically alarming cast. Interactivity and the element of
surprise make this an amusing read for kids with strong stomachs and a sense of humor. Fair warning: Some of the drawings
are pretty gross. The ghost, when extended, sports a rib cage
and a stray trachea and esophagus, for example. Know your kid;
this may not be suitable for those prone to nightmares. Though
fairly stiff and secure, the fold-out flaps could tear in rough or
excited hands.
Silly scares and gruesome, good-natured fun for kids so
inclined. (Board book. 4-6)

MASQUERADE PARTY

Illus. by Ferri, Giuliano
Minedition (16 pp.)
$11.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-988-8342-06-8

Put a party spin on a topic even
young children have heard a lot about
lately: masks.
A hat and mask over the eyes is just enough disguise for nine
smiling, costumed animals. A question is posed on the verso of
each spread: “Who is…?” It’s answered by lifting the mask on
the right: “It is….” The cover flap, a Little Red Riding Hood
mask, hides “the wicked wolf.” Other pairings are less obviously linked. A “fun firefighter” turns out to be a “brave bear.”
Lift the “plucky pirate” mask to find a “playful pig.” Eyes, nose,
and mouth are clearly visible in each illustration, with a costume prop in the paw of the hidden animal. The wolf on the
final spread proves to be Little Red Riding Hood, completing
the story circle. Descriptive alliteration on every page uses
sophisticated vocabulary. Little Red, the only human character, is White with blond braids. Animal stereotypes creep in,
some based on folklore tropes. The fox is disguised as a “sly
sorcerer”—signaled, in a deeply unfortunate Orientalist choice,
with a turban—but the bunny is “cuddly,” and the dog is “handsome” and “daring.” Use with supervision lest the eye holes on
the oversized flaps rip when grasped by eager little fingers.
Clever and reasonably sturdy but with a significant misstep. (Board book. 1-5)

BUILD!

Adapt. by Franceschelli, Christopher
Illus. by Deneux, Xavier
Chronicle Books (14 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 11, 2020
978-1-4521-7871-4
Series: TouchThinkLearn
Put on your hard hat and get ready to build by moving construction-themed puzzle pieces about the page in this French
import.
218
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In a conversational narration, a pair of builders with black
hair and tangerine skin congenially chat with each other and
readers as they detail the many stages involved in building a
home. After detailing how the duo erects the house, it warmly
concludes with a new project: a baby so they might now “build
[their] family.” As there’s a fair amount of text, studded with
rich vocabulary like balcony and joists, it’s most suitable for older
toddler and preschool listeners. Deneux’s signature style shines,
with abundant white space and graphically simple renderings of
people and equipment made primarily of bold, unlined geometric shapes in a cohesive palette of olive, crimson, goldenrod, and
black. Where the book stumbles is in its interactivity. Conceptually, moving the pieces from a recessed area on the left page to
a recess on the right to help the duo complete a building task is
ingenious, as a square and rectangle become bricks or a triangle
roof is added, but in practice, this requires some serious manual
dexterity. Pieces designed to fit tight require prying to remove,
and sometimes, placing the correct pieces into the slot is tricky.
Caregivers will bemoan the many tiny parts as they disappear
into bottomless toy boxes.
Creative—but doesn’t quite nail it. (Board book/novelty. 3-5)

PLANET WORK

George, Bobby & George, June
Illus. by Nassner, Alyssa
abramsappleseed (24 pp.)
$10.99 | Nov. 3, 2020
978-1-4197-4368-9
Series: Montessori
A planet-by-planet exploration of the
solar system.
Starting with the sun, the journey
begins at the center and moves out.
Each of the eight planets is featured on
a double-page spread with a clear, centered image, two to three facts, and a
horizontal panel at the bottom with a
you-are-here arrow putting all the planets in context. The planetary facts shared are simple and direct: “Earth is our home!
It is the only known planet to support life.” An almost-toosubtle tactile element that looks to be a thin and shiny plastic
coating is added to the outside edge of the planet’s image so
little fingers can trace it. The Montessori-inspired goal of the
project is to focus on the concrete before the abstract. How
that comes into play here is not clear, but graphically clean
simplicity, from the sans-serif font to the natural-looking faux
wood backgrounds, seems to be the driver. Unfortunately,
placing the planets so they straddle the book’s gutter warps
both the clarity of Nassner’s images and the tactile experience.
While the planets are not presented in their true proportions,
a concluding double gatefold that opens to reveal the solar system in toto is a helpful addition.
Accessible, uncluttered, and refreshingly direct. (Board
book. 2-5)
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BUTTON YOUR
BUTTONS
It’s a Snowy Day!

rhinoceros also show up in the same matter-of-fact way. Being
in on the joke, children will have no difficulty accepting the juxtaposition of simple shapes and silly animal antics as perfectly
sensible. But when a plain pineapple makes an appearance, readers will agree with the author: “What is that doing here?” The
final spread shows animals and shapes but no pineapple—after
all, it doesn’t belong here—having fun at the beach.
Bound to put a smile on readers’ faces. (Board book. 2-4)

Houran, Lori Haskins
Illus. by Miller, Edward
Cottage Door Press (34 pp.)
$9.99 | Jul. 7, 2020
978-1-68052-954-8

THIS IS A BOOK OF SHAPES

Kraegel, Kenneth
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (30 pp.)
$8.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5362-0701-9

As the title says, this is a book of
shapes—but with a little touch of whimsy.
A goofy-looking emu on the cover, with wispy feathers in
beautiful shades of purple and turquoise, forewarns readers
there is more to the book than simple shapes. And it delivers.
The first spread presents a wood-grained green circle against
a white background and a simple, straightforward statement:
“This is a circle.” Next comes a red square and “This is a square.”
Next, a blue triangle and “This is a triangle.” Next comes an emu.
An emu? The deadpan narration announces, “This is an emu
pushing a pancake wagon down the hill.” Readers are now in
the know; what other quirky appearances might there be? The
book does not disappoint. Interspersed with other basic shapes,
a porpoise reading knock-knock jokes and a skateboarding
|
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UP CAT DOWN CAT

Light, Steve
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (16 pp.)
$7.99 | May 5, 2020
978-1-5362-1031-6

A pair of coy cats cleverly demonstrates various binary opposites.
Rarely are toddlers treated to such a refined concept board
book, as two sleek cats, one black and one white, evocatively act
out eight different sets of opposites. These are not darling cartoon cats; rather they are charismatic felines whose bodies slink
and perch and lounge about, as when the white cat stretches
its sinuous body out “long” while the black cat simultaneously
curls into a “short,” compact ball. Efficiently covering oft-seen
concepts like wet and dry (with one poor damp kitty and one
dry, suspicious one) or awake and asleep, the book also veers into
some lesser-seen sets, such as straight/curvy, with one cat tail
hanging languidly and the other loopy and twitching. Lost/found,
however, may not be so easy for toddlers to parse. Atmospheric
multimedia art combines earthy linoprint backgrounds and collaged cats into a modern, toddler-friendly version of the famous
Le Chat Noir poster, especially with its strikingly neutral cats
placed against the boldly colored backgrounds. Within the cosmopolitan art, there are child-friendly elements and humor, like
the ubiquitous small blue mouse toy that begs to be found or
the naughty white cat calmly knocking a vase from a shelf or
begging pathetically for the black cat’s dinner.
Hello kitty! Don’t miss this playful yet urbane combination of concept book and art book. (Board book. 1-3)

y o u n g a d u lt

This simple, fun primer teaches toddlers the mechanics of
dressing themselves to brave the elements on a snowy winter
day.
In an animal kindergarten, a patient, encouraging teacher
coaxes the children to bundle up before going outside for a
recess romp in the snow. “Button your buttons, / zip your zippers. // Buckle your buckles, / and snap your snaps. // Put on your
scarves. / Put on your mittens. // Put on your hats, please, / and
pull down the flaps!” The animals that populate the classroom—
raccoons, a rabbit, a beaver, a bear, and a porcupine—have large
heads, big smiles, wide eyes, and delightfully confused expressions as they gamely execute their teacher’s orders. The illustrations have a wonderfully anarchic quality, as the teacher rides
herd over a roomful of pupils moving in several directions at
once. The bear cub wraps its head in its scarf like a mummy.
Flying pencils, crayons, hats, mittens, and a runaway globe add
to the chaos. Outside, the kids build a snowman and have a
rousing snowball fight, then return from recess to repeat the
process in reverse. Buttons are unbuttoned, zippers unzipped,
buckles unbuckled, and snaps unsnapped, and once all the gear
is removed, it’s time for well-deserved naps for the kids—and
their teacher, too.
Short and sweet, but the empowering message, singsong
cadences, and colorful, expressive faces are irresistible. (Board
book. 2-5)

THE AMICUS BOOK OF EARTH

Illus. by Lundie, Isobel
Amicus Ink (10 pp.)
$9.99 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-1-68152-758-1

Take a mini-tour around the world in
this vibrantly collaged introduction to 10
different habitats.
This diminutive board book covers the basics, like deserts
and jungles, but also veers into less-well-traveled habitats, like
“the poles” and “the skies.” On most pages, there’s the requisite
representative animals and plants, such as a stylized lion in
the “grasslands” or an assortment of trees in the “forest,” but in
b o a r d & n o v e lt y b o o ks
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Brezzi’s stylized cartoons are clear and accessible, employing
a wide range of patterns and unusual colors.
nita’s day

another departure, human activities (though no actual humans)
are given space. There’s a page devoted to “cities,” and instead
of the expected fish, “oceans” are filled with various jaunty ships.
Elegantly collaged illustrations have a flat, contemporary feel
to them; they are made of various textured papers in primarily matte, muted colors with a few richly colored highlights.
Whether a noble deer strutting his stuff or a concerned adult
tiger peeking at a precocious cub, the animals have whimsical faces and poses. While the art shines, however, the text is
uneven. Repetitive exclamation points are wearing, and onomatopoeic words incorporated into the art vary from charming
to confusing (“orbit!” isn’t really a sound). Most of the succinct
tidbits of information, like “the poles are very icy and cold,” are
clear, but some, like “the Earth is the third planet from the Sun,”
are too nebulous for younger listeners to understand.
Though the text sometimes stumbles, the art makes it an
attractive addition to the habitat shelf. (Board book. 18 mos.-3)

NITA’S DAY

MacMillan, Kathy
Illus. by Brezzi, Sara
Familius (12 pp.)
$14.99 | May 12, 2020
978-1-64170-148-8
Series: Little Hands Signing
A toddler signs in American Sign Language throughout the
day.
Nita, who has beige skin and a blue bun on either side of
their head, wakes up, receives a diaper change, dresses, and
more, with two loving caregivers, also beige-skinned. Related
signs for each of these activities (wake-up, change, and clothes,
respectively) are demonstrated by Nita on panels revealed
when the page is expanded by tugging on a tab. One or two
images of Nita appear making the sign with directional arrows
and short descriptions as needed. While these panels may be
an engaging gimmick for active toddler readers, they make the
book inordinately heavy and may not stand up to robust play.
Tabbed pages make flipping to the correct sign easy for sleepdeprived parents using the book as a reference. Short, simple,
descriptive sentences put the signs in context. Brezzi’s stylized
cartoons are clear and accessible, employing a wide range of patterns and unusual colors. On the back page, a note for grownups encourages using sign language throughout the day to help
children manage transitions and make sense of their world. The
author’s webpage provides a video of the author sharing all the
signs. Deaf culture, ASL, and early-childhood content were vetted by experts, making it suitable for Deaf children or families
who want to incorporate sign into their daily routine.
A handy resource for hearing and Deaf families alike.
(Board book. 1-3)
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MAGICAL CREATURES AND
MYTHICAL BEASTS

Mortimer, Byron & Mortimer, Millie
Illus. by Ngai, Victo
Magic Cat (48 pp.)
$29.99 | Nov. 10, 2020
978-1-4197-4839-4
Series: See the Supernatural

With the aid of a special flashlight, an Oxford don’s daughter
spots dozens of creatures of legend and folklore on a world tour.
Happily, readers can do the same with the removable
thumb light encased in the cover. Millie’s ever oblivious dad
delivers quick lectures on the facts behind the Loch Ness Monster, Pegasus, Japanese yokai, “sewer gators” in New York City,
Uzbekistani griffins, and more. Meanwhile, young Millie tags
along, offering less skeptical observations while revealing with
her magic light a world teeming with diaphanous wonders. The
gimmick works unusually well; even under close examination
the various creatures hidden in Ngai’s expansive landscapes and
bustling urban scenes are invisible until the ambient lighting is
dimmed and the blue minilight switched on. Better yet, even
after the tour ends amid Oxford’s book- (and goblin-) laden
shelves, a page turn reveals 18 more sprites and wights to find
in a second go-round. The Eurocentric itinerary loops quickly
through Asia, Oceania, and the Americas while leaving India
and Africa out entirely. Religions both ancient and current are
treated as myth—the Rainbow Serpent of Aborigine tradition
is dismissed as a legend, for instance. Aside from one brownskinned librarian, every human in sight is either White, concealed beneath umbrellas or big sunglasses, or turned away. Still,
the size and diverse character of the supernatural cast give this
a leg (claw, tentacle) up on most monster-hunting guides. The
light’s button battery is replaceable.
Parochial, but undeniably illuminating. (Informational nov
elty. 7-11)

TECKA

Opal, Paola
Illus. by the author
Simply Read Books (26 pp.)
$6.95 | Oct. 30, 2020
978-1-772290-36-3
Series: Simply Small
In this new entry in the resurrected
Simply Small series, a baby octopus tries
to find a good place to swim, but the sea
is so big.
Tecka is a cute lavender baby octopus with purple spots. As Tecka looks
for a good place to swim, it finds that “up near the clear blue
sky” is too high to jump; “down below by the soft sand” the
seagrass tickles; and “right in the middle,” a jellyfish stings (and
then apologizes). Finally, near “a pretty pink rock” is the perfect
place, and the other creatures it had previously encountered
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join Tecka and they swim together. There’s no questioning that
it’s sweet, but as stories go, it’s pretty thin. The introduction
of onomatopoeia (“Splish-splash, squiggle-squirm!”) adds a
little sonic interest. In the simultaneously publishing Spookie, a
small bat loves flying but not when it is wet and stormy; when
it encounters a small owl also hiding from the storm they keep
each other company, and when the storm is over they fly out
together. Boldly outlined, simple graphics in saturated pastel
colors characterize the series look.
Sweet, if a little bland. (Board book. 1-3) (Spookie: 978-1-77229-037-0)

FISH!

Pajaro, Rosie
Cottage Door Press (12 pp.)
$7.99 | Jun. 2, 2020
978-1-68052-936-4
Series: PBS KIDS Chunky Lift-a-Flap
Board Book

SCALES AND TAILS

Pajaro, Rosie
Cottage Door Press (10 pp.)
$9.99 | Aug. 11, 2020
978-1-68052-950-0
Series: PBS Kids Touch & Feel Board
Book
In this nonfiction board book, animal facts are paired with
touchable images.
From the creepy crawly to the slimy, each animal gets its
own double-page spread complete with an up-close, detailed
stock photograph. A touch-and-feel element is built into each
animal’s image so that readers have a chance to interact with
|
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DOGGIE GETS SCARED

Patricelli, Leslie
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (26 pp.)
$7.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5362-0379-0
Series: Leslie Patricelli Board Books

y o u n g a d u lt

Little ones can learn fish facts by lifting sturdy flaps.
Each page is a busy mélange of stock photos of fish framed
in thick lines and bright colors. Flat cartoon art, in the wideeyed style many PBS viewers will recognize, decorates the edges
of the page. One- or two-sentence captions in bright text boxes
share simple facts on the verso: “The reef is full of colorful fish.
The parrotfish munches algae that grows on coral.” On the
recto, a partial thought is shared, with a surprising completion
of that thought under a heavy-duty flap: “Even though they are
called goldfish… / they can be black, white, orange, or multicolored!” Green-skinned cartoon PBS Kids offer quips via speech
bubbles, making jokes that may go over most toddlers’ heads;
“Can this pup fetch?” asks one in reference to a shark pup. Fishloving youngsters will likely see some of their favorite creatures
here: sharks, clown fish, and seahorses. Many of the photos are
ill-served by the busy layout and compact trim size, but the
flaps are the sturdiest in the business and will likely survive vigorous play and exploration.
A teeming presentation of underwater life that will likely
satisfy active fish fans but overwhelm less-committed readers.
(Board book. 1-3)

the fuzz on a tarantula and the velvety skin of a bat’s wing, for
example. These touchable elements are largely successful. The
actual stickiness of the frog’s tongue will impress little readers,
and the subtle scales on the chameleon are well-integrated with
the image. Others are less successful, however. The skunk’s
tail is a swoop of plain white fuzz, and the tarantula’s “hairs,”
while fun to touch, obscure the details underneath. The greenskinned PBS Kids characters accompany the animal images.
The text itself is just the facts, rare for a board book. It introduces some great vocabulary, like predator and musk, but misses
the opportunity to use the word nocturnal in both the bat and
skunk entries. The book also assumes some prerequisite knowledge: Mammal is not explained, for example. This, coupled with
the level of information shared, makes it an odd match for the
board-book format.
The tactile elements and factoids will make it high appeal
for curious readers, who will overlook its imperfections.
(Board book. 3-5)

A stuffed dog (and his baby) are afraid
until they realize they have each other.
Patricelli’s instantly recognizable baby—White, still perpetually diaper clad, still with but one hair—from Bigger! Bigger!
(2018) and many more is back with an adorable purple stuffed
animal named Doggie. From swimming pools to strangers,
Doggie gets pretty scared. The baby provides the pup lots of
reassurance (including time with baby’s blankie) so that in the
end, neither one is too afraid anymore. Adult readers will get a
kick out of the fact that Doggie’s fears are actually the baby’s
fears. What’s more, readers see the baby trying many of the
same calm-down tactics on the stuffed canine that caregivers
use on children. Both this device and the first-person narration are clever tools that will play well with little readers who
likely share many of the same fears. The black-outlined images
stand out against bold, saturated backgrounds, drawn with just
enough detail to be interesting but not too busy. The simplicity of the illustrations doesn’t prevent Patricelli from conveying
emotion, from the baby’s panic at possibly losing Doggie to the
caregiver’s palpable relief at having found it. All of the characters present White save a few background figures. Patricelli’s
rhyming Mad, Mad, MAD features the baby expressing anger
and ultimately using techniques to work through it.
Hits just the right note for fans of the series and newcomers alike. (Board book. 1-3) (Mad, Mad, MAD: 978-1-5362-0380-6)
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HEY OWL, WHAT’S IN
THE BOX?

More tribute than tour, but diapered viewers, Bronxers or
not, will respond to the bright colors and faces. (Board book. 1-3)

Purcell, Rebecca
Illus. by the author
Tiny Seed (16 pp.)
$5.95 | Oct. 1, 2020
978-1-80036-003-7
Series: Owl and Bird

PELÉ

A cheery guessing game for toddlers ready for a sweet, predictable mystery.
A perky gray owl is on its way to a party. The yellow plane flying a “PARTY TONIGHT” banner is the first clue. Owl’s pink
roller skates hint at the fun to come. And of course, Owl’s leaving
a bakery carrying a box clearly marked “DONUTS.” Apparently,
the animals Owl meets can’t read yet, just like the toddlers or
preschoolers playing along with the guessing game. The animals
asking the title question wear clues to what their guess may be: A
bird with a pirate’s eye patch asks, “Is it treasure?” A swan with a
crown and star-tipped wand asks, “Is it fairy dust?” To each ever
more fanciful guess, Owl replies, “Nope.” Lest this formula grow
dull, the questions begin to vary a tiny bit, until a baby owl says,
“I know what’s in the box! Is it a surprise?” and Owl replies, “Yes!”
Predictable text, expressive characters, and added details in the
uncluttered pictures against a cheerful teal background make
this simple story surprisingly satisfying for young readers just
beginning to understand story structure. The real surprise is what
happens when Owl trips on a rock and drops the box.
Expect demand for repeated readings (and maybe donuts
too). (Board book. 2-5)

BRONXTONES

Rivera, Alex
Photos by the author
Kokila (14 pp.)
$7.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-593-11078-2
A photographer born and resident
in the Bronx offers glimpses of his borough’s places and people.
Rivera styles himself “The Bronxer” on his website and
social media. Though only some of the captions (“Bruckner
Orange,” “174th Violet”) place his eight sunny but generic outdoor scenes in any specific locale, still the cute young children
of color in most of them supply plenty of charisma. In a bilingual narrative on each recto, equally generic English lines over
Spanish highlight colors in the facing photo with changes of
hue: “We buy tamales from the green cart. / Compramos tamales del carrito verde.” An intrusive white Polaroid-style frame
collaged into each photo serves no evident purpose beyond
framing one element of the composition and supplying a place
for a caption, brand emblem, and an ID number. This gives this
board-book minigallery a commercial feel…but it’s never a bad
thing to celebrate the fact that there’s more to New York City’s
northerly reaches than a zoo and a baseball stadium.
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Rodriguez, Patty & Stein, Ariana
Illus. by Reyes, Citlali
Lil’ Libros (22 pp.)
$9.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-947971-53-0
A compact biography of the legendary Brazilian soccer player.
On the verso, one-sentence facts, in clear Spanish and English, are doled out to readers opposite a full-page scene from
Pelé’s life on the recto. Though voiced straightforwardly, many
of the facts are interesting, such as that Pelé learned the game
from his father using a ball made from a sock stuffed with newspaper. Others pieces of information feel incomplete, such as
that Pelé was named after Thomas Edison—Edson Arantes do
Nascimento—but readers never learn how he got the unique
nickname by which he is known. In both the English and the
Spanish texts, one key vocabulary word is printed in a bold and
bright type, but some of the word selections are not obvious for
toddler readers, who don’t know much about him (beautiful and
bonito are set in boldface because that is the word Pelé used to
describe the game, for instance). Simple cartoon people with
slightly oversized heads are featured in the scenes of Pelé’s life,
but, along with his teammates, Pelé never looks like he is older
than age 12 even when he joins Brazil’s national team or he is
surrounded by a diverse group of children he is teaching. Likely
the most successful illustration is the gallery resembling a hallof-fame exhibit highlighting Pelé’s achievement of scoring over
1,000 goals in his career.
Despite the clipped content, a bilingual board-book biography about a person of color is a welcome addition. (Board book.
2-4)

ANIMALS

Takeuchi, Chihiro
Illus. by the author
Candlewick Studio (34 pp.)
$14.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-5362-1149-8
Series: Paper Peek
Readers are challenged to seek and
find animals from among complex cut-paper patterns.
The first of each pair of double-page spreads opens onto a
solid-colored spread labeled with a continent (“South America”)
or an environment (“The Oceans”) on verso and a large, evocatively shaped die-cut animal representative of that geographic
area on recto. Glance through the purple Oceania kangaroo
die cut to a collaged page teaming with miniscule, precisely
trimmed local animals artfully arranged into a dizzying tableau. Though the collage work is skillful and the matte colors
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This oversized board book should fire the imaginations
of a wide range of young readers.
a beast c

are harmonious—khaki, rust, and olive kangaroos; maroon
kiwis and platypuses; and a few scattered lime crocodiles and
turtles—the tightly crammed animals feel overwhelming, like
a piece of frenetic scrapbooking paper. Busy pages make the
“Can you find…?” counting challenge opposite the collage frustrating for a board-book audience. While Asia’s large, patterned
“1 panda” or colorfully distinct “3 peacocks” are easy enough to
spot, smaller animals, such as the “5 wild boars,” melt into the
visual cacophony. Some, like Europe’s reindeer and horses, are
difficult to visually differentiate, and budding naturalists may
rail about the section combining penguins and polar bears in
“the Arctic and the Antarctic.” Placing the ethnically ambiguous
child floating through the world in a hot air balloon on each
page (or, cleverly, in scuba gear on the “Oceans” page) is a nice
touch.
Unique, ambitious art and concept but too challenging for
the toddler set. (Board book. 2-4)

Turner, Katie
Illus. by Ermos, George
Cottage Door Press (26 pp.)
$14.99 | Jul. 7, 2020
978-1-68052-925-8

Letter skills, vocabulary, and fantasy—oh my!
This oversized board book should fire the imaginations of
a wide range of young readers, whether they’re mastering the
alphabet or old enough to be captivated by the lore of myths
and legends. Brilliant colors, a textured cover, and vivid images
of creatures and monsters will intrigue and amuse but are
unlikely to inspire nightmares. The text is rhymed and usually
rhythmic, although the Loch Ness Monster, “aka Nessie,” entry
has an amusing overabundance of syllables. The book opens on
a scene of an explorer’s den, with a presumably ancient volume
depicting dragons and rocs on the desk along with a unicorn
horn, jackalope antlers, and a chart of the world depicting
giant sea creatures swimming in the oceans. “The world is full
of many beasties and creatures,” begins the text, “with all manner and type of magical features. / If you’d like to know more
about these beasts in your midst, / then continue on and read
this mythical list.” Entries begin with “A is for Alien, who zips
through the skies. / B is for Basilisk, don’t look at its eyes!”
Kraken, Mermaid, Phoenix, Sphinx, Unicorn, Vampire, and
Zombie also make the cut. If you were wondering: “X is for...
Xylophone Cat? OK—we made that one up.” The last two pages
are a glossary.
Fantastical and only slightly frightful fun. (Board book. 3-8)
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van Genechten, Guido
Illus. by the author
Clavis (18 pp.)
$12.95 | Oct. 27, 2020
978-1-60537-560-1
An ode to love and kisses for babies
and toddlers, imported from Belgium

and the Netherlands.
Big-headed, diaper-clad fuzzy animals populate this board
book. Each has characteristics that mirror the brief text. “A kiss for
you on the top of your head…” is paired with an orange crawling
cat-baby with three distinct stripes on its head. The “baby” on the
next spread with a pig’s ears, hooves, and substantial snout is ready
to be kissed “on the tip of your nose.” Subsequent pages follow the
same pattern, with a rhino’s rosy cheeks, elephant’s ears, giraffe’s
neck, mouse’s fingers and toes, lamb’s belly, and puppy’s sleepy
eyes all awaiting kisses while engaged in typical baby behaviors.
Their facial expressions are all anticipation. Finally a big-eyed, bald
White baby smiles at the words, “I kiss you, I kiss you, I kiss you…
because I love you so much.” Sharing this with a tot will almost
inevitably end in giggles, cuddles, and kisses. (The book does not
take into account those babies who may not welcome such physical
intimacy.) The large trim size and uncluttered layout help even the
youngest babies focus on what is inevitably coming—more kisses.
The pale palette of peach, beige, light brown, and white with contrasting baby-blanket patterns matches the gently playful tone.
A sweet reminder to cuddle and kiss throughout a baby’s
day. (Board book. 6 mos.-3)
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A BEAST C
The Alphabet From Alien to
Zombie

A KISS FOR YOU

SANTA POST

Yarlett, Emma
Illus. by the author
Kane Miller (32 pp.)
$14.99 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-61064-196-3
A last-minute letter sends Santa
scrambling to find just the right gift.
Actually, Amy’s letter drops down Santa’s chimney five days
before Christmas. But before he can rescue it from the fire, a hole
burns right through the spot where she specifies what she wants.
Maybe the busy elves can figure it out? Or Mr. Polar Bear? Or maybe
the reindeer? No, a box of coal (it’s all that’s left on the shelves), a
huge scarf, and a fat carrot just don’t seem quite right for a girl on the
“nice” list. Still, when time runs out, Santa gathers up what he has—
and by the time he arrives in Amy’s snowy yard he has an idea. Christmas dinner at the North Pole is capped by her thank-you note for all
the snow (just what she had asked for!) and the wonderful snowman.
The contents of Amy’s letters (one looking singed, the other food
stained) and the three gift packages are concealed beneath big, reasonably sturdy flaps. Amy and Santa are White in the cartoon illustrations. The tiny elves are diverse in skin color.
A holiday toast to thinking outside the (gift) box. (Picture
book/novelty. 4-6)
b o a r d & n o v e lt y b o o ks
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continuing series

Hale, Nathan
Illus. by the author
Amulet/Abrams (128 pp.)
$13.99 | Nov. 24, 2020
978-1-4197-4691-8
Series: Nathan Hale’s Hazardous Tales
(Graphic nonfiction. 8-12)

YOSEMITE

Bauer, Marion Dane
Illus. by Wallace, John
Simon Spotlight (32 pp.)
$17.99 | $4.99 paper | Dec. 8, 2020
978-1-5344-7782-7
978-1-5344-7781-0 paper
Series: Wonders of America
(Informational early reader. 4-6)

THE FINAL GAMBIT

THE BERENSTAIN BEARS’ SCHOOL TALENT
SHOW

Berenstain, Mike
Illus. by the author
Harper/HarperCollins (32 pp.)
$16.99 | $4.99 paper | Dec. 22, 2020
978-0-06-265480-9
978-0-06-265479-3 paper
Series: Berenstain Bears
(Early reader. 4-8)

Holabird, Katharine
Illus. by Warburton, Sarah
Simon Spotlight (32 pp.)
$17.99 | $4.99 paper | Dec. 8, 2020
978-1-5344-8621-8
978-1-5344-8620-1 paper
Series: Twinkle
(Early reader. 5-7)

Elliott, Rebecca
Illus. by the author
Branches/Scholastic (80 pp.)
$5.99 paper | $24.99 PLB | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-338-32345-0 paper
978-1-338-32346-7 PLB
Series: Unicorn Diaries, 4
(Fantasy. 5-7)

TWINKLE, TWINKLE, SPARKLY STAR

Holabird, Katharine
Illus. by Warburton, Sarah
Simon Spotlight (32 pp.)
$17.99 | $4.99 paper | Dec. 8, 2020
978-1-5344-8624-9
978-1-5344-8623-2 paper
Series: Twinkle
(Early reader. 5-7)

POLAR BEAR FUR ISN’T WHITE!
And Other Amazing Facts
Feldman, Thea
Illus. by Cosgrove, Lee
Simon Spotlight (32 pp.)
$17.99 | $4.99 paper | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-5344-7664-6
978-1-5344-7663-9 paper
Series: Super Facts for Super Kids
(Informational early reader. 5-7)

SURVIVAL IN THE WILDERNESS

Otfinoski, Steven
Illus. by Bernardin, James
Harper/HarperCollins (128 pp.)
$16.99 | $4.99 paper | Dec. 1, 2020
978-0-06-286045-3
978-0-06-286044-3 paper
Series: Great Escapes, 4
(Adventure. 8-12)

THE MINI MISTAKE

Glass, Calliope
Illus. by Mengert, Hollie
Harper/HarperCollins (96 pp.)
$15.99 | $5.99 paper | Dec. 1, 2020
978-0-06-294798-7
978-0-06-294797-0 paper
Series: Sparkleton, 3
(Fantasy. 6-10)
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Healy, Christopher
Walden Pond/HarperCollins (400 pp.)
$16.99 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-0-06-234203-4
Series: A Perilous Journey of Danger and Mayhem, 3
(Fantasy. 8-12)

TWINKLE AND THE FAIRY CAKE MESS

THE GOBLIN PRINCESS
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BLADES OF FREEDOM
A Tale of Haiti, Napoleon, and the Louisiana
Purchase

I CAN’T FEEL MY FEET

Watson, Tom
Illus. by Kissi, Marta
Harper/HarperCollins (96 pp.)
$15.99 | $5.99 paper | Dec. 22, 2020
978-0-06-295350-6
978-0-06-295349-0 paper
Series: Trouble at Table 5, 4
(Fiction. 6-10)
children ’s
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TALES FROM THE
HINTERLAND

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Albert, Melissa
Illus. by Tierney, Jim
Flatiron Books (240 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-250-30272-4
Series: Hazel Wood, 2.5

THE OTHER SIDE by Heather Camlot..............................................227
THE BEAUTIFUL STRUGGLE (ADAPTED FOR YOUNG ADULTS)
by Ta-Nehisi Coates; illus. by Jackie Aher......................................... 228
THE LIFE I’M IN by Sharon G. Flake................................................ 229
GIRL ON THE LINE by Faith Gardner..............................................230
SEPARATE NO MORE by Lawrence Goldstone................................230

y o u n g a d u lt

THE AWAKENING OF MALCOLM X by Ilyasah Shabazz
with Tiffany D. Jackson...................................................................... 233

Twelve pitch-black original fairy
tales form the backbone to an acclaimed
fantasy series.
Fans of the Hazel Wood series know of Althea Proserpine’s
cult anthology, the original stories whose characters escaped
into our world. Featuring, among others, Hansa the Traveler,
Twice-Killed Katherine, and, of course, Alice-Three-Times
(whose tale’s much-speculated-about ending falls oddly flat),
the stories feel both familiar—the first was already included in
its entirety in the series opener and several others, in abbreviated and altered form—and revelatory, unfolding in all their
rich, lush, macabre, and grisly glory. Despite their vaguely preindustrial Western European setting, these are anything but
traditional folktales. While every protagonist is female, the
themes are not explicitly feminist; rather, the overwhelming
tone is savage, angry, bitter, and cruel. Most of the leads do
achieve a vicious and vengeful sort of triumph, but only one
even approaches a conventional happy ending. Relationships
(exclusively heterosexual) are only an excuse for male lust, domination, and manipulation. Parents (especially mothers) are
mostly neglectful, smothering, abusive…or dead. Death, often
horrific death, is a constant presence, even as a literal character
in several stories. Although this collection could well be read
on its own, the unrelenting grimness can be wearying; it may be
best appreciated for the context and commentary it offers for
the preceding volumes. Tierney’s bold illustrations, many featuring stark, contrasting tones of red, black, and white, accentuate the mood. There is some diversity in skin tone.
Dark, demanding, and delicious. (Fairy tales. 16-18)

THE BEAUTIFUL STRUGGLE (ADAPTED FOR
YOUNG ADULTS)

Coates, Ta-Nehisi
Illus. by Aher, Jackie
Delacorte (176 pp.)
$20.99 | $23.99 PLB
Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-984894-03-8
978-1-984894-03-8 PLB
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graphic novels: real books
for real readers
With clockwork regularity,
someone’s child is told by a teacher that they cannot count graphic novels toward an assignment or
that they have to finish a “real book”
before they can read a graphic novel for fun.
And then educator Twitter and
librarian Twitter erupt in outrage.
Recently, teacher Christie DeHart politely tweeted, “@se4realhinton Please consider writing a graphic novel version of
The Outsiders. My students love your novel, and I know I
could engage more readers who are reluctant and striving
with a graphic novel version. Thank you for this beautiful work!”
The response from author S.E. Hinton shocked many:
“No The Outsiders is the first book many people read in
their life & it shows them they CAN read a book. Not
that they can turn the pages on a graphic novel.”
The Outsiders (1967) clearly has staying power. But I
believe Hinton’s attitude toward the graphic format is
woefully limited. In the short term, adults can coerce students into reading certain types of books. But if we want
to grow lifelong readers who seek out books without the
incentive (or threat) of grades, we need to stop shaming
young people for their choices and offer them intrinsically appealing books.
Ample research shows that graphic novels foster literacy by, among other things, engaging reluctant readers,
readers with learning differences, and those acquiring a
new language. Additionally, even avid, fluent readers can
acquire new vocabulary and develop their visual literacy
skills through graphic novels. Graphic novels are simply
a format; just like any other format, they contain a broad
range and quality of content for all ages, with some garnering top awards—New Kid by Jerry Craft (2019), Fun
Home by Alison Bechdel (2006), and Maus by Art Spiegelman (1986) come to mind.
But the bottom line is, graphic novels are fun. And
what is wrong with reading something just because it
brings you pleasure? I’m pretty sure most adults are not
reading morally and intellectually improving literature at
all times. Fortunately, one good thing 2020 has brought is
an array of superb YA graphic novels—here are just a few.
Pistouvi by Merwan, translated by Mike Kennedy and
illustrated by Bertrand Gatignol (Magnetic Press, Nov.
10): This highly original story of a girl and a fox weaves
an atmosphere that manages to be both magical and
226
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menacing. Readers will be drawn
irresistibly into the slightly surreal
world the friends inhabit, in which
they live in an idyllic, rustic treehouse; encounter talking birds; and
are visited by the friendly personified Wind.
Shame Pudding written and illustrated by Danny Noble (Street
Noise Books, May 19): In a graphic
memoir, the British artist offers up
a series of vignettes about her childhood and youth centered around her
East European Jewish immigrant
grandmothers, who were largerthan-life personalities. Her sketches
fairly burst with personality, expressing her own social anxiety and paying homage to the loving family who
provided a foundation for her budding self-expression.
Dragon Hoops written and illustrated by Gene Luen Yang (First Second, March 17): In a
departure from his previous work,
Yang offers a blend of gripping sports
story, thoughtful reflection on the
creative process, and commentary on
social issues in athletics and education. As a supremely nonsporty high
school math teacher, he followed his
school’s basketball team as they attempted to win the state championship. The result blends genres and
subjects in a uniquely compelling way.
The Oracle Code by Marieke Nijkamp, illustrated by
Manuel Preitano (DC, March 10):
This superhero origin story with
a message of disability empowerment features expressive, vibrantly
colored illustrations that highlight
Barbara Gordon’s intense emotional and physical journey after she is
shot and left paralyzed below the
waist. At the rehabilitation center,
she must deal with her own trauma while getting to know the other
teens and solving a mystery.
Laura Simeon is a young readers’ editor.
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A gripping revenge story.
lore

WHAT SHE FOUND IN
THE WOODS

Angelini, Josephine
Sourcebooks (400 pp.)
$10.99 paper | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-72821-627-0

LORE

Bracken, Alexandra
Disney-Hyperion (576 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-4847-7820-3
To get revenge for her family’s murder seven years ago, Lore must reenter a
deadly contest from her past.
Leaving the conflict of gods and their
hunters behind, Lore thought she had
forged a new life. However, the Agon has
begun again and brought with it an injured Athena, who promises her revenge on the one who ordered her family killed—in
exchange for an oath binding their fates together. Lore must
hunt down the god once known as Aristos Kadmou, with the
catch that she only has eight days. Also, failure means the
deaths of both Lore and Athena. Depictions of graphic violence
and discussions of sexual assault are frequent, creating a tale as
violent and unforgiving as its source material, albeit narrated
|

THE OTHER SIDE

Camlot, Heather
Red Deer Press (322 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Jan. 1, 2021
978-0-88995-614-8
A suspicious death plunges a Toronto
boy deep into the trenches of his paternal grandfather’s past as a German soldier during World War II.
Twelve-year-old Liam Reimold, who
is Jewish on his mother’s side, has more
to juggle than soccer balls: Tryouts for a prestigious soccer
academy are looming, the first step toward his dream of playing
for Germany, and his beloved grandfather is terminally ill. And
then Liam discovers the body of a teenage girl, washed up on
the beach. What might have been a simple whodunit becomes a
powerful exploration of family secrets, trauma, and grief, enlivened by the exhilarating furor of soccer. Liam’s sharp, ruminative narration fully immerses readers in his journey. School days
and soccer games carry the same emotional intensity as visits
to his grandfather or intrusive flashbacks to finding the dead
girl in a painfully accurate depiction of post-traumatic stress.
Strong family bonds create some of the novel’s most moving scenes, as when Liam struggles to reconcile hatred for his
grandfather’s actions during the war with love for the person
who taught him everything. Many characters, most of whom
are White, are painstakingly sketched, with complex inner lives.
However, Liam’s Black friend Alessia is more wise mentor than
fully rounded tween. Although the story explores the complexity of individual actions in relation to the Holocaust, Alessia
praises Liam’s present-day colorblindness, and his passivity in
the face of overt racism is insufficiently explored.
Powerful if uneven. (glossary, selected sources, author
interview) (Fiction. 12-14)
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A privileged girl grapples with trauma
and mental health—while bodies turn up
in the woods.
After her release from a psychiatric
hospital, highly medicated Magdalena
is exiled from Manhattan society and sent to her grandparents’
posh Washington state vacation home. She reconnects with the
set from her childhood summer vacations there, including Rob
(post–glow-up and crushing on her since age 13), and volunteers
at a woman’s rehab shelter in a nearby town with other friends.
But when she goes in the woods to think, she encounters a
“Wildboy” named Bo with whom she immediately connects.
In the first narrative arc, tension comes from her blossoming
romance and in the slow reveal, via journal-entry flashbacks, of
the dark past that prompted her breakdown. She fully owns up
to racist, classist attitudes that enabled her scandal and considers her mistakes unforgivable. As she’s drawn deeper into Bo’s
off-the-grid world (for example, meeting his parents, who push
for her to get off her high-powered meds), the bodies of dead
women are discovered and she hears of local, mythical, drugdealing murderer Dr. Goodnight. While certain plot elements
ring false, the quick pace allows readers to gloss over them and
dive into the twisted mystery as Magdalena tries to figure out
whom to trust—and if she can even trust herself. Sensitive readers should heed the book’s content warning and brace for suicidal themes and violence. Most characters are White.
A tense, no-holds-barred page-turner. (mental health
resources) (Thriller. 14-18)

through a feminist lens. Much like the heroes of ancient epics,
Lore is a morally ambiguous but ultimately likable character,
struggling to eliminate the monsters of her world while not falling into the brutality of her youth. She is contrasted with the
idealistic Castor, her childhood friend and love interest, with
whom she has plenty of chemistry. Bracken builds a rich world
around a skeleton of ancient Greek mythology that is perfect to
read on a dull weekend and sure to delight readers. Most main
characters are cued as White; there are two men of color, both
gay.
A gripping revenge story with enough twists to avoid
becoming formulaic. (cast of characters) (Fantasy. 16-adult)
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A beautiful meditation on the tender,
fraught interior lives of Black boys.
the beautiful struggle (adapted for young adults)

WINTERKEEP

Cashore, Kristin
Dial Books (528 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-8037-4150-8
Series: Graceling Realm, 4
Return to the Graceling Realm in
this follow-up to Bitterblue (2012).
Five years ago, Queen Bitterblue of
Monsea was picking up the pieces of her
kingdom after the horrific rule of her
disturbed father, King Leck. Now, contact has been made with
a new continent, Torla. The closest country, Winterkeep, is a
democratic republic with eco-friendly airships and telepathic
animals. The story shifts among five third-person perspectives:
Bitterblue; Giddon, who appeared in Graceling (2008); Lovisa,
the teen daughter of the Keepish president; a telepathic fox
named Adventure; and a mysterious 13-tentacled undersea
creature. En route to Winterkeep, Bitterblue is assumed to
have drowned but she’s actually been kidnapped. Meanwhile,
Lovisa (who’s skilled at spying) attempts to uncover her parents’
secrets while processing new revelations about them—and
herself. Cashore excels at finely drawn characters and realistic
portrayals of toxic parents’ effect on their children. While the
focus on the themes of sex and environmentalism risks veering
too heavily into didacticism, this worthy addition to the series
is sure to excite fans who, after eight years, may not have dared
hope for another installment. This is both a timely primer on
the dangers of a politically divided society and a good story.
Keepish people are brown-skinned; half-Lienid Bitterblue is
light-brown skinned; and Monseans are fair-skinned.
A keeper. (map, note to the reader, cast of characters) (Fan
tasy. 14-adult)

THE BEAUTIFUL
STRUGGLE (ADAPTED
FOR YOUNG ADULTS)

Coates, Ta-Nehisi
Illus. by Aher, Jackie
Delacorte (176 pp.)
$20.99 | $23.99 PLB | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-984894-03-8
978-1-984894-03-8 PLB
The acclaimed author of Between the
World and Me (2015) reflects on the family
and community that shaped him in this adaptation of his 2008
adult memoir of the same name.
Growing up in Baltimore in the ’80s, Coates was a dreamer,
all “cupcakes and comic books at the core.” He was also heavily influenced by “the New York noise” of mid-to-late-1980s
hip-hop. Not surprisingly then, his prose takes on an infectious
hip-hop poetic–meets–medieval folklore aesthetic, as in this
description of his neighborhood’s crew: “Walbrook Junction
ran everything, until they met North and Pulaski, who, craven
228
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and honorless, would punk you right in front of your girl.” But
it is Coates’ father—a former Black Panther and Afrocentric
publisher—who looms largest in his journey to manhood. In a
community where their peers were fatherless, Coates and his
six siblings viewed their father as flawed but with the “aura of
a prophet.” He understood how Black boys could get caught
in the “crosshairs of the world” and was determined to save his.
Coates revisits his relationships with his father, his swaggering
older brother, and his peers. The result will draw in young adult
readers while retaining all of the heart of the original.
A beautiful meditation on the tender, fraught interior lives
of Black boys. (maps, family tree) (Memoir. 14-18)

WE FREE THE STARS

Faizal, Hafsah
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (592 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-374-31157-5
Series: Sands of Arawiya, 2
Reeling after the battle on Sharr, the
zumra must find a way to retrieve their
captive ally, the lost heart of a Sister of Old,
and prepare Arawiya for the return of the
Lion of the Night and the war to come.
Altair’s capture creates confusion for Zafira, Nasir, and
Kifah, who are torn between a rescue attempt and following his
plans, but without all five hearts they cannot restore magic to
Arawiya. The zumra and their allies must also prepare for the
Lion’s coming attack and the traps of the sultan, Nasir’s father,
who is under the Lion’s control. Through an accidental blood
pact, Zafira is bound to the Jawarat, a magical tome of the Sisters’ memories, whose presence in her innermost thoughts suggests terrible power and destruction. When the Lion steals the
Jawarat, Zafira must risk using blood magic to set things to right,
unaware of the seeds of doubt the Lion has already planted in
Altair. Getting off to a slow start with minimal recap of the
events of We Hunt the Flame (2019), this Sands of Arawiya duology closer will not disappoint readers with its plot twists, banter,
tormented romance, and multiple betrayals and reveals. While
at times overly ornate, Faizal’s prose truly shines in creating
effective action scenes and dialogue. Characters from various
regions and races—human, elflike safin, and ifrit—have skin
tones ranging from pale to dark brown. Kifah is cued as asexual
and aromantic.
A satisfying conclusion. (map) (Fantasy. 14-18)
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THE LIFE I’M IN

Flake, Sharon G.
Scholastic (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-338-57317-6

A troubled African American teen
gets caught up in the world of trafficking
as she tries to cope with negative feelings
about herself.
Despite her sister’s best efforts,
16-year-old Charlese Jones is still making trouble and getting kicked out of school. Her sister and
guardian, JuJu, has had enough and prepares to send her to their
grandparents in Alabama. On the bus ride, Char continues to be
angry, irreverent, and difficult. She argues with the driver and
drinks alcohol she has smuggled in her bag. Still, she interacts
with others on the bus, learning their stories and thinking about
her own life. When new passenger April and her baby, Cricket,
board, they become Char’s focus—and then April disappears,

leaving Cricket behind. When the man who left with April
returns, he takes Char into the dark world of sexual trafficking, a place she begins to think she deserves. Flake follows her
groundbreaking novel The Skin I’m In (1998) with a sequel for
these times. Char, the antagonist from the first book, is presented here in all her vulnerability, eliciting empathy even as she
makes mistakes. The ease with which some prey on vulnerable
youth is starkly portrayed, balanced by the efforts of other caring adults to save them. The unflinching narrative is rich in dialogue and detail.
A vivid and important depiction of the struggles of too
many teens. (author’s note, research and resources) (Fiction.
14-18)
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An incredibly tough but worthwhile read.
girl on the line

SHADOW CITY

Flores, Francesca
Wednesday Books (400 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-250-22048-6
Series: City of Steel and Diamond, 2
An assassin’s rise to power brings new
responsibilities.
Flores’ second installment in the City
of Steel and Diamond series picks up a
month after Aina Solís fails to complete
an assassination contract but discovers a plot by Gen. Alsane
Bautix to kill a member of a foreign royal family who was visiting the country. Now that she and Tannis, another assassin, control their crime tradehouse, they must protect and train new
assassins, spies, and thieves. But maintaining control is proving difficult, as Kohl, who was once her boss, along with other
tradehouses, has been sowing chaos in their neighborhood in
order to undermine her power. To add to her problems, Aina has
also developed feelings for fellow assassin and friend Teo but
still questions her relationship with Kohl. Although their relationship was clearly abusive and dysfunctional, her attraction
to him and desire for his approval linger and make Aina question whether or not she can trust him as she attempts to defeat
Bautix, who wants to gain control of the country’s ruling Sentinel, and continue subduing the Inosen, the keepers of blood
magic. Flores’ sequel continues to weave magic and shocking
fight scenes into a fast-paced narrative. It further develops the
secondary characters while providing more romance, including
a lesbian relationship. A smattering of Spanish, presented as a
language dubbed Milano, is also included in this darker sequel.
A gripping, action-packed sequel. (Fantasy. 12-18)

GIRL ON THE LINE

Gardner, Faith
HarperTeen (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-06-302230-0

An achingly authentic depiction of
cycling through depression and healing.
Journey has just survived a suicide
attempt, and her attempts to pick up her
life again range from volunteering at a
crisis hotline to avoiding her close friend
Marisol and ex-boyfriend, Jonah, and taking classes at a community college that will double as credits to finish high school. She
develops a crush on her classmate Etta, which is requited, but
her depression and struggle with therapy and psychiatric medications make bisexual Journey feel like too much of a burden to
be in a relationship, much as she longs to be her girlfriend. Her
divorced parents are reeling from Journey’s trauma, rare parents
in YA who are as multidimensional as the teens. The story is told
in an alternating past/present format, though present-tense narration throughout and unsteady pacing make that hard to follow.
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Gardner’s depiction of mental illness, both through Journey’s
own continual suicidal ideation and her therapists’ and doctors’
explanations of the difference between ideation and attempt, is
deft and thoughtful. Trigger warnings are absolutely necessary,
but the masterful handling gives the book bibliotherapeutic
potential for readers struggling with the same issues or those
who want to better understand the Journeys in their lives. Most
characters are coded White; Etta has brown skin, and cosmopolitan, multilingual Marisol is French and Puerto Rican.
An incredibly tough but worthwhile read. (author’s note)
(Fiction. 15-adult)

SEPARATE NO MORE
The Long Road to
Brown v. Board of Education
Goldstone, Lawrence
Scholastic Focus (304 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-338-59283-2

A comprehensive exploration of one
of the most life-changing Supreme Court
cases in American history.
In May 1954, the United States
Supreme Court ruled that racial segregation in public schools
was unconstitutional. This ruling on a landmark case—Brown
v. Board of Education—would be a vital step in the ongoing fight
for racial equality. But that victory did not occur in a vacuum.
The civil rights movement reached this milestone because
several key figures, catalysts, and circumstances culminated in
a perfect storm for progress. Goldstone details the harrowing
journey toward Brown by providing ample historical and cultural context for the decades preceding the decision: the founding of the NAACP, the racist violence sweeping the nation, and
the artistic explosion of the Harlem Renaissance, to name a few.
The author takes care to balance depictions of Black oppression with examples of Black triumph and perseverance. Several
key characters who influenced the civil rights movement also
feature: Ida B. Wells, W.E.B. Du Bois, and Thurgood Marshall,
among others. The prose is engaging and accessible for young
readers without being condescending, and intense scenes from
history illuminate nearly every chapter. Goldstone underlines
the tireless efforts of civil rights activists despite staggering
odds, offering hope for a present that is also plagued by racial
inequalities and violence.
Crucial historical information wrapped in well-written,
inviting prose. (bibliography, source notes, image credits,
index) (Nonfiction. 12-17)
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THE SHADOW THREAT

Gray, Claudia
Illus. by Zawadzki, Eric
DC (208 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-4012-9112-9
Series: House of El, 1

As groundquakes destabilize the
foundation of Krypton’s future, two
young Kryptonians—an elite member
from the upper-caste and a lower-caste
soldier—search for the truth behind the planet’s turmoil.
Despite the apparent dangers, Krypton’s leaders refuse to
acknowledge the groundquakes’ promise of peril, suppressing
all insurgent attempts that suggest otherwise. Zahn, a son of
the House of Re, believes otherwise, so he joins Midnight, an
underground movement, in their mission to awaken fellow
Kryptonians from their imposed stupor. Contending with the
predestined, genetically ordained path laid before him, Zahn
struggles to reconcile his destiny as a “proper son of Re” with
the self-doubts that wrack him. For Sera, there’s no doubt that
there’s only one path for a Krypton soldier: to defend the socalled “greatest civilization in the galaxy,” even if it results in
death. However, Krypton’s terraforming attempts on other
planets keep resulting in catastrophic failure, and Sera starts
to suspect that there’s something seriously wrong. When she
accepts a mysterious invitation from renegade scientists Jor-El
and Lara, her path intertwines with Zahn’s in unexpected ways.
This promising trilogy opener features an extensive, fascinating
interpretation of Krypton’s flawed perfection, with intriguing
political theater and existential quandaries. Yet development of
the central characters falls by the wayside at times. The detailed,
atmospheric artwork, meanwhile, offers an absorbing vision of
Krypton as a golden, fractured supersociety. Most characters
read as White; Sera’s best friend is Black.
A solid pledge for an adventure to come. (Graphic science
fiction. 13-18)

CONFESSIONS OF A TEENAGE
DRAG KING

Harwood-Jones, Markus
James Lorimer (176 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 1, 2021
978-1-4594-1561-4

Unassuming high school senior Lauri
lives for the weekends when they can be
Ren, their confident and charming drag
king alter ego.
One night after an all-ages performance, Ren meets Clover and is immediately smitten. The next
day at school, Lauri, now out of drag, meets Clover again. Lauri
is sure the only way to win her heart is to do it as Ren. Meanwhile,
Ren’s drag family is planning a pageant, but Ren is far more
interested in wooing Clover than booking acts. Harwood-Jones
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depicts this little queer community lovingly and veraciously
while playfully utilizing and subverting teen romance tropes.
As time goes by, Lauri’s disinterested loner persona begins to
crumble, and Ren’s cool-guy act poisons their friendships. The
last straw is an audacious performance in which Ren tries to kiss
Clover without her consent. Lauri finds themself alone, having
pushed away all their friends through their toxicity. The moral
is loud and clear but not preachy: Relationships are a two-way
street. This hi-lo book is targeted at reluctant readers, though it
could easily be enjoyed by any teen looking for queer narratives.
Lauri/Ren seems to be White by default; in an ethnically diverse
supporting cast, dark-eyed Clover has golden-brown skin.
A fun and authentic queer teen romance. (Fiction. 12-18)

THE EVER AFTER

Hocking, Amanda
Wednesday Books (496 pp.)
$10.99 paper | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-250-20430-1
Series: Omte Origins, 3
Ulla battles magically induced amnesia to unravel a dangerous, world-changing scheme.
The closing volume of the Omte
Origins trilogy is a bit of a farewell tour
for loyal readers, as the characters travel to visit troll kingdoms,
their rulers (and other familiar beloved characters), and the
trolls’ various fantastical hidden cities (with a helpful, extensive
glossary to track all the spinning pieces). In the opening, Ulla
is on an airplane back to Minnesota, confused and disoriented,
with no recollections of the past month, and needing to be told
about the trade that enabled the Trylle and the Vittra to secure
her and her friends’ release from the Älvolk. Struggling against
the Älvolk magic’s blocking of her memories, Ulla unlocks
various flashbacks to help her piece together their endgame. To
cope with her parental revelations, she seeks out her sisters and
finds even more surprises as endless blood tests reveal an ever
more complicated web of parentage and other familial relationships. Ulla and Pan, with shared memory loss, initially dance
around their romance, though the storyline climaxes in some
steamy scenes. By the time all the revelations and twists land
and the full stakes are realized, the world is in danger. A large,
cinematic set piece of a final battle pulls together all corners of
the troll world with fast, point-of-view–jumping storylines and
hard losses.
A fitting farewell with the right amounts of bittersweet
and hopeful. (Fantasy. 14-18)
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A must-read reminder that transformation is
made possible through community.
the awakening of malcolm x

TORNADO

Jennings, Sharon
Orca (112 pp.)
$10.95 paper | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-4598-2726-4

YOU HAVE A MATCH

Lord, Emma
Wednesday Books (320 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-250-23730-9
A DNA test reveals that Abby has a
sister she never knew about—and they
head off to summer camp together to
uncover family secrets.
When 16-year-old Abby’s best friend
and secret crush, Leo, asks her to do a
mail-in DNA test with him, Abby mostly agrees to give him a
little push, as he clearly wants to find out more about his birth
family. While the results don’t help Leo, they bring a shocking
result for Abby: She has a full-blooded sister, 18-year-old Instagram wellness star Savvy, who lives in another Seattle suburb.
After meeting and realizing their respective parents used to be
friends, the two girls decide to meet again at summer camp.
Unfortunately, camp gets off to a rough start; Savvy is a stickler
for rules, Abby didn’t read the rules in the first place, and Leo
is a camp chef, which only intensifies Abby’s feelings for him.
|

THE AWAKENING OF
MALCOLM X

Shabazz, Ilyasah with Jackson, Tiffany D.
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-374-31329-6
Explores historical threads of race,
faith, and family as they weave together
in the transformation of youthful, imprisoned Malcolm Little into empowered,
purpose-driven Malcolm X.
Shabazz, daughter of Malcolm X and Betty Shabazz, partners with rising literary star Jackson to explore 20-something
Malcolm’s growth through reading, debate, and dialogue. This
dedication and rediscovery of purpose, made manifest through
newfound faith, would catapult him to the global stage as the
chief spokesman for the Nation of Islam under the tutelage
of the Honorable Elijah Muhammad. Refusing to establish
his transformation as the marker of an unjust prison system’s
rehabilitation strategy, this fictionalized retelling spotlights the
relationships, perspectives, lessons, and questions delivered by
Black men imprisoned around him and the critical embrace
of a family that never abandoned him. “Wake up, Malcolm” is
a cue that resounds throughout, linking the familial legacy of
Malcolm’s parents, who held ties to ministry and served roles
in the racial uplift mission of Marcus Garvey’s Universal Negro
Improvement Association. Readers will make connections to
persistent injustices faced by Black communities—and the
beautiful ways which, despite that terror, Black families have
found to craft visions of freedom and lives of dignity and love.
This novel showcases the ways that becoming is a social process
requiring care, commitment, and community but is ultimately
world-changing work.
A must-read reminder that transformation is made possible through community. (more information, timeline, Malcolm X’s reading list, authors’ note) (Biographical novel. 12-18)
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After school unexpectedly lets out
early due to a power outage, 16-year-old
Cam heads to a burger place with his
friends.
He knows he has to be back in time
to meet his 6-year-old brother, Peter, off
the bus, never expecting that a powerful tornado will touch
down, making that impossible. The tornado flips the car he’s
in, killing outright two of his pals and leaving the third, Chrissy,
seriously injured. Stunned and hurt himself, Cam is taken back
to town by a truck driver, abandoning Chrissy to try to find his
brother. Learning that the bus dropped him off before the tornado struck, Cam stops at his nearly destroyed home, where
he lies to his parents about where he’s been. After he’s caught
in the lie, his furious dad lashes out angrily while his alcoholic
mother seems unable to understand the full situation. Struggling with guilt, grief, and rejection, Cam desperately searches
for Peter and then has to protect him from vicious looters. The
story wraps up quickly, providing a perhaps improbable feelgood ending. Presented in simple text with ample white space,
this fast-paced, suspenseful tale is perfect for reluctant readers.
Although exposition is necessarily limited, Cam’s angst over
leaving Chrissy behind and missing his brother is heartfelt and
fully believable. Main characters seem to be White by default;
diversity in secondary characters is cued by surname.
Full of action and brief enough to entice even the most
unwilling readers. (Fiction. 12-18)

With a summer full of new friends, hijinks, delicious food, and
digging up secrets, Abby has to learn to lean in and own up to
the complicated parts of life. This is a heartwarming novel of
friendship and family, with a little romance. The story and characters have depth and emotion, touching on topics of broken
friendships, losing a loved one, deception, social media, and
pursuing what you love. Abby, Savvy, and Leo’s adoptive parents
are White; Leo is Filipino.
A cute, feel-good coming-of-age story. (Fiction. 12-16)
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Mats Strandberg

THE CHARACTERS IN STRANDBERG’S NEW YA NOVEL EMBRACE LIFE
WHEN THE END IS NEAR
By Laura Simeon
Henric Lindsten

International bestselling horror author Mats Strandberg
returns to YA with The End (Arctis Books, Oct. 6), a preapocalyptic mystery translated by Judith Kiros that has
been optioned for television. It follows a small group of
Swedish teens in the weeks before all life on Earth will be
destroyed by a comet. Simon’s mothers have split up, but
they move back in together so they can see him as much as
possible. Simon desperately longs for his ex-girlfriend, Tilda; formerly a disciplined overachiever, she wants to break
all the rules while she can. When Tilda is killed, Simon and
Lucinda, who was Tilda’s best friend, team up to investigate. Strandberg spoke with me in English from his home
in Stockholm, Sweden; the conversation has been edited
for length and clarity.
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As someone who writes for all ages, did you plan to
write another YA?
It’s more where the story takes me: I wanted to deal with
all these big issues. [What] if I had teenage main characters? Your first love is such a big thing—you’re never going
to forget it—so what happens if it’s also your last big love,
literally till death do you part? I thought about how when
I was 17, I felt the most grown up I’ve ever felt, much more
grown up than I do now. But also I had these moments
when life was really harsh—I wanted to be a kid again, just
run home to mom. That age was so interesting in this scenario: What do you want to do on your final day? Do you
want to be with your parents or your friends? Drugs don’t
have any real long-term effects, sex can’t lead to real pregnancies or STDs, no one can force you to go to school…
what’s going to happen?
Why a comet?
This was my way of dealing with my anxiety about climate
change, basically my own therapy. There’s this scene where
they’re talking about why didn’t we do more, why didn’t we
protest? And since the book came out [in Sweden in 2018],
Greta Thunberg became that hero. Part of why I made it a
comet was that [climate change] is hard to write as a story
because it’s so multilayered and complex; I wanted something simple and not abstract. It was hard to find the dramaturgy in the climate issue, but when Greta came along,
it was like, wow, OK, we needed a teenage girl to stand up
to the forces of evil and save the world. Finally, we have a
good story.
The book is wonderfully diverse, from the characters’
identities to the subject matter.
I wanted to reflect what a group of Swedish teenagers can
look like today [and] give the characters a lot of opportu-
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I loved how Lucinda was so different from the stereotypical terminally ill teenager in YA fiction.
I think that trope is very toxic and dangerous, and it really makes me angry—that tragic Manic Pixie Dream Girl
who’s quirkily dying. I thought it was such an interesting
perspective on the end of the world to have someone who
had a much longer time to come to terms with her own
death and had not wanted to be the “brave cancer girl.”
When the news about the comet breaks, she decides to
quit the medicines and treatments that are the reason she
is feeling so sick. While all the other characters are afraid
of dying, she’s almost afraid of living. I was sort of “antiinspired” by the books that you mention—but she was
also based on a friend of mine who was born with defective lungs. She was always told, you’re never going to make
it past 20, and then medicine caught up and she could have
a double lung transplant. She was always living for the moment, so to speak. We had a lot of interesting conversations about what it is [like] to be “the sick girl.”

need a motor. I wanted to write about what happens to
everyday life and regular people, but then I needed something to give the characters a reason to get out of bed in
the morning. It gives them an obsession they can focus on
instead of this huge, unimaginable extinction of mankind.
I also realized that if I had a mystery, I could tie that to all
of these big questions but make them really concrete and
palpable: What is life worth in the big scheme of things?
Does it matter if one person dies when everyone is going
to? And what happens to our sense of justice if there is no
time for police work, even less for trials and a jail sentence?
Did writing this affect your own life and priorities?
It became very much a book about the meaning of life
instead of death. I thought a lot about when my mother passed away five years ago. So much happened to my
friendships; everyone understands that it’s a huge cataclysmic event, so all of a sudden you notice how everyday conversations take on different layers and become so much
deeper. So that’s what I imagined: If the world stops for a
while and we shut down all of this white noise we have in
our heads—planning and hoping and being afraid of the
future—then we’re forced to live in the now, which is a cliché, but still, that is the goal. We would have to be honest
with each other, and relationships would become so much
more truthful.

y o u n g a d u lt

nities for different perspectives. I tried to use beta readers
for a lot of different issues. For instance, Simon is a mixedrace character. I was inspired by my goddaughter, who is
mixed; her father is from Dominica [like one of Simon’s
mothers]. Judith Kiros is a Black Swedish poet and critic
who is also a strong political voice. I admire her very much,
plus she knows the genre very well. I asked her to be a beta
reader—being Black or mixed is obviously not a lived experience for me, so I wanted to make sure I didn’t make any
mistakes, no matter how well-meaning, in that aspect of
my portrayal of Simon.
It was fun to do research because I could talk to so
many smart people, but at the same time, no one really
knows what would happen in this scenario, so I also felt really free. One of the most interesting people I interviewed
was from the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency. When
I asked them what would the biggest hurdle be, I expected
[it would be] to get enough food or take care of the trash,
but they were like, no, it’s going to be reaching out with the
right information in this total mayhem of conspiracy theories. So I did have a lot of fun with that, but I was wondering if I was exaggerating too much. Then Covid happened
and you see all these crazy stories. The only thing I think I
missed was that toilet paper became this big thing.

The End was reviewed in the Aug. 1, 2020, issue.

I loved the creative blend of genres.
I definitely didn’t want to have a mystery [at first]; I was
very reluctant when I realized that the story actually does
|
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A fast-paced SF adventure for reluctant readers.
mr. universe

MR. UNIVERSE

girl he likes, are the most fleshed-out characters. Unfortunately,
Selina seems to only be there to be saved. Characters seem to
be White by default.
An accessible, engaging tale of redemption. (Fiction. 13-18)

Slade, Arthur
Orca (128 pp.)
$10.95 paper | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-4598-2688-5
A 17-year-old travels the multiverse.
Michael’s mom has dropped him off
at his Uncle Henry’s for a weekend visit,
one that promises to be a bit dull and
lonely. For one thing, Michael’s uncle
doesn’t have much time to spend with his
nephew: He’s too busy tinkering with some sort of experiment
in his laboratory. But after Michael blunders his way into the lab,
accidentally stepping into his uncle’s quantum multiverse transporter, he finds himself zapped to another world, one that looks
similar to his but with a few rather surreal changes. It doesn’t
take long for Michael to discover he’s skipping across the multiverse while dastardly lizard-eyed gray men with shark teeth are
hunting him down. On the brighter side, on Earth Two he also
meets Emily, the cute girl who becomes his girlfriend. The pair
run around and do their best to find a way home for Michael as
well as trying to evade the gray men who want to erase Emily.
The story features elements that veteran fans of the genre will
recognize. The nonstop action keeps the story moving along
briskly, and Michael’s voice is wry and humorous. Main characters are cued as White.
A fast-paced SF adventure for reluctant readers. (Science fic
tion. 12-18)

PICKPOCKET

Spafford-Fitz, Karen
Orca (128 pp.)
$10.95 paper | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-4598-2798-1
A troubled Canadian teen is packed
off to stay with his great-uncle in Nice,
France, for the summer in this reluctant
reader offering.
After the death of his sister, Jean-Luc
took up with new friends who are constantly getting into trouble. When his fed-up parents return
from a trip to find their house trashed by a party Jean-Luc
threw, they send him off to work with Henri, a caterer, so that
he can earn the money to reimburse them for the damage. JeanLuc’s path back from being the bad kid is pretty assured from
the start, as his self-awareness and empathy for others peek
through in small ways, finally emerging in full when he learns
about the terrible situation of a beautiful girl named Selina.
They meet when she picks his pocket, and, when he learns she
is being exploited and abused, he decides he has to help her.
The vivid setting of Old Nice is its own character in this quickly
paced novel, and the plotting moves along steadily until it ends
on an abrupt note. Jean-Luc and his co-worker Marcel, who
spends much of the novel working up the nerve to ask out a
236
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BE MORE CHILL
The Graphic Novel

Vizzini, Ned
Adapt. by David Levithan
Illus. by Bertozzi, Nick
Disney-Hyperion (144 pp.)
$21.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-368-05786-8
Doesn’t every teenager want to be
more chill?
Jeremy feels left out of the high
school social scene. He has one male friend (also dorky) and no
girlfriend. He records insults he receives from other students
on checklists. Then a classmate tells him about the squip, a
pill that installs a supercomputer in your brain, guiding you to
become cool. Jeremy invests $600 and soon the squip is giving him instructions (in blue speech balloons) and he’s on his
way. Jeremy, who has already landed the role of Lysander in
the school production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, starts to
change his persona and quickly becomes more successful in the
relationship department. Although the squip technology tries
to rule the situation, Jeremy and dream girl Christine still manage to keep the human element front and center, with Christine’s insights keeping their relationship grounded and Jeremy
expressing his love by writing this book. This graphic adaptation of the popular 2004 novel and later Broadway musical is
not as raunchy or humorous as the original, but it tells the same
story, and some teens will prefer this format. The illustrations in
blue, black, and white are drawn from varying perspectives, and,
in an amusing twist, Jeremy’s best friend, Michael, is portrayed
as the artist. Most characters are White; Michael is Black.
A boy’s pipe dreams, enhanced and destroyed by modern
technology, blossom into creativity and love. (adapter’s note)
(Graphic fiction. 14-18)
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SLAVES, MASTERS
AND TRADERS
Historical Fiction
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Ackroyd, H. Ann
Xlibris (546 pp.)
$33.44 | $23.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Feb. 4, 2020
978-1-79608-662-1
978-1-79608-661-4 paper
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Human bondage connects the lives
of people on three continents in this
sprawling saga of trans-Atlantic enslavement.
Ackroyd’s historical novel examines slavery in 1800 from
the perspectives of dozens of perpetrators and victims. One
plotline involves wealthy Scottish financiers of the slavery
trade, including Aaron Migu, a businessman who outfits the
schooner The Spirit of the Clyde; Stanley Staymann, a young
nobleman with fantasies of owning enslaved people in America;
and guilt-stricken George McCallum, who uses profits from
selling human beings to support an abolitionist writer. A second thread follows inhabitants of Banyan Village on the West
African coast, including 5-year-old Abebi; her mother, Efia; and
her father, Thimba, a superlative hunter and closeted gay man.
Europe and Africa collide on the Louisiana plantation of “the
chevalier,” an aging patriarch who prefers André, his enslaved
son by a concubine, to his other son and heir, Jacques; the latter
conspires with his mother to poison the chevalier and humble
André. The three narrative threads come together when the
Banyan villagers are kidnapped and shipped on the Spirit to
New Orleans for auction just as Stanley arrives to take control
of the chevalier’s plantation. Ackroyd’s panorama steeps readers in dense, colorful historical detail. There are a few anachronistic notions, though, as when an ethnomusicologist solicits
“slave input on how to decorate the chapel using African motifs
and crafts within a Christian framework.” The author pens gripping scenes of the horrors of the Middle Passage and the plantation’s cane fields, but her focus is also sociological, addressing
Scotland’s class hierarchy as it confronts newfangled ideas
about human rights; the intricacies of West African religion;
and queasy contradictions of plantation society. Ackroyd’s
prose sometimes feels didactic (“He now understands the word
libertarianism….It means ‘rejecting institutional authority and
replacing it with trust in individual judgment’ ”), but she often
achieves lyricism that illuminates characters’ lives: “The hunters, knowing life is mere clothing for a spirit that never dies,
give thanks to Gran Legbwa in a wild dance and song.”
An engrossing re-creation of the world of slavery, rich in
social detail and psychological nuance.

RAISED BY MUSICAL MAVERICKS by Mitch Greenhill................ 245
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IMPOSTOR ALERT!

Writers’ Workshop and the Mount Sinai School of Medicine,
possesses such a mind-boggling array of accomplishments,
degrees, and awards (including seven Kirkus starred reviews)
that he was recently the subject of a documentary, Jacob (2019).
In his sixth book for Black Lawrence Press, the author continues to explore situations that test his characters’ abilities
to meet such challenges as mortality, disappointment, and
failure. Often, their solutions are to invent tales that, to paraphrase Joan Didion, they tell themselves in order to live; much
of Appel’s work has demonstrated a fascination with the moral
conundrums of well-crafted fakery. In “The Other Sister,” for
example, Victoria learns unexpectedly as a girl that she had a
twin sister, Oriana, who died when only a few days old. Grown
up, Victoria’s sister Sandy becomes “a homely, church-going
spinster” who looks upon her more glamorous sibling’s life
with envy. Over the years, Sandy has invented a spectacularly
fabulous life for Oriana pieced together “from shards of fantasy”: high-society affairs, archaeological expeditions, and a
“lemur-watching expedition in Madagascar.” By the end, Sandy
newly understands her ethical complicity in essentially wishing it had been Victoria who died. Appel’s own craft includes
unforgettable, often very funny opening lines; the title story
begins, “During the final weeks of her husband’s illness, Edith
befriended the demented priest in the neighboring bed.” The
author, poetlike, can suggest much through little, employing
a keenly observant eye, deceptively clear prose, and striking
similes. The old priest stumbles “from one setback to another,
but courageously, like an imperial army in retreat.” Compassion and intelligence, both cognitive and emotional, shine
forth from these stories.
A splendid collection of tales that delivers humor and
poignance.

Akpabio Umoren, Uduak
Dog Ear Publisher (276 pp.)
$5.99 e-book | Mar. 19, 2019
A poor villager assumes a dead woman’s identity and affluent life in Lagos,
Nigeria, in Akpabio Umoren’s novel.
Inyene Okon couldn’t make ends meet
in Lagos, where the cost of living was too
high. But reuniting with a former boyfriend in her village doesn’t pan out; he
rejects her, despite being pregnant with his
child, because she’d had to work as a prostitute to cover expenses.
Humiliated, she heads back to Lagos, but the bus in which she’s
riding is in a serious accident that only a few passengers, including
Inyene, survive. The injured woman’s taken to a hospital and later
awakens to realize that she’s been mistaken for fellow passenger
and look-alike, Etima. Inyene, with a bandaged face, figures that
she can be Etima at least until she’s healed, but growing suspicions
from Etima’s family don’t make it easy. Inyene’s attempt to pass
herself off as Etima isn’t as implausible as it sounds: Bandages partially disguise her features, and head trauma as well as a doctor’s
diagnosis of “a mild degree of amnesia” can explain anything she
doesn’t know. However, Etima’s family quickly has doubts, especially her youngest sister, Ekemini, who immediately questions
Inyene’s dialect—she speaks nearly incomprehensible pidgin English while Etima’s English was apparently impeccable. Shortlisted
for the Nigeria Prize for Literature for her play Perfect Mother,
Akpabio Umoren develops an abundance of sympathy for Inyene,
whose decision to steal an identity comes not from vindictiveness
but desperation. Her hero is also saddened to know that, since the
fiery accident burned the bodies, her family back home will likely
believe she’s dead. In a strange but fascinating turn, Etima’s family, though legally the victims, behave as villains: More than one
member accuses Inyene’s family of collusion without any evidence
while Ekemini tests Inyene with endless questions like an interrogator. The book’s final part is decidedly more intense, as an anxious
Inyene goes on the run and her village friend and Lagos roommate,
Elizabeth, on the hunt for a possibly-still-living Inyene, is unknowingly being trailed by a private investigator.
A riveting, dramatic story that effectively repudiates the
notion of lawbreakers as immoral or inhuman.

CENTER STAGE
A Political Thriller

Avrashow, Wayne
RealClear Publishing (352 pp.)
$24.95 paper | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-64543-794-9
A retired rock star—the son of a
veteran politician—decides to run for a
vacated seat in the Senate.
After Nevada Sen. Ted Garvey dies,
there’s a frantic race for his seat, a crucial one for a Senate equally divided by the two warring political
parties. Billy Rogers, an uninspiring “pedestrian pol” with “zero
charisma,” takes aim at the vacancy for the Democrats while
Chris Collins, a beautiful, talented, but soulless Republican,
pounces as well. The monkey wrench in both their plans is Tyler
Sloan, an aging rock star willing to retire from his career and
devote tens of millions of his vast fortune to becoming the next
senator of Nevada. He’s never held public office, but he’s not
your average political neophyte either—Sloan’s father, Mike,
was a storied Democratic politician who just barely missed
occupying the Oval Office. Sloan is beloved, handsome, and

WINTER HONEYMOON
Stories

Appel, Jacob M.
Black Lawrence Press (171 pp.)
$18.95 paper | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-62557-828-0
Nine short stories examine the fictions, compromises, and standoffs people make to cope.
Appel, a physician, attorney, bioethicist, and teacher at the Gotham
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Bensley offers a very amusing scenario that contrasts
feline hauteur with canine eagerness to please.
the adventures of milo and flea

BLIND SPOTS
Why Students Fail and the
Science That Can Save Them

charming, but he also has his own baggage—a history of promiscuity and drug use, for starters. Even worse, he once had a
“couple of romps” with Collins—including a threesome a quarter-century ago that was immortalized on film. Denny Morgan,
a washed-up former rock star, has the tape, but he’s not giving it
up for free. Avrashow skillfully takes a shopworn paperback formula—the political outsider bucking convention to do the right
thing—and gives it a delightfully fresh take. There’s no shortage of political intrigue depicted with astuteness and emotional
drama as well, including the romantic electricity between Tyler
and his media consultant Bree Baker. This isn’t exactly All the
King’s Men, but it isn’t fluffy pulp-fiction boilerplate either.
An entertaining political thriller—smart and engrossing.

Berens, Kimberly Nix
The Collective Book Studio (232 pp.)
$18.95 paper | $10.99 e-book
Oct. 27, 2020
978-1-951412-09-8

THE ADVENTURES OF MILO
AND FLEA

Bensley, Lis
Illus. by Harder, Miki
Self (51 pp.)
$10.95 paper | $5.99 e-book
Mar. 22, 2020
978-1-73342-281-9

In this children’s book, a feline
teaches the family’s new puppy how to
act like a cat.
Milo, a yellow and white tabby, has ruled his household
for three years now, and he likes it that way. The feline is not
pleased when his human servants bring home Flea, a chocolate
Lab puppy. “This will not do,” he concludes. He gets the puppy
in trouble, criticizes him for failing to catch birds, and then suggests a self-improvement plan: “We could turn you into a cat.”
The puppy does his best to follow instructions that go against
his nature. Worried about these behavior changes, the family
decides to cheer Flea up by taking him to a dog park, where he
has a great time. A new friend explains: “My boy, you’ve been
bamboozled by a cat.” Flea embraces his canine traits and gets
a great notion—he could teach Milo how to have real fun, like
a dog. The feline is not exactly open to this idea, so an ungrudging Flea asks for more cat lessons. On a bird-catching mission,
Milo falls into a pond and Flea rescues him. Milo still feels superior but thanks Flea and becomes reconciled to a friendship. In
her book, Bensley offers a very amusing scenario that contrasts
feline hauteur with canine eagerness to please. Occasionally, off
notes intrude, as when poor Flea is hit by one of his human caretakers for misbehavior (not a recommended training method)
and allowed to roam the neighborhood. Overall, though, the
tale demonstrates much appreciation for animals and helps
kids understand the difficulties of integrating a new pet into a
household. Harder provides monochrome pencil illustrations
that perfectly capture the story’s humor and dynamic energy
while conveying animal personalities.
A delightfully absurd tale with an affectionate understanding of the truth about cats and dogs.
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A behavioral scientist suggests improvements for the teaching process.
In this debut education book, Berens
challenges pedagogical orthodoxy and argues that all children,
including those with neurological differences, can acquire fundamental skills if teachers understand how learning happens
and how to measure it. The volume opens with an evaluation of
standardized test data that shows how students fail to achieve
proficiency and explains how the educational establishment
declines to provide most pupils with an environment conducive to learning. The author, drawing on a behavioral science
background, sees learning as a pattern of actions, consequences,
and responses selected for the desired outcome—praise and
encouragement in some cases, tangible rewards in others, with
the educator responsible for determining what the student
needs. The book explains, with clear examples, how this works
in a classroom setting and in broader human development and
how contemporary schools can implement the techniques.
The volume also addresses the needs of neurodiverse children,
arguing that many diagnosed learning disabilities are actually responses to ineffective teaching that can be eliminated
through more helpful instruction. Even children with physiological differences can learn in an appropriately designed environment (“The failure to acquire skills results from ineffective
instruction, just like for children without disabilities”). Berens
is a successful advocate for the behaviorally informed interpretation of the learning process, both explaining the underlying
theory and laying out evidence in favor of her arguments. Traditional educators do not come off well in the book’s portrayal,
but they are presented as misguided rather than malicious practitioners of a system based on ideology instead of data. While
the frequent mentions of the author’s tutoring business can
give the text the feeling of an infomercial at times, they also
serve to remind readers that the work’s conclusions are based
not only on theory, but also on decades of practical experience
with a variety of students. The writing is strong and the topic is
intriguing, accessible to readers with little prior knowledge of
education practices.
A well-argued challenge to educational orthodoxy that
calls for a systemic overhaul.
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BLADESEEKER
Convergent Fates

using her martial abilities against foes. She slowly realizes that
while he is protecting her, he is also drawing her into violence
and moral compromises that feel wrong however necessary they
seem. The result is an often absorbing battle between light and
darkness that somehow resolves into intriguing shades of gray.
An entertaining sword-and-sorcery epic with food for
thought about ethics and responsibility.

Blackstone, Roy
Giuseppe Aliberto (270 pp.)
$30.00 | Jul. 1, 2020
978-1-73514-410-8
A search for magic swords jumpstarts all manner of temporal and spiritual quests in this YA fantasy.
Blackstone’s adventure takes place
in the world of Taerestris, where humans
jostle with elves, gnomes, dwarves, harpies, and dryads and
spellcasting is an everyday pursuit. Prodding the novel’s intertwining subplots into motion is a decree from Remus, King
of Nemea, offering riches and a knightship to any individual
who can find one of the legendary swords known as Soulblades
that have been surfacing at holy sites. Each sword has a unique
power—causing earthquakes, summoning dragons—and an
indwelling spirit whose name must be discovered and invoked
for the blade to work. Seeking his fortune, 14-year-old Tyr
Lancelt locates one pretty easily, but he has trouble retrieving
it from the spear-wielding giant that guards it and even more
difficulty coaxing the sword’s spirit to divulge her secret name.
Also fixated on the Soulblades are the seraphs, a race of winged
people living in the airborne city of Skyfall and suffering from
a curse that slowly kills them if they use magic. High Priestess
Alystra orders her lieutenants Mordrin and Stella to flap down
to Taerestris and confiscate the blades lest humans deploy them
against seraphs. Much fighting, incantation, and glowing of
talismans ensue as Tyr and Remus team up on a journey to the
frozen wastes beyond an enchanted wall while the monarch’s
knights square off against Mordrin and the seraphs for possession of the blades. Threading through is the story of Kai, a
teenage slave with uncanny strength and gladiator skills. After
escaping the arena with the help of a yeti, she’s off to Dragon’s
Peak to obtain a pair of Soulblades—if she can surmount the
required trials, including a three-day duel with a dead knight.
Blackstone’s bustling yarn touches on motifs in everything
from the Harry Potter series to Game of Thrones and combines
them in imaginative ways. He writes in workmanlike prose that
conjures up both rousing and pretty bloody action scenes—
“With one sweeping motion, the half-giant swung his blade in
the air and sliced the oncoming attackers in half ”—and spooky
atmospherics: “A girl stood ahead of the boat and over the water,
staring at them. She seemed human, save for her seaweed attire
and pale blue skin. She looked at the party with dead blue eyes,
her body unmoving.” The author devotes much attention to
worldbuilding and the rules and mechanics of magic, sometimes at the expense of fleshing out characters. His good guys
tend toward the earnest, heroic, and somewhat wooden. Bad
guys (or, rather, dangerous guys), like the powerful, bedraggled,
Luciferian Mordrin, are often realized with more complexity.
Kai makes for a striking hero, especially in her association with
Specter, a spirit mentor who lives in a scroll and occasionally
emerges as a smoky apparition. Specter is forever egging Kai
on to undertake tests and ordeals and guiding her in effectively
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THE DIVINE CHASE
Responding to a
Pursuing God

Bounds, Ben
Westbow Press (216 pp.)
$33.95 | $17.95 paper | $9.99 e-book
Dec. 8, 2017
978-1-973610-53-3
978-1-973610-52-6 paper
A writer elaborates on his active and
passionate views of Christianity.
In his nonfiction debut, Bounds tells his fellow Christians
that they were intended from the beginning of time to enter
into a dance of intimacy with God through the splendor of
his creation, the wisdom of his word as revealed in the Bible,
and the sacrifice of his son on the cross. Participating in this
relationship is, according to the author, the whole sum and
essence of Christian life. “That,” he asserts simply, “is why you
were born.” The organizing conceit of his book echoes Francis
Thompson’s great poem “The Hound of Heaven”: that God
tirelessly pursues his children, intent on a relationship with
them. Bounds traces this divine mission through the various
historical stories of the Bible. The author’s obvious knowledge
of those tales prompts another running theme throughout his
work: that such familiarity with Scripture has become a rarity in
Christian pedagogy. Believers are called to fellowship, he grants,
but they are also called to discipleship. There is no discipleship without “an ongoing development of a mastery of biblical
content.” Bounds laments: “We have lost understanding of so
many fundamental truths in this new biblically illiterate culture
in which we live.” Despite this emphasis on mastering biblical
content, the author sometimes goes beyond its bounds. He
seconds St. Paul in saying, for example, that the resurrection
of Jesus “is everything,” but Bounds cites the event as a matter
of historical fact rather than faith. “The reality of the event of
the resurrection and the veracity of the information surrounding the claims of the resurrection,” he writes, “are as much a
credential to the resurrection itself as the resurrection is a credential to the crucifixion.” There is of course no incontrovertible evidence for the resurrection (even the four Gospels are
famously contradictory on the subject), but this is one of many
faith-based leaps Bounds asks his readers to make alongside
him. Such is the sharp, straightforward energy of his approach
that many readers will likely make those leaps.
A bracing, scripturally literate call for Christians to enter
the crucible of faith.
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Campbell quite capably turns a story of family
tragedy into a suspenseful narrative.
the multiple murders of mary kelley campbell

CLIMATE CHANGE AND
THE ECOLOGY OF THE GULF
OF MAINE
History, Biodiversity,
Fisheries and the
Pollution Cocktail

THE MULTIPLE MURDERS OF
MARY KELLEY CAMPBELL

Campbell, Janel Kelley &
Stroschein, Ruby Campbell
Elk River Press (242 pp.)
$19.95 paper | Mar. 28, 2020
978-1-950294-02-2

Brack, H.G.
Pennywheel Press (289 pp.)
$15.00 paper | Jun. 14, 2020
978-0-9892678-9-2

An environmental work explores the way pollution has
altered the waters off Maine.
The Gulf of Maine is a robust and vital environment, home
to some of the world’s most productive fisheries. This biodiversity—and the economies that are sustained by it—is increasingly threatened by the plastics, chemicals, and other eco-toxins
present in the Gulf ’s waters. These pollutants, along with rising ocean temperatures, acidification, invasive pathogens, and
unsustainable fishing practices, are coming together to pose
an existential threat to the ecology of the Gulf and neighboring habitats. With this book, Brack seeks to diagnose these
problems and describe their particular impacts on the health
of the region. After a discussion of the history of cataclysmic
climate change on the global scale—since, as the author points
out, “any commentary on the ecology and biodiversity of the
Gulf of Maine must begin with the observation that this bioregion is only one small component of an interconnected finite
biosphere”—he sets his sights on the Gulf itself, including its
geography, hydrology, biology, and the effects of both human
commerce and regulation. He concludes by enumerating the
specific threats that exist for Maine fisheries, many of which
cannot be solved outside of addressing the global climate crisis. This is a technical work, and Brack’s prose is suited for its
purpose: “It’s also important to note the role the diadromous
fisheries played in the early economy of Maine fisheries. Diadromous fish are those species that migrate between the sea
and freshwater environments.” The text features maps, charts,
and graphs displaying information on fish landings, catch limits, invasive species, water cycles, and other relevant data. The
author offers few solutions—indeed, there are few local fixes
for a globalized crisis—but he does a fine job laying out the
parameters of the problem and how it may worsen over time.
This is not a work that will appeal to average readers, but those
with a stake or interest in the ecology or economy of the Gulf of
Maine may find the facts contained here helpful, if grim.
A useful and sober evaluation of the changing situation in
the Gulf of Maine.
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In this richly detailed memoir, a
woman revisits the murder of her mother
more than half a century ago.
Campbell begins her story on the
day of her mother Mary’s death: March 8, 1961, when she was
11 years old and her family lived in a farmhouse in Kent, Washington, just outside of Seattle. The first chapter moves through
the day of the murder but stops short of the crime itself, leaving readers in suspense as the author traces her maternal and
fraternal lines. What initially seems like a true-crime whodunit
effectively becomes a history of settlement, hardship, and
opportunity in the American West of the 19th and 20th centuries. Campbell goes on to meticulously sketch a family portrait,
lingering with affection and reverence on her descriptions of
her mother: “Mary was nick-named ‘Mary Sunshine’ by her sisters because every morning she would run to all the windows
and pull back the curtains to let the warmth and light of the
morning sun pour into the house.” The Campbell family moved
frequently, and the author chronicles her father’s career trajectory, which culminated in a “top-paying job as an engineer at
Boeing.” Religion is another steady theme, as the family belongs
to the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, which is a
key element of their identity; “I am a descendent of polygamy,”
Campbell declares at one point. The author eventually picks up
the pieces of her mother’s murder in a chapter entitled “March
8, 1961: Part II”; from there, the book turns into a police procedural and courtroom drama. The murderer is found, but unanswered questions linger to this day.
The author, who co-wrote this memoir with her cousin
Stroschein, quite capably turns a story of family tragedy into
a suspenseful narrative. Some of the early chapters get a bit
bogged down by backstory, but the parts that focus on Mary,
her immediate family, and the circumstances and aftermath of
her death move along briskly. However, Campbell clearly has
a goal beyond simply spinning a gripping yarn; she also seeks
to memorialize her mother. In this regard, she’s successful, as
Mary is vividly presented as a loving and playful presence. The
prose is steady and efficient throughout, which makes the
occasional moments of figurative language stand out, as when
Campbell writes, “My mother’s death would leave a tear in my
soul I could not heal.” She also includes her mother’s letters
about another painful part of the family’s history: her father’s
infidelity and her parents’ separation. Mary’s distinct voice
comes through in these missives, allowing readers to see her
even more clearly. At times, the book is tonally inconsistent,
moving from genealogical study to murder mystery to loving
homage. Campbell is irrevocably drawn to the central crime,
which proves to be as strange and horrible as the first chapter promises. The revelations don’t disappoint, but a sense of
241

PROFIT LIKE THE PROS
The Best Real Estate Deals
That Shaped Expert Investors

closure and justice proves elusive. The inclusion of several of
Mary’s drawings offers a poignant endnote.
An absorbing and suspenseful family remembrance.

Corsini, Ken
BiggerPockets (256 pp.)
$19.99 paper | Nov. 10, 2020
978-1-947200-31-9

THE HIGH SHELF

Colburn, Nadia
The Word Works (90 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Dec. 31, 2019
978-1-944585-36-5

An expert provides profiles of investors and their successful real estate gambles.
In his book’s introduction, Corsini
explains that he always had an entrepreneurial spirit—reselling Jolly Ranchers as a kid and looking for
ways to make more money than the standard after-school jobs
offered throughout college—and it soon led him to real estate.
Now, with an impressive resume that includes more than 800
homes flipped, several companies founded, and a starring role
on HGTV’s Flip or Flop Atlanta, the self-made expert continues
to believe in “the unparalleled power of a real estate investor’s
ability to inspire other investors.” In that vein, the author focuses
his instructive work on stories collected from seasoned investors
across the country. Each chapter profiles a different investor and
breaks down the specific deal representing a turning point in the
individual’s real estate endeavors. The list of 25 investors presents
an intriguing diversity of projects: They range from a run-down
mobile-home park in Dallas and storage units in Georgia to multimillion-dollar apartment buildings and simple duplexes across
the United States. Corsini deftly builds each profile to deliver
the maximum useful information for readers wanting to know
more about investing. He describes the person in his humorous
and good-natured tone before delving into a specific deal, detailing how the investor assessed it and funded it and its eventual
returns. Punchy quotes from each investor and “Insider info”
blurbs help to explain jargon so readers feel as if they have a good
grasp of each project in just a few pages. Corsini has also taken
care to puncture notions of the typical real estate mogul. His
interviewees represent a balanced mix of men and women from
different socio-economic backgrounds, with a few even coming
from countries like Nigeria and Brazil. Their most common link
is a desire for passive income, and their tales will make readers
feel like real estate investments are within their reach.
Accessible and practical examples of the many ways to
break into real estate investing.

With precise grace, this poetry collection examines cycles of destruction
and growth.
In her debut collection, Colburn
offers poems (many previously published in literary journals) that tend to
inhabit either pole of the natural/artificial divide. The process
of becoming is one manifestation of the first pole, as in “Plenitude/Pregnancy,” a nine-part poem—like the nine months of
gestation—in which the speaker is expecting in both senses of
the word. Her hopes for the future are thrown by recognition
of life’s vulnerability. Similar poems bring the poet’s attention
to living things and the threats they face. People starve; species go extinct; “Yes, certainly we will destroy ourselves,” she
concludes in “The Natural World.” The opposite pole is often
represented by the notion of boxes, essentially unnatural
spaces that offer safety but captivity. Yet they also offer “the
idea of escape itself,” as in Mark Rothko’s painted rectangles,
which take the viewer “Inside and inside.” Similarly, natural or
creative sterility contains the space for returning vigor: “And
when the words came: O Land of the very-seen: / alive and
green.” In other poems, Colburn searches for ways to bring
her opposites together. In “Explanation of the World,” whose
second line gives the collection its title, a high shelf holds
“boxes, spaced: just so,” yet above, below, and beyond is the
uncontainable—“firmaments” and “the sound of the sea.” The
concluding poems continue to explore the resolution of division by joyfully confirming the power of what is. In “Time
Box,” for example, the opening line—“Certainly, the immortal
soul”—suggests a counter to the speaker’s earlier certainty of
self-destruction. Spare, elegant, and perceptive, these poems
are charged with the numinous, a haikulike attention to
essence. Some pieces recall Hopkins’ notion of inscape: “The
world in-latched. Of-itself made.” Colburn’s lines often hesitate, stopping themselves with a dash, colon, or spaces (“So
many, so many, each one: // one: numberless:”), a powerful
silence similar to rests in music or white space in a painting.
Memorable and moving, these pared-down poems have a
compelling tensile strength.

BANE’S CHOICE

Day, Alyssa
Entangled: Amara (400 pp.)
$7.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Oct. 27, 2020
978-1-68281-475-8
A doctor gets caught in a war between
vampires and warlocks in this paranormal romance series opener.
Bane rules the Savannah, Georgia–
based Vampire Motorcycle Club. He’s
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Young readers should devour this, reveling in the action while
soaking up Dean’s underlying message of family and friendship.
meet the fraidys

more than 300 years old, fiercely protective of those he considers family, and wants the warlocks of an organization called
the Chamber out of his territory. A confrontation in Savannah’s
National Wildlife Refuge between the two groups reveals that
Constantin Durance, a powerful necromancer, is Bane’s true
opponent. Bane and his vampire companions Meara Delacourt
and Luke Calhoun survive the battle, and days later, Bane learns
that his human friend firefighter Hunter Evans has been mortally wounded after saving a child’s life. He uses magic to travel
to Savannah General to see Hunter and runs into Dr. Ryan St.
Cloud. Bane is fascinated by the fact that she’s not like other
humans; to him, her skin strangely glows, and later, it’s revealed
that his “Voice” commands don’t work on her. After Bane vanishes with her patient, Ryan goes home, drinks copiously, and
assumes she hallucinated the vampire. Then he shows up at her
door—but he hasn’t come to claim her just yet. He needs her
medical knowledge; Hunter, whom Bane has bitten in order to
save his life, isn’t “Turning” properly. Meanwhile, Carter Reynolds, president of the Wolf Pack Motorcycle Club, contends
with Sylvie, a warlock working for Constantin. Day opens her
new paranormal romance with a scene of impressive vampire
action, which includes severed limbs. There’s plenty of sexual
tension throughout the narrative; Ryan, who believes herself
to be unremarkable, is described, from Bane’s perspective, as
having the “most delicious, curvy legs he’d ever hoped to have
wrapped around his waist.” Day drops many hints that Ryan’s
healing skills and glowing skin have inhuman origins, and readers should expect a fabulous and fitting solution to the mystery.
Bane is shown to have empathy for helpless humans in need,
which proves that his heart still beats. Day also includes a few
amusing genre references along the way, such as naming an Irish
Wolfhound Bram Stoker. A final state of domestic bliss presents
a strong foundation for a sequel.
A revved-up supernatural tale that takes some impressively sharp turns.

y o u n g a d u lt

There’s Mrs. Fraidy, a single mom; her young daughter, Lily; and
Elliot, a boy Evan’s age. Evan plans to haunt them—to scare them
into leaving—but it turns out the house is already haunted! A pair
of burning red eyes appears to Elliot, terrifying him as well as
Evan and his dad. Judging this ghost to be the real intruder, Evan
decides to help Elliot and his family. He follows Elliot to school
and, while saving him from bullies, manages to forge a mental
connection. Elliot can now see him! Evan has always wanted a
brother, but will he be able to protect his adopted “fleshies” from
the malevolent ghost that torments them? Dean writes in the
first person and imbues Evan and his dad with distinct (and in the
latter case, quite eccentric) personalities. The writing is clear and
personable, narrated conversationally, and the tale moves quickly,
deploying some nice inversions on the usual genre expectations.
Dean’s dialogue is perhaps a relative weak point—at times it’s
overly frenetic; plus, Lily seems very articulate for her age—but
these are minor qualms and not really at odds with the book’s
overall tone of excitability. Young readers should devour this
cover to cover, reveling in the action while soaking up Dean’s
underlying message of family and friendship.
A lively, inventive romp with plenty of spirit!

JOSIE AND THE
SCARY SNAPPER

Downing, Elisa
Illus. by Machado, Isadora
Dark Window Books (35 pp.)
$2.99 e-book | Oct. 6, 2020

A child encounters monsters in this
picture book.
Josie is afraid of the monsters she sees
in the dark. Her dad gives her a “Scary
Snapper” (a flashlight) and tells her when she shines it on the creatures, they “will turn into something not scary.” One night, Josie
nervously walks to the kitchen for water. She is relieved when the
“monsters” she sees are in reality everyday items when she uses
the Snapper. For example, a “monster with a funny shaped head”
is just clothing on hooks. In the kitchen, she points the Snapper at a big monster. But it doesn’t turn out to be a familiar item.
The illustration depicts a fuzzy purple creature cowering in fear.
When he turns on his flashlight, aims it at Josie, and says, “It’s a…
MONSTER!” she is shocked. The book concludes: “Josie was no
longer afraid…with the Scary Snapper…she was the scariest thing
in her house.” The concept of spooky shapes actually being ordinary objects is relatable. Although Downing’s twist ending may
not assuage frightened readers, it deftly illuminates the notion
that fear and intimidation are universal feelings experienced by
even those figures readers are afraid of. Machado’s illustrations
are artistic and nicely done. Josie has brown skin and pink hair.
Key words are often emphasized typographically, some spanning
entire pages. The images include up-close portrayals, like a glowing flashlight. The monsters are shown as both Josie’s imagined
versions and their real forms.
An inventive interpretation of a familiar predicament
faced by kids.

MEET THE FRAIDYS

Dean, Jeff
Self (159 pp.)
$5.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Aug. 8, 2020
979-8-66-271773-2
In Dean’s middle-grade debut, a boy
must adjust to life as a ghost and de-haunt
the family that’s moved into his house.
Twelve-year-old Evan Cameron and
his dad have just moved to Bainbridge,
California. Evan likes books and baseball. He’s excited about
their new house but sad to leave his friends behind. What will
his life be like? Unfortunately for Evan, the answer is: short! The
day after they move in, Evan, his dad, and their dog, Buzzby, wake
to find all their possessions gone. Nobody can see or touch them.
They have died in their sleep—carbon monoxide poisoning from
the old boiler. They are ghosts! On top of this shock, Evan is horrified to find a new family moving into their now-empty house.
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Forrest facing new feelings and challenges in late 1962. The
author again succeeds in establishing the era in which his protagonist’s youth plays out amid themes of inclusivity, friendship,
burgeoning sexuality, and the precarious state of race relations
during the school desegregation movement of the mid-20th
century. Eldot imparts many life lessons over the course of the
narrative; the first is that focused dedication to one’s schoolwork will not only garner one good grades, but also beneficial
recognition from instructors when one least expects it. Julian’s
consistently pleasant demeanor, personal flair, and conscientious, hard work make his teachers think of him as a model
student. His rare, enviable qualities draw the attention of several teachers who believe he would make an ideal helper for an
incoming Black student named Kassa “Kasey” Wood. The son
of a prominent Boston scientist, Kasey is a polite, friendly, and
impressively talented young pianist who comes to appreciate
the time that Julian devotes to helping him adjust to a new town,
a new school, and new classmates; in a compelling sequence,
Julian even insists on racial equality at a segregated “whites-only”
diner. The relationship between these two characters would
be sufficient to carry the entire novel, but Eldot has grander
visions in mind, carried out by a parade of peripheral teenage
characters who take their turns marching through the novel.
Their storylines—some fleeting, some with greater staying
power—definitely add some panache to the tale and enliven
what becomes a rather overlong tome, as it extends to nearly
600 pages in length. Readers will likely want Julian, a budding
artist, and pianist extraordinaire Kasey to remain at center
stage, and they often do. However, they’re upstaged much too
often by other scenes concerned with randy camping adventures, fart jokes, or extended family melodrama. The omniscient third-person narration is often dryly humorous, but the
book also explores Julian and Kasey’s friendship through the
eyes of folks who know very little about them. This narrative
twist affords readers a look at what it’s like to be observed and
blindly judged by casual strangers. As with the other books in
this series, the author doesn’t ever shy away from the nuances
of sexual attraction, which plays a particularly substantial role
in Julian’s young life. The teens’ flirtations and overt physical
carnality are portrayed as unashamed and innocently exploratory; they show the characters to be primarily concerned
with mutual, guiltless pleasure but also fully aware of the
necessity of social discretion in that time and place. Although
the narrative does feel extravagantly expository at times, its
overall sense of social consciousness is remarkable. A concluding, expansive glossary, filled with historical references to the
1960s, will be helpful for newcomers to the setting.
Another overly busy but nonetheless memorable snapshot
of LGBTQ+ high school life in a bygone era.

Dunsmore, Valerie
FriesenPress (139 pp.)
978-1-5255-6532-8
978-1-5255-6533-5 paper

An uncanny darkness engulfs a girl
obsessed with hatred for her violent
father in this debut YA novel.
This deeply resonant tale is one
that will linger in the mind long after
reading it. Ten-year-old Lily’s alcoholic,
rage-filled father, Henry, first came into her life two years ago,
showing up at Aunt Ruth’s mountain cabin where the girl; her
sister, Rose; and their mother were living. Henry moved them
from the forests of British Columbia to a suburb that “hung off
the big city of Vancouver like a wart.” If Henry has any love to
give, it is submerged in verbal and physical cruelty. Lily and her
mother bear the brunt. Quiet, enigmatic Rose, Lily’s only comfort, keeps her head down. “Henry lived in the clench of my jaw
and the curl of my fists,” says Lily, the novel’s remarkable firstperson narrator. Her mother, consumed by mental illness and
an untold sense of guilt—and trailed by an unsettling shadow
that only Lily can see—won’t leave Henry. (The tragic past that
binds them emerges with maximum, shocking effect over the
course of the story.) Lily finds strength in her hatred. Her quest
for enough power to get rid of Henry and get Mama back to the
healing wildness of the forest leads her to an unsettling book of
spells and a bleak path to retribution. Yet the benign influence
of her astute aunt, the forest itself, and Calum, the mysterious
boy Lily encounters there, offer a lighter path if she chooses
to take it. Layers of meaning abound in Dunsmore’s expressive
writing in this striking tale: “Summer crept along the landscape,
poppies poked out of the ground, and bleeding hearts dripped
with blossoms.” The crowd at a racetrack “was a tangle of spicy
cologne and skunky armpits, musky horses, and manure so bitter I could taste it.” Caterpillars “wrapped like rings” around
Calum’s fingers and “returned as butterflies to sleep in his
hands.” How much of what happens is reality, magic, Lily’s
imagination, or a mix of all three? Readers can decide.
A girl’s unusual journey to self-realization: disturbing,
enchanting, and wise.

HE’S KINDA TALL
A Romantic Comedy

Eldot
Diphra Enterprises (708 pp.)
$4.99 e-book | Oct. 17, 2020
978-1-7328805-5-9
978-1-7328805-6-6 paper

The continuing saga of a resilient gay
high schooler’s adolescent adventures.
Prolific author Eldot picks up where
You’re in High School Now (2015) left off,
with young North Carolina high school sophomore Julian
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Written in a pleasing musical cadence of abcb rhyming
quatrains, the book is well suited to reading aloud.
the mighty river

THE MIGHTY RIVER

the narrative). The family moved from Brooklyn to Boston, and
Greenhill fell into the Cambridge folk scene frequented by Taj
Mahal, Joan Baez, and Bob Dylan. He became a professional
musician and toured the country, living in New York City, Boston, and Los Angeles. Over the course of this book, Greenhill
employs a wonderful, elliptical approach to storytelling, following experiences with particular performers over the course of a
chapter and not following a strictly chronological course. The
stories are very personal and engaging. For instance, Greenhill
writes about how Lightnin’ Hopkins rudely spat out the eggs
that Greenhill’s mother cooked for him (he found them too
runny); the 16-year-old author saw this act as “transgressive”
and “wild,” and it coincided with the teen’s taking his driver’s
test, which he saw as another form of freedom. There are some
technical explanations that guitarists will appreciate more than
laypeople, but they never detract from the overall story.
A charming and informative must-read for music lovers,
with a personal touch for fans of ’60s folk and roots music.

Ginalina
Illus. by Wills, Kelley
Peppermint Toast Publishing (44 pp.)
Oct. 26, 2020
978-1-989927-01-4
Ginalina’s picture book celebrates a wide
river’s birds, animals, insects, and plants.
In her debut children’s book, singer/songwriter Ginalina asks
what can be seen along “The Mighty River, / wild and free.” Kids
and adults enjoying the outdoors might spot “Three pintail ducks
/ paddling free. // A small black bear / just by the tree.” Other species mentioned include a black-crowned heron, bighorn sheep, and
bracken ferns. (Although the river is unnamed, many of the listed
creatures and plants suggest western Canada.) Written in a pleasing musical cadence of abcb rhyming quatrains, the book is well
suited to reading aloud. The book imparts an air of serenity, peace,
and joy in nature. It also gently teaches an environmental lesson
by including river facts, space to draw and describe a river animal
and scene, and ideas from kids about how to protect watercourses.
Wills, an artist and graphic designer illustrating her debut book,
provides stylized, well-composed pictures that are a real pleasure
to look at. They recall 1930s linocut poster design both in composition and in the palette, limited to a few shades of blue and coral.
A happy marriage of text, art, and message that’s absolutely beautiful.

LOOSE LIPS

y o u n g a d u lt

Guinness, Mack
BookBaby (378 pp.)
$18.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Sep. 12, 2020
978-1-09-831842-0
In this debut crime novel, an ex-cop
must solve a murder for which he is the
prime suspect.
In the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina,
Cleveland “Mr. J” Jones—ex-military, excop, and ex-con—opened the Algiers Mission, a homeless shelter
for the needy of New Orleans. The shelter helps keep his mind
off the grief he feels for the wife and children he lost during the
storm. Now, four years after founding Algiers, Mr. J—who has
always been flexible with the rules when it comes to his sense
of justice—finds himself in debt, unable to pay the mortgage on
the mission or his house. A tragedy of an even more urgent sort
strikes when the criminal sons of Margaret Green, one of Mr. J’s
closest friends, are murdered: one in a drug dealer’s apartment
and the other in a prison bathroom. Margaret makes Mr. J promise her that he will help find those responsible for the crimes.
After all, their ill-gotten money was a primary source of the donations that have kept the mission running. For information, Mr.
J turns to his longtime friend Chill, a dope fiend with his ear to
the often deadly New Orleans streets. As more drug dealers turn
up dead, it becomes clear that something big is afoot. Things
get turned on their head when Mr. J learns that he is the police’s
primary suspect. “The way I see it,” a detective tells him, “you
would make the perfect vigilante. If I’m not mistaken a vigilante
is an unauthorized person who assumes law enforcement powers.
That sounds like an ex-cop private eye wanna-be to me.” Now Mr.
J must deal with more than his own financial problems: He has
to solve a murder case in order to clear his name. To do so, he’ll
have to heed the words written on a note found in one of the dead
men’s mouths: “Loose lips sink ships.”

RAISED BY
MUSICAL MAVERICKS
Recalling Life Lessons
From Pete Seeger, Lightnin’
Hopkins, Doc Watson, Rev.
Gary Davis and Others

Greenhill, Mitch
Hillgreen (198 pp.)
$26.50 paper | $8.99 e-book
Apr. 15, 2020
978-0-578-64445-5

Professional musician Greenhill recounts his musical history with his idols in this debut memoir.
Anyone who knows folk and blues music from the late
1950s onward will likely be jealous of Greenhill’s experiences.
His father, Manny, was a concert promoter, and a who’s who of
luminaries would stay at the family house when they came to
town. The young author was already in love with music after his
mother, Leona, took him to see Paul Robeson perform a children’s concert. Family friend Pete Seeger helped solidify that
love and got him started playing guitar. From then on, he soaked
up knowledge at every turn, learning from legends. For instance,
Odetta taught him how to slide up the neck for a ringing E7
chord, and the Rev. Gary Davis instructed him on how to wrap
his thumb around the neck for a thicker C7 chord (which he
helpfully illustrates with a photo of the finger position for aspiring guitarists—one of many attractive photos that accompany
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DIS PATER’S RAGE

Guinness’ prose is sharp and conversational, painting a portrait of life on the New Orleans streets that is equal parts grit
and humor. “Death and prison had become a retirement plan for
many of the black men that I grew up with,” reflects Mr. J. “Jail
was the poor man’s retirement. It was an urban 401K plan that
guaranteed high losses of life and freedom to all investors.” The
story is less a mystery than it is a tale of intersecting lives in New
Orleans’ closely knit community of criminals and their associates. Readers discover early in the novel just who is behind the
deaths of Margaret’s sons and the reasons for the killings. The
narrative is more interested in tracking how the various characters react to new developments when things don’t go quite as
planned. Mr. J is a complex protagonist with some unflattering
traits—he has a tendency to leer at and fantasize about women
who are significantly younger than he is—but he and the rest of
the characters possess a scummy authenticity that helps to sell
the story. There are moments when the plot drags, but overall
the reading experience is an entertaining one.
An engaging murder tale set in the dog-eat-dog world of
New Orleans.

Hammer, L.A.
Manuscript (311 pp.)

In this fifth volume of an epic fantasy
series, a hero uses time travel to thwart
demonic hordes in the present.
In the magical realm of Kismeria,
Adem Highlander, Wil Martyr, and Carl
Wilder are the prophesied Sons of Odin,
destined to battle the Shadow. Though
Adem is devoted to and has a daughter
with Jean Fairsythe, the Daughter of
Thor, he also has a child with Princess Isabelle. Their adult
son, Pendral, is in thrall to the evil Jinn-Lord, imprisoned
in Kerak’Otozi, a volcanic mountain. To ensure that his son
becomes an upstanding, compassionate man, Adem has been
using Elarja RinHannen’s Time Stones to visit Pendral in the
past, as a boy. Though Pendral’s demon army seems to be growing in the present, he appears conflicted while fighting the Sons
of Odin and their allies. Meanwhile, Druid Allor MorKondeith creates a potion that alleviates the curse of creeping madness in those who use teran and terael magic. But Carl doesn’t
appreciate the intoxicating side effects. Adem also begins to
question his chances of gaining redemption and God’s forgiveness after all the violence of his warrior life. Could the Sons
have a kind of PTSD from the event that brought them from
Earth to Kismeria? Later, Elarja warns that too many visits to
young Pendral have “the potential for great tragedy.” Hammer
goes back to the deep imaginative well that has served him
in the four prior volumes of this fantasy series. This volume
explores father-son relationships and the missed opportunities therein. In the present, warrior Rayne Dragon-Sword
battles Pendral, his own father, only to see his friends—Shaye,
Ellagon, and Ragan—possessed by demons. And yet the
author’s penchant for verbal and visual extravagance makes
the characters’ personal dramas difficult to maintain (“Time
was sliding into a puddle like gel. Space was constricted and
at the same time stretched beyond containable proportions”).
Magical action against countless creatures maximizes the gore.
Euphoria-inducing potions and an herb called menuhybe,
which is smoked, have obvious real-world parallels. A sweetly
surprising finale expands the potential of subsequent volumes.
Readers craving another dose of superlative magic battles
and ambitious plotting won’t be disappointed.

THE CAT WHISPERER
A Love Story

Hall, Stephen
Bloodline Publishers (36 pp.)
Oct. 1, 2020
978-1-73391-852-7
In this picture book, cats residing in
a nursing home spread a little girl’s mes-

sage of love.
Bella, a budding White “cat whisperer,” visits her grandmother and her grandmother’s cat, Boo, at a nursing home.
Orange tabby Boo is one of many cats living with nursing home
residents, and when Bella whispers goodbye to Boo, saying, “I
love you! Pass it on,” Boo does just that. Bella’s words make their
rounds throughout the nursing home as each cat repeats them
to another feline. When the words come full circle and return to
Boo, he whispers them to Bella’s grandmother as he curls up in
her lap to sleep. Photographs of Bella and the book’s many cats
are well-chosen stock images expertly and expressively edited
and positioned for maximum visual appeal by the author, an artist and veteran graphic designer. Young cat lovers will enjoy seeing page after page of different breeds and their varied physical
characteristics: Abyssinian kittens, a British blue, a gray tabby, a
ginger kitten, a white cat, a big-eyed black cat, a fluffy cat, and
more. A tiny kitten sits in a coffee mug, a cat in a box extends a
paw, a playful cat is tangled in yarn, a “naughty cat” scratching
the furniture is caught in the act. Hall’s series of compassionate,
“I love you, pass it on,” picture books for children ages 3 to 8 also
feature horses and dogs.
Appealing images of real-life cats and a message of caring,
effective in its simplicity.
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Hergott’s prose moves between clinical precision and more lyrical
observations that skillfully evoke mood and feeling.
departure from the darkness and the cold

DEPARTURE FROM THE
DARKNESS AND THE COLD
The Hope of Renewal for
the Soul of Medicine in
Patient Care

hair— / artfully parted during— / covers the scar after, / there
will be nothing seen / of what proceeded.” The overall result is a
rich and absorbing portrait of a doctor’s life.
A luminous meditation on a healer’s experience that’s
anguished and exuberant, by turns.

Hergott, Lawrence J.
Universal Publishers (182 pp.)
$21.95 paper | $9.99 e-book
Mar. 18, 2020
978-1-62734-302-2

WHITENESS IS NOT
AN ANCESTOR
Essays on Life and Lineage
by White Women

A doctor weighs the rigors, discontents, and joys of practicing medicine in this collection of essays
and poetry.
In these pieces, Hergott, a cardiologist and emeritus professor of medicine at the University of Colorado, delves into the
physically and emotionally grueling realities of a medical career
as well as the humane idealism at its core. Several essays decry
the subjection of doctors to the dictates of markets and corporate health care providers’ demands; the result, he contends, is
burned-out physicians with little time to care for their patients’
emotional needs or to maintain family lives of their own. Hergott re-creates the ordeal and trauma of medical training—his
nerves were so bad on one day of his residency, he writes, that
he had to leave the hospital—and the hard-won confidence in
his abilities that grew over time. He also tells stories of appropriate medical treatment choices that resulted in patients’
deaths—every doctor has some—and discusses the painful
process of learning and moving on from them. Other, contrasting stories tell of health care professionals forging connections
with patients despite obstacles. Hergott recalls a ward full of
nonresponsive hydrocephalic infants, many abandoned by their
parents, who received tender care from the ward nurses; World
War II veterans who opened up to him about things they’d never
discussed with anyone; and a doctor in an elevator who lifted
the spirits of a fragile patient just by making small talk with her.
In several essays, he recounts the death of his adult son, Zachary,
in a 2009 plane crash and the rudderless grief that he weathered
in its wake—and the colleagues, patients, and strangers who
helped him through it with simple gestures of caring.
Hergott writes in a limpid style that’s vivid and often haunting: “They were young men, their bodies pale, translucent, and
incomplete,” he writes of convalescents at a military hospital.
“Each had part of an arm or a leg missing or had some other
wound inconsistent with the perfection of the rest of the body.”
His prose moves between clinical precision (“I felt the clamp
placed in my hand and as I began to move it toward the cords
a thought flashed in my mind…I could completely occlude his
airway—which would be catastrophic,” he frets while treating
a choking toddler) and more lyrical observations that skillfully
evoke mood and feeling (the toddler’s mother had “her son
enfolded in her arms, her head bent with her face close to his,
she speaking softly to him in a way no one else could”). Even
more than his prose, Hergott’s poetry offers dense imagery
that conveys psychological wounds beneath physical ones, as
in a piece about a brain surgery patient: “When the staples
come out, / and the bone beneath has healed, / and your flowing

Ed. by Iversen, Lisa
CAB Publishing (180 pp.)
$15.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-7353050-2-8
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A collection of essays offers the
reflections of 13 White women grappling
with their own racial privilege and family histories.
In this book, Iversen complements her research on collective and family trauma in Ancestral Blueprints (2009). She
provides readers with a dozen essays by White women, most
of whom live in the Pacific Northwest and Canada, who contemplate their complicity in systemic racism. “Bringing visibility to both perpetrators and victims of injustice,” writes the
editor, “is necessary to heal inheritances of collective trauma.”
In particular, these essays focus on how “indoctrination in the
innocence of white womanhood meant relying on white men
to be solely responsible for the perpetrator roles of humanity”
while ignoring the ways in which White women benefited from
White supremacy. Many of the women’s family histories include
relatives both directly and indirectly involved in specific acts of
racial violence. The grandparents of one essayist, for example,
were present at a “legal lynching” of a Black man in Owensboro,
Kentucky, who had been hastily convicted by an all-White jury
for the rape and murder of a White woman. Another contributor is a descendant of Colorado Territorial Gov. John Evans,
who was forced to resign due to his role in the Sand Creek massacre of over 200 Cheyenne and Arapaho. Other contributors
include the children of European immigrants from workingclass families who benefited from their Whiteness in their new
homeland. Collectively, these essays are not just well written,
but also poignant and often raw in their acknowledgment of
the ways in which their authors have personally benefited from
both White privilege and the myth of innocence surrounding
White women. Most essays also conclude with a list of resources
and sources that will be useful to others interested in exploring historical and contemporary Whiteness. Though this book
takes the important first step in acknowledging how the past
continues to benefit White women in the present, there is not
much provided in terms of practical solutions geared toward
not just reconciliation, but racial justice and reparations as well.
A timely and thoughtful discussion about the intersection
of gender and White privilege.
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spacefaring forces, returning with his imposing Regent for a ceremonial visit to an inhabited planet where humans fought and
won a skirmish with aggressive, catlike aliens called the Feorae.
It was a rare alien interaction for Homo sapiens, who are merely
junior members of a loose Solar Commonwealth of inhabited
worlds, most of which are far more advanced than Earth. Still,
many in the commonwealth still grieve the hundreds of lives
lost in the battle. Meanwhile, an odd failure of life-support systems aboard patrol ships has left the distant human colony of
Tellus vulnerable, and a battle-crippled Feorin ship, requiring
repairs, unknowingly comes too close to the outpost. Alerts go
off throughout the fleet, with some Feorae-hating officers spoiling for a revenge fight and others fighting to avert what could
touch off a cataclysmic war. Lallier appears to acknowledge his
clear debt to the Star Trek franchise with his dedication (“For
James T.”) and a minor medical character with the surname
Chapel. One can easily hear the voice of actor Patrick Stewart
whenever the Jean-Luc Picard–like Regent speaks. However,
this is no carbon copy of other people’s works. Unlike Gene
Roddenberry’s smoothly functioning Federation and its ideal of
enlightened starship troopers cooperating in military and scientific harmony, Lallier depicts a restive, divided mankind, with
commanders and bureaucrats jostling for rank and power while
harboring personal grudges. The author also generates some
sympathy for the Feorae, whose captain is wise enough to run
his ship of clawed minions with Klingon-like honor rather than
arbitrary cruelty. Ultimately, this is a solid follow-up that bodes
well for future installments in the series.
A well-told tale of galactic problem-solving and commandchair decision-making.

Kamali, A. Darius
Self (49 pp.)
$4.99 paper | $2.99 e-book | Jul. 8, 2020
978-1-09-611409-3
This debut volume of poetry offers
commentary on personal, social, and
political matters.
In his book, Kamali brings together
28 free-verse poems, some of them rhyming; the pieces have varying lengths, from two lines to several
pages. Many have the cadence, rhyme, repetition, and rhythm
of spoken-word poetry, a form well suited to the political and
social concerns that often motivate them. In “the ferris and the
wheel,” for example, nearly all of the stanzas begin with a line
that taps into the concept of wokeness: “and when it occurs.”
Realizations include, for example, “that nations are gangs / and
nationalists / gangsters.” While crucial, these understandings
also have limitations; the danger of identifying only “the unrighteous other” can be “the self-righteous self.” The poet concludes
that “there never was a ferris / —it was mostly just wheel,” a
compact image suggesting that the underlying structure’s
rigidity has less power than its unity. Many poems upend the
expected, often in spare lines used to aphoristic effect. In “what
the wise man neglected to mention,” a poem of only four words,
Kamali writes that “this too / shall last.” By twisting an adage
around, the poem allows readers to consider the paradoxical
nature of ephemerality that’s eternal and perhaps find comfort
from that idea. Besides politics and philosophy, the collection
also deals with more personal matters. In the romantic “peek
a boo,” the poet connects a game played with infants to lovers’
ability to see each other’s deepest selves: “how we look / in each
other’s eyes / as if to say / I know / you’re in there.” It’s powerful
in its simplicity and clever, too; the title adds spaces to peekaboo,
subtly alluding to the slang endearment “boo.” Some poems are
accompanied by uncredited photographs and artwork that can
feel more random than illuminating.
An engaging, well-wrought collection that provokes thought.

CATCHLIGHT

Law, Brooke Adams
Woodhall Press (322 pp.)
$18.95 paper | $9.49 e-book
Oct. 5, 2020
978-1-949116-18-2
In Law’s debut novel, the mother of
a Rhode Island family is stricken with
Alzheimer’s.
When Katherine Keene is diagnosed with Alzheimer’s, her children
and her husband, Bill Norman, are going to have to learn
how to deal with it. More importantly, they will have to learn
how to deal with each other: Will the family survive together
or crash and burn? The main characters are Katherine’s children Laura, the youngest and a relationship therapist, and
James, the black sheep alcoholic. These two divvy up the narrating. (The others are Izzy, the big sister, and Robert, the
responsible—and judgmental—brother.) Laura is, ironically,
divorced; James, a construction worker, is also divorced, with
an ex-wife and a son, Jeremiah. And then there is Jonah, Laura’s love interest and strong support. Katherine goes downhill
rapidly, but the shock comes when another family member
falls ill, which leads Laura to a shattering revelation. At the

THE INDUS INCURSION

Lallier, John
Self (345 pp.)
$15.00 paper | $2.99 e-book
Apr. 18, 2020
979-8-6346-6596-2

A battle-damaged spaceship belonging to much-feared alien warriors accidentally trespasses near a human outpost
in this continuation of Lallier’s Solar
Commonwealth SF series.
This military space adventure is
set 20 years after the previous series installment, The Eridani
Incident (2019). Jason Ngene is a high-ranking officer in Earth’s
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captivating with lots of Hogarthian quirks.
gentleman jim

GENTLEMAN JIM

gathering after the funeral, James gets very drunk, in effect
steals Robert’s car, and, crashing it, almost kills his son. The
rest of the book details, beautifully, Laura’s confusion and
hurt and James’ clawing his way back to sobriety—all while
Katherine sinks deeper into incoherence but with moments
of startling lucidity. Izzy and Robert do come around, but
they have not grown as Laura and James have. Character is
everything here. Law is no novice writer, and this is truly an
impressive debut. The prose is more often straightforward
than lyrical, as befits a hard telling. Laura describes some
of her troubled clients as wearing “their problems on their
bodies. Bruises, track marks. Scars.” (This just before one
of those clients suffers a dramatic fate.) James’ struggle—
including a prison stint and a long stretch in rehab—is both
heroic and harrowing, an exercise in bated breath, a master
class in suspenseful pacing. The destination is satisfying, but
the journey will keep readers enthralled.
A trifecta of memorable players, convincing storytelling,
and well-honed prose.

Matthews, Mimi
Perfectly Proper Press (376 pp.)
$16.00 paper | $3.99 e-book
Nov. 10, 2020
978-1-73305-699-1

10 BALLET DANCERS

Malek-Ahmadi, Amanda
Illus. by Gutkovskiy, Kathrine
The Small-Tooth Dog Publishing Group
(32 pp.)
$25.00 | $13.00 paper | $5.99 e-book
Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-947408-25-8
978-1-947408-24-1 paper
Ballet terms abound in this beautifully illustrated, advancedconcept counting book written by dance teacher and debut
author Malek-Ahmadi.
Counting down from 10 to two, then zero, then back up to
one, this book shows ballet students performing many familiar—and less familiar—moves and positions. As the story opens,
all 10 dancers, depicted in a variety of skin tones and gender
expressions, stand at or near the barre performing “Pliés, tendus,
dégagés all looking fine. // One chaînés away and now there are //
Nine.” As the students leave the room in a variety of moves, the
rhyme scheme for each number in the countdown has an odd
rhythm. The first line, which describes the remaining group
of students, has no rhyming word. The second and third lines,
which lead to the next number in the countdown, use a rhyming couplet typical of counting books. The text, full of French
words and terms, may cause some young readers and their parents to stumble, but a partially illustrated glossary offers helpful
pronunciation tips and translations. Gutkovskiy, whose actionpacked ink-and-watercolor illustrations have appeared in books
such as Bad Bad Dog (2020), accurately depicts the different
positions and movements, making them recognizable to young
dancers. A twist at the end, in which the students return to celebrate their teacher, leaves readers with a cheery tone.
A challenging, inventive tale that works best for young
dancers.
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A put-upon heiress pining for a lost
love triangulates between a villainous
guardian seeking her hand and a mysterious nobleman in this Regency romance.
Maggie Honeywell used to be a
headstrong hellion who scandalized British high society by riding and shooting as well as any man and
batting away countless proposals. Alas, by 1817, the 26-year-old
has lost her health to flu complications and is about to lose her
fortune unless she marries the loathsome Frederick BurtonSmythe. He was given control of her fabulous Beasley Park
estate in a will and gets to keep it unless she marries someone
he approves—namely, himself. Worse, Frederick has foolishly
challenged the Viscount St. Clare, the best shot in London, to a
duel over a card game, and if he dies, her assets will be forfeited.
Maggie appeals for mercy to St. Clare, who sports over 6 feet
of lean muscle and “lazy, masculine grace,” but when she gets
a good look at his face, she faints dead away. He’s the spitting
image of Nicholas Seaton, the bastard stable boy she fell in love
with 10 years ago before Frederick framed him for theft and he
ran off to find his father, the notorious highwayman Gentleman
Jim. St. Clare ardently woos Maggie but denies that he is this
Seaton fellow, all while fending off sly distant relations with a
claim to his inheritance and pointed questions about his parentage. St. Clare feels flustered; Maggie feels gaslighted; and
the jealous Frederick intensifies his controlling behavior and
tries to assault her in a carriage, stopping only when a masked
highwayman emerges from the darkness. In her latest yarn,
Matthews serves up a savory blend of suspense, erotic infatuation, and marriage intrigue. Her characters are sharply drawn
and captivating with lots of Hogarthian quirks; her scenes of
balls, drawing-room manners, and vaporous anxieties over
deportment are full of piquant details; and the dialogue is tartly
elegant. (Frederick: “If you’d exert yourself to be sweet to me
on occasion––” Maggie: “I shall exert myself to slap your face if
you don’t let go of me.”) Maggie and St. Clare’s amorous scenes
are passionate but don’t unnecessarily drag out the mechanics;
the two make for captivating romantic leads whose personalities are as magnetic as their looks.
A vigorous, sparkling, and entertaining love story with
plenty of Austen-ite wit.

THROUGH LOVE’S EYES

sedately measured narrative voice. In a coming-of-age poem entitled “Conversion,” he describes his father, a Vermont farmer who
became a minister, “in the confidence of his black robe / pouring
the unction of his words / over the congregation.” The author’s
smooth-edged observations serve similarly as a balm, soothing the
painful questions of existence. In “No Doubt,” he writes a maxim
for life that epitomizes his poetic worldview: “This is my present:
to be in love with everything, and more / with lovely things that
will be quickly spent; / still more, because the loss is permanent.”
Parker’s sense of peace and determination to savor life are contagious. His poetry takes joy in the overlooked details of flora. In
“Leeks,” he first provides the gardener’s perspective of watching
the vegetables grow, noting whimsically: “The leaves become their
/stockings underground. / By fall the stems are layers / of thin socks
tugged up on / each other—no feet at all.” That is followed pleasingly by the viewpoint of the cook: “I will / have thick soup before
/ December’s iron freeze.” The poem is sensuous and transporting—leading readers to the vegetable patch and later placing the
steaming potage before them. Throughout the volume, the poet’s
use of simile is exquisitely pictorial and refreshingly innovative:
“My words bounced / like butterflies off a rhinoceros.” But there
are occasional falters toward cliché: “The high narrow wheels rode
through like Jesus / walking on the water.” While several illustrations by Tyrol do not greatly inform or improve the reading experience, this is nonetheless an enchanting collection.
Tenderly observant and rewarding poetry.

Moseley, Marilyn
Photos by the author
WestBowPress (104 pp.)
$33.95 paper | $7.99 e-book
Apr. 9, 2020
978-1-973688-26-6

A collection offers photographs and devotional verse.
The images are the real stars of this elegant volume. Moseley’s photos of North Idaho will make readers who have never
been to the region feel like they have been missing out. On one
level, her book is a visual love letter to her home state. In it are
dozens of pictures of the Western landscape rendered in gorgeous detail. If these images are any indication, Idaho’s natural
beauties are just stunning. The state’s skies are breathtaking, its
waterways lucent, its foliage lush, and its snowscapes pristine.
Those who have tried their hands at nature photography know
it’s not for amateurs, and Moseley is a real pro. Her photos are
crisp, colorful, and expertly framed. But the pictures are not
the only gift she has for her readers. Mixed among them are
swatches of lucid, moving poetry. Sometimes these poems are
barely a few lines. A jaw-dropping shot of a double rainbow is
accompanied by a humble quatrain: “Late afternoon Spring
storms / adorn radiant skies with / wreaths of glistening rainbows / shimmering in the distant horizon.” Other poems, like
“The Road Beyond,” stretch on to multiple pages. That piece
ends: “Not once has He left me to travel alone / Through the
bends, shadows, or strife / I wait for His hand to show me the
way / No never alone on this road, my life.” The “He” here is
God, and the natural world is enduring proof of the Lord’s
benevolence and love. In this, the poet follows the great Gerard
Manley Hopkins, who wrote that “the world is charged with
the grandeur of God.” For Moseley, as for Hopkins, people can
look to nature for evidence of God’s enduring presence, and her
book is a touching testament to that belief.
A poet/photographer deftly makes Idaho look—and
sound—like heaven.

TALES FROM THE HIMALAYAS
Pradhan, Priyanka
Manuscript (135 pp.)

The adventures of kids living in
the Himalayan mountain region are
recounted in this debut collection of
short stories for children.
These 17 tales are set in the Northern Indian state of Uttarakhand among
the Himalayas. In several stories, kids
develop character through learning confidence and facing fears. In “The Villain,” for example, a girl talented in drama is distraught when her dark skin isn’t considered
“pretty and dainty” enough to play the hero. Her sister convinces
her that she’s special, beautiful, and strong—perfect for the
fierce demon king, and she’s a huge hit in the role. Some pieces
are ghost stories, as with “Daak Ghar,” in which village children
test rumors that an abandoned post office is cursed. Other tales
are based on inspiring, real-life figures, like the explorer and
surveyor Nain Singh Rawat, or events. While several stories
are set in the present day or recent past, others feel timeless:
A little girl helps a dangerous animal, in this case a snow leopard, who later proves grateful; a king holds a contest to make a
princess smile. Others subtly teach moral lessons, as when a girl
learns the value of taking pride in any kind of work. Pradhan—a
journalist—cleverly weaves Uttarakhand culture and traditions
into these entertaining stories. In one tale, for example, TV sets
are among the loot of bandits who get trapped by a circle of

SAFE AS LIGHTNING
Poems

Parker, Scudder H.
Illus. by Tyrol, Adelaide
Rootstock Publishing (134 pp.)
$15.22 paper | Jun. 9, 2020
978-1-57869-031-2
This debut collection of poetry
offers an amble through life and nature.
“There is nothing tidy about this volume,” writes Parker in his opening letter
to readers. Yet even though the poems are not ordered by “history,
subject matter, literary form, or style,” there is a satisfying sense of
cohesion to the collection. The author approaches a broad range
of subjects, from nature and religion to families and food—he even
writes his own obituary—but the poems remain united by Parker’s
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Ransom demonstrates his librarian chops by
delivering a comprehensive, annotated bibliography of primary
and secondary sources pertaining to Hammon.
america’s first black poet

traditional Choliya dancers celebrating the Holi festival. The
stories also hold together well, as when the haunted post office’s
function connects with its spookiness: Any trespasser “gets a
mysterious letter in his name, which means he is the next victim
of the blood-sucking ghouls that live there.”
Well-written, varied tales that draw on universal motifs
and offer an appealing setting.

AMERICA’S FIRST BLACK POET
Jupiter Hammon of
Long Island
Ransom, Stanley
Outskirts Press (198 pp.)
$19.95 paper | $9.99 e-book
May 23, 2020
978-1-977220-39-4

A librarian explores the life and legacy of America’s first Black poet in this
biography.
As the longtime director of the Huntington Public Library on
Long Island, Ransom has devoted more than a half-century to the
research and celebration of the Black poet Jupiter Hammon. The
author’s advocacy led to the formation of the nationally recognized Black Poetry Day, annually observed on Oct. 17, Hammon’s
birthday. The history of the holiday is covered in a foreword by
Alexis Levitin, who partnered with Ransom in spreading Black
Poetry Day salutes beyond Huntington, as well as in vignettes
interspersed throughout the book. The volume concludes with
original musical compositions created by the author to be used
at events across the country. Ransom’s early research led to the
publication of America’s First Negro Poet (1970), which has since
been out of print but is updated in this new edition to include contemporary scholarship as well as two recently discovered poems
attributed to Hammon (“An Essay on Slavery, With Justification
to Divine Providence” and “Sickness, Death, and Funeral”). The
first section of the book is a sketch of Hammon’s life, as Ransom
pieces together limited facts into a cohesive narrative. While far
from comprehensive, the biography is nevertheless a well-written,
admirable undertaking, particularly given the dearth of sources
relating to Hammon’s life. For example, not a single personal
account of the poet has ever been found, including in newspaper stories from the period, and the family papers of Hammon’s
descendants were destroyed in house fires.
Subsequent sections of the book include literary analyses
of Hammon’s poems accompanied by useful explanations of
their historical context and frequent biblical references. There
is also an intriguing comparison between Hammon’s work and
that of his contemporary Phillis Wheatley, the subject of one of
his most celebrated poems. Additionally, the volume contains
descriptions of early 20th-century scholarship on Hammon and
a discussion of contemporary debates among scholars surrounding the poet’s life and oeuvre. Despite Hammon being venerated
as the founder of African American literature, his poetry, with
lines urging fellow enslaved people that “it is our duty to submit,”
can be especially difficult for modern readers to comprehend.

THE HOODLUM ARMY

Roderick, Elizabeth
Self (302 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
May 19, 2019
978-1-73307-640-1

In this homage to the classic Robin
Hood story, two contemporary, young
female robbers acquire a cult following
when the public learns their thefts are
committed to fulfill good intentions.
In Roderick’s rom-com/heist novel,
Robin Sherwood and Maryann Forrest meet-cute when they
simultaneously stick up the same bank. Maryann robs the bank
to finance a “farm-slash-cooking school” for disadvantaged
teens, and Robin needs money to buy her parents’ foreclosed
farm at auction. After college graduation, Robin thought she’d
“marry some nice girl she met at a Pride rally, take up woodworking or league soft-ball, and buy a house in some progressive
suburban enclave.” But now she’s tempted to continue robbing
banks by a hottie who “could be sexy even while talking through
a mouth full of hot dog.” Robin crushes on Maryann even
though she thinks her partner in crime probably is “straighter
than a ruler.” After Maryann stencils in spray paint “DEATH
2 WALL ST. LOVE THE HOODLUM ARMY” on the wall
of their second bank job, the women become underground
celebrities (and Robin admonishes Maryann for not including
a comma after “LOVE”). Spurred on by a fan-started Hoodlum
Army Twitter account that quickly garners over 10,000 followers, the two decide to grow “our brand” by stealing not from a
bank, but from a person, the notoriously slimy billionaire Larry
Lemon. But the FBI is on their trail, as is police detective David
Martinez, Maryann’s ex-boyfriend. Pleasures include a fast pace,
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Ransom skillfully lays out both scholarly approaches to this
controversial corpus of poetry. Whereas some take Hammon’s
words at their problematic face value, others—particularly in
recent reinterpretations of his life—see a subtle subversion in
his poetry that slyly turns the Christianity of White slave owners against them in its constant reminder that Black men are
their “brethren” in Jesus. Ransom demonstrates his librarian
chops by delivering a comprehensive, annotated bibliography
of both primary and secondary sources pertaining to Hammon,
including those that just mention him in passing. This alone is
an invaluable contribution to future researchers. Perhaps some
readers may grow weary of the author’s occasional insertion of
events from his own life into Hammon’s story, though these will
provide future historians a glimpse into Ransom’s role in the
formation of National Black Poetry Day. Regardless of one’s
opinion of the author’s stylistic choices, his decision to reprint
all of Hammon’s pieces in their entirety, including the newly
discovered ones, makes this an essential volume for all libraries
interested in Black and American poetry.
A significant, balanced, and well-researched study of an
important Black poet.

entertaining dialogue, social commentary, and a certain sweetness. Plus, there’s a merry band of nontraditional characters
working with Robin and Maryann to fleece Lemon, a mean,
corset-wearing “fan of novelty toilets.” Word choices pleasantly
surprise: An agent wears a “happy-dog smile”; David can be “ferrety” in his compulsive gnawing. Roderick weaves multiple storylines into a crazy quilt of fun with an author’s note that states:
“CONTENT NOTIFICATION: racism, misogyny, xenophobia, queer antagonism, fat antagonism, trans antagonism, and
appearance shaming (there is pushback against all of these).
There is also minor gun violence.” And all of it wildly entertains.
A rollicking caper with a smorgasbord of kooky characters.

handsome ABT dancer. April decamps to the seemingly friendlier
climes of San Francisco’s West Coast Ballet Theatre, where her
pal Anders Gunst, the brilliant new artistic director, makes her
a principal. Alas, WCBT proves to be a snake pit. Anders faces a
mutiny led by the domineering, Machiavellian dancer Dmitri Petrenko. Meanwhile, April struggles—the crowd boos her after one
performance—and feels that she’s in cutthroat competition with
everyone from the senior ballerinas to the company’s 16-year-old
prodigy; in addition, she becomes the obsession of a sinister ex–
WCBT ballerina fallen on hard times. The one bright spot is her
romance with Russell, a nerdy childhood friend from Omaha who’s
become the attractive director of a hot Silicon Valley startup. That
relationship becomes complicated, though, when Vincent arrives
to dance with April in Romeo and Juliet; he’s a superlative partner
who makes her shine onstage but also a possessive, egomaniacal
jerk. In this prequel to her Ballet Theatre Chronicles novels, Rose
paints a vivid portrait of life in a cloistered dance company—one
that’s seething with insecurities and antagonisms yet also capable
of pulling together when the chips are down. April endures both
the physical pain and social sacrifices required by her devotion to
her craft, but she also basks in the sensual exhilaration of sublime
performances, which Rose conveys in sharply observed but also
exuberant prose: “See how you’re making my heart pound? I pantomimed, and took his hand, laying it on my chest….He lifted me
and I draped myself over his shoulder with wanton abandon, every
move imparting a feeling of joyous euphoria, absolute infatuation.”
A stimulating and entertaining tale in which passion and
art intermingle.

BALLET ORPHANS

Rose, Terez Mertes
Classical Girl Press (370 pp.)
$4.99 e-book | Jan. 2, 2021
Rivalries and power plays roil a San
Francisco ballet troupe in this romance.
As a 24-year-old soloist at New York
City’s dazzling American Ballet Theatre, April Manning is near the top of the
ballerina heap when suddenly she loses
everything: Her mother dies, and a Bolshoitrained phenomenon steals her role and her boyfriend, Vincent, a
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Rudie, Adrean J.
BookBaby (342 pp.)
$24.95 paper | Sep. 5, 2020
978-1-09831-239-8

A mortgage broker exposes and explains
the inner workings of mortgage loans.
One of the more frustrating and sometimes perplexing financial experiences is applying for a mortgage
loan. It is often a painful rite of passage for many homeowners
and a typically unpleasant chore for those who wish to refinance
their mortgages. While Rudie’s debut can’t promise to make getting a mortgage loan any easier, it does the next best thing: It
thoroughly explains the process so an applicant can be forearmed
with authoritative information as well as expert guidance. As an
experienced mortgage loan professional (she worked for large
firms before starting her own business), Rudie is exceptionally
qualified to discuss the process. In addition, Rudie is a licensed
real estate broker, so she can give the perspectives of both provider and applicant. At first, this book may appear intimidating,
with its 37 chapters and more than 300 pages, but Rudie manages
to dress up a topic she readily admits can be boring by adding
plenty of humor and interesting anecdotes. The opening chapter,
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The author makes a powerfully convincing case that no viable
business can afford to neglect the potential of social media.
the age of influence

which offers a solid overview of the entire mortgage loan process,
is written as if the reader were one of Rudie’s clients. This serves
to establish a personal, me-to-you relationship with the reader.
Still, it is a comprehensive walk-through of the various loan application requirements with helpful caveats, such as: “Please include
all pages, even if the last one is blank…the lender’s auditor will
hold up funding on this.” Subsequent chapters go into considerable but useful detail.
Rudie covers the individuals and institutions typically
involved in preparing, approving, and executing mortgage
loans—useful in making sense of the bewildering number of
players in mortgage transactions. Types of loans, lines of credit,
and credit scores are discussed, as are such real estate activities as appraisals, home inspections, and title insurance. Readers who consider mortgaging a mobile/manufactured home
will find authoritative advice, such as how to evaluate the best
home/land loan and private financing options. A chapter on
deals that “blow up” details six client stories illustrating some
intriguing reasons why mortgage loans fall through. Rudie also
includes mention of the potential effect of the coronavirus pandemic on the mortgage market. This handbook is likely to be as
comprehensive a resource on mortgage loans as any. It covers
the basics with flair and provides sensible advice along the way.
Rudie’s conversational writing style and jocularity are engaging
enough to ward off dullness and boredom; for example, “Yep,
you guessed it! That last magic person in the loan process is
actually the county clerk.” Perhaps one of the strongest aspects
of the work is the author’s ability to weave in relevant client
stories, some of which are very amusing while others are sad
and even tragic. Rudie’s candor in selecting stories that reflect
on her own errors is particularly refreshing. Most of the stories
demonstrate that the process must be followed, no matter how
absurd it may seem, and no mortgage loan is guaranteed until
the final approval is granted.
A real eye-opener, especially for first-time mortgage loan
applicants.

y o u n g a d u lt

Sean Andrews, working a missing person case, ultimately discovers
a body on David’s property. And there’s more: David is an avid art
collector, and eight paintings are gone from his unfinished vault.
Over in New York, art dealer Jennifer Singh contacts FBI Agent
Marcus Little. Evidently, an attorney representing an anonymous
collector sold an auction house a painting that’s likely stolen. This
opens an investigation that soon intersects with the case on the
West Coast and involves numerous people, such as David’s brother,
Keith, with criminal pasts. It seems only a matter of time before
a killer’s surprising identity comes to light. Rutherford’s extensive
novel includes copious architectural details. But as they appear
intermittently, they never derail the sound murder mystery unfolding throughout. Neil’s entanglement in the homicide case is believable, especially since someone at one point considers him a suspect.
In addition, there’s a double-crossing or two as well as unnerving
moments, like Neil’s potential new client Karl Stroughmann’s
making the architect wary. Although Neil is meek but likable, the
most memorable characters are of the delightfully shady variety,
from Keith to David’s ex-wife, Georgia. Rather than one big reveal,
answers come gradually in the latter half, and the killer may not be
easy for readers to unmask.
A lengthy but smart and diverting whodunit.

THE AGE OF INFLUENCE
The Power of Influencers To
Elevate Your Brand
Schaffer, Neal
HarperCollins Leadership (288 pp.)
$19.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Mar. 17, 2020
978-1-4002-1636-9

A practical handbook for those looking to leverage the power of social media
influencers to advance their brands.
According to Schaffer, an instructor at Rutgers Business
School, the marketing power of influencers is a natural consequence of the world’s “digital transformation.” The barriers
to content creation and its publication and distribution have
never been lower, which has resulted in an unprecedented
democratization of the online marketplace. Influencers, he
notes, often possess more power than celebrities and brands, as
they convey an “authenticity and human touch” and “emotional
resonance” that’s difficult to replicate. The author explains that
extraordinary opportunities exist if one knows how to leverage the power of influencers with not only a targeted advertising campaign, but also the deep engagement with an online
community: “This concept of community…underlies a fundamental mind-set shift,” he writes. “Building a community is a
longer-lasting way to gather people around your brand or product. Once you’ve established a community, any campaign you
launch has a foundation to start with and a cumulative effect
to follow.” To that end, Schaffer provides an impressively thorough tour of the influencer’s cosmos; he describes, in lucid but
granular detail, the various kinds of influencers, the most effective ways to find and contact them, and 16 different strategies

THE EIGHTH MASTER

Rutherford, J.D.
E&O Books (402 pp.)
$29.95 | $16.99 paper | $7.99 e-book
Nov. 5, 2019
978-0-578-57662-6
978-0-578-42655-6 paper
In this debut mystery, a construction
project in progress is the site of murder,
theft, and the occasional betrayal.
Billionaire David Johnsson has been
planning a winery at his massive California estate. But as he fired
his architect and has been butting heads with the contractor, the
project remains incomplete. He turns to architect Neil Thornton
for help. It’s a hefty job that Neil willingly takes, though he’s unprepared when an individual knocks him down on David’s estate—
possibly the same culprit who ransacks his car and his office and
pilfers his project drawings. Meanwhile, local police detective
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for collaborating with them. The book’s orientation is relentlessly practical throughout, and the author provides actionable
counsel on influencer discovery tools and marketplaces, the
use of agencies, and the most effective ways to measure one’s
returns. Nevertheless, for all the analytical minutiae, the author
remains focused, sometimes to the point of redundancy, on the
big picture—the “grand scheme of your social media strategy to
holistically understand the layout of the landscape and where
influencers fit in.”
Schaffer has considerable experience as a marketing educator, consultant, and influencer in his own right, and his tone over
the course of this book radiates the reasonable self-assurance of
expertise. Despite the brevity of the work, it still manages to be
astonishingly thorough, and it’s written in an informal, accessible style that doesn’t assume any special knowledge on the
part of the reader. The work could be even shorter, in fact, as
the author has a tendency to belabor points at times. Nevertheless, it offers everything that a reader could possibly want
in an introductory primer: an overview of the relevant field and
its history, prognostication about its future, and a step-by-step
commentary explaining how to take advantage of trends. Also,
the author makes a powerfully convincing case that no viable
business can afford to neglect the potential of social media—
and that one must be hands-on when it comes to strategy: “If
you’re not engaged in social media, then you miss your chance
to connect with this generation. Basically stated: To have any
pull in media, you have to be seen on social media….[Y]ou will
still need to be involved in social media yourself to some extent.”
A comprehensive resource for anyone who’s looking to
capitalize on the gathering strength of social media.

Valenti, Jennifer
Broken Arrow Books (322 pp.)
$28.00 | $18.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Dec. 7, 2020
978-1-73537-130-6
978-1-73537-131-3 paper
A businesswoman pursues a challenging career while dealing with the
aftermath of a sexual assault in this series
starter by Emmy Award–winning former
film and TV producer Valenti.
As the novel begins, Jane Valiante is a self-described “type
A introvert with a mild case of OCD” who’s chasing a dream
job with innovative Manhattan biotech firm Imaigene. After a
promising job interview, she’s invited to the company holiday
party by the firm’s handsome CEO, Peter Wright. She jumps at
the chance to attend, and she anxiously drinks and schmoozes
with employees at the event. Then she invites Peter to her hotel
room, where he rapes her. Jane’s first-person narration immerses
readers in her thoughts and emotions before and after the incident, which changes her life forever. She initially feels nothing but numb shock and disbelief. In an unexpected turn, Jane
accepts a subsequent job offer at Imaigene, where she endures
intimidation and a second sexual assault. However, she manages
to reclaim power over her anxiety, embrace her anger, and ultimately find strength in a dramatic courtroom showdown with
her rapist, who’s also victimized others. Over the course of this
book, Valenti draws on her own experience as a sexual assault
survivor in her description of Jane’s harrowing story. She also
clearly portrays Jane’s rage and confusion as the novel explores
the physical, emotional, and psychological effects of interpersonal violence. The author thoughtfully includes an opening
trigger warning for readers who may have had similar experiences in their own lives. The story’s central theme is a timely
one, and Valenti’s vivid style ably conveys its heft. Overall, this
is an empowering, moving, and inspirational work.
An intense, impressive debut featuring sparkling prose
and a truly valiant protagonist.
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Plenty of standouts
are on display in this
gruesome grab bag of
literary terror.

A rich, absorbing
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DREAMT
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moving tales; the
author is a writer
to watch.
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STANDING
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A captivating
story of a reluctant
hero that will leave
readers eagerly
anticipating the
next installment.
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